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JOURNEYS AN~ RESEARCHES 
IN 

SO.UTH AFRICA. 

INTRODUCTION. 

PERSONAL ~KETCH.-VOYAGE T\) THE CAPE AND ALGOA BAY. 

~1 Y own inclination would lead me to say as little as possible 
about myself; but several friends have suggested that, as the 
reader likes to know something about an author, a short 
account of my origin and early life would lend additional 
interest to this book. Such is my excuse for the following 
egotism. 

l\1y great-grandfather fell at the battle of Culloden, fighting 
for the old line of kingt~ ; and my grandfather was a small 
farmer in Ulva, where my father was born. It is one of that 
'lluster of the Hebrides thus alluded to by Walter Scott:-

"And IDva dark, and Colousay: 
And all the group of islets gay . 

That guard famed Staffa round.''* 

~:ly grandfather was intimately acquainted with all the 
tegends which that great writer has sine~ made use of 
in the ' Tales of a Grandfather' and other works. As a boy I 
remember listening to him with delight. Many of his never
endiLg stock of stories were wonderfully like those I have 
since heard while sitting by the African fires. My grand
mother used to sing Gaelic. songs, some of which, as she 
believed, had been composed by captive islanders langnishinl!' 
hopelessly muong the Turks. 

· • Lord of the Isles, canto iv. 

B 
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_ gmndfather could give particulars of his ancestors fo: 
/~-generations before him; and the only point of the tradi 
tion [ feel proud of is this. One of these poor islanders wru 
11enowned in the district for great wisdom; and when he ww 
on his deathbed, be called his children around him and said 
"I have searched carefully through all the tnditions of ou1 
family, and I never could discover that there was a dishones1 
man among our forefathers. If therefore any of you should takt 
todishonest ways, it will not be because it runs in our blood. 
I leave this precept with you: Be honest." Should I in tht 
following pages perchance fall into errors, I hope they will bt 
1 egarded ad unintentional, and not as indicating that I have 
forgotten our ancient motto. This event took place at a time 
when the Highlanders, according to Macaulay, were much 
like the Cape Caffres, and any one could escape punishment 
for cattle-stealing by presenting a share of the plunder to hi .. 
chieftain. Our ancestors were Roman Catholics ; they were 
made Protestants by the laird coming round with a man who 
carried a yellow staff, and the new religion went long after· 
wards, perhaps it does so still, by the name of "the religion 
of the yellow stick." 

}'inding; his farm in Ulva insufficient to support a numerou~ 
family, my grandfathm· removed to Blantyre '\'arks, a large 
cotton manufactory on the beautiful Clyde, above Glasgow; 
and his sont~, who had received the best education the Hebrides 
afforded, were gladly taken as clerks by the proprietors, 
Monteith and Co. He himself was highly esteemed for his 
unflinching honesty, and was employed in the conveyance of 
large sums of money from Glasgow to the works. In his old 
age, according to the custom of that company, he was pensioned 
off, so as to spend his declining years in ease and comfort. 

My uncles all entered His Majesty's service during the last 
French war, either a~; soldiers _or sailors; but my father re· 
mained at home, and, though too conscientious ever to grow rich 
as a small tea-dealer, yet by his winning ways he made the 
heartstrings of his children twine around him as firmly as if 
he could have bestowed upon them every worldly advantage. 
He reared us in connection with the Kirk of Scotland-an 
establishment which bas been an incalculable blessing to that 
oounf.rl ·but he afterwards )eft it, and for the last tweut . .) 
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years of his life held the office of deacon of an independent 
church in Hamilton. He deserved my lasting gratitude for 
presenting me from infancy with a consistent example of piety 
Like that which is so beautifully portrayed in Bums' 'Cottar'., 
Saturday night.' He died in February, 1856, in peaceful hope 
of mercy through the death of our Lord and Sa dour. I was 
then on my way below Zumbo. anticipating no greater plea
sure than sitting by his cottage fire and telling him my travels. 
·I revere his memory. 

The earliest recollection of my mother recalls a picture often 
seen among the Scottish poor-that of the anxious housewife 
striving to make both ends meet. At the age of ten I went 
to the factory as a "piecer." With a part of my first week's 
wages I purchased Ruddiman's 'Rudiments of Latin,' and 
studied that language for many years with unabated ardom·, 
at an evening school which met between the hours of eight 
and ten. I continued my labours when I got home till twelve 
o'clock, or later, if my mother did not interfere by snatching 
the books out of my hands. I had to be back in the factory 
by six in the morning, and my work lasted, with intervals for 
breakfast and dinner, till eight o'clock at night. I read in 
this way many of the classical authors, and knew Virgil and 
Horace better at sixteen than I do now. Our schoolmaster 
was supported in part by the company; he was attentive and 
kind, and so moderate in hii:!! charges that all who wished for 
education could obtain it. Some of my schoolfellows are now 
in positions far above what appeared likely then; and if the 
system were established in England, it would prove a never 
ending bleRsing to the poor. 

I read everything I could lay my hands on except novels. 
Scientific works and books of travels were my especial delight;· 
though my father, believing, with many of his time who ought 
to have known better, that the former were inimical to 
religion. would have prefened to see me poring over the 
• Cloud of \\itnesses,' or Roston's 'Fourfold State.' My 
difference of opinion reached the point of open rebellion, and 
his last application of the rod was on my refusal to peruse 
W1lbe1force's 'Practical Christianity.' This dislike to religious 
reading continued for years ; but having lighted on those 
admirable works of Dr. Thomas Dick, • The Philosophy of 
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Religion,' and 'The Philosophy of a Future State,' it was 
gratifying to find that he had enforced my own conviction, 
that religion and science were friendly to each other. 

Great pains had been taken by my parents to instil the 
doctrines of Christianity into my mind, and I had no difficulty 
in understanding the theory of free salvation by the atonement 
of our Saviour, but it was only about this time that I began 
to feel the necessity of a personal application of the dontrine 
to my own case. The change was like what it may be sup
posed would take place were it possible to cure a case of 
" colour blindness."· The fullness with which the pardon of 
all our guilt is offered in God's book drew forth feelings of 
affectionate love to Him who bought us with His blood, which 
in some small measure has influenced my conduct ever since. 
But I shall not again refer to the inner spiritual life which I 
believe then began, nor do I intend to specify with any promi
nence the evangelistic labours to which the love of Christ has 
since impelled me : this book will speak not so much of what 
has been done, as of what still remains to be performed before 
the gospe] can be said to be preached to all nations. 

In the glow of love which Christianity inspires, l Roon re
solved to devote my life to the alleviation of human misery. 
I felt that to be a pioneer of Christianity in China might lead 
to the material benefit of .some portions of that immense 
empire ; and therefore set myself to obtain a medical educa
tion, in order to be qualified for that enterprise. 

In identifying the herbs mentioned in my first medical 
treatise, that extraordinary old work on astrological medicine, 
Culpeper's . ' Herbal,' l had the guidance of a book on the 
plants of Lanark...,hire, by Patrick. Limited as my time was, 
I managed to scour the whole country-side, " collecting sim
ples." Deep and anxiom; were my studies on the still more 
perplexing profundities of astrology, and I got as far into that 
abyss of fantasies as my author said he dared to l&ad me. It 
seemed perilous ground to tread on farther, for the dark hint 
appeared to my youthful mind to loom towards "selling soul 
and body to the devil." These excursions, often in company 
with brothers, one now in Canada, and the other a clergyman 
in the United States, gratified my intense love of nature; and 
though we generally returned so hungry and fatigued that the 
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embryo parson shed tears, we yet discovered so many inte
resting things that he was always eager to join us. 

On one of these exploring tours-long before geology was so 
popular as it is now-we entered a limestone quarry. It is 
impossible to describe the wonner with which I began to col
lect the· shells of the carboniferous limestone which crops (lUt 

in High Blantyre and Cambuslang. A quarryman looked at 
me with that pitying eye which the beneYolent assume when 
viewing the insane. "How ever," said I, ;• did these shells 
come into these rocks?" " \\"hen God made the rocks, He 
made the shells in them," was the damping reply. 

1\Iy reading in the factory was carried on by placing the 
book on a portion of the spinning jenny, so that I could catch 
sentence after sentence as I passed at my work; I thus kept 
up a pretty constant study undisturbed by the roar of the 
machinery. To this part of my education I owe my power of 
completly abstracting my mind from surrounding noises, so as 
to read ·and write with perfect comfort amidst the play of 
children or the dancing and songs of savages. The labour of 
cotton-spinning, to which I was promoted in my nineteenth 
year, was excessively severe on a slim lad, but it was well 
paid, and enabled me to support myself while attending 
IL.edical and Greek . classes in Glasgow in winter, and the 
divinity leutur~s of Dr. Wardlaw in summer. Looking back 
now on that period of toil, I cannot but feel thankful that it 
formed such a material part of my early education; and were 
I to begin life over again, I should like to- pass through the 
same hardy training. I never received a farthing fl'Om any 
one, and should have accomplished my project of going to 
China as a medical missionary by my own efforts, had no1 
some friends advised my joining the London Misf'ionary 
Society on account of its unsectat·ian character. It "sends 
neither episcopacy, nor presbyterianism, nor independency, 
but the gospel of Christ to the heathen " This exactly agreed 
with my ideas of what a Missionary Society ought to do; but 
it was not without a pang that I offered my~;elf, for it was not 
agreeable to one accustomed to work his own way to become 
in a measure dependent on others. 

'l'ime and travel have not effa<ied the feelings of respect 1 
· mbibcd. for the inhabitants of my native village. For mo-
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rality, honesty, and intelligence, they were in general good 
specimens of the Scottish poor. In addition to the common 
run of men, there were some characters of sterling worth and 
ability, who exerted a most benefieial influence on the youth 
of the place by imparting gratuitous religious instruction. • 
Much intelligent interest was felt by the villagers in all public 
1uestions, and they furnished a proof that education did not 
render them an unsafe portion of the population. The.r much 
respected those of the neighboming gentry who, like the late 
Lord Douglas, placed some confidence in their sense of honour. 
Through the kindness of that nobleman, the poorest among ns 
could stroll at pleasure over the ancient domains of Bothwell, 
and other spots hallowed by venerable associations; and few 
of us could view the dear memorials of the past without feeling 
that these monuments were our own. The mass of the work
ing people of Scotland have read history, and are no levellers. 
They rejoice in the memories of " Wallace and Bruce and a' 
the lave," who are still much revered as the former ehampions 
of freedom. While foreigners imagine that we want the spirit 
to overturn aristocracy, we in truth hate those stupid revolu
tions which sweep away time-honoured institutions, dear 
alike to rich and poor. · . 

Having finished the medical curriculum and presented a 
thesis on a Rubject. which required the use of the stethescope 
for its diagnosis, I unwittingly procured for myself an exami
nation rather more severe than usual, in consequence of a 

· difference of opinion between me and the examiner~ as to 
whether this instrument could do what was asserted. How
ever, I was admitted a Licentiate of Faculty of Physicians 
and Surgeons, and it was with unfeigned delight I became a 
member of a profession which with unwearied energy pursues 
from age to age its endeavours to lessen human woe. 

But though new qnalified for my original plan; the opium 
war was raging, and it was deemed inexpedient for me to pro-

• The reader will pardon my mentioning the names of two of these most 
worthy men-David Hogg, who adclressed me on his death-bed with the words, 
.. Now, lad! make religion the every-day business of your life, and not a thing 
of fits and starts; for if you do not, temptation and other things will get the 
better of you;" and Thomas Burke, an old Forty-second Pemnsula soldier, who 
baa been incessant and never weary in good works for about forty yeam. ·l\feo 
like thP&P are an honour t.n their country and p.·ofessJon. 
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ceed to ebina. I h1•d hoped to gain access to that then clo!'.od 
empire by means of the healing art; but there being no pros
pect of an early peace, I was induced to tum my thoughts to 
Africa; l embarked in 1840, and reached the Cape after a 
voyage of three months. I shortly afterwards went to Algoa 
Bay, and ~o;oon proceeded inland to the Kuruman mission station 
in the Bechuana country. This station is about seven hundred 
miles from Cape Town, and had been established, nearly thirty 
years before, by Messrs. Hamilton and Moffat. The mission
houses and church are built of ~>tone. The gardens, irrigated 
by a rivulet, are well stocked with fruit-trees and vines, and 
yield European vegetables and grain readily. The pleasant
ness of the place is enhanced by the contrast it presents to the 
surrounding scenery, and the fact that it owes all its beauty 
to the manual labour of the missionaries. Externally it pre
sents a picture of civilised comfort to the adjacent tribes; and 
the printing-press, worked by the original founders of the 
mission, ,and sevmal younger men who have entered into their 
labours, gradually diffu~es the light uf Christianity through the 
neighbouring region. This oasis became doubly interesting 
to me, from something like a practical exposition of the text, 
~lark x. 29; for after nearly four years of African life as a bache
lor, I screwed up courage to put a question beneath one of the 
fruit-trees, the result of which was that in 1844 I became united 
in marriage to Mr. Moffat's eldest daughter, l\lary. Having been 
born in the country, and being expert in household matters, 
she was always the best spoke in the wheel at home; and when 
I took her with me on two occasions to Lake 'Kgami, and far 
beyond, she endured more than some who have written large 
books of travels. In process of time our solitude was cheered 
by three boys and a girl, and I think it useful to mention 
that we never had the least difficulty in teaching them to speak 
English. \V e made it a rule never to talk to them, nor allow 
them to talk to us, except in our own tongue. Indeed they 
rarely attempted to use the native language, though they spoke 
it perfectly. \\hen they went on board ship they refu:::-ed to 
utter another word of it, and have now lost it entirely. 

In consequence of droughts at our station further inward, 
we were mainly dependent for supplies of food on Kuruman, 
and were often indebted to the fruit-trees there and to Mrs 
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Moffat's kind foresight for the continuance of good health. 
When visitors arrive at most mission stations, the best of 
everything is provided for them; but having heard that 
some graceless fellows, who had been feasted, went back 
to the colony, saying, " These missionaries live like fighting 
cocks," we never made any change in our fare even for our 
friends. 

I have spent the sixteen years from 1840 to 1856 in medical 
and missionary labours in Africa, and my life has not been 
favourable to literary pursuits. This has made composition 
irksome to me, and I think I would rather crcc;s the African 
continent again than compose another book. It is far easier 
to travel than to write. I intended on going abroad to con
tinue my studies; but as I could not brook the idea of entering 
into other men's labours, I undertook, in addition to teaching, 
building and other handim·aft work, which left me generally 
as- much exhausted and unfit for study in the evenings as when 
I was a cotton-spinner. The want of time for self-improve
ment was the only regret I experienced during my African 
career. The reader remembering this will make allowances 
for the deficiencies of a student who has the vanity to think 
himself " not. yet too old to learn." 

CHAPTER I. 

RESlDENOE AT KURUIIAN, LEPELOLE, AND. KOLOBENG.-SKETCH OF 

CAREER OF SECHELE, ClllEF OF THE BAKWAlNS, AND NOTICES OF 

HIS TRIDE. 

'fHE instructions I received from the Dil-cctors of the London 
:Missionary Society led me, as soon as I reached Kuruman or 
Lattakoo, their farthest inland station from the Cape, to turn 
my attention to the north. Without waiting longer than waF 
necessary to recruit the oxen. which were pretty well tired 
by the long journey from Algoa Bay. I proceeded, in company 
with another missionary, to the Baku~na or Bakwains, wh< 
are a section of tho 11eople called Bechuanas. · 

The Bechuanaa are divided into numel'OUS tribes, named 
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after certain animals, which probably indic· es that"l1l'fc:J~OF 
times they were addicted to animal-worshi like {iQ.(jlcj'iPJt 
Egyptians. The term Bakatla means ''they he~wr;~ 
Bakuena, "they of the alligator;" Batlapi. ''the the it~~~ 
When you wish to ascertain what tribe they belonP:g:.ni'OaiiiOWij;i 
say, " \\'hat do you dance?" from which it may be inferred 
that dancing was also a part of their ancient rites. Each. tribe 
has a super&titious dread of the animal after which it is called. 
and never eats its namesake. They use the term " ila,"-
hate or dread-in reference to killing it. \Ve find traces of 
many extinct tribes in individual descendants-such as the 
Batau, "they of the lion:" the Banoga, " they of the serpent;" (I] 
though no such tribes now exist. The use of the personal 
pronoun they, Ba-1\fd., Wa, Va, or Ova, Am-Ki, &c., prevails 
very extensively in the names of tribes in Africa. A single 
individual is indicated by the terms J\Io or Le. Thus J\Iokwain 
is a single per~:>on of the Bakwain tribe, and Lek6a is a single 
white man or Englishman. 1\Jakoa is the name for Englishmen. 

We did not stay long on om first visit to the Bakwains, but 
retraced our steps to Kuruman. As the object I had in view 
was not, however, to be attained by a temporary excursion, I 
determined to make a fresh start into the interior as soon as 
possible. Accordingly, after resting three months at Kuruman, 
which is a kind of head station, I went to a !Spot called 
Lepel6le (now Litubaniba). Here I secluded myself from all 
European society for about six· months, in order to obtain a 
knowledge of the native tongue, and gained ·by this ordeal an 
insight into the habits, ways of thinking, laws, and language 
of the Bakwains, which has proved of incalculable advantage 
in my intercourse with them ever since. 

ln this. my second journey to Lepelole-so called frotn a 
cavem of that name-I began preparations for a settlement, 
by making a canal to irrigate gardens, from a stream then 
flowing copiously, but now quite dry. When the work was 
well advanced, I went northwards to the Bakaa, Bamangwato, 
and l\IakaHka tribe:", living between 22° and 23° south lat. 
'rhe Bakaa mountains had before been visited by a trader, who, 
with his people, all perished from _feve1·. Most of my joumeJ 
beyond Shokuane was performed on foot, in consequence of 
the draught oxen being sick. Some of m:v companions, who 
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had recently joined us, and did nut know that I understood a 
little of their language, were overheard by me discussing my 
appearance : " He is not t>trong, he is quite slim, and only ap· 
pears stout because be puts himself into those bags (trousers); 
he will soon knock up." This made my Highland blood rise, 
and I kept them all at the top of their speed for days together, 
until I heard them express a favourable opinion of my pedestrian 
powers. 

I returned to Kuruman, to bring my luggage to our proposed 
set.tiement, and was followed by the news that the tribe of 
Bakwains, who had shown themselves so friendly towards
me, had been driven from Lepelole by the Rarolongs. Thus 
my prospect of forming a settlement there was for the present 
at an end. One of the periodical wars, for the possession of 
cattle, had burst forth in the land, and had so changed the 
relations of the tribes to each other, that I was obliged to set 
out anew to look for a suitable locality for a station. As we 
journeyed north again, a comet blazed on our sight, exciting 
the wonder of eYery tribe we visited. That of 1816 had been 

(2) followed by an irruption of the Matebt!le, a tribe of Caffres, 
and the most cruel enemies the Bechuanas ever knew. The 
present prodigy they thought might prove as portentous, or 
might only foreshadow the death of a principal pensonage. 
As some of the Bamangwato people had accompanied me to 
Kuruman, I was obliged to restore them and their goods to 
their chief Sek6mi. This made it necessary to go back to his 
residence, and, for the first time, I travelled a distance of 
some hundred miles on ox-back. Returning towards Kuruman, 
I selected the beautiful valley of Mabotsa (lat. 25° 14: south, 
long. 26° :JO' ?) as the site of a missionary station ; and thithe1· 
I removed in 1843. Here an occurrence took place, which, 
but for the importunities of friends, I meant to have kept to 
tell my children when in my dotage. 

The Bakatla of the village Mabotsa were troubled by lions, 
whieh leaped into the cattle-pens by night and destroyed 
their cows. They even attacked the herds in open day. This 
was so unusual an occurrence that the people believed them
selves bewitched--" given," as they said, " into the power of 
the lions by a neighbouring tribe." They went oncE:\ to a.t.tack 
the animals, but, being rather cowardly in comparison witL 
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the Bechuanas in general, they t·etumed without slaying any. 
Lt is well known that if one in a troop of lions i:s killed j.he 
remainder leave that part of the country. The next time, 
therefore, the herds were attacked, I went with the people 
to encourage them to rid them::;elves of the annoyance by 
destroying one of the marauders. We found the animals on 
a small hill covered with trees. The men formed round it 
in a circle, and gradually closed up as they advanced. Being 
below on the plain with a native schoolmaster named 1\leb:Uwe, 
I saw one of the lions sitting on a pieee of rock within the 
ring. l\Iebalwe fired at him, and the ball hit the rock on 
which the animal was sitting. He bit at the spot struck, as 
a dog does at a stick or stone thrown at him: and then 
leaping away, broke through the circle &nd escaped unhurt. 
If the Bakatla had acted according to the custom of the country, 
they would have speared him in his attempt to get out, but 
they were afraid to attack him. When the circle was re
formed, we saw two other lions in it; but dared not fire lest 
we Rhould shoot some uf the people. The beasts burst through 
the line, and, as it was evident the men could not be prevailed 
on to face their foes, we bent our footsteps towards the village. 
In going round the end of the hill I saw a lion sitting on a 
piece of rock, about thirty yards off. with a little bush in front 
of him. I . took a good aim at him through the bush, and 
fired both barrels into it. The men called out, " He is shot, 
he is shot!" Others cried, " Be has been shot by anothet 
ma.n too; let us go to him!" I saw the lion~s tail erected in 
anger, and, tuming to the people, said, " Stop a little till l 
load again." When in the act of ramming down the bullets 
·I heard a shout, and, looking half round. I :saw the lion in 
the act of springing upon me. He caught me by the shoulder, 
and we both came to the ground together. Growling horribly 
he shook me as a terrier dog does a rat. The shock produced 
a t~tupor similar to that which seems to be felt by a mouse 
after the first gripe of the cat. It caused a sort of dreaminess, 
in which there was no sense of pain nor feeling of terror, 
though I was quite conscious of all that was happening. It 
was like what patients pa1tially under the influence of 
chloroform describe: they see the ·operation, but do not feel 
th£o knife. This !Jlacidity is probably produced in all animals 
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killed by the carnivora; and if so, is a merciful provision of 
thf>.Creator for lessening the pain of death. As he had one 
pa~ em the back of my head, ·I turned round to relieve 
myself of the weight, and eaw his eyes directed to Meba.lwe, 
who was aiming at him from a diRtance of ten or fifteen yards. 
His gun, which was a flint one, missed fire in both barrels. 

· The ·-animal_ immediately left me to attack him, and bit his 
thigh. Another man, whose life I had saved after he had 
Leen tossed by a buffalo, attempted to spear the lion, upon 
which he turned from l\Iebalwe and seized this fresh foe by 
the shoulder. At that moment the bullets the beast had 
received took effect, and he fell ::lown dead. The whole was 
the work of a few moments, and must have been his paroxysm 
of dying rage In order to take out the charm from him, the 
Bakatla on the following day made a huge bonfire over the· 
carcase, which was declared to be the largest ever seen. 
Besides crunching the bone intv splinters, eleven of his teeth 
had penetrated the upper part uf my arm. The bite of a lion 
resembles a gun-shot wound. It is generall) followed by a 
great deal of sloughing and discharge, and ever afterwards 
pains are felt periodically in the part. I had on a tartan 
jacket, which I believe wiped off the virus from the teeth 
that pierced the flesh, for my two companions in the 
affray have both suffered from the usual pains, while 1 
have escaped with only the_ inconvenience of a false joint 
in my limb. The wound of the man who was bit in the 
shoulder actually burst forth afresh on the same month of 
the following year. · This curious point deserves the attention 
of inquirers. 

From 1840 to 1845 1 was employed in preparatory labours, 
and associated with other missionaries at Km'Uman and 
Mabotsa. From 1845 to 1849 I worked at Chonuane and 
Kolobeng, aided only l1y :Mrs. Livingstone and two native 
teachers. I attached myself to the tribe called Bakuena, or 
Bakwains, the chief of which, named Sechele, was then living 
with his subjects at a place called Shokuane. I was from 
the first struck by his intelligence, and by the e::;pecial man11e1· 
in w l ich we felt dr~wn to each other. He was tall, rather 
corpulent, had large eyes, and more of the negro features 
than is common. As this remarkable man has not only 
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~mbraced Christianity, but expounds its doctrines to hie 
people, 1 will here give a brief sketch of his career. 

His great-grandfather Mochoasele was a great tra"f'eller, and 
the first that ever told the Bakwains of the existence of white 
men. In his father's lifetime two white men, whom I suppose 
to have been Dr. Cowan and Captain Donovan, pa~>sed through 
the country (in 1808), and descended the river Limpopo. 
They and their party all died of fever. The rain-makers, 
fearing lest their waggons might drive away the rain, ordered 
them- to be thrown into the stream. A son of the chief at 
whose village they perished remembered, when a boy, par
taking of one of the horses: and said it tasted like zebra's 
flesh. The Bakwains were then rich in cattle; and it is one 
of the many evidences of the subsequent desiccation of the 
country, that streams are pointed out where thousands and 
thousands of cattle formerly drank, and in which water now 
never flows. 

When Sechele was still a boy, his father, also named 
Mochoasele, was murdered by his own people for taking to 
himself the wiv 3 of his rich underchiefs. The children were 
spared, and their friends invited Sebituane, the chief of the 
Makol6lo, who was then in thoJe parts, to reinstate them in 
the chieftainship. J I e undertook the task, and surrounded 
the town of the Bakwains by night. Just as it began to dawn 
his herald proclaimed in a loud voice that he had come to 
revenge the death of Mochoasele. His followers, who encircled 
the place, beat loudly on their shields, and the panic was 
tremendous. There was a rush like that from a theatre on 
fire, while the Ma.kololo used their javelins on the telTified 
fugitives with a dexterity which they alone can employ. 
Sebituane had given orders that the sons of Mochoasele should 
le spared. One of the men, meeting Sechele, put him in 
ward by giving him such a blow on the head with a club 
as to 1·ender him insensible. The usurper was killed, and 
Sechele was restored to the chieftainship. 

lie married the daughters of three of his underchiefs who, 
on account of their blood relationship, had stood by him in his 
adversity. This is one of the modes adopted fer cementing 
the allegiance of a tribe. They are fond of the relationship 
to great families. If you meet a party of strangers, and the 
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head-man's connection with a chief is not proclaimed by his 
attenda.nts, you may hear him whispering, "Tell him who I 
am." This usually involves a counting on the fingers of a 
part of his genealogical tree : and ends in the important 
announcement that he is half-cousin to some well-known ruler. 
Tho government is patriarchal, each man being, by virtue of 
pat('mity, chief of his own children, and the greater thei1· 
number the more his importance increaBes. The town.e are 
formed of numerous· circle of huts, and near the centre of 
each circle thero is a spot called a '' kotla," with a fireplace; 
here they work, eat, or sit and, gossip over the news of the 
day. A poor man attaches himself to the kotla of a rich one. 
and is considered a child of the latter. The circle of an 
underchief is girt by a nnmber of subsidiary circles, and in 
the middle of all is the great circle of the principal chief, 
composed of the huts of his wives and blood relations. 

On the first occasion in which I ever attempted to hold a 
public religious service, Sechele remarked that it was the 
custom of his nation to put questions when any new subject 
was brought before them. He then inquired if my forefather~:; 
knew of a future judgment. I replied in the affirmative, and 
began to describe the scene of the "great white throne, and 
Him who shall sit on it, from whose face the heaven and earth 
shall flee away," &c. "You startle me," he replied; "these 
words make all my bones to shake; I have no more strength 
in me: but my forefathers were living at the ~:>arne time youn 
were, and how is it that they did not send them word about 
these terrible things sooner ? They all passed away into . 
darkness without knowing whither they were going." I 
explained the geographical barriers in the North, and the 
gradual spread of knowledge from the South, to which we 
first had access by means of ships; adding my belief that, as 
Christ had declared, the whole wOI1J would be enlightened 
by the Gospel. Pointing to the great Kalahari desert, ha 
replied, " You never can cross that country to the tribe.·· 
beyond; it is utterly impossible even for us black men, except 
in certain seasons, when more than the usual supply of rain 
falls, and an extraordinary growth of water-melons follows." 

As soon as he had an opportunity of learning, he. se& 
himself to read with such close application that, from being 
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comparatively thin, the effect of being addicted to the chase, 
he became corpulent from want of exercise. He acquired the 
alphabet on the first day of my residence at Chonuane, and I 
never went into the town but I was pressed to hear him read 
some chapters of the Bible. Isaiah was a great favourite with 
him; and he was wont to exclaim, "He was a fine man. that 
Isaiah ; he knew how to speak." 

lie ::-:econded my anxiety that his subjects should become 
converts to Christianity, and said, "Do you imagine these 
people will ever believe by your merely talking to them? I 
can make them do nothing except by thrashing them ; and if 
you like, I shall call my head-men, and with our whips of 
rhinoceros-hide we will soon make them all believe together." 
The idea of using persuasion to subjects, whose opini~n he 
would not have condescended to ask on any other matter, wa8 
especially surprising to him. He considered that they ought 
to be happy to embrace Christianity at his command. During 
the space of two years and a half he continued to }'rofess to 
his people his full conviction of its truth, and acted uprightly 
in all the relations of life. He felt the difficulties of his 
situation, and often said, " 0, I wish you had come to this 
country before I was entangled in the meshes of our customs!" 
In fact, he could not get rid of his superfluous wives without l31 
appearing to be ungrateful to their parents, who had done so 
much for him in his adversity. 

In the. hope of inducing others to accept his new faith, he 
asked me to have family worship in his house: This I did, 
and by-and-by I was surprised. to hear how well he conducted 
the prayer in his own simple and beautiful style, for he was 
a thorough master of his language. At -this time we were 
suffering fro111 the effects of a drought, which was ascribed 
by the natives to Christianity, and none except his family, 
whom he ordered to attend, came near his meeting. 1' In 
former times," said he, "when a chief was fond of hunting, 
all his p~uple got dogs and became fond .)f hunting too. If 
ho was fond of dancing or music, all showed a liking to these 
amusements too. If the chief loved beer, they all rejoiced in 
strong drink. But in this case it is different. I love. the 
Word of God, and not one of my brethren will join me." 

He continued to make a consir;tent profession for abouf 
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three years. Perceiving the difficulties of his case, and feel
ing compassion for the poor women, who were by far the best 
of our Rcholars, I had no desire that he should be in a. hurry 
to make a full profession by baptism, and put away all his 
wives but one. His principal wife, too, was the most unlikely 
person in the tribe to partake his views. I have seen him 
again and again send her out of church to put on her gown, 
and she. walked away with her lips Rhot out, the very picture 
of unutterable disgust at his new-fangled notions. 

\Vhen he at last applied for baptism, I asked him how, 
being acquainted with the Bible, he thought he ought to act. 
He went· home, and gave each of his t>upernumerary wives 
new clothing, together with all the goods they had been ac
customed to keep in their huts for him. He then sent them 
to their parents with an intimation that he had no fault to 
find with them, but that he wished to follow the will of God. 
When he and hi.s children were baptized, great numbers came 
to see the ceremony Some thought, from a stupid story 
which had been circulated by the enemies to Christianity in 
the south, that the converts would be made to drink an 
infusion of "dead men's brains," and were astonished to find 
that only water was used. Seeing several old men in tears 
during the service, I afterwards asked them the cause .of their 
weeping. They were crying to see their father, as the Scotch 
remark of a case of suicide, " so far left to himself." They 
seemed to think that I had thrown the glamour over .him and 
that he had become mine. All the friends of the divorced 
wives now becamo t.he opponents of our religion. 'fhe attend
ance at school and church dwindled down to very few 
besides the family of the chief. They all continued to treat 
us with respectful kindnes:-;, but to Sechele himself they 

· uttered things which, had they ventured on in former times, 
would, as he often remarked, have co~:~t them their lives. 

I pass from the chief to give a rapid sketch of our dealing 
with his people, the Bakuena, or Bakwains. · When first we 
went to reside at Chonuane about 51. worth of goods were given 
for a small piece of land sufficient for a garden. This purchas~ 
seemed strange to a tribe with whom the idea of buying 
land was entirely new ; but we explained to them that' we 
wished to avoid any cause of future dispute when ground had 
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become more valuable. They readily acquiesced, and agreed 
that a. Himilar piece should be allotted to any othe1 missionary, 
at any other place to which the tribe might remove. 

In our relations with this people we exercised no authority 
whatever. Our control depended entirely on persuasion; 
and, ha\·ing taught them by kind conversation as well as by 
public instruction, r expe<:ted them to do what their own 
sense of right and wrong dictated. Five instances are known 
to me in which by our influence on pn blic opinion war was 
prevented; and where, in individual cases, we failed to do 

· ~ood, the people at least behaved no worse than before. In 
~eneral they were slow, like all the African people, in coming 
to a decision on religious subjects; but in questions affecting 
their worldly affairs they were keenly alive to their own 
interests. They were stupid in matters which had not come 
within the sphere of their observation, bnt in other things 
they showed more intelligence than our own nneducu.ted 
peasantry. They are knowing in cattle, sheep, and goats, 
and can tell exactly the kind of pasturage :;uited to each. 
They distinguish with equal judgment the varieties of uoil 
which are best 1mited to different kind.-. of grain. They are 
familiar with the habits of wild animals, and are well up in 
the maxims which embody their idea~> of political wisdom. 

During the first year of our residence at Chonuane we 
were vi~<ited by one of those droughts which occur from time 
to time in even the most favoured districts of Africa. The 
belief in the power of min-making is one of the most deeply
rooted articles of faith in this country. The chief Sechele 
was himself a noted rain-doctor, and he often a.'isured me that 
he found it more difficult to give up this 1mperstition than 
anything else which Christianity required him to abjure. I 
pointed out to him that the only way to water the gardens 
was to select some never-failing river, make a canal, and 
irrigate the adjacent lands. The whole tribe moved accord
ingly to the Kolobeng, a stream about forty miles distant. 
The Bakwains made the canal and dam in exchange for my 
labour in assisting to build a square house for their chief. 
They a.lso er~cted their school under my superintendence. 
Onr house at the river Kolobeng, which gave a name to the 
~ettlement. was the third I had reared with my own hands 

c 
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A native smith taught me to weld iron; and having acquired 
some further information in this art as well as in carpentering 
·and gardening from 1\lr. l\Ioffat, I was becoming handy at 
most mect..:lnical e!Dployments in addition to medicine and 
preaching. 1\Iy wife could make candles, soap, and clothes ; 
and thus we had nearly attained to the indispensable accom
pli:-;hments of a missionary family in Central Afri11a,-the 
husband to be a ja<~k-of-all-trades without doors, and the wife 
a maid-of-ail-work within. 

In our second year again scarce any rain fell. The third 
was ~arked by the same extraordinary drought, anti during 
these two years the whole downfall did not amount to ten 
inches The Kolobeng ran dry, and so many fish died that 
the hyrenas from the country round collected to the feast, and 
were unable to clear away the putrid mass. A large old 
alligator was left high and dry in the mud among the victims. 
The fuurth year was equally unpropitious, the rain being 
insufficient to bring the grain to maturity. Needles lying out 
of doors for months did not rust; and a mixture of sulphuric 
acid and water, used in a galvanic battery, parted with all its 
moisture to tho air, instead of imbibing more from the atmos
phere as would have happened in England. The leaves of 
the trees drooped, and were soft and shrivelled, though not 
dead. 'l1lose of the mimosre were closed at midday, the same 
as at night. I put tho bulb of a thermometer three inches 
under the soil in the sun at midday, and found that the 
temperature was from 132° to 134°. When certain kinds of 
beetles were placed on the surface, they ran about for a few· 
second:-: and expired. But this broiling heat only augmented 
the never-tiring activity of the lung-legged black ants. 
\ Vhere d.o they get their moisture? Our house was built on 
a hard ferruginous eonglomerate, in order to be out of tho 
way of the white ant. Their black brethreu gut in despite 
the precaution ; and not only were they able to moisten soil 
to the consistency of mortar for the formation of galleries, 
which they do by night, that they may be screened in the day 
from the observation of birds as they are passing and repass
ing towards any vegetable matter they may wish to devour, 
but their inner chambers were surprisingly humid, though 
lew there was none, and, our ·welling being placed on a 
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rock, they ;ould have no subterranean passage to :he ~h 
which ran about three hundred yards below the hill.~n it' 
he that they have the power of combining by vital fore 
•Jxygen and hydrogen of their vegetable food so as to form 
water'?* 

Rain, however, would not fall; the Bakwains believed that 
I had bouud Sechele with some magic ~'pell, and 1 received 
deputations of the old counsellors, entreating me to allow him 
to make only a few showers : " The com will die if you 
refuse, and we shall become scattered. Only let him make 
rain this once, and we shall all, men, women, and children, 
come to the school and sing and pray as long as you please." 

The method by which the natives imagine they can charm 
the clouds to pour out their refreshing treasure is by burning 
a variety of preparations, such as charcoal made of l:>ats ; 
inspissated renal deposit t of the mountain coney ( Hyra:r 
~·ape11sis ), which is also used in the form of pills as a good anti
spasmodic ; jackals' livers, baboons' and lione' hearts, hairy 
calculi from the bowels of old cows, serpents' skins and 
vertebra>, and every kind of tuber, root, and plant to be found 
in the country. Conscious that civility is useful evc~·ywhere, 
you kindly state that you think they are mistaker as to their 
power ; the rain-doctor selects a particular bulb, pounds it, 
and administers a cold infusion to a sheep, which in five 
minutes afterwards expires in convulsions. Part of the same 
bulb is converted into smoke, an.l ascends towards the sky; 
rain follows in a day or two. The inference is obvious. 
Were we as much harassed by droughts, the logic would be 
irresistible in England in 1857. 

'l'he Bakwains still went on treating us with kindness, ano 
lam not aware of ever having had an enemy in the tribe. 
but as they believed that there must be some connection 
between the presence of " God's \V ord" in their town and 
these successive droughts, they looked with no good will at 
the church-bell. " We like you·," sA.id the uncle of Sechele, a 
very influential and sensible person, "as ~ell as if you had 
been born among us; yo1• are the only white man we can 

• When we come to Angola I shall describe. an inseet there which •listiiA Sf'Veral 
pints of water every night. . 

t By the action of the sun it becomes a black pitchy substance 
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become familiar with; but we wish you to give np that 
everlasting preaching and praying; we cannot become familiar 
with· that at all. You see we never get rain, while those 
tribes who never pray as we do obtain abundance." This 
was a fact; and we often saw it raining on the hills, ten miles 
off. while it would not look at us "evell with one eye." 

'I'he rain-makers believe that medicine:-. act by a mysterious 
charm, and they are all ready with such arguments as the 
following. 

Medical Doctor.-Hai!', friend I How very many medicines 
you hav~ about you this morning! \\by, you have every 
medicine in the country here. 

Rain Doctor.-Very true, my friend; and I ought : for the 
whole country needs the rain which I am making. 

M. D.-So you really believe that you can command the 
clouds ? · I think that can be done by God alone. 

R. D.-\\"e both believe the very same thing. It is God 
that makes the rain, but I pray to Him by means of these 
medicines, and., the rain coming, of course it is then mine. 
It was I who made it for the Bakwains for many years,· when 
they were at Shokuane; through my wisdom, too, their 
women became fat and shin~ng. Ask them ; they will tell 
you the same as I do. 

M. D.-But we are distinctly told in the parting words of 
our Saviour that we can pray to God acceptably in His name 
alone, and not by means of medicines. 

R. /J.-Truly! but God told us differently. lie made 
black men first, and did not love us, as hf'l did the white men 
He made you beautiful, aud gave you clothing, and guns, and 
gunpowder, and horses, and waggons, and many other thing~ 
about which we know nutb.ing. But toward us He had no 
heart. He gave us nothing except the assegai, and cattle, 
and rain-making ; and He did not give us hearts like yours. 
We never love each other. Other tribes place medicines 
about our country to prevent the rain, so that we may be 
dispersed by hunger, and go to them, and augment their 
power. \\"e must dissolve their charms by our medicines. 
God has given us one littlo thing which yon know nothing of. 
He has given us the knowledge of cm·tain medicines by which 
we can make rain. We do not despise those things which 
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you possess, though we are ignorant of them. You ought not 
to despise our little knowledge, though you are ignorant of it. 

'This is a brief specimen of their mode of reasoning, which 
is often remarkably acute. I never succeeded in convincing 
a :-;ingle individual of the fallacy of his belief, and the usual 
effect of discussion is to produce the impression that you 
your~Self are not anxious for rain. 

During this long-continued drought the women parted with 
most of their ornaments to purchase corn from more fortunate 
tribes. The children scoured the country in search of the 
numerous bulbs and roots which can sustain life, and the men 
engaged in hunting. Great numbers of buffaloes, zebras, 
giraffes, tsessebes, kamas or hartebeests, kokongs or gnus, 
pallas, rhinoceroses, &c., congregated at some fountains near 
Kolobeng, and the trap called "hopo" was constructed for 
their destruction. The hopo consists of two· hedges in the 
form of the letter V. They are made very high and thick 
near the angle, where they do not however touch, and at the 
extremity is a pit six or eight feet deep, and twelve or fifteen 
in breadth and length. Trunks of trees are laid across the 
margins of the pit, and form an overlapping border, so as to 
render it almost impossible for the animal to leap out. The 
whole is carefully decked -with short green rushes. As the 
hedges are frequently about a mile long, and about as much 
apart at the opening, a tribe which makes a circle round the 
country adjacent, and gradually closes up, is almost sure to 
sweep before it a large body of game. It is driven up with 
shouts to the narrow part of the hopo, where men are secreted 
who throw their javelins into the affrighted herds. The 
animals rush to the narrow opening presented at the con
verging hedges, and fall into the pit.. Some escape by running 
over the others, at! a Smithfield market dog runs over the 
backs of the sheep. It is a frightful scene. The men, wild 
Witn excitement, spear the lovely animals with mad delight: 
others, borue down by the weight of their dead and dying 
companions, will every now and then ma.ke the whole mass 
heave by their struggles. 

The Bakwaim; often killed betw~en sixty and seventy head 
of large game at the different hopos in a single· week; and aa 
every one, both rich and poor. partook of the prey, the meat 
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. prevented the had effects of an exclusively vegetable cliet. 
The district being destitute cf salt, the rich alone could afford 
to buy it, and, when the poor, who had none, were forced to 
live entirely on roots, they were often troubled with indiges
tion. The native doctors, aware of the cause of tl.e malady, 
usually prescribed t::ome of that condiment with their medieines. -
Either milk or meat was equally remedial, though not 8(J 

rapid in its effects as salt. Long afterwards, when at two 
distinct periods I was myself deprived of it for four months, I 
felt no craving for it, but had a great longing for milk and meat. 
This continued as long as I was confined to a vegetable diet, 
and whe:t. I procured a meal of flesh, though boiled in perfectly 
fresh rain-water, it tasted pleasantly saltish. 

In addition to other adverse influences, the necesbity of 
frequent absenee for the purpose of either hunting game or 
collecting roots and fruits, proved a serious barrier to the 
progress of the J~eople in know ledge. Sending the Gospel to 
the heathen must include much more than is implied in the 
usual picture of a missionary, which is that of a man going 
about with a Bible under his a1m. The promotion of com
merce ought to be specially attended to, as this, more speedily 
than anything else, demolishts that sense of isolaticn which 
heathenism engenders. and makes the tribes feel themselves 
mutually dependent on each other. Those laws which still 
prevent free commercial intercom·se among civilized nations 
seem to be nothing but the remains of our own heathenism. 
By comrnen:e we may not only put a ~;tu}J to the slave-trade, 
but introduce the negro family into the body corporate of 
nations, no one member of which can suffer without the others 
suffering with it. This, in both Eastern and Westem Africa, 
would lead to a much larger diffusion of the ble~:;~:;ingo tJf 

civilization than efforts exclusively spil itual and educational 
confined to any one tribe. These should of course bo canied 
on at the same time at large central and healthy ~Stations. 
Neither civilization nor Christianity can be Dromoted alone 
ln fact, 1hey aro insepamblP.. 
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CHAPTER II. 

THP. BOERS: TIIEIB INFAMOUS TREATMENT OF NATIVES,-THE KAJ.A

HARI DESI':RT.-13UBiniEN AND BAKAI,AHARI. 

ON I<: of the difficulties with which the mi::;sion had to contend 
wat> the vicinity of the Boers of the Cashan :\Ionntains, other
wise named " :'llagaliesberg." The word Boer simply means 
"farmer," and is not. synonymous with our won{ boor. The 
Magaliesberg Boers are not to be confounded with the. Cape 
colonists, who sometimes pass by the name, and who for the 
most part are sober, industrious, and hospitable. Those, 
however, who haYe fled from English law, and have been 
joined hy every variety of bad character, are of a very different 
stamp. Many of them felt aggrieved by the emaneipation of 
their llottentot slaves, and determined to remove to distant 
localitie~ where they could erect themselves into a republic, 
and pursue without molestation the ''proper treatment of the 
blacks." This "proper treatment'' has always involved the 
~ssential element of slavery,-compulsory unpaid labour. 

One section of this class of persons penetrated the interior 
as far as the Cashan 1\Iountains, whence a Zulu or Caffre chief, 
named l\losilikatze, had been expelled by the well-known . 
CatfJ·e Dingaan. They can.e with the prestige of white 111en 
and deliverers; but the Bechuanas, who han just escaped the 
hard sway of the tyrannical Caffres, suon found, as they 
expressed it, " that 1\losilikatze was cruel to his enemies, and 
kind to those he conquered; but that the Boers destroyed 
their enemies, and made slaves of their friends." The tdbes, 
while retaining the semblance of independence, are forced to 
perform gratuitously all the labour of the fields, and have at 
the same time to ·support themselves. I have myself seen 
Boers come to a village, and, according to their custom, 
demand twenty or thirty women . to ""eed their gardens 
These poor creature8 accordingly proceeded to the scene of 
•mrequited toil, carrying their own food on their beads, theiJ 
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children on their backs, and instruments of labour on their 
shoulders. "We maKo the people work for us," Raid the 
Boers, "in consideration of allowing them to live in 01:1 

country." During the sevet·al journeys I made to the enslaved 
tribes I was invariably treated by the whites with respect; 
but it is most unfortunate that they should have been left 
unoared for by their own Church till they have become as 
degraded as the blacks, whom , the stupid prejudice against 
colour leads them to qetest. 

This new and mean species of slavery which they have 
adopted. serves to supply the lack of field-labour only. 'l'ht 
demand for domestic servants must be met by forays on tribes 
which have good supplies of cattle. The individuals among 
the Boers who would not engage in the raid for the sake of 
eapturing slaves can seldom resist the two-fold plea of an 
intended uprising of tho doomed tribe, and the prospect of a 
handsome share of the pilfered herds. It is difficult to con
ceive that men possessing the common attributes of humanity 
(and these Boers are by no means destitute of the better 
feelings of our nature) should set out, after caressing thei1· 
wives and children, and proceed to shoot down men and 
women whose affections are as warm as their own. It was 
long before I could give credit to the tales of bloodshed told 
by native witnesses; but when I heard the Boers either 
bewailing or boasting the bloody scenes in which they had 
themselves been actors, I was compelled to admit the validity 
of the testimony. '!'hoy are all traditionally religious, and 
trace their descent from some of the best men (Huguenots and 
Dutch) the world ever saw. In their own estimation they 
are the chosen people of God, and all the coloured race aro 
" black property" or ''creatures" -heathen given to them for 
an inheritance. Living in the midst of a much more nume
rous native population and at fountains removed many miles 
from each other, the Boers feel themselves insecure; and when 
they receive reports against any tribe from some dissatisfied 
black the direst vengeance appears to the most mildly disposed 
among them a simple measure of self-defence. However bloody 
the massacre, no qualms of conscience ensue. Indeed. the 
leader, the late 1\:lr. Hendrick Potgeiter, believed himself to 
be the great peacemaker of the country. There is not, how-
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ever, a single instance of the Bechuanas attacking either .he 
Boers or the English. '!'hey have defended themselvet~ when 
assailed, but have never engaged in offensive war with Euro
peans. We have a different tale to tell of the Caffres, and 
the result has been that from the hour they obtained fire-arms 
not one Boer has attempted to settle in CaffJ·eland, or even to 
face the enemy in the field. These magnanimous colonists 
have manifested a marked antipathy to anything but "long
shot" warfare, and, sidling away in their emigration:s towards 
the more effeminate Bechuanas, have left their quarrels with 
the Caffres to be fought out by the English, and the wars to 
be paid for by English gold. 

The Bakwains at Kolobeng had the spectacle of various 
tribes enslaved before their eyes. The llakatla, the Batl6kua, 
the Bahukeng, the Bamosetla, and two other tribes were all 
groaning under the oppression of unrequited labour. This 
would not. have been felt as so great an evil, but that the 
young men, as the only means of rising to importance, were 
in the habit of sallying forth to procure work in the Cape 
Colony. After labouring rt:ere three or four years, i11 building 
stone dykes and dams for the Dutch farmers, they were con
tent if they could return at the end of that time with as many 
cows. On presenting one to their chief they ranked ever 
afterwards a:s respectable men in the tribe. The8e volunteers 
were highly esteemed among the Dutch, under the name of 
Mantatees, and received a shilling a day and a large loaf 
of bread between six of them. The system was distasteful to 
the Boers of the Uashan or Magaliesberg country. "If they 
want," it was said, "to work, let them work for us their 
masters," though these masters 1-oasted that they would not 
pay for the service8 rendered. A law was made, in conse
quence, to deprive these poor fellows of their hardly-earned 
cattle, and compel them to labour gratis at home. . Fraud 
becomes as natural to the slave-owner as " paying one's way •· 
is to the rest of mankind. 

Wherever a missionary lives, traders are sure to come; they 
are mutually dependent, and each aid~ the other : but ex
perience !'bows that the two empl9yments cannot well be 
combined in the same pen.un. Kothing would be more fair, 
and apostolical too, than that the man who devotes his time 
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to the spiritual welfare of a people should derive temporal 
advantage from upright commerce; but t.he present system of 
missions renders it inexpedient. No missionary with whom 
I ever came in contact traded; and while the traders, whom 
we introduced into the country, waxed rich, the missionaries 
have invariably remained poor. The J c~mits in Africa were 
wiser in their generation. They were a large community, 
and went on the plan of devoting the abilities of every one 
to that pursuit in which he was most likely to excel. One 
studied natural history, another literature, and a third, skilful 
in barter, was sent in search of ivory and gold-dust, that while 
pushing forward the mission to distant tribes he might yet 
afford pecuniary aid to the brethren whom he bad left at the 
central settlement.* We Protestants provide missionaries 
with a bare sub.-istence, and are unsparing in our praise of 
them fur nut being worldly-tninded when our niggardliness 
compels them to live as did the prodigal son. I do not need 
to speak fot· myself, and for that very reason J feel at liberty 
to interpose a word in behalf of others. It is quite possible 
to find men whose devotion to the work of :>preading the 
Gospel will make them ready to submit to any sacrifice. 
What, however, can be thought of the justice of Christians 
who not only work their agent:s at the lowest terms, hut regard 
what they give as charity! 

English traders had sold the Bakwains what the Boer:< most 
dread, -arms and ammunition. \ Vhen the guns amounted to 
five, so much alarm was excited among our neighbours that 
an expedition of several hundred whites was seriously planned 
to ~;eize these weapons. Knowing that their owners would 
have fled to the Kalahari Desert rather than deliver them up, 
I proceeded to the commandant, Mr. Gert Krieger, and pre
vailed upon him to defer the attack. He wished in return 
that I should act as a spy over the people. I explained the 
impossibility of compliance, even if my principles had not 
stood in the way, by refening to an instance in which Sechele 
had gone, unknown to me, with his whole force, to punish a 

• The Dutch clergy,,also, are not wanting in worldly wisdom. A fountain ii 
bougl1~ and the lands which it can irngate parcellt>d out and let to villagerl!. A~ 
the" increase in numbers the rents rise and the Church becomes rich. The govern 
ment adds 2001. per annum, and the total salary amounts to 4001: or 5001. a-year 
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rebellious nnder-chief. This happened wher. we had just 
come to live with the Bakwains Sechele consulted me, and l 
ad vise-d mild measures. The mes~>engers he despatched to the 
rel•el were an:-:wered by a taunt: "He only pretends to wish 
to follow the advice of the teacher: Sechele is a coward; let 
Lim come and fight if he dare." On the next offence Sechole 
told me be was going to hunt elephants; and asked the loan 
•>f a black-metal pot to cook with. I knew nothing furthe1· 
until we saw the Bakwains carrying home their wounded, 
and heard some of the women uttering the loud wail of sorrow 
for the de:td, while others pealed forth the clear scream of 
Yictory. It wa~:> then clear that Sechele had attacked and 
driven away the rebel. 

Having made this statement to the commandant, I had soon 
an example how quickly a story can grow among idle people. 
The five guns were, within one month, multiplied into five 
hundred, .and the cooking-pot, now in a museum at Cape 
Town, was magnified into a caunon; "1 bad myself confessed 
to the loan." Where the five hundred guns came from it was 
easy to divine; for, as I used a sextant, my connection with 
Government was a thing of course; and, as I must know all 
Her Majesty's counsels, I was questioned on the indistinct 
rumours which harl reached them of Lord Ros:,e's telescope. 
"What right," said they, "has your goYemmeLt to set up 
that large gla:ss at the Cape to look after us behind the Cashan 
Mountains?" 1\lany of the Boers visited us afterwards at 
Kolobeng, some for medical advice, and others to trade in 
those very muskets and powder which their own laws and 
policy forbad them to sell to the natives. Many attempts 
were made during these visits to elicit the truth respecting 
the guns and cannon. Espionage, which is a proof of bar
bari~:>m, is as well developed among the savages as in Austria 
or Hussia, and every man in a tribe feels himself bound to tell 
the ehief all that comes to his knowledge. 8echele was there
fore acquainted with every question put to his people, and 
asked me how they ought to an~:>wer. My reply was, " Tell 
the truth." Every one then declared that no cannon existed ; 
and our friends, judging of the denial by what they them
selves would have said in similar circumstances, were only 
confirmed in the opinion that the Bakwains pos~:>essedartillen. 
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This was in som3 degree beneficial to us; the fear it ~nspired 
prevented any foray in our direction fr,r eight years. 

During the whole of that period no winter pa:;sed without 
.some of the tribes in the East country being plundered of 
both cattle and children by the Boers. It is only in winter, 
when horses can be used without. danger of dying from 
disease, that these expeditions can take place. One or two 
friendly tribes are forced to accompany a party of mounted 
Boers, and are ranged in front to form "a shield." The Boers 
then coolly fire over their heads till the devoted people flee 
and leave cattle, wives, and children to the captors. This 
was done in nine cases during my residence in the interior, 
and on no occasion was a drop of Boer blood shed. Letters 
were repeatedly sent by them to Sechele ordering him to 
surrender hims.,lf as their vassal, and stop English traders 
from proceeding into the country with firearms for sale. He 
replied, "I was made an independent chief and placed here by 
God, and not by you. I was never conquered by 1\losilikatze, 
as those tribes whom you rule over; and the English are my 
friends. I get everything I wish from them. I cannot 
hinder them from going where they like." 

I attempted to benefit the tlibes among the Boers of Maga.
liesberg by placing native teachers at different points. ''You 
must teach the blacks," said Mr. Hendrick Potgeiter, the 
commandant in chief, "that they are not equal to us." Other 
Boers sai<l, " I might ns well teach the baboons on the rocks 
as the Africans." These sneerers declined my proposition to 
examine whether they or my native attendants could real! 
best. When Sir George Cathcart p1·oclaimed the independ
ence of the Boers, a treaty was made with them by which 
they undertook to allow the English a free passage to the 
country beyond, and to abolish slavery. ''But what about 
the missionaries ?" they inquired. " You may do as ym' please 
with them," is said to have been the answer of the "Com
missioner." This remark, if uttered at all, was probably 
made in joke. The general belief in its seriousness doubtless 
led to the destruction -Of three mission stations immediately 
after. The Boers, four hundred in number, were sent by th .. 
mte Mr. Pretorius to attack the Bakwa.ins in 1852, and, beside~.> 
1\l.aughtering a considerable number of ::~dults, carried off two 
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hundred of our school-children into slavery. Tne pE-'Ople 
under Sechele defended themselves till the approach of night 
enabled them to flee to the mountains; and having killed 
a number of the enemy, the first ever slain by Bechuanas, I 
had the credit of having taught them to destroy Boers I My 
house was plundered in revenge. English gentlemen, who 
had come in the footsteps of Mr. Cumming to hunt in the 
country beyond, and had left large quantities of stores in the 
keeping of the natives, were robbed of everything; and when 
they came back to Kolobeng found the skeletons of the guar. 
dians strewed about the place. The books of a good library
my solace in our solitude-were tom to pieces and scattered 
about. My stock of medicines was smashed; and all our 
furniture and clothing were carried off and sold by public 
auction to pay the expenses of the foray. 

A short sketch of African housekeeping may not prove unin
teresting. The entire absence of shops obliged us to make 
everything we needed from the raw materials. If you want 
bricks to build a house you must proceed to the field, cut 
down a tree, and saw it into planks to make the brick-moulds. 
The people cannot assist you much; for, though willing to 
labour for wages, tha Bakwains have a curious inability to 
make things :square. As with all Bechuanas, their <'Wn dwell
ings are round. I erected three large houses at different 
times, and every brick and stick had to be put square by my 
own hand. A house of decent dimensions, costing an immense 
amount of manual labour, is necessary to secure the t·espect 
of the natives. 

Bread is often baked in an e:x.tempot·e oven constructed by 
ocooping out a large hole in an anthill, and using a slab of 
r;tone for a door. Another plan is to make a good fire on the 
ground, and when it is thoroughly heated to place the dough 
in a short-handled frying-pan, or ~;imply on the hot ashee. A 
metal pot is then put over it, and a small fire is kindled on 
the top. 

\ r e made our own candles, and soap was procured from the 
ashes of the plant salsola, or else from wood-ashes, which in 
Africa contain so little alkaline matter that the boiling uf 
successive leys has to be continued for a month or ~;ix weeks 
before t.he fat is saponified. There was not much hardship i.rJ 

D 
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being thus dependent on our own ingenuity, and married life 
is all the sweeter when so many comforts emanate directly 
from the thrifty housewife's hands. 
w~ rose early, because, however hot. the day, the evening. 

night, and morning at Kolobeng were deliciously refreshing. 
You can sit out till midnight with no fear of coughs or 
rheumatism. After family worship and breakfast between six 
and seven, we kept school, men, women, and children being all 
invited. This lasted till eleven o'clock. The missionary's 
wife then betook herself to her domestic affairs, and the 
missionary engaged in some manual labour, as that of a smith, 
carpenter, or gardener. H he did jobs for the people, they 
worked for him in iurn and exchanged their unskilled labour 
for his skilled. Dinner and an hour's rest succeeded, when 
the wife attended her infant-school, which the young liked 
amazingly, and generally mustered a hundred strong; or she 
varied it with sewing-classes for the girls, which was equally 
well relished. After sunset the husband went into the town 
to converse, either on general subjects or on religion. We 
had a public service on three nights of the week, and on 
another instruction on secular subjects aided by pictures and 
specimens. In addition to these duties we prescribed for the 
sick and furnished food to the poor. The smallest acts of 

. friendship, even an obliging word and civil look, a1·e, as St. 
Xavier thought, no despicable·parl of the missionary armour. 
Nor ought the good opinion of the m<Jst abject to be neglected 
when politeness may secure it. 'Their good word in the 
aggregate forms a reputation which procures favour ful 
the Gospel. Show kindness to the reckless opponents of 
Christianity on the bed of sickness, and they never can 
become your personal enemies. Here, if anywhere, love 
begets love. 

When at Kolobeng, during the droughts we were entirely 
dependent on Kuruman for supplies of corn. Once we were 
reduced to living on brari, which we had to grind three times 
over to reduce it to fine xneal. \Ve were mnch in want of 
animal food, which here seems essential to health. We craved 
as large a quantity as in 1~ngland, and no bilious effects 
follow the free use of flesl\ as in other hot climates. A 
v~etable diet causes acidity ~nd heartburn. Sechol~ had by 

\ 
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right of chieft:;tinship. ,the l;>reast of every ,animal slaughtered 
either at home or abroad, and he obligingly sent us a liberal 
share during the whule period of our sojourn. But these 
supplies were so irregular, that we were sometimes fain to 
accept a dish of locusts. They have a strong vegetable taste, 
which varies with the plants on which they feed. There is 
a physiological reason why locusts and honey should be eaten 
together: the laxative propertie~ of the last correct the astrin
gent qualities of the first. Locusts are often roasted and 
pounded into meal, when they will keep for months. Boiled 
they are di~agreeable ; but when roa~ted I much prefer them to 
shrimps, though I would avoid both if possible. The :-:earcity 
of meat was felt more especially by my children; and the 
natives, to show their sympathy, often gave them a large kin1l 
of caterpillar, which they seemed to relish. These insects 
could not be 1mwholesome, for the natives devoured them in 
large quantities themselves. 

Another. dainty of which our children partook with eagerness 
was the enormous frog rulled '' 1\Iatlametlo."* When cooked 
it looks like a chicken. These creatures are supposed by the 
natives to fall down from thunder-clouds, because, after heavy 
storms, the pools, being filled with water which is retained a few 
days, become instantly alive with this loud-croaking game. Af?. 
they rm;h forth into the hollows into which the rain is falling, 
and the Bechuanas are cowering under their skin garments, the 
sudden chorus struck up from all sides seems to indicate ~ 
descent from the heavens. 'rhe phenomenon takes place in 
the driest parts of the desert, where to an ordinary obsen·er 
there is not a sign of life. I afterwards learned from thE> 
Bushmen that the matlametlo makes a hole at the root oi 
certain bushes, and tr.ere ensconces him:-:elf during the 
months of dronght. As he seldom emerges. a large variety of 
spider takes advantage of the hole, and makes its web across 
the orifice. No one but a Bushman would think of searching 
beneath a Rpider's web for a frog. 

It is remarkable that more attempts haYe not been made to 
domesticate some of the African animals in England. 'l'he 

• The Pyxicephalns adspersus of Dr. Smith.' Length of head and buiy, 5j 
inch<'s; fore legs, 3 inches ; hind legs, ~ inc he!. Width oi head po~ ~r' Drly, ~ 
•nchPB; of body, 4e inches. 
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eland, the most magnificent of antelopes, would grace the 
parks of our nobility, and its exceHent :flesh be a delicacy at 
their tables. The noble esculent frog might prove a welcome 
addition to the eatables ()f France. 

The scavenger beetle is one of the most useful of insects, for 
it effectually answers the object indicated by the name. 
Where they abound, as at Kuruman, the villages are clean. 

-No sooner are animal excretions dropped than, attracted by 
the scent, the scave~gers are heard coming booming up the 
wind. They roll away the droppings of catt.le in round pieceEJ 
often as large as billiard-balls till they reach a plr..ce proper by 
its softness for excavating. They then dig the soil out from 
beneath the ball, and, when it is let down into the ground and 
covered, they lay their eggs within the mass. The larv~e 
devour the inside of their little globe before coming up to the 
surface to begin life for themselves. The beetles with their 
gigantic balls look like Atlas with the world on his shoulders. 
Their progression, however, is backwards, and, keeping their 
heads down, they push with the hind legs, as if a boy 
should roll a snowball with his feet, while standing on his 
crown. 

In trying to benefit the tribes living under the Boers of the 
Cashan mountains, I twice performed a journey of about three 
hundred miles to the eastward of Kolobeng. Sechele had 
become so obnoxious to the whites, that, though anxious to 
accompany me, he dared not trust himself among them. His 
independence and love of the English were his only faults. 
In my last journey he gave me two servants on parting, " to 
be," as he said, "his arms to serve me," and expressed his 
regret that he could not go himself. " Suppose we went 
north," I said, " would you come ?" This was the first 
time I had thought of crossing the Desert to Lake N gami. • 

When I reached the Boers and spoke to Mr. Hendrick 
Potgeiter of the danger of hindQting the Gospel of Christ 
among thesu poor so.va~. he b(\t mne greatly excited. He 

• Several word:s1n the .AfricaD Janguagt> iw•gin with the ringi11.g sound heard 
in the end of the word "coming." If the 1·1 ader puts an i to the beginning of 
the name of the lake. as Ingami, aJ>d then !!'O'JGds the i &I' little a!l possible, he wil• 
have the correct pronunciation. F.l"ery V<•W-!IJ:o sounJed in all Mtive words, and 
the P.fllJ>bllRl~ in pronunciation i~ f•llt U\)01! the penultmu•te. 
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threatened to attack any tribe that might receive a native 
teacher, yet promised to use his influence to prevent those 
under him from throwing obstacles in our way. I plainly 
perceived that nothing more could be done, and commenced 
collecting information about the Desert, with the intention of 
cro~:;sing it. Sekomi, the chief of the Bamangwato, was 
acquainted with a route which he kept carefully concealed, 
Lecau~:;e the Lake country abounded in ivory, which he 
obtained in large quantities at small cost to himself. Sechele, 
who valued highly everything European, and was always 
alive to his own interest, was anxious to get a share of the 
trade. In age and family he was the superior of Sekomi ; for 
when the original tribe broke up into Bamangwato, Bangwa
ketse, and Bakwains. the latter retained the hereditary 
chieftainship. If the two were travelling or hunting together, 
Sechele would take, by right, the heads of the game shot by 
Sekomi .. 

Sechele, by my advice, sent men to Sekomi, to ask leave 
for me to pass along his path. This request was accompanied 
with the present of an ox. Sekomi's mother, who poesesses 
great influence over him, refused permission, because she had 
not been propitiated. An ox was therefore sent for both 
Sekomi and his mother, but with no better success. " The 
Matebele," it was ~,;aid, "the mortal enemies of the Bechuanas, 
are in the direction of the lake, and should they kill the white 
man we shall incur great blame from all his n:ation." 

The exact position of the Lake Ngami had, for half a 
century at least, been correctly pointed out by the natives, 
who had visited it when rains were more copious in the 
Desert than in recent times. Many attempts had since been 
made to reach it, but this was found impossible, even by 
Griquas, who may be supposed to be more capable of en
during thirst than Europeans. It was clear that our only 
chance of success was by going round the Desert instead· of 
through it. I communicated my intention to an African 
tmvellcr, Colonel Steele, and he made it known to another 
gentleman, Mr. Oswell. He undertook to defray the entire 
expeuses of the guides, and fully executed his generous inten
tion. When he joined me he brought Mr. Munay with him. 

Before narrating the incidents of the jo1:rrney I mut<t ~~ H 
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:Wme aceount uf the great Kalahari Det~ert. The space fron; 
the Orange l{iver in the south, lat. 2!:)•\ to Lake 1\"gami in the 
north, and frum about 24° east long. to near the west coast, 
has been c:alled a dese1t because, though intersected by the 
beds of ancient rivers, it contains no running water, and very 
little in wells. Far from being destitute of vegetation, it is 
covered with grass and creeping plant'!! ; and there are large 
patches of bushes and even trees. It is remarkably flat, and 
prodigious herds of antelopes, which require little or no 
"'ater, roam over the trackless plains. The Bushmen and 
Bakalahal"i prey on the game and on the countless rodentia 
and small species of the feline race. In general the soil is 
light-coloured soft sand, nearly pure silica. The beds of the 
former streams contain much alluvial soil, which being baked 
hat-d by the burning· sun, rain-water in some places stands in 
pools for several months in the year. 

Th" quantity of grass which grows on this remarkable 
regiOn is astonishing, even to those who are familiar with 
India. It usually rises in tufts with bare spaces between, or 
the interva!s are occ11pie~ hy the creeping-plants, the roots of 
which, being bnried far beneath the soil, feel little the effects of 

. the scorching sun. The nt:mber of the~e which ha-ve tuber
OllS roots is very great; a etructure which is intended to 
supply moisture during the long droughts. One of the cu
curbitacea:l, which prod!lces a· small scarlet-coloured eatable 
~ucumber, though not generally tuber-bearing, becomes so 
hera, where that appendage is necessary to act as a reservoir 
for preserving its life. The same thing occurs in Angola with a 
species of grape-bearing vine. A vegetable, named Leroshua, is 
a blessing to the inhabitants of the Desert. It is a small 
plant, with linear leaves. and has a stalk not thicker than a 
crow's-quill ; but on digging down a foot or eighteen inches 
beneath the soil we come to a tuber often as large ru. the head of 
a young child. When the rind is removed we find a mass of 
cellular tissue, filled with fluid much like that in ~ young 
turnip, and which, owing to the depth it grows beneath the 
smface, is generally deliciously cool. Another kind, named 
Mokuri, is met with in other paris ot the country, and pro
duces a number of tubers. ~me as big as a man'f head, in a 
cit·cle, of which the <..1:t'=umferE•nce is a yard or morA from the 
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stem. The uati \·es :-trike the ground with stonetJ, and the 
nature of the sounLl tells them where to dig. 

But the most surprising plant of tha Desert is the water
melon, '' Kengwe or 1\eme" ( Cucumis cajfer). \\hen mi.Jn. 
than the usual quantity uf rain falls, vast tracts ufthe country 
are literally covereJ with these melons. Thi:::: happens com
monly every ten or eleven years. Then animals of every 
sort and name, including man, rejoice in the rich supply. 
The elephant, true lord of the forest, and the different 
species of rhinoceros, revel in the fruit, althongh naturally so 
diverse in their choice of pasture. The various kinds of 
antelopes feed on them with avidity, a11d lions, hyrenas, 
jackals, anJ mice, all seem to appreciate the collllllon ble::;sing. 
These melons are not, howe,·er, all eatable ; some being 
sweet, and others bitter. The nath·es select them by striking 
them with a hatchet. and applying the tongue to the gashes. 
Thi::> peculiarity of one species of plants bearing bi.Jth sweet 
a.nJ bitter fruits occurs also in a cucumber. It is about font' 
inches long, and about an inch and a half in diameter, and is 
.,f a bright j,carlet col~ur when ripe. EYeu melons in a 
garden may be made bitter by a few bitter kengwe in the 
vicinity, for the bees convey the pollen from 11ne to the other. 

The inhabitants of this tract consist of Bm;hmen and Bakar (S) 
lahari. The former are probably the aborigines of the 
southern portion of the continent, the latter the remnants of 
the first emigration of Bechuana:-;. The B11:-;l~nwn live in the 
Oe~;ert from choice, the Bakalahari from compulsion, and both 
possess an intense love of liberty. The J:ushmen aro distinct 
in language, race, habits, and appearance. and a 1 e the only real 
nomads in the countty. They never cultivate the soil nor 
rear any animal, save wretched dogs. They are intimately 
acquainted with the habits of the game, and chiefly subsist 
upon their fl<>~;h, eked out by the roots and beans ancl fruits 
of the Desert. Those who inhabit the hot sandy plainli have 
generally thin, wiry forms, and are capable of great exertion 
and of severe privations. !\lany are of low statm·e, though 
not Jwarfish. The t-pecimens brought to Europe havo been 
selected, like costermongers' dogs, on account of their ex
treme ugliness. That they are, to some extent, like baboom 
is true, juHt as the&e are in some pointR frightfully human. 
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'l'he Bakalabari are supposed to be the oldest of the Be
chuana tribes, and are &aid to have possessed enormous herds 
of the large horned cattle mentioned by Bruce, until they 
were driven into the Desert by a fresh migration of their 
own nation. Living for centuries on the same plains with 
the Bushmen, subjected to the same influences of climate, 
enduring the same thirst, and subsisting on similar food, they 
seem to supply a proof that locality is not always sufficient 
to account for difference in races. The Bakalahari retain in 
undying vigour the Bechuana love for agriculture and domestic 
animals.· They hoe their gardens annually, though often all 
they can hope for is a supply of melons and pumpkins. They 
carefully rear f:mall herds of goats, and I have seen them lift 
water for them out of small wells with a bit of osbich egg
shell. They generally attach themselves to influential men 
in the different Bechuana tribes, adjacent to their desert 

'home, in order to obtain supplies of spears, knives, tobacco, 
and dogs, in exchange for the skins of the animals they may 
kill. These include two species of jackal, the dark and the 
golden; the former," motlose '' (Megalotis capeusis or Capefennec), 
has the warmest fur the country yields; the latter, "pukuye" 
(Canis mesomelas and C. aureus ), is very handsome when made 
into the mantle called kaross. Next in value follow the " tsz"pa " 
or small ocelot (Felis ttign"pes ), the " tuane " or lynx, the wild 
l}&t, the spotted cat, and others. They procure in addition 
great numbers of puti (duiker) and puruhuru (steinbuck) skins, 
besides those of lions, leopards, panthers, and hyamas. 
During the time I was in the Bechuana country between 
twenty and thirty thousand skins were made up into ka.rosses. 
Part of them were worn by the inhabitants, and part t;Old to 
traders: many, I believe, find their way to China. The 
Bakwains bought tobacco from the eastern tribes, purchased 
skins with it from the Bakalahari, tanned them, and sewed 
them into karosses. When made up they carried therr. south 
and purchased heifer-calves with them, cows l:cing the 
highest form of riches known. I have often been asked •' if 
Queen Victoria had many cows." Injustice is often per
petrated by one tl:ibe of Bechuanas compelling the Bakalahari 
of another tribe to deliver up skins which they may be keep
ing for their friends. They are a timid race,· and in bodily 
U.evelopment often resembla the abo~nes of Australia. 
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They have thin legs and arms, and large protruding abdo· 
mens, caused by the coarse indigestible food they eat. The11 
children's eyes lack lustre. I never saw them at play. A few 
Bechuanas may go into a village of Bakalahari, and domineer 
over the whole with impunity; but when these same adven
turers meet the Bushmen, they are fain to change their 
manners to fawning sycophancy. They know that, if the 
request for tobacco is refused, these free sons of the Desert 
may settle the point by a poisoned arrow. 

The dread of visits from Bechuanas of strange tribes causes 
the Bakalahari to reside far from water ; and they not unfre
quently hide their supplies by filling the pits with sand and 
making a fire over the spot. When they wish to draw water 
the women come with a bag or net on their backs, in which 
are twenty or thirty ostrich egg-shells, with a hole in the end 
of each of the size of a finger. Tying a bunch of grass to one 
end of a reed about two feet long, they insert it in a hole dug 
as deep as the arm will reach, and ram the wet sand firmly 
round it. The grass absorbs the water, which l.s then sucked 
up by the woman through the reed. A straw goes from her 
mouth to one of the egg-shells on the ground, and, as sh~ 
draws mouthful after mouthful from below, she makes the 
water trickle along the outs'ide of the straw into the shell. I 
have visited villages where, had we acted a domineering part 
and rummaged every hut, we should have found nothing; 
but by waiting with patience the people were led to form a 
favourable opinion of us, and would bring out a shellful of 
the precious fluid. {6) 

Besides supporting multitudes of animals, the so-called 
Desert contributes something to the market of the world, and 
has proved a refuge to many a fugitive tribe when their lands 
were overrun by the tribe of true Caffres called Matebele. 
The Bakwains, the Bangwaketze, and the Bamangwato al1 
fled thither; and the Matebele marauders, who came from the 
well-watered east, perished by hundreds in their attempts to 
follow them. One of the Bangwaketze chiefs, more wily than 
the rest, sent false guides to lead them on a track where, for 
hundreds of miles, not a drop of wa~er could be found, and 
they were parched to death in consequence. Many of the 
Bakwains themselves sunk under ~he privation, and their old 
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men, who eould have tolcl us an,.icnt stories. tlied in the1o;e 
flights. An intelligeut :\lokwain informed mo that a party of 
his tribe came in a state of burning thirst to a village of 
Bushmen and demanded water. The Bushmen replied that 
they nevel· drank any. Their visitors wakb.ed tl:.t:m to no 
purpose night and day. The Bakwains at Jast were compelled 
to exclaim, ''Yak! yak! these are not men; let us go." 
Probably the Bushmen had contrived to draw secretly upon a 
store which was hi~lden under ground. 

CHAP'l'ER 111. 

CB0881No THE DESERT.-1'BE ZouuA.-DiscovERY OF LAKE NoAMI.
RETURN TO KoLOBENG. 

SucH was the Desert which we were now preparing to cross,
a. regwn formerly tcnible to the Bechuanas from the number~< 
of serpents which infested it, and from the intense thirst whic;h 
these people often endured when their water-vessels were 
insufficient to hold the requisite :-.upply till the next well 
could be reached. Just before the arrival of my companions 
a party of the people of the lake came to Kolobeng to ask me 
to visit their country. They ·brought flaming accounts of the 
quantities of ivory to be found there, and talked of cattle-pens 
made of elephants' tusks of enormous size. 

We started for the unknown region on the 1st of June, UH9. 
Passing through a range of tree-covered hills to Shokuane, 
formerly the residen,.e of the Bakwains, we soon after entered 
on the high road to the Bamangwato, which lies mainly in 
the bed of an ancient river or wady that must formerly hav( 
flowed :r\. to S. The adjacent country is perfectly fiat. The 
!'!Oil is sandy, and there are here and there indications that at 
spots which now afford no water there were formerly well~ 
and cattle-stations. The land is covered with open forest, 
bush, and abundance of grass. The trees are mostly a kind 
of acacia called •' 1\Ionato," which appears a little to the south 
of this region, and is common as far as .Angola. .A large 
caterpillar, called "Nato," feeds by night on the ]eaves, and 
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hides itself by day at the root .in the sand, in order to escapE 
the piercing rays of the sun. The people are fund of it when 
roasted, on account of its pleasant vegeioable taste. \\hen 
:tbout to pass into the chrysalis state it buries itself in the 
,oil, and comes forth, if left undisturbed, a beautiful butterfly. 
L Bometimes referred to the transmutation with good effect as 
an illustration of o11r own resurrection. 

lloatlanama, our next station. is a lovely spot in this other
wi~>e arid region. The wells from which we had to lift the 
water for our cattle were deep, but well filled. A few villages 
of Bakalahari were found near them, aud great numbers of 
pallahs, springbucks, guinea-fowl, and small monkeys. 

Lopepe came next, and afforded another proof of the desic
cation of the country. The first time I passed here there 
was a large pool with a stream flowing out of it to the 
south, and now it was with difficulty that we could get our 
cattle watered, by digging down in the bottom of a well. 

At l\lashiie we came upon a never-failing supply of pure 
water in a sandstone rvcky hollow. Here we left the road tv 
the Bamangwato hills, and struck away to the north into the 
Desert. Having watered the cattle at a well called Lobotani, 
we next proeeeded to Serotli, a real Kalahari fountain. The 
country around is covered with bushes and trees of a kind of 
leguminosre, with lilac flowers. The soil is soft white sand, 
very trying to the strength of the oxen, as the wheels sink 
into it over the felloes. At Serotli we found only a few 
hollows like those made by the buffalo and rhinoceros when 
they roll themselves in the mud. In a corner of one of these 
there was a little water, which would have been quickly 
lapped up by our dugs, had we not driven them away. This 
was all the apparent ~>upply for some eighty oxen, twenty 
horses, and abo1.1t a score of men, and it was to serve for the 
next seventy miles-a journey of three days with the waggons. 
Our guide, Ramot6hi, who had spent his youth in the Desert, 
declared that there was plenty of water at band. By the aid 
of spades and fingers two of the holes were cleared out till 
they formed pits six feet deep and about as many broad. Our 
guides were earnest in their injunctions to us not to break 
through the hard stratum of sand at the bottom, in which case 
"the water would go away." The value of the advice was 
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proved in the case of an Englishman who insisted upon dig
ging through the flooring of incipient sandstone in the wells 
at Mohotluani, when the W6ter immediately disappeared down
wards. On reaching the stratum the water flowed in at tho 
line where the soft sand came into contact with it. Enough 
accumulated for the horses that evening ; but as there was 
not sufficient for the oxen, we sent them back to Lobotani, 
where they got a good supply, after thirsting four full days 
or ninety-six hours. Next morning we found the water ran 
in faster than at first, as invariably happens in these reservoirs, 
owing to the passages widening by the flow. The supply, 
which at the beginning may be only enough for a few men, be
comes in a few days sufficient for the oxen as well. The Baka
lahari arc dependent on these wells, and, as they are generally 
in the hollows of ancient river-beds, they are probably the 
deposits from rains gravitating thither. In some cases they 
may be the actual fountains which formerly replenished the 
river, though they now no longer rise to the surface. 

The buried fluid was perfectly inaccessible to the elands. 
Yet large.numbers ofthem fed around us; and, when killed, 
they were not only in good condition, but their _stomachs 
actually contained considerable quantities of w~ter. I ex
amined the alimentary canal to see if there were any peculi
arity which would aceount for this animal subsisting for 
months together without drinking. l found nothing. The 
d.iiike:r ( Cephalcpus mergens) or puti (of the Bechuanas ), the 
steinbuck (Tragulus rupestris) or puruhurn, the gemsbuck 
~ Oryx capensis) or kukama, and the porcupine (Hystrix cristata), 
ar('! all able to exist without water for months by living on 
bulbs and tubers containing moisture. They have sharp
pointed hoofs well adapted for digging, and there is little 
difficulty in comprehending their mode of subsistence. The 
tolo or koodoo (Strepsiceros capensis), the springbuck (Gazella 
euchore ), and the ostrich are also in a great degree independent 
of pools and stream~. I believe, however, that they can 
subsist only when there is moisture in the vegetation on 
which they feed : for in a year of unusual drought we saw 
herds of elands and flocks of ostriches crowding to the Zouga 
from the Desert, and many of the latter were killed in pitfalli 
on the banks. The rhinoceros. the buffalo, and gnu ( Catoble]JOA 
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9nu), the giraire, the zebra, and pallah (.Antilope melampus), are 
never seen but in the vicinity of water. Their 'presence is a 
sure indication that it will be found within seven or eight 
miles. 

In the evening of our second day at Serotli a hyrena 
appeared suddenly among the grass and raised a panic among 
our cattle. This fal8e mode of attack is the plan this cow
ardly creature always adopts, for his courage only permits 
him to fall upon animals which are running terrified away. 
Seventeen of our draught oxen fled into the hands of Sekomi, (7) 
who was unfriendly to our expedition. He sent them back 
with a mes:-;age strongly C.!ssuading us from attempting to 
cross the Desert. '' \\'here are you going? You will bf: 
killed by the sun and thil·st, and then all the white men will 
blame me fur not saving you." \\' e replied by assnring the 
messengers that the white men would attribute our deaths to 
our own stupidity, "as we did not intend to allow om· conJ
panions and guides to return tiU they had pnt ns into om 
grases." "re sent a handsome present to Sekomi, with a 
promise that, if he allowed the Bakalahari to keep the wells 
open for us, we would repeat the gift. on our return. 

All around Serotli the eountry is pe1fectly flat., and com 
pmsed of soft white sand. There is a peculiar glare of bright 
sunlight. from a clondless sky over the entire scene ; anrl one 
clump of trees and bu:shes, with open spaces between, look" 
so exactly like another, that if you leave the wells, and walk 
a quarter of a mile in any direction, it is difficult to return. 
Oswell and .Murray went, accompani~d by one of the Hakala
hari, to procure an eland. 'I'he pmfect sameness of the 
connhy caused even the son of the Desert to lose his way, 
which gave rise to a ludicrous misconception. One of the 
commonest phrases of the people is '' Kia itumela," 1 thank 
you, or Jam pleased; but there is a word very similar iusonnd, 
" Kia timela," 1 am wandert"ng. The perfect of this latte1· term 
is "Ki timetse," lltave wandered, which again resembles the 
word for water, " metse.'' Hence 1\lr. Murray and 1\h. 
Oswell mistook the veTb "wander." for "to be pleased," and 
"water," and a colloquy went on at intervals between then. 

·and their guide during the whole d a bitterly cold night. h: 
iiOmewhat the following t>tylo :-
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Englishman.-'' Where are the waggons? '· 
Real answer of guide.-" I don't know. I have wandered. 1 

never wandered before. 1 am quite lost." 
Supposed answer.-" I don't know. I want water. I am 

glad,· I am quite pleased. l am thankful to you." 
Englishman.-" Take us to the waggons, and you will get 

plenty of water." 
Real answer of guide (looking vacantly arounJ).-" How did I 

wander? Perhaps th~ well is there, perhaps not. I don't 
know. I have wandered." 

Suppos~d answer.-" Something about thanks; he says he is 
pleased, and mentions water again." 

The guiiie's vacant stare, while trying to remember, is 
thought to indicate mental imbecility, and the repeated thanks 
were supposed to indicate a wish to deprecale their wrath. 

First Englishman.-" Well, Livingstone has played us a 
pretty trick, giving us in charge of an id:ot. Catch us 
trusting him again. What can this fellow mea~L by his thanks 
and talk about water? 0, you born fool! take us to the 
waggons, and you will get both meat and water. Wouldn't a 
thrashing bring him to his senses again?" 

:::3ecoud A'uglishrnan.-" No, no, for then he will run away, and 
we shall be worse off than we are now." 

The hunters regained the waggons next day by their own 
sagacity, which becomes wonderlully quickened by a sojourn 
in the Desert. 

I sometimes felt annoyed at the low estimation in which 
some of my hunting friends were held ; for believing tha.t the 
contest with wild beasts is well adapted for fostering that 
coolness in emergencies which we all admire, I was anxious 
that the natives should entertain a higher opinion of my 
countrymen. " Have these hunters, who come so far and 
work so hard, no meat at home?"-" Why, these men are rich, 
and could slaughter oxen ~very day of their lives."-" And 
yet they come here, and endure so much thirst; for the sake of 
this dry meat, none of which is equal to beef?"-" Yes, it is 
for the sake of the play • it affords." This produces a laugh, 
as much as to say," Ah, you know better;" or, "Your friend.~ 
a.re fools." When they can get a man to kill large quantitiea 

• Tb~1-e 18 no term m their language to ex pres.<~ the idea o( sport. 
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of game for them, whatever he may think of himself or of his 
achievements, they pride themselves in having turned to good 
account the fc,lly of an itinerant butcher. 

When we had procured sufficient water we left Serotli. 
The sun, even in winter, is always powerful, and we conld 
only travel in the momings and evenings. A single day h. 
the hot sun and heavy sand would have knocked up the oxen~ 
The second night our trocheamer * showed that we had 
made but twenty-five miles from Serotli. Hamotobi was 
angry at the slowness of our progress, and told us that, as the 
next water wa~:~ three days in front, we should never get there 
at all. Cracking of whips, screaming, and beating, got only 
nineteen miles out of the poor beasts the following day, and 
they were more exhausted by the sandy ground, and the 
thirst, than if they had travelled double the distance over a 
hard road where they could drink. At this season the grastl 
becomes so dry as to crumble to powder in the hands. With
out taking a single fresh mouthful, the oxen stood wearily 
chewing. and lowed painfully at the smell of the water in our 
wa~gons. 

The knowledge retained by RamottJbi of the trackless waste 
of scrub through which we we1e passing was surprising. 
For sixty or seventy miles beyond Serotli one clump of 
bushes and trees seemed exactly like another. Yet, as we 
walked together, he remarked, " When we come to that 
hollow we shall light upon the highway of Sekomi; and 
beyond that again lies the river l\Iok6ko." After breakfast 
some of the men, who had gone forward on a little path which 
showed upon it footprints of water-loving animals, returned 
with the joyful tidings of" metse," and exhibited the mud on 
their knees in confirmation of the news. This pool of rain
water was called 1\Iathuluani. '£he thirsty oxen rushed in 
until the delicious drink was nearly level with their throats, 
when they drew slowly in the long refreshing mouthfuls, 
until their collapsed sides distended as if they would burst. 
Mter giving the cattle a rest at this spot we proceeded down 
the dry bed of the river 1\Iokoko. There are permanent wells 

• This is an instrument which, when fastened on the waggon-wheel, records the 
number of revolutions made. By multiplying this number by the circumferenQC 
of the wheel the actual distance travelled O\'er is at. once ascertained 
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in several parts of it, and RamotobJ assured us that we should 
suffer no more from thirst. The adjacent country is covered 
with grass, low thorny scrub, and here and there clumps of 
the "wait-a-bit thorn," or Acac·ia detinens. At Lotlakani (a 
little reed), another spring further un, we met with twenty-six 
palmyra-trees, the first we had seen in South Africa. 

The ancient Mokoko must have been joined by other rivers 
lower down, for it becomes broad, and expands into a large 
bed, of which the bke to which we were travelling formed 
but a very small part. Wherever an anteater had made his 
hole, shells were thrown out identical with the species now 
alive in the lake. When we left .the Mokoko Mr. Oswell 
happened to spy a Bushwoman running away in a bent posi
tion to escape observation. He took her for a lion, and 
galloped up to her. She thought herself captured, and offered 
to deliver up her prup(,rty, which consisted of a few traps 
made of cords. When 1 explained that we only wanted water, 
and would pay her if she led us to it, she walked briskly before 
our horses for eight miles, and bronght us to :K chokotsa. We 
rewarded her with a piece of meat and a good large bnnch of 
beads. At the sight of the latter she burst into a merry laugh. 

At N chokotsa we came upon the first of a great number of 
saltpans, covered with an efflorescence of lime, probably the 
nitrate. \',hen the pan, which is twenty miles in circum
ference, burst upon our view, the setting sun was casting a 
beautiful blue haze over the white incrustations, and caused 
the expanse to look exactly like a lake. Oswell threw up his 
hat in the air at the sight, and shouted out a huzza which 
made the poor Bushwuman and the Bakwains think him mad. 
I was as much deceived as he. 'Y e did not dream th::tt the 
long-looked-for lake was more than three hundred miles 
distant. The mirage on these salinas is tmly marvellous. 
'fhe waYes danced, and the shadows of the trees were reflected 
in suoh a perfect manner, that the loose cattle, horses, dogs, and 
even Hottentots, whose thirst had not been sufficiently slaked 
by the brackish water of Nchokutsa, hastened towards the 
deceitful pools. A herd of zebras in the mirage looked exactly 
like elephants, and Oswell began to saddle a horse In order to 
hunt them. A sort of break in the haze dispelled the illusion. 

On the 4th of Jul:y we went forward on horseback, aud again 
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a.nd again did we seem to see the lake. At last we came to the 
Zouga, aud found it to be a river running to the N .E. A 
village of Bakurutse lay on the opposite bank, and the people 
informed us that the stream came out of the N gami. The news 
gladdened all our hearts. We had the river Zouga at our feet, 
and l:y following it we should at last reach the broad water. 

Next day two of ihe Bamangwato, who had been sent on 
before us by Sekomi to drive away all the Bushmen and 
Bakalahari from our path, that they might not assist or guide 
us, came and sat down by our fire. They seemed to feel no 
enmity, but, on leaving us and ascending the Zouga in our 
front, they circulated the report that our object was to plunder 
all the tribes living on the river and lake. When they had 
proceeded some way the principal man sickened of fever, 
turned bacl$: and died. His death had a good effect, for the 
villagers connected it with the injmy he was attempting to do 
to us, and, though at first they came to us a1·med, kind treat
ment soon produced perfect confidence. 

When we had gone up the bank of this beautiful river about 
ninety-six miles from the point where we first struck it, the 
Bechuana chief of the Lake region, who had sent the glowing 
account of the stores of ivory to Sechele, ordered the people to 
assist us. We were received by a community whose language 
clearly shows that they bear an affinity to the tribes in the 
north. They call themselves Bayeiye, i. e. inen ; but the 
Bechuanas call them Bakoba, a term which carries with it 
some idea of slaves. They have a tradition that their fore
fathers, in their first essays at war, made their bows of the 
Palma-Christi; and when these broke they gave up fighting. · 
They have never been known to use arms, and have invariably 
submitted to the rule of every horde which has overrun the 
countries adjacent to the rivers on which they specially love 
to dwell. They are thus the Quakers of the body politic in 
Africa. A long time after our visit, the chief of the Lake 
furnished them with shields. "Ah!" ihey exclaimed, "we 
never had these before; that is the .reason we have always 
succumbed. Now we will fight." They were soon visited by 
a marauding party from the Makololo, and the " Friends " at 
once paddled night and day down the Zouga, nor ever dared 
to look bE:lhind them till they reach~d the end of the river. 
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The canoes of these inland sailors are primitive craf; 
hollowed with iron adzes out of the trunks of single tree• 
If the tree has a bend, so has the canoe. I found they rs 
garded their rude vessels as the Arab does his camel. The' 
have always fires in them, and prefer sleeping in them while 01 

a journey to spending the night on shqre. ''On land," say the) 
"you ha-ve lions, serpents, hyamas, and your enemies : but it 
your canoe, behind- a bank of reed, nothing can harm you." 

While ascending the beautifully-wooded riYer, we arrivec 
at a large stream flowing into it. This was the Tamunak'lt 
I inquired whence it came. "Oh, from a country full oJ 
rivers-so many no one can tell their number-and full of largt 
trees! " This was a confirmation of what I had heard from tht 
Bakwains, that the country beyond was not "the large sand) 
plateau " of the philosophers. The notion that there might bt 
a highway, capable ofpeing traversed by boats, to an unexplorec. 
and populous l'egion, grew from that time stronger and stronge1 
in my mind ; and when we actually came to the lake this idea 
was so predominant that tho actual discovery seemed of littlb 
importance. It was on the 1st of August that we reached the 
north-east end of the N gami ; and for the first time 1 his fine 
sheet of water was beheld by Europeans. The direction of 
the lake seemed to be N.N.:F;. and S.S.W. by compass. The 
southern portion is said to bend round to the west, and to 
receive the Teoughe from the north at its north-west extremity. 
We could detect no horizon where we stood; nor could we 
form any idea of its extent except from the reports of th6 
people, who professed to go round it in three days, which, at 
the rate of twenty-five miles a-day, would make it sevE-nty
five miles in circumference. It is shallow, and can never be 
of much value as a commercial highway. In the months pre
ceding the annual supply of water from the north, it is with 
difficulty the cattle can approach to drink through the boggy, 
reedy banks. These are low on all sides. On the west there 
is a space devoid of trees, which shows that the waters have 
retired thence at no very ancient date-another proof of the 
desiccation that has been going un throughout the country. 
We were informed by the P.ayeiye, who live on the lake, that, 
when the annual inundation begins, not only trees of great 
size, but antf>lopes, such as the springbuck and tsessebf. 



[From a Drawing made on the spot (1R.o0l by the late Alfred Ryder, Eaq. 
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( Acrunotus lunata), are swept down by its rushing waters. 
The tree:s are gradually driven by the winds to tho opposite 
side, and become embedded in mud. 

The water of the lake is fresh when full, but brackish when 
low. Thi:s region, compared with that from which we had 
come, was clearly a hollow, the lowest level being Lake Ku
madau. The point of the ebullition of water, as shown by one 
of Newman's barometric thermometers, was only between 
207t0 and 206°, which gives an elevation of not much more 
than two thou:sand feet above the level of the sea. We bad 
::le:scended abo'\'"e two thousand feet in coming from Kolobeng. 
A little of that water from the tropical rains, which inundates 
large tracts of country farther north, flows as far south as 
20° 20', and fails into the lake as into a reservoir. It is 
brought by the Embarrah, which divides into the rivers Tzo 
and Teonghe, and the Tzo again divides into the Tamunak'le 
and .Mababe. Of these the Tamunak'le discharges itself into 
the Zouga, and the Teougbe into the lake. The flow begins 
either in March or April, and the descending waters find the 
channels of all the rivers dried up, except in certain pools in 
their beds, which have long dry spaces between them. The 
lake itself is very low. 

The Zouga is only a prolongation of the Tamunak'le, and 
an arm of the lake reaches up to the point where the latter 
ends and the former begins. The Zouga is . broad and deep 
when it leaves the Tamunak'le, but becomes gradually nar
rower as it descends for about two hundred miles. It then 
flows into the Kumadau, a small lake about three or four 
miles broad and twelve long. The water does not make much 
progress in filling this lake till the end ')f June. In Sep· 
tember the rivers cease to run. When the supply bas been 
more than usually abundant a little water gets beyond the 
Kumadau, and if the quantity were larger it might go further 
in the dry rocky bed of the Zouga. The channel is perfect, 
but, before the water finds its way much beyond Kumadau, the 
upper supply ceases to run, and the rest becomes evaporated. 
There is, I am convinced, no such thing in the co•ntry as a river 
becoming lost in the sand. This fancied phenomenon haunted 
me for years ; but I have failed in discovering anything be· 
yond a most insignificant realisation of it. 
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(8) Near the lake was a half-tribe of the Bamangwato, called 
Batau&na. Their chief was a young man named Lechula1ebe. 
His uncle had ransomed him after Sebituane had conquered 
his father. He had just come into power, and, to show his 
independence, acted directly contrary to everything his uncle 
advised. The latter recommended him to treat us handsomely, 
and therefore, when we wished to purchase some goats or oxen, 
Lechulatebe, in a spirit of opposition, offered us elephants' 
tusks. "No, we cannot eat these; we want something to fil1 
our stomachs." "Neither can I ; but I hear you white men 
are all very fond of these bones, so I offer them; I want to 
put the goats into my own stomach." A trader, who accom
panied us, purchased ivory at the rate of ten large tusks for a 
musket worth thirteen shillings. I myself saw eight instances 
in which the tusks had been left to rot with the bones where 
the elephant fell. In less than two years not a man of the 
Batauana could be found who was not keenly alive to their 
value. 

My principal object was to visit Sebituane, the great chief 
of the l\Iakololo, who was reported to live some two hundred 
miles beyond Lake N gami. The day after our arrival I 
applied to Lechulatebe for guides. . He objected, fearing lest 
other white men should go thither also and give Sebituane 
guns; whereas he hoped by obtaining a monopoly of firearms 
to get the ascendency. He at last unwillingly promised to 
give us guides, then again declined, and sent men to the 
Bayeiye with orders to refuse 1u-; a passage acroRR the river. 
I tried hard to f01m a raft, but the dry wood was so wormeaten 
that it would not bear the weight of a single person. I worked 

- many hours in the water, for 1 was not then aware of the 
number of alligators in the Zonga, and never think of my 
labour~ -without feeling thankful that l escaped their jaws. 
The season was now far advanced; and as Mr. Oswell volun
teered to go to the Cape and bring up a boat, we resolved to 
make our way ~outh again. 

Coming down the Zouga, we had time to look at it~ banks. 
They are very beautiful, and resemble in many parts the 
river Clyde above Glasgow. The side to which the water 
swings is perpendicular, the other is sloping and grassy. 
The Bayei~-e dig pitfalls on these declivities to entrap the· 
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animals as they come to drink. The holes are seven or eight 
feet deep, about ad long at the mouth, and three or four feet 
wide. They gradually decrease as they descend, till they 
are only about a foot in width at the bottom. This occasions 
the animal to wedge himself firmly in by his weight and 
st-ruggles. They are usually in pairs, with a wall a foot thick 
between the ends of each, in order that, if the beast, when he 
feels his fore legs descending, should try to save himself, 
he may spring forward into the second. All the excavated 
earth is removed to a distance, so as not to excite suspicion in 
the animals. Reeds and grass are laid across the top ; and are 
then strewn with t>and, which is watered, that it may appear 
exactly like the surrounding ground. Some of our party 
plumped, more than once, into these pitfalls, even when 
searching fur them that they might open them and prevent 
the loss of our cattle. Old elephants have been known to 
precede the herd and whisk off the covering~:~ of the traps on 
each side the whole way down to the water. 

The trees which adorn the banks of the Zouga are mag
nificent. Two enormous baobabs (Adansonia digitata ), or 
mowanas, grow near its confluence with the lake. The largest 
was 76 feet in girth. The palmyra appears here and there. 
The mokuchong or moshoma bears an edible fruit of indif
ferent quality, but the tree itself would be a fine specimen of 
arboreal beauty in any part of the world. The· trunk is often 
converted into canoes. The motsouri, which produces a pink 
plum containing a pleasant acid juice, resembles an orange
tree in its dark evergreen foliage, and a cypress in its form. 
It was now winter-time, and we saw nothing of the flora. 
Wild indigo abounded, as indeed it does over large tracts of 
Africa. It is called mohet6lo, or the "changer," by the boys, 
who colour their ornaments of straw with the juice. The1·e 
are two kinds of cotton in the country, and the Mashona, who 
~onvert it into cloth, dye it blue with this plant. 

We found the elephants in prodigious numbers on the 
southern bank. They come to drink by night, and throw 
large quantities of water over their bodies. \Yhile enjoying 
the luxury they may be heard screaming with delight. They 
evince their horror of pitfalls by proceeding in a straight line 
to the Desert, and never diverge till they are eight or ten 
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miles off. At the Limpopo, to the south-east, they 1ue upwards 
of twelve feet high; here they were only eleven; and further 
north they are only nine feet. The koodoo, o1· tolo, seemed 
smaller than those to which we had been accustomed. We 
saw specimens of the kuabaoba, or straight-homed rhinoceros 
(R. Oswellii), which is a variety of the white (R. simus); and 
we found that, from the hom being projected downwards, it 
did not obstruct the line of vision, which enables this species 
to be much more wary than its neighbours. 

\\' e discovered an entirely new and beautiful species of 
water-antelope, called leche or le1~hwi. It is of a light brownish
yellow colour~ The chest, belly, and orbits are nearly white. 
The horns, which are exactly like those of the Aigcceros 
elli'psiprimnus, the water-buck, or tumoga. of the Bechuanas, rise 
from t.he head with a slight bend backwards, and then curve 
forwards at the points. From the horns to the withers the 
male has a small mane of the same yellowish colour with 
the rest of the skin, and the tail has a tuft of black hair. 
It is never found a mile from . water. Islets in marshes 
and rivers are its favourite haunts, and it is quite unknown 
except in the central humid basin of Mrica. As it stands 
gazing with head erect at the approaching stranger, it presents 
a noble appearance. When· about to decamp it lowers its 
head, and lays its horns down to a level with the withers. 
It begins at starting with a waddling trot, which ends in its 
galloping and springing over bushes like the pallahs. It 
invariably runs to th& water, and crosses it by a succession of 
bounds, each of which appears to be from the bottom. We 
thought the flesh good at first, but soon got tired of it. 

Great shoals of excellent fish come down annually with the 
waters. The mullet ( Mugil Africanus) is the most abundant. 
They are caught in nets. The Glanis st1uris, a large broad
headed fish, without scales, and barbed-called by the natives 
"mosala. "-grows to such an enormous size, that when -a 
man carries one over his shoulder the tail reaches the ground. 
It is a vegetable feeder. and in many of its habits resembles 
the eel. Like most lophoid fishes, it has the power of retaining 
a large quantity of water in its great head, and can thus 
leave the 1·iver, and even be buried in the mud of dried-un 
pools, wit110ut being destroyed._ Another fish, named l'lari~ 
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capensis by Dr. Smith, ret~embles it closely, and is widely 
diffused throughout the interior. They often leave the rivers 
to feed in pools, and, as these dry up, large numbers of them 
are entrapped hy the people. A water-snake, spotted yellow 
and dark brown, is frequently seen swimming with its head 
above the water. It is quite harmless, aud is relished as 
food by the Bayfliye. They live much on fish, which are an 
abomination to the Bechuanas in the south. They are caught 
in large numbers by nets made of the fine strong fibres of 
the hibiscus, which grows abundantly in all moist places. The 
mode of knotting the nets is identical with our own. The float
ropes of the Bayciye are made of the ife. or, as it is now 
called, the Sanseviera Angolensis, a flag-looking plant, with a 
strong fibre, that abounds from Kolobeng to Angola. The 
floah; themselves are pieces of a water-p~ant with valves at 
each joint, 'which retain the air in cells about an inch long. 
The Bayeiye also spear the fish with javelins. They show 
great dexterity in harpooning the hippopotamus. '!'he barbed 
blade of the spear is attached to a rope made of the young 
leaves of the palmyra, and t.he animal cannot rid himRelf of 
the canoe, except by smashing it, which he not unfrequently 
does by his teeth or by a stroke of his hind foot. 

CHAPTER IV. 

SECOND ANO THIRD JOURN!!:YR FROM KOLOBENG.-THE 0HOBE.-RA• 

VAGES o~· TSETSE.- 'l'HE :MA KOT,OLO : CAREER 01<' THEIR CHIEF 

SF.BITU A NE.-DISCOVERY OF THE ZAMBESI,-8LA VE-TRADE.-Rz

TURN TO THE CAPE. 

I RF.TUR:-.En to Kolobeng and remained there till April, 1850. 
I then left, in company with Mrs. Livingstone, our threo 
children, and the chief Sechele, with the intention of crossing 
the Zouga at its lower end, and pro9eeding up the northern 
bank till we gained the Tamunak'le. My purpose was next 
to ascend that river and visit Sebituane in the north. Sekomi 

. had given orders to fill up the wells which we had dug with 
10 much labour at Serotli, and induced us to take tho 
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more eastern route through the Bamangwato town and by 
Letloche. 

Parting at the ford with Sechele, who was eager to visit 
I..~echulatebe, we went along the northern woody bank of the 
Zouga. We had to cut down many trees to allow the waggons 
to pass, and our los~es by oxen falling into pitfalls were heavy. 
The Bayeiye kindly opened the pits whon they knew of 
our approach. On ·drawing near to the coruluence of the 
Tamunak'le we were informed that the fly called tsetse • 
abounaed on its banks. This was a barrier we did not expect; 
and as it might have brought our waggons to a complete 
standstill in a wilderness, where no supplies for the children 
could be obtained, we were reluctantly compelled to recross 
the Zouga. 

From the Bayeiye we learned that a party of Englishmen, 
who had come to the lake in search of ivory, were ill with 
fever. We hastily travelled about sixty miles to render what 
aid was in our power, and found that Mr. Alfred Rider, an 
enterprising young artist who bad come to make sketche~ of 
the country, had ditld before our arrival. By the aid of medi
cines and such comforts as could be provided by the only 
English lady who ever visited the lake, the others happily 
l'acovered. 

When I was ready to set out on my road to visit Sebituane 
our little boy and girl were seized with fever. On the day 
following all our servants were down with the same complaint. 
I was now forced to give up my journey for that year. On 
our return we met Mr. Oswell on the Zouga. He devoted the 
rest of this season to the chase of the elephant, in which the 
natives declare he is the greatest adept that ever eame into 
the country. He performed the feat of hunting without dogs. 
A few yelping curs distract the attention of the elephant and 
make him quite incapable of attending to man. lie endea
vours to crush them by falling on his knees ; and sometimes 
places his forehead against a tree ten inches in diameter, and 
pushes it down before him. _ The only danger the hunts
man has to apprehend .is that the dogs may run towards him, 
and bring the elephant along with them. The inhabitants 

• Glossina mDrsitans; the first spec!Dlens of which wa·e brought to F.nldand 
In 1848 by my friend Major Vardon, ft'Om the brulks of the Limpopo 
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conceived from 1\Ir. Oswell's prowess a high idea of English 
oourage, and when they wished to :Batter me would say, "If 
you were not a. missionary you would be just like Oswell ; 
you would not hunt with dogs either." He has been known 
to kill fom large old males in a day, and the value of the ivory 
would be one hundred guineas. 

When Sebituane heard of our attempts to visit him, he 
despatched three detachments of his men with thirteen brown 
cows to Lechulatebe, thirteen white cows to Sekomi, and thir
teen black cows to Sechele, with a request to each to assist 
the white men to reach him. Their policy, however, was to 
act as his agents in purchasing with his ivory the goods be 
wanted. We had gone to Kuruman; and Sechele allowed all 
the mesRengers to leave before our return to Kolenberg. This 
monopolising spirit pervades all Africa; and as that continent 
is without friths and arms of the sea, the tribes in the centre 
have always been debarred from European intercourse. 

\\hen we set out on our third journey Sekomi was more 
than 11sually gracious, and even furnished us with a guide. 
No one, however, knew the path beyond N chokotsa. When 
we reached that point we found that the mainspring of the 
gun of a man who was well acquainted with the Bushmen, 
through whose country we should pass, had opportunely 
broken. I never undertook to mend a gun with greater zest. 
Under a promise of the guidance of its owner we went to the 
north instead of westward. 

We passed quickly over a hard :Bat country. A little so.il 
lying un calcareous tufa supports over a tract of several hun
dreds of miles a vegetation of sweet short grass and mopane and 
baobab trees. J n several parts we found large sahpans, one 
of which, Ktwetwe, is fifteen 1uiles broad and one hundred 
long. The latitude might have been taken on its horizon as 
well as upon the sea. Although these curious spots seem 
pe1fectly level, they have a gentle slope to the north-east, 
which is the direction of the Zouga. As the rain-water gently 
gravitates thither it canies with it the salt it has dissolved, 
which by this means has all been transferred to one pan named 
Chuantsa, where we have a cake of salt and lime an inch and 
a half thick. Some of the pans are covered thickly with 
sheUs, which are identical with tho~ of tha mollusca of Lab 
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Ngami and the Zouga. There are three varieties-spiral, 
univalve, and bivalve.· 

On one side of every saltpan in the country there iii a spring 
of water which is brackish and contains the nitrate of soda. 
If this supply came from beds of rock-salt the water would 
not be arinkable, and in some instances, where the salt in the 
pan has been removed by human agency, no fresh deposit 
occurs. It is therefore probable that. the salt is the leavings 
of the slightly brackish lakes of antiquity, large portions of 
which must have been dried out in the genei"al desiccation. 
We have already seen that Lake Ngami tastes brackish when 
the water becomes low and is greatly reduced in bulk. My 
conjecture seems supported by the fact that the largest quan
tities of salt have been found in the deepest hollows, which 
have no outlet. 

We found a great number of wells in this tufa. As they 
occasionally become full in seasons when no rain falls, it is 
probable they receive some w~ter by percolation from the 
1·iver system in the counhy beyond. A place called M.J.tlo
magan-yana, or the "Links," is quite a chain of never-failing 
springs. Here we found many families of Bushmen. Unlike 
those on the plains of the Kalahari. who are generally of short 
stature and light-yellow co~our, these were tall strapping 
fello.ws, of dark complexion. Heat alone does not produce 
blackness of skin, but heat with moisture seems to insure the 
deepest hue. 

One of the Bushmen, named Shobo, consented to be our 
guide over the waste between these springs and the country 
of Sebituane. It is impossible to convey an idea of the dreary 
scene on which we entered after leaving the Links. The only 
vegetation was a low scrub in deep sand ; not a bird or insect 
enlivened the landscape. 'l'o make matters worse, our guide 
Shobo wandered to all points of the compass on the trails of 
elephants which had been here in the rainy season. He 
would then sit down in the path and say, "No water, all 
country only ;-Shobo sleevs ;-he breaks down ;-country 
only." Upon this he would coolly curl himself up and was 
soon wrapt in slumber. On the morning of the fourth day he 
professed ignorance of everything, and vanished altogether. 
We continued in the direction in which we last saw him, and 
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about eleven o'clock we obsened home Linls, and next the 
trail of a. rhinocews. At this w~ unyoked the oxen, which 
rushed along towards the river Mababe, which comes fn•m the 
Tamunak'le, and lay to the west of us. Tl1e supply of water 
in :"he waggons had been wasted by one of our servant~:~, and 
by the aftemoon unly a ISmail portion remained for the children. 
The neKt morning there wa~:~ still less of water, and the little 
rogues became thirstier than ever. The idea of their perishing 
before our eyes was terrible. K ot one syllable of upbraiding 
wa~:~ uttered by their mother, though the tearful eye told the 
agony within. In the aftemoon of the fifth day, to unr inex
pressible relief, some of the men retumed with a supply of 
that fluid of which we had neYer before felt the true value. 

The cattle in rushing along to the Mababe probably crossed 
a ::;mall patch of trees containing tsetse, an insect which was 
shortly to become a perfect pest to us. Shobo had found his 
way to the Bayeiye, and appeared, when we came up to the 
river, at the head of a party. As he wished to show his 
importanee before his friends, he walkeJ up boldly and com
ruanded our whole cavalcade 'to halt, and to bring forth fire 
and tobacco. \Ye stopped to aumire the acting. and, though 
he had left us in the lurch, we all liked this fine specimen of 
that wonderful people the Bushmen. 

X ext day we came to a village of .Banajoa, a tribe which 
extends far to the eastward. They were living on the borders 
of a marsh in which the Mababe terminates. They had lost 
their crop of corn ( Holcus sorghum), and now subsisted almost 
entirely on the root called '' tsitla." a kind of aroidrea, which 
contains a large quantity of sweet-tasted starch. When dried, 
pounded into meal, and allowed to ferment, it forms a not 
unpleasant article of food. The women shave all the hair off 
their heads, and seem darker than the Bechuanas. Their huts 
were built on. poles. and they make a fire in them at night, 
that the smoke may drive away the mosquitoes, which abound 
on the Mababe and Tam.unak'le more than in any other part . 
of the country. The head-man of this village, Majane, seemed 
a little wanting in ability; but had had wit enough to promote 
a younger member of the faruily to the office, who proved an 
aetive guide to us across the river Sonta, and to the banks of 
the ( 'hohe. in the country of Sebituane. 

F 
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We bad come th rough another tsetse district by n ight, and 
at once passed our cattle over to the northern bank, which, 
though only fifty yards <l isttmt, was enti rely free from the pest. 
This was the more singular that we often . aw natives carrying 
over raw meat with many tsetse upon it. This im;ect, Glossina 
mors£tans of the natural ist , is not much larger than the common 
bouse-fly , and is nearly of the same brown colour as the honey
bee. The after par t of the body bas three or four yellow bars 
across i t. It is remarkably alert , and evades dexterously all 
attempts to capture it with the hand at common temperatures. 

1. The Tsetse ; l!ize of llfe.-2. The same magnified. - 3. The proboscis. 

In the cool of the mornings and evenings it is less agile. Its 
peculiar buzz when once beard can never be forgotten by the 
traveller whose means of locomotion are domestic animals ; 
for its bite is death to the ox, horse, and dog . In this journey, 
though we watched the animals carefully, and believe that nut 
a'score of flies were ever upon them, they destroyed for ty-three 
fine oxen . A most remarkable feature is the perfect harm· 
lessness of the bite in man and wild animals, and even calves 
so long as they continue to suck the cows, though it. is no 
protection to the dog to feed him on milk. 
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The poison does not seem to be injected by a sting, or by 
ova placed beneath the skin, for, when the insect is allowed 
to fAed freely on the hand, it inserts the middle prong of three 
portions, into which the proboscis divides, somewhat deeply 
into the true skin. It then draws the prong out a little way, 
and it assumes a crimson colour as the mandibles come into 
brisk operation. The previously shrunken belly swells out, · 
and, if left undisturbed, the fly quietly departs when it is full. 
A slight itching irritation follows the bite. In the ox the 
immediate effects are no greater than in man; but a few days 
afterwards the eye and nose begin to run, the coat stares, 
a swelling appears under the jaw, and sometimes at the navel; 
and, though the poor creature continues to graze, emaciation 
commences, accompanied with a peculiar flaccidity of the 
muscles. This proceeds unchecked until, perhaps months 
afterwards,' purging comes on, and the victim dies in a state of 
extreme exhaustion. The animals which are in good condition 
often perish soon after the bite is inflicted with staggering 
and blindnesH, as if the brain were affected. Sudden changee 
of temperature produ~cd by falls of rain seem to hasten the 
progress of the complaint; but in general the wasting goes on 
for months. 

When the carcase is openerl, the ce1lular tissue beneath the 
skin is found injected with air, as if a quantity of soap-bubbles 
were scattered over it. The blood is small iri quantity, and 
scarcely stains the hands in dissection. The fat is of a 
greenish-yellow colour and of an oily consistence. All the 
muscles are flabby, and the heart is uften so soft that the 
fingers may be made to meet thnmgh it. The lungs and 
liver partake of the disease. The stomach and bowels are 
pale and empty, and the gall-bladder is distended with bile. 
'l'hese symptoms seem to indicate poison in the blood; ihe 
germ of which enters when the proboscis is inserted. 

The mule, ass, and goat enjoy the same immunity from the 
tsetse as man and the game. Many large tribes on the 
Zambesi <~an keep no domestic anim.al!S except the goat, in 
consequence of the scourge existing in their country. Our 
children were freque.ntly Utten, yet &uffered no harm; and 
we saw around us numbers of zebras, buffaloes, pigs, pallahs 
and other antelopes, feeding quietly in the very habitat of 
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the fly. '!'here is not so much ditl'erence in the natures l'f 
the horse and zebra. the" buffalo and ox, the sheep antl 
antelope, a.s to afford any satisfact<'ry explanation of the 
phenomenon. Is not man as much a domestic animal as z. 
dog? The disgust which the tsetse shows to animal excreta 
is turned to account by some of the doctors. They mix 
droppings of animals, human milk,· and some medicine~ 
together 7 and smear· the animals that are about to pass through 
an infested district. This, though a preventive at the time, 
is not a permanent . protection. Inoculation does not insure 
immunity, as animals which have been slightly bitten i~ one 
year may perish by a greater number of bites in the next. It 
is probable that with tl1e increase of guns the game will 
perish, as ha~ happened in the south, and the tsetse, deprived 
of food, may become extinct simultaneously with the larger· 

(9) animals. The ravages it commits are sometimes enormous. 
Sebituane once lost nearly the entire cattle of his tribe, 
amounting to many thousands, by unwittingly intruding upon 
the haunts of this murderou~:~ insect. 

The Makololo whom we met on the Chobe were delighted 
to see us. As their chief Sebituane was about twenty miler: 
"down the river, Mr. Oswell and I proceeded in canoes to his 
temporary residence. He bad. started from the Bar6tse town 
of Naliele down to Sesheke as soon as he heard of white> 
men being in search of him, and now came one hundred 
miles more to bid us welcome into his country. He was upon 
an island with all his principal men around him, engaged in 
singing, when we arrived. It was more like church music 
than the singsong e e e, re re re, of the Bechuanas in the 
south. They continued the tune for some seconds after we 
app1·oached. He signified his joy, and added, " Yom- cattle 
are all bitten by the tsetse and will certajnly die ; but never 
mind; I have oxen, and will give you as many as you need." 
He presented us with an ox and a jar of honey as food, and 

(Io) handed us over to the care of Mahale, who had headed the 
messengers sent to Kolobeng. and would now fain appropriate 
to him!;elf the whole credit of our visit. P1·epared skins of 
oxen as soft as cloth were provided as a coveiing through the 
night; and since nothing could be 1·eturned to the chief7 

Mah!Ue becamA thA owner of them. Long before it was day 
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Sebituane came, and sat down by the fire which was lighted 
for us behind the hedge where we lay. As his career has 
been most remarkable, and he was unquestionably the greatest 
man in that country, I shall give a short sketch of his life. 

He was about forty-five years of age; of a tall and wiry 
form, an olive or coffee-and-milk complexion, and Blightly 
bald. His manner was cool and collected, and he was more 
frank in his answers than any other chief I have met. He 
was the greatest warrior ever heard of beyond the colony, and 
always led his men into batttle himself. When he saw the 
enemy he felt the edge of his battle-axe and said," Aha! it is 
sharp, and whoever turns his back on the enemy will feel its 
edge." He was t-:O fleet of foot, that all his people knew there 
was no escape for the coward. In some instances of skulking 
ho allowe~ the individual to return home. Then he summoned 
him into his presence and said, " Ah, you prefer dying at 
home to <lying in the field, do you? You shall have your 
desire." This was the signal for his immediate execution. 

He came from the country near tho sources of the Likwa 
and Namagari rivers in the south, and was now eight or 
nine hundred miles from his birthplace. He was not the 
son of a chief, though related closely to the reigning family of 
the Basutu. He was one in that immense horde of savages 
driven back by the Griquas from Kuruman in 1824, and be 
fled to the north with an insignificant party of men and cattle. 
At l\1elita the Bangwaketse collected the Bakwains, Bakatla~ 
and Bahurutse, to "eat them up." Placing his men in 
front, and the women behind the cattle, he routed the whole 
of his enemies at one blow. Having thus conquered Makabe, 
the chief of the Bangwaketse, he took immediate posseRsion of 
hiR town and all his goods. 

Sebituane subsequently settled at Litubaruba, where Sechele 
now dwells, and his people suffered severely in one of those 
unrecorded attacks by white men, in which murder is com
mitted and materials laid up in the conscience for a future 
judgment. A great variety of fortune followed him in the 
northern part of the Bechuana country. Twice he lost all 
his cattle by the attacks of thu Matebele, but always kept 
his people together, and. retook more than he lost. He then 
crossed the Desert . by nearly the same path that we did. 
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1\'lany of his cattle turst away from him in the frenzy c.f thirst. 
He stocked himself again among the Batletli, on Lake 
Kumadau, whose herds were of the !arge-horned species 
of cattle. • After some further adventures he moved down 
the Leeambye among the Bashubfa and Batoka. The Batoka 
lived on large islauds in the Leeambye, or Zambesi ; and 
being perfectly secure in their fastnesses, often allured fugi
tive or wandering tribes on to uninhabited isletR on pretence 
of fen-ying them across, and there left them to perish. 'l'his 
was done for the sake of their goods. Sebituane, with hi~ · 
u:sual foresight, reque:sted the island chief to take his seat in 
the canoe with him, and there our wily adventurer detained him 
till all the people and cattle were safely landed. The whole 
Batoka ·country was then densely peopled, and they had a 
curious taste for ornamenting their villages with the skulls of 
strangers. When Sebituane appeared near the great falls, 
an· immense army collected to make trophies of the heads of 
the 1\Iakololo skulls. Instead of succeeding, they gave the 
strangers a good excuse for fighting, and they captured so many 
cattle that they weTe incapable of taking note of the sheep and 
goats. He overran all the high lands towards the rinr Ka:fiie, 
and settled in a pastoral country, of gently undulating plains, 
covered with short grass and bqt little forest. The Makololo 
have never lost their love for this fine healthy region. 

But the Matebele, a Caffre or Z-ulu tribe, under Mosilikatse, 
crossed the Zambesi ; and, attacking Sebituane in this choice 
spot, captured his cattle. and women. Rallying his men, ho 

. followed and recaptured the whole. A fresh attack was 
repulsed by him, and he thought of going further down the 
Zambesi to the country of the whites. He had an idea that if 
he had a cannon he might live in peace. A prophet induced 
him to turn his face again to the westward. This man, by 
name 'l'lapane, was called a "senoga "-one wt;u holds inter
course with the gods. He probably had a touch of insanity, 
for ho was in the habit of retiring, no one knew whither, 

* We found the Batauiua in possession of this breed when we discovered Lake 
Ngami. One of these horns, brought to England by Major Vardon, wil! hold no 
less than twenty-one impetial pints of water; and a pair, brought brllr. Oswell, 
and now in the possession of Colonel Steele, measures from tip to tip eight and a 
half feet. 
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until the moon was full. He returned emaciated to the tribe, 
and worked himself into a state of ecstacy. These prophets 
stamp, leap, shout, and beat the ground with a club till they 
induce a kind of fit. They pretend that the utterances they 
give forth under its influence are unknown to themselves. 
Tlapane, pointing eastwards, said, "There, Sebituane, [ be
hold a fire; shun it; it is a fire which may scorch thee. The 
gods s~y, Go not thither." Then, turning to the west, he said, 
" I see a city and a nation of black men-men of the water ; 
their cattle are red; thine own tribe, Sebituane, is perishing, 
and will be all consumed; thou wilt govern black men, and, 
when thy warriors have captured red cattle, let not the 
owners be killed; they are thy future tribe-they are thy 
city; let them be spared to cause thee to build. And thou, 
Ramosinif,. thy village will perish utterly. If l\Iokari removei 
from that village he will perish first, and thou, Ramosinii, 
wilt be the last to die." Concerning himself he added, "The 
gods haV'e caused other men to drink water, but to me they 
have given bitter water of the chukuru (rhinoceros). They 
call me away myself. I cannot stay much longer." 

This vaticination, which loses much in the translation, I 
have given rather fully, because it shows an observant mind 
The policy recommended was wise, and his prophecy was 
verified by the destruction soon afterwards of the village, and 
the death of himself and the two men he had riamed. It is not 
thNefore wonderful that Sebituane should have followed the 
warning voice. The fire pointed to was evidently the Portu
guese fire-arms, of which he must have heard. The black 
men were tha Barotse, or, as they term themselves, Baloiana; 
and Sebitt~ane spared their chiefs, even though they. attacked 
him first. (n) 

After he had ascended the Barotse valley he was pursued 
by the 1\latebele, as .l\Iosilikatse never could forgive his 
fotmer defeats. Sebituane placed some goats on one of the 
large island~ of the Zambesi, as a bait to the walTiors, and 
some men in canoes to co-operate in the manoouvre. When all 
the l\1atebele were ferried over, the canoes were removed, and 
the enemy found themselves in a trap. '!'hey subsisted for 
some time on the roots of grass after the goats were eaten, but 
gradually became so emaciated, that. when the 1\lakololo 
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la.lided, they had only to perf•Jrm the part. of {'Xecutioners 
o~ the adults, and adopted the rest into their own tribe. 
1\{osilikatse llext sent an immense army who carried canoes 
with them that no such mishap might occur again. Sebituane 
eollected his men and cattle on the island of Loy~lo, and 
watched the Matebele so closely that they could not cross the 
river without parting their forces. At last he went towards 
them, and, addressing them by an interpr('!ter, asked why 
they wished to kill him; he had never attacked them, never 
harmed their chief: "Au!" he continued, "the guilt is on 
your side." The Matebela made no reply ; but their canoes 
were found smashed and the owners gone. They set out 
to return to their own country, but fever, famine, and the 
Batoka destroyed them, and only five men got back to 
Mosilikatse. 

Sebituane had now not only conquered all the black tril~s 
over an immense tract of country, but had made himself 
dreaded even by the ten-i.ble Mosilikatse. He was as benevo
lent in peace as he had been courageous in· war. He had the 
art of gaining the affections both of his. own people and of 
strangers. ·when a party of poor men came to his town to 
sell their hoes or skins, he would go alone to them, and 
inquire if they were hungry. He would then order an 
attendant to bring meal, milk, and honey, and make them 
feast, perh~ps for the first time in their lives, on a lordly 
dish. Delighted with his affability, they gave him all the 
information in their- power, and he knew everything that 
happened in the country. He never allowed a party of 
"strangers to go away without giving a present to every one of 
them, servants and all. Thus his praises were sounded far 
and wide. "He has a heart ! he is wise !" were' the usual 
expressions wo heart! before we saw him. 

He was much pleased with the proof of confidence we had 
shown in bringing our children, and promised to take us to 
see his country, that we might choose a. part in which to 
settle. Our plan was, that I should remain in the pursuit of 
my objects as a missionary, while Mr. Oswell explor~d the -
Zambesi to the east. Just however as he had established 
relations with the white man, which had lung been his pre
dominant desire, Sebituan:e fell sick of inflammation of the 
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lungs, which originated in an old wound got at l~a. 
saw his danger, but 1 was afraid to treat him medimtll~ 
in the event of his death, I should be blamed by his people. 
I mentioned this to one of his doctors, who said, "Your fear 
is prudent ancl wise; they would blame you." He had been 
cured the year before by the Barotse making a large number 
of free incisions in the chest. The l\lakololo doctors now 
s0arcely cut the :skin. I visited him in company with my 
little boy Robert on the Sunday afternoon in which he died. 
" Come near," said Sebituane, "aRd see if I am any longer a 
man; I am done." I ventured to assent, and added a single 
sentence regarding hope after death. " \\·hy do you speak of 
death?" said one of a relay of fresh doctors; "Sebituane will 
never die." After sitting with him some time, and commend
ing him to. the mercy of God, I rose to depart, when he raised 
him~;elf up a little, called a servant, and said, "Take Robert to 
Maunku (one of his wives), and tell her to give him som& 
milk." These were the last words of Sebituane. 

The burial of a Bechuana chief takes place in his cattle-pen, 
and the cattle are driven for an hour or two around and over 
the grave, that it may be entirely obliterated. We spoke to 
the people, ad ,·ising them to keep together and support the heir. 
They took this kindly; and in turn told us not to be alarmed, 
for they would not think of ascribing the death.ofSebituane to 
us. He was decidedly the best specimen of a native chief I 
ever met. I was never so much grieved by the loss of a 
black mau before ; and it was impossible not to follow him 

· in thought into the other world, and to realise somewhat of 
the feelings of those who pray for the dead. The dark 
question of what is to become of such as he, must, however, 
be left where we find it.. The ".Judge of all the earth will 
do right." 

At Sebituane's death the chieftainship devolved on a 
daughter named 1\la-mochisane, who was living twelve days 
to the north, at ~ aliele. She gaye us. perfect liberty to visit 
any part of the country we chose, and Mr. Oswell and myself 
proceeded one hundred and thirty miles to the north-east, to 
Sesheke. In the end of June, 1851, we were rewarded by 
the disco,•ery of the Zambesi, in the centre of the continent. 
This was a most important point., for that river was not 
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previously lwown to exist there at all. The Portuguese mapfl 
all represent it as ri~Sing far to the east of where we now were. 
We saw it at the end of the dry season, and yet there was a 
breadth of from three hundred to six hundred yardtS of deep 
flowing water. At the period of its annual inundation it rises 
twenty feet in perpendicular height, and floods fifteen or 
twenty mileiS of lands adjacent to its banks. _ 

The country over which we had travelled from the Choba 
was perfectly flat, except where lat"ge ant-hills formed 
mumids a few feet high. The~Se are generally covered with 
wild date-trees and palmyras, and in some parts there 
are fore~Sts of mimosre and mopane. The tract between the 
Chobe and Zambesi is occasionally flooded, and there are large 
patches of ~SWamps lying either near the former or on its 
banks. The .Makololo lived among the~;e swamps for the sake 
of the protection the deep reedy rivers afforded them against 
their enemies. There was no suitable place for a settlement. 
The healthy district~:~ were defenceless, and the safe localities 
were so deleterious to human life, that the original Basutos 
had nearly all been cut otr by the fever. I therefore feared 
to subject my family to the scourge. 

As we were the first white men the inhabitants had ever 
seen, we were visited by prodigious numbers. One of our 
visitors appeared in a gaudy dressing-gown of printed calico; 
othe1·s had garments of printed cotton, and of blue, green, and 
1·ed baize. These had been purchased, in exchange for boys, 

(ut from a tribe called Mambari, which is situated near Bihe, and 
who only began the slave-trade with the Makololo in 1850. 
They had a number of old Portuguese guns. which Sebituane 
thought would be most important in any future invasion of 
l\Iatebele. He offered to buy them with cattle or ivory, but 
th~ir owners refused everything except boys about fourteen 
years of age. The desire to possess the guns at length prevailed, 
and eight were obtained in exchange for UIS many boys. These 
were nut Makololo children, but captives of the black races 
they had conquered. I have never known in Africa an 

(13) instance of a parent selling his OWn offspring. The Makololo 
afterwards made a foray, in conjunction with the 1\Iambari, 
against some tribes to the eastward. The l\lamoari were 
to have thP i!aptives, and the 1\Iakololo were to hl\ve tht; 
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cattle. At least two hundred Alaves were carried off that 
yoar. J n the course of the raid the 1\.Iakololo met some 
Arabs from Zanzibar, who presented them with three English 
muskets, and received about thirty captives in return. 

As there was no hope of the Boers allowing the peaceable 
in!Struction of the natives at Kolobeng, I resolved to save my 
family from exposure to this unhealthy region and send them 
to England, while I returned to explore the c:mntry in search 
of a healthy district that might prove a centre of civilization, 
and open up the interior by a path to either the eat't or west 
coast. Our route to Cape Town, in April, 1852, carried us 
through the centre of the colony during the twentieth month 
of a Caffre war; and those who periodically pay enormous 
sums for these inglorious affairs may like to know that our 
little unprotected party could travel with as little danger as 
if we had been in England. Where does the money go, and 
who has been benefited by the blood and treasure expended? 

My visit to Cape Town was the :first I had paid to the 
scenes of civilization during eleven years. The Astronomer 
Royal, Mr. Maclcar, enabled me recall the little astronomical 
knowledge which the engrossing nature of missionary duties 
had effaced from my mind, and he taught me much more, 
which was of great assistance in enabling me to lay down 
geographical positions in my subsequent route. 

CHAPTER V. 

LAST JOURNEY FROM CAPE 'fow:s-.-THE KALAHARI: ITS PLANTS AND 
ANIMAl,S. fiRIQUAS AND BECHUANAS. 

HAVING sent my family home to England, I again started on 
my travels in the beginning of June 1852. This joumey 
extended from the southern extremity of the continent to 
St. Paul de Loando, the capital of Angola, on the west coast, 
&lld thence across South Central Africa in an oblique direction 
to Kilimane (Qnilimane) in Eastern Africa. I proceeded in 
the usual conveyance of the country, the heavy lumbering 
Cape waggon drawn by ten oxen, and was accompanied by 
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two Christian Bechuanas from Kuruman,-than whom I never 
saw better servants,-by two Bakwain men, and two young 
girls, who, having come as nurses with our children to the 
Cape, were returning to t:~eir home at Kolobeng. W ~gon
travelling in Africa has been so often described, that 1 need 
say no more than that it is a prolonged system of picnicking, 
excellent for the health, and agreeable to those who are not 
over fastidious about trifles, and who delight in the open air. 

Our route to t:he north lay near the centre of the cone
shaped mass of land which constitutes the promontory of the 
Cape. If we suppose this cono to be divided into three zones 
or longitudinal bands, we find each presenting distinct pecu
liarities of climate, physical appearance, and population. The 
eastern zone is often furnished with mountains, well wooded 

·with evergreen succulent tl:ees, on which neither fire nor· 
droughts can have the smallest effect (Strelz"tzia, Zamia horrida, 
Partulacca afra, Schotia specios.J., Euphorbl"as, and Aloe arbt-.·escena ). 
Its seaboard gorges are claJ with gigantic timber, and it is 
comparatively well watered with streams and rivers. The 
supply of rain is considerable, and the inhabitants (Catfres or 
Zulus) are tan, muscular, and well made ; shrewd .. energetic, 
and brave; and altogether merit the character ginn them by · 
military authorities, of being ''magnificent savages." Their 
splendid physical development and form of skull show that, 
but for the bh,tck skin and woolly hair, they would take rank 
among the foremost Europeans. 

'l'he next division, which embraces the centre of the 
continent, consists for the most part of extensive~ slightly 
undulating plains. There are few springs, and still fewer 
streams. Rain is far from abundant, and droughts may be 
expected every few years. \\'ithout artificial irrigation no 
European grain can be raised, and the inhabitants (Bechuanas ), 
are inferior to the Caffres in physical development. 

The western division is still more level than the middle, 
being only rugged near the coast. It includes the great plain 
of the Kalahari Desert. 

The probable reason why so little rain falls on this e..·densive 
tract is that the prevailing winds of most of th£ interior are. 
easterly, and the water taken up by the atmosphere from the 
T ndian Oc.ean is deposited on the eastern hilly slope. It i~ tt 
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familiar law of science that the greater the temperaturE! (If 
the air the more moisture it will hold in an invisible fol'Ill. 
When the drifting atmosphere arrives at the Kalahari, ami 
comes in contact with the hot currents from the Desert, 
its capacity for retaining what remains of humidity is in
crea.~;ed. Thus the vapour can never be condensed into rain
drops. That the Kalahari should nevertheless be clothed with 
vegetation may be explained by the geological formation of 
the country. A rim of ancient rocks surrounds a great central 
yalley. Though vast areas have been so distorted that but 
little trace of this formation appears externally, it is highly 
probable that the basin-shape prevails over large districts; 
and as the strata on the slopes, where most of the rain falls, 
dip in towards the centre, the water trickles along beneath 
the surface till it reaches the Kalahari plains. 

The route we followed at this time ran along the middle, or 
skirted the western zone, tmtil we reached the latitude of 
Lake Ngami, where a totally different country begin~>. ""e 
passed through districts inhabited by the descendants of Dutch _ 
and French 1·efugees who had fled from religiuus persecution. 
Those living near the capital differ but little from the middle 
classes in English counties, and are distinguished by public 
spii"it and general intelligence; \\"hile those situated far from 
the centres of civilization are less informed, but are a body of 
frugal; industrious, and hospitable peasantry. A most efficient 
system of public instruction was established by Governor Sir 
George Napier, on a plan drawn up in a great measure hy 
Sir John Herschel. The system had to contend with le5s 
sectarian rancour than elsewhere. Until quite recently indeed, 
that spirit, except in a mild form, was unknown. 

Population among the .Boers increases rapidly ; they many 
soon, and continue to have children late. Orphans are never 
allowed to remain long destitute; and instances are frequent 
in which a tender-hearted farnu:r has adupted a fatherless 
child, and when it came of age has portioned it as his own. 
Two ''enturies of the South African clpnate have not had much 
.effect upon the physical. condition of the Boers. They are a 
shade darker, or rather ruddier, than ordinary whites, and are 
never cadaverous-looking, a·s descendants of Europeans are 
-'laid to be elsewhere. '!'here is & tendency to the developmen1 
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of steatopyga, so characteristic of Arabs and othtJt' African 
tribes. 

'fhe farm::~ of the Boers usually consist of a small patch of 
cultivated land in the midst of some miles of pasturage. 
They are thus less an agricnltural than a pastoral people. Each 
farm must ha.ve its fountain: and where no supply of water 
exists the lands are unsalcable. An acre in England is 
generally worth more than a square mile in Africa; but the 
value of colonial farms increases year by year, and they are ca
pable. of vast improvement. If dams and tanks were formed, 
greater fruitfulness would certainly follow. 

As cattle and sheep farmers the colonists are very successful. 
Larger quantities of wool are produced every year. But tais 
pastoral system requires a rapid extension of ground, and 
the farmers are gradually spreading to the north. The move
ment proYes prejudicial to the country behind, by drawing off 
the labour which would otherwise be directed to the im:
provement of the territory already occupied. Encroacl1ment 
upon the interior actuall)' diminishes cultivation, for les::~ land 
is put under the plough than was before subjected to the native 
hoe. The Basutos and Zulus, or Ca:ffres of 1\atal, undersell 
our farmers wherever they have a fair field and no favour. 

The parts of the colony through which we passed were of 
sterile aspect; and as the present winter had been preceded 
by a severe drought, many farmers had lost two-thirds of their 
stock. The landscape was uninviting ; the hills, destitute of 
trees, were of a dark-brown colour, and the scanty vegetation 
on the plains made ni.e feel that they were more deserving of 
the name of Desert than the Kalahaii. The soil is said to have 
been originally covered with a coating of grass. which has 
disappeared with the antelope::~ which fed upon it, and a crop 
of mesembryanthemums and crassulas occupies its place. It 
is curious to observe how organizations the most dissimilar 
depend on each other for their perpetuation. Here the first 
grasses owed their dissemination to the animals, which scat
tered the seeds. When, by the death of the antelopes, no 
fresh sowing was made, the African drought~> proved too· much 
fvr the crop. But another family of plants stoOd ·ready to 
prevent the sterility which must otherwise have ensued. The 
rnesembryanthemums possess seed-vessels which remain firmly 
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shut wh.la the soil is dry, and thus the vegetative power is 
preserved during the highest heat of the torrid 8lm. When 
nin fall8 the seed-vessel opens and sheds i tR contents just 
when there is the greatest probability of their growth. In 
other plants it is heat and drouglit which cause the seed-vessels 
to burst and scatter their progeny over the soil. 

One of this family is edible ( Mesembryanthemum edule) ; another 
possesses a tuberous root, which may be eaten raw; and all are 
furnished with thick fleshy leaves, having pore,; capable of 
imbibing and retaining moisture. l.f a leaf is broken during 
a period of the greatest drought, it shows abundant sap. The 
}>!ants of this family are found much further north, but the 
excess of grass prevents them from making any show. There, 
however, they are, ready to fill up any gap which may occur 
in the prevailing vegetation. It is a reserve supply which 
would answ·er the same end as a fresh act of creative power. 

Another of the family, M. turbiniforme, is so coloured as to 
blend in hue with the soil and stone~; around it. A gryllus of 
the same colour feeds on it, and is compensated for its de
ficiency in the power of motion by thus eluding the notice of 
birds. '!'he continuation of the species may be presumed in 
the case of the insect to be the end in view, and with the 
plant the ~arne device :i.s perhaps adopted, that by hiding it 
from animals at one period its extensive propagation may serve 
at another to sustain them. 

As this plant is better adapted for sheep and goats in a dry 
country than grass, the Boers imitate the process by which 
graminivorous antelopes have disseminated the seeds of the 
herbage on which they feed. A few waggon-loads of mesem
bryanthemum-plants, in seed, are given to the sheep. The 
seeds by this means get dropped over the grazing-grounds. 
While noticing a clever imitation of one process in nature by 
the Cape farmers, I venture to suggest another for their con
sideration. '!'he country beyond south lat. 18° abounds in 
three varieties of grape-bearing vines; and one of these is fur
nished with oblong tubers, which ar~ less affected than the 
common root by the scorching sun. This increase. of power 
to withstand the effects of climate might prove of value in 
the more arid. parts of the Cape cO'lony, grapes being an c.xcel
lent restorative in the debility produced by heat, and. bJ 
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engra.fting, a kind might be secured better adapted to the 
country than the foreign vines at present cultivated. The 
Americans find that some of their native vines yield wines 
superior to those made from the very best plants imported 
from ·France and Portugal. · 

'rhe slow pace at which we wound our way through the 
(14) colony made almost any subject interesting. The attention is 

attracted to the names of different places, because they indicate 
the former existence of buffaloes, elands, and elephants, now 
to be-found only hundreds of miles beyond. A few blel>bucks 
( Antilope pygarga), gnus, blue bucks (A. cerulea), stein bucks, and 
the ostrich ( Struthio camel us), continue, like the Bu~;hmen, to 
maintain a precarious existence. The elephant, the most sa
gacious of animals, :flees from the sound of firearms first; the 
gnu and ostrich, the most wary and the most stupid, vanish 
last. The earliest emigrants found the Hottentots in posses
sion of prodigious herds of fine cattle, but no horses, asses, or 
camels. The natives universally believe that they tmvelled 
hitherwa1·d from the north-north-east. They brought cattle, 
sheep, goats, and dogs: why not the horse, the delight of 
savage hordes? 

The tsetse would not prove a barrier after its well-defined 
habitat was known, but the disease passing under the term of 
horse-sickness (peripneumonia) exists in such virulence over 
nearly seven degrees of latitude that it would be certainly 
fatal It is only by great care in stabling that the horse can 
be kept anywhere between 20° and 27° S. from December to 
April. One attack seems to secure immunity from a second. 
Cattle are also subject to the disorder at intervals of a few, 
or sometimes many, years; but it never makes a clean 
sweep of a herd, as it would do of a troop of fifty horses. This 
appears to be the reason why the Hottentots uid not succeed 
in bringing the horse to the south with their cattle, sh'lep, and 
goats. 

The disea~:;e attacks wild animals. Dming our residence at 
Chonuane numerous tolos, or koodoos, were attracted to the 
gardens of the Bakwains, which were abandoned at the· period 
of harvest because there was no prospect of the corn ( Holcu& 
sorghum) bearing that year. The koodoo is fond of the graen 
-stalks of this kind of millet. and free feeding produced the fai-
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ness favourable for the development of the dil:>ease. No fewer 
than twetity-fi. ve died on the hill opposite our house. Great 
numbers of gnus and zebras perished from the same cause, but 
the mortality produced no sensible diminution in the quantity 
of the game. 

When the flesn of animals that have died of peripneumonia 
is eaten, it causes .it malignant carbuncle; and when this 
appears over any important organ, it proves rapidly fatal. It 
is more especially dangerous over the pit of the stomach. The 
effects of the poison have been experienced by missionaries 
who had partaken of food not visibly affected by the disease. 
l\Iany of the Bakwains who persisted in devouring the flesh 
of animals which had perished from the distemper died in 
-consequence. The virus is destroyed neither by boiling nor 
roasting. This fact, of which we have had innumerable ex
amples, shows the superiority of experiments on a large scale 
to those of physiologists in the laboratory, for a well-known 
physician of Paris, after careful investigation, considered that 
the virus was completely neutralized by boiling. 

Before we reached the Orange river we saw the last por
tion of a migration of spring bucks (Gazella euchore, or tsepe ). 
They come from the great Kalahari Desert, and, when first 
they cross the colonial boundary, are said to exceed forty 
thousand in number. I cannot venture on a:p. estimate, for 
they spread over a vast expanse of country, and make a 
-quivering motion as they graze, and toss their graceful horns. 
They live chiefly on grass; and as they come from the north 
about the time when grass most abounds, it cannot be want 
{)f food that prompts the movement. Nor is it want of water, 
for this antelope is one of the most abstemious in that respect. 
The cause ofthe migration would seem to be their preference for 
places where they can watch the approach of a foe. When oxen 
are taken into a country of high grass, their sense of danger is 
increased by the power of concealment which the cover affords, 
:and they will often start off in terror at the ill-defined out
lines of each other. 'l'he springbuck possesses this feeling 
in an intense degt·ee, and, being eminently gregarious, gets 
'Uneasy as the grass of the Kalahari grows tall. The vegeta
tion being scantier in the more arid south, the herd.<; turn in 
that direction. As they advanne and increase in numbers, 

G 
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the pasturage gets so scarce, t:S.at in order to subsist they ar~ 
at last obliged to cross the Orange river, and become the pest 
of the sheep-farmer in a country which contains little of their 
favourite food. If they light on a field of wheat in their way, 
an army oflocusts could not IDQke a cleaner sweep of the whole 
They have neTer beeri seen returning. Many perish from want, 
and the re~t 'becoJl?.e scattered over the colony. Notwith
standing their constaut destruction by firearms, they will 
probaply continue long to hold their place. The Bakalahari 
take advantage of the Jove of the springbuck for an uninter
rupted view and burn off large patches of grass, both to 
attract the game by the fresh herbage which springs up, and 
to form bare spots for them to range over. 

On crossing the Orange rh·er we come intu the inde
pendent territory inhabited by G1iquas and Bechuanas. B) 
Griquas is meant any mixed race sprung from natives and 
Europeans. These were of Dutch extraction, through asso
ciation with Hottentots and Bushwomen. · Half-castes of the 
first generation consider themselves superior to those of the 
second, and all possess in some degree the characteristic:-; of 
both parents. They were governed for many years by an 
elected chief named Waterboer, who proYed a most efficient 
guard of our north-west boundary. He drove back a for
midable force of marauding l\IantateeB that threatened to 
invade the colony, and, except for his firm and brave rule, 
there is every probability that the north-west would have 
given the colonists as much trouble as the eastern frontier. 
Large numbers among the original Griquas had as little 
scruple about robbing farmers of cattle as the Caffres, but, on 
his election to the chieftainship, he declared that no marauding 
should be allowed. Some of his principal men disregarded the 
injunction and plundered certain villages of Corannas. He 
seized six of the ringleaders, summoned his council, and tried, 
condemned, and publicly executed them all. This produced 
an insurrection, and the insurgents twice attacked his capital, 
Griqua Town. He defeated both attempts, and dur.iug his 
long reign of thirty )·ears no plundering expedition ever 
issued from his territo1-y. . 

Ten years after he was firmly established in powet, he 
entered into a treaty with the Colonial Government; anrl, 
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during the twenty years which followed, not a single charge 
was ever brought against either him or his people. Sir 
George Cathcart not only abrogated the treaty with the 
Griquas. but prohibited their purchasing gunpowder for their 
own defence. An exception was made in favour of the 
Transvaal Boers and Caffres, our avowed enemie.,, while the 
Bechuanas and Griquas, our constant allie~>, are debarred from 
obtaining a single ounce. Such an error could not have been 
committed by a man of local knowledge and experience. and 
such instances of confounding friend and foe, under the idea 
of promoting colonial interests, will probably lead the Cape 
community to assert the right of choosing their own govert:ors. 

1\lany hundreds of both Griquas and Bechuanas have become 
Chrh;tians and partially civilized through the teaching of 
English missionaries. l\ly first impression was that the 
accounts of the effect which the Gospel had had upon them 
were too highly coloured. When, however, I passed on to 
true heathens in countries beyond the sphere of missionary 
influence, I came to the conclusion that the change produced 
was unquestionably great. 

The Griquas and Bechuanas were in fonner times clad 
much like the Caffres, if the expression may be used when 
there was scarcely any clothing at all. A bunch of leather 
strings about eighteen inches long hung from the lady's waist 
in front, and a prepared skin of a sheep or antelope covered 
the :shoulders. The breast and abdomen were left bare. The 
men wore a patch of apron about as big as the crown of a hat, 
and a mantle exactly like that of the women. To protect the 
skin from the sun by day and from the cold by night, they 
smeared themselves with a compound of fat and ochre: the 
head was anointed with pounded blne mica schist mixed with 
grease. The particles of shining mica, as they fell on the body 
and on strings of beads and brass rings, were considered 
highly ornamental. They now come to church in decent 
clothing. Sunday is well obsen-ed, and, even in localities 
where no missionary lives, religious meetings are regularly 
held, and children and adults taught to read,· by the more 
advanced of their fellow-countrymen. 

It is a proof of the success of the Bechuana Mission that 
when we came back from the interior we always felt on 
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reaching Kuroman that we had returned t.o dvilized life. 
The people are more stingy and covetous than onr poor at 
home; but in many respects the two are exactly alike. On 
asking an intelligent chief what he thought of the converts, 
he replied, " You white men have no idea how wicked we 
are ; we know each other better than you ; some feign belief 
to ingratiate thems~lves with the tuissionaries; some profess 
Jhristianity because they like the new system, which gives 
so mu9h more importance to the poor, and desire that the old 
system may pass away: and 'the rest-a pretty large number 
-profess, because they are really true believers." This 
account is very nearly correct. 

There is little prospect of their country ever producing 
much material for commerce with the exception of wool. At 
present the chief article of trade is karosses or mantles. Ivory 
is next in importance, but the quantity cannot he great now 
that the powder for shooting elephants is debarred entrance 
into the country. A few skins and horns, and some cattle, 
make up the remainder of the exports. English goods, sugar, 
.tea, and coffee are the commodities received· in exchange. 
The natives soon become extremely fond of coffee. The acme 
of respectability among the Bechuanas is the possession of 
cattle and a waggon ; and though the waggon 1·equires frequent 
repairs, not a man among f ~m has ever learnt to mend it. 
Forges, tools, and teachers have been at their service, but, 
beyond putting together a camp-stool they have made nc 
effort to acquire a knowledge of the trades. They will watch 
a missionary at work until they understand whether a tire is 
well welded, and, having pronounced upon its merits with 
great emphasis, their ambition is satisfied. It was in vain I 
tried to indoctrinate them with the idea that criticism did not 
imply any superiority over the wo1·kman, or even an equality 

(IS) with him. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

KURCMAN.-MISSIONARIES: THEIR DUTIES AND LABOURS,-0U'IBAGB 
oF BoERs.-RETALIATION.-NoTICES oF BAKWAINB. 

THE permanence of the Kuruman station depends entirely 
on the fine ever-flowing fountain of that name. The water 
usually issues at a temperature of 72° Fahr., and probably 
comes from the old silurian schists, which formed the bottom 
of the great primreval valley of the continent. I could not 
detect any diminution in the supply during my residence in 
the country; but when Mr. l\loffat first attempted a settlement 
here, thirty-five years ago, he made a dam six or seven miles 
off; which is now never reached by a single drop of the fountain 
water. There are places fourteen miles below the Kuruman 
gardens, which are pointed out as being frequented by hippo
potami within the memory of living people, and having pool~ 
sufficient to drown both men and cattle. This diminution of 
the water must be ascribed to the general desiccation of the 
country, though much of what formerly passed onwards is 
consumed by the irrigation carried on at the mission station 
along both banks of the stream. · 

The Kuruman district presents evidence that this dry 
southern region was at no distant date as well watered as the 
country north of Lake Ngami is at present. Ancient river
beds abound, and the very eyes of fountains long since dried 
up may be seen, in which the flow of centuries has worn these 
orifices from a slit to an oval form. On their sides· are the 
tufa, which was abundantly deposited from the primitive 
waters. Many of these fountains run no longer, because the 
outlet is now too high, or because the elevation of the western 
side of the country lifts the land away from the water-supply 
below. If a cutting is made from a lower level to the springs 
they gush forth in a perennial stream. Several of these 
ancient fountains have been resuscitated by the Bechuan~ 
near Kuruman. Their hydraulic works are not always re
markable for the intelligence displayed in them. They will 
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lab~ur for months at deep cuttings, which, having once begun, 
they feel bound in honour to persevere in, though told by a 
mistiionary that they can never force water to run up hill. 

The Boers in this region make long .and deep canals from 
lower levels up to spots which afford no other indication that 
water exists beneath than a few rushes and a coarse reddish
coloured grass. These grow in a hollow, which anciently 
must have been tha eye of a fountain, but is now filled up 
with- soft tufa. In other instances rushes growing on a long 
sandy ·ridge a foot or two in height, instead of in a furrow, i~ 
the sign of the water which lurks below. A deep transverse 
cutting made through the ridge is rewarded by a running 
stream. The ground over the water is raised above the sur
rounding level by the dust and sand which get blown against 
the rushes. The . moisture which rises at night fixes the 
particles· securely among the roots, and a height instead of a 
hollow is the result. 

The aspect of this part of the country during must of the 
year is of a light yellow colour; but for some months during 
the rainy season a pleasant green predominates over the yellow. 
Ranges of hills appear in the west, but east of them we find 
hundr·eds of miles of grass-covered plains. Large patc:hes of 
these flats are covered with white calcareous tufa, and the vege
tation upon it consists of fine grass growing in tufts among 
low bushes of the "wait-a-bit" thorn (Acacia detinens ), with its 
annoying fish-hook-like spines. - Where the soil consists of 
yellow sand tall coarse grasses grow among 'berry-yielding 
bushes, named moretloa ( Grewia jlava) and mohatla ( Tarcho
nanthus), the last of which has sufficient aromatic resinous 
matter to bum brightly, though perfectly green. In more 
sheltered spots we come on clumps of the white-thomed 
mimosa (Acacia hmrida, and .A. atomiphylla), great abundance of 
wild sage (Salvia Africana ), and various leguminosre, ixias, 
and large-flowering bulbs. The .d.ma.ryllis toxicaria and A. 
Brunsvigia multiflora (the former a poisonous bulb) yield in tht:: 
decayed lamellre a soft silky down, which is a good material 
for stuffing mattresses. · 

In some few parts of the country the remains Jf ancient 
f01·ests of wild olive-trees (Olea similis ), and of the camel-thorn 
(.Ac.acia giraffe), are still to be met with : but when the camel 
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thorns are felled in the proximity of a Bechuana village no 
successors spring up. It is probable that this is the tree of 
which the Ark of the Covenant and the Tabernacle were con
stnlCted, as it is reported to be found on the spot where the 
Israelites were at the time these were made. It is an im
perishable wood, while that which is usually supposed to have 
been the •· shit tim" ( A.cacia nilotica) wants beauty, and soon 
decays. 

In company with the <>am~·l-thom we find a. curious plant, 
named ngotuane, which beal"l:l a profusion of fine yellow flowers, 
and which have so strong a. scent that they perfume the air. 
Kearly all the other plants in the dry parts of Africa have 
either no smell or else emit a. disagreeable odour. The 
ngotuane contains an active poison, and a mere taste of it causes 
a burning_ sensation in the throat. A French gentleman, 
having drunk a mouthful or two of an infusion of its flowers 
as tea, was rendered nearly powerless. The poison is neu· 
tralizeJ when mixed with vinegar. A single glassful of this 
antidote proYed with the Frenchman a complete and instan
taneous cure. As soon as he had taken it be felt, he said, as 
if electricity bad run along his nerves. The usual proximity 
of the ngotuane to the oamel-thorn may be accounted for by 
the probability that the giraffe, which feeds on the tree, makes 
use of the plant as a medicine. 

During the period of my visit at Kurnman, Jlr . .:\Ioffat, who 
bas be...:u ~· missionary in Africa upwards of forty years, was 
engaged in carrying the Bible, in the language of the Bechu
anas, through the press at his station. As he was the first to 
reduce their speech-which is called Sichn!tna-to a written 
form, and has had his attention directed to the study for thirty 
years, he may be supposed to be better adapte(l for the task. 
than any man living. The comprehensive meaning of the 
terms in thiE tongue may be inferred from the fact that there 
are fewer words in t1e Pentateuch in Mr. Moffat's translation 
than in the Greek Septuagint, and far less than in our English 
version. It is fortunate that the _task has been completed 
before the language became adulterated with half-uttered 
foreign words, and while those who have heard the eloquence 
of the native assemblies are still living. The young who are 
bronght up in our schools know less of the tongue than the 
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missionaries. The Sichuana vocabulary is extraordinarily 
copious. 1\lr. Moffat never spends a week at his work without 
discovering new words. Yet a person who acted as interpreter 
to Sir George Cathcart told him that the langu.age of the 
Basutos was not capable of expressing the substance of a 
chief's diplomatic paper, though the chief who Eent it could 
have worded it again off-hand in three or four different ways. 
The interpreter could scarcely have done as much in English. 
The Sichuana is, however, so simple in its construction, that 
its copiousness by no means requires the explanation that the 
pe0ple have fallen from a former state of civilization. Lan
guage seems to be an at~ribnte of the human mind. Since 
the vocabulary is so extensive, the phenomenon of any man 
who, after a few months or years' study of a native tongue, 
cackles forth a torrent of words, may well be wondered at. 
Though I have had as much intercourse with the purest idiom 
as most Englishmen, I am always obliged to utter an im
portant statement very slowly, and repeat it afterwards, lest 
the foreign accent, distinctly perceptible in all Europeans, 
should render the same unintelligible. In this I follow the 
example of the Bechuana orators, who, on matters of moment, 
always speak deliberately, and with reiteration. Both rich 
and poor talk their language .correctly; there is no vulgar 
style. Children have a patois of their own, and use many 
words in their play which men would scorn to employ. The 
Bamapela have adopted a click into their dialect, and a large 
infusion of the ringing ii, which seems to have been intro
duced for the purpose of preventing others from understanding 
them. 

It would be no cause for congratulation if the Bechuana 
Bible was likely to meet the fate of Elliot's Choctaw version, 
in which we have God's word in a language which no tongue 
can articulate, and no mortal can understand. A bette:r 
dostiny seems in store for 1\Ir. 1\Ioffat':s labours, for the Sichu
ana has been introduced into the new country beyond Lake 
Ngami, where it is the court language, and will carry a 
stranger through a district larger than France. The Bechtianas 
in addition probably possess that imperishable property which 
forms so remarkable a feature in the entire African race. 

Wher. converts arc made from heathenism it becomes an 
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interesting question whether their faith has the elements ot 
permanence, or is only an exotic too tender for self-propa
gation when the fostering care of the foreign cultivators is 
withdrawn. Jf habits of self-reliance are not encouraged the 
most promirsing converts are apt to become like spoiled chil
dren. In l\Iadagascar a few Christians were left with no 
other aid than their Bibles; and though exposed to persecution, 
and even death itself, they increased tenfold in numbers, and 
are, if possible, more decided believers than when, by an 
edict of the queen of that island, the missionaries ceased their 
teaching. In South Africa such an experiment could not 
be made, for a variety of Christian sects have followed the 
successful footsteps of the London Missionary Society, and if 
any converts are thrown on their own resources they are 
eagerly adopted by one of these denominations. The people 
are in this way more likely to be injured than trained tc 
the manly Christian virtues. Another misfortune is that the 
Missionary Societies consider the Cape Colony itself as the 
proper sphere for their operations, although, in addition to a 
well-organised Dutch Established Church, and schools for 
secular instruction, maintained by Government, in every 
village of any extent, there are a number of other sects
Wesleyans, Episcopalians, 1\Ioravians-all labouring at the 
same good work. It is deeply to be regretted that so much 
zeal should be expended in a district where there is so little 
scope for success, to the neglect of the millions of unenlightened 
beings in the regions beyond. I would earnestly recommend 
all young missionaries to go .'l.t once to the real heathen. 

'"nen Sechele undexstood that we could r_o longer remain 
with him at Kolobeng, he sent his five children for instruction 
in all the knowledge of the white men to 1\fr. 1\Ioffat, at 
Kuruman, who liberally received the young folks and their 
attendants into his family. 

Having been detained at Kuruman about a fortnight by the 
breaking of a waggon-wheel, I was providentially prevented 
from being present at the attack of the Boers on the Bakwains. 
The news was brought by 1\lasebele, the wife of Sechele, who 
had her:Jelf been hidden in a cleft of a rock, over which a 
number of their assailants were firing. She brought 1\h. 
Moffat a letter, which tells its own ta.le :-
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"Friend of my heart's love, and of all the confiden.:e of my 
heart, I am Sechele; I am undone by the Boers, who attacked 
me, though I had no guilt with them. 'fheydem~mded that I 
should be in their kingdom, and 1 refused; they demanded that 
I should prevent the English and Griquas from passing (north
wards). I replied, The.se are my friends, and I can prevent 
no one (of them). They came on Saturday, and I besought 
them not to fight on Sunday, and they assented. They began 
on Monday morning at twilight, and fired with all their might, 
and burned the town with fire, and ascattered us. They killed 
sixty of my people, and captured women, and children, and 
men. And the mother of Baleriling (a former wife of Scchele) 
they also took prisoner. They took all the cattle and all the 
goods of the Rakwains; and the house of Livingstone they 
plundered, taking away all his goods. The number of wag
gons they had was eighty-five, and a cannon; and after they 
had stolen my own waggon and that of :M:acabe, then the 
number of their waggons (counting the cannon as one) was 
eighty-eight. All the goods of the hunters (certain EngliRh 
gentlemen hunting and exploring in the north) were burned 
in the town : and of the Boers were killed twenty-eight. Yes, 
my beloved friend, now my wife goes to see the children, and 
Kobus Rae will convey her to.you. 

" I am, SECHELE, 

·• 1.'he Son of 1\Iochoasele." 

This statement is in exact accordance with the account 
given by ~orne of the Boers themselves to the public colonial 
papers. The only cause they alleged was that" Sechele was 
getting too saucy!' Their demand that he should be subject 
to them and prevent the English traders passing northwards 
was kept out of view. Soon aft.er Pretorius had despatched 
this marauding party against Kolobeng he was called away 
to the Great 'l'rib1mal. His policy is jm;ti:fied by the Bot'rH 

• from the instructions given to the Jewish warriors in Deute
ronomy xx. 10-14. Hence the obituary notice of him ended 
with the words, "Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord." 

The report of this outrage on the Bakwains, coupled with 
the denunciations against myself for having. as it was a~serted, 
iaught them to kill. Boers. produced ~uch a panic in the 
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country, that I could not pre\ail upon a. single servant. to 
accompany me t0 the north. Loud vows of vengeance were 
nttered against me by the Boers, and threats of instant pur
suit by a large party on horseback, should I dare to go into or 
beyond their country. After I had been detained for months 
at Kuruman from inability to procure waggon-drivers, I at 
last found three servants who, in spite of imprecations, were 
willing to risk the journey. A man of colour, named George 
Fleming. who wished to establish a trade with the l\Iakololo, 
had managed to get a similar number. To be ~>ure they were 
all the worst possible specimens of those who imbibe the 
·does without the virtues of Europeans, but we had no choice, 
and were glad to get away on any terms. 

\re left Kuruman on the 20th of Xovember. When we 
reached l\Iotito, forty miles off, we met Sechele, on his way, 
as he said, '' to the Queen of England." Two of his children, 
and their mother, a former wife, were among the captives 
seized by the Boers ; and as he had a strong belief in English 
justice. he was convinced that he should obtain redress fi·uru 
our sovereign. He employed all his eloquence to induce me 
to accompany him, and I in turn endeavoured to dissuade him 
from his project. " Will the Queen not listen to me," he 
inquired, " supposing I should reach her ? " I 1 eplied, " I 
believe she would listen, but the difficulty is to get to her." 
" \\"ell," said he, " I shall reach her." \\"hen he got to 
Bloemfontein he found the English army just returning from 
a battle with the Basutos, in which both parties claimed the 
~ictory, and both were glad that a second engagement was 
not tried. Our officers invited Sechele to dine with them, 
heard his story, and collected a handsome sum of money to 
enable him to pursne his journey to England. He pro0eeded 
ru; far as the Cape, when, his resources being expended, he 
was obliged to go back to his own country, one thousand 
miles distant, without accomplishing hi~> intention. On his 
return he adopted the punishment be had witne~>sed in the 
ccJlony. of making criminals work on the public roads. He 
has since, I am informed, become himself the missionary to 
his own people. He is very dark ; and his subjeets swear by 
•• Black Sechele." He has great intelligence, reads well, and 
~ " fluent speaker. Such is his influence that numbers of the 
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tribes, formerly living under the Boers, have taken refuge 
under his sway, and he is now greater in power than before 
t.he attack on Kolobeng. 

Having parted with Sechele, we skirted along the Ka1ahari 
Desert, and sometimes went within its borders, giving the 
Boers a wide berth. . A larger fall of rain than usual bad 
occurred in 1852, which completed a cycle of eleven or 
twelve years, when· the same phenomenon is reported to have 
happened on three occasions. An unusually large crop of 
melons had appeared in consequence. We had the pleasure 
of meeting with l\lr. J. l\Iacabe returning from Lake Ngami, 
which he had reached by going right across tlle Desert from a 
point a little to the south of Kolobeng. His cattle had 
subsisted on the water-melons for twenty-one days; and when 
they :reached water did not seem to care much about it. 
Before the lake was discovered l\'Iacabe wrote a letter in one 
of the Cape papers recommending a certain route as likely to 
lead to it. The Transvaal Boers fined him 500 dollars for 
writing about" onze Yelt," our conntry, and imprisoned him 
till the fine was paid. I now learned from his own lips that 
this story was true. His companion, Mahar, was mistaken by 
a tribe of Barolongs for a Boer, and shot as he approached 
their village. When Macabe came up and expbined that the 
victim was an Englishman, they. expressed the utmost regret, 
and helped to bury him. We afterwards heard that there had 
been some fighting between these Barolongs and the Boers, 
and that there had been capturing of cattle on both sides. If 
the report was true, it was the first time that I ever knew 
of cattle being taken by Bechuanas. This was a Caffre war 
in stage the second; the thhd stage is when both sides 'are 
equally well armed and afraid of each other ; the fourth, 
when the English take up a quarrel not their. own, and the 
Boers slip out of the fray. 

During the dry. seasons which succeed our winter and 
precede our rains, a hot wind occasionally blows over the 
Desert from north to south. It feels as if it came from an 
oven, and seldom lasts longer than three days at a time. It 
Tesembles in its effects the harmattan of the north of Africa, 
and at the time the missionaries first settled in the country, 
thirty-five years ago, it·came load~d with fine reddish-coloured 
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sand. It is so devoid of moisture as to cause the wood of the 
best seaaoned English boxes and furniture to shrink. The air 
is full of electricity, and a bunch of ostrich-feathers held for a 
few seconds against the wind becomes as stTongly charged as 
if attached to a powerful electrical machine. Even at other 
tim~s the movement of a nati \'e in his kaToss will oft<m 
produce a stream of small sparks. The first time I noticed 
this appearanc0 was while a chief was travelling with me, 
when the fur of his mantle, being slightly chafed by the 
movement of the waggon, a:;sumed a luminous appearance. I 
rubbed it smartly with my hand, and it gave out bright 
sparks, which were accompanied with a sharp crackling 
sound. "Don't you see this?" said I. "The white men did 
not show us this," he replied; "we had it long before white 
men came into the country, we and our forefatheTs of old." 
Otto von Guerrike is said to have been the first that ever 
observed the phenomenon in Europe. It had been familiar t,1 
the Bechuanas for ages, bnt nothing came of it. The human 
mind has here remained stagnant in reference to the physical 
operations of the univen;e. No science has been de,·eloped, 
and few questions are discussed except those which have 
oonnexion with the wants of the stomach. 

Large flocks of swifts ( Cypselus apus) were observed flying 
over the plains north of Kuruman. I counte.d a stream of 
them which must have numbered upwards of four thousand. 
Only a few of these birds breed in this country. I have 
often observed that there was no appearance of paiTing, nc 
chaaing of each other, nor any playing together. There are 
several other birds which continue in flocks, and move about 
during the breeding season, which happens in this country 
between the cold and hot weather; for cold acts here like the 
genial warmth of spring in less sultry climes. Are these the 
migratory birds of Europe, which return there to breed and 
rear their young ? 

On the 31st December, 1852, we reached the town ofSechele, 
which is called Lituba.ruba from the part of the range on 
which it is situatad. :K ear the village there exists a ca'\"e 
named Lepelole, which no one dared to enter, for it was the 
common belief that it was the habitation of the Deity. I 
proposed to explore it. The old men said that every one who 
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w~nt in remained there for ever, and added, "Jf the teacher 
is so mad as to kill himself, let him do so alone, we shall not 
he to blame." The declaration of Sechele, that he would 
follow where I led, produced the greatest consternation. 
There was little enough to reward curiosity. An entrance 
about ten feet square became narrowed into two water-worn 
branche:-;, ending in round orifices through which the water 
once :flowed. The only inhabitants it seems ever to have had 
were baboons. · 

I nllver saw the Bakwains looking so haggard and lean as at 
this time. Most of their cattle had been swept away by the 
Boers, and all their corn, clothing, and furniture had been con
sumed in the :flames. They were now literally starving. Some 
young men having ventured to go to meet a party of Boers 
returning from hunting, the latter were tenified and ran off. 
The young men brought their waggons to Litubaruba, and the 
affrighted colonists conceived an idea that the Bakwains had 
commenced a guerilla war. 'fhe Boers sent four of their 
number to ask for peace I I was present and heard the con
dition: " Sechele's children must be restored to him." Strong 
bodies of armed Bakwains occupied every pass in the hills ; and 
had not the four ambassadors promised much more than they 
perfonned, that day would have been their last. The comman
dant Scholz had taken the children of Sechele to be his Pwn 
domestic slaves. I saw one of them returned to his mother. 
He had been allowed to roll into -the fire, and there were 
three large unbound sores on his body. His mother and the 
women -received him with :floods of tears. I took down the 
names of some scores o:f boys and girls, many of whom I knew 
to be our scholars ; but I could not comfort the weeping 
mothers with any hope of their return from captivity. The 
Boers know from experience that adults may as well be left 
alone, for escape is so easy in a wild country that no fugitive 
slave-law can come into operation. They therefore seize only 
the yOlmg, that. they may forget their parents and remain in 
perpetual bondage. · 

'fhe Bechuanas are universally much attached to children. 
A little child who toddles near a party of men while they are 
eating is sure to get a haJldful of the food. The parents take the 
name of the offspring, and of;en address them as Ma. (mother). 
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or Ra (father). 1\irs. Livi11g:stone, after the birth of our eldest 
boy Robert, was always addres:sed as 1\ia-Robert. 

I have examined several cases in which a grandmother has 
suckled a grandchild. Sina, of Kuruman, married when she 
was seventeen or eighteen, and had twins ; 1\ia"'ina, her 
mother, after an interval of fifteen years since Rhe suckled a 
child, applied one of them to her shrivelled breast, the milk 
flowed, and she was able to nurt>e the infant entirely. She 
was at. thi:s time at leat>t forty years old I hliwe witnessed 
several other analogous cases. Is it not possible that the 
story in the 'Cloud of \\ itnesses,' of a man yielding milk 
when he put his child to his breast during the persecution in 
Scotland may have been literally true ? At> anatomists declare 
the structure of male and female breasts to be identical. there 
i:s nothing .imput>sible in the alleged result. Indeed Baror:. 
Humboldt quotes an instance where the male gave forth milk. 

In conversation with some of my friends I learned that 
1\Ialeke, a chief of the Bakwains, had died from the bite of a 
mad dog. I never heard of another case, and could not satisfy 
myself that this was real hydrophobia. \\bile I was at 
1\Iabotsa some dogs were affected by a disorder which led them 
to run about in an incoherent statE:'; but I doubt whether it 
was anything but an affection of the brain. No animal took 
the complaint by inoculation from their teeth; and the pre
vailing idea that hydrophobia does not exist within the tropics 
appears to be correct. 

The diseases of the Bakwains are few. There is no con
sumption or scrofula, and insanity and hydrocephalus are rare. 
Cancer and cholera are quite unknown. Small-pox and 
measles pas~ed through the country about twenty years ago 
and committed great ravages; but though the former has since 

·repeatedly broken out on the coast, neither malaJy bas again 
travelled inland Inoculation for the small-pox was common. 
Jn one village they seem to have selected the matter from a 
virulent ea~e, for nearly all the inhabitants were swept off by 
the scourge in its malignant confluent form. In other parts the 
natives inoculated the forehead with some animal deposit. 
\Yhere the Bakwains got the idea I cannot conceive. · When 
they adopted the practic~ tney had no intercourse whatever 
with the southern missionaries. 'l'hey readily make use of 
the vaccine virus when it is brou..,.1t ~r1tbin their 1·each. (I6) 
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A certain loathsome disease which decimates the North 
American Indians, and threatens extirpation to the South Sea 
islanders. dies out in the interior of Africa. The Bangwa.: 
ketse, who brought it from the west coast, lost it when they 
came into their own land south-west of Kolobeng. It seems 
incapable of permanence in the centre of the country in persons 
of pure Mrican blood. Among the Portuguese, Corannas, and 
Griquas of mixed breed it produces the same ravages as el:se
where. The vii·ulence of the secondary symptoms, in all the 
cases tbat came under my care, seemed in exact proportion to 
the amount of European blood. Among the Barotse I found 
a disease called manassah, which closely resembles that of the 
freda mulier of history. 

Stone in the bladder and gravel are unknown, though the 
waters are often so strongly impregnated with sulphate of 
lime that kettles quickly become incrusted with the salt. 
Some of my patients, who were troubled with indigestion; 
believed that their stomachs had got into the same condition 
with their kettles. The immunity from calculi would appear 
to be one of the privileges of the Negro race, for seldom in the 
United States- have the most famed lithotomists met with a case 
among them. 

The most prevalent diseases· are pneumonia, produced by 
sudden changes of temperature, and other inflammations, as c.f 
the bowels, stomach, and pleura, with rheumatism, and disease 
of the heart. The~e become most rare as the people adopt the 
European d1·ess. Every year the period preceding the rains 
is marked by an epidemic. Sometimes it is general ophthalmia, 
resembling that which prevails in Egypt. At another time it 
is a kind of diarrhrea, which no medicine will cure until there 
is a fall of rain, when anything acts as a charm. Once the 
annual visitation was a disease which looked like pneumonia,. 
but with the peculiar symptom of great pain in the seventh 
cervical process. The persons who died of it were in a c~
matose state for many hours or days. As no inspection of the 
body is allowed by these people, and the plac~ of sepulture is 
carefully concealed, I had to rest satisfied with conjecture. 
Frequently the Bakwains buried their friends ·in the huts 
where they died, for fear the witches (Baloi) should disinter 
them and use some part of the corpse in their fiendish arts. 
Scarcely is the breath out of the body when it is hurried aw'"''(r 
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to be interred. An anteater's hole is often selected, to save 
the troulle of digging a grave. On two occasions while I was 
there the buried men returned home to their affrighted relatives. 
'l'hey had recovered while in their graves from prolonged 
swoons. 

In ophthalmia the doctors apply the pungent smoke of cer
tain roots to the eyes, the patient at the same time taking 
strong draughts of it up his nostrils. Two or three grains of 
nitrate of silver dissolved in an ounce of rain-water answered 
the end so much more effectually, that every morning the 
people came in crowds for the remedy. This solution is a 
good preventive of an acute attack if poured into the eyes as 
soon as the pain begins, and might prove valuable for tra
\"ellers. The native practitioners also cup on the temples for 
the disorder. The skin is scarified, and the large end of a goat 
or antelope horn placed over the cuts. The edges of the horn 
are wetted with water to make it adhere more completely. At 
the small end a litt.le hole is pierced, through which the air is 
sucked out till a vacuum is formed. Tho hole is then stopped 
up with wax, and the pres~;ure of the atmosphere having been 
removed from the blood it flows out into the horn. The opera
tion is well performed, though the doctor cannot a] ways resist 
the temptation to join quackery with science, and occasionally 
separates the :fibrine from the blood in a basin of water by his 
side, and pretends that he has extracted something pernicious 
He thus explains the rationale of the cure, and the ocular de 
monstration is convincing to the patient. 

Those doctors who have inherited their profession as an heir
loom generally possess some valuable knowledge, the result of 
long observation. The rest are usually quacks. With the 
regular practitioners I always remained on tho best terms, 
and refrained from appearing to doubt their skill in the 
presence of their patients. Any explanation in private was 
thankfully received, and wrong treatment readily changed for 
more rational methods. English drugs were eagerly accepted : 
and we always found medical knowledge an important aid in 
convincing the people that we were anxious for their welfare. 

The surgical skill of the natives is at a low ebb. N c 
one ever attempted to remove a tumour except by external 
application. A man had one on the nape of his neck as laryr 

H 
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a.s u child's head. Some famous docto.r attempted tu disRolve 
it by kindling on it a little fire made of a few small piel·cs of 
medicinal roots. I removed this tumour, as I did an immense 
number of others, witL perfect safety. They are chiefly of a 
fatty and fibrous kind. All the natives have the vis medicatrix 
in remarkable activity. Both men and women submit to an 
operation without wincing. The women pride themselves on 
their ability to bear pain. A mother will address her little girl, 
from whose foot a thorn is to 1>e extracted, with "Now, 1\Ia, 
you are a woman; a woman does not cry." A man scorns to 
shed tears. The son of an aged father was drowned in one of 

. the deep wells in the t\:alabari, while playing on its brink. 
The father uttered an exceedingly great and bitter cry, the 
only instance I ever met with of a man weeping in this 
country. 

Their ideas on obstetrics are unscientific, and for a medical 
man to go near a woman at her confinement would appear to 
them more out of place than a female medical student would 
appear to us in the dissecting-room. A case of twins occurred 
in which the ointments of all the doctors of the town proved 
utterly unavailing. A few seoonds of English art afforded 
relief, and the prejudice vanished at once. I reserved myself 
for the difficult cases; and had often the satisfaction of ren
dering great assistance to mothers in their hour of sorrow. 
The poor creatures are often placed in a little but built for 
the purpose, and are left without any aid whatever. Um
bilical hernia. was frequent in consequence. They suffer 1esl!1 
at their confinement than in civilised- countries ; perhapf 
from their treating it as a simple operation of nature, which 
requires no change except a feast of meat and abundance of 
fresh air. The husband on these occasions is hound to slaughte1· 
Lr his lady an ox, goat, or sheep, according to his means. 

My knowledge of midwifery procured for me great fam£
ll a department in which 1 could lay no claim tO merit 
A woman came a distance of one hundred mile~< to consult me 
in a complaint which seemed tn haw~ baffied the native 
doctors. A complete cure was tht~ rt:~ult. and some- twelve 
months after she bore a 80n to her husband, who -had 
previously reproached her for being barren. She sent me a 
handsome present, and pruclai!lled that J posse88ed a medicine 
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Cor the removal of sterility. The result was, that I was teased 
with applications from husbands and wives from all parts of 
the country. Some came upwards of two hundred miles to 
purchase the boon, and it was in vain for me to explain that l 
had prescribed for an entirely different complaint, whatever 
might have been the con:sequential effects of the case. The 
more I denied, the higher their offers ro~Se ; they would give 
any money for the " child medicine;" and it was reaUy heart
rending to hear the earnest entreaty, and see the tearful eye, 
which spoke the intense desire for offspring. ·I am getting 
old," a woman would say; "yon~<ee grey hairs here and there 
on my head, and I have no child : you know how Bechuana 
husbands cast their old wive:s away ; what can I do? I have 
no child to bring water to me when I am sick." &c. 

The whole of the country adjacent to the Desert, from 
Kuruman to Kolobeng, or Litnbarnba., and beyond up to the 
latitude. of Lake 1\gami, is remarkable for the salubrity 
of its climate. Europeans whose constitutions have been 
impaired by an Indian residence, feel its restorative powers. 
The health and longevity of the missionaries have always 
been fair, though mission-work iR not usually conducive to 
either. Cases have been known in which patients have 
come from the sea-side with complaintR which closely resem
bled consumption; and they have rec0v~;:red by the change of 
residence alune. The parts near the coast, where we have 
such favourable reports of the bealfb of the Briti:-;h troops, 
are inferior for persons suffering i-r.-:•m pulmonary eompla.ints 
to ariy locality which is not s11bjected to the influence of 
sea-air. 

1\lr. Oswell thought the cl ima.te much superior to that of 
Peru, and, were it not for the great expense of such a trip, I 
should have no hesitation in recommending the borders of the 
K<~.la.hari Desert as admirably suited for pulmonary complaints. 
it is the complete antipodes of our raw English atmosphere. 
The winter, which begins in May and ends in August, is 
perfectly dry. Not a drop of rain _falls dming that period, 
and damp and cold are never combined. During many 
months there is scarcely any dew. However hot the day 
might haYe been at Kolobeng,-and the thermometer some
times rose to 96° in the coolest part of our h!\use,-yet tho 
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a11~osphere never had that steamy feeling and those debi
litating effects which prevail in India and on the coast of 
Africa itself. Nothing can exceed the balminess of the 
evenings and mornings throughout the year. You wish for 
an increase neither of cold nor h9at. 

CHAPTER VII. 

DISEASES OF ANnlALS.-THE LION.-SERPENTs.-NATIVE CUSTOMS. 

BAM.ANGWATO HILLS.-'I'HE OSTRICH. 

HAVING remained five days with the wretched Bakwains. we 
prepared t.o depart on the 15th January, 1853. Several dogs 
had taken up their residence at the water. No one would 
own them ; it was plain they had 

"Held o'er the dead their carnival" 

after the slaughter committed by the Boers, and hence tha 
disgust with which they were viewed. 

On our way from Khopong, along the ancient river-bed 
which forms the pathway to Boatlanama, I found a species of 
J&ctus. I had seen only two before in the cmmb-y,-one in th~?~ 
colony with a bright red flower, and another at Lake Ngami, 
the flower of which was liver-coloured. The present specimen 
was not in bloom. 

On the 21st January we reached the wells of Boatlanama., 
and found them for. the first time empty. Lopepe, where 1 
had forruerly seen a stream running from a large reedy pool. 
was also dry. 'Ve pushed on for the delicious waters of 
Mashtie. In travelling through this region the olfactory 
neM'es are frequently excited by a strong disagreable odour, 
which is caused by a large jet-black a.nt named "Lesh6nya." 
It is nearly an inch in length, and emits a pungent smell when 
alarmed, in the same manner as the skunk. 

Occasionally we lighted upon land tortoises, whiah, with 
their unla1d ·eggs, make a very agreeable dish. It is wonder
ful how tnis reptile holds its place in the country, for it 
possesses neither speed nor cnnning; even its bony coYering 
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from which the teeth of the byrena glance off foiled, does no~ 
protect it from man. Its yellow and brown colour, by its 
similarity to the surrounding grass and brushwood, helps to 
render it indistinguishable. The young are taken for the 
Hake of their shells. These are made into boxes, which the 
women fill with sweet-smelling roots and bang them round 
their persons. When older the animal is eaten, and its armour 
converted into a rude basin to hold food or water. When 
about to depo:;it its eggs, it lets itself into the ground by 
throwing the earth up round the shell, until the top only is 
visible; the eggs laid, it covers them up and leaves them. 
When the rains begin to fall and the fresh herbage appears, 
the young ones come out, and, unattended by their dam, 
begin the world for themselves. Their food is tender grass 
and a plant named thotona. They frequently devour wood
ashes, and travel great distances to place~ where they can 
get health-giving salt. 

Inquiries among the Bushmen and Bakalahari, who are 
intimately acquainted with the habits of the game, lead to the 
belief that many diseases prevail among wild animals. I have 
seen the kokong or gnu, kuma or hartebeest, the tsessebe, 
kukama, and the giraffe, so mangy as to be uneatable even by 
the natives. Numerous zebr&.s are found dead with masses of 
foam at the nostrils, exactly as occurs in the common "horse
sickness." I once found a b"1ffalo sightless from ophthalmia 
by the fountain Otse ; when he attempted to rnn he lifted up 
his feet in the manner peculiar to blind animals. The 
rhinoceros has often worms on the conjunction of his eyes ; 
but the inability to see correctly which makes him charge 
past a man who has wounded him, if he stands perfectly still, 
in the belief that his enemy is a tree, probably arises from the 
hom be in~ placed in the line of vision. All the wild animals 
are subject to intestinal worms. The zebras and elephants 
are seldom without them. The zebra, giraffe, eland, and 
kukama, sometimes become mere skeletons from decay of 
their teeth. Lions get lean <tnd perish miserably from the 
same cause. When they grow too old to catch game, they 

·frequently take to killing goats in the villages: a woman or 
child who happens to go out at night falls into their clutches. 
A.s they have no other resource, they continue to visit iD 
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habited place~; ancl from this circumstance has ari~en the idea 
that the lion, when he has onc:e tasted human flesh, love~ it 
better than any other. A man-eater is invariably an old lion; 
and when he comes for goats, the people remark, " His teeth 
are worn, he will soon kill men." They at Jnce tu1·n out to 
destroy him. When living far away from the haunts of men, 
ur when he entertains a dread of the Bushmen and Bakalahari, 
he begins, as soon as·old age overtakes him, to catch mice and 
other small rodents. He even eats grass, though this perhaps 
he dues. like dogs, as medicine. The natives, observing 
undigested vegetable matter in his droppings, follow up his 
trail in the certainty of finding him under some tree scarcely 
able to move. They then despatch him without difficulty. 

The fear of man often remains excessively strong in the 
carnivora. The lioness, in the vicinity of towns where the 
large game have been driven away by fire-arms, has been 
known to assuage her hunger by ·devouring her young.* Yet 
so many lions came about our half-deserted houses at Chunuane 
while we were removing to Kolobeng, that the natives were 
terrified to stir out-of-doors in the evenings. 

The African lion is somewhat larger than the bigge~t dug, and 
the face, which is not much like the usual drawings, partakes 
very strongly of the canine features. If he is encountered 
in the daytime he turns slowly round after first gazing a 
second or two, walks a~ slowly away for a dozen paces looking 
over his shoulder, quicken~ his step to a trot till he thinks 
himself out of sight, and then bounds off like a greyhound. 
As ~ rule, there is not the smallest danger of a lion which is 
unmolested attacking man in the light. When the moun was 
shining we seldom tied up our oxen, but let them lie louse by 
t.he waggon, while on a dark rainy night, if there was a 
:single beast in the neighbourhood, he was almost sure to 
attempt to kill one of our cattle. His approach is always 
stealthy except when wounded. A lion however with whelps 
will brave almost any danger. A person has only to cross 
where the wind blows from him to the animals, and both 
male and female will rush at him. In one case a man was 

• Bitches have been known t~ eat the1r pups. Thil' may arise from that loi&IIlt 

.:raving fo1 animal food which i.,; felt by man in these ~ 
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bitten before he could climb a tree : and occasionally a man 
on horseback has been caught by the leg under the same 
circum~taucer;. 

\\hen a lion is very hungry, and lying in wait, the sight of 
an animal may excite him to go after it. A hunter who was 
stealthily crawling towards a rhinoceros happened to glance 
behind him, and found to his horror a lion stalking hz"m. IT e 
only escaped by springing up a tree like a cat. At Lopepe a 
lioness sprang on t be after <luarter of l\I r. Oswell's horse, 
which Rtarted away, and the rider, caught by a wait-a-bit thorn, 
was dragged to the ground and rendered insensible. His dogs 
saved him. The lion has a characteristic which he seems to 
possess in common with the rest of the feline species, that any 
appearance of a trap brings him to a stand. When a goat is 
picketed in. India on a plain as a bait for a tiger, the latter whips 
off the ani mal so quickly that no one can take aim. A small pit 
is therefore dug, and the goat is tied to a stake at the bottom. 
This renders the tiger suspicious, and he walks round and round 
the pit, which allows the hunter, who is lying in wait, to have 
a fair shot. The lion is equally eautious; one fPJ ang at Captain 
Codrington, who shot him dead in the neck. A horse ran away, 
and was stopped by the bridle catching a stump. He remained 
a prisoner two days, and Captain Codrington fmmd the whole 
space around marked by the footprints of lions. They had been 
afraid to attack the haltered horse, from the apprehension that 
it was a trap. A couple came by night to within three yards of 
the place where the oxen were tied to a waggon, and a sheep 
to a tree. They stood roaring, but were afraid to make a spring. 
On another occasion three of our party were lying sound asleep, 
when a lion approached wit.hin a yard or two and began to roar. 
The fact that their riding-ox was fastened to the bush deprived 
him of the courage to seize his prey. He retired to a knoll 
three hundred yards distant. where he roared all night. ~tnd 
continued growling as the men moved off next morning. 

Nothing that I ever learned of the lion would lead me to 
attribute to it either the ferocious o:r noble character ascribed 
to it elsewhere. He chiefly preys upon defenceless creatures: 
and frequently, when a buffalo calf is caught by him, the cow 
rushes to the rescue, and a toss from hel' often kills him. On 
the plain, south of Sebitu~ne's ford. a. hercl of these anima'. 
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kept a number of lions from their young by the males turning 
their heads to the enemy. A toss, indeed, from a bull would 
put an end to the strongest lion that ever breathed. It is 
questionable if a single beast ever engages a full-grown buffalo, 
for when one falls a victim the amount of roaring seems ro 
indicate that there has been a league to effect the slaughter. 
Messrs. Oswell and Vardon once saw three lions combine to 
pull a buffalo down; and they could not accomplish it without 
a struggle, though he was mortally wounded by a two-ounce 
ball. · I h:we been informed that in India even the tame buf
faloes will chase a tiger up the hills, bellowing as if they 
enjoyed the sport. The calves of elephants are sometimes torn 
by lions, but every living thing retires before the lordly 
parent, though even a full-grown specimen would be an easier 

(17) prey than the rhinot}eros. The mere sight of the latter i.E 
sufficient to make the lion rush away. Yet of his great 
strength there can be no doubt. The immense masses of 
mnt~cle around his jaws, shoulders, and forearms, proclaim 
tremendous force, but he seems in this respect to be infe1;01 
to the Indian tiger. When he performs such feats as taking 
away an ox he does not carry the carcase, but drags it along 
the ground. 

It is doubtful whether the ·lion ever attempts to seize an 
animal by the withers, and he seld,om mounts on its hind
quarters. He either springs at the throat below the jaw or 
flies at the flank. The last is the most common point of attack, 
and it is the part he begins to feast on first. An eland may 
be seen disembowelled so completely, that he scarcely seem~; 
cut up at all. 'fhe entrails and fatty parts form a full meal 
for even the largest lion. '\hen gorged, he falls fast asleep, 
and is then easily despatched. He sometimes lays dead the 
jackal by a stroke from his paw as he comes sniffing about 
the prey. 

Where game is abundant, lions may be expected in propor
tion. They are· never seen in herds, but six or eight, who aro 
probably of one family, occasionally hunt toget~er. There is 
less danger of being devoured by them in Africa than of being 
run over when walking in the streets of London. Hunting 
them with dogs involves little peril when compared with 
hunting the tiger in India, for the dogs drive them from thr 
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covei, and aa they stand at bay the t>purtsman has plenty of 
time for a deliberate shot. In short, nothing that I have t>een 
or heard about !.ions would con:stitute a barrier in the way of 
men of ordinary courage. 

The same feeling which has induced the modem paintm to 
exaggerate the form of the "king of beasts" has led the senti
mentalist to cunt>ider his roar the most terrific of earthly sounds; 
"majestic" is the common epithet applied to it. It is calcn
iated to inspire fear when heard in a pitchy dark night amid~:>t 
the tremendous peals of an African thunderstorm, and the 
vivid flashes of lightning which leave on the eye the impre:ssion 
of ~-;tune-blindness, while the rain pouring down extinguishe~> 
the fire, and there i:s neither the protection uf a tree, nor a 
clHwce that your gun will go off. _But when any one is snug 
in a house 9r waggon, the roar of the lion inspire:s no awe 
A European cannot distinguish between the note of a lion and 
that of an ostrich. In general the voice of the former seems 
to come deeper from the che::;t ; but to this day I can only 
pronounce with certainty from which of the two it proceeds, 
hy knowing that the ostrich roars by day and the lion by 
night. The natives assert that they can detect a difference 
at the commencement of the sound. There is, it must be 
admitted, a considerable distinction between the singing· 
noise of a lion when full and his deep gruft: growl when 
hungry. 

The African lion is of a tawny colour, like that of some 
mal'liiffi>. The mane in the male is .large, and gives the idea 
uf great power. In ::;orne specimens the ends of the hair are 
black, and these go by the name of black-maned lions, though 
as a whole they look of the usual yellow tawny colour. At 
lake Ngami l\lessrs. Oswell and Wilson shot. two animals of 
another valiety. One was an old lion, whose teeth were mere 
stumps. and his claws wom quite blunt; the other was full 
grown, in the prime of life, with white perfect teeth. Bot1 
were destitute of mane. The lions in the country Mar the 
lake give tongue less than those fu:rl}J.er south. We sCSU"ce]y 
heard them roar at all. 

In the country adjacent to 1\iashue numbers of different 
kinds of mice exist. The ground is often so undermined with 
their burrows that the foot ~:Jinks in at every step. Little hay 
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cocks, about two feet high, and rather more in breadth, arc, 
made by one variety of these little creatures. This is done 
for obvious reasons in regions which are annually covered 
with snow, but it is difficult to divine the purpose of the 
haymaking in the climate of Africa. • 

Wherever mice abound, serpents may be expected, for the 
one preys on the other. A cat, by clearing off the food which 
attracts these reptiles, is a good preventive against their 
entrance into a house. Occasionally, however, they find their 
way in. At Mabotsa one morning a man came to me early, 
and going to the door in the dark I set my foot on a serpent. 
The moment I felt the cold scaly skin twine round my leg l 
jumped up higher than I ever did before, or hope to do again. 
The reptile was shaken off by my leap. Several varieties, 
when alarmed, emit a peculiar odour, which betrays their 
presence in a house. In the country these reptiles inspire 
none of that loathing which we experience when sitting reading 
about them in England. Even the most venomous sorts bite 
only when put in bodily fear, or when trodden upon, or when 
the sexes come together. I once found a coil of their skins, 
denoting that a number of them had twisted together in the 
manner described by the Druids of old. 

Some of the serpents are particularly venomous. One species 
:picakholu) which we killed at Kolobeng continued to distil 
.}lear poison from the fangs for hours after its head was cut 
off. So copious is the supply that, when a number of dogs 
attack it, the first bitten dies almost instantaneously, the 
second in about five minutes, the thll:d in an hour or so, while 
the fourth may live several hours. This reptile commits great 
havoc in a cattle-pen. Our specimen was of a dark brown, 
nearly black colour, and eight feet three inches long. It is 
probably the Rame kind as that which passes by the name of 
the "spitting serpent," and which is believed to be able to 
eject its poison into the eyes when the wind favours its forcibl& 
expiration. We have the puff-adder in Africa, various vipe1-s 
and cobras (Naia haje, Smith) of :;;eve:ral colours. When nn
noyed they raise their heads about a foot from the ground, 

• Euryotis uniS"-'lcatus (F. Cuvier), Mus pumelw (Spar.), and MU& lehocla 
,Smith). all possess this habit in a greater or less degree. The first of these may 
be seen rlllllling from danger with its young hanging to the after-part cf its body. 
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Batten the neck, and dart out the tongue and retract it witl! 
great velocity, while their fixed glassy eyes glare as if in 
anger. All reptiles require water, and go long distances to 
the Zouga, and other rivers and pools, in search of it. 

There is a serpent named by the inhabitants" l\oga-putsane,'' 
or serpent uf a kid, which utters a cry by night exactly likP. 
the bleating of that animal. I heard one at a spot where no 
kid could possibly be. It is supposed by the natives to lure 
travellers by this device. The mode in which some of the 
snake tribe eatch their prey is curious. The Bucepha~us v£ridis 
climbs trees in Rearch of birds and eggs, and is soon discovered 
by all the birds in the neighbourhood collecting and sounding 
an alarm. • The fangs of this species are n.<)t so much formed 
for injecting poison on external objects as for preventing any 
animal or bird of which they have got hold from escaping 
from their jawH. The Dasypeltis inornatus (Smith) has smaU 
teeth, which permit the passage of thin-shelled eggs without 
breaking till within the gullet or about :.! inches behind the 
head. There they come in contact with the gular teeth, which 
crack the shells without the contents being spilled, as would 

. ' 
• "The Bucephalus Capensis is generally found upon trees, to which it resorts 

for the purpose of catching birds, upon which it delights to feed. The birds of 
the neighbourhood collect around it and fly to and fro, u!tering the most piercing 
cries, until some one, more terror-stmc~ th.m the rest, actually scans it.~ lips, and, 
almost without resistnnce, becomP.s a meal for its enemy. Du1ing such a pro
ceeding the snake is generally ohserved with its head raised about ten or twelve 
inches above the branch round which its body and tail are entwined, with its 
mouth open and it.~ neck inflated, as if anxiously endeavouring to ir.crease the 
terror. Whatever may be said in ridicule of fascination, 1t is nevertheless true 
that birds, and even quadrupeds, are. under certain circumstnnces, unable to retire 
from the presence of certain of their enemies; and, what is even more extra
ordinary, unable to resist the propensity to adv.mce from a situation of actual 
safety into one of the most imminent dange1·. This I have often Eeen exemplified 
iu the case of birds and snake.<; nnd I have heard of instances equally curious, in 
which antelopes and other quadrupeds ha,·e Leen so bewil•lered by the sudden 
appearance of crocodiles, and by the grimnces and contortions they practised, as to 
be unaLle to fly or e\·en move from the spot towards which they were ;~ppro;~ching 
to seize them." (Dr. Andrew Smith's ' l{eptilia.') 

In addition to the statements of this most able naturalist, it may be added 
that fire exercises a fascinating effect on some kinds of toads. They may be seen 
rushing into it in the evenings without once starting back on feeling pain. Con· 
tact with the hot embers rather increases the energy with which they strive tc 
reach the hottest part.<, and they never cease struggling to get to the centre even 
when their juices are congulating and their limbs stitf~ning in the roasting heat. 
Scorpions tum from the fire in fierce disgust, and inflict at that time, frou 
irritation, their most painful sting.,_ 
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happen if the front teeth were large. The shell is th~n 
zjected. Some sn-akes are eaten, such as the python, metse 
pallab, or tari, of which the largest specimens are about 15 01 

20 feet in length. They live on small animals, chiefly the 
rodentia, though occasionally the steinbuck and pallah fall 
victims, and are sucked into its comparatively little mouth in 
boa-constrictor fashion. To man they are perfectly harmless. 
One which we shot. through_ the spine was 11 feet 10 inches 
long, and as thick as a man's leg. It was still capable of 
lifting itself up about five feet high, and opened its mouth in 
a threatening manner, but its inclination was to crawl away. 
The flesh is much relished by the Bakalahari and Bushmen. 
Each carries a·way his portion on his shouJders like a log 
of wood. 

Some of the ~ayeiye we met at Sebituane's ford pretended 
to be unaffected by the bite of serpents, and lacerated their 
arms with the teeth of the harmless kinds. Dr. Andrew 
Smith put their sincerity to the test by offering them the 
fangs of a poisonous variety, and found they shrank from the 
experiment. . 

When we reached the Bamangwato the chief ~ekomi was 
particularly friendly, brought all his people to our religious 
services, and explained his reasons for obliging some English
men to surrender up to him a·horse. '"They would not sell 
him any powder, though they had plenty; so he compelled 
them to give it and the horse for nothing. He would not 
deny the extortion to me; that would be swindling." He 
thus thought extortion better than swindling; but his ideas of 
honesty .are the lowest I have met with in any Bechnana 
chief. Englishmen have always refused to countenance the 
idea, which would hereafter prove troublesome, that payment 
ought to be made for passage through a country. 

All the Bechuana and Caffre t1ibes south of the Zam besi 
practise circumcision (b<Jg'Uera ), but the rites observed are 
carefully concealed. At Bamangwato I was once a spectator 
of the second part of the ceremony, called" sechu." Just at 
the dawn of day, a row of boys, nearly fourteen years of age, 
stood naked in the kotla. Each had a pair of sandals as a 
c;hield on his hands. The men, equally naked, were ranged 
opposite to them, and were armed with long wan.&, of a tough_ 
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supple bush called moretloa ( Grewia jiava ). They started off 
into a dance named "koha," in the course of which they pu 
queRtions tv the boys, as " Will you guard the r.hief we]] 
" Will you herd the cattle well?" As the lads give a., 
affirmative response, the men rush forward, and each aims I' 

full blow at his vis-a-vis. The boy shields his head with thf' 
3andals, and ca11ses the supple wand to descend upon his bac.ll 
Every Htroke makes the blood sqnirt out from a wound a foo 
or eighteen inche>J long. By the end of the dance the whole 
back is seamed with wheals, of which th3 scars remain through 
life. The beating is intended to harden the young soldiers. 
After this initiation ha" been gone through. and they have 
killed a rhinoceros, they may marry a wife. 

In the " koha " dance the same respect is shown to age as 
in many other of their customs. A younger man, who exer
cise..: his wand on the boys, may himself be chastised by an 
older person. On the occasion on which I was preRent. 
Sekomi received a severe cut on the leg from a grey-l1aired 
disciplinarian. I joked with some of the young fellows on 
thei1· want of courage. notwithstanding the sconrgings of 
which they bore marks, and hinted that our soldiers did not . 
need so much suffering to make them brnve. A man roRe up 
and said, " Ask him if, when he and I were compelled by a 
lion to stop and make a fire, I did not lie down and sleep as 
well as himself." In other parts a challenge wonld have been 
given to nm a race: grown men frequently adopt this mode of 
testing tmperiority, like so many children. 

The scchu is practised by three tribes only. Boguera, 
which is a civil rather than a religio11s rite, is observed by all 
the Bechuanas and ( 'affn·s, but not by the negro tribes beyond 
20° south. All the boys between ten and fourteen or fifteen 
are selected to be the companions for I ife of one of the· sons of 
the chief. They are taken to some retired spot in the forest, 
and huts are erected for their accommodation. There the old 
men teach them to dance and initiate them into all the 
mysteries of African government. Each is expected to com
po:,;e an oration in praise of himself, called a '' leina " or name, 
and mnst repeat it with fluency. 

When at Sekomi's we generally heard his praises sounded 
by a roan who rose at break 'lf day and uttered at the top of 
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his voice the panegyric which that ruler is said to have pro
(18) nounced at his boguera. This repetition of his "leina" is so 

pleasing to a chief that he gener&.lly sends a handsome 
present to the person who performs the office. 

A good deal of beating is required to bring the young 
scholars up to the mark, and when they return they have 
generally a number of scars on their backs. On their return 
from the ceremonies of initiation a prize is given to the lad 
who can run fastest.· They are then considered men, and car~ 
sit among the elders i~ the kotla. 

These bands or regiments, which are named mepato in the 
plural and mopato in the singular, receive particular appella
tions ; as, the Matsatsi, or •• the suns ; ·• the Mabusa, or " the 
rulers." Though living in different parts of a town, they 
turn out at the call, and &.ct unuer the chief's son. TheJ 
recognise a sort of equality, and address one another by t.h€ 
title of molekane or comrade. If a member commits an) 
offence against the rules, such as cowardice or eating alon€ 
when his mates are within call, the rest may strike him. .4. 
person who belongs to an older mopato may chastise a culprit 
in a younger, but no one in a junior band may meddle with 
his seniors. · When three or four companies have been formed 
the oldest no longer takes the field in time of war, but re
mains as a guard over the women and children. WhQll a 
fugitive comes to a tribe he is incorporated into the mopato 
analogous to' that to which ·he belonged in his own tribe. 
No native knows his own· age. If asked bow old he is, he 

(19) answers, "Does a man reJpember when he was born?" They 
reckon solely by the number of mepato which have been formed 
since their own. When they have witnessed four or five they 
are no longer obliged to bear arms. The oldest man I ever 

·met boasted that he had seen eleven sets of boys submit to the 
boguera. If he was fifteen at his own initiation, and fresh 
bands were added every six or seven years, he may have been 
about seventy-five or eighty, which is no great age; but it 
seemed so to people who are considered superannuated af 
forty. . 

_ The Mopato system is an ingenious plan for attaching the 
tribe tv the chief's family, and for imparting a discipline 
whiC\1\ renders the people easy of command. The :first 
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miBswnaries set their faces against the bogutJra, both on 
account of its connection with heathenism, and because the 
youths learned much evil and became disobedient to their 
parents. From the genezal ~;uccess of the pioneers of Christi
anity, it is perhaps better t}lat younger missionaries should 
tread in their footsteps. So much mischief may result from 
breaking down the authority on which our whole influence 
with those who cannot read appears to rest, that innovators 
ought to be made ~o propose their new measures as the 
Locrians did new laws-with ropes around their necks. 

A somewhat analogous ceremony (boyale) takes place tor 
young women. Clad in a dress composed of ropes made of 
alternate pumpkin-seeds and bits of reed strung together, and 
wound round the body in a figure-of-eight fashion, they are 
drilled under the superintendence of an old woman, and are 
inured to be~r fatigue and carry large pots of water. They 
have often scars from bits uf burning charcoal having been 
applied to the forearm, which must have been done to test 
their power of bearing pain. 

The Bamangwato hills are part of the range called Bakaa. 
The Bakaa t:ribe, however, removed (o Kolobeng, and is now 
joined to that of Sechele. The range stands about 700 or 800 
feet above the plains, and is composed of great masses of 
black basalt. At the eastern end the hills have curious 
fungoid or cup-shaped hollows, of a size which. suggests the 
idea of craters. Within these a1·e masses of rock crystallized 
in a columnar form: the tops of the pilla1·s are hexagonal, like 
the bottom of the cells of a honeycomb, but are not sepa
rated from each other as in the Cave of Fingal. In many 
places the lava-streams may be recognised. The cold in the 
evening, suddenly contracting portions of the rock, which had 
been expanded by the heat of the day, wrenched them off, and 
they fell with a ringing noise which leads people to fancy 
that they contain abundance of iron. Huge fragments 
slipping down the sides of the hills and impinging against 
each other had formed cavities in which the Bakaa hid them
selves from their enemies.' The numerous chinks which were 
left made it quite impossible to smoke out the fugitives, as 
was done by the Boers to the people of Mankopane. This 
mass of basalt, which is about six miles long, has, lik.e all the 

I 
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recent volcanic rocks of the country, a hot fountain i11 its 
vicinity. 

In passing through these hills on our way north we enter 
a pass named Manakalongwo, or Unicorn's Pass. The unicorn 
here is a large edible caterrillar, with an erect horn-like tail. 
The country beyond consisted of large patches of trap-covered 
tufa, having little. vegetation except tufts of grass and wait-a; 
bit thoms, in the midst of extensive sandy grass-covered 
plai;ns. The yellow or dun-colour prevails during a great part 
of the year, and, with the moretloa and mahatla bushes, forms 
quite a characteristic feature of the country. The Bakwain 
hills are an exception ; unlike the usual flat surface, they are 
covered with trees to their tops, and the valleys are often of 
the most lovely green-even the Bakwain plains contain trees 
instead of bushes. 

In no part of this country could European grain be cultiYated 
without irrigation. The natives rear the dourrha or Holcus 
sorghum, maize, pumpkins, melons, cucumbers, and different 
kinds of beans ; and are entirely dependent ·for their growth 
upon rains. The instrument of culture is the hoe, and the 
chief labour falls on the female portion of the community. 
In this particular the Bechuanas resemble the Caffres. The 
men engage in hunting, milk the cows, and have the entire 
control of the .cattle. It is their office also to prepare the 
skins and make the clothing, and in many respects they may 
be considered a nation of tailors. 

January 28th.-Passing on to Letloche, about twenty mileb 
beyond the Bamangwato, we found a fine supply of water. 
This is a point of- so much interest that the first question we 
ask of passers-by is, " HaYe you had water?" The first in
quiry a native puts to a fellow-countryman is, " Where is the 
rain ?" Though by no means an untruthful nation, the usual 
answer is, " I don't know- there is none-we are killed with 
hunger and by the sun." If asked for news, they reply, 
"'fhere is none, I heard some lieP ~nly," and then they tell 
everything. , 

Letloche was 1\h. Gordon Cumming's furthest station north. 
As our house at Kolobeng was quite in the game country, we 
were favoured by visits fi"'m.this famous hunter during each 
of the five yp,ars of his warfare with wild anima]:;;. As. 
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his guides were furnished through my influence, and after 
wards told me most of those adventures which have since 
been given to the world, I had a tolerably good opportunity 
of testing their accuracy, and I have no hesitation in saying 
that his book conveys a truthful idea of South African 
hunting. 'l'he native guidiis learnt to depend implicitly on 
the word of an Englishman for the subsequent payment for 
their services, and they gladly went for five or six months 
to the north, enduring all the hardships of a very trying 
mode of life, with little else but meat of game to subsist on 
-nay, they willingly travelled seven or eight hundred 
miles to Graham's 'I'own, receiving for wages only a musket 
worth fifteen shillings. Only one man ever deceived them; 
and as I believed that he was afflicted with greediness to a 
slight degree of insanity, I upheld the honour of the English 
name by paying his debts. 

'l'Le statement of l\fr. Cumming as to the number of animals 
he killed is by no means improbable when we consider the 
amount of large game which was then in the country. Two 
other gentlemen in the same region destroyed no fewer 
than seventy-eight rhinoceroses in a single season. 'l'he gum .. 
mtroduced among the tribes cause these fine animals to melt 
away like snow in :spring. In. the more remote districts, where 
firearms have not yet penetrated, the game, with the single 
exception of the rhinoceros, is to be fvund in quantities much 
greater than Mr. Cumming ever saw. 'l'he tsetse is, how
ever, an insuperable barrier to hunting with horses, and 
Europeans can do nothing on foot. Even with the aid of a 
steed the sport partakes too much of the fearful. 'l'he step of 
the elephant when he charges is so long that, though appa
rently not quick, the pace equals the speed of a good nag at a 
canter. His scream, or trumpeting, when infuriated, wil1 
sometimes paralyze the horse that is unused to it; the animal 
stands shivering instead of taking his master out of danger. 
It not unfrequently happens that the poor creature's legs do 
their duty so badly that he falls and exposes his rider to be 
trodden into a mummy ; or the 1·ider may lose his presence of 
mind, and crack his cranium against a branch by allowing the 
horse to dash under a tree. 

Advancing to some wells beyond Letloche, at a spot named 
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K~nno, we found them carefully hedged round by the people 
of a Bakalahari village. There was one sucking-place, around 
wh1ch were congregated great numbers of Bushwomen with 
their egg-shells and reeds. ·We had sixty miles in front 
without water, for the most part through a tract of deep soft 
sand, very distressing for the oxen. We therefore sent them 
across the country to the deep well Nkauane, and half wan
dered on the way. · When found at last they had been five 
days without water. Large numbers of elands were met with 
as usual. though they seldom can get a sip of drink. Many of 
the plains here hava large expanses of grass without trees, but 
it is rare to find a treeless horizon. 

The ostrich generally feeds on some spot where no one can 
approach him without being detected by his wary eye, which · 
is placed so high that he can see a great way. As the 
waggon moves along far to the windward, he thinks there is 
an intention to circumvent him, and he comes rushing from 
the distance of perhaps a mile so n.ear to the front oxen that 
the traveller sometimes gets a shot at the silly bird. When 
he begins to run all the game in sight follow his example. 
The nathes who come upon him in a valley open at both ends 
sometimes take advantage of his folly. They commence 
running, as if to cut off his retreat from the passage through 
which the wind blows; and although free to go out at the 
opposite outlet, he madly rushes forward to get p3$t the men, 
and is speared. He never swerves from the course he once 
adopts. Terror only causes him to increase his speed and run · 
faster into the snare. If pursued by dogs he will tum upon 
them and inflict a kick which sometimes breaks the back of 
the animal that receives it. The lion occasionally contrives 
to catch him. • When feeding· his pace is from twenty to 
twenty-two inches; when walking at other times it is about 
four inches more ; and when terrified it is from eleven and a 
half to thirteen and even fourteen feet in length. In general 
the eye can no more follow the legs than the spokes of a 
carriage-wheel in rapid motion; but I was once able to count 
the steps by a stop-watch, and, if I am not mistaken, the bird 
made thirty strides in ten seconds. Reckoning each stride at 
twelve feet, we have a speed of twenty-six miles an hour. 
l'heae rapid runners are sometimes shot by .a horseiil&ll 
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making a cross cut to their undeviating course, but few 
Englishmen ever succeed in killing them. 

The ostrich begins to lay her eggs before she has fixed on a 
spot for a nest. Solitary eggs, named by the Bechuanas 
"lesetla," are thns found lying all over the country, and 
become a prey to the jackal. The nest. is only a hollow a few 
inches deep in the sand, a.nd about a yard in diameter. She 
seems averse to select a place for it, and often lays in the 
resort of another ostrich. As many as forty-five eggs have 
been found together. Some of them contain small concretions 
of the matter which forms the shell, which has given rise to 
the idea that they have stones in them. Both male and 
female assist in the incubation. Several eggs are left outside 
the nest, and are thought to be intended as food for the :fir~;t 

hatched of the brood. till the rest coming out the whole can 
start together in quest of food. I have several times seen 
young in charge of a cock, who made a very good attempt at 
appearing lame in the plover fashion, in order to draw ofl 
the attention of pursuers. 'l'he little ones squat down and 
remain immovable when too small to run far, but attain a 
wonderful degree of speed when about the size of common 
fowls. It cannot be asserted that ostriches are polygamous, 
though they often appear to be so. When caught they are 
easily tamed, but are of no use in their domesticated state. 
The fleRh is white and coarse, and when in good condition has 
some reRemblance to tough turkey. 

The egg is posRessed of great vital power. One which had 
been kept in a room dnring more than three months, in a 
temperature of about 60°, was found to have a partially 
developed live chick in it. The Bushmen, when they find a. 
nest, carefully avoid touching the eggs, or leaving mark:-; of 
human feet near them. They go up the wind to the spot, and 
with a long stick occasionally remove some of them. Thus, 
by praventing any suspicion, they keep the hen laying on for 
months, as we do with fowls. The eggs have a strong dis
agreeable flavour, and it requires the keen appetite engen· 
dered by the Desert to make them tolerable to a European. 
The Hottentots tnm their trowsers into a bag for carrying 
homo the twenty or twenty-five eggs usually found in a nest. 
Tt bas happened that an En~lishman, imitating this knowing 
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Jodge, has reached the waggons with blistered legs, and, 
after great tuil, found all the eggs uneatable from having 
been some time sat upon. Our countrymen invariably do best 
when they speak and act in their own character. 

'l'he food of the ostrich consists of pods and seeds of differ
ent kinds of leguminous plants, with leaves of various shrnbs; 
and, as these are often hard and dry? he picks up a great 
quantity of pebbles; many of which are as large as marbles. 
! le eats small bulbs, and oc<:asionally a wild melon for the 
.;ake of the moisture. One was found choked by a melon 
which had stuck in his throat. It requires the utmost ad
dress of the Bushmen, crawling for miles on theil; stomachs, 

. to stalk them successfully ; yet the quantity of feathers 
collected annually shows that the slaughter must be consider
able, as each bil·d has only a few in the wings and tail. The 
full-grown male is of a jet-black glossy colour, with the single 
exception of the white feathers, which are objects of trade. 
~ othing can be :finer than the adaptation of these :flossy 
feathers for the climate of the Kalahari, where these birds 
abound; for they afford a perfect shade to the body, with free 
ventilation beneath them. The half-grown cocks are of a 
dark brownish-grey colour. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

MissiONARY LABOUBS.- TREES.- BusBDN.- THE SANSHUBEB AND 
CnoBE. 

Tn~; Bakalahari, who live at Motlatsa wells, have always been 
very friendly to us, and listen attentively to instruction in 
their own tongue. It is, however, difficult to give an idea 
to an European of the little effect the instruction produces, 
oecause no one can realize the degradation to which the 
people have been sunk by centuries of barbarism and th~ hard 
stmggle for the necessaries of life. When we kneel and address 
an unseen Being, the act often appears to them so ridiculous 
that they burst into laughter. After a few servi<;es they get 
ovet· this tendency. I was once present when a missionaJJ 
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attempted to ~;ing among a wild tribe of Bechuanas, and the 
effect on the risible faculties of the audience was such that the 
tears ran down their cheeks. K early all their thoughts are 
directed to the supply of their bodily wants. If I am a~;ked 
what effect the preaching of the Gof-pel has upon them, I can 
only say that some have confessed long afterwards that they 
then first begin to pray in secret. \\.hen kindly treated in 
sickness they often utter imploring words to J e:sus, and we 
may hope that they find mercy through His blood, though 
so little able to appreCiate His sacrifice. The existence of a 
God, and of a future state, has always been admitted by all 
the Bechuanas. Everything that cannot be accounted for by 
common causes is ascribed to the Deity, as creation, sudden 
death, &c. " How curiously God made these things!" " He was 
not killed by disease, he was killed by God," are common 
expressions·. And, when speaking of the departed, they say, 
"He has gone to the gods." The Bakwains profess that 
nothing which appears sin to us ever appeared otherwise to 
them, except that they did not think wrong to have more than 
one wife. They declare that tl:ey ascribed the rain which 
was given in answer to prayers of the rain-makers, and the 
deliverance granted in times of danger, to the power of the 
Deity, but they show so little consciousness of any religious 
sentiment that it is not wonderful that they should have been 
supposed to be totally destitute of it. The · want, indeed, 
of any outward form of worship, makes the Bechuanas 
appear among the most godless races of mortals. The same (20) 

may be said of the Caffres, but with Oaffres and Bushmen 
I have had no intercourse in their own tongue. How much 
depends upon this for the right comprehension of their ideas 
may be judged from a trifling incident. At Lotlakani we met 
an old Bushman who sat by our fire relating his early adven
ture&. Among these was the killing five other Bushmen. 
"Two," said he, counting on his fingers, "were females, one 
a male, and the other two calves." " What a villain,'' I 
exclaimed, " you are, to boast of ki!Jing women and childre1 
of yom own nation! what will God say when you appear 
before Him?"-" He will say," replied he," that I was a very 
clever fellow." I at last discovered that, though the word he 
used was the same which the Hakwains emplny when speaking 
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of the Deity, he had only the idea of a chief. He was 
refeiTing to St;;komi, and his victims were a party of re~ls 
against whom he had been sent. 

Leaving Motlatsa on the 8th Feb:n1ary, 1853, we passed 
down the Mukoko, which, in the memory of persons now 
living, was a flowing stream. Between Lotlakani and 
N chokotsa we pas"ied the small well named Orapa ; and ten 
miles to the north-east of Orapa is the saltpan Chuantsa. 
havi~g a cake of salt one inch and a half in thickness. The 
deposit contains some bitter in afldition,-probably the nitrate 
of lime, -and the natives, to render it palatable, mix it with 
the juice of a gummy plant, place it in the ~;a11.d, and bake it 
by making a fire over it. This render~:~ the lime insoluble 
and tasteless. 

The Bamangwato keep large :flocks of sheep and goats at 
various spots on this side of the Desert. They thrive wonder
fully well wherever salt and bushes are to be flmnd. The · 
milk of goats on account of its richness does not curdle with 
facility ; but the natives have discovered that the infusion of 
the fruit of a solanaceous plant, Toluane, quickly produces the 
effect. The Bechuanas put their milk into sacks made of 
untanned hide with the hair taken off. . The~e they hang in 
the sun. Their contents soon· coagulate. The whey is drawn 
off by a plug at the bottom, and fresh milk is ad•led until the 
sack is full of a thick sour curd: this when the palate gets 
accustomed to it is delicious. The rich mix it in their meal 
porridge, and, as the latter is thus rendered more nutritious, 
the poor are sometimes called in scorn. •• mere water-porridge 
men." 

The rainy season was delayed this year beyond the usual 
time, and we found the thermometer at N chokotsa stand at 
96° in the shade. This temperature at Kolobeng always 
portended rain at hand. At Kurumana it may be considered 
near when the mercury rises above 84°, while farther north 
it rises above I 0('" before the downfall can be expected. 
liere the thermometer, when the bulb was placed two. inchel' 
beneatc the soil, showed 128°. All around K chokotsa the 
countrj looked parched, and the glare from the white effiores
cencc which covers the extensive pans was most distressing 
to the eyes. The water was bitter, and pre~ented indicationr 
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not to be mistaken of having passed through animal systems 
before. It contained nitrates. which stimulated the kidneys 
and increased the thirst. The fresh supplies required from time 
to time in cuokiug. each imparting its uwn portion of salt to 
the meat, made us gn.tmble at the cook for putting too much 
seasoning, when in fact be had put none. Of disgusting 
water I have drunk not a few na11seous draughts; yon may 
try what remedy you please, but the ammonia and other 
salt.os remain there still; and the only resource is to 1msh 
forward as quickly as possible to the n01th. 

\\'e dug out several wells; and on each occasion we had to 
wait a day or two till sufficient water flowed in to allow 0ur 

cattle to tslake their thirst. Our progress was therefore ~low. 
At Koobe there was such a mass of mud in the pond, worked 
up hy the wallowing rhinoceros to the consistency of mortar, 
that it was only by great exertion we could get a space 
cleared at one side for the water to ooze through. If the 
rhinoceros had come back, a single roll would have rendered -
all our labour vain, and we were consequently obliged to 
guard the Rpot by night. Herds of zebra.<>, gnus, and occa
sionally buffaloes, stood for days on the wide-spread flats 
around us, looking wistfully towards the wells for a share of 
the nasty water. lt is wanton cruelty to take advantage of 
the needs of these poor creatures to destroy.them, without 
intending to make the smallest use of flesh, skins, or horns. 
Those who commit tsuch havoc for the mere I~~ve of destruction 
must be far gone in the hunting form of insanity.· In shoot
ing by night, animals are more frequently wounded than 
killed; the flowing life-stream increases the craving for 
water, and they seek it in desperation regardless of danger,
" I must drink, though I die.'' The ostrich, even when not 
hurt, cannot with all his wariness resist the excessive desire. 
to slake his burning thirst. The Bushmen may Le excused 
for profiting by its piteous necessities; for they eat the flesh 
and wear or sell the feathers. 

We passed over the immense saltpan Ntwetwe, and abol!t 
two miles beyond its nmtbern bank we unyoked under a fine 
specimen of the baobab, here called, in thE" language of 
Bechuanas, 1\Iowana. It consisted of six branches unired into 
one trunk, and at three feet from the ground it was eighty· 
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five feet in circumference. It is the same species as those 
which Adanson and others believed, from specimens seer. in 
Western Africa, to have been alive before the FloGd. ThesE 
savans came to the conclusion that " therefore there never was 
any Flood at all." I would back a true mowana to snrvive 
a dozen floods. I do not" however believe that any of the 
specimens now existing reach back to the Deluge. I counted 
the concentric rings in one of these trees in three different 
parts, and found that upon an average there were eighty-one 
and a· half to a foot. Supposing each ring to be the growth of 
one year, a mowana one hundred feet in circumference, 01 

with a sem!-diameter of about seventeen feet, would be only 
fourteen centuries old, which is some centuries less ancient 
than the Christian era. 

As the natives make a strong cord from the fibres of the 
f:!t) mowana-bark, the whole of the trunk, as high as they can 

reach, is oft!=ln denuded of its covering. The bare wood 
throws out fresh bark, and the process i!!i repeated. so often that 
it is common to see the lower five or six feet an inch or two 
less in diameter than the part above. ·Almost any other tree 
would be killed by such treatment, but such is. the wonderful 
vitality of the mowana that strips of bark which are torn off, 
and only re~ain attached at one end, continue to grow. No 
external injui1y, not even a fire, destroys this tenacious plant 
from without; and so little does it regard any injury within 
that it is comxnon to find it hollow. I have seen a specimen 
of this kin<\. in which twenty or thirty men could lie down. 
Even felling does not extinguish its vitality. I was witness 
of an instance in Angola in which each of eighty-four 
concentric rings grew an inch in length after it wa.s lying on 
the ground. Those trees called exogenous increase in bulk by 
means of successive layers on the outside. The inside may be 
removed without affecting the life of the plant. This is the 
case with most of the trees of our climate. The second class 
is called endogenous, and increases by layers applied to the 
inside; the outside may be cut without stopping the growth. 
Any injury is felt most severely by the first class on the bark 
-by the second on the interior wood. The mowana possesse~; 
the powers of both, because each of the laminre has an 
independent vitality of its own : in fact, it is rather a gigantic 
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bulb ntn up to seed than a tree. The roots, which often 
extend forty or fifty yards from the tnmk, are equally 
indeHtructihle and retain their life after the tree is laid low. 
The I •, 1rhrguese have discovered that the best way to treat the 
mowana is to let it alone, for it occupies more room when cut 
,l .. wn than when growing. The wood is spongy, and an axe 
ean be struck into it :so far with a single blow that there is 
rlifficulty in pulling it out again. 

The :\lopane-tree ( Banhinia) is remarkable for the little 
,;h~de it,; leaves afford. The~· fold together anrl stanrl n<':trl , . 

• \lupane or Bauhlnia leaves, with the Insect and Its edible secretions. 

perpendicular during the heat of the day, and only the shadow 
• ,f their edges is cast upon the ground. A winged insect
a species ofPsylla-covers them with a sweet gummy secretion. 
The people collect this in great quantities, and use it as 
fuod. The lopane-large caterpillars three inches long, which 
feed on the leaves-share the same fate. (22 

l n passing along we everywhere see the power of vegeta
tion in breaking up the outer crust of tnfa. A mopane-tree, 
growing in a small chink, as it increases in size lifts up large 
fragments of the rock and subjects them to the disintegrating 
.nfluence of the atmosphere. The wood is hard and of a fine 
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red colour, and is named iron-wood by the Portuguese. The 
inhabitants state that the mopane is more frequently struck 
by lightning than other trees, and caution travellers never to 
seek it.s shade when a thunderstorm is near. " Lightning 
hates it." Another tree, the " 1\lorala," which bas three 
spines opposite each other on the branches, has never, in com
pensation, been known to be touched by lightning, and is· 
este~med, even as far as Angola, a protection against the 
elec.tric fluid. Branches of it may be seen placed on the 
houses .of the Portuguese. The natives believe, in addition, 
that if a man can get into the shade of this wonderful pre
server it will be an effectual protection from an enraged 
elephant. 

At Rapesh we came among our old friends the Bushmen, 
under Horoye. He and some others were at least six feet 
high, and of a darker colour than the Bushmen of the south. 
They frequent the Zouga, and have always plenty of food and 
water They refrain from eating the goat, which is significant 
of their feelings to the only animal they could have domesti
cated in their desert home. They are a merry laughing set, 
and have more appearance of wm·ship than the Bechuanas. 
The observances we once witnessed at a grave showed that 
they regarded the dead man as still in another state of being j 
for they requested him not to be offended even thongh they 
wished to remain a little while longer in this world. 

These Bushmen killed many elephants. They hunted by · 
night when the moon was full for the sake of the coolness. 
They choose the moment succeeding &. charge. when the 
elephant is out of breath, to run in and give him a stab with 
their long-bladed spears. The chace of the elephant is the 
best test of courage the country affords, and the number 
killed in the course of a season by Bechuanas, Griquas, Boers, 
and Englishmen, will give some idea of the prowess of the 
respective races. The average for the natives was less than 
one per man, for the Griquas one, for the Boers two, and for 
the English officers twenty each. This was the more·remark
able since the Griquas, Boers, and Bechnanas employed both 
dogs and natives to assist them, while the English hunters 
had seldom assistance from either. The reason of the impe
!iority of our countrymen was that they bad the coolness t<t 
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tpproach within thirty yards of the animal before firing, 
while the others otood at the safe distance of a hundred ya1d~:~, 
Jr even more, and spent all the force of their bullets on the 
air. :Mr. Oswell found an elephant with a crowd of bulletd in 
his side, not one of which had gone near the vital parts. It 
would thus appear that our more barbarous neighbours do not 
possess half the courage of the civilized sportsman. In thiF 
respect, as well as in physical development, it is probable 
that we are superior to our ancelStun;. The coats of mail and 
greaves of the Knights of l\ialta, and the armour from the 
'fower exhibited at the Eglinton tournament, is decisive to 
show the greater size we have attained in modern times. 

Ist Jfarclt. The thermometer in the ~:>hade generally stood 
at 98° from 1 to 3 P.M., but as it sank as low as 65° by night 
the heat was by no means exhausting. At the surtace of the 
ground, in the sun, the thermometer marked 125°. The 
hand calillot be held on the earth, and even the horny feet of 
the natives must be protected by sandals of hide. 'fhe- ants, 
"neverthel~ss, were busy working on the fiery twil. The 
water in the ponds waa as high as 100° ; but as it does not 
readily co11duct heat downwards, drink deliciously cool might 
be obtained by walking into the middle and lifting up the 
water from the bottom. 

Proceeding to the north, from Kama-kama, we entered ink 
dense mohonono-bush, which required the constant application 
of the axe by three of our party for two days before we 
emerged into the plains beyond. '!'his bush has fine silvery 
leaves, and the bark has a sweet taste. 'l'he elephant, with 
his usual delicacy of taste, feeds much on it. 

The rains had been copious, but the water in the ponds wa~:> 
rapidly disappearing. The lotus abounded in them, and a low 
sweet-scented plant covered their banks. Breezes came occa
:;ionally to us from the drying-up pools; but the plea:;ant odour 
they carried caused ~:;neezing both to myself and my people ; 
and on the lOth of March (when in lat. 19° 16' 11" S., long. 
24:0 24' E.) we were brought to a stan4 by four of the party 
being seized with African fever. I at fir~:~t imagined it was 
only a bilious attack, arising from full feeding on flesh, for 
the large game had been abundant. Every man was in a few 
:lays la~d low, except a Bakwain lad and myself. He managed 
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the cattle, while I looked after the patients. Tho tall grass 
made the oxen uneasy, and the appearance one night of a 
hyrena set them galloping away into the forest to the east of 
ns. The Bakwain lad went after them, as is common with 
fhe members of his tribe in such oases. They dash tlu:ough 
bush and brake for miles, till they think the panic is a little 
subsided. They then whistie to the cattle in the same marmet 
as when milking cows. Having calmed them, they remain as 
a guard till the morning, and generally i·eturn with their shins 
well pealE:d by the thorns. The lad lost sight of our oxE::n in 
their rush through the flat trackless forest. He remained on 
their trail the whole of the next day, found them late in the 
a.ftemoon, had been obliged to stand by them all night, and 
brought them back on Sunday morning. I~ was wonderful 
how he managed without a compass, and in such a country, to 
find his way home, and to keep forty oxen together. 

The Bechuanati will remain on the sick-list as loRg as they 
feel wea.k, and I beg4n to be anxious that they should try to 
get furward. By making beds in the waggons for our worst 
cases, we managed to move slowly on. The want of power in 
the man who guided the front oxen, or, as he was called, the 
"leader,'' cau~>ed us to be entangled with trees, both standing 
and fallen, and the labour of cutting them down was more 
severe than ordinary; but notwithstanding an immense 
amount of work, my health continued good. We wished to 
avoid the tsetse of our former route, and the neces:-;ity of 

·making a new path much increased our toil. In lat. 18° we 
were rewarded by a luxury we had not enjoyed the year 
before. Our eyes were greeted by large patches of vines, a 
sight so unexpected that I stood some time gazing at the 
clusters of grapes, with no more thought of plucking them than 
if I had beheld them in a dream. The elephants are fond of 
plant, root, and fruit alike; but the fruit is not well flavoured, 
on account of the great astringency of the seeds, which in 
shape and size are like split peas. 

I here found an insect, about an inch and a. quarter long, 
a.s thick as a crow-quill, and covered with black hair, which 
puts its head intu a little hole in the ground, and quivers its 
tail rapidly. The ant~>, attracted by the movement, approach 
to look at it, and are snapped up the moment they get wi~hin 
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the range of the forceps on the tail. .:\b tht n ~ ~!J 
creature is beneath the soil, it become:> a question how ~ca.'" 
guide the other end to its prey. It is probably a new spe 
of ant-lion ( llfyrmeleon furmicaleo ), of which great numbers are 
met with, both in the larvre and complete state. The ground 
un:ler every tree is dotted over with their ingenious pitfalls. 
The f"nn of the perfect insect it> familiar to us in the dragr,n
tly, wh11.:h uses its tail in the same active manner. Two may 
often be seen joined in their flight, the one holding on by the 
tail-forceps to the neck of the other. 

The forest daily became more dense, and we were kept 
almost constantly at work with the axe. There was much 
more foliage on the trees than farther south. The leaves are 
chiefly of the pinnate and hi-pinnate forms, and are exceed
ingly beautiful when seen against the sky. Fleming, who 
had hitherto assisted to conduct hi:s own waggon, knocked up 
at the end of 1\larch. As I could not drive two waggons, I 

. shared the remaining water with him, about half a caskful, 
and went in search of a fresh supply. A heavy rain com
menced ; I was employed the whole day in cutting down 
trees, and every stroke of the axe brought down a thick 
shower on my back and into my shoes, which in the hard 
work was very refreshing. In the evening we met some 
Bushmen, who volunteered to show us a pool. . I unyoked and 
walked some miles in search of it. On returning to our waggon 
we found that the loss of our companionship had brought out 
some of Fleming's energy, for he had managed to come up. 

As the water in this pond dried up, we were soon obliged 
to move again. One of the Bushmen took out his dice, and, 
after throwing them, said that God told him to go home. He 
threw again in order to show me the command, but the oppo
site result followed. He remained and was useful, for a lion 
drove off the oxen to a great distance. The lions here are not 
often heard. They seem to have a dread of the Bushmen, 
who, when they observe evidence that one of these beasts has 
made a full meal, follow up his spoor so quietly that his 
slumbers are not disturbed. One discharges a poisoned arrow 
from a distance of a few feet, while another throws his skin 
cloak over the aninlal's head The surprise causes the lion to 
lose his presence of mind, and he bounc1F away in terror 
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The poi!son used by our present friends was the entrails of a 
caterpillar called N'gwa, half an inch long. They squeeze 
the virulent matter upon the bc:.rb, and leave it to dry in the 
l-'1111. They are very careful in cleaning their nails after the 
operation. for if a small portion gets into a scratch the agon.Y 
;1'1 excessive. The 1:!Ufferer cuts himself, calls for his motht>r't
brea.-;t, as if in imagination he had returned to the days of hi" 
infancy, a.ml often Hies from human habitations, a raging 
maniac. The effects on the lion are equally terrible. He is 
heard moaning in distress, and Lites the tre_es and ground in 
his fury. 

The Bushmen have the reputation of being able to neutral
ise the poison. This they said they effected by administering 
the caterpillar itself in combination with fat, at the same 
time rubbing fat into the wound. ·• The N'gwa:• -they 
explained, "wants fat, and, when it does not find it in the 
body, kills the man; we give it what it wants, and it is con
tent." Jt'ather l'edro, a Jesuit, who lived at Zumbo, made a 
balsam, from a number of plantH and castar oil, which is as~;erted 
to ba a remedy for poisoned arrow-wounds. It is probable he 
derived the es~;ential part of his prescription from the natives, 
and that the reputed efficacy of the bal~;am is owing to its 
fatty constituent. In the case of a bite from a serl'ent, a 
-small key nught to he pressed down firmly on the puncture to 
force out the poison until a cupping-gla~Ss can be got from one 
of the natives, when the exhaustion of the air pver the wound 
will produce a still freer flow. If stung by a "corpion, a 
watch-key will ~;erve to squeeze out the virus, anJ a mixture 
of fat or oil and ipecacuanha relieves the pain. 

The poison in most general use is the milky juice uf the 
tree euphorbia (E. arborescens ). This is particularly deadly 
to the equine race, and when a quantity is mixed with the 
water of a pond a whole herd of zebras will fall dead before 
they have moved away two miles. On oxen or men it only 
acts as a purgative. In some places the venom of ~;erpents 
and a certain bulb, Amarylli.~ tox~·aria, are added, in order tc 
increu.~;e the virulence. · 

Believing that frequent change of place was ~onducive to 
the recovery of the sick, we moved as much as we could. and 
-mme to the hill N'gwa (lat. 18° 27' 20" S .. long. 24° 13' 36" 
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E.). It is three or four hundred feet high, and covered with 
trees; an.d as it was the only hill we had seen since leaving 
the Bamangwato, we felt inclined to take off our hats to it. 
The valley Kandehai, on its northern side, an open glade 
surrounded by forest trees of various hues, with a little stream 
meandering in the centre, is as picturesque a spot as is to be 
seen in this part of Africa. 

The game hereabouts is very tame. A herd of reddish
coloured antelopes (pallahs) remained looking at us; while 
gnus, tses:sebes, and zebras gazed in astonishment at the 
intruders. Some feel carelessly, and others put on the pecu
liar air of displeasure which they sometimes assume before 
they resolve on flight. Several buffaloes, with their dark 
visages, stood under the trees, and a large white rhinoceros 
pat>sed along the valley with his slow sauntering gait without 
regarding us. It was Sunday, and all was peace. 

On one occasion a lion came at daybreak, went round and 
round the oxen, and then began to roar at the top of his voice. 
As he could not succeed in scaring them, he went off in 
disgust, and continued to vociferate his displeasure for a long 
time in the distance. I could not see that he had a mane, 
and, if he had none, even the manelet>s variety can use their 
tongues. Others tried in vain to frighten the oxen, and, when 
they failed, became equally angry, as we knew from their tones. 

The Bushmen of these districts are generally fine men. 
They are fond of a root somewhat like a kidney potato, and 
the kernel of a nut which Fleming thought was a kind of 
betel. It came from a large spreading tree with palmate 
leaveM. From the quantities of berries and the abundance of 
game in these parts, the Bushmen can scarcely ever be badly 
off for food. As I could keep them woll supplied with· meat, 
and was anxious for them to remain, I proposed that they 
should bring their wives to get a share, but they remarked 
that the women could always take care of themselves. Tney 
soon afterwards wished to leave us, and, as there was no usc 
in trying to thwart them, I allowed them to go. The pay 
ment [made them acted as a charm on some strangers who 
happened to be present, and induced them to volunteer their aid 

As we went north the country became lovely. The graEs 
was green and often higher than the waggons, and tho '\""Tnef" 

K 
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festooned the trees. Among these were the real banian 
( Fz"cus indic.a ), with it.<; drop-shoots, the wild date and palmyra, 
and several which were altogether new to me. The hollows 
eontained large patches of water. Next came watercourses, 
which now resembled small rivers, and were twenty yards 
broad and four feet deep. The further we went, the broader 
and deeper they grew. The elephants wading in them had 
made numbers of holes, in which the oxen floundered despe
rately. Our waggon-pole was broken, and we were compelled 
to work up to the breast in water for three hours and a half. 

The great quantity of water we had passed through was 
part of the annual inundationofthe Chobe. We at last came 
to the Sanshureh, which is only one of the branches by which 
it sends its overflowings to the south-east. Yet it was a hu·ge 
deep river, filled in many places with reeds, and having 
hippopotami in it. As- it presented an insuperable barrier, 
we drew up under a magnificent baobab-tree (lat. H~0 4' 27" 
S., long. 24° 6' 20" E.), and resolved to search for a passage. 
In company with the Bushmen I explored the banks, waded a 
long way among the reeds in water breast high, and always 
found a broad deep space free from vegetation, and unfordable 
A peculiar kind of lichen, w b ich grows on the surface of the soil, 
becomes detached and floats on the water, giving out, in parti
cular spots, a disagreeable odour, like sulphuretted hydrogen. 

\V e made so many attempts to get over the Sanshureh, in 
the hope of reaching some of the Makololo on the Chobe, that 
my Bushmen friends became tired of the work. By means 
of presents I got them to remain some days. At last they 
slipped away by night, and I was compelled to take one of 
the strongest of my still weak companions and cross the river 
in a pontoon, the gift of Captains Codrington and Webb. We 
penetrated about twenty miles to the westward, in the hope 
of striking t:he Chobe, which was much nearer to us in a 
northerly direction, though we did not then know it. The 
plain, over which we splashed the whole of the first day, wu 
covered with thick grass which reached above the knees, and 
with water ankle-deep. In the evening we came to an. 
immense wall of reeds, six or eight feet high. · When we tried 
to enter, the water became so deep that we were fain to 
d~>si~'t We directed our course to some trees which app~ 
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in the south, in order to get a bed and a view of the adjacent 
locality. Having shot a leche, and made a glorious fire, we 
had a good cup of tea and a comfortable night. While col
lecting wood I found a bird's nest consisting of live leaves 
sewn together with films of the spider's web. The threads 
had been pu~hed through ~Small punctures and thickened t·.J 
reHCmble a knot. Nothing could exceed the airiness of this 
pretty contrivance. I unfortunately lost it. This was the 
second nestl had seen resembling that of the tailor-bird oflndia. 

On climbing the highest trees next morning we beheld a 
large sheet of water, surrounded on all sides by the same 
impenetrable belt of reeds. This is the broad part of the 
rivtlr Chube, and is called Zabesa. Our first effort was to get 
to two tree-covered islands which seemed much nearer to the 
water than the point where we stood. . The reeds were not 
the only obstacle to our progretss. Mingled with them was a 
peculiar serrated grass, which at certain angles cut the hands 
like a razor, and the entire mass was bound together by the 
climbing convolvulus, with its stalks as strong as whipcord. 
We felt like pigmies in this tall dense thicket of vegetation, 
and often the only way we could get on was for both of us to 
lean against the barrier, and bend it down till we could stand 
upon it. There was no ventilation among the reeds, and as 
the sun rose high the heat was stifling. T~e perspiration 
streamed from our bodies, and the water, which was up to our 
knees, felt agreeably refreshing. After several hours of toil 
we reached one of the islands. Here we met an old friend, 
the bramble-bush. The legs of my companion were bleeding, 
and his leather trowsers were torn. My own, which were ot 
strong moleskin, were wom through at the knees, and, tearing 
my handkerchief in two, I tied the pieces round the holes. 
We were still forty or fifty yards from the clear water, and 
now encountered another difficulty. \\'e were opposed by 
great masses of papyrus, eight or ten feet high, and an inch 
and a half in diameter, and so strongly laced together by 
twining convolvulus, that the weight of both of u~:; had no 
effect upon them. At last we found a passage prepared by u 
hippopotamus. Eager to look along the vista to clear water, 
I stepped in and found it took me at once up to the neck. 

Heturning nearly worn out, we proceeded up the bank of 
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the Chobe, till we came to the point of departure of the 
branch Sanshureh. Then we turned and went in the oppo
site direction. Still we could tiee nothing from the highest 
trees except one vast expanse of reed. After a hard day's 
work we came to a deserted Bayeiye hut on an anthill. Not 
a bit of fuel could be got for a fire, except the grass and sticks 
of the dwelling itself. I dreaded the" tampans," so common 
in all old huts; hilt as we were tormented outside by thou
sands of mosquitoes, and the cold dew began to fall, we were 
£'lin tO crawl beneath its shelter. . 

We were close to the reeds, and listened to the strange 
sounds which issued from them. By day I had seen water
snakes putting up their heads and swimming about. There 
were great numbers of otters (Lu.tra inunguis, F. Cuvier), 
which have made a multitude of little spoors, as they go in 
search of the fishes, among the tall grass of these flooded prairies. 
Curious birds jerked and wriggled among the reedy mass, 
and we heard human-like voices and unearthly sounds, with 
splash and guggle, as if rare fun were going on in these uncouth 
haunts. Once a sound greeted our ears like that of an advanc
ing canoe. Thinking it to be the Mak:ololo, we got up, listened, 

·and shouted; receiving no reply, we discharged a gun several 
times without effect, for the- noise continued for an hour. 
liter a damp cold night we early in the morning recom
menced our work of exploring. Some of the anthills here are 
thirty feet high, and of a base so broad that trees grow on 
them ; while the ·lands annually flooded bear nothing but 
grass. Where the water remains long no forest will survive. 
From one of th~ great mounds we discovered an inlet to th€ 
Chobe; and we forthwith launchedinourpontoonupona deer 
river, which at this point was from eighty to one hundred 
yards wide. A hippopotamus came up at one side and went off 
with a desperate plunge. We had passed ovtlr him. The wavo 
he made caused th~ pontoon to glide quickly away from hllr... 

\V e paddled -on from midday till suru;et. There was 
nothing bui a wall of reed on each bank, and we saw every 
prospect of spending a supper less night in our float, till, just 
as the short twilight of these parts was commencing, we 
perceived on the north bank the village of lloremi, one of the 
Makololo, whose acquaint&nce I had made on our former visit-
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lie was now located on the island Mahonta (lat. 17° 58' e., 
long. 24° 6' E.). The inhabitants looked Hke people who had 
seen a ghost. and in their fig1uative way ofspeakingexclaimed, 
"He bas dropped among us from the clouds, yet came 
riding on the back of a hippopotamus! We Makololo thought 
no one could cross the Chobe without our knowledge. but here 
he drops among us like a bird." 

Next day we returned across the :Booded lands in canoes to 
our waggons, and found that in our absence the men had 
allowed the cattle to wander into a small patch of wood to 
the west infested by tsetse. This carelessness cost me ten 
fine oxen. After we had remained a few days some of the 
head-men of the Makololo came down from Linyanti, with a 
large party of Barotse, to conduct us over the river. This 
they did iri fine style. They took the waggons to pieces and 
l'arried them across on a number of canoes lashed together, 
while they themselves swum and dived c:tmong the oxen more 
like alligators than men. We were now among friends. 
After advancing about thirty miles to the north, in order to 
avoid the still :Booded lands on the north of the Chobe, we 
turned westwards towards Linyanti (lat. 18° 17' 20" S., long. 
23° 50' 9" E.), where we arrived on the 23rd of May, 1853. 
This is the capital town of the Makololo, and only a short 
distance from our waggon-stand of 1851 (lat. 18° 20' S., 
long. 23° 50' E.). 

CHAPTER IX. 

LINYANTl.-THE CHIEF SEKELETU.--CUSTOJ\!8 OF THE MAKOT,OLO. 

'l'HJ~ whole population of Linyanti, numbering between f:U 
and seven thousand, turned out to see the waggons in motion. 
They had never witnessed the phenomenon before, for on the 
former occasion we departed by ni.ght. Sekeletu, now in 
power, received us in royal style, and sent us pots of boyaloa, 
the beer of the country. These were brought by women, and 
each bectrer took a good draught of the beer to show that it 
was n<'t poisotteJ. 
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The court herald greeted us. This official utters all the 
proclamations, calls assemblies, keeps the kotla clean and 
the fire burning, and when a person is executed in public he 
drags away the body. The present herald was an old man 
who occupied the post in Sebituane's time. He stood up, and 
after leaping, and shouting at the top of his voice, roared out 
some adulatory sentences, as, " Don't I see the white man? · 
Don't I see the comrade of Sebituane? Don't I see the father 
of Sekeletu? 'Ve want sleep. Give your son sleep, my lord." 
The meaning of this request for sleep was that Sebituane had 
learnt that the white men had " a pot (a cannon) in their 
towns which would bum up any attacking party;" and the old 
warrior thought if he could get possession of this weapon he 
would be able to "sleep" the rest of his days in peace. 

Sekeletu was a young man eighteen years of age, and of 
that dark yellow or coffee-and-milk colour, of which the 
1\iakololo are so proud, because it distinguishes them from the 
black tribes on the rivers. The women long for children of 
light colour so much that they sometimes chew the bark ?fa 
certain tree in the hope that it will have this effect. 'fo my 
eye the dark skin is much more agreeable than the tawny 
hue of the half-caste, which ~hat of the Makololo closely 
resembles. 

In height Sekeletu wa.s about five feet seven, not so good
looking nor so able &" his father, but equally friendly to the 
English. Sebituane installed his daughter Mamochis&ne into 
the chieftainship long before his death, and to prevent her 
having a superior in a husband he told her all the men were 
hers, that she might take any one, but ought to keep none. 
According to a saying in the country, ''the tongues of 
women cannot be governed;" and as she lived this free inde
pendent life, they made her miserable by their remarks. One 
paramour she selected was even called her wife, and her son 
the child of Mamochisane's wife. The arrangement was so 
distasteful to her, that when Sebituane was dead she declared 
she never would consent to govern irhe Makololo while she 
had a brother alive. Sekeletu wished her to retain the 
authority, for fear that the pretensions of another member of 
the family to the chieftainship should prevail. Three days 
wP.re spent in public discussion on the point. At last Mamo-
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chisane stood up in the assembly and addressed her brothel 
with a womanly gush of tears: "I have been a chief only 
because my father wished it. I always would have preferred 
to be married and have a family like other women. You, 
Sekeletu, must be chief and build up your father's house." 

After the 1\Iambari, in 1850, took to the west a favourable 
report of this new l\lakololo market, a number of half-caste 
Portuguese ~;lave-traders paid it a visit. One, who resembled 
closely a real Portuguese, came to Linyanti while I was there (zl) 
in 1853. He had no :..nerchandise, and pretended that his 
object was to inquire "what sort of goods were necessary for 
the market." Ho seemed much disconcerted by my presence. 
Sekeletu presented him with an elephant's tusk and an ox; 
and when he had departed about fifty miles to the westward 
be carried off an entire village of the Bakalahari belonging 
to the 1\lakololo. He bad a number of armed slaves with him; 
and as all the villagers-men, women, and children-were 
removed, and the fact was unknown until a considerable time 
afterwards, it is not cetiain whether he attained his object by 
violence or by promises. 

:Jlpepe, the rival candidate for the chieftainship, favomed 
these slave-traders. A large party of 1\Iambari had come to 
Linyanti while I was floundering on the prairies so1,1th of the 
Chobe. They fled precipitately by night when. some .Makololo, 
who had assisted us to cross the river, returned with hats 
which I had given them. The natives inquired the cause of 
their haste, and were told that, if I found them there, I should 
take all their slaves and goods from them. It afterwards 
appeared that they derived their impression from their know
ledge of what was dono by the English cruisers on the coast. 
They went to the north, where they erected a stockade of 
cr~..,iderable size, and, under the leadership of a native 
Portuguese, carried on the abominable traffic in human beings. 
Mpepe fed them with the cattle of Sekeletu, and formed a plan 
of raising himself, by means of their fire-arms, to be . the head 
of the Makololo. The usual policy of slave-t:rr.tders is to side 
with the strongest party in a tribe, and get well paid by 
captures made from the weaker faction. Long secret confer
ences were held b:v these dealers in men m1d their rebel ally, 
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and it was agreed that Mpeve should cut down Sekeletu the 
first time they met. 

My object being to examine the country for a healthy 
locality before attempting to make a path to the east or west 
coast, I proposed to Sekeletu to ascend the great river we had 
dist::overed in 1851. We had advanced about sixty mileF 
on the road to Sesheke when we encountered Mpepe. The 
Makololo had never attempted to t·ide oxen until I advised it 
in 1851.. 8ekeletu and his companions were now mounted, 
though, baviJ1g neither saddle nor bridle, they were perpetu
a.lly falling· off, and when :Mpepe ran towards the chief he 
galloped off to an adjacent village. On our party coming up 
an intervi~w took place between the rivals in a hut, and the 
i:p.tention of Mpepe was to execute here the murderous design 
which had been frustrated on the road. Being tired with 
riding, I asked Sekeletu where I should sleep. He replied, 
"Come, I will show you." As we rose together I unconsci
ously covered his body with mine, and saved him from the 
blow of the assassin. Some of the attendants had cliVl1lged 
the plot; and when Sekeletu showed me the hut in which I 
was to pass the night, he said, " That man wishes to kill me." 
The chief resolved to be beforehand with him. He imme
diately sent some persons to seize him, and he was led out 
a mile and speared. This is the common mode of executing 
criminals. Mpepe's men fled to the Barotse, and, it being 
unadvisable for us to go thither during the commotion which 
followed his death, we returned to Linyanti. The 1\Iam
bari, in their stockade, now their protector had fallen were 

' p!aced in an awk~ard position. It was proposed to attack 
them and drive them out of the country, but, dreading a 

. commencement of hostilities, I urged that their fortification, 
defended by perhaps forty muskets, would not be easy to take. 
~·Hunger is strong enough for that," said an under-chief; ''a 
very great fellow is he." As the chief sufferers from a block
ade would have been the poor slaves chained in gangs, I 
interceded for them, and they were allowecl to depart in peace. 

This· execution of Mpepe is a characteristic specimen of 
the Makololo mode of dealing with grave political offences. 
[n common cases there is a greater show of deliberation. The 
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accuser asks tho accused to go with him to the head of the 
tribe. The complainant stands up in the kotla and states 
the charge before the chief and the people assembled there. 
The witnesses to whom he has referred then tell all they have 
seen or heard, but not anything they have heard from others. 
The case for the prosecution concluded, the defendant after 
a pause of a few minutes slowly rises, folds his cloak around 
him, and, in the most careless manner he can assume
yawning, blowing his nose, &c.-makes his reply. Sometimes, 
when the complainant utters a sentence of dissent, the ac
cused turns to him quietly, and says, "Be silent: I sat still 
while you were speaking ; can't you do the same ? Do you 
want to have it all to yourself?" When he has concluded, his 
witnesses, if he bas any, give their evidence. No oath is admi
nistered; but occasionally, when a statement is questioned, 
a man will protest, "By my father," or "By the chief, it 
is so." Their truthfulness among each othe1· is remarkable. 

If the case is one of no importance, the chief decides it at 
once ; if frivolous, he may put a stop to it in the middle, or 
allow it to go on without heeding what is said. Family 
quarrels are often treated in this way, and a man may be seen 
arguing his case with great fluency, and not a soul listening 
to him. But if it is a dispute between influential men, or 
brought on by under-chiefs, the greatest decorum prevails. 
When the chief does not see his way to a verdict, he remains 
silent, and the elders give their opinions one by one. If there 
is a unanimity of sentiment, he delivers his judgment in 
accordance with it. He alone speaks sitting. No one refuses 
to acquiesce in his decision, for he has the power of life and 
death in his hands; but grumbling is allowed, and, when he 
shows marked favouritism to a relative, the people are not so 
astonished at the partiality as we should be in England. 

This system was as well developed among the l\Iakololo as 
among the Bakwains, nnd is no foreign importation. When I 
was at Cassange my men had a slight quarrel, and came to me, 
as to their chief, for judgment. I gave my decision, and they 
went off satisfied. Several Portuguese complimented me on 
my success in teaching them how to act in litigation; but I 
had only followed the plan which I fonnd ready-made to 
my hands. 
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S'lon after· our arrival at Linyanti, Sekeletu pressed me to 
mention the things I hoped to get f1·om him. Anything, 
~ther in or out of his town, should be freely given if I would 
.mly mention it. I explained that my object was to elevate 
nim and his people to be Christians. He replied that he did 
not wish to iearn to read the Book, for he was afraid "it might 
change his heart, and make him content with only one wife, 
like Sechele." It was of little use to urge that the change of 

_ heart ·implied a contentment with a t~ingle consort equal to 
his present complacency in polygamy. " No, no; he wanted 
always to have five wives at least." According to the system 
of the Bechuanas he became possest~or of his father's wives, 
a.nd adopted two of them. The rest were given to influential 
under-chiefs. When an elder brother dies his wives are taken 
by the next brother. A chieftain has always a head wife, or 
q1Jeen. Her hut is called the great house, and her children 
inherit the chieftainship. If she dies, a new wife is selected 
for the same position. 

The women complain that the proportion between the 
sexes is so changed that they are not valued as they deserve. 
The majority of the real Makololo have been cut off by fever. 
Those who remain are a me!e fragment of the people who 
came to the north with Sebituane. Migrating from a healthy 
climate in the south, they were more subject to the febrile 
diseases of the valley than the black tribes they conquered. 
The women generally escaped the attack, but they are less 
fruitful than formerly, and mourn the want of children. of 
whom they ru·e all exces:sively fond. 

Each village does not contain above one or two families · 
of true Makololo, who are themselves a compound of many 
tribes. The members of that miscellaneous nation m-e distri
buted as lords among the pP-')ple they conquered, who are 
forced to render certain services, and to aid in tilling the 
soil. They are proud to be called 11Iakololo, but their dis
tinguishing title is Makalaka, which is often used in reproach, 
as betokening inferiority. The servitude which has resulted 
frow their subjection by force of arms is very mild. Each 
has his own land under cultivation, and lives nearly in
dependent. It is so easy to escape to other tribes. that the 
Makololo are compelled to treat them rather as children LhrLn 
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as slaves. Some matSters, who fail to secure their affectic•ns, 
frequently find themselves without a single servant. 

'l'he l\lakololo ladies are liberal in their presents of milk 
and other food. 'l'hey seldom labour, excflpt to adorn their 
own huts and court-)·arck They drink large quan6ties of 
boyaloa, or o-alo, the buza of the Ara.bs, which. being made 
of the grain called Holcus sorghum, or '' durasaifi," in a 
minute state of subdivision, is very nutritious, and gives that 
plumpnes~:; of form which is considered beautiful. They dis
like being seen at their potations by persons of the opposite 
sex. They cut their woolly hair short, and delight in having 
the whole person shining with butter. Their dress is a kilt 
reaching to the knees; its material is soft ox-hide, and is not 
ungraceful. A soft skin mantw is thrown across the shoul
ders when· the lady is unemployed, but when engaged in any 
labour she lays this aside and works in the kilt alone. The 
ornaments most coveted are large brass anklets as thick as 
the little finger, and armlets of brass or ivory. The rings 
are so heavy that the ankles are often blistered by the weight; 
but "pride feels no pain,'' and the infliction is borne as 
magnanimously as tight lacing and tight shoes among our
selves. Strings of beads are hung around the neck. The 
fashionable colours are light green and pink, and a trader 
could get almolSt anything he chose to ask for beads of these 
colours. (24) 

The women have somewhat the same ideas with ourselves 
of what constitutes comeliness. They frequently asked for 
the looking-glass ; and the remarks they made while I was 
engaged in reading, and apparently not attending to them, 
were amusingly ridiculous. " Is that me ? " " What a big 
mouth I have ! " " My ears are as big as pumpkin-leaves." 
" I have no chin at all." Or, " I should have been p1·etty, 
but I am spoiled by these high cheek-bones." " See how my 
head shoots up in the middle ! " As they spoke they laughed 
vociferously at their own jokes. One man came when he 
thought I was asleep, and, after twfsting his mouth about in 
various directions, remarked to himself, " People say I am 
ngly, and how very ugly I am indeed!" 

At our religious sevices in the kotla a small portion of the 
Bible was read, followed by a short explanatory address. The 
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congregation which attended at the summons of the herald, 
who acted as beadle, was often not less than from :five to seven 

(25) hundred. The associations of the place were unfavourable to 
solemnity. Half an hour after our devotions were ended a 

. dance would be got up on the very same spot. These habits 
could not be opposed at :first, without appearing to assume too 
much over the people. Far greater influence is gained by 
gently leading them" to act rightly as of their own free will. 
Yet the l\lakololo women behaved from the outset with 
decorum, except at the conclusion of the prayer. In kneeling 
down, many of them bent over their little ones ; and the 
children, in terror of being crushed, set up a simultaneous yell. 
At this there was often a subdued titter, which was turned 
into a hearty laugh as 8oon as I pronounced Amen. Such 
incongruities were easier corrected than similar peccadilloes 
farther south. Long after we had settled at 1\labotsa, when 
preaching on the most solemn subjects, a woman would give 
a nudge with her elbow to a neighbour seated on her dress, 
to make her move off. The offender would return it with 
interest, and perhaps the remark, •· Take the nasty thing 
away, will you?" Three or four more would begin to hustle 
the disputants, and the men would swear at them all to 
enforce silence. 

I refrained from attending the sick, unless their own doctors 
wished it, or had given up the case. This prevented all 
offence to the native practitioners, and limited my services, 
as I desired, to the severer attacks. 

Some weeks after Sekeletu declined to learn to reaJ, .1\Joh'be 
his father-in-law, and several others, determined to approach 
the mysterious book. A number of men acquired the alphabet 
in a short time and were set to t~;:}h others, but before much 
progress could be made I was on my way to Loanda. On 
Motibe reporting that the proceeding wa.."' safe, Sekeletu and 
his young companions came forward to try for themselves. To 
all natives who have not acquired the art, the mode in which 
knowledge is conveyed through letters is unfathomabl~. It 
seems supernatural to them that we should distinguish things 
taking place in a book. Machinery is equally in~xplicable, and · 
money nearly as much so until they see it in use. They are 
familiar with harte-:- alone : and in the centre of the coUDtry t 
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where gold is unknown, if a button and sovereign 'rerc left to 
their choice, they would prefer the former on account of its 
naving an eye. 

As I had declined to specify any article to Sekeletu which 
l wished to possess, except a canoe to take me up the river, 
he brought ten fine elephants' tusks. He would take no 
denial, and I afterwards gave them to some of his subjects 
to sell on their own account. During the eleven years I had 
been in the country, though we always made presents to the 
chiefs whom we visited, I invariably refused to take donations 
of ivory in return, from an idea that a religious instruu.or 
degraded himself by accepting gifts from those whose spiritual 
welfare he professed to seek. Though I received some tusks 
from Sebituane in 1851, it was only to purchase by the pro
ceeds a variety of useful articles which I carried to his son. 
1 had often handsome offers, but I always advised that the 
ivory should be sold to dealers, who would be sure to follow 
in my footsteps ; and when my friends among the natives 
had become rich by barter, they might remember me or my 
children. At the time Lake Ngami was discovered I gave 
permission to a trader to form part of our company. The 
return I got for preferring his interest to my own was aE 

assertion in one of the Cape papers that he" was the true 
discoverer of the lake ! " 

Barter is the only means by which a missionary in t.he 
interior can pay his way, as money has no· value. In all 
the journeys I had p-ilviously undbrtaken for wider diffusion 
of the gospel, the extra expenses were defrayed from my 
salary of lOOl. per annum. This is sufficient to enable a 
missionary to live in the interior of South Africa, if he has 
"garden which produces corn and vegetables. Without thia 
adjunct the allowance is barely sufficient. for the poorest fare 
and plainest apparel, unless the mi~;sionary spends six or 
eight months in journeys to the colony, for the sake of 
getting goods at a lower price than they can be had from 
itinerant traders. This we never felt ourselves justified in 
.doing ; and when to our ordinary experu;es were added the cost 
incurred in travelling, the wants of an increasing family, and 
liberal gifts to chiefs, it was difficult, with the utmost frugality, 
·W make both ends meot. 'As. however, my o-pinion u1 the 
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inexpediency of combining the professions of missionary and 
merchant remained unchanged, I was glad of the proposal of 
.Mr. R.ntherford, of Cape Town, to intrust a sum of money to 
Fleming, the West-Indian man of colour, for the purpose of 
developing a trade_ with the 1\Iakololo. The goods which he 
bought were ill adapted to the natives, but, though it wa:s his 
first attempt af trading, and the distance he had to travel 
made the ~xpenses enormous, he was not a loser by the trip. 
Other traders followed, who demanded 90 lbs. of ivory for a 

(26)musket; and as the lVfakololo knew nothing of steelyards, and 
supposed that the contrivance was meant to cheat them, they 
offered instead to exchange one bull and one cow elephant's 
tusk for each gun. These two tusks on an an average would 
contain 70 lbs. of ivory, which sells at the Cape for 5s. per 
pound, while the total value of the secondhand musket was 
not more than 1 Os. Success in commerce is as much depen
dent on an acquaintance with the language as success in 
travelling. N"ot understanding each other's talk, no bargain 
was struck ; and when I passed the spot some time afterwards, 
I found that the whole of the ivory had been destroyed by a 
tire which broke out in the village when all the people were 
absent. • 

I had brought with me as pr.esents an improved description 
of goats, fowls, and a pair of cats. As the Makololo are fond 
of improving the breed of their domestic animals, they were 
much pleased with my selection. A superior bull, which was 
designed as a gift to Sekeletu, I was compelled to leave 
behind on account of its becoming footsore. I had brought it, 
in performance of a promise made to Sebituane before he 
died, and Sekeletu was much gratified by my attempt to keep 
iny word to his father. 

They are all remarkably fond of their cattle. They have 
two breeds. One called the Batoka, because captured from 
that tribe, is of diminutive size, but very beautiful, and closely 

, resembles the short-horns of our own country. They are very 
tame, and remarkably playful. They may be seen lying on 
their sides by the fires in the evening; and when they go 

., forth to their pasture, the herdsman often precedes them, and 
bas only to commence capering to set them all gambolling. 
The meat iE superior to that of the much larger Rarotse breed._ 
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which comes from the fertile Barotse valley. These oxen 
stand high on their legs, and are •Jften nearly six feet at 
the withers. They have big horns, and a pair which we 
brought from the lake measured eight and a half feet from 
tip to tip. 

The l\Iakulolo are in the habit of shaviug a little bit from 
one side of the horns while they are growing, in order to 
make them curve in that direction and assume fantastio 
shapes. The stranger the curvature, the more handsome the 
ox is considered to be, and the longer he is spared to be an 
ornament to the herd. This is an ancient custom in Afi·ica, 
for the tributary tribes of Ethiopia are pictured on some of 
the oldest Egyptian monuments bringing contorted-horned 
cattle into Egypt. This is not the only mode of adorning 
their oxen. Some are branded in lines with a hot knife, 
which causes a permanent discolouration of the hair, like the 
bands on the hide of a zebra. Another mode of decoration is 
to detach pieces of f'kin round the head, two or three inches 
l•on~ and broad, and these are allowed to heal in a dependent 
pol>ition. 

The hlakololo use the ox-hide for making either mantles m 
shields. For the former purpose it is stretched out by means 
of pegs, and dried. Ten or a dozen men collect round it, and 
with small adzes shave oft· the substance on the fleshy side 
until the skin is left quite thin. A quantity of brain and 
some thick milk are then smeared over it. It is next combed 
with an instrument made of a number of iron spikes tied 
round a piece of wood, so that the points only project beyond 
it. This loosens the fibres. Milk or butter is- applied to it 
again, and it forms a garment nearly as soft as cloth. 

The shields are made of hides partially drie~ in the sun, 
and beaten with hammers until they are stiff and dry. Two 
broad belts of a differently-coloured skin are sewed into them 
longitudinally' and sticks are inserted to make them rigid. 
In their battles they trust larg~y to their agility in springing 
aside from the flying javelins, but the shield is a great pro
tection when so many are thrown that it is impossible not to 
receive some of them. From what I have seen them do in 
elephant-hunting, I believe, when they have room to make a 
run and discharge a spear, with the aid of the impulse imparted 
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by the motion, they can thruw it between forty and :fifty yards. 
I saw a man who had received one of these weapons in his 
shin. The blade split the bone, and became so impacted in 
tho cleft that no amount of pulling would extract it. It was 
necessary to take an axe and force open the cleft before th(' 
javelin could be taken out. 

CHAPTER X. 

AFRICAN FEVEB.-THE MAKALAKA.-DIVIsioNs oF SouTH ,AFRICil 

FAll.ILY. 

ON the 30th of May I was seized with fever for the :first time. 
Cold east winds prevail at this time ; and as they come over 
the extensive flats inundated by the Chobe, as well as many 
other districts where the contents of the pools a1·e vanishing 

·into the air, they may be supposed to be ]oaded with malaria 
and watery vapour. · .An epidemic is the result. The usual 
symptoms of stopped secretion are manifested-shivering and 
a feeling of coldness, although. the skin is hot to the touch. 
The temperature in the axilla, over the heart and region of 
the stomach, was in my case 100°; but 103° at the nape of 
the neck and throughout the course of the spine.- There were 
pains along the latter. and frontal headache. The liver, in 
its efforts to free the blood of noxious particles, often secretes 
enormous quantities of bile. Anxious to ascertain whether 
the natives possessed any remedy of which we were ignorant, 
I requested the assistance of one of Sekeletu's doctors. He 
put some roots into a pot with water, and, when it was boiling_ 
placed it near me and threw a blanket round it and me, that 
I might be shut in with the steam. This being attended by 
no imm('diate effect, he got a small bundle of medicinal woods, 
and, burned them nearly to ashes in a potsherd, that the 
smoke and hot air might assist to produce perspiration. ·After 
being stewed in their vapour-baths, and smoked like a red 
herring over green twigs, I concluded that I could cure the 
fever more quickly than they can. The na.tive treatment i& 
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however, of service, if eillpluyed in conjunction with n 
wet sheet and a mild aperient in combination with quinine. 
Purgatives, general bleedings, or indeed any violent remedies, 
are IDJUrious. The appearance of a herpetic eruption near 
the mouth is regarded as an evidence that no internal organ 
is in danger. There is a good deal in not "giving in" to this 
disease. He who is low-spirited will die sooner than the ma~ 
whu is not of a melanclwlic nature. 

On my visit in 1851 
the Makololo made a 
garden and planted 
maize fur me, that, as 
they remarked when 
I parted with them, I 
might have food to eat 
when I returned, as 
well as other people. 
The grain was now 
pounded by the wo
men into fine me:ll. 
This they peiform in 
large wooden mortars, 
the exact counterpart 
of tho~:;e which are de
picted on the Egyptian 
monuments. To this 
good supply of maize 
Sekeletu added ten or 
twelve jars of honey, 
each of which con
tained about two gal
lons. A quantity of 
ground-nuts (A rachiS 
hypogi'Ea) were also 
furnished every time 
the tributary tribes 
brought their dues to 
Linyanti. An ox was 
given Ut; fur :,laughter 
every week or two, 
and Sekelein appTo-

~ptian l'eatle and Mortar, Sieves, Corn Vessels, aod 
Kilt, identical with those In use by the Makolokl 
and ~lakalaka-From Sir G. Wilkinson's' Anclllllf 
Egyptians: 

L 
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priated two cows to our use. Tlriswasin accordance with the ac
knowledged rule throughout the country, that the chief should 
feed all strangers who come to him on special business, and 
take up their abode in his kotla. A present is usually given 
in return for th~ hospitality, but, except in cases where their 
aboriginal customs have been modified, nothing would be 
a~ked. Europeans spoil the feeling that hospitality is the 
sacred duty of the chief~. No sooner do they arrive than 
they offer to purchase food, and, instead of waiting till a meal 
is prepared, cook for themselves, and often decline to partake 
of the dishes which have been got ready for them. 'Before 
long the natives come to expect a gift without having fur
nished any equivalent. 

Strangers who have acquaintances among the under-chiefs 
are treated at their establishments on the same principle. So 
generally is the duty admitted, that one of the most cogent 
arguments for polygamy is, that a rc,spectable man with only 
one wife could not · entertain visitors as he ought. This 
reason has especial weight where the women are the chief 
cultivators of the soil, and have the control over the corn, as 
a~ Kolobeng. The poor,- who have no friends, often suffer 
much hunger, and the kind attention lavished on them by 
Sebituane was one of the reasons of his great popularity in 
the country. 

The Makololo cultivate a large extent of land around their 
villages. The nucleus of this miscellaneous nation were 
Basuto who came with Sebituane from a comparatively cold 
and hilly region in the south ; and those who truly belong to 
that tribe retain its former habits, and may be seen going out 
with their wives, hoe in hand ; a state of things never wit
nessed among the other Bechuanas. The younger Makololo 
lord it over the conquered Makalaka, and have unfortunately 
no desire to imitate the agricultural tastes of their fathers. 
They are the aristocracy of the country' and expect their 
subjects to perform all the manual labour. They once pos
sessed almost unlimited power over their vassals. but their 
privileges were much abridged by Sebituane himself. When 
he conquered the Bakwains, Bangwaketze, Bamangwato, 
Batauana, &c., he incorporated the young of these tribes into 
bj,_ own. Great mortality by fever reduced the original stock. 
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an•l he wisely supplied the vacancies by extending the 
privilege to a large number of the subject Makalaka. Thus we 
found him with even the !'ions of the chiefs of the Barutl'e closely (271 

attached to his person ; and they say to this day that one 
aud all they wonlcl have laid down their lives in his defence. 
The motto npon which he acted was, " All are children of the 
(•hiuf." 

'l'he l\lakalaka cnitivate the Holcus sorghum, or dnra, as the 
principal grain, with maize, two kinds of beans, gnnmd-nnts 
(.lral'his hy]Joga:u), pumpkins, water-melons, and cucnmber:s. 
Those who live in the Barotse valley raise in addition the 
sugar-cane, sweet-potato, and manioc (Jatropha uwnihot). The 
climate there, however, is warmer than at Linyanti, and the 
~lakalaka increa~e the fertility of their gardens by rude 
at.tempts at artificial irrigation. The instrument of culture 
over all this region is a hoe. The Batoka and Banyeti obtain 
the iron in considerable quantities from the ore hy :-:melting. 
~lost of the hoes in use at Linyant.i are the tax imposed 011 
the smiths of those conquered tribes. 

8ekeleht receiveR tribute from a great nnmber of tribes i11 

A Batoka hoe. 

corn or dura, ground-nuts, hoes, spaars, honey, canoes, pad
dles, wooden vessels, tobacco, mutokuane ( L'annabis sativa), 
ve.riom; wild fruits (dried), prepared skins, and ivory. When 
these articles are brought into the kotla, the chief divide~ 
them among the lonnger:o; who usually congregate there 
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The ivory is sold with the approbation of his counsellors, 
and the proceeds are distributed in open day among the 
people. He retains a small portion only for his own share, 
and, if he is not more liberal to others than to himself, he 
loses in popularity. I have known instances in which 
individuals who had been overlooked fled to other chiefs. 

An example of this will illustrate the mode in which con
tests are generated in Africa. A discontented person fled 
to Lechulatebe in the lake Ngami district, and was encouraged 
to go to· a village of the Bapalleng, where he abstracted the 
tribute of ivory which ought to have come to ~ekeletu. This 
theft enraged the whole of the 1\fakololo, who had part in th~ 
loss.- 'I'o show their intention of resenting such nsage, about 
five hundred of them went through a mimic fight, in the 
pr~sence of some of Lechulatebe'R people who came on a visit 
to Linyanti. The principal warriors pointed their spears 
towards the lake where the chief who had wronged them lived, 
and every thrust was answered by all with the shout, "Hoo ! •: 
while every stab on the ground drew forth a simultaneous 
"Huzz!" On these occasions everybody capable of bearing 
arms must tUrn. out. In the time of the warlike Sebituane 
any one who remained in his house was killed. 

The Makololo performance had no effect. Lechulatebe 
aggravated his offence by repeating it, and by a song which 
was sung in his town, expressive of joy at the death of 
Sebituane. That famous conqueror had carried · off many 
cattle from Lechulatebe's father. The son had now got 
possession of fire-arms, and, considering himself more than a 
match for the Makololo, was bent on retaliation. ~ despatched 
a message to him, advising him to cease his provocation, and 
especially the song; because, though Sebituane was dead, the 
arms with which he had fought were still alive and strong. 
Sekeletu, remembe1-ing his father'!:~ injunctions to promote 
peace, sent ten cows to be exchanged for sheep. ~echulatebe 
t.Gok the cows and returned an equal number of sheep, 
though, according to the relative value of sheep and cows, 
he ought to have given sixty or seventy. One of the men 
who conducted the cattle was trying to purchase goat10. in 
a village without formal leave from the chief; TJechulatehe 
;'UDisbed him by makin:~ him sit some hours on the broiling 
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Band. which was 130° at least. This put a stop to amicable 
relations. I prevailed upon the Makololo to keep the peacE. 
during my JStay, but it was easy to perceive that public . 
opinion was against sparing a tribe of Bechuanas for whom 
they entertained the most sovereign contempt. The young 
men exclaimed, '' Lechulatebe is herding our cows for us; 
let us only go, we shall ' lift' the price of them in sheep." 

t:luch are the usual causeR which produce an African war. 
The diffusion of fire-anus among them will render their 
cunte:sts less frequent and less bloody. As nearly all the 
feuds in the south have been about cattle, the risk which 
must he incurred from long !Shots generally proves a preven
tive to the foray. It is rare, indeed, to hear of two tribes 
who have guns going out against each other. These weapon~:> 
are only mischievous when they are an excluiSive po~:>session, 
and especially when they fall into the hands of a small tribe, 
commanded by a weak chief like Lechulatebe, who iiS thus 
tempted to try his strength with a numerous and warlike 
race. 

As the l\lakololo are the most northerly of the Bechuanats, 
we may enumerate the various tribes included under that 
generic name before we proceed to the branch of thtl negro 
family distinguished by the term 1\lakalak.a. • The word (281 

Bechuana seems derived from Chuana-alike, or equal- with 
the personal pronoun Ba (they) prefixed; and therefore 
means fellows or equals. When addressed with any degree 
of scorn, they still reply, "'Ve are Bachuana, or equals-we 
are not inferior to any of our nation." Their name for the 
whiteiS its Makoa, which might seem to mean "handsome," 
from the manner in which they use it to indicate beauty, but 
the conjecture of Burchell is probably correct. ""The differ
ent Hottenot tribes were known by names terminating in 
lwa, which means 'man,' and the Bechuanas simply added 
the prefix Ma-denoting a nation."· The language of the 
whites (or Makoa) is called Sekoa; that of the BechuanaB is 
te1·med Sichuana. 

The Makololo, or Basuto, have amingad the different 

" The Makololo have conquered the country 811 far a.s 14° south, but 't is atill 
peopletl chiefly by the black tJ·ibes named Makalaka. 
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portions of this great family of South Africans to three 
divi~ions: 1st. 'l'he Matebele, or Makonkobi-the Caffre 
family living on the oastern side of the country; 2nd. The 

· Bakoni, or Basuto ; and 3rd. The Bakalahari, or Bechuanas, 
inhabiting the central parts, which includes all the tribes 
living in or adjacent to the great Kalahari Desert. 

1st. The Caffres are subdivided into various groups, as 
Amakosa, Amapanda, and other well-known titles. The.} 
consider the name Caffre as an insulting epithet. 

The Zulu!:! of Natal belong to this compartment, and are as 
famed for their honesty, as their brethren who live adjacent 
to our colonial frontier are renowned for cattle-lifting. The 
Recorder of Natal declared, that history do~s not present 
another instance in which so much security for life and 
property has been enjoyed as during the whole period of 
English occupation by ten thousand colonists in the midst of 
one hundred thoui3.D.d Zulus. 

(:019) 'l'he Matebele of Mosilibtse, who live a short distance 
south of the Zambesi, and other tribes who live a little south 
of Tete an<l Senna, are also members of this family. They 
are not known beyond the Zambesi river, which was the limit 
of the Bechuana progress north until Sebituane pui:!hed his 
conquests farther. 

2nd. The Bakoni and Basuto division contains in the south 
(Jo) all the tribes which acknowledge l\loshesh as their paramount 

chief ; among them we find the Batau, the Baputi, l\lakol6kue, 
&c., and some mountameers on the range Maluti, who are 
believed by those who have carefully sifted the evidence to 
have been at one time guilty of cannibalism. They ascribe 
the abandonment of the practice to Mosheshhaving provided 
them with cattle. They are called Marimo and Mayabathu, 
men-eaters, by the rest of the Basuto. 

The Bakoni farther north than the Basuto are the Batlou, 
Baperi, Bapo, and another tribe of Bakuena, Bamosetla, 
Bamapela or Balaka, Babiriri, Bapiri, Bahukeng, Batlokua, 
Baak:hahela, &c. &c. The whole of these tribes, both .Basuto 
and Bakoni, are much attached to agriculture, and raise large 
quantities of grain. It is on their industry that the distant 
Boers revel in slothful abundance. The chief toil of hoeing, 
driving away birds, reaping, and winnowing, falls to the 
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willing arms of the hard-working women; but, as the men 
labour as well as their wives, many have followed the advice 
of the missionaries. and use ploughs and oxen im;tead of the 
hoe. 

3rd. The Bakalahari, or western brauch of the Bechuana 
family, consists of Barolong, BahurutEe, Baknena, Bangwa
ketse, Bakaa, Barnangwato, Bakurutse, Batauana, Bamatlaro, 
anJ Batlapi. It is among these last that the success of 1 he 
mis:-.ionaries has been greatest. They were s.n hu;ignificant 
and filthy people when first discovered; but, being nearest to 
the colony, they have had opportunities of trading, and the 
long-continued peace they have enjoyed has enabled them 
to ama~:>s great' numbers of cattle. The young, who do not 
realize their former degradation, often consider their present 
superiority over the tribes in the interior to be entirely 
,,wing to a primitve intellectual pre-eminence. 

CHAPTER XI. 

LlNYANTI TO SESHEKE.-'I'H.E LEKAKBYI!J. 

HAVING waited a month at Linyanti, we again departed, for 
the purpose of ascending the river from Sesheke (lat. 17° 31' 
38" S., long. 25° 13' E.) Not only Sekeletu, but many of the 
under-chiefs, accompanied us. The country between Linyanti 
and Se:sheke is perfectly flat, except where patches are elevated 
a few feet above the ~urrounding level, or where the termites 
have thrown up their enormous mounds. l\ o one who has not 
seen their gigantic structures can imagine the industry of these 
little labourers. They seem to impart fertility to the soil which 
has once pa!:ised through their mouths, for the Makololo find 
the sides of anthills the choice spots for rearing early maize, 
tobacco, or any1hing else which requires more than 01 dinary 
care. The mounds were generally covered with wild date
trees. The fmit is small, and as soon as it is ripe the l\lako
lolo cut down the tree rather than be at the trouble of climbing 
it. The other portions of the more elevated land have the 
camel-th)rn (Acacia gira.ffCP). white-thorned mimosa ( Acacaa 
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'wrrida), and baobabs. In sandy spots there are palmy1u 
somewhat similar to the Indian, but with a smaller seed. The 
soil on the plain is a rich, dark, tenacious loam, known as· the 
'"'cotton-ground" in India, and is covered with a dense matting 
of coarse grass, common on all damp spots in this country. 
The Chobe was on· our right, and itF t;Cores of miles of reed 
formed the horizon. It was pleasant to look back on the long
extended line of our attendants, as it twisted and bent accord
ing to the curves of the footpath, or in and out behind the 
mounds. Some had caps made of lions' manes; others, the 
white ends of ox-tails on their heads, or great bunches of black 
ostrich-feathers, which waved in the wind. Many wore red 
tunics, or various-coloured prints, which the chief had bought 
from Fleming. 'l'he common men acted as porters; the 
gentlemen walked with a small club of rhinoceros horn in their 
hands, and had servants to bear their shields: The "Mach aka," 
or battle-axe men, carried their own, and were liable at any 
time to be sent off a hundred miles on an errand, and were 
expected to run all the way. 

Sekeletu is always accompanied by his own Mopato, a nuJr · 
ber of young men of his own age. 'l'hose who are near.est eat 
out of the same dish, for the Makololo chiefs pride themselves 
on eating with their people. He takes a little, and then 

. beckons to his neighbours to do the same. When they have 
had their turn, he perhaps makes a sign to some one at a dis
tance, who starts forward, seizes the pot, and removes it to his 
own companions. The associates of Sekeletu, wishing to imi
tate him as he rode on my old horse, leaped on the backs of 
some half-broken oxen, but, having neither saddle nor bridle, 
the number of tumbles which ensued was a source of much 
amusement to the rest. 

Troops of leches, or, as they are here called, "lechwes," were 
feeding heedlessly all over the flats. There are p1·odigious 
herds of them, although the numbers that are killed annually, 
as welJ as of the "nakong," another water antelope, must. oo 
enormous. When the lands we were treading are flooded, the 
leches betake themselves to th(; mounds. The Makalaka, who 
are most expert in the management of their small, light canoes, 
come gently toward• them. When they perceive the antelopes 
beginning to move they increase their speed, making the 
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water dash away from tha gunwale; and though the animals fly 
in a succession of prodigious bounds, their feet appearing to 
tnuch the bottom at each spring, their pursuers manage to 
spear great numbers of them. 

The nakong is rather smaller than the leche, and, in shape. (JI. 

has more of paunchiness than any antelope I ever saw. It iE 
uf a greyish-brown colour, and, as the hair is long and rather 
tiparse, it never looks ~>leek. The horns are twisted, like those 
. 1f a koodoo, but are much smaller, and have a double ridge 
winding round them. The habitat of the nakong is the marsh 
and muddy bogs, where it is borne up by the great smface 
O\'el' which its weight is distributed-its foot, between the 
point of the toe and supplemental hoofs, leaving a print which 
is full twel \·e inches long. Its gait closely resembles the gal
lop of a dog when tired. It feeds by night, and lies hid among 
the reeds and rushes by day. When pursued, it dashes into 
!Sedgy places, and immerse!'~ the whole body, except the point 
of the nose and the ends of the horns. The hunters burn 
large patches of reed to drive it from its ]air; but when it 
sees itself sunounded by enemies in canoes, it will rather 
allow the projecting tips of the horns to be scorched by the 
flames, than come forth from its hiding-place. . 

When we arrived at any village, the whole of the women 
tumed out to 1 ulliloo their chief. Their shrill voices, to 
which they give a tremulous sound by a quick motion of the 
tongue, peal forth "Great lion!" "Great chief!" "Sleep. my 
lord ! '' &c. The men utter similar salutations; all of which 
tre rcceiYed by Sekeletu with lordly indifference. After the 
news has been told, the head-man of the village, who is almost 
uways a .1\Iakololo, brings forth a number of large pots of beer, 
each of wl1ich is given to some principal personage, who divides 
it with whom he pleases. As many as can partake of the 
beverage, and grasp the calabashes, which are used as drink
ing-cups, so eagm·ly that the;;· are in danger of being broken. 
Bowls of thick milk, some of which contain six or eigh1 
gallons, are likewise produced, and distributed in the !Same 
manner as the b(·er. The milk is conveyed to the month in 
the hand. I often presented my friends with iron spoons, 
which delighted then;. exceedingly But the old habit of 
hand-eating prevailed. '!'hey simply used the novel imple-
ment to ladle out the milk into their hands. . 
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The chief is expected to feed all who accompany him, and 
ne either selects an ox or two of his own from his numeroua 
cattle stations in every part of the country, or he is presented 
by the head-men of the villages he visits with as many as he 
needs. The animals are killed by a thrust from a small 
javelin in the region of the heart. The wound is made 
purposely small to avoid the loss of the blood, which, with 
the -internal parts, are the perquisites of the slaughterman. 
Hence all are eager to perform that office. Each tribe has its 
own way of di:stributing an animal. Among the .Makololo the 
hump and ribs belong to the chief; among the Bakwains the 
breast is his perquisite. After the oxen are cut up, the joints 
are placed before Sekeletu, who apportions them among the 
gentlemen of the party. The attendants rapidly prepare the 
meat for cooking by cutting it into long strips, so many of 
which are thrown into the fires at once that they are nearly 
put out. These strips are handed round when half broiled 
a.nd burning hot. Every one gets a mouthful, but no one 
e.xcept the chief has time to masticate. The prolonged enjoy
ment of taste is not their aim, but to get as much food as 
possible during the t~hort ti~e their neighbours are cramming 
They are eminently gregarious in their meals; and, as they 
despise any one who eats alone, I always when breaking my 
fast poured out two cups of coffee, that the chief, or some 
one of the principal men, might share it with me. Of this 
beverage they all become very fond; and some of the tribes 
attribute greater fecundity to its use. The raw material of 
one ingredient of the mixture is already a home-growth. 
They cultivate the :sugar-cane in the Barotse country, but 
only use it for chewing: They knew nothing of the method 
of extracting the sugar from it. Sekeletu relished my sweet 
coffee and biscuits, and said, " he knew my heart loved him 
by finding his own heart warming to my food." He ,had been 
visited during my absence at the Cape by some traders and 
Griquas, and "their coffee did not taste half so nice- as mine, 
because they loved his ivory and not himself~" 

Sekeletu and I had each a little gip:sy-teut in which to 
sleep. The Makalaka huts are infested with vermin. Those 
of the Makololo are generally clean, owing to the habit of 
frequently smearing the fioors with a pl:~ster compu~>&l ui 
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r.owdnng and earth. The best class of dwellingt\ consist of 
three circular wallt~, with small holes for doors, as in a dog
house. Even when on all-fourl!l it is necessary to bend down 
the body to get in. The roof is formed of reeds or straight 
sticks, in shape like a Chinaman's hat, bound firmly together 
with circular bands, which are lashed with the strong inner 
bark of the mimosa-tree. The whole is thatched with fine 
gra:ss. As the roof projects far beyond the walls, and reaches 
within four feet of the ground, the shade is tl1e best to be 
found in the country. These habitations are cool in the 
hottest day, but are close and deficient in ventilation by 
night. The bed is a mat made of rushes sewn together with 
twine. The hip-bone pressing on the hard flat surface soon 
becomes soi'e, and it is not allowable to make a hole in the 
floor to receive the prominent part called trochanter by 
<~.natowi:sts, as we do when sleeping on grass or sand. In 
some villages we were driven to desert our tont for a hut, 
because the mice Tan over our faces, or hungry dogs ate our 
shoes and left only the soles. 

Our course at this time led us to a part above Sesheke, 
called Katonga-latitude 17° 29' 13", longitude 24° 33', where 
there is a village belonging to a Bashubia man named 
~ekhosi. The river here is certainly not less· than six hun
dred yards wide. When the canoes came from Sekhosi to 
take us across, one of the comrades of Sebituane rose. and, 
looking at Sekeletu, called out, "The elders of a host always 
take the lead in an attack." Sekeletu, and his young men, 
were accordingly obliged to give them precedence. It took a 
considerable time to ferry over our large party, as, even with 
quick paddling, from six to eight minutes were ~;pent . in the 
passage from bank to bank. 

Several days were spent in collecting canoes from different 
villages for the purpose of a:scendin~~ the river. This we now 
learned is called by the whole of the Barotse the Liambai, 
or Leeambye, which means ''the large river," or the river 
par excellence. Luambeji, Luambesi, Ambezi, Ojimbesi, and 
Zambesi, &c., are names applied to it at different parts of its 
course, accordiug to the dialect spoken. They have all the 
same signification, and express the native idea that this 
magnificent Rtream is the main drain of the country. 
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In order to assist in the support of our large party, and got 
a sight of the adjacent district, I went several times to the 
north of the ·village for game. The country is covered with 
clumps of beautiful trees, and between them fine open glade& 
stretch away in every direction. When the river is in flood 
these glades are inundated. The soil is dark loam, as it is in 
all the parts which are washed by the overflow, while among 
the trees it is sandy, and not so densely covered with grass as 
elsewhere. A ·ridge, running parallel to, and about eight 
mile::> from the river, is the limit of the inundation on the 
north. 'fhe people enjoy _rain in sufficient quantity to raise 
large supplie::> of grain and ground-nuts. 

This district contains 'great numbers of a small antelope 
named Tianyane, unknown in the south. It stands about 
eighteen inches high, and is of a brownish-red colour on the 
sides and back, with the belly and lower part of the tail 
w bite. It is very graceful in its movements, and utters a cry 
of alarm not unlike that of the domestic fowl. Though 
extremely timid, the maternal affection it bears its young will 
often induce it to offer . battle to a man. When her fawn is 
too tender to run about with her, she puts one foot on the 
prominence about the seventh cervical vertebra, or withers. 
to make it lie down in the place she selects, and there it 
remains till she summons it by her bleating. If a gregarious 
she-antelope is seen separated from the herd, she is sure to 
have laid her little one -to sleep in some cozy spot. The 
colour of the hair in the young assimilates better with the 
ground than that of the older animals, which do not need to 
be sc1·eened from .the observation of birds of p:rey. I re
marked that the Ambs at Aden made their camels kneel by 
pressing the thumb on the withers. They have probably 
derived the custom from the gazelle of the Desert. 

Such great num hers of buffaloes, zebras, fsessebes, tahaetsi, 
and eland or pohu, grazed undisturbed on these plains, that 
little difficulty was experienced in securing a fair supply of 
meat for our party dUiing the inevitable delay. Hunting on 
foot, in this country, is very hard work. Winter though it 
was, the heat of the sun is so great, that, had there been any 
one on whom I could have devolved the office, he would han 
beev welcome to all th6 sport. But the 1\lakololo shot 6Q 
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badly, that I was obliged to go myself in orde1· t~' save my 
powder. 

We shot a beautiful cow-eland, standing in the shade of a 
fine tree. It was a new variety of this splendid r.ntelope, 
marked with narrow white band:s across the bc.dy, exactly 
like those of the koodoo. and having a black patch of more 
than a hand-breadth on the outer side of the fore ann. 
Evidently she had lately had her calf killed by a lion. for 
+here were five long deep scratches on both sides of her hind 
quarters, as if she had run to its rescue, and the beast had left 
it to attack herself, but was unable to pull her down. The 
milk which flowed from the distended ndder showed that she 
had ~onght the shade from the distress caused by the accumu- · 
lation of the fluid. A Makololo gentleman who accompanied 
me, struck with her beauty, said, "Jesus ought to have give1 
us these instead of cat.tle." 

CHAPTER XII. 

AscENT OF THE LEEAMRYE. - BAROTSE VALLEY.~ BANYETI.

N ALlELE. -1\IAMBAP.I.-THE MARILE.-SESIIEKE. 

HAVING at last collected a fleet of thirty-three canoes, and 
about one hundred and sixty men, we began to ascend the 
river. I had my choice from all the vessels, and selected the 
best, though not the biggest. It was thirty-four feet long 
and only twenty inches wide, and was manned by six paddlers. 
The larger canoe of Sekeletu had ten. They stand upright, 
and keep the stroke with great precision, though they change 
from side to side as the course demands. 1.'he men at the 
head and stem are the strongest and most expert of the whole. 
The canoes, being flat-bottomed, can ·go into shallow water; 
and whenever the crew can touch the ground with t~eir 
paddles.,. which are about eight feet long, they use them as 
poles to punt with. On land the Makalaka fear the Makololo ; 

·on water, the supetiority appertains to the former. They 1·ace 
with each other, and, dashing along at the top of their speed, 
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place their masters' lives in danger. In the event of a 
capsize many of the Makololo would sink like stones. On the 
first day of our voyage an old doctor had his canoe filled by 
Jne of those large waves which the east wind raises on the 
Leeambye, and he went forthwith to the bottom. The 
Barotse who were with him saved themselv~s by swimming, 
and were afraid of being punished with death in the evening 
for not rescuing the. doctor. Had he been a man of more 
influence, they would certainly have.been executed. 

We skimmed rapidly along, and I felt the pleasure of 
looking on lands which had never been seen by a European 
before. The magnificent river is often more than a mile 
broad, and adorned_ with many islands of from three to five 
miles in length, which, at a little distance, seemed ·great 
rounded masses of sylvan vegetation reclining on the bosom of 
the glorious stream. The beauty of some of them was greatly 
increased by the gracefully curved fronds and refreshing light-

-green colour of the date-palm, while the lofty palmy1·a towered 
· far above, and cast its feathery foliage against a cloudless sky. 

The banks of the river are equally covered with forest, and 
most of the trees on the brink of the water send down roots 
from their branches like the· banian, or Ficus indica. The 
adjacent country is rocky and undulating, abounding in 
elephants and all the other large game, except leches and 
nakongs, which appear to shun stony ground. The soil is of a 
reddish colour, and very fertile, as is attested' by the quantity 
of grain raised annually by the Banyeti. This poor and in
dustrious· ~~eople are expert hunters, and proficients in the 
manufacture of articles of wood and iron. The whole of this 
part of the country being infested with the tsetse, they are 
unable to rear dome:stic animals, which may have led to their 
skill in handicraft works. Some make large wooden vessels 
with neat lids; and since the idea of sitting on stools has 
entered the Makololo mind, they have shown considerable 
taste in the forms they give to the legs. 

Other Banyeti, or Manyeu, as they are called, construct 
neat and strong baskets of the split roots of some tree, whilst 
others excel in manufacturing iron articles and pottery. I 
cannot find that they have ever been warlike. Indeed, the 
oontests in the centre of the country. where no slave-trade 
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existed, have seldom been about anything else than cattle 
and so much is this recognised that aeveral tribes refuse tt 
keep them becam;e they tempt their enemies to come anc 
steal. J have heard of but one war from another cause. 
Three Barolongs, who were brothers, fought _for the possession 
of a woman, and the tribe has ramained divided ever since. 

From the bend 11p to the n0rth, called Katima-molelo (" 1 
quenched fire"). the bed of the river is rocky, and the stream 
rm1s fast, forming a succession of rapids, which prevent con
tinuous navigation when the water is low. They are not 
visible when the river is full. There are cataracts however 
at Nambwe, Bombwe, and Kale, with a fall of between four 
and six feet, which must always be dange-rous. The falls of 
Gonye p~esent a still more seJ:ious obstacle. The drop is 
ahout thirty feet, and we were obliged to take up the canoes, 
and carry them more than a mile by land. The water, after it 
descends, goes boiling along, and gives the idea of great 
masses of it rolling over and over. For many miles below the 
fall the channel is narrowed to a hundred yards, and at the 
times of the inundaiion the river, where it is compressed 
between these high rocky banks, rises fifty or sixty feet in 
perpendicula1: heig\lt. Tradition reports that two hippopo
tamus-hunters, who were in eager punmit ·of a wounded 
animal, ventured too far into the rush of ~ater, and were 
whirled over the precipice by the roaring torrent. Another 
tradition states that a man of the Barotse ca-me down the 
stream and availed himself of the falls for the purposes of 
irrigation. Such superior minds must have arisen from time 
to time in these regjons, but, ignorant of letters, they have 
left no memorial behind them. We dug from his garden an 
inferior kind of potato (S~nydne), which, when on.ce planted, 
never dies out. It was bitter and waxy. As it was not in 
flower, I cannot say whether it i~ a solanaceous plant or not. 

As we passed up the river the different villages of Banyeti 
turned out to present Sekeletu with food and skins, as their 
tribute. The tsetse lighted on us even in the middle of the 
ttream, ·but they appeared no more when we came to about 
16° 16' :-;, latitude, where the lofty wooded banks left the 
river, and stretched away in ridges, two or three hundred feet 
high, to the N.N.E. and N.N.W., until they were twenty or 
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thirty miles apart. The intervening space, nearly one hun
dred miles ·in length, with the Leeambye winding gently 
near the m,jddle, is the true Barotse valley. A great part of 
its bottom is form ~t~ of rocks of reddish variegated hardened 
sandstone with madrepore holes in it, and of broad horizontal 
strata of trap, often covered with twelve or fifteen feet of soft 
calcareous tufa. It bears a close resemblance to the valley of 
the Nile, and is inundated annually by the Leeambye, exactly 
as Lower Egypt is flooded by the Nile. 

The villages of the Barotse are built on mounds, which, 
during the inundation, when the whole valley assumes the 
appearance of a large lake, look like little islands in the 
surrounding waters. There are but few trees, and those 
which stand on the eminences have been planted there for 
shade. The soil is extremely fertile, and produces two crops 
of grain in a year. The Barotse are strongly attached to this 
fertile district, over which the Leeambye spreads "life and 
verdure." "Here," say they, "hunger is not known." Un
aided nature has covered the ground wi1h coarse succulent 
grasses, which afford ample pasturage for large herds of cattle: 
these thrive wonderfully, and yield a copious supply of milk 
During the tseason of the flood they are compelled to go to the 
higher lands, where they fall off in condition; their return i~o 
a time of joy. Yet this reginn is not put to a tithe of the us€' 
it might be. It is impossible to say whether it would raise 
wheat like the valley of the Nile, for from its excessive 
richness the corn might run entirely to straw. One spedeF 
of.grass which we observed was twelve feet high, with a stem 
as thick as a man's thumb. · 

ThiM visit was the first Sekeletu had made to these parts 
si.J;lce he attained the chieftainship, and the persons who had 
taken part with his rival 1\Ipepe were in great terror. The 
father of this aspirant had joined with another man in coun
l!lelling :Mamochisane to put Sekeletu to death and marry 
Mpepe. On our arriving at the town where these two con
l!pirators lived they were seized and tossed into the river. 
When I remonstrated against human life being wasted in this 
oft'-hand way, my companions justified the net hy the evidellce 
given by l\IamochiRane, and calmly arlrlP<l " Yon see we are 
Rtill Boers; we are not yet taught." 
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The towns of the Barotso are not large. The mounds on 
which they are built are small, and the people are necessarily 
scattered to enable them to look after their cattle. Naliele, 
the capital (la~ 15° 24' 17" S., long. 23° 5' 54" E.), is erected 
on an eminence which was thrown up by Santuru, a former 
chief, and wa<:J his storehouse for grain. His own capital 
stood about five hundred yards to the south, on a spot which 
now makes part of the bed of the river. Only a few cubic 
yards remain of a mound which it took the whole of his 
people many years to erect. The same thing has happened 
to another ancient site, Linangelo. It would seem, therefore, 
that the river must here be wearing eastwards. A rise of ten 
feet above the present low-water mark is the highest point the 
stream ever attains. Two or three feet more would deluge 
all the villages ; and though this never happens, the wateJ 
sometimes comes so near, that the people cannot move outside 
the walls of reeds which encircle their huts. 

Santuru, at whose ancient granary we were staying, was 
a. great hunter, and was fond of taming wild animals. I1 ib 
poople brought him, among other things, two young hip
popotami. These animals gambolled in the river by day, but 
never failed to go to Naliele for their suppers of milk and 
meal. They were the wonder of the country till a stranger, 
who came on a visit, saw them reclining fu the sun, and 
speared one of them under the idea that it was wild. The 
~Same accident happened to one of the cats I had brought to 
8ekeletu. A native, seeing a new kind of animal, killed it, 
and brought the trophy to the chief, tJlinking that he had 
made a remarkable discovery. This cut short the breed of 
cats, of which, from the swarms of mice, we stood in great 
need. 

The town or mound of Santuru's mother was shown to me ; 
which was the first sympton I observed of that greater regard 
which is shown to the female sex in the districts to the north. 
'!'here ·are few or no cases of WOIJ?.en being elevated to the 
headships of towns south of this point. 'l'he Barotse showed 
some relics of their former chief, which evinced a greater 
amount of the religious feeling than I had ever known dis
played among Bechuanas. His more recent capital, Lilonda, 
which wws ilio built on an &ti:ficial mound, is covured with 
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different kinds of trees, transplanted when young by hilnHelf 
In this grove are to be seen various instruments of iron in the 
state he left them. One looks like the guard of a basket
hilted sword; another has an upright stem, on which are 
placed branches worked at the ends into miniature axes, hoes, 
and Rpears. To these he presented offerings, according as he 
desired to prosper in· hewing,. agriculture, or fighting. The 
people in charge of these articles were supported by pre
sents frum the chief; and the Mako!olo sometimes follow 
the example. This was the nearest approach to a priesthood 
I had met. . When l asked them to part' with one of the 
relics they replied, "O~no, he refuses."-'' Who refuses?"
" Santuru," was their reply, showing their belief in a future 
state of existence. 

I inquired whether Santuru had ever seen- white men, and 
could find no trace of any having been here till the arrival 
of 1\Ir. Oswell and myself in 185i. Any remarkable event is 
commemorated in names borrowed from the persons or things 
concerned. Thus the year of our visit was dignified as the 
year when the white men came. Great numbers of children 
had.been called Ma-Robert, or mother of Robert, in honour of 
my wife and her eldest boy ; others were styled Gun, Horse, 

iJ2) Waggon, 1\Ionare, Jesus, &c.; but though our names, and 
thuse of the native Portuguese who came in 1853, were 
adopted, there is no earlier trace of anything of the kind. 
For a white man to make his appearance is such a memorable 
circumstance, that, had it taken place during the last three 
hundred years, the1·e must have remained some tradition 
of it. 

But Santuru was once visited by the 1\Iambari, and a 
distinct recollection of the incident is retained. They came 
to purchase human beings, and both he and his head-men 
refused them permission to buy any of the people. These 
traffickers in flesh and blood reside near Bihe, and ·profess to 
use the slave for domestic purposes only. Some of them 
visited us while at N a.liele. They are of the Ambonda ·race, 
which inhabits the country south-east of .Angola, and apeak 
~he Bunda dialect, which is of the same family of languages 
rith the Barotsc, Bayeiye, &c., or thoae black tribes compre

hended under the general term Maka.laka. They plait theu 
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hair in three-fold cords, and lay them carefully flown around 
the sides of the head. They are quite as dark as the Barotse, 
but have among them a number of half-castes, with their 
peculiar yellow sickly hue. They showed the habits which 
prevailed in their own country by digging up and eating, 
even here where large game abounds, the mice and moles 
which infest the district. The half-castes could all read and 
write, and the leader of the party, if not a real Portuguese, 
had, at least, European hair. I feel as~>ured they were the 
first individuals uf Portuguese blood who ever saw the (33) 
Zambesi in the centre of the continent, and they had not 
reached it till two year8 after our discovery in 1851. 

While still at N aliele I walked out to Katongo (lat. 15° 16' 
3:3"), on the ridge which bounds the valley of the Barotse in 
that direction, and found it covered with trees. It is the 
commencement of the lands which are never inundated. 
Their gentle ri:se from the dead level of the valley much re
sembles the edge ofthe Desert in the valley of the ~ile. ijut 
here the llanyeti have fine gardens, and raise great quantities 
of maize, millet, and native c01n ( llolcu.'l sorghum), of large 
grain and beautifully white. They also grow pumpkin~, 
melons, beans, ground-nuts, yams, sugar-cane, the Egyptian 
arum, the sweet potato (Convolvulus batates), and two kinds of 
manioc L•r cassava ( JatroJ>ha mauihot and J. utilissima, a variety 
which contains scarcely any poison). They have in addition 
wild fruits and water-fowl, and plenty of fish in the river, its 
branches and lagoons. The scene from the ridge, on looking 
back, was beautiful. The great river glanced out at different 
points, and fine large herds of cattle were quietly grazing 
among numbers of villages dotted over the landscape. Leches 
in hundreds fed securely beside the oxen, for the wild animals 
keep only out of bow-shot, or two hundred yards. When guns 
come into a country these sagacious creatures soon learn their 
range, and begin to run at a distance of five hundred yards. 

I imagined in consequence of its slight elevation that 
Katongo might be healthy, but was informed that no part pf 
this region is exempt from fever. When the waters begin. to 
retire, masses of decayed vegetation and mud are exp01:.ed to 
the torrid sun. The grass is so rank in its growth that i1 
completely conceals the black alluvial soil of this periodical 
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lake. Even when the herbage falls down in winter, or is 
"laid" by its own weight, it is necessary to lift the feet high, 
~to avoid being tripped up by it. So much cover does i1 
afford that young lecht~s are hidden beneath it by their dams. 
The cunent of the river was about four and a half miles per 
hour, and in the higher lands, from which it seemed to 
come, I imagined w~ might find that wholesome locality of 
which I was in search. Determined not to abandon the idea 
till I ~ad accomplished a complete examination of the Barotse 
oount ry, I left Sekeletu at Naliele, and ascended the river. 
He fumished me with men, and among the rest with a herald, 
that I might enter his villages in what is considered a digni
fied manner. His habit was to shout, "Here comes the lord; 
the great lion;" the latter phrase being "tau e tona," which 
in his imperfect way of pronunciation became " sau e tona,'' 
and so like "the great sow," that I had to entreat him to be 
silent, much to the annoyance of my party. 

In our ascent we visited a number of villages, and were 
always received with a hearty welcome, as messengers 
of " sleep" or peace. . These Makololo behaved well in public 
meetings, even at the first attendance, probably from the 
habit of commanding the Makalaka, crowds of whom swarm 
in every settlement, and whom "the Makololo women seem to 
consider as especially under their charge. 

The river presents the same appearance of low banks with
out treet~ as it had done from 16° 16', until we arrive at 
Libonta (14° 59' S. lat.). Twenty miles beyond that point 
there is forest down to the water's edge, and along with the 
woods there is tsetse. No locality can be inhabited by 
Europeans where that scourge exists; but I still pushed 
forward on hearing that we were not far from the confluence 

(34) of the river of Londa, or Lunda, named Leeba, or Loiba. .At 
this confluence (latitude 14° 11' 3" S.) the Leeambye assumes 
the name Kabompo, and seems to be coming from the east. 
It is there about three hundred yards wide, and the Leeba two 
hundred and fifty. The Loeti, a branch of which is c.alled 
Langebongo, comes from W.N.W., through a level grassy 
plain named Mango, and is about one hundred yards wide 
where it enters the Leeambye. The waters of the Loeti are of 
a light hue, those of the Leeba of a dark mossy tinge. AfteT 
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t.he Loeti joins the Leeambye the difterent-colonred waters 
ftow side by side for some di~tance unmixed. 

Before reaching the Locti we came to a number of people 
from the Lobale region, who were hunting hippopotami. 
They fled precipitately, leaving their canoes and all their 
utensils and clothing, as soon as they saw the 1\Iakololo. My 
own .Makalaka, who were accustomed to plunder wherever 
they went, ru:shed after them like furies, regardless of my 
shouting. As thit> proceeding would have destroyed my 
character at Lobule, I forced them to lay down all the plunder 
on a sandbank, and leave it for its owners. 

The numbers of large game above Libonta are prodigious, 
and they proved remarkably tame. Eighty-one bufl"aloes 
defiled in slow procession within gunshot before our fire one 
evening; ·and herds of splendid elands stood by day without 
fear at two hundred yards' distance. They were all of the 
striped variety, and with their forearm marking&, large dew
bps, and sleek skins, were a beautiful sight. The lions here 
give tongue much more than in the south. One of these 
wimal~> stood for hours on the opposite side of the 1·iver 
roaring as loudly as he could, and putting his mouth near the 
ground, as he U~>ually does on such occasions, to make the 
sound reverberate. ·wherever the game abounds lions exist 
in proportionate numbers. They were frequently ~'>een in 
thi~> district, and two of the largest seemed about as tall as 
common donkeys. 

We came down a branch of the Leeam bye called 1\Iarile, 
which departs from the main river in lat. 15° 15' 43" S. It is 
a fine deep stream about sixty yards wide, and makes the 
whole of the distdct around N aliele an island. A party of Arabs 
from Zanzibar were in tho country at this time, and when we 
were sleeping at a village in the same latitude as N aliele two 
of them made their appearance. They were quite as dark a~ 
tl·.o 1\Iakololo, but, having their head~> shaved, I could no1 
compare their hair with that of the natives. I asked them to 
help us to eat our ox. .As they had· scruples about partaking 
of it because it had not been killed in their own way, I gained 
their good will by saying I was quite of their opinion as to 
the propriety of draining out the blood, and gave them twc• 
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. legs of an animal slaughtered by themselves. They professed 
the greatest detestation of the Portuguese, " because they eat 
_pigs;" and disliked the English, " because they thrash them 
for selling slaves." I ventured to tell them that I agreed with 
my countrymen that it was better to let the young grow up 
and comfort their mothers when they became old, than to 
cany them away and ~ell them across the sea. This form. of 
the traffic they never attempt to justify; " they want them 
only to. cultivate the land, and take care of thei& as their 
children." It is t~e same old story, Justifying a monstrous 
wrong on pretence that it is a benefit to the victims. 

These Arabs, or l\IoorH, could read and write their own 
language; and, when speaking about our Saviour, I admired 
the boldness with which they informed me " that Christ was 
a. very good prophet, but Mahomet was far greater." Their 
loathing of pork may have some foundation in their nature; 
for I have known Bechuanas, who fed on it .without scruple, 

·vomit it up again. The Bechuanas south of the lake have a 
prejudice against eating fish, and especially anything like a 
snake, which may arise from the remnants of serpent-worship 
floating in their minds, for they sometimes render a sort of 
obeisance to serpents by clapping their hands to them, and 
refusing to destroy them. In the case of the hog they are 
conscious of no superstitious feeling. 

Having parted with our Arab friends, we proceeded down 
the Marile till we re-entered the Leeambye. Sekeletu had 
gone to the town of Ma-Sekeletu (mother of Sekeletu) and left 
us instructions to follow him. Thither we went. As svon as 
I alTived he presented me with a pot of boiled meat, while 
his mother handed me a large jar of butter, of which they 
make great quantities for the purpose of anointing their 
bodies. He had himself felt the benefit of my putting aside 
meat after a meal, and had now in turn ordered some to be 
kept for rr.e. The Makololo usage is to devour every particle 
of an ox a.t asingle sitting. Henceforth Sekeletu saved for 
me and I for him : and when some of the sticklers for cus
tom grumbled, I advised them to eat like men, and not like 
vultures. _ 

As this WaN the first visit which Sekeletu haJ. paid to this 
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part of his dominions, it was to many a season of great joy. 
'l'he head-men of each village presented more oxen. milk, and 
beer than the horde which accompanied him could devour, 
though their abilities in that line are something wonderful. 
1'he people usually show their joy and work off fheir excite
ment in dances and songs. 'l'he men stand nearly naked in a 
circle, with clubs or small battle-axes in their hands, and all 
roar at the top of their voices, while they simultaneously 
stamp heavily twice with one foot and then once with the 
other. The arms and head are thrown about in every direc
tion. The perspiration streams off their hodies, the noise 
rends the air, and the continued stamping makes a cloud of 
dust ascend, and leaves a deep ring in th ~ground. Grey
heaaed men joined in the performance witll as much zest as 
the young; 'l'he women stand by clapping their hands, and 
occasionally one advances into the circle, composed of a hundred 
persons, makes a few movements, and then retires. 1\lotibe 
asked what I thought of it. I replied, "It is very hard work, 
and brings but .small profit." "It is," replied he, "but it is 
very nice, and Sekeletu will give us an ox for dancing for 
him;" which he usually does when the work is over. 

As soon as I arrived at 1\Ia-Sekeletu the chief was ready to 
return homewards. We proce.eded down the river, and our 
~>peed as we floated with the stream was very great, for in one 
day we went from Litofe to Gonye, a distance, including the 
windings of the liver, which could not be much less than sixty 
geographical miles. At this rate we soon reached Sesheke, 
and from thence the capital of Linyanti. I had failed to 
discover a healthy place for a settlement, and I at once 
determined to put in execution my second plan and endeavour 
to open a path to the coast. · 

During a nine weeks' tour I had been in closer contact with 
heathens than I had ever been before ; and though all were as 
kind and attentive to me as possible, yet to endure the dancing, 
roaring, and singing, the jesting, grumbling, quarrelling, and 
murderings of these children of nature, was the severest 
penance I had yet undergone in the course of my missionary 
duties. I thence dedved a more intense disgust of paganism 
than I had hitherto felt, and formed a greatly elevated opinion 
of the effects of missions in the soutl., among tribes which 
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are reported to have been as savage as the Makololo •. Tht: 
benefits which to a casual observer may be inappreciable ar( 

- worth all the money and labour that have been expended k 
produce them. 

CHAPTER XI.II. 

WNYANTL-DE::!CENT OF THE CHOBE.-ASCENT OF TRE LEEAllBYE. 

LINYA.NTI, September, 1853.-The object pl'Oposed to the .Mako
lolo seemed so desirable, that it was resolved to proceed wiih 
it as soon as the cooling in:fl.uence of the rains should be 
felt in November. The longitude and latitude of Linyanti 
showed that St. Philip de Benguela was much nearer to us 
than Loanda; aud I might have easily made arrangements 
with the Mambari to allow me to accompany them as far as 
Bihe, which il:; on the road to that port; but it is so undesirable 
to travel in a path once trodden by slave-traders, that I pre
ferred to discover another lim, of march. 

Accordingly, men were s~nt at my suggesLion to examine 
all tho country to the west, to see if a route could be found 
free· from tsetse. The search was fruitless. The town and 
district of Linyanti are surrounded by foiests infested by this 
poisonous insect, except at a few points, such as that by 
which we entered at Sanshureh and another at Sesheke. The 
.Mambari had informed me that many English lived at 
Loanda. Thither I prepared to go, and the prospect of 
meeting with countrymen seemed to overbalance the toils 
of the longer march. 

A "picho " was called to deliberate on the terms proposed. -
In these assemblies great freedom of speech is allowed; and 
on this occasion oD.e of the old diviners said, " Whe:re is he 
taking you to? This white man is throwing you away. 
Your garments already smell of blood." This man was a noted 
cJ:oaker. He always dreamed something dreadful at every 
expedition, and was certain that an eclipse or comet betokened 
the propriety of flight. Sebituane formerly set his visions 
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down to cowardice, .&nd Sekeletu only langhed at him now. 
The general voice was in my favour, and a band of twenty
seven nnhired men were deputed to accompany me, to enable 
mo to accomplish an object as much desired by the chief and 
his people as by myRelf. The sums which the Cape merchants 
could offer for the commodities of the country, after defraying 
the expenses of the journey, were r:;o small, that it was scarce 
worth while for the natives to collect the produce; while the 
l\Iambari only exchanged a few bits of print and baize for 
elephants' tusks which were worth more ponnds than they 
gave yards. The 1\Iakololo were therefore eager for direct 
trade with the sea-coast, and I, on my part, was convinced 
that no permanent elevation of a people can be effected with
:mt commerce. If missionaries were placed in this territory 
in its present isolation, they must descend in their mode of 
living to the lElvel of the natives, for, even at Kolobeng, the 
traders demanded for the articles we needed three or four 
times their cost-price. 

The three servants whom I had brought from Knruman 
had frequent relapses of the fever; and finding tnat instead of 
~erving me I had to wait on them, I decided that they should 
retum to the south with Fleming. I was then entirely 
dependent on my twenty-seven men, whom I might name 
Zambesians, for there were two l\iakololo op.ly, while the 
rest consisted of Barotse, Batoka, B11shubia, and two of the 
Am bond a. 

The fever had caused considerable weakness in my own 
frame. I was seized with a strange giddiness when I looked 
up quickly at any object in the heavens. Everything ap
peared to rush to the left, and if I did not catch hold of some 
support I fell heavily on the ground. What seemed a gush 
of bile along the duct from the liver caused the same fit to 
occur at night whenever I turned suddenly round. 

The Makololo now put the question, " In the event of your 
death, will not the white people blame us for liaving allowed 
you to go away into an unknown country of enemies ? " I 
replied that none of my friends would blame them, because 
(would leave a book with Sekelet.u, which, if I did not return, 
would explain all that bad happened until the 6me of my 
de:arture. The book was a volume of my Journal, which 
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contained valuable notes on the habits of wild animals. As 
I was detained longer than I expected at Loanda, it was 
delivereli by Sekeletu to a trade1, and unfortunately I have 
been unable to trace it. When the pro~;pect of passing away 
from this fair and beautiful world came before me in a plain 
matter-of-fact form, it did Reem a serious thing to leave wife 
a.nd children and enter on an untried state of existence. But 
I .had always believed that, if we serve God at all, it ought to 
be done in a manly way, and I was determined to "succeed 
or perish" in the attempt to open up tbis part of Africa. I 
wrote to my brother, commending our little girl to his care. 
The Boers,, by taking possession of all my goods, had saved 
me the trouble of making a will. 

When I committed the waggon and remaining goods to the 
care of the 1\lakololo, they took all the articles except one box 
into their huts. Two warriors, Ponuane and Mahala, brought 
forward each a fine heifer_ calf, and, after performing a number 
of warlike evolutions, they asked the chief to witness the 
agreement made between them, that whoever of the two 
should kill a 1\Iatebele warrior first, in defence of the waggon, 
should possess buth the calves. 

1 had three muskets for my people, and a rifle and a double
barrelled smooth bore fur myself. My ammunition was 
distributed in ·portions throughout the luggage, that, if an 
accident befell one part, we might not be left without a 
:supply: Our chief hopes for. food were on our guns; and 
having seen such abundance of. g11.me in my visit to the 
Leeba, l imagined that I conld easily shoot enough for our 
wants. In case of failure, I carried about 20 lbs. of beads. 
worth 40s. To avoid heavy loads, I only took a few 
biscuits, a few pounds of tea ~nd sugar, and about twenty 
of coffee, which, as the Arabs find, though used 'lrithout eitller 
milk or sugar, is a most refreshing drink after fatigue or ex
posure to the ~un. One small tin canister, about fifteen inches 
square, was filled with spare shirts, trowsers, and shoes, to 
be used when we reached civilised life; another of the same 
size was stored with medicines ; a third with books ; and a 

{3S) fourth box contained a magic lantern, which we found of much 
service. The sextant and other instruments were carried 
apart. A bag contained the clothes we expected to wear out 
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in the joumey, which, with a small gipl-ly tent, just sufficient to 
sleep in, a sheepskin mantle as a blanket, and a horse-rug as .._ 
ood, eompleted my equipment. I had alway:-; fonnrl that the art 
of successful travel consisted in taking as few" impedimenta" 
as possible. The outfit was rather spare, and intended to be 
still more so when we should come to leave the cano~s. An 
array vf baggage would probably have excited the cupirlity 
of the triucs through whose c . .JUntry we wished to pass. 

lith rif November, 1853.- \\"e left the town of Linyanti, 
accompanied by Sekeletu and his principal men, to embark 
f>ll the Chobe. 'Ve crossed five of its branehes before we 
reached the main stream; and this ramification m11st be the 
reason why it appeared so small to Mr. Oswell and myself in 
1851. When all the subdivisions re-enter, it is a large 
ileep river.. 'l'he chief lent me his own canoe, and, as it was 
broader than usual, I could tum about in it with ease. 

'l'hc Chobe is much infested by hippopotami. As a rule 
they flee the approach of man, and are only dangerous if a 
canoe passes into th1j midst of a sleeping herd, when some of 
them may stril- 1 the vessel in terror. 'l'o avoid this mishap, 
it is generally recommended to travel hy (lay near the bank, 
and by night in the middle of the stream. Certain elderly 
males, however, which have been expelled the community, 
become soured in their temper, and attack ~very one that 
passes near them. One of these "bachelors " issued out of 
his lair, and, putting down his head, ran after some of our 
company with considerable speed. Another, before we arrived, 
had smashed to pieces a canoe by a blow from his hind foot. 
I was informed by my men tl.at, in the event of a similar 
assault, the proper course was to plunge to the bottom of the 
river, and remain there a few seconds, because the animal, 
after breaking a canoe, always looks for the people on tlw 
Rurface, and, if he finds none, soon moves off. I have seeu 
some frightful gashe.~ made on the legs of men who were un
able to dive. 'l'he hippopotamus uses his teeth against foes as 
an offensive weapon, but he is altogether a herbivorous feeder. 

'l'he part of the river called Zabesa, or Zabenza, is spread 
out like a little lake, surrounded on all sides by dense masses 
of tall reeds. As it issues from this expanse, it is still a 
hundred or a hundred and twenty yards broad. and ne"\m 
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dries up so as to become fordable. At certain point~~, where 
the pa.rtial absence of reeds affords a view of the cpposite 
bankd, the· Makololo have placed villages of observation w 
keep a look-out for their enemies the Matebele. We visited 
all these settlements, and found that everywhere orders had 
preced~d us, "that ~ake (which means doctor) must not be 
allowed to become hungry.'' 

The Chobe, like the Zouga, runs through soft calcareuus 
tufa, and has cut out for itself a deep, perpendicular-sided 
bed. · \\here the banks are high, they are covered with mag
nificent trees, the habitat of tsetse, and the retreat of variou:> 
antelopes, wild hogs, zebras, buffaloes, and elephants. Among 
the trees may be observed some E;pecies of the F~us indica, 
light-green coloured acacias, the splendid motsintsela, and 
evergreen cyprel'is-shapt:d motsouri. The fi·uit of the tnotsouri 
was ripe, and the villagers presented many- dishes of its 
beautiful pink-coloured plums, which are chiefly used to form 
a pleasant acid drink. The motsintsela is a lofty tree, and 
yields a wood of which good canoes are made. The fruit i~ 
nutritious, but the fleshy parts require to be enlarged by cuJ 
tivation: it is nearly all stone. 

The course of the stream was extremely tortuous, and 
carried us to all points of the compass every dozen miles. 
Some of us walked in six hours from a bend at the village ot 
l\Ioremi to· a place which it took the canoes just twice tho 
time to reach, though they moved at more than double our 
speed. The suddenness of the bendings in the river would 
prevent steam navigation; but, should the country ever be
come civilised, it would be a convenient natural canal. 

The precise place of confluence of the Chobe and the 
Zd.mbesi is ill defined, on account of each dividing into 
several branches as they inosc;Julate. The former, up to its 
junction, is of a dark mossy hue. Here it suddenly assumes a 
lighter tint, indicative of a greater amount of mineral derived 
from a dyke of amygdalcid which exists at t:hls point. The 
mass contains crystals, which the stream gradually dissolves, 
leaving the rock with a wormeaten appearance. Wherever 
the water has this mineral quality, there are not mosquitoes 
eBougb to annoy any person who is not of a very irritahle 
temperament. 
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A few miles east of the junction of the riven; are two large 
i~;land.s, upon one of which a l\lakalaka chief had, :several 
years Lefortl, lured a number of fugitive Bamangwato men, 
after separating them from their wives. The women were 
ctppro}Jriated, and their h..t::obands left to perish. Leaving the 
Chobe, we turned round and began to ascend the Zambe:si. 
Un the 19th of K ovember we again reached the town of 
~:sheke, which means "white sand-banks," many of which 
e.x.ist at this part. It st.ands on the north bank of the 
river, and contains a large population of 1\lakalaka, under 
l\!oriant:sane, brother-in-law ofSebituane. ThE\ l\lakololo sway, 
though e:s.sentially de1Spotic, is modified by custom. One of 
the Mak.alaka had stabbed an ox, and was detected by his 
:-pear which he had been unable to extract The culprit, 
bounJ. hand and foot, was placed in the :sun to force him to 
pay a fine. He continued to deny his guilt. His mother, 
believing in the innocence of her li.On, came fo1·ward with 
her hoe, and, threatening to cut down any one who interfered, 
untied the cord~:~ and took him home. This open defiance uf 
authority was not 1·estmted by Moriantsane, but referred to 
::iekeletu. at Linyanti. \\'here the criminal Nas unable to give 
direct cumpen:satiun, jt had nut occurred to the chiefs to make 
hi Ill }Jay in work till l t>ugge~:~ted the ISy:stern on the occasion 
uf a :stranger, who v.USited Se:sheke for the purpo:se of barter, 
haviug been rubbed by one of the l\lakalaka of mo:st of his 
gvuds. The Makololo were much enraged at the idea of their 
guud name being comp1·omised; and as throwing the criminal 
into the river, their customary mode of }JUnishing what they 
conceive to be a heinous offence, would not restore the lost 
property, they were sorely puzzled how to act. '\hen the 
cc.u;e w~ referred to me, I paid the value of the goods, and 
~entenced the thief to work out an equivalent with his hoe in 
a garden. Thieves are now condemned to rai:se an amonnt of 
cum }Jrupurtioned tu their offences. Among the llak. wains, 
when a woman had :stolen from the garden of another, her 
own became the property of the person. she had injured. 

A curious cut>tom, not to be found among the Hechua.nae, 
prevails among the black tribes beyond them. They watch 
~erly for the .first glimpse of the new moon ; and when they (36} 

J!6roeive the faint outline after the sun has set deep in t.b.e 
1{ 
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west, they utte1· a loud shout of " Kua I " and ·vociferate 
Frayem to it. My men, for instance, called out,. " Let our 
journey with the white man be prosperous! Let our enemies 
perish, and the children of Nake become rich! May he have 
plenty of meat on this journey I" &c. &o. The dJ.y after the 
appearance of the new moon is the only stated day of rest in 
any part of this .country, and then people merely refrain from 
going to their gardens . 

. I gave many public addresses to the people of Sesheke 
under the outspreading camel-thorn tree, which serves as a 
sl!.ade to the kotla on the high bank of the river. It was 
pleasant to see the long lines of men, women, and children 
winding along from different quarters of the town, each party 
following behind their respective head-men. They often 
amounted to between fi.\'e and six. hundred souls, and were 
very attentive. Moriantsane, designing to please me, rose up 
once in the middle of the discourse, and hurled his staff at the 
heads of some young fellows who were employed upon a skin 
instead of listening. My audience sometimes put sensible 
questions on the subjects brought before them; at other 
times after hearing solemn truths they talked the most 
frivolous nonsense. Some begin to -pray to Jesus in secret as 
soon as they hear of the white man's God, with but little 
comprehension of what they are doing. Others wake by 
night, and, recollecting what has been said about a future 
world, tell next day what a fright they got by it, and resolve 
not to listen to the teaching again. Many keep to the dete1 
mination not to believe, like certain villagers in the south, 
who put all their cocks to death because they cro'_Ved the 
words," Tlang lo rapeleng "-"Come along to prayers." 

On recovering partially from a severe attack of fever which 
remained upon me ever since our passing the village o:f 
Moremi on the Chobe, we recommenced our ascent. The 
rains we1·e just beginning; but though showers sufficient to 
lay the dust had fallen, they had no influence on the amount 
of water in the river. Yet there was never les1;3 than three 
hundred yards of a deep flowing stream. Our progress was 
rather slow, in consequence of our waiting opposite different 
villages for supplies of food. . We might have done with 
much less than we received ; but my Makololo man, Pitsane, 
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knew of the generous orders of Sekeletu, and was not dis
posed to allow them to remain a dead letter. The villages of 
the Bauyeti contributed a quantity of mosibe, a bright red 
bean which grows on a large tree. The pulp enclosing the 
seed is the portion used, and is not much thicker than a 
wafer. It requires the addition of honey to render it palat
able. Another fruit fumished us in ahundance was one 
resembling a large urauge. 'l'he rind is hard, and, with the 
pips and bark, contains much of that deadly poison strychnine. 
These have an intem;ely bitter taste, whereas the pulp, 
which is the part eaten, is of a juicy nature, and has a 
pleasant, sweet, acidulous flavour. The people dry the pulp 
beforo the fire, the better to separate the noxious seeds, which 
if swallowed inadvertently cause considerable pain, but not 
death. 

A sweet fruit, called mobola, which was presented to us, 
has the flavour of strawberries, with a touch of nauseousness. 
Hound a pretty large stone there is about as much fleshy 
matter as in the common date, which, as with the date, is 
stripped off and preserved in bags. We carried some of the 
dried produce more than a hundred miles from this spot. 
Another fruit, about the size of a walnut, and named mamosho 
(mother of rooming), is the most delicious of all. The fleshy part 
is juicy, and somewhat like the cashew-apple, with a pleasant 
acidity added. Fruits similar to those which here grow on 
trees are herbaceous products on the plains of the Kalahari. 
There are several other examples of .the kind. As our 
latitude decreases, there is a gradual ascent of the same de
scription of plant, beginning with the herbaceous form, and 
passing on through the regular series of ~;hrubs, bushes, small 
trees and large. But it is questionable if, in the cases of 
mamosho, mabola, and mawa, the tree and shrub are identical, 
though the fruits so closely resemble each other; for I not 
only found both the dwarf and the giant in the same latitude, 
but there was a difference in the leaves and in the se&Bon of 
bearing. 

The banks of the river were at this time appearing to 
greater advantage than before. Notwithstanding the want of 
rain many trees were putting on their fresh leaves, theil' 
lighter green contrasting beautifully with the dark motsouri, 
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or moyela, now covered with pink plums as large as cherries. 
The rapids rendered our passage difficult, for the water, which 
in the portions of the river only three hllhdred yards wide is 
very deep, becomes ~:;hallow in these parts from being spread 
out more than a mile, and flows swiftly over a cra~oy bottom. 
lt required great address to keep the vessel free from rocks, 
which lay just beneath the surface. The men leaped into 
the water without the least het;itation, to save the canoes from 
being,dashed against obstructions or caught by eddies. The 
native craft must never be allowed to come broadside on to 
the stream, for, being fiat-bottomed, they would at once be 
capsized, and everything in them be lost. 

The rapids ·w:e caused by rocks of dark-brown trap, or of 
hardened sandstone, stretching across the river. In some 
places these form miles of fiat craggy bottom, with islets 
covered with trees. At one cataract, where the fall is from 
four to six feet, we lost many of our biscuits, for in guiding 
up the canoe the stem goes under the water, and takes m a 
quantity. These rocks are overgrown with a small aquatic 
plant, which, when the surface is exposed, becomes crisp, and 
crackles under the foot, as if it contained much stony matter 
in its tissue. It probably assists in disintegrating the rocks, 
for they are covered with a ~hin black glaze in parts which 
are so high as not to be much submitted to the action of the 
water or the influence of the plant. 

In passing along under the overhangi:D.g trees of the banks 
we often saw the pretty turtle-doves sitting peacefully on 
their nests above the roaring torrent. An ibis* had perched 
on the end of a stump. Her loud, harsh scream of" 'Va-wa
wa," and the piping of the fish-hawk, are sounds which can 
never be forgotten by those who have heard them. If we 
step on shore, the Charadrius carunc11la, a species of plover, a 
plaguy sort of "public-spirited individual," follows, flying 
overhead, and is most persevering in its attempts to give 
warning to all animals to flee from the approaching danger. 
Another variety of the same family ( Pluvianus armatu of 
Burchell) is called "setula,.tsipi," or hammering-iron, from 
the metallic ring of its alarm-note, "tinc-tinc~tinc." It has a 
sharp spur on its shoulder, much like that on the heel of a 

• The Hagidasli, Latham ; or Tantalus capensis of Lich. 
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cock, but scarcely half an inch in length. Conscious of 
power, it may be seen chasing the comparatively large white 
necked raven with great fury, and making it call out from 
fear. It is this plover which is famed for its friendship with the 
crocodile of the Nile, and which l\Ir. St. John saw performing 
the part of tootbpicker to the reptile. The bird is frequently 
seen on the same F;andbanks with the alligator, and often 
appean. as if perched on the animal it'lelf to a person passinp: 
by. A water-turtle, in trying to ascend a steep bank to la) 
l1er eggR. toppled on her back, and enabled us to capture her. 

We observed several new birds among the forest trees 
which fringe the rocky parts of the Zambesi. Some are 
m11sical, and their songs are pleasant in contrast with the 
harsh voice of th~ parrots of the country. One of them was 
a pretty little bird, coloured dark blue, except the wings and 
tail, which were of a chocolate hue. It bas two feathers 
projeding from the tail six inches. Another w~s coloured 
white and black, and always appeared in companies of six or 
eight. There were also great nnmbers of jet-black weavers. 

Francolins and guinea-fowl abound; and on every stump 
and rock the webfooted Plotzts, darter, or snake-bird, is 
perched, either sunning it$elf over the stream, or standing 
erect with outstretched wings. Occasionally it may be seen 
fishing, with its body so much submerged that hardly any
thing bnt the neck appears above the water. Its time of 
fet•ding is by night, and, as the sun declines, it may be seen 
flying in flocks to the :fishing-grounds. It is a most difficult 
bird to catch, even when disabled, in eonsequence of its 
expertness in diving; it goes down "o adroitly and comes up 
again in such unlikely places, that the most skilful boatmen 
rarely secure them. The rump of the darter is remarkably 
prolonged, and serves both as a rudder in swimming, and as 
a lever to lift the bird out of the water when it wishes to fly. 

The fish-hawk, with white head ant] neck, and reddish
chocolate coloured body, may frequently .:1e seen perched on 
the trees. It generally kills more. fish than it can devour, 
eating only a portion of the back, and leaving the rest for the 
Barotse, who often had a race across the river when they saw 
'U1 abandoned morsel on the opposite sandbanks. It some
times plunders tho purse of the pelican in the following 
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uttm loud snorting grunts. which may be beard a mile off. 
The young ones tStand on the necks of their dams, and their 
small heads appear :firtSt above the surface, as they rise to 
breathe the air. The dam, knowing the more urgent need of 
her calf, rises more frequently when it is in her care. In the 
rivers of Londa, where they are in danger of being shot, the 
hippopotami gain wit by experience; for while those in the 
ll,ambesi expose their heads, the others keep their noAes among 
the water-plants, and breathe so quietly as to elude all 
observation. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

ARCEN·r OF TilE LEEAllfBYE CONTINUED.-GONYE FALLR.-NAT.IELF.. 

-LTBONTA.-ANlMAI. LIFE. 

30th Nnvemhe1·, 1853.-AT Gonye Falls. These falls are formed 
by the passage of the river through a deep fissure in the sand
stone rocks, a hundred yards wide and several miles long, 
throngh which the stream rushes and eddies with such violence 
that not even the most expert s'v:immer could live in it. In 
flood-time the river rises between these walls to a perpen
dir.ular height of 50 or 60 feet The rocks are perforated by 
madrepores, and have their surface glazed with an impregna
tion of iron. 

As no rain had fallen here, H was excessively oppressive 
both in cloud and sunshine, and we all felt great lassitude in 
travelling. The trees had put on their gayest dress, and many 
flowers adorned the landscape, yet they all looked languid fi:>r 
want of rain. 

The routine of our day's work was as follows:-We rose a 
little before 5 a.m .. and, having taken a light breakfast of 
coffee, we loaded the canoes and embarked. The next two 
hours were the most pleasant part of the day's sail. The 
men paddled away vigorously, and occasionally reli&Yed the 
tedium of their work by loud altercations. About 11 we 
lAnded and took a light meal. 

After an hour'J;J rAAt, we n~ain embarked, and I sheltered 
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myself with an umbrella from the intense heat of the snn. 
The men, being unshaded, perspired profusely, and in tha 
a.fternoon began to loiter, as if waiting for the canoes whiok 
were behind. Sometimes we reached a sleeping-place two 
hours before sunset, and gladly put up for the night. C'ottee 
again, and a biscuit, or a piece of coarse bread made of maize 
or else of native com, made up the bill of fare for the evening, 
unless we had been fortunate enough to kill something, in 
which case we boiled a potful of flesh. 

Then followed the arrangements for the night: some of the 
men cut a little grass fer my bed, while Mashauana planted 
the poles of my tent. The bed being made, and boxes ranged 
on each side of it, the tent was then pitched, and the principal 
or kotla fire was lighted some four or five feet in front of it. 
Each person knows the station he is to occupy in reference to 
the post of honour at the kotla. The two l\fakololo occupied 
my right and left, both in eating and sleeping, as long as the 
journey lasted; but as soon as I retired, Mashauana, my 
head boatman, mttde his bed at the door of the tent. The 
re.st, divided into small companies according to their tribes, 
made sheds all round the fire, leaving a horseshoe-shaped 
space in front sufficient for the cattle to stand in. As the fire 
gives confidence to the oxen~ the men were carefnl to keep 
them in sight of it. The sheds were formed by planting two 
stout forked poles in an inclined direction, and placing another 
acroos them in a horizontal position. A nnmber of branches 
were then stuck in the ground in the direction to which the 
poles are inclined, and tied to the horizontal pole with strips 
of bark. Long grass was then laid over the branches in suf
ficient quantity to draw off the rain. In less than an hour 
we were usually all under cover. The varied attitudes of 
men and beasts as they reposed beneath the clear bright moon
light formed a most picturesque and peaceful scene. 

The cooking was usually done in the native style, and wa~ 
by no means despicable. Sometimes alterations were made at 
my suggestion, and then they believed that they could cook 
in white man's fashion. As the cook always comes in for 
something left in the pot, all were eager to obtain the office. 

The people at Gonye conveyed our c:moes over the space 
requisite to '\Void the fall!'!, by slinging them on pole~. and 
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rarrying them on their shoulders. They are a merry set of 
mortals, and a feeble joke sends them into fits of laughter 
IIere, as elsewhere, all petitioned for the magic i.antem, and, 
as it is a good means of conveying instruction, I willingly 
complied. The i~lands above the falls are covered with the 
most beautiful foliage, and ths view from the rock which 
overhangs the fall was the loveliest I had yet seen. 

Nothing worthy of note occurred on our way up toN ameta 
There we heard that a party of the. Makololo, headed by 
Lerimo, and supported by Mpololo. the head-man of the 
Barotse valley, had made a foray to the north against 1\Iasiko, 
the son of a former Barotse chief, who had established himself 
as an independent chieftain on the banks of the Leeba. They 
had taken some of l\Iasiko's subjects prisoners, and had 
destroyed some of the villages of the Balonda, among whom 
we were going. This was unfortunate, as it was calculated to 
raise a prejudice against us. In order, therefore, to prove 
that we had nothing to do with this transaction, we made 
:\I pololo and his people give up some of their captives, and 
we took them along with us to return to Masiko. 

The people of every village treateu us most liberally, pre
senting us with oxen, butter, milk, and meal. The cows in 
this valley yielded more milk than the people could use, and 
both men and women presented butter in such quantity that 
I was able to refresh my men with it as we travelled on. 
Anointing the skin prevents excessive perspiration, and acts 
as a substitute for clothing in both sun and shade. The 
presents were always made gracefully: when an ox was given, 
the owner would say, "Here is a little bit of bread for you." 
This was pleasing to me, who had been accustomed to the 
Bechuanas' mode of presenting a miserable goat, with the pom
pous exclamation, " Behold an ox ! " The women persi~ted h. 
giving me copious supplies of shrill praises, or " lullilooing ;' 
but though I frequently tried to dissuade them, I could no\. 
help being pleased with the poor creatures' wishes for our success. 

The rains began while we weie at Naliele; the showers 
were refreshing, but the. air felt hot and close, the thermometet 
standing at 90° even in the shade, though in a cool hut it wai 
reduced to 84°. A new attack of fever here caused me ex 
cessive languor ; but, as I am already getting tired of quoting 
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my fevers, I shall henceforth say little about them. We her£: 
oo~ent back the canoes of Sekeletu, and borrowed others from 
Mpololo. Eight riding oxen, and seven for slaughter, were 
also furnished, some intended for our own use, and othere a~ 
presents to the chiefs of the Balonda. Mpololo was particu
larly liberal in giving all that Sekeletu ordered, though, as he 
.... nbsisted on the cattle he had in charge, he might have felt it 
so much abstracted from his own perquisites. 

In. coming 11p the river toN aliele we met a party offugitive 
P.arotse returning to their home:s, and, as the circumstance 
illustrates the social status of these subjects of th~ Makololo, 
I introduce it here. They were the serfs, if we may use the 
term, of a young man of an irritable temper, named Sekobin
yane, whose treatment of his servants was so bad that most of 
them had fled; he had even . sold cne or two of the Barotse 
children of his village, upon which the rest immediately fled 
to 1\Iasiko, and were ~ladly received by him as his subjects. 
Sekobinyane, dreading the vengeance of Sekeletu, made his 
escape to lake N gami. He was s0;:;t for, however, and the 
chief at the lake delivered him up, on Sekeletu'<J assurance 
that he intended only to p:mish him by a scoldjn~;. He did 
not even do that, as Sekobinyane was evidently terrified, and 
became even ill through fear. The fugitive villagers remained 
only a few weeks wit"!J. 1\Iasiko, and then fled back again, and 
were received as if they had done nothing wrong. AU nnited 
in abusing the conduct of Sekobinyane, and in excusing th~ 
fugitives ; and as their cattle had never been removed from 
the village, they re-established themselws with apparent 
satisfaction. · 

Leaving N aliele amidst abundance of good wishes for the 
success of our expedition, we recommenced the ascent of the 
river. It was now beginning to rise, though the rains hHd 
but just com.menced in the valley. The banks are low, steep, 
and regular, and at low water the river assumes very much 
the aspect of a canal. In flood-time it is always wearing 
away one side or the other, and occasionally form~ new 
channels by cutting across from one bend to another. As we 
kept close under the bank, overhanging pieces often fe 11 in 
with a splash like that caused by the plunge (\.r an alligator, 
~nd endangered the canoe. 
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These bankt:; ha.rbour a pretty :speuie:s of bee-eater," of gre
garious labits. The face of the :sandbunk is perforated with 
uundreds of hole~:~ leading to their nests, each of which is about 
a foot apart from the other; as we passed they poured out of 
their hiding-places, and floated overhead. 

A speckled kingflliher build~> in Himilar JSpot~>, and attracts 
the attention of the herdboys, who dig out its nest for the sake 
of the young. It is seen everywhere along the banks with 
a llluJSt lovely little blue-and-orange kinp;fh;her, darting. 
like arrowt~, into the water after their prey. A third species, 
!tbuut the JSize of a pigeon, and of a slaty colour, is more rare. 
Another denizen of the banks, the sand-martin, is also of gre· 
~,;ariout~ habits. It never leave~> this pa.rt of the country even 
in the depth of winter. l have seen them at the Orange river 
during a.· froJSt; so that they probably do not migrate even 
from thence. 

FreJSh-water !Sponge~> were occasionally JSeen encircling 
the stalks of the reeds which in some parts line the banks. 
They are hard and brittle, and present numbers of small 
round grains near their circumference. The river was running 
at the rate of five miles an hour, and carried Lu11~.:hes of reed 
and decitying vegetable matter on it~> surface. This was con
tiidered unhealthy, and on -one occasion, when I felt rw 
inclination to leave my canoe for the land, my head boatman. 
~lashauana, told rue never to remain on board while so much 
vegetable matter was floating down the stream. 

11th December.-At Libonta. We were detained for days 
together collecting contributions of fat and butter, as presents 
for the Balonda chiefs. Fever and ophthalmia prevailed, as i!'; 
generally the ca~:;e before the rains begin. Some of my men 
required my assistance, as well as the people of Libonta. A 
lion had done much mischief here, and, when the p~ople went 
to attack it, two men were badly wounded; one of them had 
his thigh-bone broken, and the other died of the inflammation 
produced by the teeth-wounds. We h&e demanded the re
lllainder of the captives, and got -our number increased to 
aineteen. They consisted of women and children, and one 
young man of twenty. 

Libonta is the last town of the Makololo; a few cattle 
• .Merops apial;ter 11nd M. /Jutlockoides (Smith), 
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. nations and outlying hamlets, followed by an uninhabited 
·border country, intervene between it and Londa, or Lunda. 
Libonta, like the rest of the villages in the Barotse valley, is 
situated on a mound.- It belongs to two of the chief wives of 
Sebituane, who furnished us with an ox and abundance of other 
food. The same kindness was manifested by all who could 
afford to give anything; and as I glance over their deeds of 
generosity recorded in my journal, my heart glows with grati
tude to them, and I hope and pray that God may spare me to 
make them some return. 

When quite beyond the inhabited parts we found the 
country abounding in animal life of every form. There are 
upwa1·ds of thirty species of birds on the river itself, among 
which we may notice as most common the Ibis religiosa, which 
comes down the Zambesi with the rising water, as on the Nile; 
large white pelicans, appearing in flocks of three hundred at 
a time, in long waving lines; clouds of a black shell-eating 
bird, called linongolo ( Anastomus lamelligerus); and plovers, 
snipes, curlews, and herons, without number. 

Some of the rarer varieties also deserve notice, such as the 
pretty white ardetta, which settles on the backs of buffaloes, 
and_ follows them on the wing when they run; the kala 
(Textor erythrorhynchus), which sits on the withers when the 
animal is at full speed; and those strange birds, the scissor
bills, with snow-white breast, jet-black coat, and red beak, 
which sit on the sandbanks, the very picture of comfort and 
repose. Their nests are made on the sandbanks without any 
attempt at concealment; they watch them closely, and frighten 
away the marabou and crows by feigned attacks at their 
heads, but when a man approaches they change their tactics, 
and, like the lapwing and ostrich, let one wing drop and limp 
with one leg as if lame. The upper mandible being so much 
shorter than the lower, the young require to have everything 
conveyed to their mouths by their parents. The lower man
dible, as thin as a paper-knife, i_s put into the water while the 
bird skims along the surface and scoops up any little insects it 
meets. The wonder is, how this process can oe so well per
formed as to yield a meal, for it is usually done in the dark, 
the time when insects and fishes rise to the surface. One pretty 
little wader, an avoset, with very long legs, and- its bill bent 
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upwards, is constantly to be seen wading in the shallow~ 
digging up insects, which the peculiar form of its bill enabl~ 
it to do. It ducks its head under the water to seize the insect at 
the bottom, then raises it quickly, and makes a rapid gobbling, 
~s if it were swallowing a wriggling worm. The Parra Afrt"cana 
f:tas long thin legs, and extremely long toes, for the purpose of 
enabling it to stand on the floating plants. When it stands on 
a lotus-leaf five inches in diameter, its toes covering the sur
face prevent it from sinking. It thus obtains a livelihood, 
not by swimming or flying, but by walking on the water. 

To these we may add spoonbills, nearly white in plumage ; 
the beautiful, stately flamingo; the J\umidian crane, or 
demoiselle; two other spiecelS of cranes-one light blue, the 
other also light blue, but with a white neck; and gulls 
(Procell aria) of different sizes. 

In the BarotlSe valley numbers of large black geese* may 
be seen walking tslow ly about after their food. They have a 
tstrong black spur on the shoulder like the armed plover, but 
thej' only use it in defence of their young. They choose 
anthills for their nests. There are also two varieties of geese, 
smaller, but better flavoured. One of these, the Egyptian 
goose or Vulpanser, being unable to rise from the water, is 
hunted in canoes during the floods. The third is furnished 
with a peculiar knob on the beak. These,. with myriads of 
c!ucks of three varieties, abound everywhere on the river. 
On one occasion, our canoe having neared a bank on which a 
large flock was sitting, we bagged no less than seventeen 
ducks and a goose at two shots. No wonder that the Barotse 
always look back to this fruitful valley as the Israelites did to 
the flesh-pots of Egypt. The poorest are so well supplied 
with vegetables from their gardens, with fruits from the forest 
trees, and with fish from the river, that when their children 
are taken into the service of the l\Iakololo they become quite 
emaciated and pine for a return to their parents. 

Part of our company marched along the banks with the 
oxen, and part went in the canoes. The pace was regulated 
by that of the men on shore, whose course was impeded 
by the numerous branches of the Zambesi, which they were 
obliged either to circumvent or to be carried across in the 

• .Anser leucag~r and melanogaster. 
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bOats. 'l'he number )f alligators is prodigious, and they are 
more savage here than elsewhere. Children are cop.stantl)' 
carried off by them at Sesheke and other towns ; for, notwith
standing the danger, they generally play on the river side 
when they go down for water. Many calves are also lost, and 
it is seldom that a herd of cows swims over at Sesheke without 
some loss. I never could avoid shuddering on seeing my men 
swimming across these branches, after one of them had been 
caught by the thigh and taken below. He, however, retained 
his fu.U presence of mind, and, having a small javelin with 
him, he gave the alligator a stab behind the shoulder, the pain 
of which caused the brute to let go, and he came out with the 
deep marks of the teeth on his thigh. No antipathy i~:~ here 
felt towards one who has met with such an adventure, but, in 
the Bamangwato and Bakwain tribes, if a man is either bitten 
by an alligator, or even has had water splashed over him by 
its tail, he is expelled his tribe. On the Zouga we saw one of 
the Bamangwato who had been bitten and was expelled from 
his tl"ibe in coneequence. ]'earing that I ehould regard him 
with the same disgru;t as his countrymen, he would not tell 
me the cause of his exile, but the Bayeiye informed me of it. 
lf the Bakwains happen to approach an alligator they spit on 
the ground, and indicate its presence by saying '' Bolec 
ki bo "-''There is ISin." They imagine that the mere sight 
of it gives inflammation of the eyes ; and, though they eat the 
zebra without hesitation, yet, if a man be bitten by one, he i~; 
obliged to take his family away to the Kalahari. 

When we had gone thirty or forty miles above Libonta we 
sent some of our captives to the chief called Makoma with an 
explanatory message. 'fhis caused some delay; but a~:~ we were 
loaded with presents of food from the Makofolo, and game wal> 
abundant, we fared. sumptuously. The animals were so tame 
that it was quite grievous to kill them. \\" ith little skill in 
stalking, it was easy to get within fifty or sixty yards of them; 
and, instead of shooting them at that distance, I often laJ 
ad:oi.J:ing the graceful forms and motions of pokus,* leches, and 
other antel•Jpes, until my I!len, wondering what was the 
matter, came up tn Reo, o.nd frightened. them away. 

• I propose to name this uew sp..cies ~1alikp V ardonii, iJ\er the lfricat 
t1 avdler, Major Vardon. 
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I have often been surprised at. t}u~ widely different effects of 
injuries of equal intensity on different animals. Antelopes 
and other animals of that class, formed for a partia1ly am
ph:hious existence, are much more tenacious of life than those 
which are purely terrestrial. \\hen in distress or pursued, 
they generally make for the water. A leche shot right 
thrc,ugh the body, but with no limb-bone broken, is almost 
r,ure to get away, while a zebra, with a wound of equal 
severity, wil1 probably drop down dead. I have seen a 
:hinoceros while standing chewing the cud drop down dead 
from a shot in the stomach, while others shot through one lung 
a.nd the stomach go off as if little hurt. But if a rhinoceros 
be hit on a dark spot just behind the shoulder, at a distance 
of about twenty yards, it will drop stone dead. 

To show the fatal effects of a shock to the nervous system, 1 
lliay mention ihat an eland whm hunted can be despatched by 
a wound which inflicts only a slight injury on its system, inas
much as that is then absorbing its whole nervous force. Again, 
a giraffe, when hard pressed by a good horse for only two or 
three hundred yards, has been known to drop down dead 
without any wound at all. A full gallop exhausts the powers 
of these animals, and therefore the huRters try to press them 
at once to it, knowing that after a short run the animals will 
be in their power. '\"hen the nervous force i~ intact, terrible 
wounds may be inflicted without killing. Having once shot a 
tsessebe through the neck while feeding, we went up to him 
-.nd cut his throat deep enough to bleed him largely. After 
this·he ran more than a mile, and would have got off, had not 
a dog brought him to bay. (37i 

My men, having never had firearms in their hands before, 
found it so difficult to hold the musket steady at the flash of 
fire in the pan, that they naturally expected me to furnioh 
them with "gun-medicine," without which they believed 
that no one could shoot straight. Great expectations had 
been formed on this subject when I arrived among the 
Makololo; but as ~-had hitherto declined to deceive them, 
my men supposed that I would now consent, and thus relieve 
myself of the fatigue of hunting, which I was most willing to 
do, if I could have done it honestly. Sulphur is the favourit€ 
JZ:Un-medicine, and I remember Sechele giving a large price 

0 
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for a very small bit.· He ~lso gave some elephant's tusks worth 
30l. for another medicine which was to make him invul
nerable to musket-balls. AB I uniformly recommended that 
these things should be tested by experiment, a calf was anointed 
with the charm and tied to a tree. · It proved decisive, an~ 
Sechele remarked that it was " pleasanter to be deceived thaJ: 
undeceived." 

I tried to teach my men the nature of the gun, but, as I 
found they would soon have expended all my ammunition, . 
I was obliged to do all the shooting myself. Their inability 
was rather a misfortune; for, from working too soon after I 

-had been bitten by the lion, the bone of my left arm had not 
united well. Continued labour, and some falls from ox-back, 
lengthened the ligament by which the bones were united, and 
a false joint was the consequence. . The limb has never been 
painful, bqt I could not steady the rifle, and was always 
obliged to shoot with the piece resting on the left shoulder. 

We spent a Sunday on our way up to the confluence of the 
Leeba and Zambesi. Rain had lately fallen, and the woods 
had put on their . gayest hue. Flowers of great beauty and 
curious forms, unlike those in the south, grow everywhere. 

·-1\Iany of the forest-trees have large palmated leaves and trunks 
covered with lichens; and· the abundance of ferns which 
appear in the woods indicates a more humid climate than any 
to the south of the Barotse valley. The ground swarms with 
insect life; and in the cool mornings the welkin rings with 
the singing of birds, whose notes, though less agreeable than 
those of the birds at home, because less familiar, nevertheless 
strike the mind by their loudness and variety as the wellings 
forth of praise to Him who fills them with overflowing glad
ness. We all rose early to enjoy the balmy air of the morning 
and assembled for Divine worship ; but amidst all the beauty 
with which we were surrounded, a feeling of want was 
awakened in my soul at the sight of my poor companions, and 
at the sound of their bitter impure words, and I longed that 
their hearts might be brought into harmony with the Great 
Father of Spirits. I pointed out to them in the 'simplest 
words the remedy which God has presented to us in the 
precious gift of His own Son, on whom the Lord'' laid the 
iniquity of us all." The great di:fficiuty in dealing with these 
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people is to make the subject plain. The minds of the 
auditors cannot be understood by one who has not mingled 
much with them. They readily pray for the forgiveness of 
sins, and then sin again; confess the evil of it, and there the 
matter ends. 

The men went about during the day, and brought back 
wild fruits of several varieties which J had not hitherto seen 
One, called mogametsa, is a bean with a little pulp round it, 
which taRtes like sponge-cake; another, named mawa, grow$ 
abundantly on a low bush. Berries and edible bulbs abound. 
The mam6Rho or moshom6sho, and milo (a medlar), were to 
be found near our encampment, and were good to our taste. 
Many kinds are better than our crab-apple or sloe, and with 
care and culture might take high rank among the fruits of the 
world_ rhe Africans, however, think nothing of posterity; 
and when I sometimes deposited date-seeds in the sojl, and 
told them I had no hope whateYer of seeing the fruit, they 
viewed the act much as we do that of the South-Sea Islanders 
when they planted in their gardens the iron nails received 
from Captain Cook. 

l\Iany of the fruits and berries in the fo1·ests were unknown 
to my companions. Great numbers of a new kind of palm 
were seen growing about the confluence of the Loeti and (31) 
Zambesi, the seed of which probably came down the former 
river. It is nearly as t~ll as the palmyra, and yields a larger 
fruit, with a soft yellow pulp round the kemel: when ripe 
it is fluid and stringy, like the wild mango, and not very 
pleasant to eat. 

Below the junction of the Leeba and Zambesi the banks of 
the latter river are twenty feet high and covered with trees. 
The inundations cover even these lofty banks, but, as the 
water does not stand long upon them, the trees flourish. The 
left bank is frequented by the tsetse and elephants, and I 
suspect that some connection exists between these two, as the 
Pmtuguese in the district of Tete imply when they call it the 
:Musca da elephant (the elephant-fly)._ 

On the right bank, or that which the Loeti joins, there 
is an extensive fiat country called Mang~:~o, which, though 
oovered with grass, is destitute in a great measure of trees. 

Flocks of green pigeon& rose from the trees as we passed 
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along the banks, and the notes of many birds t<.ld me that we 
were among strangers. The beautiful trogon, with bright 
scarlet breast and black back, uttered a most peculiar note, 
similar to that said to have been emitted by Memnon, and 
compared to the tuning of a lyre. The boatmen answered it 
by calling "Nama, nama!"-meat, meat-as if they thought 
that a repetition of the note would be a good omen for our 
success in hunting. Many more interesting birds were met ; 
but as I wished to avoid exciting the cupidity of those 
through whose ·country we intended to pass by having much 
luggage, I refrained from making any collection. 

Vast shoals of :fis~ come down the Zambesi with the rising 
waters, as in the Zouga. They probably make this migration 
in consequence of the mcreased rapidity of the current, by 
which they are dislodged from their old pasture-grounds 
higbe~ up the river. Insects constitute but a small p01tion 
of the food of many fish. Fine vegetable matter, such as 
slender mosses, forms another article of their diet, and, when 
they are dislodged from the main stream _by the force of tho 
current; they ·find abundant pasture on the flooded plains. 
The mosala ( Clarias Capensis and Glanis sJ1uris ), the mullet 
(Mugil .Africanus ), and other fishes, spread over the Barotse 
villey in such number; that, when the waters retire, all the 
people are employed in cutting them up and drying them. 
The supply exceeds the demand, and a most offensive smell is 
generated by the putrefying masses. The Zambesi is every- . 
where remarkable for the abundance of animal life in and 
upon its wate1'S, and on the adjacent banks. 

CHAPTER XV. 

ASCENT OF THE LuBA.-TBE BALONDA AND AliiBONDA.-FElriALE 

CHIEFS. 

ON the 27th December we reached the conflnt:nce of the Leeba 
and Zambesi (lat. 14° 10' 52" S., long. 23° 35' 40" E.). 1\fasiko, 
the Barotse chief, for whom we had some captives, consisting 
of two boys, a girl, a young man, and two women, lived nearly 
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due east of this point. As we had been informed that he was 
in the habit of seizing orph~u1s and friendless persons, and 
selling them for clothing to the Mambari, we resolved to send 
a party of our own people to see the captives safely among 
their relatives. The party consisted of Mosantu, a Batoka 
man, and his companions; the Barotse being unwilling to go, 
since they owed allegiance to l\1asiko as the son of Santuru, 
and would be considered rebels while continuing with the Ma
kololo. I sent a message by l\iosantu to the effect that " I was 
sorry to find that Santuru had not borne a wiser son. Santuru 
loved to govern men, but .M:asiko wanted to govern wild beasts 
only, as he sold his people to the Mambari." I also urged him 
to live in peace, and to prevent his people kidnapping the 
children and canoes of the Makololo, as such acts would lead 
to war. \V e ferried Mosantu over to the left bank of the 
Leeba. The journey required five days, at the rate of ten or 
twelve miles a day, which was as much al' the children, who 
were between seven and eight years of age, were able to 
accomplish. . 

We were now about to leave the Zambesi, which from this 
point turns eastwards, while our course was directed to the 
north-west. Before proceeding, however, we will briefly de
scribe the character of the river. From its confluence with 
the. Leeba, down to MosioatU.nya, there are several long 
reaches where vessels equal in size to the Thames steamers 
could freely run ; for even at this high point the ~ iver is fre
quently as broad as the Thames at London Bridge. There aret 
however, many and serious obstacles to a continued navigation 
for hundreds of miles at a stretch. Below the confluence of 
the Loeti, for instance, there are large sandbanks; and againt 
between Simah and Katima-molelo there are five or six ,rapids -
with cataracts, one of which, Gonye, could not be passed at 
any time without portage. Beyond Katima-molelo to the con
fluence of the Chobe, the river might be navigated for nearly 
a hundred miles, in the same way as in the Barotse valley. 
This part of the river mey not P!esent a very inviting pro
spect for extemporaneous European enterprise; but surely, 
when we remember that this country was pronounced by geo 
graphers to be a vast sandy desert, and that instead of this 
we find it remarkably fertile, and furnished with a highwa} 
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requiring only the formation (Jf portages to make it equal to 
our canals for hundreds of miles, we must confess that the 
future partakes at least of the elements of hope. My delibe
rate conviction was and is, that the part of the country indi
cated is as capable of supporting millions of inhabitants as it 
is of its thousands. 

y;,· e now began to ascend the Leeba. The water is black as 
compared with that of the main stream, and flows placidly, 
receiving numerous rivulets from both sides. It winds slowly 
through the most charming meadows, each of which is fer
tilized by a large pond or a trickling rill. The trees were 
covered with a profusion of the freshest foliage, and were 
grouped together in the most graceful manner. The grass, 
which had been burned off and was growing again after 
the rains, was short and green ; and all the scenery was so 
parkish, that it was difficult to believe it to be the work of 
nature alone. I suspect that the level meadows are annually 
inundated, for the trees stand on elevated knolls, the variety 
in the forms of which contributes to the park-like appearance 
of the country. Numbers of fresh-water shells are scattered 
all over these valleys. The elevations, as I have obserVed 
elsewhere, consist of a soft sandy soil, and the meadows of a 
rich alluvial loam. Beautiful flowers abound., and we found 
plenty of lioney in the woods, and saw the stages on which the 
Balonda dry their meat when they come down to gather the 
produce of the wild hives. In one spot we came upon groups 
of trees as straight as masts, with festoons of orchilla-weed 
hanging from the branches. This plant, which is used as a 
dye-stuff, is found nowhere in the dry country to the south, but 
prefers the humid climate near the west coast. We wounded 
a large buffalo, which ran into the thickest part of the forest, 
bleeding profusely. The young men went on his trail; but 
when the animal heard them app1·oaching he shifted his posi
tion, and doubled on his course in the most cunning manner. 
I have sometimes known a buffalo turn back to a point a few 
yards from his own trail, and then lie down in a hollow, wait
ing for the hunter to come up. Though a heavy, lumbering
looking animal, his charge is rapid and terrific. All are 
aware of the mischievous nature of the animal when wounded; 
~till the natives have no dread of him; when he charges they 
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take refuge bohind a tree. and, wheeling round it, stab him as 
be passes. 

A tree which was in flower brought back to my m•)mor:y 
~he pleasant fragrance of the hawthorn, which it resembled in 
no8t respects, only that the flowers were as large as dog-roses, 
•nd the " haws" like boys' marbles. The flowers in this part 
Jf the country smell l:!Weetly, while in the south they Reldoru 
emit any i'icent at all, and then only a nauseous one. A botanist 
would find a rich harvest on the banks of the Leeba. The 
climbing plants display great vigour, being thick not only 
in the butt, but at the very summit, like quickly-growing 
asparagus. The maroro or malolo abounds in many parts 
between this and Angola. It is a small bush, resembling a 
dwarf "anona," with a yellow fruit of a sweet taste, and full 
of seed~;,. like the custard-apple. 

On the 28th we slept at a spot on the right bank from 
which two broods of alligators had just emerged. We had 
seen many young ones as we came up sunning themselves on 
sandbanks in company with the old ones, so tlt.<tt this seems · 
to be their time for coming forth from their nests. We made 
our fire in one of the nests, which was strewed with the 
broken shells. At the Zouga we saw sixty eggs taken out of 
a single nest. They are about the same size as those of a 
goose, but perfectly round. The shell is partially elastic, 
from having a strong internal membrane and but little lime 
in its composition. The spot was about ten feet Hbove the 
water, and the broad path leading down to the river-side 
furnished evidence of its having been used for a simliar 
purpose in fonucr years. The dam, after depositing her eggs, 
covers them up, and returns t.o assist the young out of their 
place of cunfim·mont.. Assistance seems necessary, for, besides 
the tough membrane of the shell, they have four inches of 
earth upon them. They do not however require immediate 
food, because they retain a portion of yolk equal to that of a 
hen's egg in a membrane in the abdomen, as a stock of 
nutriment. When this is expended the dam leads them to 
the water's edge, and lets them· catch fish for themselves. 
'l'his is the principal food of both small and large, :md they 
are much assisted in catching them by their broad scaly tails. 
Generally speaking, they avoid the sight of man, bnt occasion-
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ally, if they see a man in the water at some short distance, 
they will rush . through the stn.am with wonderful agility. 
They seldom leave the water for food, but often for the 
pleasure of basking in the sun. In walking along the bank 
of the Zouga, a small one, about three feet long, made a datih 
at my feet ; but I never heard of a similar case. They will 
almost certainly seize a wounded leche, when chased into any 
of the lagoons in the Barotse valley, or a man or dog going in 
after one. When employed in looking for food they keep out 
of sight, and :fish chiefly by night. In eating they make a 
loud champing noise, which, once heard, is ne-yer forgotten. 

The young which had come out of the nests where we 
spent the night were about ten inches long, with yellow eyes, 
and all marked with transverse stripes of pale green and 
brown. When speared, they bit the weapon savagely, 
uttering at the same time a sharp bark, like that of a young 
whelp. I could not ascertain whether the ichneumon· has the 
reputation of devouring the alligator's eggs here as in Egypt. 
Probably the Barotse and Bayeiye would not look upon it as 
a benefactor if it were to do so, for they prefer eating the eggs 
themselves. The yolk of the egg alone coagulates, and is the 
only part eaten. 

When we reached the part of the river opposite to the 
village of 1\fanenko, the first female chief whom we encoun
tered, two of the people called Balnnda, or Balonda, came 
to us in their little canoe. F1·om them we learned that 
Kolimb6ta, one of our party, was credited with having acted 
as guide to the marauders under Lerimo, whose captives 
we were now returning. This they suspooted from the 
facility with which their villages had been found; they had 
since removed them to some distance from the river, and were 
unwilHng to reveal their places of concealment. We were in 
bad repute, but, having a captive boy anJ. girl as evidence 
that Sekeletu and ourse!Yes were not partakers in the outrage, 
I could freely express my desire that all should live in peace. 
They evidently felt that I ought to have first taught the 
l\Iakololo this lesson, for they remarked that what I advanced 
was very good, but that guilt lay at the door of the Makololo 
for having disturbed the peace. They then went away to 
report us to Ma.nenko. 
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'Vhen the strangers visited us again in the evening, they 

were accompanied by a number of the people of an AmbOnda 
chief named Sekclenke, who had fled from his own country in 
the X. \V ., and was now living as a vassal of l\fasiko. He had 
gone to hunt elephants on the right bank of the Leeba, and 
was now on his way back to 1\Iasiko. He sent me a dish of 
boiled zebra's flesh, with a request that I would lend hiin a 
canoe to ferry his wives and family across the river to the 
bank on which we were l'ncamped. l\Iany of his people came 
to salute the first white man they had ever seen; but Seke
lenke himself did not come, and we heard that he was offended 
with his people for letting me know he was among them. 
This was the only instance in which T was shunned in this 
quarter. 

As it would have been impolitic to pass Manenko without 
calling and explaining the objects of our journey, we waited 
two days for the return of the messengers to her ; and as I 
could not hurry matters, I went into the adjacent country to 
search for meat. 

The country is largely furnished with forest, having occa
sionally open glades completely covered with grass, and not 
in tufts as in the south. We came upon a man and his two 
wives and children, burning coarse 1ushes and the stalks of 
tsitla, in order to extract salt from the ashes. Their mode of 
effecting this was as follows :-they made a funnel of branch~s 
uf trees which they lineu with grass rope, twisted round until 
it resembled an inverted beehive. The ashes were mixed 
with water, and were then allowed to percolate through the 
grass. When the water haM evaporated, a residuum of salt is 
left, sufficient to form a relish with food. The women and 
children fled, and the man trembled excessively at the appa
rition before him ; but when we explained our object he 

· became calm and Clltlled back his wives. We soon afterwards 
fell in with another party engaged in the same business as 
ourselves. The man had a bow about six feet long, and iron
headed arrows abont thirty inches in length; he had also 
wooden arrows to use when he was iikely to lose them. We 
soon afterwards got a zebra, and gave our hunting acquaint
ances such a liberal share that we soon became friends. All 
whom we saw that day then accompanied us to the encamp· 
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ment to beg a little meat ; and I have no doubt they felt 
grateful for what we gave. 

Sekelenke's people, twenty-four in number, defiled past 
our camp carrying large bundles of dried elephant's meat. 
MoE~t of them came to say good-bye, and Sekelenke himself 
sent word that he had gone to visit a wife in the village of 
1\Ia.nenko. This was a mere manoouvre to gain information, 
and not commit himself with respect to our visit. Another 
zebra came to our camp, and, as we had friends near, it was 
shot. .It was the Equus montanu8, and, like all the zebras in 
these parts, it was finely marked down to the feet. 

To our first offer of a visit to Manenko we got an answer, 
accompanied with a basket of manioc-roots, that we must 
remain where we were till she should visit me. When I had 
already waited two days, other messengers arrived with 
orders f-or me to go to her. After four days of negotiation I 
declined going, and proceeded up the river to the l\Iakondo 

_(lat. 13° 23' 12" S.), which enters the Leeba from the east, 
and is between twenty and thirty yards broad. 

January 1st, 1854. We had heavy rains almost every day; 
indeed the .rainy ·season had fairly set in. Baskets of the 
purple fruit called mawa were frequently presented to us by 
the villagers, in the belief ~hat their chiefs would be pleased 
to hear that we had been well treated; we gave them pieces 
of meat in return. 

At the .confluence of the Leeba and Makondo a bit of a 
steel watch-chain of English manufacture was picked up, and 
we were informed that this was the spot where the Mambari 
cross in coming to l\Iasiko. Their visits explain why Seke
lenke kept his tusks so carefully. These Mamba1i are very 
enterprising merchants: when they mean to trade with a 
town they begin by building huts, as if they knew that little 
business could be transacted without time for palaver. They 
bring Manchester goods into the heart of Africa, and the 
cotton prints look so wonderful that the l\Iakololo cannot 
believe them to be the work of mortal hands. The l\Iambari. 
told them that English manufactures came out of the sea, 
and that beads were gathered un its shore._ To the Africans 
our cotton-mills are as fairy dreams. " How can the irons 
wpin, weave, and print so beautifully ? " Any attempt at 
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explanation usually elicits the expression, " 'fruly I yo are 
gods!" 

When about to leave the :Makondo, one of my men dreamed 
that J\losantu was imprisoned in a stockade ; this dream 
depressed the spirits of the party, and when I appeared in the 
morning they were sitting the pictures of abject sorrow. .I 
asked if we were to be guided by dreams, and ordered them 
to load the boats at once; they seem ashamed to confess their 
fears; but at last they entered the canoes, and got a good 
~;colding for being inclined to put dreams before authority. 
It rained all the morning; about eleven we reached the 
village of Sheak6ndo, and sent a message to the head-man, 
who soon appeared with two wives bearing handsome 
preHents of manioc : he could speak the language of the 
Barotse fluently, and seemed awe-struck when told some of 
the "words of God." He manifested no fear, but spoke 
frankly, and, when he m~de an asseveration, did HO by simply 
pointing up to the sky. The Balonda cultivate the manioc, or 
cassava, as well as dura, ground-nuts, beans, maize, sweet 
potatoes, and yams, here called " lek6to." 

The peoph\ who came with Sheakondo had some of theu 
teeth filed to a point by way of beautifying them ; they were 
generally tattooed in various parts, but chiefly on the ab
domen, the ~;kin being raised in small elevated cicatrices, so 
as to form a ~;tar, or some other device. The. dark colour of 
the skin preYcut~; any colouring matter being deposited in 
these figures, lmt they love to have the whole of their bodies 
anointed with n comfortable varnish of oil. They generally 
depend on supplies of oil from the Palma-Christi, or castor
oil-plant, or from variou~; other oleiferous seeds, but tliey are 
all excessively fond of clarified butter, or ox fat, when they 
can get it. Sheakondo's old wife presented some manioc
roots, and then politely requested to be anointed with butter: 
I gave her as much as would suffice, and in the absence of 
clothing I can readily believe that her comfort was enhanced 
thereby. The favourite wife, who was also preHent, was 
equally anxious for butter. She had a profusion of iron rings 
on her ankles, to which were attaehed little pieces of sheet
iron, to enable her to make a tinkling as she walked in he1 
mincing African style. 
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We had so much rain and cloud that I could not get a. 
single observation for ·longitude or latitude for a fortnight. 
Yet the Leeba did not show any great rise, nor was its water 
in the least discoloured. More rain had fallen in the east, for 
the Zambesi was rising fast, and working against its sandy 
banks so vigorously that a slight yellow tinge was perceptible 
init. The Leeba has remarkably few birds and fish, and the 
alligators are more shy than in the Zambesi. The Balonda have 
taught them to keep out of sight by their poisoned arrows, and 
we· did not see one basking in the sun. The Balonda set so 
many traps for birds that few appear. I heard, however, 
some new small birds of song on its banks. 

One of our men was bitten by a non-venomous serpent, and 
of course felt no harm. The Barotse concluded that this was 
owing to many of them seeing it, as if the sight of human eyes 
could act as a charm against the poison. 

On the 6th of January we reached the village of another 
female chief, named N yamoana, who is said to be the mother 
of Manenko, and sister of Shinte, the greatest Balonda chief 
in this part of the country. Her people had but recently come 
to the present loeality, and had erected only twenty huts. 
Her husband, Samoana, was clothed in a kilt of green and 
red baize, and was armetl with a spear, and a broad-sword of 
antique form. The chief and her husband were seated on 
skins in the centre of a slightly elevated circle, surrounded 
by a trench, outside which sat about a hundred persons of both 
sexes, the men well armed with bows, arrows, spears, and 
broadswords. Beside the husband sat a rather aged woman, 
having a bad squint in her left eye. We deposited our arms 
about forty yards off, and I saluted him in the usual way, by 
clapping my hands. He pointed to his wife, as much as to 
say, the honour belongs to her. I saluted her in the same 
way, and, a mat having been brought, I squatted down in 
front of them. 

The talker was then called, and 1 was asked who was my 
spokesman. Having pointed to Kolimbota, who knew their 
dialect best, the palaver began in due form. I explained my 
real objects, for I have always been satisfied that the truthful 
way of deal'ing with the uncivilised is unquestionably the 
be:::t. Kolimbota. repeated what I had said to Nyamoana's 
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talker, by whom it was transmitted to the husband, and by 
him again to his wife. It was thus rehearsed four times over, 
in a tone loud eQough to be heard by the whole p:nty of 
~tuditors. The response came back by the same roundabout 
route, beginning at the lady to her husband, &c. After ex-· 
planations and re-explanations 1 perceived that our friends 
were mixing me up with Makololo affairs; I therefore stated 
that my me:-;sage of peace and friendship was delivered on the 
authority of the great Creator, and that, if the Makololo again 
broke His laws by attacking the Balonda, the guilt would 
rest with them and not with me. The palaver then came to 
&. close. 

By way of gaining their confidence I showed them my 
hair, which is considered a curiosity in all this region. They 
said, " Is that hair? It is the mane of a lion, and not hair at 
all." I could not return the joke by telling them that theirs 
was not hair but wool, for they have no sheep in their 
country, and therefore would not have understood me. So I 
contented myself with asserting that mine was the real 
original hair, such as theirs would have been, had it not been 
scorched and frizzled by the sun .. In proof of what the sun 
could do, I compared my own bronzed face and l1ands with 
the white skin of my chest. They readily believed that, as 
they are fully exposed to the sun's influence, we might be of 
common origin after all. · 

The Balonda are real negroes, having much more wool on 
their heads and bodies than any of the Bechuana or Caffre 
tribes. They are generally very dark, but occasionally of a 
lighter hue. They bear a general similarity to the typical 
negro, having heads somewhat elongated backwards and 
upwards, thick lips, :flat noses, &c. &c.; but there are also 
many good-looking, well-shaped heads and persons among 
them. The dress of the men consists of the softened skins 
of small animals, such as the jackal and wild cat, suspended 
before and behind from a girdle. The dress of the women is 
of a nondescript character. . 

They are more superstitious than any people we had yet 
encoull'tered ; though still only building their village, they 
had erected two little sheds, in which were placed two pots 
with charms in them. \Vhen I a-sked what medicine they 
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contained, they replied, " Medicine for the Barimo ;" but 
when I looked into them, they said they were medicine for 
the game. We saw the first evidence of idolatry in the 
remains of an old idol at a deserted village. It simply 
consisted of a human head carved out of a block of wood. 
Certain charms, mixed with red ochre and white pipeclay, are 
dotted over the idols when they are in use ; and a crooked stick 
is used instead of an idol in the absence of a professional carver. 

The trees all along the paths are marked with incisions, 
and offerings of small pieces of manioc-roots, or ears of maize, 
are placed on branches. Heaps of sticks may be seen at · 
intervals of a few miles, raised cairn-fashion by every passer
by adding a small branch to the heap ; or a few sticks are 
placed on the path, and at these points each passer-by forms 
a S'lldden bend in the road to one side. It seems as if their 
minds were ever in doubt and dread in these gloomy recesses 
of the forest, and that they were striving to propitiate by their 
offerings some superior beings residing there. 

As the Leeba seemed to come from the direction in which 
we wished to go, I was desirous of proceeding farther up with 
the canoes; but Nyamoana interposed numerous objections, 
and the arrival of Manenko herself settled the point in the 
negative. She was a tall_ strapping woman about twenty 
years o( age, and distinguished by a profusion of orna~ents 
and medicines, which latter are supposed to act as charms. 
Her body was smeared all over with a mixture of fat and 
red ochre, as a protection against the weather; a necessary 
precaution, for, like most of the Balonda ladies, she was in a 
state of frightful nudity, not so much from w~t of clothing 
as from her peculiar ideas of elegance in dress. When she 
arrived with her husband, Samba.nza, they listened for some 
time to the statements I was making to the people of Nya
moana; after which her husband commenced an oration, 
during the delivery of which he picked up a little sand at 
intervals of two or three seconds, and rubbed it on the upper 
part of his arms and chest. This is a common mode of 
salutation in Londa; and when they wish to be excessively 
polite they bring a quantity of ashes or pipeclay in a piece 
of skin, and rub it on the chest and upper front part of each 
arm; others drum their ribs with their elbows; while others 
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touch the ground with one cheek after the other, and clap 
their hands. "\v-hen Sambanza had finished his oration he 
rose up, and &howed his ankles ornamented with a bundle of 
eoppeT rings. Ilad they been very heavy, they would have 
impeded his walk; and sume chiefs wear so many as to be 
forced- to keep one foot apart from the other, the weight 
being a serious inconvenience in walking. Gentlemen like 
Sambanza, who wish to ape their betters, adopt their gait, 
stmtting along with only a few ounces of ornament on their 
legs, jnst as if they had double the number of pounds. When 
I smiled at Sambanza's walk, the people remarked, "That is 
the way in which they show off high blood in these parts." 

l\Ianenko rf'.aoily adopted our views of alliance with the 
Maknl(>1o, and, by way of cementing the bond, she and her 
counsellors proposed that Kolimbota should take a wife from 
their trib~. She thus hoped to secure his friendship, and 
obtain accurate information as to the future intentions of 
the :\Iakololo. The proposition was favourably received by 
Kolimbota, and it afterwards led to his desertion from us. 

On the evening of the day in which l\Ianenko arrived we 
were delighted by the appearance of l\losantu and an imposing 
embassy from Masiko. It comdst.ed of all his underchiefs, 
who bronght a. present of a fine elephant's tusk, two calabashes 
of honey, and a large piece of bluf' l:laize. l\Iasiko expressed 
delight at the return of the captives, and at -the proposal of 
peace with the Makololu. He stated that he never sold any 
of his own people to the 1\Iambari, but only captives whom 
his people kidnapped from small neighbouring tribes. When 
the question was put, whether his people had not been in the 
habit of kidnapping the servants and stealing the canoes of 
the :\Iakololo, he admitted that two of his men, when hunting, 
had gone to the l\Iakololo gardens to ;;ee after some of their 
relatives. As the great object in all native di;;pntes is to get 
both parties to turn o:ver a new leaf, I set forth the desirable
ness of forgetting past feuds, and avoiding in future any 
cause for marauding. I presented Masiko with an ox, 
furnished by Sekeletu as provision for ourselves. A11 these 
people are excessively fond of beef and butter, from having 
been accustomed to them in their youth, before the Makololo 
deprived them of their oattle. They have abundance of game, 
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but in their opinion, which, I am sure, every Englishman will 
endorse, there is nothing equal to roal)t beef. The ox was 
intended for Masiko, but his men were very anxious to get 
my sanction for slaughtering it on the spot, in which case not 
many ounces would have remained in the morning. I shm1l~ 
have given permission if I had had anything else to offer 
in return for Masiko's generosity. · 

·we were now· without any provisions except a dole of 
ma~ioo-roots each evening from Nyamoana, which, when eaten 
J.-aw, produce poisonous eftects. A small_loaf of maize-meal 
was all my stock, and our friends from Masiko were still more 
destitute; yet we all rejoiced so much at their arrival that 
we resolved to spend a day with them. The Barotse of our 
party, meeting with friends among the Barotse of Masiko, 
had many tales to tell; and, after an agreeable chat by day, 
w-e regaled our friends with the nagic lantem by night, 
having first, in order to make it available for all, removed our 
camp to the village of N yamoana. 

When erecting our sheds at the village, :Manenko fell upon 
our friends from Masiko in a way that left no doubt as to her 
powers of scolding. 1\Iasiko had once sent to Samoana for a 
cloth, which is a common way of keeping up intercourse; 
after receiving it, he returned it, because it had the appear
ance of having had " witchcraft medicine" on it; this was a 
grave offence, and Manenko had now a good excuse for 
retaliation, as his ambassadors had slept in one of the huts of 
~er village without asking leave. She set upon them in style, 
advancing and 1·eceding in true orat01ical style, belaboming 
her own servants for allowing the offence, and raking up 
the faults and failings of the objects of her ire ever since they 
were born; in conclusion expressing her despair of ever seeing 
them become better until they were all "killed by alligators." 
Masiko's people received this torrent of abuse in silence, and, 
as neither we nor they had anything to eat, we parted next 
morning. In reference to the sale of slaves, they promised to 
explain to Masiko the relationship which exists betw:een even 
the most abject of his people and our common Father, and 
that no more kidnapping ought to be allowed. We promised 
to 1·eturn through his town when we came back from the sea
coast. 
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1\fanenko gave us some manioc-roots in the morning, and 
han determined to carry our baggage to her uncle's, Shinte. 
We bad heard a sample of what she could do with her tongue; 
and as neither my men nor myself had much inclination to 
encounter this black virago, we proceeded to make ready the 
packages ; but she :;:aid the men whom she had ordered for 
the service would not arrive until to-morrow. I felt anno;yed 
at this further delay, and ordered the packages to be put into 
the canoeti at once; but 1\Ianenko was not to be circumvented 
in thi~:~ way; she came forward with her people. seized the 
luggage, and declared that she would carry it in spite of me. 
My men succumbed and left me powerless. I was moving 
off in high dudgeon to the canoes, when she kindly placed 
her hand on my shoulder, and, with a motherly look, said, 
" Now, my little man, just do as the rest have done." My 
feelings of annoyance of course vanished, and I went out to 
try for some meat. 

The only kinds of game to be found in these parts are, the 
zebra, the kualata or tahetsi ( Aigoceros equina ), kama ( Bubalu~ 
caama), buffaloes, and the small antelope hakitenwe (Phz1an
tom1Ja). They are very shy, and can be l'een only by following 
on their trail for many miles. Urged by hunger, we followed 
some zebras during the greater part of the day: \Ve got 
within fifty yards of them in a dense thicket, and I had made 
sure of one, when to my infinite disgust the gun missed :fire, 
and off they bounded. The climate is so damp that the 
powder in the gun-nipples cannot be kept dry. It is curioru 
to mark the intelligence of the game; in districts where they 
are much annoyed by fire-arms they keep out on the most 
open country they can find, in order to have a widely-ex· 
tended range of vision; but here, where they are killed by 
the arrows of the Balonda, they select fm safety the densest 
forest,_ where the arrow cannot be easily shot. This variation 
may indeed be partly owing to the greater heat of the sun, 
which is here particularly overpowering. However it is to 
be accounted for, the wild animal:;: here certainly frequent 
the forests by day even when there is no sunshine. whi]," 
those farther south generally shun these covers. 

p 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

LAND J0111DtEY TO SHINTE's TOWN.-RECEPTiox BY Tin: OBID'.
His FBIEND811IP. 

11th January, 1854.-0N starting this morning Samoana (or 
rather Nyamoana, for the ladies are the chiefs here) presented 
a string of beads, and a shell of high value, as an atonement 
for having assisted Manenko to vex me the day before. 
They were much pleased when I replied that I never kept up 
my anger all night. We had to cross a stream which flows 
past the village of Nyamoana. Manenko's doctor waved 
some charms over her, and she took some in her hand and on 
her body before she ventured in the canoe. When one of my 
men spoke rather loudly near the basket of medicines, the 
doctor reproved him, and always spoke in a whisper himself, 
glancing back to· the basket as if afraid of being heard b:r 
something therein. Such superstition is quite unknown in 
the south, and is mention~d here to show the difference in 
the feelings of this new people, as compared with the Caffres 
and Bechuanas. 

Manenko was accompanied by her husband and her drum
mer, who continued to thump most vigorously until a heavy 
mist compelled him to desist. Her husband used various 
incantations to drive away the rain, but down it poured 
incessantly, our Amazon leading the way through it all, in 
the very lightest marching order, and at a pace that few of 
the men could rival. Being on ox-back, I kept pretty close 
to our leader; and on my asking her why she did not clothe 
herself during the rain, I was informed that a chief ought not . 
to appear effeminate, but must always wear the appearance 
of robust youth, and bear vicissitudes without wincing. My 
men, in admiration of her pedestrian powers, kept remarking, 
"Manenko is a soldier;" and we were all glad when she 
proposed a halt to prepare our night's lodging on the banks of 

'-'stream-
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The country through which we were passing was the same 
~;uccession of forest and open lawns as formerly mentioned, 
the trees for the most part being eve1 5reens, and of good, 
though not gigantic, size. The lawns were covered "'ith 
grass, which in point of thickness looked like an ordinary 
English hay-crop. \\'e passed two small hamlets surround,,d 
by gardens of maize and manioc, near each of which I 
observed an ugly idol common in Londa-the figure of an 
animal resembling an alligator, formed of grass, and plastered 
over with soft clay, with two cowrie-shells inserted as eyes, 
and numbers of the bristles from an elephant's tail stuck 
about the neck. It is called a lion, but bears more resem
blance to an alligator. It stood in a shed, and the Balonda 
pt·ay and beat drums before it all night in eases of sickness. 

Some of Manenko's followers had quadrangular shields 
made of" reeds, about five feet long and three broad. With 
these, and short broadswords and sheaves of iron-headed 
arrows, they appeared rather ferocious; but their constant 
habit of wearing arms is probably only a substitute for their 
lack of courage. We always deposited our arms outside a 
village before entering it, while the Balonda, on visiting us 
at our encampment, always came fully armeo, until we 
ordered them to lay down their weapons. 1\ ext day we 
passed through a piece of forest so dense that it could not be 
penetrated without an axe. It was flooded by the heavy rains 
which poured down every day. I observed in this forest, as 
I had frequently done elsewhere, a very strong smell of 
sulphuretted hydrogen. I had repeated attacks of intermit
tent fever, in consequence of the drenchings I got in these 
unhealthy spots. 

On the lith and 12th we were detained by incef'sant and 
:violent rains. I had a little tapioca and a small quantity of 
Libonta meal, which I still reserved for emergencies. The 
patience of my men under hunger was admirable· present 
want is never so painful as the prospect of future starvation. 
\V e thought the people of some large hamlets very niggardly 
!l.nd independent, for, though they had large fields of ripe 
maize, they gave us nothing. Even when Manenko kindly 
begged t>ome for me, they gave her only five ears. They 
won~ subject:s of her uncle ; and, had t:hey been Ma.kololo, 
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they would have ~en lavish in their gifts to the niece of 
their chief. 

'Each house in these hamlets is surrounded by a palisade of 
thick stakes, and when the owner wishes to enter he removes 
o. stake or two, squeezes through, and then replaces them, 
~o that an enemy coming in the night would find it difficult 
to discover an entra,nce. These palisades seem to indicate a 
sense of insecurity in regard to their fellow-men ; there are 
at all . events no wild beasts to disturb them, for these have 
been nearly as well thinned by bows and aiTows here as by 
guns further south. This was a disappointment to us, for we 
expected the same abundance of game in the north which we 
found at the confluence of the Leeba and Zambesi. 

A species of the silver-tree of the Cape (Leucodendron a'rgen
teurn) grows in abundance in the district between this and 
Samoana's village.- The forests became more dense as we 
went north, and we travelled much more in the deep gloom 
of the forest than in open sunlight. No passage existed on 
either side of the- narrow path made by the axe. Large 
climbing plants entwined themselves like boa-constrictors 
around gigantic trees, and often stood erect by themselves, 
having choked the trees by w¥ch they had been supported. 
The bark of a fine tree, called "motuia," is used by the 
Barotse for making fish lines and nets, and the "molompi," 
go well adapted for paddles by its lightness and flexibility, 
was abundant. There were other trees quite new to my 
companions, many of which ran up to an unbroken height of 
fifty feet of one thickness. 

In these forests we first encountered the artificial beehives 
so common between this and Angola ; they are made out of 
the bark of a tree-about four feet in cil:cumference, which is 
taken off in two pieces and then rejoined, the tops and 
bottoms being made of coiled grass-rope. These hives are 
placed on high trees in different parts of the forest, and in 
this way a:J. the wax exported from Benguela and Loanda is 
collected. A " piece of medicine " is tied round the trunk of 
the tree, and pl"Oves a sufficient protection against thieves·; 
fot' they believe that certain medicines can inflict disease and 
d(l&th. though these are supposed to be known only to a few. 

'flhls being the rainy season, gres~.t quantities of mushrooms 
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were found, and were eagerly devoured by my companions; 
the edible variety is always found growing out of ant-hill~, 
and attains a diameter of six or eight inches. Scme, not 
edible, are of a brilliant red, and others of a light blue 
colour. 

I derived considerable pleasure, in spite of rain and fever, 
from this new scenery. The deep gloom contrasteiJ strongly 
with the shadeless glare of the Kalahari, which had left an 
nulelible impression on my memory. Though drenched day 
by day, I conld hardly bring myself to believe that we w~re 
1-!:Ctling too much of a good thing. Nor could I see water 
thrown away without an impression flitting across my mind 
that we were guilty of wasting it. Occasionally we emerged 
from the deep gloom into a pretty little valley, with a swampy 
spot in the middle, which, though now filled with water, at 
other times supplies only enough moisture for wells. 

We crossed, in canoes; a small perennial stream named 
Lefuje, or " the rapid," proceeding from a goodly mountain, 
of an oblong shape, and about eight hundred feet high, called 
;\lonakadzi (the woman), which ro~e about twenty or thirty 
miles to the east of our course. The Lefuje probably derives 
its name from the rapid descent of its short course from the 
l\lonakadzi to the Leeba. 

Generally speaking, each valley contained its owu little 
village. At some we rested, the people becoming more liberal 
as we advanced. Others we found deserted, a sudden panic 
having seized the inhabitants, thou~h the drum of 1\lanenko 
wa::> kept constantly beaten in order to announce the approach 
of great people. When we had decided to remain for the 
night at any village, the inhabitants lent us the roofs of their 
hnts, which can be taken off the walls at pleasure. They 
brought them to the spot selected as our lodging, and, when 
my men had propped them up with stakes, we were safely 
housed for the night. Eve1·y one who comes to salute either 
l\Ianenko or ourselves rubs the upper parts of the arms and 
~hest with ashes; those who wish to show profounder reverence 
put some also on the face. 

Every village had its idols near it, so that, when we came (39) ' 
to an idol in the woods, we always knew that we were withiu 
a mile of human habitations. We passed one very ugly idol 
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resting on a horizontal beam supported by two uprights. On 
remarking to my companions that these idols had earf, but 
that they heard not, &c., I learned that, though the wood 
itself could not hear, the owners had medicines by which it 
could be made to hear and give responses; so that, if an enemy 
were approaching, they would have full information. :Manenkc· 
having brought us to a stand, through a desire to send notice 
of our approach to her uncle, I asked why it was necessary to 
give ·information of our movements, if Shinte had idols who 
could tell him everything? "She did it only," was the reply, 
implying that she had no reason to give. It is seldom of 
much use to point out the folly of idolatry, unless an object 
of adoration be supplied in· place of the idols. . 

Whilst delayed, by 1\lanenko's management, in the neigh- . 
bourhood of the town of Shinte. we were well supplied by the 
villagers with Hweet potatoes and green maize. I was labour
ing under fever, and therefore did not find it very difficult 
to exercise patience; but as it was Saturday, I proposed to go 
to the town for Sunday (15th). "No," she objected : "her 
messenger must return from her uncle first." Being sure 
that the answer of the uncle would be favourable. I suggested 
that we might proceed at once. " No," she said, "it is not our 
custom;" and everything else I could urge was answered in the 
same pertinacious style. She ground some meal for me with 
her own hands, and told me with a self-satisfied air that she had 
actually gone to a village and begged corn for the purpose. 
It was a fine day for a wonder, and the sun shone so as to 
allow us to dry our clothing and other goods, many of which 
had become mouldy from the constant rain. The guns were 
rnsted, in spite of being oiled every evening. On Sunday 
afternoon ·messengers arrived from Shinte, expreHsing his 
approbation of the objects we had in view, and his joy at the 
prospect of a way being opened by which white men might 
visit him. Manenko now threatened in sport to go on, and 1 
soon afterwards perceiYed that her dilly-dallying way was the 
pr'>per mode of making acquaintance with the Balonda ; and 
that much of the favour with which I was received was due 
to my ~Sending forward messengers to state the o~ject of om 
coming, without which precaution om artival would have 
a3.used alarm to the inhabitants. Shiute sent us t.wo largtl 
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ba~:;ketH of manioc and six dried fishes His men had the skin 
of a mo_key, called in their tongue'' poluma" (Colobus guereza). 
of a jet black colour, except the long mane, which is pure 
white. They behaved with reverence at our religious 
serviee~:;- a circumstance of some importance when we 
remember the almost total want of reverence we encountered 
in the south. 

Our friends informed us that Hhinte would be highly 
honoured by the pre:seuce of three white men in hi:s town a1 
once. 'l'wo others had sent notice of their approach from the 
west. How pleasant the prospect ofmeetiug with Europeans in 
iuch an out-of-the-way region! 'l'he ru:sh of thoughts made me 
almost forget my fever. "Are they of the ~:;ame colour as I am?" 
I inquired.-" Yes; exactly so."-"And have the same hair?" 
-" Is that hair?" was the rejoinder; ''we thought it was a 
wig; we never saw the like before; this white man must be · 
of the sort that lives in the ~:;ea." Henceforth my men ~:;ounded 
my praises as a true specimen of the variety of white men 
who live in the sea. " Only look at his hair," they exclaimed; 
" it is made quite straight by the sea-water!" I 1·epeatedly 
explained to them that, when it wa~:; said we came out of the 
sea, it did not mean that we came from beneath the water; 
but the fiction has been widely spread in the interior by the 
Mambari, that the real white men live in· the sea, and 1 
believe that my men always represented themselves to the." 
natives as led by a genuine merman. As the strangers had 
woolly hair, I gave up the idea of meeting anything more 
European than two half-caste Portugue~:;e, engaged in trading 
for slaves, ivory, and bees'-wax. 

16tlt.--Mter a short march we came to a most lovely valley 
stretching away eastward~:; up to a low prolongation of 
Monakadzi. A small stream meander~:; down the centre of 
this pleasant glen; and on a little rill, which flows into it 
from the western side, stands the town of Shinte. (Lat. 12° 
37' 35" S.,long. 22° 47' E.) \\hen Manenko thought the sun 
high enough for us to make a lucky entrance, we proceeded. 
'l'he town was embowered in banana and other tropical trees : 
the streets were straight, and presented a complete contrast to 
thoiSe of the Bechuanas, which are very tortuous. 'l'he native 
buf.!j had square wall~:~ and round roofs, and were enclosed with 
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fences made of upright poles a few inches apart, with strong 
grass or leafy bushes neatly woven between. In the courts 
were small plantations of tobacco, sugar-cane, and bananas. 
Many of the poles had taken root, and trees of the Ficus indica 
f~~omily, which are regarded with superstitious reverence, were 
planted arounci. for the sake of shade. When we made our 
appearance a crowd of negroes ran towards us as if they 
would e:a.t us up; all were armed and some had guns, but the 
manner in which they were held showed that the owners 
were more accustomed to bows and aiTows. Mter staring at 
us for an hour they began to disperse. 

'l'hc two native Portuguese traders had erected a little 
encampment opposite the place where ours was about to be 
made. One of them had that sickly yellow hue which mado 
him look fairer than myself, but his head was covered with 
a. ·crop of undeniable wool. They were accompanied by a 
number of Mambari, and had a gang of young female slaves 
whom they had recently purchased in Lobale, and who were 
now clearing the ground in front of their encampment. The 
establishment was conducted with that military order which 
pervades all the arrangements of the Portuguese colonists 
A drum was beaten and trumpet sounded at certain hours, 
quite in military fashion. Fev. of my men had ever seen 
slaves in chains. "They are not men!" they exclaimed 
Cmeaning they are beasts), "who treat their children so!" 

17th, Tuesday.-We were honoured with a grand reception 
by Shinte about eleven o'clock. &mbanza claimed the honour 
of presenting us, Manenko being slightly indisposed. He was 
gaily attired, and, besides a profusion of beads, had a cloth so 
long that a boy carried it after him as a train. The kotla, or 
place of audience, w.as about a hundred yards square, and 
contained two graceful specimens of a species ofbanian, under 
one of which sat Shinte, on a sort of throne covered with 
tl leopard's skin. He was dressed in a checked jacket, and a 
kilt of scarlet baize edged with green; strings oflarge beads 
hung from his neck, and hls limbs were covered with iron 
a.ud copper armlets and bracelets; on his head he wore a 
helmet made of beads neatly woven together, and crowntd 
with a great bunch of goose-feathers by way of a crest. C!o.,e 
~him sat three lads with lar~e sheaves c-f arrows over tl.ch 
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shoulders ; in front was his chief wife, with a curious red cap 
<>n her head, and behind him about a hundred women clothed 
in a profusion of red baize. 

On entering the kotla Manenko's party saluted Shinte by 
clapping their hands; and Sambanza did obeisance by rubbing 
his chest and arms with ashes. The other tree being unoccu
pied, I and my party retreated to it for the sake of the shade, 
aud could thence see the whole ceremony. The different 
sections of the tribe came forward in the same way that we 
did, the head-man of each making obeisance with ashes which 
he carried with him for the purpose ; then the soldiers, all 
armed to the teeth, with swords drawn, and their faces 
tiCI·ewcd up so as to appear as savage as possible, came running 
and shouting toward."! us ; they then wheeled round towards 
::;hinte, Haluted him, and retired. When all were seated the 
curious capering usually seen in pichos began. A man starts 
up and imitates the most approved attitudes observed in 
actual fight,-such as throwing a javelin, receiving one on his 
,.,hield, springing aside to avoid another, running backwards 
or forwards, leaping, &c. Then Sambanza, and Nyamoana's 
~pokeHman, stalked backwards and forwards in front of Shinte, 
vociferating all that they knew of my history and my COl'nec
tion with the Makololo; explaining at length tbu c':Jj"'cts oi 
my mission, and winding up with a recommendation to Shinte 
that he had better receive the white man well, and send him 
on his way. 

During the intervals between the speeches the ladies burst 
forth into a sort of vlaintive ditty; but we could not ascertain 
whether it was in praise of the speaker, of Shinte, or of them
selves. This was the first time I had seen females present in 
a public assembly. In the south the women are not permitted 
to enter the kotla; and even when invited to come to a 
religious service they would not enter until ordered by the 
chief; but here they expressed approbation by clapping their 
hands and laughing: and Shinte frequently turned round and 
spoke to them. 

A party of musicians, consisting of three drummers and 
four performers on the piano, went round the kotla several 
times, regaling us with their music. The drums are neatly 
earved from the trunk of a tree. and have a small hole in the 
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:;ide covered with a bi t of ~; pidc r' :,; web: the end :,; are covered 
with the :-.kin of an antelope ; and when they wi sh to ti ghten 
i t they hold it to the fire: the instruments are beaten wi th 
the hand:,; . 

The Marimba, or Musical Instrument of the Balonda. 

The piano, named " marimba," consist::; of two parallel ban; 
of wood. either quite straigh t, or bent into a semicircular 
form, across wh ich are placed about fi fteen wooden keys, b ,·o 
or three inch es broad, from fifteen to eighteen long, and of a 
thi ckness proportioned to the deepness of the note required : 
each of the keys has a calaba::;h of corresponding dimension 
beneath i t attached to the parallel bar:,;. and serving as a 
sounding-board: the k eys are ~:-trnck with small drum,; ti cks. 
Rapidi ty of execu tion seems muc:h admired among them, and 
the music is plea::;an t to the ear. Iu Angola the Portuguese 
use th e marimba in their dances. 

When nine orations had been delivered Shinte and the 
rest of the company stood up. H e had maintained true 
African dignity throughout , but he scarcely ever took h is 
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eyeR off me for a moment. I calculated that about a thousanti 
l'OOPle were present, beside8 three hundred soldiers. 

18th.-We were awakened during the night by a message. 
irom Shiute, reqHesting a visit at a very unseasonable hour. 
As I was just in the sweating stage of an intermittent fever, 
I declined going, in spite of Kolimbota's earnest entreaties. 
However, at ten next morning I went, and was led into the 
courts of Shinte, the walls of which consisted of woven rods, 
all very neat and high. Numerous trees, some of which had 
been only recently planted, afforded a grateful shade; while 
sugar-cane and bananas, growing outside the enclosure, 
spread their large light leaves over the walls. We took om 
scat nnder the broad foliage of a Ficus indica, and Shinte 
soon made his appearance. He seemed in good humour, and 
said that' he had expected yesterday "that a man who came 
from the gods would have approached and talked to him." 
That had been my intention, but when I saw the formidable 
preparations, and his own men keeping at least forty yards 
from him, I had remained by the tree opposite to that undeJ 
which he sat. llis remark confirmed my previous belief that 
a frank, open, fearless manner is the most winning with all 
these Africans. I stated the object of my misE>ion, and the 
old gentleman clapped his hands in approbation. He replied 
through a spokesman, and the company joined in the response 
by also clapping their hands. After business was over I 
asked if he had ever seen a white man before. He replied, 
" Never; you are the very first I have seen with a white 
skin and straight hair; your clothing too is different from 
any we have ever seen." 

On learning that " Shinte's mouth was bitter for want of 
ox-flesh," I presented him with 'an ox, to his great· delight; 
and as his country is so well adapted for cattle, I advised him 
to begin a trade in cattle with the Makololo. He profited by 
the hint, for when we returned from Loanda we found thai 
he had got three beasts, one of. which was more like a prize 
heifer than any we had seen in Africa. Soon afterwards he 
sent us baskets of boiled maize and of manioc-meal, and a 
small fowl. The size of the maize and of the manioc shows 
the fertility of the black soil of this country. We saw 
manioc above six feet high, though it requires the very best soiL 
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Manenko meanwhile had been busy erecting a very pretty 
hut and court-yard, as her residence whenevet· white men 
were brought by her along the same path. On hearing that 
we had given an ox to her uncle, she came forward with the 
a.ir of an injured person, and explained that" The whitA man 
belonged to her; she had brought him here, and therefore 
the ox was hers, ~ot Shinte's.'' Upon this she ordered her 
men to bring it, had it slaughtered, and presented her uncle 
wit4 a leg only. Shinte did not seem at all annoyed at the 
occurrence. 

19th.-I was awakened at an early hour by a messenger 
from Shinte, but, as I was labouring under a profuse perspi
ration, I declined going for a few hours. My visit turned 
out fruitless, probably on account of the divination being 
unfavourable: "They could not find Shinte." When I 
returned to bed another message was received to t!he effect 
~hat "Shinte wished to say all he had to tell me at once." 
l'his was too tempting an offer, and accordingly we went. 
When we arrived he had a fowlt·eady in his hand to present, 
together with a basket of manioc-meal, and a calabash of 
mead. Referring-to the constantly recurring attacks of fever, 
he remarked that it was the only thing which would preven1 
a successful issue to my journey On my asking what remedy 
he would recommend, he answered, " Drink plenty of mead. 
and it will drive the fever out." It was· rather strong, and 1 
suspect he liked the remedy p.tetty well, even though he had 
no fever. He had always been a friend to Sebituane, and, 
now that his son Sekeletu was in his place, Shinte was not 
merely a friend. but a father to him; and if a son asks a favour 
the father must give it. He was highly pleased with the 
large calabashes of clarified butter and fat which Sekeletu 
had sent him, and wished to detain Kolimbota, that he might 
send a present back to Sekeletu by his hands. 

We were particularly struck, in passing through the village, 
with the punctiliousness of manners shown by the Balonda. 
Inferi•-.rs, on meeting their superiors in the street, at once 
drop on their knees and rub dust on their arms and chest, 
and continue the salutation of clapping the hands until thl1 
great ones have passed. Sambanza knelt down in this manne.t 
till the son of Shinto had passed him. We several times saw 
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the woman who holds the office of water carrier for Shinte; 
as she passes along she rings a bell to give warning to all to 
keep out of her way ; for it would be a grave offence for any 
one to exercise an evil influence by approaching the drink of 
the chief. 

I suspect that offences of the slightest character among the 
poor are made the pretext for selling them or their children 
1o the 1\Iambari. For instance, a young man of Lobale had 
located himself in the country of Shinte without showing 
himself to the chief. This was considered an offence sufficient 
to warrant his being offered for sale while we were there. 
Not having reported himself, or explained the reason of his 
running away from his own chief, they alleged that they 
might be accused of harbouring a criminal. It is curious to 
notice how the slave-trade blunts the moral susceptibility . 
no chief in the south would have treated a fngitive in this 
way. Another incident which occurred while we were here 
may be mentioned, as of a character totally unknown in the 
south. Two children, of seven and eight years old, who had 
gone out to collect firewood about a quarter of a mile from 
the village, disappeared. As no beasts of prey are found so 
close to the town, we suspect that they were kidnapped by 
some of the high men of Shinte's court, and sold by night. 
The 1\Iambari erect large square huts for the concealment of 
these stolen ones. The frequent kidnapping from outlying 
hamlets explains the stockades we saw around them; the 
parents have no redress, for even Shinte himself seems fond 
of working in the dark. One night he sent for me, and, on 
my arrival, presented me .. with a slave-girl of about ten years 
old; saying that he had always been in the habit of presenting 
his visitors with a child. On my declining the present or 
the ground that I thought it wrong to take away children 
from their parents, he urged that she was " to be a child" tc 
bring me water, and that a great man ought to have a child 
for the purpose. As I replied that I had tour children, and 
should be very sorry if my chief were to give away my little 
girl, and that I would prefer this child to remain and carry 
water for he1 own mother, he thought I was dissatisfied witb 
her size, and sent for one a head taller ; after many explan
~.~otions of our abhorrence of slavery, and how displEJasing it 
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.nust be to God to see his children selling one another. 1 
declined her also. If J could have taken her into my family 
for the purpose of instruction, and then returned her as a free 
woman, I might have done so ; but to take her away, and 
probably never be able to secure her return, would have 
produced a bad effect on the minds of the Balonda. 

Shinte was most anxious to see the pictures of the magic 
lantern, but I was so weakened by fever that I could not go 
for several days; when I went he had his prineipal men and 
the· same crowd of court beauties near him as at the reception. 
The first picture exhibited was Abraham about to sla11ghter 

· his son Isaac, the knife uplifted to strike the lad ; the 
Balonda men remarked that the picture was much more like 
a god than the things of wood or clay they worshipped. I 
explained that this man was the father of a race to whom God 
had given the Bible, and that our Saviour came of his seed. 
The ladies listened with silent awe; but, when I moved the 
slide, the uplifted dagger moving towards them, they thought 
it was to be sheathed in their bodies . instead of Isaac's. 
" Mother ! mother! " all shouted at once, and off they rushed, 
tumbling pell-mell over each other, nor could we get one of 

. them back again. Shinte, however, sat bravely through the 
whole, and afterwards examined the instrument with interest. 
An explanation was added after each exhibition, so that no 
one should imagine there was anything supernatural in it. 
It was the only mode of instruction I was ever pressed to 
repeat. The people c:ame long distances, for the express 
purpose of seeing the objects and hearing the explamrtions. 

These chiefs are so proud of the honour of having 
strangers residing in their villages, i;hat it is difficult to effect 
a departure. An additional cause of delay arose from the fre
quent rains--twenty-four hours never elapsing without heavy 
showers. Here the winds from the north always bring heavy 
clouds and rain, while in the south the heavy rains come 
from the north-east or east. The thermometer falls as low as 
72° when there is no supshine, though when the w~ather is 
fair it generally rises as high as 82° in the shade; even in the 
mornings and evenings. 

24th.-W e expected to ha-ve started to-day, but Sam banza, 
who -Jwl been sent off early in the morning for guides. 
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returned at midday without them, the worse for liquor, 
having indulged too freely in mead. This was the first case 
of real intoxication we had seen in this region. The boyaloa, 
ur beer of the country, has rather a stupifying than exciting 
effect; hence the beer-bibbers are great sleepers, and may 
fn:11llently be seen lying on their faces sound asleep. As far 
as we could collect from Sambanza's incoherent sentences, 
~hinte had said that the rain was too heavy tor our departure, 
and that the guides still required time for preparation. 
Shinte himself was said to be busy getting some meal ready 

Shell, and ornament made ot its eac1. Q 
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for my use on the joun.ey, and. as it rained nearly all day, 
~t was no sacrifice to submit to his advice and remain. 
Sambanza staggered to 1\fanEmk~, who coolly bundled him 
into the hut, and put him to bed. 

As the last proof of friendship, Shinte came into my tent 
and examined all the curiosities, the quicksilver, the looking
glass, books, hair-brushes, comb, watch, &c. &c., with t.he 
greatest interest ; then closing the tent, ~-'O that none of his 
own people might see his extravagance, he drew out from his 
clothing a string of beads, and the end of a conical shell, 
which is considered, in regions far from the sea, of as great 
,·alue as the Lord Mayor's badge is in London. He hung it 

· round my neck, and said, " There, now you have a proof of 
my friendship." 1\Iy men informed me that the.se shell:-; are 
so highly valued, as evidences of distinction, that two of them 
would purchase a slave, and five would. be considered. a 
handsome price for an elephant's tusk worth ten pounds. A1 
our last interview Shinte pointed out our principal guide, 
Intemese, a man about fifty, who was, he said, orderecl to 
remain by us till we should reach the sea; adding, that I had 
now left Sekeletu far behind, and mmt henC'eforth look to 
Shinte alone for aid, which would always be most cheer
fully rendered. This was only a polite way of expressing his 
wishes for my success. He gave us a good supply of food, 
and, after mentioning, as a reason for letting us go even now, 
that no one ~ould say we had been driven away from the 
town, since we had been several days with him, he gave a 
most hearty salutation, and we parted with the wish that God 
might bless him. 

CHAPTER XVII. 

rRE LONAJ!:.-CAZEMBE. -FLOODED 1'I.Al~S.- 'fnE LoJULUEJE.
THE LOTEMBWA.-TnE CHIEF KATEMA.-LAKE DILOLO. 

26th.-LEAVING Shinte, we passed down the lovely valley on 
which the town stands, and then through pretty open forflst. 
to a village of B8.londa, where we halted for the nig!lt. In 
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the morning we had h fiue range of green hills called Saloit::ho 
on our right, and were inturmed that they -vere inhabited by 
the people uf Shinte, who worked the iron-ore which abounds 
in these hills. The country through which we passed pos
sessed the same wooded character that we have before noticed. 
The soil is dark, with a tinge of red, and appeared very 
fertile. Every valley contained villages of twenty or thirty 
huts, with gardens uf manioc, which is regarded as the staff of 
life in these parts. Very little labour is required fur its culti
vation. The earlh is thrown llp into oblong beds, about three 
feet broad and one high, in which pieces of the manioc-stalk 
are planted at intervals of four feet. In from ten to eighteeiJ 
munths the roots are fit for food, but there is no necessity for 
raising them at once, as the roots do not become bitter and 
dry for three years. When the root.s are taken up a piece or 
two of the upper stalks is replaced in the hole, and a ne'~ 
crop is thereby begun. The plant grows to a height of six 
ieet, an~ every part of it is useful : the leaves may be cooked 
as a vegetable. 

There are two varieties of the manioc or cassa.va-one sweet 
and wholesome, the other bitter and somewhat poisonous, but 
much more speedy in its growth than the former. The 
people get rid of the poison by steeping the root four days in 
watljr, when it becomes partially decompos~d. It is then 
~;tJ·ipped of its skin, dried in the sun, and pounded into fine 
white meal closely resembling starch. This meal is mixed 
with as much boiling water as it will absorb, and in this state 
forms the ordinary "porridge " of the country. It is both 
unsatisfying and unsavoury; no matter how much a man may 
cat, two hours afterwards he is as hungry as ever, while in 
point of flavour I can only compare it VJ starch made o1 
diseased potatoes. \V e managed to eat a little of it E.ixed 
with honey. (4r) 

Our chief guide, Intemese, sent orders to all the villages 
about oar route that Shinte's friends must have abundance ot 
provisior ... s, and these orders were carried out with a liberality far 
exceeding that which :::;hinte himself had exhibited. In return 
I gave small Lunches of my stock of beads, which were always 
politely received. We had an- opportunity of observing tha1 
our gt1ides had much more etiquette than 'any of the tribe~ 
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farther south. They would noither partake of the food which 
we bad cooked, nor would they eat in our presence, but 
always retired into a thicket for their meals, after which they 
stood up, clapped their hands, and praised lntemese. When 
the 1\Iakololo, who are very free and easy in their manners, 
held out handfuls of their meat to any of the ·Balonda, they 
1·efnsed to taste. · They are very punctilious in their manners 
to each other. Each hut has its own fire, and when it goes 
out they make it afresh for themselves rather than take it 
from a neighbour. I believe much of this arises from.super
stitious f~ars. 

After crossing the Lonaje we }Jassed some pretty villages, 
embowered, as they usually are, in ban&.nas, shrubs, and 
manil:>c, and we fmmed our encampment in a nest of serpents 

·uear the banks of the Leeba. One village had lately been 
transferred hither from the country of Matiamvo, who was 
still acknowledged by the villagers as paramount chief; this, 
however, as well as numerous other instances of migration, 
shows that the great chiefs possess only a limited power. The 
only peculiarity we observed in these people was the habit of 
plaiting the beard into a threefold cord. 

(42) The town of the Balond.a chief, Cazembe, was pointed out 
to us as lying to the N .E. of the town of Shinte; it had been 
visited by great numbers of people in this quarter for the 
purpose of purchasing copper anklets, and wru; reported to be 
about five days' journey distant. I made inquiries of the 
oldest inhabitants of the villages at which we were staying 
respecting the visit of Pereira and Lacerda to that town. 
A grey-headed man replied that he had often heard of white 
men, but never seen one, and auded that one had visited 
Cazembe when he was young, but had not entered this part 
of the country. The people of Cazembe are Balonda or Baloi, 
and his country has been termed Londa, Lunda, or Lui, by 
the Portuguese. 

It was always difficult to get our guides to move away from 
a place. With the countenance of the chief, they felt as com
fortable asking's messengers could do, and were not disposed 
to forego the pleasure of living at free quarters. My Makololo 
friends, who had never left their own counti:y before, except 
Cor purposes of plunder. did not readily adopt the· peaceful 
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syBtem we now meant to follow. They either spoke too 
imperiously to strangers, or, when reproved for that, were 
disp01o~ed to follow the dictation of every one we met. On the 
31st of January I managed, after considerable opposition on 
the part of Intemese, to get my party under weigh for the 
Lceba, which we soon reached, and found to Le only ahout a 
hundred yards wide, and of the same dark mossy hue as I 
have before described. The villagers lent us canoes to effect 
our passage, which took about four hours ; and having gone to 
a village about two miles beyond the river, I had the satis
faction of getting observations for both longitude and latitude, 
and found myself to be in long. 22° 57' E.; lat. 12° 6' 6" S. 

Februrtry 1st.-We had a fine view of two hills called Piri 
(l'eeri), meaning "two," on the opposite side of the river, in 
a district .named 1\lokwankwa. Intemese informed us that 
one of Shinte's children was born there, during his progress 
southwards from tue country of Matiamvo, whence it would 
appear that Shinte's people have only recently entered the 
conntry they now occnpy. Indeed, Intemese informed me 
he himself had come into his present country by command of 
1\f atiamvo. · 

\ \' e were surprised to find English cotton cloth much more 
prized than beads and ornaments by the inhabitants of thib 
district. They are more in need of clothing than the Bechu
ana tribes living adjacent to the Kalahari Desert, who have 
plenty of skins for the purpose. Animals of all kinds are rare 
here, and calico is proportionately valuable. 

In the midst of the heavy rain, which continued all the 
morning. I ntemese sent to say he was laid up with pains in 
the stomach, and must not be disturbed ; but when it cleared 
up, about eleven, I saw our friend walking off to the village, 
apparently in excellent health, and talking with a very loud 
voice. On reproaching him for telling an untruth, he tnmed 
it off with a laugh. saying that he really had a complaint in 
his stomach, which could only be remedied by a supply of 
beef. He was evidently revelling in· the abundance of good 
food supplied by the chief's orders, and did not. share my 
feeling of :-;hame when I gave only a few beads in return for 
large baske1s of meal. 

One of Intemese's men stole a fowl which the lady of the 
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village had given me. When charged with the theft, every 
one of Intemese's party indignantly vociferated his imwcence. 
One of my men, however, went off to tl•e village. brought the 
lady who had presented the fowl to identify it, and then 
pointed to the hut in which it was bidden. Upon thii 
Intemese called on me to send one of my people to search the 
huts, if I suspected his people. The man :sent. soon found it, 
a.nd brought it out, to the confusion of I ntemese and the 
laughter of our party. We never met an instance like this, of 
theft from a white man, among the 1\lakololo, though this 
people have the reputation of being addicted to pilfering. 
The honesty of the Bakwains has been already noticed. 
Probably. the estimation in which I was held as a public 
benefactor, in which character I was not yet known to the 
Balonda, may account for the sacredness with which my 
property was always treated before. But other incident11 
which happened subsequently showed, as well as this, that 
idolators are not so virtuous as those who have no idols. 

As the people on the LankH of the Lceba were the last oi 
Shinte's tribe over whom Intemese had power, he was natu
rally anxious to remain as long as possible. He occupied his 
leisnre in making a large wooden morta1· and pestle for his 
wife, and in carving some wooden spoons and a bowl; but as 
what he considered good living was anything but agreeable to 
us, who had been accustomed to milk and maize, we went 
forward on the 2nd without him. He soon followed, but left 
our pontoon behind, saying that it would be brought. on by 
the head-man of the village. This, of course, turned out a 
mere falsehood, ·and the loss proved a l'erious one to us. 

\V e entered an extensive plain beyond the Leeba, at least 
twenty miles broad, and covered with water, which was ankle
deep in the shallowest pa1'1s. \V e deviated somewhat from 
our N. W. course, keeping the Piri hills nearly on our right 
during a great part of the first day, in order to avoid the still 

(43 more deeply flooded plains of Lobale (LuYal ?) on the west, 
which lntemese stated to be quite impassable, b~ing thigh
deep. The plains are so perfectly level M to 1)ossess no 
•lrainaO'<' whatever, and con~-;eqnently the· rain-water which 

l"> . 

"alls upon them in prodigious masses stands upon them f01 
.aonths together, until it is gradually absorbed into the soil. 
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1ftcr which they become in turn so dry that tra,·ellers are pu1 
to great straits for water, though it might nnduubtedly bf' 
0btained by siuking wells. Little islands, on which grow 
stunte<l date-bushes and scraggy trees, are dotted about here 
and there over the surface. The plains themselves arf' 
covered with a thick sward of grass, which conceals the water, 
anfl makes the fiats appear like great pale yellow-coloured 
prairie-lands. The rain-water must have Rtood some time 
am•mg the grass, for great numbers of lotus-flowers were in 
full Llow ; and the runs of water tortoises, crabs, and other 
animals which prey on fish, were observed. These periodic
ally deluged plains have a most important bearing on the 
phyt:dcal geography of a very large portion of thi~ country. 
Tl 13 plains of Lobale give rise to a great many Rtreams, which 
unite to form thA deep never-failing Chobe. Similar extensive (44) 

flats giv~ birth to the Loeti and Kasai, and. as we shall see 
further on, all the rivers of an extensive region owe their (4Sl 
origin, not to springs, but to oozing bogs. lnt.emese pointed 
out the different localities as we passed along, and among the 
rest mentioned a place which he called "l\fokala a 1\fama," 
his ''mama's home." It was interesting to hear this tall 
grey-headed man recall the memories of boyhood. A 11 the 
:Ma1i:alaka children cleave to the mother in cases of separation, 
or remoYal from one part of the country to another. The 
Bechnanas, on the contrary, care nothing for their mothers, 
but cling to their fathers. Our Bakwain guide to the lake, 
Rachosi, told me that his mother lived in the country of 
Sebituaue, but he laughed at the idea of going from lake 
Ngami to the Chobe, merely for the purpose of seeing her. 
Had he been one of the Makalaka, he never would have 
parted from her. (46) 

\ ,. e made onr beds on one of the islands, and were 
wretchedly supplied with firewood. The booths constructed 
by the men were but sorry shelter against the rain, which 
poured down without intermission till midday. \\'hen 
released by the cessation of the rain, we marched on till we 
came to a ridge of dry inhabited. land in the N.W. The 
inhabitants, according to custom, lent us the roofs of some 
huts to save the men the trouble of booth-making. I t-mspect 
that the story itc Park's ' Travels,' of the men lifting up th£ 
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hut to place it on the lion, referred to the roof only. By 
night it rained so copiously that all our bdds were flooded 
from below ; henceforth, therefore, we made a furrow round 
each booth, and used the t:arth. to raise our sleeping-places. 
My men turned out to work in the wet most willingly, and I 
could not but contrast their conduct with that of Intemese, 
who was thoroughly imbued with the slave spirit, and lied on 
all occasions to save himself any trouble. we expected to 
move on the 4th, but he declared that we were so near 
Kat~ma's, that, if we did not send forward to apprise that 
chief of our. approach, he would certainly impose a :fine. Af!. 
it rained the whole day, we were reconciled to the delay; but 
on Sunday, the 5th, he apprised us that we were still two 
days distant from Katema. Unfortunately we could not dis
pense with him, for the country was so deluged that we -
should have been brought to a halt before we went many 
miles. 

6th.-Soon after starting we crossed, in a canoe, a branch of 
the' Lokalueje, which -was desCiibed by a term applied to all 
branches of rivers in this country, viz. iiuana Kalueje (child 
of the Kalueje ). In the afternoon we crossed the main stream, 
which had now about forty yards of deep fast-flowing water, 
but probably has not more than half that amount in the dry 
season: it is. however, a perennial stream, as the existence of 
hippopotami in it proves. It winds from north-east to south
west into the Leeba. The country adjacent to its banks is 
extremely fine and ·fertile, with here and there patches of 
forest or clumps of magnificent trees. The villagers through 
whose gardens we r-assed continue to sow and reap all the 
year round. Uereals, such as maize, lotsa ( Pennisetum typlwi
cleum ), and lokesh or millet, are to be seen at all stages of 
their growth. My companions expressed the greatest admira
tion of the agricultural capabilities of the whole of Londa, 
and were loud in their praises of the pasturage, lamenting, at 
the same time, that there were no cows to feed off the rich 
crops of grass. 

Great numbers of the omnivorous :fish Glanis siluris, or 
mosala, spread themselves over the flooded plains, and, as the 
waters retire, try to :find their way back again to the rivers. 
The Balonda make weirs, either of earth or of mats, across the 
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o•:.tlets of the retreating waters, and fix in them creels," similar 
in shape to our own, whi(;h the fish can enter, but cannot 
escape from. They thus secure large quantities of fish. which. 
when Rmoke-dried, make a good relish for their otherwise 
insipid food. In still water they use a fish-trap made of reede 
and suppla wands. similar in shape to our common wire 
mouse-trap, with an opening surrounded with wires pointing 
inwards: Besides these means of catching fish, they use a 
hook of iron without a barb, the point being bent inwards 
instead. Nets are not so common as in the Zouga and 
Leeambye, but they kill large quantities of fishes by meanl" 
of the bruised leaves of a shrub which may be seen planted 
lleside every village in the country. 

On the 7th we came to the village of Soana .l\1ol6po, a half
brother· of Katema, whom we found sitting, surrounded by 
about one hundred men He called on 1nteme"'e to give 
s(Jme account of us, though no doubt this had already been 
done in private. He then pronounced the following sen
tences :-"The jomney of the white man is very proper, but 
Shinte has disturbed us by showing the path to the 1\lakololo 
who accompany him. He ought to have taken them through 
the country without showing them the towns. \\'e are afraid 
of the 1\lakololo.'' He then gave ns a handsome present of 
food, and seemed perplexed hy my sitting down familiarly, 
and giving him a few of our ideas. lntemese rah•ed hilS 
expectations of receiving a present of an ox in return for his 
civility, and, on my refusal, became sulky and refused to move 
on : we therefore resolved to go on without him. 

On the following morning we took leave of 1\lolopo, and 
having been, as usual, caught Ly rains, we halted at the house 
of l\Iozinkwa, a most intelligent and friendly man, who pos
:-;essed a large Hnd well-hedged garden. The walls of hi~ 
compound, or courtyard, were constructed of branches of the 
banian, which, taking root, had become a live hedge. 
l\lozinkwa's wife had cotton growing all round her premises, 
and several plants used as relishes to the insipid porridge of 
the country. She cultivated also t.h~ common castor-oil plant., 
and a larger shrub (Jat1"0pha curcas), also yielding a purgative 
oil, wh'ch is only used however for anointing the person. 
\Ye also saw in her garden Indian bringalls, yame, an l t>weet 
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potatoes. Several trees were planted in the middle of the 
yard, beneath the deep shade of which stood the huts of 
'\lozinkwa's family. His children, very black but comely, 
were the finest negro family I ever saw. We were much 
pleased with the liberality of this man and his wife. She 
asked me to bring her a cloth from the white man't~ country, 
but when we returned she was in her grave, and he, as is tht> 
custom, had abandoned trees, garden, and huts to ruin. They 
cannot live on a spot where a favourite wife has died, either 
because they are unable. to bear the remembrance of past 
happiness, or because they are afraid to remain in a spot 
which death has once visited. This feeling renders any 
permanent village in the country impossible. 

Friday, 1 Oth.-On leaving l\Iozinkwa's hospitable mansion 
we crossed in canoes another stream, about forty yards wide, 
called the Mona-Kalueje, or brother of Kalueje, as it -flows 
mto that river. As we were crossing it we were joined by a 
messenger from Katema, called Shakatwa.la, who held the 
post of steward or factotum to that chief. Every chief ha~ 
one attached fu his pert:~on, and, though generally poor, they 
are invariably men of great shrewdnest:~ and ability, and pos
sess considerable authority in the chiefs household. Shakat
wala informed us that Katema had not received precise 
information about us, but that, if we were peaceably disposed, 
we were to come to his town. We proceeded forthwith, but 
were turned aside, by the strategy of our friend Intemese, to 
the village of Quendende, the father-in-law of Katema, who 
was so polite and intelligent that we did not regret being 
.:>bliged to spend Sunday with him. 

Quendende's head was a good specimen of the greater crop 
of wool with which the negroes of Lqnda are furnished. The 
front' was parted in the middle, and plaited into two thick 
rolls, which fell down behind the ears to the shoulde1 s; the 
rest was collected into a large knot, which lay on the nape of 
H...e neck. We had much conversation together ; he had just 
come from attending the funeral of one of his people,. and I 
found that the drum-beating on these occasions 01iginate~ in 

(47) the idea that the Barimo, or spirits, can be drummed to sleep. 
There is a drum in every village, and we often hear it going 
trom sunset to sunrise. They seem to look upon the departed 
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It!> vindictive beings, whom they regard with more fear thar 
love. 

l\ly men on this, a~> on other occasions, did a little business 
for themselves in the begging line ; they gener~lly com
menced every interview with new villagers by saying, "I 
ha\·e come from afar; give me something to eat." I forbade 
thi::; at fint, believing that, as the l\lakololo had a bad name, 
the villagers gave food from fear. But, after some time, it was 
evident that in many ca~:;es maize and manioc were given from 
pure generosity. In return for thi::; liberality my men, who 
had nothing to offer, tried to appropriate an individual in 
each village as " .1\iolekane," or comrade, thus placing him::;elf 
under an obligation to treat hi::; benefactor with eq11al kind-
nes::; should the occasion fur it al'i:se. (481 

We here met with some people just arrived from the town 
of l\1atiam vo (l\Iuata yanvo ), who had been sent to announce 
the death of the chieftain who lately enjoyed that title.* He 
seems to have been insane, for he sometimes indulged the 
whim of running a muck in the town and beheading whomso
ever he met, on the plea that his people were too many, and 
that he wanted to diminish them. On inquiring whether 
human sacrifices were still made, as in the time of Pereira, at 
Cazembe's, we were informed that they had never been so 
common a::; was repre:;ented to Pereira, b~t that they occa
~-;ionally happened when certain charms were needed by the 
chief. These men were much astonished at the liberty en
joyed by the 1\.Iakololo; and when they found that all my 
people held cattle, they told us that Matiamvo alone had a 
herd. One very intelligent man among them asked, " If he 
should make a canoe, and take it down the river to the Mako
lolo, would he get a cow for it?" 'l'his question was impor
tant, as showing the knowledge of a water communication 
from the country of l\1atiamvo to the Makololu. 

We left Quendende'::; village in company with Quendend~ 
himself, and the principal man of the ~mbassadors of Mati
amvo, and, after two or three mi~s' march to the N.W., came 
to the ford of the Lote-::abwa, which flows southwards. A 
canoe was waiting to :ury us over, but it was very tedious 

• .Matiamvo iti an hereditarv title--mu&ta meawng lord, or chief. 
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work_; for though the river itself was only eighty yards wide, 
the whole valley was flooded, and we were obliged to paddle 
more than half a mile to get free of the water. .A. fire was lit 
'to warm old Quendende, and enable him to dry his tobaceo
leaves. The freshly gathered leaves are spread close to the 
fire until they are quite dry and crisp, when they are 
pounded with a small pestle, and used as snuff. As we sat by 
the fire the ambassadors communicated their thoughts freely 
respecting the customs of their race. When a chief dies, a 
number of his servants are slaughtered to form his company 
in the other world, a custom which the Barotse alRo follow. 
Quendende said that if he were present on these occa&ions he 
should hide his people, so that they might not be slaughtered. 
We were assured that, if the late Matiamvo took a fancy to · 
anything, xuch, for i:lli;tance, as my watch-chain, which was "of 
silver. w~re, he would order a whole village to be brought up 
to buy it! When a slave-trader visited him he took possession 
of all h~ goods; he then sent out a party to some considerable 
village, and, having killed the head-man, paid for the goods 
by selling the inhabitants. On my asking if .Matiamvo did not 
know himself to be a man, and that he would be judged by a 
Lord who is no respecter of persons, the ambassador replied, 
"We do not go up to God, as you do; we are put into the 
ground." I could not ascertain that these people, even 
though they believe in the continued existence of the spirit 
after death, had any notion of heaven ; they appear to imagine 
the souls to be always near the place of sepulture. 

After crossing the river Lotembwa we travelled about eight 
149) miles, and came to Katema's straggling town, or rather col

lection of villages (lat. 11 o 35' 49" 8., long. 22° 27' E.). We 
were led out about half a mile from the houses, to make for 
ourselves the best lodging we could of the trees and grass, 
while lntemese was subjected to the usual examination as to 
our conduct and profe~>sions. Katema soon afterwards sent a 
handsome present of food. .1\ ex+ morning we had a formal 
presentation, and found Katema seated on a sort of. throne, 
with about three hundred men on the ground, and thirty 
women, said to be his wives, clo~e bP-hind him; the main body 
of the people being seated ih a !'lcmicircle at a distance of 
fifty yards. Each party had its own head-man stationt'd at a 
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little distance in front, who, when beckoned by the chief, 
came neat· him as councillors. Intemese gaYe our history, 
and Katt·ma placed sixteen large baskets of meal before us, 
half a duzen fowls, and a dozen eggs, and, ex]'ressing regret 

. that we ltad slept huugry, added, "Go home, and cook and 
eat, and you will then be in a fit state to speak to me at an 
audience I will give you to-morrow." Katema was a tall 
man, abunt furty years of age, and was dressed in a snuff
brown coat ornamented with a broad band of tinsel down the' 
arms; u11 his head he wore a helmet of beads and feathers, 
and in hi>:~ hand he carried a large fan· made of the caudal 
extremities of a number of gnus, with charms attached to it, 
which he continued waving in front of himself all the time we 
were there. He "eemed in good spirits, and laughed heartily 
~>everal times, which we thought a good sign, for a man who 
~>hakes his sides with mirth ie seldom difficult to deal with. 
\\'hen we ruse to take leave, all rose with us, as at Shinte's. 

lteturning next moming, Katema addressed me thus :~" I 
am the great ,Uoene (lord) Katema, the fellow of .1\latiamvo. 
There is no o11e in this country equal to l\latiamvo and me. I 
and my forefathers have always lived here, and there is the 
house in which my father lived. You found no human skulls 
near the place where you are encamped. I never killed any 
of the traders; they all come to me. I am. the great l\loene 
Katema, of whom you have heard." lie looked as if he had 
fallen asleep tipsy, and dreamed of his greatness. Un explain
ing my objects, he promptly pointed out three men who would 
be our guides, and explained that the !\. 11. path was the most 
direct, but that the water at present standing on the plains 
would reach up to the loins ; he would therefore send us by a 
mme northerly route, which no trader had yet traversed. 
This was mure suited to our wishes, for we never found a path 
safe that had been trodden by slave-traden;. 

We presented a few articles, which pleased him highly-a 
small shawl, a razor, three bunches of beads, ~;ome buttons, 
and a powder-horn. A pologising for the iu~;iguificance uf the 
gift, I asked what I could bring him from Loanda, saying that 
it must be something small. lie laughed heartily at the limi
tation, and replied that ·• the ~;mallest contribution would ~ 
~hank.fully received; i)llt he l'lhould particularly like a coat, a~ 
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the one he was wearing was old." l introduced the subject of 
t.he Bible, but one of the old councillors broke in, and glided 
off into other subjects. l now experienced the disadvantage 
of having to speak through an interpreter ; on all ordinary 
matters it was easy enough to carry on communication, bnt 
when it came to the exposition of religious topics, in which 
the interpreters t~emselves took no interest, it was uncom
monly slow work. Neither could Katema's attention be 
arre~ted, except by compliments, of which they have always 
plenty to bestow as well as receive. We were strangers, and 
knew that, as Makololo, ws had not the best of characters, yet 
his treatment of us was wonderfully good and liberal. 

I complimented him on the possession of cattle, and pleased 
him by telling him how to milk the cowR, of which he had 
about thirty, really splendid animals, reared from two which 
he bought from the Balobale when he was young. They are 
generally of a white colour and quite wild, running off with 
graceful ease like a herd of elands on -the approach of a 
stranger. They excited the unbounded admiration of the 
Makololo, and clearly proved that the country was well 
adapted for them. When Katema. wishes to slaughter one, he 

. is obliged to shoot it as if it were a buffalo. Matiamvo is said 
to possess a herd of cattle in ·a similar state. 

As Katema did not offer an ox, we slaughtered one of our 
own, and were delighted to get a meal of meat, after sub
sisting so long on the light porridge and green maize of 
Londa. On_ such occasions some pieces of the meat are in 
the fire even before the process of skinning is completed. A 
frying-pan full of these-pieces having been got quickly ready, 
my men crowded about me, and I handed some all round. I 

-offered portions to the Balonda, which they declined, though 
they are excessively fond of a little meat as an adjunct tc 
their vegetable diet. Their objection was not to the meat. 
but to its having been cooked by us. My people, when 
satisfied with a meal like that which they enjoy so often af 
home, amused themselves by an uproarious dance. . Kateiru:. -
sent to ask what I had given them to produce so much 
excitement. Intemese replied that it was their custom, and 
that _they meant no harm. The companion uf the ox. we 
slaughtt:red refused food for two days, and repeatedly tried to 
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eMcape btwk to the l\lakololo country. My meu remarked, 
"He thiHks, they will kill me as well a:s my friend." Katema 
thought it the result of art, and had fears of my skill in 
medicine and witchcraft. On this ground he refw;ed to see 
the magic lantern. 

We were vitSited by an old man who had been a constant 
companion of the late l\Iatiamvo, and, as I was sitting in front 
of the little gilJMY tent mending my carup-stool, I invited him 
to take a seat on the grass betSide me. This wa:s peremptorily 
refused : " he had never sat on the ground during the late 
Jhief'~ reign, and he was not going to degrade himself now.'' 
One of my men, handing him a log of wood taken from the 
fire, helped him out of the difficulty. When I offered him 
some cooked meat on a plate he would not touch it, but 
would take it home; I therefore honoured him by sending a 
tservant to bear a few ounces of meat to the town behind him. 
lie mentioned the Lolo (Lulua) as the branch of the Zambe~"i {5o) 

which flow:s zsouthwards or S.S.E.; but the people of l\Iatiamvo 
had never gone far down it, as their chief had always been 
afraid of encountering a tr.ibe who, from the description 
given, I could recognise as the 1\Iakololo. He described five 
rivers as falling into the Lolo, viz. the Lishish, Liss or LiiSe, 
Kalileme, I:shidish, and 1\lolong, none of which are large, but, 
when united in the Lolo, form a considerable stream. 'l'he 
country through which the Lolo flow~:~ is said to be fiat, with 
large patches of forest, and well peopled. In this report he 
agreed perfectly with the people of l\Iatiamvo whom we had 
met at Quendende's village. But we never could get him, or 
any one in this quarter, to draw a map on the gronnd. aH 
people do in the south. 

Katema promised us tsome of his people as carriers but his 
authority does not appear to be very efficient., for they refused 
to turn out for the work, and persisted in their refm;al even 
though our guide bbakatwala ran after some of them with a 
drawn sword. They were Balobale; and he remarked that, 
though he had received them as fllgitives, they did not feel 
grateful enough to obey, and if they continued rebellious he 
must drive them back whence they came: but there is little 
fear of that, as all the chief:s are excessively anxious to colloot 
men in great numbers around them. 

R 
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Un Sunday, the 19th, both I and several of our party werP 
seized with fever, and I did nothing but toss about in my 
little tent, with tho thermometer above 90°, though this wal' 
the beginning of winter, and my men had made as much 
shade as possible by planting""branches of trees all ovet· it. 
We have had, for the first t~e in my experience in Africa, 
a cold wind froq~ the north.· The winds from that quarter 
are generally hot, and. those- fr<?m the. ~outh cold, though they 
seldom blow from eithet· direction. 

The people of Katema-: are fond of singing-bird'. One 
pretty little songster, nam~d "cabazo," a species of canary, is 
kept in neatly-made cageg·, having traps on the top to entice 
its still free companions. It is fed on the Iotsa ( Pennisetum 
typhm"deum), which is largely cultivated as food for man, and 
which the wild canaries attack as vigorously as the sparrows 

· do our fruit-trees; I was pleased to hea.r the long-forgotten 
-cry of the canaries in the woods, and I observed one warbling 
forth its song, and swaying from side to- side, as they do in 
the cage. We saw also tame pigeons, having the real canary 
colour ,pn the breast with a tinge of green; the b~k 
yellowish green, with dark;ep ·longitudinal bands meeting in -

-the 'centre; and a narrow dark band_ passing· frorri the bill. 
over the ·eye and back to the bill again. i 

The song~>tei-s here set up· quite a merry ch9rus in the 
mornings, and abound most near the villages. Some sing· 'as 
loudly as our thrushes, and the king-hunter (Halcyon &negal
ensis) makes a cleat· whirring sound.like that of a railway 
guard's whistle. During the heat of &he_ day they take their 
s~esta in the shadiest parts of the trees, but in the cool of the 
cvP.ning they renew their pleasant melody. · It is remarkable 
that so many song-birds abound amid a generaf~·paucity of 
other animal life. As we went foiw;ard w~ !"~.re struck by 
the comparative absence of game and the'1a~:m~i.~-~ fowls: 

. the rivers cont.ain very few fish : flies are not troub1e.some : 
and mosquitoes are seldom so numerous ·as to t_listurb the 
slumbers of a w~ary man. 

But though this, region _is free from common insect plagues 
and from tsetse, it is much infested with spiders, some of 
which inflict severe and, according to report, even fatal stings. 
J was. on one occasion stung by a light-()olomed spide1 
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about half an inch in length, and for two- hours I suffered 
very acute pain. 1 have not met with an instance of a sting 
followed by fatal results, but J have seen a black hairy spider 

. with a process at the end of its front claws similar to that at 
the end of the t>Corpiun's tail, from the point of which, when 
the bulbous portion of it is pre~;sed, the poison may be seen 
oozing out. A large reddish spider (Mygale), named by the 
natives "seta.li," runs about with great velocity, searching 
for what it may devour, and, from its size and rapid motions, 
excite':l the horror of every stranger. Although 1 never knew 
it to do any harm, yet I believe few could look upon it for 
the first time without feeling himself in danger. lts nest is 
most ingeniously covered with a hinged cover or door, about 
the size of a shilling, the inner face of which is of a pure 
white silky substance, like paper, while the outer one is 
coated over with earth precisely like that in which the hole 
is made, so that, when it is closed, it is quite impossible to. 
detect the ~-;itllation of the nest. Unfortunately, this cavity 
for breeding is never seen, except when the owner is out and 
hai left the door open behind her. We must. again notice a 
large beautiful yellow-spotted ~pider, the webs of whic4 are 
a,bout a yard fn diameter. The lines ·on which. these webs 
are spun are !mspended from one tree to another, and are as 
thick as coarse thread, . The fibres radiate· from a central 
point, where the insect waits ·for its prey. The webs arc 
placed perpendicularly, and hence a person walking frequently 
gets his face enveloped in them just . as in a veil. Another 
kind of spider is gregarious, and forms. so great a collection of 
webs as to ·• obliterate all traces of the hedge or the trunk 
about which they are spun. Another, which freqn(Olnts the 
inside of the huts among the Makololo in great abundance, is 
round, spotted, of a brown colour, and half an inch in 
diameter. It makes a smooth spot for itself on the wall, 
covered with the above-mentioned white silky substance. 
There it is seen standing the whole day, and I never could 
ascertain how it fed. It h_as no web, but a carpet, and is a 
harmless, though an ugly neighbour. 

20th.-We were glad to get away, though not on account of 
any ~:carcity of food; for my men, by giving small presents of 
meat as an earnest of their Rineerity, formed many friendship:< 
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with the people of Katema. Having proceeded six miles in a 
N.W. direction, we reached lake Dilolo, which is about a 
quarter of a mile broad at its eastern extremity, but attains 
a maximum width of three miles, and a length of seven or 
eight. It is well supplied with fish and hippopotami. 1 was 
too much exhausted with fever either to explore its shores, or -
to determine by astronomical ob8ervations its exact position .. 

Immediately beyond Dilolo there is a large flat abont 
twenty miles in breath. Heavy rains prevented us from 
crossing this in one day, and the constant wading among the 
grass hurt the feet of the men. There is a footpath all thf 
way across, but, as this is W<'"ll down beneath the level of the 

·rest of the plain, it is neces!la.rily the deepest portion, and is 
tllcrefore avoidocl. For thi~ reason our progress was slow 
and painful. · 

I was much struck with the sagacity of the ants which 
frequent these flooded plains. They erect for themselves 
little houses of black tenacious loam on stalks of grass, at a 
point above high-water mark, into which they ascend during 

(SI}tbe period of the inundation. These tenements must have 
been erected before the inundation commences, for, if they 
had waited till the water_ actually invaded their tenestria] 
habitations. they would not have been able to procure ma
terials for their aerial quarters, unless they dived down to the 
bottom for every mouthful of clay. Some of these upper 
chambers are about the size of a bean, and others M large at> 

a man's thumb. 

CHAPTER XVIII. 

THE KAsAI.--CaosSING THE NUANA Lou.-TROUBLEs nr THE TERRl 

TORY OF THE C11IBOQUE. 

24-th February.-lh reaching unflooded lands beyond. the plain, 
we found the villages under the authority of a chief named 
Katende, and we· also discovered that the plain forms the 
watershed between the southern and northern rivers, for we 
had now entered a district in which the· rivers flowed in a 
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'northerly 1irectiou, while those hitherto crossed were all 
running. aouthwards. Having met with kind treatment at the 
first village, we parted with Katema's guides, and, under the 
direction of the inhabitants, followed a route to the N .N. W ., 
which led us down into a deep valley, along the bottom of 
which ran a stream from the plains above. '\"e crossed this 
by a rustic bridge at present submerged thigh-deep by the 
rains. The trees growing on the banks of the stream were 
thickly planted and very high, many of them having sixty or 
eighty feet of clean straight trunk : beautiful flowers adorned 
the ground beneath them. Ascending the opposite side, we 
came in two hours' time to another valley equally beautiful. 
and also having a stream in it. It may seem at :first sight mere 
trifling to note such an unimportant thing as the occurrence 
of a valley, but I do so inasmuch as these valleys were found 
to belong to the water-basin of the Kasai or Loke, and as l 
wish to point out the manner in which the waters of this rive1 
are supplied. 

At different points on the slopes of these valleys there al'( 
oozing fountains, surrounded by clumps of the same evergeen, 
straight, large-leaved trees which fringe the streams, and 
~enerally covered with a thick mat of grassy vegetation. 
These groups of foliage give a peculiar character to the 
landscape, being generally of a rounded form, and the tall, 
straight trnnks contrasting strongly with the scraggy produc-
4ions of the upper plains. There can be little doubt but that 
the water, which stands for months on the plains, :finds it. 
way into the rivulets by percolating through the soil, and 
emerging at these oozing bogs ; and the difference in thf 
growth of the trees may be a proof that the stunted characte1 
of those on the plains is owing to the drought to which they 
are subjected during a portion of the ,·ear. • 

In the evening we reached the village of Kabinje, who sent 
us a present of tobacco, Mutokuane or "bang" ( Can~tabi~ 
sativa), and maize, and expressed his satisfaction at the pros
pect of having trade with the coast. We were now coming 
among people who are frequently visited by the Mambari, at' 
slave-dealers. Thi:s trade entails bloodshed ; for it is necessan 
to get rid of the older members of a family 3elected as victiUU:. 
because they are suppo:sed to be able to give annoyance t< 
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the chief afterwards by means of enchantments. The belief 
in the power of charms for good or evil produces not only 
hunc-;ty, but a great amount of gentle dealing. The powerful 
are often re~trained in their despotil)'lll, from a fear that the 
weak and helpless may injure them by their medical know
ledge. They have many fears. A man at one of the villages 
••e came to showr,d us the grave of his child, and, with much 
apparent feeling, told us she had been burned to death in her 
hut. He had come with all h.i~ family, and built hu~ around 
it in order to weep for her, in the belief that, if the grave were 
left. unwatched. the witches would injure them by putting 
medicines on the body 1'hey have a more decided belief in 
the continued existence of departed spirits than any of the 
more southerly tribes. Even the Barotse possess it in a 
strong degree, for one of my men of tl1:tt tribe, on experiencing 
headache, said, with a sad countenance, "My father is scold
ing me hecause I do not give him any of the food I eat." I 
asked where his father was. "Among the Barimo," was the 
reply. 

When we wished to move on, Kabinje refused a guide to 
the next village, because he was at war with it; but after 
much penmasion he consented, provided that the guide should 
retum as soon as he came in sight of the enemy'~ village. 
This we felt to be a misfortune, as the natives suspect a man 
who comes telling his own tale ; but there being no help for 
it, we proceeded and found the hear.-man Kangenke very 
different from what hi~ eriemy represented him to be. 
We found too that here the idea of buying and selling 
super:-;eded that of giving, and, as I had nothing with which 
to purchase food except a parcel of beads which were reserved 
for emergencies, I began to fear that we should soon suffer 
severely from hunger. The people demanded gunpowder f01 
everything. and, had we possessed a large quantity of that 
article, we should have got on well. Next to that, Englist 
calico was in great demand, and so were beads ; but ,money 
was of no value whatever, trade being carried on, by barter
alone. Gold is quite unknown, and is mi'ltaken for b1·ass. 
Occasionally a large piece of copptr, in the shape of a St. 

·Andrew's cross, was offered for sale. 
'J1th February.-Kangenke promptly furnished guides thi1 
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uwrning, who shortly brought us to the banks of the Kasye, 
Kasai, or Loke, which is about one hundred yards broad in 
this part., and runs to the north and north-east. The scenery 
on its banks is most charming, and reminded me much of my 
native Clyde: it meanders through the glen, at one time 
embowered in sylvan vegetation, at another time gleaming
amid verdant meadows. The men pointed out its course and 
said, " Though you sail along it for months, you will turn 
without seeing the end of it." We crossed it in canoes in 11° 
15' 47" S. lat. · 

We were now in want of food, for, to the great surpri:se of 
my companions, the people of Kangenke gave nothing, and 
charged a most exorbitant price for the meal and manioc they 
brought. As the only article of barter my men had was a 
little fat saved from the ox slaughtered at Katema's, I was 
obliged to give them a portion of my stock of beads. We 
tsaw moreover that we were in a land where no animal food 
was to be had, for one of our guides caught a light-blue 
coloured mole and two mice for his supper,·and ihe care with 
which he wrapped them up in a leaf and slung them on hiF 
:spear told us that we could not hope to enjoy any larger 
game. \V e saw no trace of any other animals than these ; 
and, on coming to the villages beyond this, we often saw boy~ 
and girls engaged in digging up these tiny quadrupeds. 

On the 29th we approached the village of Katentle, wk 
sent for me on the next day, and invited me to enter a hut, as 
it was raining at the time. After a long time spent in givi11g 
and receiving messages from the.great man, we were told that 
he wanted either a man, a tusk, beads, copper rings, or a shell, 
as a toll. No one, we were assured, was allowed to pass 
through his country, or even to behold .him, without some
thing being presented. Having humbly explained our cir
cumstances, and that he could not expect to " catch a hmnble 
cow by the horns,"-a proverb similar to our "drawing 
blood from a stone "-we were told to go home, and he would 
speak again to us next day. 1 could not avoid laughing at 
the impudence of the savage, but, as it was thought advisable 
to propitiate him by a small present, I turned out my shirts, 
and, having selected the worst as a sop fo1· him, I invited him 
to come and choose anything else I had, adding that, when 1 
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should rea0h my own chief naked, and was asked what I had 
done with my clothes, I should be obliged to confess that I 
had left them with Katende. The shirt was despatched. 
accompanied by some of my people, who t~oon returned with 
the news that it had been accepted, and that guides and food 
would be sent to us next day. The chief moreover expressed 
a hope to see ~e on my return. My men were as much 
astonished as myscl.f at the demands of the chief as well as at 
his .inhospitality : he only gave us a little meal and manioc 
and a fowl. After a detention of two days by heav:r rains, 
we felt that a good stock of patience was necessary in tJ·avel
ling through this country in the rainy season. 

Passing onwards without seeing Katende, we cros~;ed a 
small rivulet, the Sengko, and after· two hours came to 
another, somewhat larger, the Totelo, which had a bridg~ 
over it. At the further end of this structure stood a negro. 
who demanded toll on the ground that the bridge was his ; 
and that, if we did not pay, he v.ould prevent our progress. 
Astounded at such a stretch of civilization, I stood a few 
seconds confronting our bold toll-keeper, when one of my 
men took off three eopper bracelett>, which paid for the whole 
party. The negro was a better man than he at first seemed 
to be, for he immediately went to his garden and brought us 
:some leaves of tobacco as a present. 

When we had got fairly away from the villages the guides 
from Kangenke told us that there were three paths in fl·ont, 
and that, if we did not at once present them with a cloth, 
they would leave us to ourselves. As I had pointed out the 
direction in which Loanda lay, and had only employed them 
for the sake of knowing the paths between villages which lay 
along our muto, I wished my men to dispense with them: 
hut Mashauana, fearing lest we might wander, asked leave to 
give his own cloth, and, when the guides saw that, they came 
forward shouting, " A verie, A verie ! " 

In the afternoon of this day we came to a valley about a 
mile wide, the bottom of which was completely und~l" water. 
The men on foot were chin-deep in crossing, aml we three on 
oxback got wet to the middle, as the animals' burdens pre
vented t}.em fi·om ~>wimming. A thunder-shower completed 
the drenching, and gave ail uncomfortable "pack in~ iu a "et 
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blanket" for that night. Next . day we found another flooded 
valley about half a mile wide, with a r>mall and now deep 
rivulet in its middle, flowing rapidly towards the KaHai. 
'l'he mid-stream was su rapid that we crossed by holding on 
to the oxen, which were carried by the force of the current 
to the opposite bank; we then jumped off, and pullerl them 
on to the Hhallower part. The rest of the valley was thigh
deep and boggy, but, by holding on by the belt which fastened 
the blanket to the ox, we floundered through as well as we 
could. These boggy parts stretched for miles along each 
bank; but even here, though the rapidity of the current was 
very considerable, the thick sward of grass was "laid" flat 
along the sides of the stream, and the soil was not so much 
abraded as to dit;colour the flood. On the opposite side of 
this valley we met with some pieces uf the ferrugino11s 
conglomerate which forms the capping of all the rocks in the 
surrounding district: the oxen bit at them as if tmrprised at 
the appearance of stone, or perhaps because it contained ~<orne 
mineral of which they stood in need. The country i:s covered 
with deep alluvial soil of a dark colour and very fertile. 

In the afternoon we came to another stream, named iiuana 
Luke (or child of Loke ), with a bridge over it, which, 
however, was so deeply flooded that the men had to :swim ofl 
to it, and when ou it were breast-deep. Some preferred 
holding on by the tails of the oxen the whoie way across, and 
I intended to do this, but, before 1 could dismount, the Ol. 

dashed off with his companions, and soon sank :so deep that I 
failed even to catch the blanket belt, and was obHged to 
strike out for the opposite bank alone. My poor fellow:s were 
:lreadfully alarmed when they saw roe parted from the cattle; 
about twenty uf them made a simultaneonH rush into the 
water for my rescue, and just as I t·eached the opposite bank 
one seized roy arm, and another clasped me round the body. 
When I stood up it was most gratifying to see them all 
struggling towards me. Some bad leaped off the bridge, and 
allowed their cloaks to float down the stream. Part of my 
goods, abandoned in the huny, were brought up fron. 'he 
bottom after I was safe. Great was the pleasure expressed 
when they found that I could swim like themselve:s, and I 
felt_ most grateflll to the!';e' poor heathens for the Pl'Oroptitude 
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with which they dashed in ro my rescut:l. In the t:lVening we 
crossed the small rivulet Lozeze, and came to some villages 
of the Kasabi, from whom we got some manioc in exchange 
for beads. They tried to frighten UM by telling of the deep 
rivers we should have to cross, but my men laughed at the 
idea; " We can all swim," said they; " who carried the whii.e 
man across the rive:r but himself? " I felt proud of their _ 
praise. · . 

Sa.turday, 4th March.-We reached the outskirts of the terri-
(52) tory of the Chiboque. We crossed the Konde and Kalll.ze, 

the former a deep small stream with a b1idge, the latter an 
insignificant rivulet, each :flowing through a valley of remark
able fertility. My companions are continually lamenting 
over these uncultivated vales in such words as these,
" What a fine country for cattle ! My heart is sore to see 
such fruitful valleys for corn lying waste ! " At first I con
ceived that the reason why the inhabitants of this fine country 
possessed no herds of cattle was owing to the despotic sway 
of' their chiefs, but I have since conjectured that the counhy 
must formerly hav') been infested by· the tsetse, which has 
now disappeared along with the wild animals on which it 
subsists. This w;u, probably the case in the country of the 
Balonda, who, by tht:l possession of guns, had cleared most of 
the country of the large game, and had thlis fitted it for the 
reception of cattle. Hence the success of Katema, Shinte, 
and Matiamvo with their herds. It would not· be surprising 
if they knew nothing of this explanation ; for I once met with 
a tribe on the Zambesi whose country was swarming with 
tsetse, but who believed that they could not keep any cattlt, 
because " no one loved them well enough to give them the 
medicine of oxen ; " and even the Portuguese at Loanda 
attributed the death of the cattle brought from the interior to 
the sea-coast to the prejudicial influence Jf the sea air ! One 
ox which I took d.own to the sea from the interior died at 
Loanda with all the symptoms of the poison injected by_ 
tsetse, which I myself saw in a district within a hundred 
miles of the coast. While at the villages of the Kasabi wE· 

saw no evidence of want of food. Our beads were very 
valuable, but cotton cloth would have been still more so; as 
we travelled along, men, womon, and children came running 
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after us with meal and fowls for sale, which we might readily 
have obtained in exchange for English manufactures. When 
t !tcy heard that we had no cloth they turneJ. back much dis· 
appointed. 

The amount of population in the central parts of the country 
may be called large, as compared with the Cape Colony or the 
Bechnana country. The cultivated land is as nothing com
pared with what might be brought under the plough. Therl' 
are flowing streams in abundance, which might, with little 
labour, be tnrned to the purpose of irrigation. l\Iiles of fruit
ful country are now lying absolutely waste, for there is not 
even game to eat off the fine pasturage, and to recline under 
the evergreen shady groves which present themselves along 
om path. The people who inhabit the centr:~l region are not 
all quite black: many incline to a bronze hue, and others are 
as light as the Bushmen; who, it may be remembered, were 
cited as a p:roof that a black complexion is due not to heat 
alone, but to the combination of heat and moisture. 'l'o this 
general law there are exceptions, caused by the migrations of 
both tribes and individuals; the 1\Iakololo for instance, who 
!tave a sickly Rallow hne when cnmparen with the aboriginal 
inhabitants; and the Batoka, who, when seen in company with 
the Batoka of the rivers, are so much lighter in colour that 
they might be taken for another tribe. 

Having reached the village of Njambi, one of the chiefs of 
the Chiboque, on the day above specified, we intended to pass 
a quiet Sunday; and as our provisions were quite spent, I 
ordered an ox to be slaughtered. 'Ye sent the hump antl ribs 
to Njambi, with the explanation that this was the customary 
tribute to chiefs in the part whence we had come, and that we 
always honoured men in his position. He returned thanks, 
and promised to send food. Next morning he sent an impu
dent message demanding either a man, an ox, a gun, powder, 
cloth, or a shell; and in the event of refusal, he intimated his 
;ntention of preventing our further progress. We replied, 
that, even supposing we possessed the articles demanded, he 
ought not to impose a tribute on any but a slave-trading party. 
The servants who brought the message said that, when sent 
k the 1\[ambari, they had always got a quantity of cloth foi 
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their mat~ter, and that they now expected the Harne, or an 
equivalent, from me. 

About mid-day l'ijambi collected his people, and sur
rounded our encampment, with the evident object of plunder
ing Ut- of everything. My men seized their javelins, and 
stood vn the defensive, while the young Chiboque brandished 
their swords with. great fury, and some even levelled their 
guns at me. I sat on my camp-stool, with my double-barrelled 
gun .across my kneeH, and invited the chief to be seated also. 
When he and his counsellors had sat down on the gr,mud in 
front of me, I asked what crime we had commited-that he had 
come armed in that way. He replied that one of m.)· men, 
Pitsane, while sitting at the fire that morning, had, in spitting. 
allowed a small quantity of the saliva to fall on the leg of one 
of his men. Pitsane admitted the fact, and, in proof of its 
being a· pnre accident, mentioned that he had wiped it ofi 
with his hand as soon as it fell. This explanation, however, 
was not received, and compensation was llemanded to the 
extent of a man, an ox, or a gun. 1 refused, of counse, t~uch 
an um·easonable demand, and after a considerable parley J 
gave him une of my ~hirts. The young Chiboque were dis
satisfied, and began shouting and brandishing their swords for 
a greater fine. At the reque-st of Pitsane I added a bunch of 
beads, and again, when the counsellors objected. a large hand
kerchief. The more I yielded, however, the more unreason
able they became, and at every fresh demand a shout was 
raised, and a rush made around UH with brandished weapons. 
One young man even made a che.rge at my head from behind, 
but I quickly brought round the mt1zzle of my gun to hi:s 
mouth, and he retreated. I felt anxious to avoid the effusion 
of blood, and theref<tte, thougq sure of being able with my 
Makololo to drive off twice the number of c;mr assailants, I 

. strove to avoid actual collision. My men were quite unpre
pared for this exhibition, but ,behaved with admirable coolness. 
The chief and his counsellors, by accep~.ing my im·itation f\1 
be seated, had placed themselves in a trap ; for my men had 
quietly surrounded them, and made them feel_ that there w~ 
no chance of escaping their spears. I then sai,l, that, as every
thin~c had failed to F:atisfy them, it w1u;: Pvi!lP.nt. th"t thn, 
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wanted to fight, and, if so, they must begin first and~ fillY. 
gnilt before God. I then sat silent for some time. __ !.t~ 
certainly rather trying, because I knew that the Chiboque 
would aim at the white man first; but I was careful not to. 
appear flurried, and, having four barrels ready for instant 
action, looked quietly at the savage scene around. The chief 
and his counsellors, seeing themselves in greater danger than 
I was, and influenced perhaps by the air of cool preparatirm 
wl1ich my men displayed, at las~ put the matter before us in 
this way : " You ~;ay you are quite friendly : but how can we 
know it. unless you give us some of your food, and you take 
some of ours ? If you give us an ox we will give you what
ever you may wish, and then we shall be friends." In accord
ance with the entreaties of my men I gave an ox; and being 
asked what I should like in return, I mentioned food, as the 
thing which we most needed. In the evening Njambi sent a 
very small basket of meal, and two or three pounds of the 
fle:<h of our own ox! with the apology that he had no fowls, 
and very little food of other kinds. It was impossible to 
avoid laughing at the coolness of these generous creatures. I 
was truly thankful nevertheless that we had so far gained our 
point as to be allowed to pass on without having shed human 
blood. 

March 6th.-We were informed that the people living to 
the west of the Chiboque of :r\jambi were familiar with the 
visits of slave-traders; and as it was the opinion of om guides 
from Kangenke that so many of my companions would be 
exacted of me that I should reach the coast without a single 
attendant, I resolved to strike away to the N.N.E., in the 
hope that at some point farther north I might find an exit to 
the Portuguese settlement of Cassange .. \Ye proceeded at first 
due north, with the Kasabi villages on our 1·ight, and the 
K.asau on our left. During the first twenty miles we crossed 
many swollen stieams, having the same boggy bailks. as I 
have already described, and wherever the water had stood fo~ 
any length of time it was discolom;ed with rust of iron. We 
saw a '' nakong" antelope one day, a rare sight in this 
quarter ; and many pretty flowers adorned the valleys. We 
could observe the difference in the seasons as we advanced 
northwards in company with the sun. Summer Vl'itfl now 

s 
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nearly over at Kuruman, and far advanced at I..inyanti, but 
here we were in the middle of it; fruits which we had eaten 
ripe on the Zambesi were here quite green; but we were 
coming into the region where the inhabitants are favoured 
with two rainy seasons and two crops, viz., when the sun is 
going south, ann when it returns to the north. 

On the 8th one. of my men, having left an ounce or two of 
powder at our sleeping-place, went back several miles for it. 
I w.as compelled to wait f~r him, and, as my clothes were wet 
at the time, I caught a violent fit of fever. This was a source 
of much regret, for the next day was, for a wonder, fine, but I 
was so prostrated by the fever that I could scarcely manage, 
after some hours' trial, to get a lunar observation in which I 
could repose confidence. Those who know the difficulties of 
making observations, and commiting all of them to paper, will 
sympathise with me in this and many similar instances. We 
crossed a rivulet named the Chihune, which flows into the 
~onge, and ultimately into the Kasai. Some v:iJ.lagers brought 
us wax for sale, and, finding that we wished for honey, they 
soon returned with a hive. All the bees in this country are 
private property, for the natives place hives sufficient to house 
them all. We therefore paid no attention to the call of the 
honey-guide, for we were slire it would only lead us to a hive 
which we had no right to touch. The bird continues its 
habit of inviting attention to the honey, though its services in 
this district are never actually needed. 

As we traversed a succession of open lawns and deep 
forests, it was interesting to observe the manner in which 
trees adapt themselves, almost as if by instinct, to different 
circumstances. I noticed one, for instance, which on open 
ground grows as an ordinary umbrageous tree, but, when it 
gets into the forest, where it is overshadowed by loftier trees, 
secures for itself a fair share of light and air, either by sending 
out an arm, which climbs to the top of a neighbouring tree, or 
by converting itself wholly into a climber. In the former 
case it retains its original form <UJ.d ~ a double head, below 
and above; in. the latter case it has but a single head. 

In passing through the narrow paths I had an opportunit;) 
of observing the peculiarities of my ox "Sir.bad," who ·Waf 

blessed with a mORt intractable temper Being unahle to d· 
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any damage with his horns, which were bent downwards and 
hung loo~ely, he adopted another mode of venting his spleen. 
AB we wended our w11y slowly along the path, he would sud
denly dart aside, and, in spite of all my endeavours, would 
persist in his course until I was unseated by some climber 
that crossed the path, when he availed himself of the oppor
tunity to try to kick me. The ordinary method of guiding 
an ox i~> by a string tied to a stick put through the cartilage of 
tho nose ; bnt Sinbad was utterly indifferent to the hints he 
received through this contrivance whenever he determined ol! 
taking his uwn course. 

A remarkable peculiarity in the forests of this country is 
the absence of thorns; there are but two exceptionS-QUe 
bearing a species of nux vomica; another, a small shrub very 
like the sarsaparilla, bearing in addition to its hooked thorns 
bunches of yellow berries. This absence of thorns is espe
cially noticeable to those who have been in the south, where 
we have thorns of every size and shape; straight and curved, 
thin and long, short and thick, and so strong as to be able to 
cut even leather like a knife. Seed-vessels are scattered 
everywhere by these appendages. One lies flat as a shilling, 
with two thorns in its centre, ready to run into the foot of 
any animal that tread~ upon it, and stick there for daye 
together. Another (the Uncmia procumbens, or grapple-plant) 

Seed-vessel of tbe • grapple-plant." 
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has so many hooked thorns as to cling most tenaciously to any 
animal tc which it may become attached; when an ox gets 
one on his mouth, the animal stands roaring with pain and a 
sense of helplessness. 

Wherever a part of the forest which bas once been cleared 
for a garden is afterwards abandoned, a plant with leaves like 
those of ginger springs up, and contends with a crop of ferns 
for the possession of the soil. This is the case all the way 
down to Angola, and shows the great difference of climate 
between this and the Becbuana country, where ferns, excer-t 
one or two hardy species, are never seen. The plants abov6 
mentioned bear a pretty pink flower close to the ground, 
which is succeeded by a scarlet fruit full of seeds, yielding a 
pleasant acid juice. The prevalence of such acids is one of 
the characteristics ofthe fruits of this country, and is probably 
intended as a c9rrective to the :fluids of the system in the hot 
climate. 

On leaving the Chihune we crossed the Loange, and, as the 
day was cloudy, our guides, who depended on the sun for 
guidance, wandered away to the west till we came to the river 
Chihombo, flowing to the E.N.E. They then thought that 
they had wandered back . to the Chiboque, · and began to 
dispute· as to the point where the sun should rise next 
morning. It would have been better to have travelled by 
compass alone, for the guides took advantage of any fears 
expressed by my people, and threatened to return if presents 
were not at (Jnce made to them. 

J::Jaturday, Ilth.-As soon as the rains would allow us we 
went off to the N .E., and reached a small village on the banks 
of a narrow stream. I was too ill to leave my shelter, except 
to quell a mutiny which began to show itself among some of 
the Batoka and Ambonda of our party. They grumbled 
because they supposed that I had shown partiality in the 
distribution of the beads; but I explained to them that the 
beads I had given to my principal men were only sufficient to 
purchase a scanty meal, and that I had hastened .on to this 
village in order to slaughter a tired ox, and give them all a 
feast on Sunday. Having thus, as I thought, sileHed their 
murmurs, I soon sank into a state of stupor, which rhe ever 
-sometimes produced, and was obliviuns to all their noise i.rJ. 
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slaughtcJ ing. On Sunday the mutineers were makir.g a 
terrible diu in preparing a skin they had procured. I re
quested them twice to be more quiet, <us the noise pained me : 
but as they paid no attention to this civil request, I put out 
my bead, and, repeating it myself, was answered by an impu
dent laugh. Knowing that di!:icipline would be at an end if 
this mutiny were not quelled, and that our lives depended on 
vigorously upholding authority, I seized a double-banelled 
pistol, and darted forth with such a savage aspect as to put 
them to a precipitate flight. They immediately becau1e very 
obedient, and never afterwards gave me any trouble, or 
imagined that they had any right to my property. 

18t!t.-\\"e went forward some miles, but were brought to a 
stand by the severity of my fever on the banks of a branch of 
the Loajima, another tributary of the Kasai. l was in a state 
of partial coma nntillate at night, when it became necessary 
for me to go out; and I was surprised to find that my men 
had built a little stockade, and had taken to their weapons. 
We were surrounded by a party of Chiboque, who lay near 
the gateway, preferring the demand of" a man, an ox, a gun, 
or a tmsk." i\Iy men had prepared for defence in case of a 
night attack, and, when the Chiboque inquired about my 
position in the camp, they very properly refused to point me 
out. In the morning I went out. to the Chiboque, who 
answered me civilly regarding my intentions in opening the 
country, and said that they only wished to exehange tokens of 
goodwill with me, and had brought three pigs, which they 
hoped I would accept. I accepted the present in the hope 
that the blame of unfriendliness might not rest with me, and 
in return I presented a razor and two bunches of beads, 
together with twelve copper rings, which my men contribute« 
from their arms. They went off to report to their chief; and 
as I was quite unable to move from excessive giddineRs. we 
continued in the same spot all Tuesday. On the evening of 
that day they retumed with a message couched in very plain 
terms, that a man, a tusk, a gun, or even an ox, wo·,tid be 
acceptable to the chief, and that whatever I should please to 
demand from him he would gladly give. As this was all 
said civilly, and as there was no alternati,·e but bloodshed if 
we refused, 1 gave a tired riding-ox. 1\Iy late chief mutineer 
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an AmLonda man, was now over-loyal, for he armed himself 
and stood at the gateway, asserting that he would rather die 
than see his father impo~;ed on ; but I ordered Mosantu to take 
him out of the way, and the Chiboque marched off well 
pleased with their booty. I told my men that I esteemed one 
of their lives more valuable than all the oxen, and that I 
would only fight tq save the lives and liberties of the majority. 
In this they all agreed, and said that, if the Chiboque mo
lest~d us, the guilt would be on their heads. It is a favourite 
mode of concluding any explanation of an act to say," I have 
no guilt or blame" (" molatu "),or" They have the guilt." I 
never could be positive whether the idea in their minds is 
guilt in the sight of the Deity, or of mankind only. 

Next morning the Chiboque returne4 with about thirty 
yards of strong striped English calico, an axe, and two hoes 
for our acceptance. I divided the cloth among my men, and 
pleased them a little by thus compensating them for the loss 
of the ox._ I advised_ the chief to get cattle for his own use, 
and expressed sorrow that I had none wherewith to enable 
him to make a commencement. Rains prevented our pro
ceeding till Thursday morning, when messengers appeared to 
tell us that the chief had learned that some of the cloth sent 
by him had been stolen by ·the persons ordered to present it 
to us, and that he had stripped them of their property as a 
punishment. Our guides thought these to be only spies of a 
larger party concealed in the forest through which we were 
now about to pass. 'V e prepared therefore for defence by 
marching in a compact body, and allowing none to straggle. 
Nothing however disturbed us, and, for my own part, I was 
too ill to care much whether we were attacked or not. A 
pouring rain came on, but, as we were all anxious to get away 
out of so bad a neighbourhood, we proceeded. The thick 
atmosphere prevented my seeing the creeping plants in time 
to avoid them; so Pitsane, Mohorisi, and I, who alone were 
mounted, were often caught; and as there is no stopping the 
oxen when they have the ·prospect of unseating their riders, 
we came frequently to the ground. In addition ·to these 
mishaps, Sinbad went off at a plunging gallop, the bridle 
brok.e, and down I came backwards on the crown of my head, 
receinng, as I fell, a kick on the thigh. I felt none the 
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worse for this rough treatment., but I would hardly recommend 
it to others as a palliative in cases of fever. This last attack 
of fever reduced me almost to a skeleton. The blanket which 
I URed as a saddle, being pretty constantly wet, cau:;ed exten
sive abrasion of the skin, which was continually healing and 
getting sore again. To this inconvenience was now added the 
chafing of my projecting bones on the hard bed. 
·On Friday we came to a village of civil people on the banks 

of the Loajima. The bridges over it, and over another stream 
which we crossed at midday, were submerged by a flood of 
perfectly clear water, and we consequently got a soaking in 
crossing them. At tho second ford we were met 1 _.; a hostile 
party who refused us further passage. I ordered my men to 
proceed, but our enemies spread themselves out in front of us 
with loud cries. As our numbers were about equal to theirs, 
I moved on at the head o-~' my men. Some of the enemy ran 
off to other villages, or back to their own, o~ pretence of 
getting ammunition; others called out that all traders came 
to them, and that we must do the same. As they had plenty 
of iron-headed arrows and some guns, I ordered my men to cut 
down some young trees and make a screen as quickly as pos
sible, but to do nothing further except in case of actual attack. 
I then dismounted, and, advancing a little towards our prin 
cipal opponent, showed him how easily I cquld kill him, and 
then, pointing upwards, said, " I fear God." He did the 
Rame, placing his band on his heart, pointing upwards, and 
Raying, "I fear to kill; but come to our village; come-do 
come." At this juncture the old head-man, Ionga Panza, a 
venerable negro, came up, and I invited him to be seated, and 
talk the matter over. Ionga Panza soon let us know that he 
thought himself very ill-treated in being passed by. As most 
skirmishes arise from misunderstanding, this might have been 
.t :;erious one ; for, like all the tribes near the Portuguese 
settlements, they imagine that they have a right to demand 
payment from every one who passes through the country; 
and now, though Ionga Panza was certainly no match for my 
men, yet they were detennined not to forego that right with
out a struggle. I removed with my men to the vicinity of 
the village, which was pleasantly embowered ir. lofty ever
green trees hung rourd with festoon111 of creepers. He sent us 
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food immediately, and soon afterwards a. goat, which was con· 
sidered a handsome gift, as domestic animals were scarce in 
this. district, owing probably to tl:Jl former prevalence of the 
tsetse. The position of the village was 10° 25'S. lat., 20° 15' 
E. long. 

On the 20th the same demand of payment for leave to pass 
was made by old.Ionga Panza as by the other Chiboque. I 
offered the shell presented by Shinte, but longa Panza said he 
was too old for ornaments. We might have succeeded very 
well with him, had not our two guides from Kangenke com
plicated our difficulties by sending for a body of Bangala 
traders, with a view to force us to sell the tusks of Sekeletu 
and pay them with the price. We offered to pay them hand
somely if they would perform their promise of guiding us to 
Cassange, but they knew no more of the paths than we did ; 
and my men had paid them repeatedly, and tried to get rid of 
them, but could not. They now joined our enemies, as did 
also the traders. Two guns and some beads, belonging to the 
latter, were standing in our encampment, and the guides 
seized them and ran.· off. As my men knew that we should 
hl;l.ve to replace them, they gave chase, upon which the guides 
threw down the guns, and, directing their flight to the village, 
rushed into a hut. The doorway of a native hut is not much 
higher than that of a dog's kennel. One of the guides was in 
the act of stooping to get in, when he received a cut on the 
projecting part of his body from one of my men, which must 
have made . him wince. The guns were recovered. but the 
beads were lost in the flight. All my stock could not replace 
those lost; and though we explained that we had no part in 
the theft, the traders replied that we had brought the thieves 
into the country. 

As we were anxious to effect a peaceful passage through the 
country, my men offered all their ornaments, and I all my 
beads and shirts ; but matters could not be arranged without 
our giving an ox and one of the tusks, 'lnd to these terms I 
was at length compelled to accede. We were all becoming 
disheartened, and could not wonder that native expeditions 
from the interior to the coast had generally failed to reach 

(53) their destinations. Some of my people proposed to return 
home; and the prospect of being obliged to return when just 
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on the threshold of the Portuguese settlements distressed me 
exceedingly. After using all my powers of persuasion I 
declared to them that if they returned I should go on alone, 
uncl, retiring into my little tent, I lifted up my heart to Him 
who hears the sighing of the soul. Thither I was soon 
followed by the head of the Mohorisi, saying, " We will 
never leave you. Do not be disheartened. \Vherever you 
lead we will follow. Our remarks were made only on account 
of the injustice of these people." Others followed, and with 
the most artless simplicity of manner told me to.be eomforted 
-'' they were all my children ; they knew no one but Seke
letu and me, and they would die for me ; they had just spoken 
in the bitterness of their spirit, and when feeling that they 
could do nothing." One of the oxen offered to the Chiboque 
had been rejected because he had lost part of his tail, as they 
thought that it had been cut off and witchcraft medicine 
inserted ; and some mirth was excited by my proposing to 
raise a 1:dmilar prejudice against all the oxen we still had in 
our possession. The remaining four soon prel'ented a singular 
shortness of their caudal extremities; and though no one ever 
asked whether they had medicine in the stumps, certain it is 
that we were no more troubled by the demand for an ox! 
\\'e now slaughtered another ox, that the owners of the cattle 
might not be seen fasting while the Chiboque were feasting. 

CHAPTER XIX. 

'l'HROUGH BASHINJE TERRITORY TO CASSANGE, AND THENCE BY 'fALA 

:MUNGONGO, THE BASONGO TERRITORY, AND THE DISTRICTS OF AM
RACA AND GOLUNGO AI.TO, TO LOANDA 

.24th.-IONGA PANZA's sons agreed to act as guides into the 
territory of the Portuguese if I would at once give them 
Shinte's shell. I was strongly averse to this, but I yielded 
'to the entreaties of my people, and delivered up -the precious 
shell. \V e went west-by-north to the river Chikapa, which is 
here (lat. 10° 22'S.) forty or fifty yards wide; we crossed in 
11. canoe made out of a single piece of lmrk sewed together a1 
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the ends, and having sticks placed in it to acts as ribs. The 
word Chikapa means bark or skin; and as this is the only 
river in which we saw this kind of canoe used, it probably 
derives its name from the use made of them. We now felt 
the loss of our pontoon, for the people to whom the canoe 
belonged made us pay thrice over for our passage, viz. when 
we began to crosl:l, when half of us were over, and when all 
wore over but my principal man Pitsane and myself. Loy8.nke 
took off his cloth and paid my passage with it. 

Next morning our guides went only about a mile, and then 
told us they should retum home. This was just what I 
expected when paying them beforehand, in accordance with 
the entreaties of the Makololo. Very energetic remonstrances 
were addressed to them, but they slipped off one by one in 
the thick forest through which we were passing, and I was 
glad to hear my companions coming to the conclusion, that, 
as we were now in parts visited by traders, we did not 
require them. The country was somewhat more undulating 
than it had been, and several fine streams :Bowed in deep 
woody dells. The trees were tall and straight, and the forests 
gloomy and damp, the ground being quite covered with 
mosses, and the trees with light-coloured lichens. The soil · 
was extremely fertile, being generally a black loam covered 
with a thick crop of tall grasses. We passed several villages, 
the head-man of one of which scolded us well for passing, 
when he intended to give us food. Where slave-traders have 
been in the habit of coming, they present food, and then 
aemand three or four times its value in return. We were 
therefore glad to get past villages without intercourse with 
the inhabitants. We were now travelling w·.N.W., and all 
the rivulets we here crossed had a northerly course, and were 
reported to fall into the Kasai or Loke; most of them had the 
peculiar boggy banks of the country. 

We spent Sunday (the 26th) on the banks of the Quilo, or 
K weelo, a stream about ten yards wide, running in a deep 
glen, the rocky sides of which consist of hardened ~alcareous 
tufa lying on clay sha.la and sandstone below, with a cappin1 
of ferruginous conglomerate. The scenery ·would haYe been 
\"ery pleasing if the fever would have allowod me to enjoy it. 

The inhabitants of this district live in a state of glorioua 
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ease. Food abounds, and very little labour is required for its 
cultivation , the soil is S:J rich that no manure is required ; 
and when a garden becomes worn out the owner removes a 
little farther into the forest, kills the larger trees by fire, cuts 
down the smaller ones, and has at once a new rich garden 
ready for the seed. Hence the gardens usually present the 
appearance of a great number of tall dead trees standing 
without bark, and maize growing between them. The old 
gardens continue to yield manioc for years after the owners 
have removed to other spots for the sake of millet and maize. 
But while vegetable aliment is abundant, there is a want of 
salt, and also of animal food, so much so that numberless 
mouse-traps are seen in all the forests of Londa. 

The villages differed considerably in character: some were 
models of neatne~s : others were buried in a wilderness of 
weeds so high that, when sitting on ox-back in the middle of 
the village, we could only see the tops of the huts. If we 
entered such a one at midday, the owners would come lazily 
forth, pipe in hand, and leisurely puff away in dreamy 
indifference. In some villages weeds are not allowed to 
grow ; cotton, tobacco, and different plants used as relishes, 
surround the huts; fowls are kept in cages; and the gardens 
present the pleasant spectacle of different kinds of grain and 
pulse at various stages of growth. Every . village swarms 
with children, who turned out to see the white man pass, and 
sometimes scampered alongside our party for miles at a time, 
with strange cries and antics. We usually made a little 
hedge around our sheds ; crowds of women came to the 
entrance of it, with children on their backs and long pipes in 
their mouths, gazing at us for hours, and it was common tu 
hear a man in nmning off say to them,." I am going to tell 
my mama to come and see the white man's oxen." 

In continuing our W.N.W. course we met many parties of 
native traders, each carrying pieces of cloth and salt, with a 
few beads to barter for bees' -wax. They were all armed with 
Portuguese guns, and had cartridges with iron balls. \\hen 
we met we usually halted for a few minutes, exchanged 
trifling presents, and then parted with mutual good wishes. 
The hide of the oxen we slaughtered had been a valuable 
addition to our resources, for we found it in such request for 
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girdles aU through Londa, that we cut up every skin into 
strips about two inches broad, and sold them for meal and 
manioc as we went along. · As we came nearer Angola we 
found them of less value, as the people there possessed cattle 
themselves. 

The village on the K weelo, at which we spent Sunday, was 
that of a civil, l~vely old man, called Sakandala, who ofiered 
no objections to our progress. 'N e found we should soon 
enter on the territory of the Bashinje (the Chinge of the 
Portuguese), who are mixed with another tribe named 
Bangala. Rains and fever, as usual, helped to impede our 
progress until we struck the path leading from Cassange and 
Bihe to Matiamvo. This was a well-beaten track, and soon 
after entering upon it we met a party of half-caste traders 
from Bihe, who confirmed the information we had already got · 
of its leading straight to Cassange. They kindly presented 
my men with some tobacco, and marvelled greatly when they 
found that I had never learnt to smoke. On parting with 
them we came to a half-caste trader's grave, marked by a 
huge cone of sticks arranged like the roof of a hut, with a 
palisade around it. At an opening on the westem side an 
ugly idol was placed; and several strings of beads and bits of 
cloth were hung around. 

'fhe Bashinje, in whose country we now were, seem to 
possess more of the low negro physiognomy than either the 
Balonda or Basongo ; they have generally dirty black com
plexions. low foreheads, fiat noses, and thick lips. They 
enlarge the nosirihi by inserting bits of ~;tick or reed ; and 
they have the custom, to which we have previously adverted, 
of filing the teeth to a point. They cultivate the ground 
extensively, and rely upon their agricultural products for 
their supplies of salt, :flesh, tobacco, &c., which they get from 
the Hangalas. Their clothing consists of pieces of skin, hung 
loosely from the girdle in front and behind. They plait their 
hair fastastically: some women had their hair woven into the 
form of a hat, and it was only by a closer inspection that its 
nature was detected. Others had it an·anged in tufts, with 
a threefold corcl along the t·idge of each tuft ; while others, 
again, following the ancient Egyptian fashion, had the whole 
mass plaited intc cords which hung :lcwn to the shoulders. 
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This mode, with the somewhat Egyptian cast of cvuntenance 
in other parts of Londa, reminded me strongly of the paintings 
of that nation in the British Museum. 

As we were now :sure of being on the way to the abodes of 
civilisation, we went on briskly, and on the 30th arrived at 
the edge of the high ]and over which we had lately been 
travelling. The descent is so steep t'hat it can only be 
effected at particular points, and even there I was obliged to 
dismount, though so weak that I had to be supported by my 
companions. Below us, at a depth of from a thousand to 
twelve hundred feet, lay the magnificent valley of the Qw1ngo. 
The view of the vale of Clyde from the spot whence 1\Iary 
Queen of Scots witue:ssed the battle of Langside resembles in 
miniature the glorious sight which was here presented to our 
view. The valley i:s about a hundred miles broad, and is 
clothed with dark forest everywhere except along the banks 
of the Quango, which flows amid green meadows, and here 
and there glances out in the sun as it wends its way to the 
north. Emerging from the gloomy forests of Londa, this 
magnificent prospect made us all feel as if a weight had been 
lifted off our eyelids. When we reached the huttom of the 
valley, whieh from above seemed quite smooth, we discovered 
it to be furrowed by great numbers of deep-cut streams. The 
side of the valley, when -viewed from below, appears as the 
edge of a table-land, with numerous indented dells and spurs 
jutting out all along, giving it a serrated appearance. Both 
the top and sides are generally covered with trees, but some 
bare patches in the more perpendicular parts exhibit the red 
soil which prevails in the region we have now entered. 

The hollow affords a section of this part of the country ; 
and we found that the uppermost stratum is the ferruginous 
conglomerate already mentioned. The strata under the con
glomerate are all of red clay shale of different degrees of 
hardne:-;s, the most indurated being at the bottom. This red 
clay proved to be remarkably slippmy, so much so that 
Ma.ohauana, who prided himself on being 150 sure of foot that 
he could afford to express contempt for any one less gifted, 
came down in a very sudden and undignified manner, to th\• 
delight of all whom he had previor .. sly scolded for falling. 
We met with bamboos as thick as a man's arm, and with many 
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trees which we had not seen before, while others, which we 
had lost sight of since leaving Shinte, reappeared. Nothing 
struck us more than the scragginess of the trees in this hollow, 
as compared with the tall, straight trees on the high lands; 
nor were they by any means so closely planted together. 

Sunday, 2nd Aprt1.-We rested beside a small stream, and, our 
hunger being now very severe from having lived so long on 
manioc alone, w~ ·slaughtered one of our four remaining oxen. 
The natives of this district seem to feel the craving for animal 
food. just as much as we did, for they expend much energy in 
digging large white larrre out of the damp soil adjacent to the 
streams, to serve as a relish for their vegetable diet. The 
Bashinje refused to sell any food for the poor old ornaments 
my men had now to offer. ·we could get neither meal nor 
manioc; still we should have been comfortable, had not the 
Bashinje chief Sans,we pestered us for the customary present. 'V e told his me~>sengers that we had nothing to offer: the 
tusks were Sekeletu's: everything was gone, except my in
struments, which could be of no use to them whatever. One 
of them begged some meat, and, when it was refused, said to 
my men, "You may as well give it, for we shall take it all 
after we have killed you to-morrow." The more humbly we 
c~poke, the more insolent the Bashinje became, till at last we 
all felt savage and sulky. They are fond of argument, and, 
when I denied their right to demand tribute from a whitt! 
man who did not trade in slaves, an old white-headed negro 
put rather a posing question : "You know that God has 
placed chiefs among us whom we ought to support. How is 
it that you, who have a book that tells you about Him, do not 
come forward at once to pay this chief tribute, like every one 
else ? " I replied by asking,." How could I know that this 
was a chief, who had allowed me to remain a day and a half 
near him without giving me anything to eat?" This, which 
may seem Bophistry to the uninitiated, was quite a rational 
question to the central Afiican, for he at once admitted that 
food ought to have been sent, and added, that prol;>ably his 
·chief was preparing it, and it would come soon. 

After being wearied by talking all day to different parties, 
we were honoured by a visit from Sansawe himself, who 
turned out to be quite a young man, and of rather a pleasing 
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countenance. There cannot have been much intercom·se 
between real Portuguese and these people, though they live 
so close to the Quango, for Sansawe asked me to show him my 
hair, on the ground that he had never seen straight hair. 
The difference between their wool and our hair caused him 
to burst into a laugh, and the contrast between the exposed 
and unexposed parts of my skin seemed to strike him with 
wonder. I then showed him my watch, and wished to win 
my way into his confidence by conversation ; but when I 
proceeded to exhibit my pocket compass he desired me to 
desist, as he was afraid of my wonderful things. As it waE 
getting dark, he asked leave to go, and, when his party moved 
off a little way, he sent for my spokesman, and told him that, 
" if we did not add a red jacket and a man to our gift of a 
few copper rings and a few pounds of meat, we must return 
by the way we had come." I said in reply, "that we should 
certainly go forward next day, and if he commenced hostilities 
the blame before God would lie on San sa we; " to which my 
man added of his own accord, "How many white men have 
you killed in this path?" implying that he had never killed 
one, and that he was not likely to do so this time. 

3rd Apr£l.-At daybreak we were astir, and, setting off in 
a drizzling rain, passed close to the village. This rain pro
bably damped the ardour of the robbers; for, though we 
expected to be fired upon from every clump. of trees, or from 
some of the rocky hillocks among which we were passing, we 
were not molested. After two hours' march we began to 
breathe freely, and my men remarked, in thankfulness, "We 
are children of Jesus." We continued our course, notwith
standing the rain, across the bottom of the Quango valley, 
which we found broken by clay-shale rocks cropping out from 
a nearly horizontal stratum. The grass in the hollows was 
about two feet higher than my head while sitting on ox-back, 
and, being saturated with rain, it acted as a shower-bath upon 
us. \Ve passed several villages, one of which possessed a 
flock of sheep ; and after six hours we halted near the river 
Quango (lat. 9° 53' S., long. 18° 37' E.), which may be regarded · 
as the ea!ltern boundary of the Portuguese coast territory. 
As I had now no change of clothing, I was glad to cower 
under the shelter of my blanket, tl-·.ankful to God for His 
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goodness in bringing us thus far without the loss of one of 
tho party. 

4th A_pn1.-We were now on the banks of the Quango, here 
one hundred and fifty yards wide, very deep, and flowing 
among extensive meadows clothed with gigautic grass and 
reeds. It is said by the natives to contain many venomous 
water-snakes, which may account for the villages being 
situated far from Its banks. We were advised not to sleep 
near it; but, as we were anxious to cross to the western side, 
we tried to induce some of the Bashinje to lend us canoes for 
the purpose. The chief of these parts, however, informed 11s 

that all the canoe-men were his children, and that nothit,g 
cl"luld be done without his authority. He then made the 
usual demand for a man, an ox, or a gun, adding that vther
wise we must return to the country from which we had cume. 
As I suspected that, if I gave him my blanket-the only thing 
I now had in reserve-he might leave us in the lurch after 
all, I tried to persuade my men to go at once to the bank, 
'\bout two miles off, and obtain posse:-;sio11 of the canoes before 

Ba.-binje chief's bead-dress. 

we g-<~.ve up the blanket; but they thought that this might 
lead to an attack upon us while cro~;sing. The chief eame 
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himself to our encampment and renewed hilS demand. My 
men stripped off the last of their copper rings and gave them; 
but he was still intent on a man, imagining, as others did, that 
my men were slaves. He was a young man, with his woolly 
hair gathered up at the back of his head into a cone about 
eight inches in diameter at the ba:se, and elaborately swathed 
round with red and black thread. As I declined giving up 
my blanket until we were placed on the western bank, he 
continued to wony us with his demands till I was tired. My 
little tent was now in tatters, and, having a wj.{er hole behind 
than the door in front, I tried in vain to evade my persecutors. 
As we were on a reedy flat, we could not follow our usual 
plan of a ~:;mall stockade, in which we might concoct our 
plans. I was trying to persuade my men to move on to the 
bank in ~:-pite of these people, when a young half-caste 
Portuguese sergeant of militia, Cypriano di Abreu, who had 
come across the Quango in search of bees'-wax, made his 
appearance, and gave the same J.tdvice. When we moved 
off, the chief's people opened a :fire from our sheds, and 
continued to blaze away some time in the direction we were 
going, without effecting any damage. They probably expected 
that this evidence of abundant ammunition would make us 
run; but when we continued a steady advance to the ford, 
they proceeded no farther than our sleeph1g-,place. Cypriano 
assisted us in making satisfactory arrangements with the 
ferrymen ; and as soon as we reached the opposite bank we 
were in the territory of the Bangala, who are subjects of the 
Portuguese, and are otherwise known as the Cassanges or 
Cas~:;antse; and happily all our difficulties with the border 
tribes we1·e at an end. 

Passing brh;]cly through the high grass for about three 
mile:s west of the river, we arrived at some neat houses, 
guarded by cleanly-looking half-caste Portuguese, fOI"ming a 
detachmt:nt of militia, who were stationed here under the 
command of our friend Cypriano. The Bangala were very 
troublesome to the Portngue~e traders, ancl at last proceeded 
so far as to kill one of them; upon which the government of 
Angola sent an expedition against them, and reduced them 
to a state of vassalage. The militia are quartered amongst 
them. and support themselves by trade and agriculture, n<l 

T 
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pay being given to this branch of the service oy the govern 
ment. 

I pitched my little tent in front of the dwelling of Cypriano 
for the night. We here had the company of mosquitoes, with 
which we had never been troubled on the banks of the pure 
streams of Londa. On the morning of the 5th Cypriano 
generously supplied my men with pumpkins and maize, and 
then invited me to a magnificent breakfast, consisting of 
gJ"Olmd-nuts and roasted maize, followed by ground-nut.-; and 
boiled manioc-roots, and concluded with guavas and honey by 
way of dessert. At dinner he was equally bountiful, and 
several of his friends joined us in doing justice to his hospi
tality. Before_eating, water was poured on the hands of each 
by a female slave. This proceeding was necessary, as forks 
and spoons were used only for ca.rving, not for eating. The 
repast was conducted with decency and good manners, and 
was concluded by washing the hands as at first. 

All of them could read and write with ease. The only 
books they possessed v,;ere a small work on medicine, a small 
cyclopredia, and ii Portuguese dictiona1·y, besides a few tracts 
containing the Lives of the Saints. Cypriano had three 
·small wax images of sain~ in his room, and both he and his 
companions had relics in German-silver cases hung round 
their necks, to act as charms and save them from da11ger by 
land or by water, in the same way as the heathen have 
medicines. They were entirely ignorant not only of the 
contents~ but even of the very name, of the Bible. 

Much of the civility shown to us here was, no doubt, owing 
to the letters of recommendation I carried from the ChevalieJ 
Du Prat, of Cape Town; but I am inclined to believe that mJ 
friend Cypriano was influenced by feelings of genuine kind 
ness, excited partly'by my wretched appearance, for he qnite 
bared his garden in feeding us during the few days which I 
remained. He slaughtered an ox for us, and furnished his 
mother and her maids with maniuc-roots to prepare fa1ina for 
the four or fiye days of our journey to Cassange, ·and never 
even hinted at payment. The faiina 'is prepared by washing 
the roots well, then rasping them down to a p'ulp, which i::, 
roasted slightly on a metal plate, and is used as a vegetable 
with meat. It closely resembles wood-sawinw- and on tltat 
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account is named " wood-meaL" Though insipid, it is 
relished by those who have become accustomed to it, even 
after they have retumed to Europe. 

The manioc cultivated here is of the sweet variety: the 
Litter species, to which we were accustomed in Londa, is not 
often found in this fertile valley. Many of the inhabitants 
were busy planting maize, though it was now tht~ beginning 
of winter; what we were now eating was planted in the 
beginning of February. The l:iOil is exceedingly fertile, of a 
dark red colour, and covered with a dense c1·op of coarse 
grass, the stalks of which are generally as thick as goose
quills. I was told by the Portuguese that, when a marauding 
party of Ambonda once came for plunder while it was in a 
dry state, the Bangala encircled them with a fire which com
pletely destroyed them. I can easily believe this, for 011 one 
occasion I nearly lost my waggon by fire, in a. valley where 
the grass wa::> only abuut three feet high. We were Toused by 
the roar, as of a. torrent, made by the fire coming from the 
windward. I immediately set fu·e to that on om· leeward, and 
haJ just time to drag the waggon on to the bare space there, 
before the windward flames reached the place where it had 
stood. · 

We were detained by rains, and by my de~:;ii·e to a10certain 
our geographical position, until Monday the lOth, when 1 
t>uccccded in getting the latitude (9° 50' S.). \\"o then Etarted, 
and, after three days' hard travelling through the lung grass, 
reached Cassange, the farthest inland station of the Portuguese 
in Western Africa, in lat. 9° 37' 30" S., and long. 17° 49' E. 
We crossed several streams running into the Quango; but as 
tho grass continued to tower about two feet over our heads, 
it generally obstructed our view of the adjacent country. I 
made my entrance among our 1 'ortuguese allies in a somewhat 
forlorn state as to clothing. The first gentleman J met in the 
village W>ked if I had a passport, and said that I must appear 
before the auth)ritie~:>. [ gladly accompanied him to the 
house of the C:;mruaodant, Senhor Rego, who, having in· 
spected my passport, politely ·asked rue to t>upper. As I had 
eaten nothing except the farina of Cypriano f1·om the Quango 
to this, I might have appeared particularly ravenous to the 
'lther gentlemen around the table; but they seemed to undor 
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stand my position pretty 'well, from having all travelled 
extensively themselves. Indeed, had they not been present, 
I should have pocketed some to eat by night, for, after fever, 
the appetite is excessively keen, and manioc is one of the 
most un&tisfying kinds of food. Captain Neves then invited 
me to take up my abode in his house, and next morning 
generously arrayed me in_ decent clothing. During the whole 

· period of my stay he treated me as if I had been his brother, 
a.nd I feel deeply grateful to him for his disinterested kind
ness both to myself and my party. 

The village of Cassange (pronounced Kassanje) is composed 
of thirty or forty traders' houses, built of wattle and daub, 
irregularly scattered about on an elevated spot in the great 
Qua.ngo valley. They are surrounded by plantations of 
manioc, maize, &c., and generally possess kitchen gardens, 
stocked with the common European vegetables, as potatoes, 
peas, cabbages, onions, tomatoes, &c. &c. Guavas and ban
anas appear, from the size and abundance of the trees, to have 
been introduced many years ago, but pine-apples, orange, fig, 
and cashew-trees have but lately been tried. There are about 
forty Portuguese traders in this district, all of them officers in 
the militia, many of whom have become rich from adopting 
the plan of sending out· Pombeiros, or native traders, with 
large quantities of goods, to trade in the· more remote parts of 
the country. The extent to which tpese native traders carry 
their expeditions appears from the fact that two of them, called 
in the history of Angola " the ti"ading blacks " ( os feirantes 
pretos), having been sent by the first Portuguese trader that 
lived at Cassange, actually r~turned from some of the Portu
guese possessi ms in the ~t, with letters from the governor 
of :Mozambique, in the year 1815, proving, as is remarked, 
· .. the _possibility of so important a communication between 
Mozambique and Loanda." This is the only instance of native 
Portuguese subjects crossing the continent. No European 
ever accomplished it, though this fact has lately been quoted 
as if the men had been " Partuguese." Some of the governors 
of Loanda, the capital of Angola, in which Cassange lies, 
have enforeed the law which forbids the Portuguese them
selves from passing the bounda1-y. They seem to have take!! 
it fo,- granted, that, when a white trader was killed, he had 
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himself commenced the aggression, and they wishe<. to avoid 
the necessity of punishing those who had shed Purtnguese 
blood against their own will. This indica:tes a much greater 
impartiality than we have shown in our own dealings with 
the Caffres, for we have engaged in most expensive wars with 
them without once inquiring whether the fault may not have 
lain with our frontier colonists. The Cassange traders seem 
inclined to spread along the Quango, in spite of the desire of 
their government to concentrate them for purposes of mutual 
protection. J f I might judge from the week of feasting I 
passed among them, they are generally prosperous. 

As I always preferred to appea.r in my own proper cha
racter, as missionary, I was an object of curiosity to the"le 
hm;pitable Portuguese. They evidently looked upon me as 
an agent ·of the English Government, engaged in some new 
movement for the suppression of slavery. They could not 
divine what a "missionario " had to do with observations of 
latitude and longitude, and the questions put were rather 
amusing: " Is it common for missionaries to be doctors?" 
" Are yon a doctor of medicine and a ' dontor mathematico ' 
too ? Yon must be more than a missionary to know how to 
calnulate the longit11de! Come ; tell us at once what rank 
yon hold in the English army." They may have given credit 
to my reason for wearing the moustache, but they were sorely 
puzzled at the anomaly of my being a " sacerdote," with a 
wife and four children ! 

On the 1 lith I witnessed the celebration of the anniversary 
of our Lord's Resurrection. The coloured population dressed 
up a figure representing Judas Iscariot, and paraded it on a 
riding-ox about the village, amidst the sneers and maledic-. 
tions of the spectators. The natives, whether slaves or free, 
dressed in their gayest clothing, made visits to the principal 
merchants to wish them" a good feast," and to get a present 
in return. At ten A.M. we went to the residence of the Com
mandant, and at a given signal two brass guns commenced 
firing, to the great admiration of my men, whose ideas of the 
power of a cannon are very exalted. The Portuguese flag was 
hoisted and trumpets sounded, as an expression of joy at the 
resurrection of our Lord. C'aptain Neves invited all the prin
cipal inhabitants of the place, and feasted them in princely 
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style. All m:mne1 of foreign preserved fruits and wine from 
Portugal, American biscuits, Cork butter, and English beer 
were displayed, and no expense was spared in the entertain
ment. After the feast card-playing c9mmenced and continued 
till eleven o'clock at night. 

As far as a mere traveller could judge, the Portuguese 
seemed to be 59ciable and willing to aid each other. They 
have neither doctor, apothecary, school, nor prieet. Fevers 

. are prevalent, and, when taken ill, they trnst to each other and 
to Providence : they have however a good idea of what ought 
to be done in such cases, and they freely impart to each other 
whatever medicinal skill they possess. None of these gentle
·men had PortuguePe wives. They come out here in order 
to make a little money, and then return to Lisbon. They 
frequently have families by native women, and it was parti
cularly gratifying to me to view the liberality with which 
people of colour were treated by the Portuguese. Instances 
of half-caste children being abandoned, so common in the 
south, are here extremely. rare. They are acknowledged at 
table, and provided for by their fathers, as if they were 
European. The coloured clerks of the merchants sit at the 
same table with their employers, u :lliout any embarrassment. 
This consideration is probably the result of the position the 
whites occupy-being only a handful among thousands of 
blacks; but however this may be, nowhere else in .Africa is 
there so much goodwill between Europeans and natives as 
here. 

From the village of Cassange we had a good Tiew of the 
surrounding country, which consists of a gently undulating 
plain covered with grass and patches of forest. The western 
limit of the Quango valley, twenty miles distant, looks like a 
r.mge of lofty mountains, and passes by the name of Tala 
l\Iungongo, "Behold the range." The valley, a~ I have before 
remarked, is fertile in the extreme. My men could never 
cease admiring its capability for raising their com ( Holcus · 
sarghum), and despising the comparatively limited. cultivation 
of the inhabitants. The Portuguese informed me that manure 
is never needed, and that the more the ground is tilled the 
better it yielrls, and, judging from the size of the maize and 
'nanioc in the old gardens, I can readily believe khe statement. 
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Cattle also thrive, so that the capabilities of the count:.y may 
be regarded as very great. They are not however turned to 
!l(!Count, for the Port11guese devote themselves almost exclu
~;ively to trading in wax and ivory, and, though the country 
would yield any amount of corn and dairy produce, they 
prefer to purchase their flour, bread, butter, and cheese from 
the Americans. 

A~-' the tradem of Cassange were the first white men we 
reached, we sold the tu~ks belonging to Sekeletu, which had 
been brought to test the difference of prices in the l\lakololo 
and white men's eountry. The result was highly satifactor.} 
to my companions, as the Portuguese give much la1:ger pricee 
for ivory than the traders from the Cape, who labour under 
the double disadvantage of overland expenses and ruinous 
restrictions. Two muskets, three small barrels of gunpowder, 
and English calico and baize sufficient to clothe my whole 
party, with large bunches of beads, were given in exchange 
for one tn .. k, to the great delight of those who had been accus
tomed to get only one gun for two tu~>ks. With another. tusk 
we procured calico, which is the chief currency here, to pay 
our way down to the coast. The remaining two were sold for 
money, in urder to purchase a horse for Sekeletu at Luanda. 

The :-nperiority of this new market astounded the Makololo, 
and they began to abuse the traders by whom they had been 
visited in their own country, and who ba,d, as they now 
declared, "eheated them." They had no idea of the value of 
time and caniage, and it was somewhat difficult for me to 
convince them that the difference of prices arose from their 
having come hither; but that, if the Portuguese had to carry 
goods to their country, they would not be so liberal in their 
prictJ~:~. I believe I gave them at la~;t a clear idea of the 
manner in which prices were regulated Ly the expenses 
incurred; and when we went to Loanda, and saw goods 
delivered at a still cheaper rate, they concluded that it would 
be better for them to como to that city than to trade at 
Cassange. 

The Commandant very handsomely offered me a soldier as 
a guard to Ambaca. My men told me that they had been 
thinking it would be be.tter to tum back here, as they had 
been informed by the people of colour at Cassange that T ww 
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leading them down to the sea-coast only to sell the~, and thaf 
they would be taken on board ~hip, fattened, ami eaten by 
the white men, who w"'re cannibals. I told them that, if they 
doubted my intentions, they had better not go to the coast ; 
but that I was d~termined to proceed. · They replied that 
they only thought it right to tell me what had been told tc 
them, but that ~hey had no intention of leaving me, and 
would follow wherever I led the way. Thi" affair being 
di~posed of for the time, the Commandant gave them an ox, 
and entertained me at a friendly dinner before parting. All 
the merchants of Cassange accompanied Ui! to the edge of the 
plateau on which the village stands, and I parted from them 
with the feeling in mJ mind that I should never forget their 
disinterested kindness. They not only did everything they 
could to m:tke myself and my men comfortable during our 
stay, but they furnished me with letters of recommendation to 
their friends in Loanda, where there a.re no hotels, requesting 
them to receive me into their houses. May God remember 
them in their day of need ! 

From Cassange we had still about 300 miles .to traverse 
before we reached the coast. We had a black militia corporal 
as a guide, a native of Am haca, who, like most of the inha
bitants of that district, was able to read and write. Ue ha.c 
three slaves to carry him in a "tipoia," or hammock, slung to 
a pole : but as they were young, and unable to convey him far 
at a time, he was considerate enough to walk except when we 
came near to a village, when he mounted his tipoia and . 
entered in state, his departure being made in the same 
manner. Two· slaves were always employed in carrying his 
tipoia, and the third carried a wooden box about three feet 
long, containing his writing materials, dishes, and clothing. 
He was cleanly in all his ways, and, though quite black 
hi;mself, abused others of his own colour as "negroes." When 
he wanted to purchase any article from a village, he would 
sit down, mix a little gunpowder as ink, and write a note in a 
neat hand to ask the price, addressing it to the shopkeeper 
with the rather pompous title " Illustrissimo Senhor" (Most 
Illustrious Sir), which is the invariable mode of address 
thrpughout Angola. The answer wo;uld be in the same style, 
;:md, if satisfactory, another note followed to ~oncl11de tlu• 
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bargain. There is so much of this note correspondence carried 
~n in Angola, that a very large quantity of paper is consumed 
in it. Some other peculiarities of our guide were not so 
pleasing. We were often cheated through his connivance 
with the sellers of food, and could perceive that he got a 
share uf the plttnder from them. Food, though very cheap, was 
generally made dear enough for us, until I refused to allow 
him to come near the place where we were bargaining. 
However, he took us safely down to Ambaca, and I was glad 
to see, on my return to Cassange, that he was promoted to be 
sergeant-major of a company of militia. 

Having left Cassange on the 21st, we traversed the remain
ing portion of the valley to the foot of Tala Mungongo. 
We crossed a fine little stream called the Lui Oil the 22nd, 
and another named the Luare on the 24th, then slept at the 
bottom of the western range, which, on my return, 1 estimated 
to be from twelve to fifteen hundred feet high. The clouds 
which came floating along the valley broke against the sides 
uf the ascent, and tpe dripping rain rendered the tall gras::; 
anything but agreE:able as it flapped against the face of the 
rider. 'rhis edge of the valley is exactly like the other ; 
jutting spurs and defiles give it the same serrated appearance 
as that on the side of the highlands of Londa. The whole of · 
this vast valley has been removed by denudation, for pieces 
of the plateau which once filled the vacant space stand in it, 
and present the same structure of red horizontal strata of 
equal altitudes with those of the acclivity which we are now 
about to ascend. One of these insulated masses, named 
Kasala, bore E.S.E. from the place where we made our exit 
from the valley, and about ten miles W .8. W. from the village 
of Cassange. It is remarkable for its perpe11dicular sides; 
even the natives find it extremely difficult to reach its 
summit. 

The ascent of Tala 1\hmgongo was not so arduous as I was 
led to suppose. We accomplished it in the course of an 
hour by a steep, slippery path, bordered on each side by a 
deep gorge, and at the summit found a table-land similar to 
that on the other side of the valley, and similarly clothe& 
with trees. We found the village of Tala l\lungongo, situated 
" few mile& from the edge of the descent, and were kindly 
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accommodated wit.o' a. house to sleep in, which was very 
welcome, as we wer" all both wet and cold. We found the 
temperature so much lowered by the greater altitude, and the 
approach of winter, that many of my men suffered severely 
from colds. At this, as at several other Portuguese stations, 
travellers' houses, on the same pnnciple as the khans or cara
vanserais of the East, have been erected, and are furnished 
with benches for the wayfarer to make his bed on, chairs and. 
a table, and a large jar of water .. These benches, though far 
from luxurious couches, were preferable to the wet ground 
under the rotten fragments of my gipsy-tent, and I continued 
to use them until I found that they were tenanted by certain 
inconvenient bedfellows. 

27th.-Five hours' ride through a pleasant country of forest 
and meadow brought us to a village of the Basongo, a tribe 

. living in subjection to the Portuguese. We crossed several 
little streams, flowing in a westerly direction, which unite to 
form the Quize, a feeder of the Coanza. The Basongo were 
very civil, as indeed is the case with all the tribes subject to 
the Portuguese. The· subjection is indeed little more thf.l.n 
nominal in this part of the cou.ntry ; but the govemor8 of 
Angola wisely accept the limited allegiance rendered by these 
distant tribes as better than none. 

The inhabitants of this region possess the characteristics 
of the true negroes, such as dark colour, thick lips, heads 
elongated backwards and upward::; and covered with wool, 
flat noses, with other negro peculiarities: but it must not 
be supposed that all these features are necessarily, or even 
frequently, combined in one individual. All, for instance, 
have a certain thickness and prominence of lip, but in many 
instances these characteristics are hardly more marked than in 
Europeans. All are dark, but the degree of darkness varies 
from deep black to light yellow. As we go westward the 
light colour predominates over the dark, until we approaeh 
the coast, where, under the influence of damp from the sea 
air, the shade deepens into the general blackness of the coast 
population. The shape of the head, again, with its woolly 
crop, though general, is not universal. 

We passed through a fertile and well-peopled country to 
Sanza on the river Quize, and here we had the pleasure of 
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seeing a field of wheat growing luxuriantly witho~t irriga
tion, the ears being upwards of four inches long. This small 
field was cultivated by a Portuguese merchant, whoso garden 
also was interesting, as showing the capabilities of the land 
at this elevation, for we saw in it European vegetables in a 
flouri~:;hing condition. The coffee-plant growf' wild in certain 
parts of this same district, and may be seen on the heights of 
Tala Mungongo, where it was first introduced by the Jesuit 
mi~:;~:~ionaries. 

We spent l::lunday the 30th of April at N gio, on the banks 
of the Quize. The country here becomes more open, but is 
still well wooded and abundantly fertile, with a thick crop of 
gra~:~s between two and three feet high. The villages of the 
Basongo are dotted over the landscape, and frequently a 
~:~quare ·house of wattle and daub, belonging to a native 
Portuguese, is erected among them for purposes of trade. The 
people possess both cattle and pigs. The different stations 
on our path, from eight to ten miles apart, are mar\ed by a 
cluster of sheds made of sticks and grass. There is a ':l~mstant 
stream of people either going to or returning from t1e coast 
The goods are carried on the head, or on one shoulder, in a 
basket attached to the extremities of two poles between five 
and six feet long, and called Motete. When the basket is 
placed on the head, the poles project forwards horizontally ; 
and when the carrier wishes to rest, he either props up the 
burden against a tree, or simply plants the poles on the ground, 
and holds the burden until he has taken breatn, thus in either 
ease avoiding the trouble of placing the burden on the ground 
'lnd lifting it up again. When a party of travellers arrives 
at a station, immediate po~:;session is taken of the sheds, and 
any subsequent comers must then erect others for them
selves, which is easily done with the long grass. No sooner do· 
any strangers appear at the spot than women may be seen 
emerging from the villages bearing baskets of manioc-meal, 
roots, ground-nuts, yams, bird's-eye pepper, and garlic, which 
they exchange for calico. They were civil, and, judging from 
the amount of talking and laughing in bargaining, the;y 
enjoyed their cccupation. 

Pitsane and another of the men had violent attacks of fever, 
from the excessive humidity both of the ground and :>f the 
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air; and I also suffered so much from exposure to the night
dews; that 1 was obliged to give up observations altogether. 
It would have afforded me pleasure to havtl cultivated a more 
intimate acquaintance with the inhabitants of this pa1t of the 
country, but the ~izziness produced by frequent fevers made 
it as much as I could do to stick on the ox and crawl along 
in misery. In crossing the Lombe, my o:x Sinbad, in the 
indulgence of his propensity to strike out a new path for 
himself, plunged out of his depth into a deep hole, and so 
soused me, that I was obliged to move on to dry my clothing, 
without calling on the Europeans who live on the bank. 
Thit~ 1 regretted, for the Portuguese, like the Boers, feel it a 
.slight to be passed without a word of salutation. 

On entering the district of Ambaca we found the landscape 
enlivened by the appearance of lofty mountains in the dis
tance, the grass comparati "ely short, and the whole country 
looking gay and verdant. On our left we saw certain rocks 
of the samt- nature with those of Pungo Andongo, and closely 
resembling the Stonehenge group on Salisbury Plain, only 
that the stone pillars here are of gigantic size. This region 
U. wonderfully fertile, and yields all kinds of agricultural 
produce at a cheap rate. The soil contains sufficient ferru
ginous matter to impart a red tinge to most of it. It is 
watered by numerous small tributaries of the Lucalla, which, 
after draining Ambaca, falls into the Coanza to the south-west 
at Masangano. We crossed the Lucalla by means of a large 
canoe kept there by a man who farms the ferry from the govern
ment, and charges about a penny per head. A few miles be
yond the Lucalla we came to Ambaca, once an important place, 
but now a mere paltry village, beautifully situated on a slight 
elevation in a plain surrounded by lofty mountains. We were 
most kindly received by the Commandant, Art>enio de Carpo, 
who spoke a little English. He recommended wine for my 
debility, and gave me the firt>t glass of that beverage I had 
ever taken in Africa. The weakening effects of the fever were 
most extraordinary : fo:r in:stanoe, in attempting to take lunar 
observations, I could not avoid confusion of time and distance, 
neither could I hold the instrument steady, nor perform a 
simple calculation. I had in vain tried to learn words of the 
Bunda, or dialect spoken in An~ola: I forgot even the days 
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of the week and the names of my companions, and, had 1 
boon asked my own, I probably could not have told it. 

The district of Ambaca is said to contain upwards of 40,000 
tsouls, of whom a large number are able to read and write. 
'l'his is the fruit of the labours of the Jesuits, who had in 
former times a missionary station at Cahenda., about ten miles 
north of Ambaca, and since whose expulsion by the Marquis 
of Pombal the natives have continued to teach each other. 
1'ho~>e devoted men are held in high . estimation through
out the country to this day; and I could only regret tha.t they 
had not felt it their duty to give the people the Bible, to be a 
light to their feet when they themselves were gone. 

When sleeping in the house of the Commandant I was 
bitten on the foot by a kind of tick, known in the southerL 
country by the name 1'ampan, and common in all the native 
huts in this country. It varies in size from that of a pin's
head to that of a pea, and its skin is so tough and yielding 
that it is impo.s.!)ible to burst it by any amount of ~>queezing 
with the fingers. The effects of it~> bite are, a tingling 
tmnsation of mingled pain and itching, which gradually 
ascends the limb until it reaches the abdomen, where it 
soon causes violent vomiting and purging. Where these 
effect:; do not follow, as we found afterwards at Tete, fever 
111eb~ in; and I was assured by intelligent Portuguese there 
that death has sometimes resulted from this fever. The 
anxiety manifested by m.r friends at Tete to keep my men out 
of the reach of tho tampans proved that they had· good cause 
to dread this insignificant insect. The only inconvenience 
I afterwards suffered from this bite was the continuance of 
the tingling sensation for about a week. 

~May 12th.-As we were about to start this morning, the 
Commandant provided a most bountiful supply of bread and 
meat for my use on the way to the next station, and sent two 
militia soldiers as guides.· About midday we sought shelter 
from the sun in the house of Senhor 1\iellot, at Zangu; and 
though I was unable to sit up and engage in conversation, 1 
found on rising from his couch that he had cooked a fowl for 
my uso; and at pa1ting he gave me a glass of wine, which pre· 
vented the violent fit of shivering I expected that afternoor1. -
We spent Sunday, the 14th, at Cabinda, one of the stations of 
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the sub-commandants, situated in a beautiful glen, and sur
rounded by plantations of bananas and manioc. The country 
was gradually becoming more picturesque the farther we 
proceeded west. The lofty blue mountain-ranges of Libollo, 
which we had seen in coming to Ambaca thirty or forty 
miles to the south, were now shut out from view by others 
nearer at hand,. and the grey ranges of Cahenda and K.iwe 
were now close upon our right. As we looked back towards 
Ambaca the undulating plains seemed surrounded on aU 
sides by rugged mountains, and as we went westward we 
were entering upon a wild-looking mountainous diiStric.t called 
Golungo Alto. 

We met numbers of -Mambari on their way back to :Bihe, 
some ·of whom bad penetrated as far as Linyanti, and- now 
showed a foolish · di1Spleasure at the prospect of the l\Iakololo 
trading to the coast markets themselves, iLstead of intrusting 
them with their ivory. The Mambari repeated the tale of the 
mode in which the white men are said to trade. •• The ivory 
is left on the shore in the evening, and next morning the 
seller finds a quantity of goods placed there in its stead by 
the white men who live in the sea." "Now," added they to 

. my men, "how. can you ~kololo trade with these 'Mermen'? 
Can you enter into the sea, and tell them to come ashore ? " 

'My men replied that they only wanted to see for themselves; 
and as they were now getting some idea of the nature of the 
trade, they were 1righly amused on perceiving the reasons why 
the MambQ.ri would rather have met them on the Zambesi 
than so near the sea-coast. 

There is. something so exhilarating to one of Highland 
_blood in the proximity of high mountains, that I forgot my 
fever as we wended our way among the lofty masses of mica 
schist which form the highlands around the romantic resi
dence of the Commandant of Golungo Alto. (Lat. 9° 8' 30" S., 
long. 15° 2' E.) The whole district is extremely beautiful 
and of unrivalled fertility. The hills are bedecked with 
trees of various hues, among which t-owers the graceful palm, 
whence are obtained the oil of commerce for making our soaps, 
and the intoxicating toddy. Some clusters of hillB look like 
crested waves. driven into a narrow open bay, and there 
'IUddenly congealed. The cottages of the natives, perched on 
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the tops of many of the hillocks, looked as if the owners 
post;eSSed an eye for the romantic, but they were probably 
more influenced by the desire to overlook their gardens, and 
keep their families out of the reach of the malaria, which is 
supposed to prevail most on the banks of the numerous little 
streams which run among the hill.s. 

\\'e were most kindly received by the Commandant, Lieu
tenant .Antonio Canto e Castro. Like every other person of 
intelligence whom I had met, he lamented deeply the neglect 
with which this fine country has been treated. The district 
contained, by the last census, 26.,000 hearths, or fires; and if 
we reckon four souls to a hearth, we have a population of 
104,000. There are no roads adapted for vehicles, and since 
the difficulties placed in the w~y ~f the slave-trade by the 
English . Government a system of compulsory carriage has 
been established by means of porters or carriers, of whom 
there are no less than 6000 liable to sel'Ve in this district 
alone. Formerly the goods were conveyed by slaves, who on 
reaching the coast were sold for exportation. The system is 
woi·ked in the following manner. A trader who requires two 
or three hundred carriers to convey his merchandise to the 
coast applies to the general Government, and an order is 
sent to the commandant of a district to furnish the required 

· number. Thi,; order is transmitted to the head-men of the 
villages, who then furnish from five to twenty or thirty men, 
according to the proportion that their people bear to the entire 
population of the district. For this accommodation the trader 
pays to the Gove-rnment a tax: of 1000 reis, or about three 
shilliT1gs, per load carried, and to each carrier the sum of 50 
reis, or about twopence, a day, for his sustenance. As a day's 
jomney is never more than eight or ten miles, the expense 
wh~ch must be incurred for this compulsory labour is very 
neavy, and yet no effort has been made to form a great line 
of road for wheel-carriages. 

A few days' rest enabled me to regain much of my strength, 
and I could look with pleasure en the luxuriant scenery 
around me. We were quite shut in by green hills, many of 
which were cultivated up to their tops with manioc, coffee, 
cotton, ground-nuts, bananas, pine-applet>, guavas, papaws, 
custard-arples, pitangas, and j:o.mbos-fruits brought from 

u 
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South America by the former missionaries. The hip;h hills, 
dotted with towering palms, reminded me strongly of the bay 
of Rio de Janeiro, the scenery of which is allowed by all who 
know it to be quite unrivalled. 

We left Golungo Alto on the 24th of May, which falls in 
the winter in these parts. Every evening, clouds came 
rolling in great masses over the western mountains, and 

. descended in heavy showers, accompanied by constant peals 
of thunder, during the night or early morning. The clouds 
hung over the hills till the p10rning was well spent, so that 
we became familiar with morning mists, which we never saw 
at Kolobeng. 'rhe thermometer stood at 80° by day, but sank 
as low as 76° by night. In going westward we cro~sed 
several :fine gushing streams which unite in the Luinha 
(pronounced Luee:n.ya) and Lucalla. As they frequently 
form cascades, they might easily"~ turned to good account. 
We passed through forests of gigantic timber, and at an ope~ 
space named· Cambondo found numbers of carpenters con
vetting the trees into planks in the manner adopted by the 
illustrious Robinson Crusoe. A tree of three or four feet in 
diameter, and forty or fifty feet up to the nearest branches, 
having been felled, was cut into lengths of a few feet, and 
split into thick junks, which again were reduced to planks 
an inch thick by a persevering use of the axe. The object of 
the carpenters was to make little chests to sell at . Cam bon do. 
When ficished with hinges, lock, and key, all of their own 
manufacture, they cost twenty pence a-piece. My men were 
so delighted with them that they carrie~ several on their 
heads all the way to Linyanti. 

At Trombeta we were pleased at the taste displayed by 
the Sub-Commandant in laying out his gmunds and adorning 
his house with flowers. This was the more pleasing as it 
was the first attempt at neatness I had seen since leaving the 
establishment of Mozinkwa in Londa. Rows of trees, with 
pine-apples and flowers interspersed, had been planted along 
each side of the road. This gentleman had now a .fine estate, 
which but a few years ago was a forest, and cost him only 161. 
He had planted about 900 coffee-trees upon it; and as these 
begin to bear in three years, and attain perfection_ in six, I 
have no doubt that ere this his 161. yields him six.ty-f~ 
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Fruit-trcoo &nd vines yield twice in the year, without any 
labour or irrigation being bestowed on them. Grains and 
vegetables do the same; and if adv-antage is taken of the mil'>ts 
of winter, even three crops of puh;e may be raised. Cotton 
was now standing in the pods in his .fiehls, but he did not 
seem to value it: I understood him to say that the wet of one 
of the two rainy seasons with which this country is favoured, 
sometimes proves unfavourable to the growth of this plant. 
1 am not aware whether wheat has ever been tried, but I saw 
both figs and grapes bearing well. The great comp1aint of 
all cultivators is the want of a good road to carry their 
produce to market. 

Farther on we left. the mountainous country, and descended 
towards the west coast through a district of a more sterile 
aspect. , On our right ran the river Senza. (or Bengo, as it 
is called nearer the sea.), here about .fifty yards broad, and 
navigable for canoes. The low plains adjacent to its banks 
are protected from immdation by embankments, and the 
popul9.tion is entirely occupied in raising food and fruits for 
exportation to Loanda. The banks are infested by myriads of 
the most ferocious mosquitoes I ever met with, and not one 
of our party could get a snatch of sleep. I had taken up my 
quarters in the house of a Portuguese, but was soon glad to 
make my escape and lie across the path on· the lee side of 
the .fire, with the smoke blowing over my body. My host 
wondered at my want of taste, and I at his want of feeling, 
for to my astonishment he had actually become used to the 
infliction of a pain equal to that of a nail ·through the heel of 
one's boot, or of the toothache. 

As we were now drawing near to the sea, the anxiety of my 
companions increased. One of them asked me if we should 
have an opportunity o~ watching each other at Loanda. ''If, 
for instance, one went for water, would the others see if he 
were kidnapped? " "I see what you are driving at," I 
replied ; " and, if you suspect me, you may return, for I am as _ 
ignorant of Loanda as you are : but nqthing will happen to 
you but what happens to myself. We have stood by each 
other hitherto, and will do so to the last," The plains 
adjacent to Loanda are somewhat elevated and'comparatively 
sterile. In crossing these we first beheld the sf\a, the appear-
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ance of which impressed my companions with awe. They 
had always supposed the world to be an unlimited plaiL, 'tnd 
in describing their feelings afterwards they remarked, "We 
were marching along with our father, believing that what the 
ancients had always told us was true, that the world has no 
end; but all at once the world said to us, 'I am finishC;d ; 
there is no more of me ! ' " 
· They were now somewhat apprehensive of suffering wa.nt, 
and in my depressed state I was unable to allay their fears. 
The fever had induced a state of chronic dysentery so trouble
some that I could not remain on the ox more than ten minutes 
at a time; and as we came down the declivity above the city 
of Loanda on the 31st of May, I was affected with melancholy 
at the thought that, in a population of twelve thousand souls, 
there was but one genuine English gentleman, and I felt most 
anxious to know whether this one would give me a hearty 
welcome or no. My anxiety was soon dispelled : Mr. Gabriel, 
the gentleman in question, our commissioner for the sup
pression of the slave-trade, received me most kindly, and, 
-seeing the state in which I was, benevolently offered me his 
bed. Never shall I forget the lUXllriant pleasure I enjoyed 
in feeling myself again on a good English couch, after six 
months' sleeping on the ground. I was soon asleep ; and Mr. 
Gabriel, coming in almost immediately after, rejoi~ed at the 
soundness of my repose. · 

CHAPTER XX. 

THB 'MAXOLOLO AT LoANDA.-Tm: CITY AND DISTBIOT.-IOOLLO I 

BBNoo.-DrsTBicT OF CAZENGO.-Tlm LucALU.-DISTBICT AND 
TOWN OF JdASSANGANO.-RETUBN TO GoLUNGO ALTO. 

b the hope that a short enjoyment of Mr. Gabriel's generous 
hospitality would restore me to my wonted vigour, I conti
nued under his roof; but instead of experiencing any improve
ment, I became much more reduced than ever. Several 
Portuguese gentlemen called on me shortly after my ru:rival; 
and the Bishop of Angola, the Right Reve1·end Joaquim 
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Moreira Reis, the then acting governor of the province, sent 
his secretary to offer the services of the government physi
cian. Some of her 1\iajesty's cruisers soon came into port, and 
offered to convey me to St. Helena or homewards; but I 
could not allow my J\Iakololo friends to attempt a return 
to their country without my assistance, now that I knew 
the difficulties of the journey and the hostility of the tribes 
living on the Portuguese frontier. I therefore resolved to 
decline the tempting offers v!' my naval friends, and take back 
my companions to their chief, with a view of trying to mab 
a path from his country to the east coast by means of the 
great river Zambesi. I however gladly availed myself of the 
medical assistance of Mr. Coekin, the surgeon of the "Poly· 
phemus," whose treatment, aided Mr. Gabriel's unwearied 
hospitality, soon brought me round again. On the 14th I was 
so far well as to be able to call on the bishop, in company 
with my pat1y, who were arrayed in new robes of striped 
cotton cloth and red caps, presented by Mr. Gabriel. He 
received us, as head of the provisional government, in the 
grand hall of the palace. He put many intelligent questions 
respecting the Makololo, and gave them permission to visit 
Loanda a.s often as they pleased. 

Every one remarked the seriousdeportmentofthe Makololo. 
The large stone houses and churches in the vicinity of the 
ocean struck them with awe, as things quite beyond their 
comprehension. Their own huts being only one story high, 
they regarded each story as a separate hut, and they never 
could comprehend how the poles of one hut could be founded 
upon the roof of another, or how men could live in the upper 
story, with the roof of the lower one in the middle. Some 
Makololo, who had visited my little house at Kolobeng, in 
trying to describe it to their countrymen at Linyanti, said, 
" It is not a hut; it is a mountain with several caves 
in it." 

Commander Bedingfeld and Captain Skene invited them to 
visit their vessels, the "Pluto " and "PhilomeL" Knowing 
their fears, I told them that no one need go if he entertained 
the least suspicion of foul play. Most of them, however, went; 
and when on deck I pointed to the sailots, and said, "Now 
these are all mv countrymen, sent by our Queen for the 
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purpose of putting down the trade of those that buy and sell 
black men." They replied,'' Truly! they are just like you!'" 
and all their fears seemed to vanish at once, for they went 
forward amongst the men, and the jolly tars banded them 
a share of the bread and beef which they· had for dinner. 
The commander allowed them to fire off a cannon ; and 
having the most· exalted ideas of its power, they were greatly 
pleased when I told them," That is what they put down the 
slave·trade with." The size of the brig·of-war amazed them. 
" It is not a canoe at all," they remarked, " it is a town !" The 
sailors' deck they named ·" the Kotla ;" and then, as a climax 
to their description of this great ark, added, "and what 
sort of a town is it that you must climb up into with a 
rope?" 

In the beginning of August 1 suffered a severe relapse, 
which reduced me to a mere skeleton. . I was then unable to 
attend to my men for a considerable time; but when I 
recovered from this last attack I was thankful to find that 
I was free from that lassitude which, after my first recovery, 
showed the continuance of the malaria in the system. I found 
that my men bad, on their own motion, established a brisk 
trade in firewood. They. sallied forth early in the morn
ings for the uncultivated parts of the adjacent country, and, 
having collected a bundle of firewood, brought it back to the 
city, and sold it to the inhabitanb;; and as they gave larger 
quantities than the regular wood-carriers, they found no 
difficulty in meeting with purchasers. A ship freighted with 
coal for the cmisers having arrived from England, they were 
engaged to unload her at sixpence a-day. They continued at 
this work for upwards of a month, and nothing could exceed 
their astonishment at the vast amount of cargo contained in 
a single ship. ·with the money so obtained they purchased 
clothing, beads, and other articles to take back to their own 
country. Their ideas of the value of different kinds of goods 
differed materially from those of the natives on the coast. 
The latter preferred the thinnest fabrics, provided they had 
gaudy colours and a large extent of surface, probably from 
the circumstance of calico being the chief circulating medium 
among them. The Makololo, on the other hand, when offered 
a choice of different fabrics, at once selected the strongest 
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pieces of English calico and other cloths, showing that they 
paid more regard to strength than to colour. 

St. Paul de Loanda has been a very considerable city, but is (54) 
now in a state of decay. It contains about twelve thousand 
inhabitants, most of whom are people of colour.* Va1·ious 
evidences of its former magnificence survive, especially two 
cathedrals, one of which is now converted into a workshop, 
while the other is in a state of ruin. Three forts continue in 
a good state of repRir. The palace of the governor and the 
government offices are commodious structures, and many large 
stone houses are to be found; but nearly all the houses of the 
native inhabitants are of wattle and daub. Trees are planted 
all over the town for the sake of shade ; and the city presents 
an imposing appearance from the sea. The harbour is formed 
by the low sandy island of Loanda, which is inhabited by 
about 1300 souls, upwards of 600 of whom are industrious 
fishermen. The roadstead lies between the island and the 
mainland, on which the city is built. In a south-west gale 
the waves dash. over part of the island, and c&.rry large 
quantities of sand before them. Great quantities of soil are 
also washed in the rainy season from the heights above the 
city, so that the port, which once contained water sufficient to 
float the largest ships close to the custom-house, is now dry at 
low water, and the ships are compelled to anchor about a mile 
north of their old station. Nearly all the water consumed _in 
Loanda is brought from the river Ben go by means of launches, 
the only supply that the city affords being from some deep 
wells of slightly brackish water; unsuccessful attempts have 
been made by different governors to hring water from the 
river Coanza by means of a canal which the Dutch had begun 
dming the seven years they held the place before 1648. 
There is not a single English and only two American mer
chants at Loanda. This is the more remarkable, as nearly 
all the commerce is carried on by means of English calico 
brought hither viA Lisbon. Several English houses a~tempted 

• From the census of 1850-51 we find the population of this city arranged 
thus :-830 whites, of whom only 160 are females. This is the largest collection 
ef whites in the country, for Angola itself contains only about 1000. There are 
2400 half-castes iu Loanda, of whom only 120 are slaves; and 9000 blacks. mon 
than 5000 of whom are slaves. 
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to establisl a trade about 1845, and accepted bills on Rio de 
Ja~eiro in payment for their goods, but in consequence of 
the increased activity of our cruisers most of the mercantile 
houses of that city failed, and the English merchants lost all. 

Loanda is regarded somewhat in the light of a penal settle
ment, to which Europeans resort with the hope of getting 
rich in a few years, and then returning home. They have 
thus no motive for seeking the permanent welfare of the 
country, while the law which forbids the subjects ofanyother 
nation from holding landed property excludes all foreign 
enterprise ; hence the country remains very much in the same 
state as our allies found it in 157 5. Most of the European 
soldiers sent out are convicts, who on the whole behave 
very well, and it is a remarkable fact that the whole of the 
arms of Loanda are every night in the hands of convicts. 
V atious unsatisfactory reasons are assigned by the officers for 
this mild behaviour. Perhaps the climate may have some 
influence in subduing their turbulent disposition; for it cer
tainly appears to have its influence on the natives, who are 
all a timid race, and even on animals, bulls being much 
tamer than with us and being commonly used for riding. If 
we must have convict settlements, attention to the climate 
might be of adv:antage in the selection. 

'l'he objects which I had in view in opening up the country 
80 commended themselves to the government and merchants 
of Loanda, that, at the instance of his Excellency the Bishop, 
the Board of Public Works granted a handsome present to 
Sekeletu, consisting of a colonel's uniform and a horse for the 
chief, and suits of clothing for all the men who acompanied me. 
The merchants also made a present of handsome specimens of 
all their articles of trade, and two donkeys, for the purpose of 
introducing the breed into his country, as tsetse cannot kill 
this beast of burden. These presents were accompanied by 
letters from the bishop and merchants; and I was kindly 
favoured with letters of recommendation to the Portuguese 
authorities in Eastern Africa~ I took with me a good stock 
of cotton-cloth, and fresh supplies of ammunition and beads. 
As my companions were unable to carry mine as well as their 
own goods, the bishop furnished me with twenty carriers, and 
1ent forward orders to all the commandants of the districts 
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through which we were to pallS to render me every aBsistanco 
in their power. 

We left Loanda on the 20th September, 1854, and passed 
round by Rea to the mouth of the river Bengo. Ascending · 
this river, we went through the district in which stand the 
ruins of the convent of St. Antonio ; thence into Icollo i Bengo, 
so named from having been the residence of a former native 
king. ~Ve here visited a large sugar manufactory worked by 
a vast number of slaves; but somehow or other, although the 
flat alluvial lands on the banks of the Senza or Bengo are well 
adapted for raising sugar-cane, the establishment was far from 
being in a flourishing condition. The water of the river is 
muddy, and it is observed that such rivers haTe many more 
mosquitoes than those which have clear water. We were told 
that these insects are much more numerous at the period 
of new moon than at other times ; however this may be, 
we were thankful to get away from the Senza and its insect 
plagues. · 

The whole of this part of the country is composed of marly 
tufa, containing the same kind of shells as those at present 
found in the sea. As we advanced eastward and ascended 
the higher lands, we found ·eruptive trap, which had tilted up 
immen~:;e masses of mica and sandstone schists. The mica 
schist almost always dipped towards the interior of the 
country, forming the mountain-ranges of Golungo Alto. The 
trap has frequently run through the gorges made in the 
upheaved rocks, and at the points of junction between the 
igneous and older rocks there are large quantities of strongly 
magnetic iron-ore. The clayey soil formed by the disintegra
tion of the mica schist and trap is admirably adapted for the 
coffee, and it is on these mountain sides, and on others pos
sessing a similar red clay soil, that this plant has propagated 
itself so widely. '!'he meadow-lands adjacent to the Senza 
and Coanza being underlaid by the same marly tufa which 
abounds towards the coast, and containing the same shells, 
shows that previous to the elevation of this side of the country 
it possessed some deeply indented bays. 

28th &ptember, Kalungwembo.-We were still on the same 
path by which we bad come, and, having escaped from the 
mosquitoes, we could ~njoy the scenery. Hanges of hil ~s 
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skirted both sides of our path, and the fine level road was 
adomed with a beautiful red flower named Bolcamaria. The 
markets or sleeping-places were well supplied with provisions 
by great numbers. of women, every one of whom came spinniug 
cotton with a spindle and distaff, exactly like those used by 
the. ancient Egyptians. A woman is seldom seen going to 
the fields without being engaged in this employment at the 
Mme time that she carries a pot on her head, a child on her 
back, and a hoe over her shoulder. The cotton was brought 
to ma:rket for sale, and I bought a pound for a penny, which 
was probably double the price they ask from each other. We 
saw the cotton growing luxuriantly all around the market
plaoes and the native huts, from seeds dropped accidentally; 
10 far as I could learn, it was the American cotton rendered 
perennial by the infiuenceof the climate. We met in the road 
MOVes passing with bundles of cops, or spindles full of cotton-

Ancient Spinning anrl Weaving. From \VUkinson's • Ancient Egyptians: ii. ~5. 86. 
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thread., which they were can;;ing to other places to be woven 
into cloth. The women spin and the men weave. Each web 
is about 5 feet long, and 15 or 18 inches wide. 'l'he loom 
is of the simplest construction, being only two beams placed 
one over the other, the web standing perpendicularly. The 
thraad.s of the web are separated by means of a thin wooden 
lath, and the woof passed through by means of the spindle 
on which it has been wound in spinning. The mode of 
spinning and weaving in Angola, and indeed thro.ughout 
South Central Africa, so closely resembles that practised by 
the ancient Egyptians, that 1 introduce a woodcut from the 
interesting work of Sir Gardner Wilkinson. The lower figures 
are engaged in spinning in the real African method, and the 
weavers in the left-hand corner have their web in the Angolese 
fashion. 

Numerous othor. articles are brought for sale to these 
sleeping-places. The native smiths carry on their trade there, 
and I bought ten very guod table-knives made of country iron 
for two pence each. Labour is extremely cheap; I was assured 
that even carpenters, masons, smiths, &c., might be hired for 
fourpence a day, and that agriculturists would gladly work 
for half that sum. · 

Being anxious to become better acquainted with this in· 
teresting country and its ancient missionary establishments, 
I resolved to visit the town of Massangano, situated south of 
Golungo Alto, at the confluence of the rivers Lucalla and 
Coanza. This led me to pass through Cazengo, a district 
famous for the abundance and excellence of ita coffee, exten
sive plantations of which exist on the sides of several lofty 
mountains. They were not planted by the Portuguese, but 
by the Jesuits and other missionaries, who brought some of 
the fine old Mocha seed, and thus established the excellence 
of the Angola coffee. Some have indeed supposed the coffee
tree to be indigenous ; but the presence of pine-apples, 
bananas. yallll:!, orange-trees, custard-apple trees, pitangas, 
guavas, and other South American trees, in the same localities 
as the coffee, seems to indicate that this like the others must 
have been introduced from ab!oad. The propagation of the 
ooffee-plant is forwarded by the circumstance that the seed 
requires simply to be laid on tht· surface of the soil, with no 
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other covering than the shade of trees. The seeds are con
veyed to different spots by the birds, which eat the outer 
rind, and throw the kernel on the· ground. As the plant 
cannot bear the ~lirect rays of the sun, all that is necessary

9 

when a number of trees are discovered in a forest, is to clear 
aw.~~oy the brushwood, and leave as many of the tall trees as 
will afford good shade to the coffee-plants below. 

The wealth of this district is such, that with only a 
population of 13,822 it yields an annual tribute to the 
Government of thirteen hundred cotton cloths, each 5 feet by 
18 or 20 inches. · 

Accompanied by the Commandant of Cazengo, I proceeded 
in a canoe down the Lucalla to l\Iassangano. The river is 
about 85 yards wide, and navigable for canoes up to about 
six miles above the confluence of the Luinha. Near this 
latter point stand the massive ruins of an iron-foundry, 
erected in 1768 by the famous Marquis of Pombal. The effort 
of the Marquis to improve the mode of manufacturing iron· 
was rendered abortive by the death of the European labourers 
whom he introduced in order to instruct the natives. At 
the present time a certain quantity of malleable iron (about 
500 bars a month) is produced by native workmen in the 
employ of Government. The pay ·of these men consists of 
a certain number of a fish called "cacusu," which is much 
esteemed in this country: what they do not want to consume 
they can readily sell. 

Large plantations of maize, manioc, and tobacco are seen 
along both banks of the Lucalla, and the scenery is enlivened 
by the frequent appearance of native houses embosomed in 
shady groves of orange-trees, bananas, and the palm ( ~ 
Guineensis) which yields the oil of commerce. The banks are 
steep, the water having cut out its bed in a dark red alluvial 
soil. Before every cottage a small stage is erected, by which 
the inhabitants descend to draw water without danger from 

. tli.s alligators. Some have a little palisade made in the river 
to _protect them from these reptiles, while others use the shell 
of the fruit of the baobab-tree attached to a pole about ten 
feet long, with which they may draw water from the top of 
the high bank. l\lany climbing plants run up the lofty 
trees, and hang their beautiful flowers in gay festoons on the 
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branches. Near :Massangano the land becomes vel'y level, 
a.nd large portions are left marshy after the annual floods ; 
but all is very fertile. As an illustration of the strength of 
thf'l '!;Oil, I may state that we saw tobacco-plants eight feet 
high, a.nd furnished with thirty-six leaves, each of which was 
eighteen inches long by six or eight inches broad. In our 
descent we observed the tsetse, and consequently the people 
bad no domestic animals, save goats. 

\ \' o found the town of :Massangano placed on an elevated 
tongue of land, composed of calcareous tufa, between the 
.!.u.calla and the Coanza, the latter of which is here a noble 
S:re~m. about a hundred and fifty yards wide, and navigable 
fer carces to Cambambe, some thirty miles higher up. 

There are two churches and an hospital in ruins at 
Massa:ogo..no; and the remains of two convents are pointed 
o-:.1t, one of whi.;h is said to have been an establishment of 
Llack Benedictines. The cultivated lands attached to aU these 
conventual f'sta.blishruents in Angola are now rented by the 
Govem:;.nent of L"Janda. The fort, which stands on the south 
side of the tow!l, on a high pe.rpendicular bank overlooking 
the Coanza, is ~<mall, but in. good repair: it contains some very 
ancient guns, which were loaded from the breech, and musi 
have been fo1·midable weapons in their time. The native: 
entertain a remarkable dread of a great gun, though tht 
carriage may be so rotten that it would fall to pieces at the 
first shot; the fort of Pungo Andongo is kept securely by 
cannon perched on cross sticks alone ! 

Massangano.was a very imp01iant town under the Dutch, but (S~) 
after their expulsion by the Portuguese in 1648 the place fell 
into a state of decay, and now contains little more than a 
thousand inhabitants. Fires are very frequent, and several 
occurred during the four days we remained there, apparently 
through the ignition of the dry . thatch by the sun's rays. 
Each event of the sort excited terror in the minds of the 
inhabitants, as the slightest spark carried by the wind would 
have set the whole town in a blaze. There is not a single 
inscription on stone visible in l\lassangano, so that, if it were 
destroyed to-morrow, no one could tell where it had stood. 

The l\lassangano district is well ada.pted for sugar and rlce. 
·while Cambambe is a very ~>uperior field for cotton ; but it is 
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unfortunately inaccessible to steam-navigation i~ conooquenoe 
of the bar at the mouth of the Coanza. It is probable that 
the canal from Calumbo to Loanda was designed not merely 
to supply that city with fresh water, but to afford facilitieB 
for transportatio~. At all events, the remains of it show it 
to .have been made on a scale suited for the Coanza canoes. 
The Portuguese began another on a smaller scale in 1811, 

. and, after three years' labour, had finished only 6000 yards. 
The country between Massangano and Loanda being comp~
ratively flat, a railroad might be constructed at small ex
pense, and might then be prolonged inland along the north 
bank of the Coanza to the edge of the Cassange basin, thus 
forming a cheap means of transit for the products of the rich 
districts of Cassange, Pungo Andongo, Ambaca, Uambambe, 
Golungo Alto, Cazengo, l\Iuchima, and Calumbo,-in short, for 
the whole of Angola and the adjacent tribes. 

The lands on the north side of the Coanza belong to the 
Quisamas (Kisamas ), an independent tribe, which the Por
tuguese have not been able to subdue, in consequence of the 
scarcity of water in the district, the supply, which is usually 
kept in reservoirs formed in the trunks of baobab-trees, having 
been purposely exhausted before the invading army. The. 
few members of this hibe who came under my observation 
possessed much of the Bushman or Hottentot feature, and 
were dressed in strips of soft bark hanging from the waist 
to the knee. They deal largely in salt, which their country 
produces in great abundance. Is is brought in crystals of· 
about 12 inches long and ll in diameter, and is hawked about 
everywhere in Angola, forming, next to calico, the most 
common medium of barter. The country lying near to Mas
sangano is low and marshy, but becomes more elevated in 
-the distance, anJ is backed by the lofty -mountain-ranges 
of the Libollo, another powerful and independent people. 
Near Massangano I observed what seemed to be an effort 
of nature to furnish a variety of domestic fowls capable of 
bearing with comfort the intense heat of the sun. Their 
feathers were curled upwards ; thus giving shade to the body 
without increasing the heat. They are here named " kisafu " 
by the natives, and "arripiada," or shivering, by the Por
tuguese. There seems to be a tendency in nature tu afford_ 
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varieties adapted to the convenience of man. For instance, a 
very short-legged species of fowl was obtained by the Boers, 
who required one that could be easily caught in their frequent 
removals. A similar instance of securing a variety occurred 
in the short-limbed 8heep in America. 

Returning into Cazengo by the Lucalla, we had an oppoli
tunity of visiting several flourishing coffee-plantations, and 
c.bserved that several indn;;trious men, who had begun with
out capital, had in the course of a few years acquired a. 
comfortable subsistence. One of these, Mr. Pinto, generously 
furni:-;hed me with a go•ld ~upply of his excellent coffee, and 
my men with a breed of rabbits to carry to their own country. 
Their lands yielded, with but little labour, coffee sufficient 
to furuitSh them with all the necessaries of life. 'fhe fact 
of this and other avenues of wealth opening up so readily 
seems like a providential invitation to forsake the slave-trade 
and engage in lawful commerce. \re saw the female popu
lation occupied. as usual, in 5pinning (:Otton and cult.iYating 
the land with a double-handl~d hoe, which is worked with a 

Double-handled Angola hoe. 

sort of dragging motion. Many of the men wer~ employed 
in weaving, but they appear to be less industrious than the 
women, for they require a month to finish a single web. 
There is, however, not much inducement to industry, for, 
notwithstanding the time consumed in its manufacture, eao)~ 
web fetches only two shillings. 
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On returning to Golungo Alto I fouml seveml of my men 
laid up with fever. One of my mothes for leaving them 
there was~ that they might recover from the fatigue of the 
journey from Loanda, which had had much more effect upon 
their feet than hundreds of miles on our way westwards. 
They had always been accustomed to moisture in their own 
well-watered land, but the roads from Loanda to Golungo 
Alto were both hard and dry, and they suffered severely in 
consequence ; they were, nevertheless, eheerful, and were 
oomposing songs to be sung when they should reach home. 
Their "plnck" was certainly extraordinary ; and thoy re
marked very impressively to me, " It was well you came 
with Makololo, for no tribe could have done what we have 
accomplished in coming to the white man's country: we are 
the true ancients who can tell wonderful things." Two d 
them now had fever in the continued form, and bad become 
jaundiced ; a third was suffering from deliril!IL He came 
to his companions one day, and said, "Remain f'lell. [ am 
called away by the gods ! " and set off at the top oi his speed 
The young men caught him before he had gone ~ mile, and 
bound him. By gentle treatment and watching for ~- few 
days he recovered. I have observed several instances of this 
kind in the country, but I believe that confirme<t ~n~aniiy is 
rare. 

CHAP1'ER XXL 

RnmENCE AT GoLUNGo AI.TCJ.-AMsAcA.-PuNGo ANDONGo.-TRE 

COANZA. 

· WHn.E waiting for the recovery of my men I visited the 
deserted convent of St. Hilarion, at Bango, a few niiles north
_ west of Golungo Alto. It is situated in a magnificent v&lley, 
wl!ich contains a population numbering 40')0 hearths, and 
is the abode of the Sova, or chief Bango, who still holds a 
place of authority under the Portuguese. The garden of the 
convent, the cemetery, the church, and dormitories of the 
brethren. are still kept in a good state of repair. I lt>oked 
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at the furniture, couches, and large chests for holding the 
provi~:>ions of the brotherhood with interest, and would fain 
have learned bOmething of the former occupants; but tho 
Looks and sacred vessels had lately been removed to Loanda. 
All speak well of the Jesuits and other missionaries, as the 
Capuchins, &c., for having attended diligently to thd insb·uc· 
tion of the children. They were supposed to share the 
political t>entiments of the people against the Government, 
and were therefore supplanted by priests, who have been 
allowed to die out without being regretted by any. In 
viewing the results of former missions it is impossible not to 
feel assur~d that, if the Jesuit teaching has been so permanent, 
that of Protestants, who leave the Bible in the hands of their 
converts, will not be less so. The chief Bango has built 
a large two-story house close . by the convent, but he is 
prevented from sleeping in it by superstitious fears. The 
Portuguese take advantage of all the gradations into which 
native society has divided ib>elf. This man, for instance, is 
still a sova or chief, has his councillors, and maintains the 
same state as when the country was independent. When 
any of his people are guilty of theft he at qnce pays down 
the value of the stolen goods, and reimburses himself out of 
the property of the thief so effectually as to be benefited by 
the transaction. The people under him are divided into a 
number of classes, from the councillors, as the highest, to the 
carriers, as the lowest among the free men. One class obtains 
the privilege of wearing shoes from the chief, by paying for 
it; another, that of serving as soldiers or militia, by which 
they become exempt from the liability of serving as carriers. 
They are also divided into gentlemen and little gentlemen, 
and, though quite black, speak of themselves as white men, 
and of others, who may not wear shoes, as " blacks." There 
is also a sort of fraternity of freemasons, into which no one is 
admitted unless he is an expert hunter, and can shoot well 
with the gun .. They are named Empacasseiros, and are 
distinguished by a fillet of buffalo-hide around their heads. 
They are very trustworthy and active, and are hence employed 
as messengers in all cases requiring express, and, when on 
active service, they form the best native troops the Portuguese 
possess. The militia are of no value as soldiers, but cost the 

X 
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country nothing, being supported by their wives. Their 
duties are chiefly to guard the residences of commandants, 
and to act as police. The men of all these classes spend most 
of their time in drinking '' malova" or the juice of the palm
oil tree (Elois Guineensis), which becomes intoxicating when it 
has been allowed to stand for a few hours. This palm-toddy 
is the bo.ne of the country, and culprits are continually 
brought before the commandants for assaults and other crimes 
committed under 'its influence. 

The chief recreations of the natives of Angola are maniages 
and funerals. When a young woman is about to be married, 
she is placed in a hut alone, anointed with various unguents, 
and subjected to various incantations, in order to secure good 
fortune and· fruitfulness. Here, as almost everywhere in 
the south, the height of good fortune is to bear sons, and a 
woman often leaves her husband altogether if they have only 
daughters. In. their dances, when one woman wishes to 
deride another a line is introduced into the accompanying 
song to the -following effect, " So-and-so has no children, and 
never will get any," and. the insult is so keenly felt as to lead 
not unfrequently to suicide. Aftvr some days the · bride 
elect is taken to another hut, and adorned wit;h the richest 
clothing and ornaments that the relatives can either lend or 
boiTow. She is then placed in a public situation, saluted as 
a lady, and suiTounded with presents by her acquaintances. 
After this she is taken to the residence of her husband, and 
the dancing, feasting, and drinking on such occasions are 
prolonged for several d~ys. Polygamy is general, and each 
wife has a hut for herself. A man gene1·a1ly gives the parents 
a price for his wife, and, for a mulatto, as much as 60l. is 
often given. In case of separation the woman returns to her 
father's family, and the husband receives bat·~ what he gave 
for her. 

In cases of death the body is kept several days, amid a 
grand concourse of both sexes, who celebrate the event with 
1?eating of drums, dances, and debauchery. The great ambi
tion of many of the blacks of Angola is to give their friends 
an expensive funeral. When a man is asked to Stlll a pig, he 
often replies, " I am keeping it in case of the death of any of 
my friends." A pig is usually eaten on the last day of the 
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oeremonies, and its head thrown into the nearest stroo.m. A 
native sometimes gets intoxicated on these occasions, and will 
justify his misconduct by pleading, " Why ! my mother is 
dead ! " The expenses of funerals are ·SO heavy that years 
often elapse before they are defrayed. 

The people are said to be very litigious, and constant 
disputes take place respecting their lands. A case came 
before the weekly court ot the Commandant, involving pro
perty in a palm-tree worth two pence. The judge advised 
the pursuer to withdraw the case, as the expenses would much 
exceed the value of the tree. "0 no," said he; "I have a 
piece of calico with me for the clerk, and money for yourself. 
It's my right, I will not forego it."- The· calico itself cost 
three or four shillings. It.is quite a triumph to be able to 
say of an enemy, " I took him before the court." 

My host Mr. Canto, the Commandant, having been seized 
with fever in a severe form, I had an opportunity of observing 
some of the workings of slavery. When a master is ill the 
slaves run riot among the eatables. I did not know this 
until I observed that every time the sugar-basin came po the 
table it was emptied. On visiting my pat~ent by night I 
unexpectedly came upon the washerwoman eating pine-apples 
and sugar. All the sweetmeats were devoured, and it was 
diflicult for me to get even bread and butter until I took the 
precaution of locking the pantry door. Upon this they took 
to killing the fowls and goats, and, when the animal was dead, 
brought it to me, saying, " We found this thing lying out 
there," and then enjoyed a good feast of meat. A feeling 
of insecurity prevails throughout this country : it is quite 
common to furnish visitors with the keys of their rooms, and 
on going down to breakfast or dinner each locks his door and 
pnts the key in his pocket. At Kolobeng, where slavery is 
unknown, we never locked our doors night or day for months 
together. The Portuguese do not seem at all bigoted in their 
attachment to slavery, nor yet in their prejudices against 
colour. Mr. Canto gave an entertainment in order to draw all 
classes together and promote general good will. Two sovas 
were present, and took their places without the least appear
ance of embarrassment. One of them appeared in the dress of 
a general, the other in a red coat profusely ornamented with 
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tinsel, and accompanied by a band of musicians wlfo performed 
very well. At this meeting Mr. Canto communicated to the 
company some ideas which I had penned on the dignity of 
labour, and the superiority of free over slave labour. The 
Portuguese gentlemen are now in a transition state from 
UD;lawfnl to lawful trade, and, having been compelled to 
abandon the slave-trade, are turning their attention to cotton, 

(S6) coffee, and sugar, as new sources of wealth. There is already 
much more cotton in the country than can be consumed ; 
much larger quantities would be produced if only there was a 
market for it, but now it is common to cut down cotton-trees 
as a nuisance,· and cultivate beans, potatoes, and manioc in 
their stead. I have the impression that cotton, which is 
deciduous in America, is perennia~ here ; for the plants I saw 
in winter were not dead, though going by the name Algodao 
Americana, or American cotton. The rents paid for gardens 
belonging to the old convents are here merely nominal, 
varying from one shilling to three pounds per annum, but in 
the immediate vicinity of Loanda higher rents are realized 
which none but Portuguese or half-castes can pay. 

We were delayed some time longer by the illness of Seke
letu's horse, which was seized with inflammation, and died 
under it. The change of diet may have had some influence iu 
producing the disease; for I was informed by Dr. \Velweitsch, 
an able German naturalist, whom we found pursuing his 
labours here, that, out of fifty·eight kinds of grasses found _at 
Loanda, only three or four exist here, and these of the most 
diminutive kinds. The species of grasses of Golungo Alto, 
twenty-four in number, are neady all gigantic. Indeed, 
gigantic grasses, climbers, shrnbs, and trees constitute the 
chief vegetation of this region. · 

November 20th.-An eclipse of the sun, which I had anxiously 
looked for with a view of determining the longitude, happened 
this morning, but the cloudy state of the sky precluded the 
possibility of making any observations. The greatest patience 
uJ!d perseverance are required in order to effect. this object 
during the rainy season. Before leaving I had an opportu
"!lity of observing a curious insect which inhabits trees of thE> 
fig family (Ficus), upwards of twenty species of which are 
Found here. Seven or eight of them cluster round a spot on 
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one of the smaller branches, and there keep up a oonFtant. 
distillation of a cleai' fluid, which forms a little puddle on the 
ground below. If a Ye:ssel is placed under them, it wiU 
receive three or four pint~ of it in the course of a single night 
The natives say that if a drop falls into the eyes it cause& 
inflammation. It is stated that the insects suck this fluid. out 
of the tree; but I have never seen an ·orifice, and it is scarcely 
possible that the tree can yield so much Our own "frog
hopper" ( Aplwophora spumaria) or "cuckoo-spit," as it is called 
when in the pupa state, from the mass of froth in which it 
cnvciops itself, is an insect of similar powers, and, though 
very much smaller, belongs I believe to the same fa.n:ily. 
l!'rom observation I came to the concbsion that in each case 
the chief part of the moisture is derived from the atmosphen. 
Finding a colony of these insects busily distilling on ::. brand:1 
of the Ricinus communis, or castor-oil plant, I denuded about 
20 inches of the bark on the upper part of the branch, and 
scraped away the inner bark, so as to destroy all the ascending 
vessels. I also cut a hole into the· heart of the branch, and 
removed· the pith and internal vessels. The distillation was 
then going on at the rate of a drop in 67 seconds, or about 2 
ounces 5t drams in 24 hours. Kext morning. the distillation, 
so far from being afi'ected by the attempt to stop the supplies, 
was increased to a drop every 5 seconds. I then cut the 
braMh so much that during the day it broke ; but they stiB 
went on at the rate of a drop every 5 seconds, while anothar 
colony on a branch of the same tree gave only a drop every 
17 :>econds. L finally cut off the branch; but this was teo 
much for their patience, for they immediately decamped, r.c 
insects will do from either a dead branch or a dead anim;~l. 
'l'he presence of greater moisture in the air increased the 
power of distillation, and the period of greateRt activity was 
in tho morning, when the air ~nd everything else was 
charged with de:w. Having but one day left for experiment, 
I found that another colony on a branch, denuded in the same 
way, yielded a drop every 2 seconds, while a colony on a 
branch untouched yielded a drop every II seconds. I re
gretted that I had no time to institute another experiment, 
namely, to cut off a branch and place it in water, so as to keep 
it in life, and then observe whether there was any diminution 
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of the quantity of water in the vessel. This alone was 
wanting to make it certain that they draw water from the 
atmosphere. · 

Decemoer14th.;-Both myself and my men having recovered 
from severe attacks of fever, we left the hospitable residence 
o{ Mr. Canto with a deep sense of his kindness to us all, and 
proceeded on our way to Ambaca. Frequent rains, accom
panied with thunder, had fallen in October and November. 
Occasionally the humidity of the atmosphere is increased 
without any visible cause ; and a sensation of considerable 
cold follows from the circumstance of the increased humidity 
affording a better conducting medium for the radiation of heat 
from the body. These sudden changes of temperature cause 
considerable disease among the natives, and this season, 
though the most healthy for Europeans, is quite the reverse 
for the natives, and is denominated " caru~1rado," as if they 
were slaughtered like sheep in it. 

Owing to the weakness of the late invalids we were unable 
to march long distances. Three how·s and a half brought us 
to the banks of the Caloi, ·a small stream which flows into the 
Senza. This part of the country is reputed to yield petro
leum, but the geological formation, mica schist dipping 
towards the eastward, is not favourable for it. We crossed 
another little river, called the Quango, and then passed en to 
Ambaca in bright sunlight, the whole country looking beauti 
fully fresh and green after the rains. · 

On crossing the Lucalla we made a detour to the south, in 
order to visit the famous rocks of Pungo Andongo. As snon 
!l.s we crossed the rivulet Lotete a change· in the vegetation 
of the country was apparent: the trees were identical with 
those to the south of the Chobe ; and the grass was adapted 
for cattle. Two species of grape-bearing vines prevail in this 
district, and the influence of the good pasturage is_seen·in the 
plump condition of the cattle. In all my previoUH inquiries 

. respecting the vegetable products of Angola I was invariably 
directed to Pungo Andongo. Do you grow wheat? " 0 yes, 
in Pungo Andongo."-Grapes, figs, or peaches? "0 yes, in 
Pungo Andongo,,-Do you make butter, cheese, &c. ? The 
aniform answer was~ " 0 yes there is abundance of all these 
in Pungo Andongo." But when we arrived hare we fonnd 
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that these productions were confined to the estate of one ruan, 
Colonel Pires-a man who originally came out to this country 
as n cabin-boy, and who has raised himself, by a long course 
of persevering labour, to be the richest merchant in Angola. ' 
The presence of the wild grape shows that vineyards might 
be cultivated with success; the wheat grows well without 
irrigation; and any one who tasted the butter and cheese at 
the table of Colonel Pires would prefer them to the stale 
produce of the Irish dairy, generally used throughout this 
province. The cattle are seldom milked here, on account of 
the strong prejudice entertained by the Portuguse against the 
use of- milk, which they think causes fever if taken after 
midday. · It struck me as an absurdity for them to avoid a 
few drops in their coffee, after having devoured ten times the 
amount in the shape of cheese at dinner. 

The fort of Pungo Andongo (lat. 9° 42' 14" S., long. 15° 
30' E.) is situated in the midst of a curious group of columnar 
rocks, each of them upwards of three hundred feet in height. 
'l'hey are composed of conglomerate, made up of a great 
variety of rounded masses in a matrix of dark red sandstone, 
on a thick stratum of which they rest. Several little streams 
run amongst these rocks, and in the centre of the pillars 
stands the village, completely enviroued by well-nigh inac
cessible rocks. The pathways into the village might be 
defended by a small body of troops against an army; and this 
place was long the stronghold of the Jinga tribe, the original 
pos~;essors of the country. 

A foot-print carved on one of these rocks is spoken of as that 
of the famous Queen Donna Anna de Souza, who came, in 
1621, from this vicinity, as ambassadress from her brother 
Gola Bandy, king of the Jinga, to Loanda, to sue for peace, 
and astonished the governor by the readines& of her answers. 
The governor proposed, as a condition of peace, the payment 
by the Jinga of an annual tribute. · " People talk of tribute 
after they have conquered, and not before it : we come to 
talk of peace, not of subjection," was the ready answer. She 
remained some time in Loanda, gained all she sought, and, 
efter being taught by the missionaries, was baptized, and 
returned to her own country with honour. She succeeded 
to the kingdom on the death of her brother, whom it was 
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supposed she poisoned, but she lost nearly all her army in 
a great battle fought with tbP. Portuguese in 1627. She 
returned to the church after a long period of apostacy, and 
died in extreme !>ld age; and the Jmga still live as an inde
l'l6ndent people to the north of this their ancient country. 

1n former times the Portuguese imagined this place to be 
particularly unhealthy, and banishment to the black rocks of 
l'ungo Andongo was thought by their judges to be a much 
severer sentence than transportation to any part of the coast; 
it turns out, howeyer, to be the most healthy part of Angola. 
The water is remarkably pure, the soil light, and the country 
'Jpen and undulating, with a general slope down to~ards the 
river Coanza, a few miles distant. That river is the southeru 

(57) boundary of the Portuguese, and beyond it, to the S. and 
S. W., we see the high mountains of the LiboHo, while on 
the S.E. we have a mountainous country, inhabited by the 
Kimbonda or Ambonda, a brave and independent people, but 
hospitable and fair in their dealings. '!'hey are rich in cattle, 
and their country produces much bees' -wax, which is carefully 
collected, and brought to" the J>ortuguese, with whom they 
have always been on good terms. The Ako (Haco ), a branch 
of this family, who inhabit the left bank of the Coanza above 
this village, instead of selling slaves as formerly, occasionally 
purchase them from the Portuguese. The LiboUo on the S. 
have not so good a character, but the Coanza is always deep 
enough to form a line of defence. 

I remained with Colonel Pires for about a fortnight. 
occupied in rewriting my journal, which had unfortunately 
been lost along with my despatches and maps in t~e mai] 
packet, "Forerunner." Colonel Pires having another estab
lishment on the banks of the Coanza, about six miles distant, 
I occasionally visited it with him for the purpose of recreation. 
The difference of temperature caused by the lower altitude 
was seen in the cashew-trees, which were ripening their fruit 
at the lower station, while near the rocks they were but just 
coming into :Hower. Cocoa-nut trees and bananas bear well 
at the lower station, but yield little or no fruit at the upper. 
The difference indicated by the thermometer was 7°. The 
general range near· the rocks was 67° at 7 A.M., 7 4° at midday, 
md 72° in the evening. · 
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A slave-boy belonging to Culonul !'ires, having stolen and 
t~aten some lemons in the eYening, went to the river to wash 
his mouth, so as not to be detected by the flavour. An 
alligator seized and carried him to an island in the middle oi 
tho stream; there tho boy grasped hold of the reeds, and 
baffied all the effort~ of the reptile to dislodge him, till his 
companions came in a canoe to his assistance, when the 
alligator at once let go his hold. The boy had marks of the 
teeth in his abdomen and thigh, and of the claws on his legs 
and arms. • 

In the neighbourhood of this station were '"' large number 
of the ancient lmrial-places of the Jinga, consiRting of large 
mounds of stones, arranged in a circular form, two or three 
yards in diameter, and shaped like a haycock, with drinking 
and cooking vessels of mde pottery on them. The natives 
of Angola generally have a strange predilection for burying 
their dead by the sides of the most frequented paths, or at 
the junction of cross roads. On and around the graves are 
planted euphorbias of various kinds, and on the grave itself 
are placed water-bottles, broken pipeR, cooking vessels, and 
sometimes a little bow and arrow. The Pot:tugnese Govern
ment, wishing to prevent this custom, imposed a penalty on 
any one burying by the roadside, and appointed places of 
public 1-iepulture in every district. The people persist, how
ever, in their ancient custom, in spite of the most stringent 
enforcement of the law. 

The country between the Coanza and Pungo Andongo is 
covered with low trees, bushes, and fine pasturage.· In the 
latter we were pleased to see our old acquaintances the gaudy 
gladiolus, Amaryllis toxicaria, hymanthus, and other bulLs in 
as flourishing a condition as at the <Jape. 

It is surprising that so little has been done in the way of 
agriculture in Angola. Raising wheat by means of irrigation 
bas never been tried; no plough is ever ur~ed ; and the only 
instrument is the native hoe. The chief object of agriculture 
is the manioc, which does not contain nutriment sufficient to 
give proper stamina to the people. The half-caste Portuguese 
have not so much energy ·as their fathers. They subsist 
chiefly on the manioc, and, as that can be eaten in a variety 
of ways, it does not so soon pall upon the palate as one mighf 
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imag~ne. 'l'he ]eaves boiled make an excellent vegetable for 
the table ; and, when eaten by goats, their milk is much 
increased. The wood is a good fuel, and yields · a large 
quantity of potas;h. In a dry soil it takeM two years to come 
to perfection, requiring, during that time, one weeding only. 
U. bears drought well, and never shrivels up under it as 
other plants do. When planted in low alluvial soils, and 
well watered, it will come to matnrity in twelve, or even ten 
mon·ths. The well-known substance tapioca is extracted from 
the plant by pourip.g water over the grated root, and thus 
disengaging the starch from it, which subsides and is then 
.dried over a slow fire, the mass being kept in motion during 
the process, and thus forming itself into the globules with 
which we are familiar. Throughout the interior of Angola 
fine manioc-meal; which could with ease have been converted 
either into superior starch or tapioca, is commonly sold at the 
rate of about ten pounds for a penny. This region possesses, 
however, no means of transport to Loanda other than the 
shoulders of the carriers and slaves, and no road better than 
a footpath. . 

Cambambe, to which the navigation of the Coanza reaches, 
is reported to be thirty leagues below Pungo Andongo. A 
large waterfall is the limit on that side; and another exilds 
higher up, at the confluence of the Lombe (lat. 9° 41' 26" S., 
and about long. 16° E.), over which hippopotami and elephants 
are sometimes drawn and killed. Between these points the 
current is rapid and the bed generally rocky. The course of 
the Ooanza turns southwards from the point of its confluence 
with the Lombe: itM source is stated to be near Bihe, about 
eight days' journey south of Sanza. 

The prospects of Christianity are at present anything but 
bright in these parts. There are only three or four priests in 
Loanda, all men of colour, but educated for the office. I was 
visited by one of these, who was. on a tour of visitation in the 

. different interior districts, for the purpose of baptizing and 
marrying. He had lately visited Lisbon, in company with the 
Prince of Congo, and had been invested with an order of 
honour by the King of Portugal as an acknowledgment of his 
services. He had all _the appearance of a true negro, but 
commanded the respect of the people. I was informed that 
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the Prince of Congo is profes:sedly a Christian, and that there 
are no fewer than twelve churches in that kingdom, the fruits 
.,r the mission established in former times at San Salvador, the 
"apital. These churches are kept in partial repair by the 
people, and the ceremonies of the Church are observed at 
funerals, though in a very imperfect and unmeaning manner. 
\\'hen a King of Congo dies, the body is wrapped up in a great 
many folds of cloth, until a priest can come from Lcanda to 
consecrate his :successor. The King of Congo still retains the 
title of Lord of Angola, which he had w~en the Jinga owed 
him allegiance; and in writing to the Governor of Angola he 
still places his own name first, as if addres:sing a vassal. The 
Jinga paid hi111 an annual tribute in cowries, which were 
found on the island that :shelters Loanda harbour, and, on their 
refusing to continue it, the king gave oYer the island to the 
Portuguese, whose dominion thus commenced in this quarter. 

CHAPTER XXII. 

TAL.\ MuNaoNoo.-CAsSANGE.-0RDEAL.-'l'RADE m· LoANDA.-'l'HE 

QUANlW.-ilASHINJE.-l\10RE DIFFICULTIES WITH THE CHlBOQUE,

FEEDERS OF THK CONGO.-THE LOAJlMA. 

la~tuary 1, 1855.-HAVING, through the kindness of Colonel 
Pires, reproduced some of my lost papers, I left Pungo 
Andongo on the first day of the year ; and, at Candumba, slept 
in one of the dairy establishments of my friend, who had sent 
forward orders for an ample supply of butter, cheese, and -
milk. Our path lay along the right bank of the C'oanza, 
through a champaign district well adapted for pasturage. On 
reaching the confluence of the Lornbe we left the river, and 
proceeded in a north-easterly direction, through a fine open 
country, to the village of Malange, where we struck into our 
former path. A few miles to the west of this a path branches 
off acroRs the Lucalla to a new dktrict named the Duke 
Braganza, the whole of which is described as extremely 
fertile. The teiTitory west of Braganza is reported to he 
mountainc us, well wooded and watered, with wild cofftJtl m 
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such abundance that the people even make their huts of coffee-
. trees. Numerous independent tribes inhabit the country to 
the north. The Portuguese power may be said to be firmly 
seated only behyeen the rivers Dande and Coanza, and to 
extend inland about three hundred mi~es to the river Quango, 
co~taining a population amounting to about 600,000 souls. 

Leaving Malanga, we passed quickly along the path by 
which we had come to Sanza and Tala Mungongo. At the 
latter place we met a native of Bihe who had vis-ited the 
country of Shinte three times for the purposes of trade. He 
gave us some of the news of that distant part, but not a word 
about the Makololo; who have always been represented in the 
countries to the uorth as a desperately savage race whom no . 
trader could visit with safety. The half-caste traders whom 
we met a_t Shinte's had returned to Angola with sixty-1six 
slavet~ and upwards of fifty tusks of ivory. ·As we came along 
the path we daily· met long lines of carriers bearing large 
square' masses of bees' -wax, each about a hundred pounds' 
weight, and numbers of elephants' tusks, the property of 

.Angolese merchants. Many natives were proceeding to the 
coast also ~n their own account, c~arrying bees'-wax, ivory, and 
sweet oil. They appeared to travel in perfect security ; and 
at different parts of the road we purchased fowls fr{)m them 
at a penny apiece. 

During our stay at Tala Mungongo our attention was 
attracted to a species of red ant, which infests different parts 
of this country, and is remarkable for its love of animal food. 
The commandant of the village having slaughtered a cow, 
slaves were obliged to sit up the whole night, burning fires of 
straw around it to keep them off. These ants travel across 
the country in vast numbers like a small army. At-a little 
distance they appear as a brownish-red band, two or three 
inches wide, stretched across the path, all eagerly pressing on 
lD one direction. If a person happens to tread upon them, 
they rush up his legs and bite with surprising vigour. 1 
fir~t encountered this by no means contemptible enemy near 
Cassange, where I accidently stepped upon one of their nests. 
Not an instant seemed to elapse before a simultaneous attack 
was made on various unprotected parts, up the trowsers from 
below, and on my neck and breast above. Their bites we.r'3 
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like sparks of fire, and there was no escape from them. l 
jumped .about for a second or two, then in desperation tore off 
all my clothing, and picked them off one by one as quickly as 
possible. Fortunately no one obsorvec.l this proceeding, or 
they might have pronounced me to be mad. I was once 
assaulted in a similar way when sound asleep in my tent, and 
it was only by holding my blanket over the fire that I could 
get rid of them. It is really astonishing how such smal1 
bodies can contain so large an amount of venom. They not 
only bite, but twist themselves round after the mandibles are 
inserted, thus producing a larger amount of laceration a.nd 
pain than would be effected by the simple wound. Frequently 
while sitting on oxback they rush up the animal's legs to the 
rider, and soon let him know that he has disturbed their 
march. They possess no fear, attacking with equal ferocity 
the largest as well as the smallest animals. Even if a person 
leap over the band, numbers of them leave the ranks and rush 
along the path, as if anxious for a fight. They are very 
useful as scavengers; when they visit a h1~man habitation 
they clear it entirely of the destructive whi~ ants and other 
vermin; while out of doors rats, mice, lizards, and even the 
Python natalensis, when in a state of surfeit from recent feeding, 
fall victims to their fierce onslaught. These ants make their (SBI 
nests a short distance beneath, and not above the soil, as the 
white ants. Occasionally during theil· marauding expeditions 
they construct galleries over their path to the cells of the 
white ant. ~n order to secure themselves from the heat of 
the sun, 

January 15th, 1855.-We descended in an hour from the 
heights of Tala Mungongo to the valley of Cassange. The 
rivulets which cut up the valley were now dry; but the Lui 
an~ Luare contained abundance of rather brackish water. The 
banks are lined with palm, wild date-trees, and guavas, the 
fruit of which was now becoming ripe. A tree much like the 
mango abounds, but yields no fruit. These rivers contain a 
kind of edible muscle, sustained probably by the brackish 
quality of the water, the shel1s of which exist in all the 
alluvial beds of the ancient rivers as far as the Kuruman. On 
the open grassy lawns great numbers of a species of lark are 
seen, black, but with yellow shoulders. Another black bird . .·' \' 
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with a long tail ( Centropus Senegalensis ), floats awkwardly over 
the long grass, with its tail in a perpendicular position. It 
always chooses the highest points, and is caught on them with 
bird-lime for the sake of its long black tail-feathers, which are 
highly esteemed by the natives for plumes. We saw here also 
the. " Lehututu " ( Tragopan Leadbeaterii), a large bird strongly 
resembling a turkey, and deriving its native name from the noise 
it makes; when stationary it appears quite black, but when it 
flies the outer half of the wings are white. It kills serpents, 
striking them dexterously behind the head. Another species 
like it is called the Abyssinian hom bill. • 

Before .we reached Cassange we were overtaken by Senhor 
Carvalho (who had superseded Senhor Rego as commandant 
since I was here), returning, with a detachment of fifty men 
and a field-piece, from an unsuccessful search after some 
rebels. The rebels had fled, a:r;td all he could do was to burn 
their huts. I was most kindly welcomed by my friend 
Captain Neves, whom I found labouri•:.g under a violent 
inflammation and abscess of the hand. Thinking that this 
affection was simply an effort of nature to '!;et rid of malarious 
matter fi·om the system, I recommended the use of quinine. 
He himself applied the leaves of a plant called cathory, famed 
among the natives as an excellent remedy for ulcers : these 
when boiled exude a gummy juice, which effectually shuts 
out the external air Each remedy of course claimed the 
merit of the cure. 

In spite of the apparent healthiness of this place, fevers 
abound and prove particularly fatal to children. A fine roy 
of Captain Neves' had been cut off since my passage westward. 
Another died during the period of my visit~ During his sickness 
his mother, a woman of colour, sent for a diviner in: order to 
ascertain what ought to be done. The diviner, after throwing 
his dice, worked himself into a state of ecstacy, in which he 
pretended to be in communication with the Barimo.' He then 
gave the oracular response, that the child was being killed by 
the_ spirit of a Portuguese trader who once lived at Cassange. 
The case was this :-On the death of the trader the Portuguese 
.merchants held a sale among themselves of the goods of the 
deceased, and accounted for them to the creditors at Loanda. 
The natives, not 'mderstanding the nature of mercantile trans-
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actions, concluded that the merchants of Uassange had stolen 
the dead man's goods, and that now the spirit was killing the 
child of Captain Neves for the part he had taken in the affair 
Upon this the mother of the child came and told the father 
that he ought to give a slave to the diviner, as his fee, if he 
would appease the spi1it and save the life of the child. Instead 
of thi~, the father quietly sent for a neighbour, and by a brisk 
application of a couple of sticks to his Lack suddenly reduced 
the diviner to a most undignified flight. The child was soon 
in a dying state, and, as the father wished it to be baptized, I 
commended its soul to the care and compassion of Him who 
said, .. Of such is the kingdom of heaven." The mother-at 
once rnshed away, and commenced that doleful wail which is 
so affecting, inasmuch as it expresses sorrow without hope. 

· In the evening her female companions used a small musical 
instrument constructed of caoutchouc, which produced a kind 
of screeehing sound, as an accompaniment to the death-wail. 

'l'he intercourse which the natives have had with white 
men does not seem to have ameliorated their condition to 
any great extent. Very many lives are annually sacrificed 
to their cruel superstitions without the knowledge, or at all 
events without the interference, of the Portuguese authorities. 
The use ot" the ordeal prevails, and proves very fatal: persons 
accused of witchcraft, in order to assert their innocency, will 
often travel from distant districts to a river on the Cassange 
called Dua, and there drink the infusion of a poisonous tree, 
and perish. While we were at Cassange a woman who was 
accused by a brother-in-law of being the cause of his sickness 
Offf>Ted to take the ordeal, under the idea that it would prove 
her wnscious innocence. Captain Neves refused his consent 
to her going, and thus saved her life, which would have been 
sacrificed to the virulence of the poison. Shortly after, when 
we were at the Quango, we heard .of a chief named Gando, 
who was accused of witchcraft, being killed by the ordeal, 
and his body thrown into the river. When a strong stomach 
rejects it, the accuser reiterates his charge; the dose is 
repeated, and the person dies. Hundreds perish thus every 
year in the valley of Cassange. 

The prevalence of the sa me superstitious ideas through the 
whole of the country north of the Zambesi seems to indicate 
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a communicy of race among the tribes. All believe that the 
souls of the departed still mingle among the living, and par
take in some way of the food they consume. In sickness 
sacrifices of fowls and goats are made to appease the spirits, 
who wish, as they imagine, to take the living away from 
earth and all its enjoyments. In cases of murder o:::- man
slaughter a sacrifice is made to lay the spirit of the victim. 
A sect is reported to exist who kill men in order to take 
their hearts and offer them to the Barimo. The prejudice_s 
in favour of these practices are very deeply rooted in the 
native mind. Even at Loanda they retire out of the city in 
order to perform their heathenish rites in secrecy. Their 
religion, if such it may be called, is one of dread. Numbers 
of charms are employed to avert the evils with which they 
feel themselves to be encompassed. Occasionally you meet a · 
man, more cautious or more timid than the rest, with twenty 
or thirty charms hung round his neck, on the principle that 
among so many he surely must have the right one. How 
painful is the contrast between this inward gloom and the 
brightness of the outer world-betWeen the undefined terrors 
of the spirit, and the peace and beauty that pervade the 
scenes around us! I have often thought, in travelling 
through this land, that it presents pictures of beauty which 
angels might enjoy. How often have I beheld, in still morn
ings, scenes the very essence of beauty, and all bathed in an 
atmosphere of delicious warmth to which the soft breeze 
imparts a pleasing sensation of coolness as if from a fan ! 
Green grassy meadows, the cattle feeding, the goats browsing, 
the kids sliipping, the groups of herdboys with miniature 
bows, arrows, and spears; the women wending their way to 
'·he river with watering-pots poised jauntily on their head ; 
men sewing under the shady banians ; and old grey-headed 
fathers sitting on the ground, ~th staff in hand, listening to the 
morning gossip, while others carry branches to repair their 
hedges. Such scenes, flooded with the bright African sun-

· shine, and enlivened by the songs of the birds before the heat 
. of the day has become intense, form pictUres which can never 
be forgotten. 

Captain Neves was now actively engaged in prepa1ing a 
present, worth about fifty pounds,_to be sent by Pombeiros OJ 
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native tradtlrs to l\iatiamvo. It consisted of great quantWes of 
cotton cloth, a large carpet, an arm-chair with a canopy and 
curtains of crimson calico, an iron bedstead, mosquito curtains, 
beads, &c., and a number of pictures rudely painted in oil by 
an embryo black painter at Cassange. 1\Iatiamvo, like most 
of the natives in the interior of the country, had a strong 
de:-;ire to possess a cannon, and had sent ten large tusks to 
purchase one; this, being government property, could not be 
sold, but he was furnished with a blunderbuss, mounted as a 
cannon, which would probably please him as well. 

Feb. 20th.-On the day of starting from Cassange the 
westerly. wind blew strongly, and on the day following we 
were brought to a stand by several of our party being laid up 
with fever. Captain Neves, who possesses an observing tum 
of mind, had noticed that whenever the west wind blows 
fever immediately follows. The only explanation to be 
offered for this phenomenon is that the malaria is carried 
down by this wind from the elevated land of Tala Mungongo 
into the valley of Cassange. The banks of the Quango, 
though much more marshy, and covered with ranker vegeta
tion, are comparatively healthy ; but the westerly wind does 
not seem to convey the noxious agent so far.' Unhealthiness 
is the only serious drawback Angola possesses: in every 
other respect it is an agreeable country, and admirably 
adapted for yielding a rich abundance of tropical produce. 
Indeed I have no hesitation in asserting that, had it been in 
the possession of England, it would now have bee~ ;, .ieiding 
as much of the raw material for her ma::.ufactures as an equal 
extent uf territory in the cotton-growing States of America. 
A rail way from Loanda to this valley would secure the trade 
of morst of the interior of South Central Africa. 

As soon as we could move towards the Quango we did so, 
meeting in our course several trading parties, both native and 
Portuguese. Two of the latter were carrying a tusk weighing 
126 lbs., and the owner afterwards informed us that its fellow 
weighed 130 lbs., though the elephant was rather a small one. 
Some idea may be formed of the strength of his neck when it 
is recollected that he bore a weight of 256 lbs. The ivory 
which comes from the east and north-east of Cassange ia 
very much larger than any to be found further south. A 

. y 
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weight of 120 lbs. is by no meanR uncommon; and occasionalh 
they reach even 158 lbs. · 

Before reaching the Quango we were again bro11ght to a 
stand by fever in two of my companions, close to the residence 
of a Portuguese- who rejoiced in the nama of William Tell, 
and who lived here, in spite of the prohibition of the govern
ment. This gentleman, having come to invite me to dinner, 
irank a little of the water of a pond close by, and caught 
fever in consequence. If malarious matter existed in water 
itself, it would have been a wonder had we escaped; for, 
travelling in the sun, with the thermometer from 96° to 98° 
in the shade, we generally partook of every water we came 
to. My men were busy collecting a better breed of fowls 
and pigeons than those in their own conntry, and 1\lr. Tell 
presented them with some large specimens from Rio Janeiro. 
Of these they were wonderfully proud, and bore the cock in 
triumph through the country of the Balonda, as evidence oi 
having been to the sea. At the village of Shinte, however, a 
hyama came into our camp when we were all sound asleep, 
and carried off the giant, to the great grief of my men. The 
anxiety these people have always shown to improve the breed 
of their domestic animals is, I think, a favourable point in 
their eharacter. Observing the common breed of cattle in the 
possession of the Portuguese, and their practice of slaughtering 
both heifer-calves and cows, and of abstaining from any use 
of the milk, they concluded that the Portuguese must be an 
inferior race of white men. They never ceased remarking on 
the fine soil over which we were passing : and when I hap
pened to mention that most of the flour which the Portuguese 
consumed came from another country, they exclaimed, ''Are 
they ignorant of tillage ? ·~ " They know nothing but buying 
and selling : they are not men ! " 

On reaching . Cypriano's village on the 28th wo found that 
his step-father had died after we had pa..o.;sed. and .that he had 
spent more than his patrimony in funeral orgies. He in
formed us that the source of the Quango is one hundred miles 
to the south of this, in a range called Mosamba, in the counhT 
of the -Basongo. We could see from where we were a break 
in the high land to the south, through which the river comes. 
r n crossing the Quango the ferrymen demanded thirty yar& . 
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of calico, but thankfully accepted six. The oliC);.@[tf 
wretched, carrying only two persons at a time ; bu ' men 
being well acquainted with the water, we all got ove1 
about two hours and a half. 'I'he admiration of the inhabit
ants was excited by the manner in which they managed the 
cattle and donkeys in crossing. Five or six, seizing hold of 
one, bundled it into the stream, and thus forced it tu swim 
for its own preservation. Sometimes they swam along with 
the cattle, and forced them to go on by dashing water at their 
heads. 'fhe servants of the native traders behaved in a very 
different manner, being rather ~lad than otherwise when the 
oxen refused to cross, for, as they were obliged to slaughter· 
them on such occasions, the loss to their masters was a 
welcome feast to themselves. 

On the eastern side of the Quango we passed on, without 
visiting onr friend of the conical head-dress, to the residence 
of some Ambakistas who had crossed the river in order to 
secure the first chances of trade in wax. I have before 
remarked on the knowledge of reading and writing that these 
A.mbakistas possess; they are employed as clerks and writers, 
their feminine delicacy of constitution enabling them to write 
a fine lady's hand, which is much esteemed amongst the 
Portuguose. They are also famed for their love of learning, 
and have acquired a knowledge of the history of Portugal, of 
Portuguese law; &c. &c. They are remarkably keen in trade, 
and are sometimes called the Jews of Angola. The black 
population of Angola has become much deteriorated, chiefly 
through the consumption of an inferior kind of spirit named 
aguardente, which is imported into the country, and is most 
injurious in its effects. We saw many parties carrying casks 
of this baneful liquor to the independent chiefs beyond; and 
were informed that it is difficult for any trader to convey it 
far, as the carriers are in the habit. of helping themselves by 
means of a straw, and filling up the vacuum· with water. To 
prevent this, it is common to see large demijohns w~th pad
locks on the corks, but these are liable to be stolen bodily-an 
event of common occurrence. 

We had now rain every day, and the sky t:eldom presented 
. that aspect of clear blue expanse so common in the dry lands 
of the south. The heavens a1·e often overcast by stationary 
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masses of fleecy 'clouds, the intervening spaces being filled up 
with a milk-and-water looking haze. Notwithstanding these 
unfavourable circumstances, I obtained good observations for 
the longitude of this important point on both sides of the 
Quango, and found the river running in 9° 50'S. lat., 18° 33' 
E. ,long. On proceeding to our former station near Sansawe's 
"Village, he ran to meet us with wonderful urbanity, asking if 
we had seen Moene Put, king of the white men (or Portuguese), 
and concluding with an intimation that he would come to 
receive his dues in the evening. I replied that, if he did not 
bring a fowl and some eggs, as part of his duty as a chief, he 
&Should receive no present from me. He arrived in due course 
mounted on the shoulders of his spokesman, by way of 
showing the exalted position he occupied, after the fashion of 
the Houthem Islanders when Captain Cook visited them. 1\ly 
companions, amused at his idea of dignity, greeted him with a 
hearty laugh. He visited the native traders first, and theu 
came to me with two cocks as a present. I spoke to him 
)bout the impolicy of the treatment we had received at hi~< 
hands, and quoted the example of the Bangalas, who had been 
conquered by the Portuguese for their extortionate demands 
of payment for firewood, grass, )Vater, &c.; and concluded by 
denying his right to any payment for simply passing through 
uncultivated land. To all this he agreed ; and then I gave 
him, as a token of friendship, a pannikin of coarse powder, 
two iron spoons, and two yards of coarse printed calico. He 
looked rather superciliously at these articles, for he had just 
received from Senhor Pascoal the Pombeiro a barrd con
taining 18 lbs. of powder, 24 yards of calico, and two bottles 
of brandy. Other presents were added the next day by the 
Pombeiros, who informed me that it was necessary to give 
largely, because their slaves and carriers are no great friends 
to them ; and if they did not secure the friendship of these 
petty chiefs, many slaves might be stolen with their loads 
while passing through the forests. It is thus a sort of black
mail that these insignificant chiefs levy; and the native 
traders pay simply as a bribe to keep them honest. Most ot 
the carriers of my travelling companions were hired Basongo, 
who required to be constantly watched in order to prevent 
them from stealing the goods they carried. Salt, which is 
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one of the chief articles conveyed into the country, became 
considera'bly lighter as we went along, but the carriers 
shielded themselves by saying that it had been melted by the 
rain. Their burdens were taken from them every evening 
and placed in security under the guardianship of Senhor 
Pascoal's own slaves. 

Finding the progress of Senhor Pascoal and the other Pom
beiros excessively slow, I resolved to forego his company 
after I had delivered to him some letters to be sent back to 
Cassange. We ascended the eastern acclivity that bounds the 
Cassange valley, and we found that, though apparently lower 
than that at Tala Mungongo, in consequence of the a:.cent 
being more gradual, it is actually much higher. From the 
summit of the ridge we began to descend towards the central 
country, hoping soon to get out of the Chibcque territory, 
which we had entered when we left tlie Cassange valley. On 
the 19th of April, however, I was laid up with an extremely 
severe attack of rheumatic fever, brought on by being obliged 
to sleep on a plain covered with water. The rain poured 
down incessantly, but we formed our beds by heaping up the 
earth into oblong mounds, ~o:omewhat like graves in a country 
churchyard, and then plaumg grass upon them. We were 
weather-bound for two days, but at; soon as it became fair we 
attempted to continue our march. My illness, however, 
aggravated by the cold damp of the heavy dews, would not 
allow me to proceed, and I was forced to lie by for eight days, 
tossing and groaning with a violent headache, which made me 
quite unfit to move, or even to inquire what was passing 
outside my little tent. Senhor Pascoal, who had been de
tained by the severe rain at a better spot, at last came up, and 
applied some dozens of leeches to th~ nape of the neck and 
the loins, by which I was partially relieved. After about 
twenty days I began to recover, and wished to move on, but 
my men objected to the attempt on account of my weakness. 

It happened that the head-man of the village where I had 
lain had been struck on the month by one of my men while 
bargaining in my camp for a piece of meat. My principal 
men paid five pieces of cloth and a gun as an atonement; but 
the more they yielded the more exorbitant he became, and he 
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sent word to all the surrounding ~illages to aid him in 
avenging the affront of a blow on the beard. A1:1 their courage 
usually rises with sliccess, I resolved to yield no more, and 
departed. In passing through a forest in the country beyond 
we were startled. by a body of men rushing after us. They 
began by knocking down the burdens of the hindermost of my · 
men, and several shots were fired, each party spreading out 
on both sides uf the path. I fortunately had a six-barrelled 
revolver, and with this in my hand I :staggered along the path 
with two or three of my men, and fortunately encountered the 
chief. The sight of the six barrels gaping into his stomach, 
with my own ghastly visage looking daggers at his face, 
seemed to produce an instant revolution in his martial feelings, 
for he cried out, " Oh ! I have only come to speak to you, and 
wish peace only." Mashauana had hold of him by the hand, 
and found him shaking. '\Ve examined his gun, and found 
that it had been discharged. Both parties crowded up to 
their chiefs. Th~ enemy protested their amicable intentions, 
and my men allegeJ the fact of the goods having been knocked 
down as evidence of the contrary. I requested all to sit 
down, and then said to tlie chief. "If you have come with 
peaceable intentions, we have no other; go away home to 
your village." He replied, " I am afraid lest you should 
shoot me in the back." I rejoined, " If I wanted to kill you, 
I could shoot you in the face as well." Mosantu called out to 
me, "That's only a Makalaka trick; don't give him yom 

. back." But I said, •' Tell him to observe that I am not afraid 
of him;" and, turning, mounted my ox and took my departure. 
I mention this little skirmish with the object of showing that 
the negro character in these parts is essentially cowardly, 
except when influenced by success. Individually these tribes 
have but little power, but a partial triumph over any body of 
men would induce the whole country to rise in arms, and thiR 
is the chief danger to be feared. . 

In the evening we came to 1\loena Kikanje, and found him a 
sensible man. lie is the last of the Chiboqne chiefs in this 
direction, and is in alliance with Matiamvo, whose territory 
commences a short distance beyond. His village is placed on 
&hs east bank of the Quilo, which is here twenty yards ~de, 
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and breatst deep. The country was generally covered with 
forest, and we ~:~lept every night at some village. I was so 
weak, and had become ~.o deaf from the effects of the fever, 
that I was glad to avail my~:~elf of the corupany of Senhot 
Patscoal and the other native traders. Our rate of travelling 
was only seven geographical miles a day, and two-thirds of 
the month was spent in tstoppages caused by :sickness, and the 
necesoity of remaining in different parts to purchase food. 

One of the Pombeiros had eight good-looking women in a 
chain, whom he was taking to the country of Matiamvo to sell 
for ivory. They ahvay~:~ looked ashamed when I happened 
Lo come near them, aud felt keenly their degraded position. 
The terms applied to slaves mu~:~t sound strangely even to the 
ears of their owners when they first como from Europe. In 
Angola the common appellation is " o diabo," or " brutu ; " 
and it is quite usual to hear gentlemen call out "0 diabo l 
bring fire." In eastern Africa, on the contrary, they apply 
the term "bicho" (an animal), and you hear the phrase, 
''Call the a11imul to do this or that." In fact, :slave-ownerP 
come to regard their slaves as not human, and will curse then• · 
as the " race of a dog." \.i9) 

\ r e crostsed the Loange, a deep but narrow stream, forming 
the boundary of Londa on the we~:>t. Thence we reached the 
banks of the I'ezo, now flooded, and could not but admire the 
capabilities for easy irrigation afforded by it. On the ~5th of 
April we were at the river Chikapa, in lat. 10° 10' S., long. 
19° 42' E., which we found to be here fifty or ~:~ixty yards 
wide, and flowing E. N .E. into the Kasai. The adjacent 
country is of the ,.,ame level nature as that part of Londa 
formerly described ; but having come further north ward than 
in our previous journey, we found that all the rivers flowed 
in much deeper valleys than at the points we had tbrmedy 
cro:::;sed them. Beyond the Chikapa. we crossed one of its 
tributaries, named the Kamaue, a· small deep stream pro
ceeding from the S.S.W.; and on the £10th of April we reached 
the Loajima, where we had to form a bridge to effect our 
passage. This was not :so difficult an operation as might be 
imagined ; a tree happened to be growing in a horizontal 
position across {>art of the stream, and the tough climbin~ 
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plants, whiob admit of being knitted like ropes, supplied the 
materials necessary for completing the structure. The Loajima 
was here about twenty-five yards wide but very much deeper 
than where I had crossed it before on the shoulders of 
M.ashauana. The last 1·ain of this season had fallen on the 
28th, and had suddenly been followed by a great decrease of 
th~ temperature. The people in these part10 seemed more 
slender in form, and their colour a lighter olive, than any we 
bad hitherto met. Their mode of dressing the great masHes of 
woolly hair which lay upon their shoulders, together with 
their general features, again reminded me of the ~t.ncient 
Egyptians. A few of the ladies adopt a curious custom of 
attaching the hair to a hoop which enciicles the head, giving 
it tiouwwhat the appearance of the glory round the head of the 
Virgin (woodcut No. 1). Some have a smi-~oller hoop behind 

No. 1. A Landa lady's mode of w<>arlng the hair. 

Lhe one represented in the- woodcut. Others wear an o.rne.
ment of woven hair and hide adorned with beads, the ha.u of 
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the tails of buffaloes being sometimes added, as represenLed in 
No. 2. While others, as in No. 3, weave their own hair on 

No.2 

No.3 
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pieces of hide into the form of buffalo-horns, or, a.s in No. 4, 
make a single horn in front. The features depicted in the 
.::uts, though by no ~eans universal, are frequently met with. 
:\lany tattoo their bodies with the forms of stars and othe1 
fignre~ by inserting some black substance beneath the !:kin. 
whiP-h leaYes an elevated cicatrix about half an inch long. 
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CHAPTER XXIII. 
, . 

DETOUR SOUTHWARD.-CABANGO.-THE K~BAl AND QUANGO.-THB 

SEASONS.-V AU.EY OF THE LOEMBWE.-CROSSING THE KASAl. 

\Vg made a little detour to the southward, in order to get 
provisions in a cheaper market. This led us among a people 
who had not been visited so frequently by the slave-tladers as 
the rest, and who were therefore rather timid and very civil. 
The same olive complexion prevailed, as also does the custom 
of filing their teeth to a point, which makes the smile of the 
women frightful, as it remiiids one of the grin of an alligator. 
The inhabitants throughout this country exhibit. just as great 
a variety of taste as any civilized community. Many of the 
men are dandjes, with their shoulders dripping with the oil 
from their lnbricated hair, and everything about tl.em orna
mented in one way or another. Some spend the whole day 
and even portions of the night in thrnmmin·g a musical instru
ment for their own sole gratification. Others try to appear 
warlike by never going out of their huts, except with a load of 
bows and arrows, or a gun ornamented with a strip of hide for 
every animal they have shot; and others never go anywhere 
without a canary in a cage. Ladies may be seen carefully 
tending little lapdogs, which are intended to be eaten. Their 
villages are generally in forests, and are composed of irrE'gular 
groups of brown huts, with banana and cotton trees, and 
tobacco growing around. Every hut is provided with a high 
stage for drying manioc roots and meal, and with cages to hold 
llomestic fowls. Round baskets .are laid on the thatch of the 
huts for the hens to lay in, and, on the arrival of strangers, 
men, women, and children ply their calling as huoksters, with 
a great deal of noisy haggling, but still with civility and good 
temper. Animal food is very scarce among these people, ar..d 
even birds are rare, from the extent to which they have been 
consumed. Moles and mice constitute important articles of 
diet among them; and traps may be seen fringing the pathE 
for miles together at intervals of ten or fifteen yards. 
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We pasMed on through forests abounding in climbing-plan~, 
many of which are so extremely tough as to require the use 
of a hatchet; the cal_Tiers are frequently obliged to cut them 
with their teeth, for no amount of tugging will make them 
break.. The paths in all these forests are ~>O zigzag that thirty 
miles along them does not exceed half that amount in direct 
'distance. On. the 7th of May we reached the river Moamba 
(lat. 9" 38'S., long. 20° 13' 34" E.), a stream thirty yards wide, 
and, like the Quila, Loange, Chikapa, and Loajima, containing 
both alligators and hippopotami. Here, as on the slopes 
down to the Quilo and Chikapa, we had an opportunity of 
viewing the geological structure of the country,-a capping of 
ferruginous conglomerate lying upon a pale-red hardened 
sandstone, and this upon a trap-like whinstone. while lowest 
of all lies a coarse-grained sandstone containing a few pebbles, 
and occasionally a white calcareous rock or banks of loose 
round quartz pebbles. The slopes from the level country 
above increase in length as we advance eastward, and a1·t' 

dotted with circular bogs, surrounded by clumps of straight, 
lofty, evergreen trees. Several of these bogs pour forth a 
solution of iron, which exhibits on its surface the prismatic 
colours. The level plateaus between the rivers, both east and 
west of the Moamba, were lE:Ss woody than the river glens, 
the trees on them being scraggy and scattered. Occasionally 
large open spaces occur with scarcely a bush, and on the~e 
dreary intervals it was impossible not to be painfully struck 
with the absence of animal life. Not a bird was to be 
seen, except now and then a tomtit, some of the Sylviada and 
Drymoica, and a black bird ( Dicrurus Ludwigii, Smith) common 
throughout the country. We were gladdened by the voice of 
birds only near the rivers, and even there they were neither 
numerous norvaried. The Senegallongclaw, howeve:J:", main
tained its place, and was the. largest bird we saw, and we once 
came on a butcher-bird in a trap. Small animals are rare, as 
they have been hunted almost to extermination, and of insects 
ants alone abounded. Few common flies were to be seen, nor 
were we ever troubled by mosquitoes. The want of life in 
the scenery made me long for the banks ·of the Zambesi, with 
its herds of. graceful antelopes, dark buffaloes, and sleek 
elanda. 
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We crossed two small strea1ps, the Kanesi and Fombeji, 
before reaching Cabango, on the banks of the Chihombo. The 
country was becoming more densely peopled as we proceeded, 
but the population was scanty compared to what it might 
sustain. Provisions were in great abundance; a fowl and 
basket of meal weighing 20 lbs. were sold for a yard and a half 
of very inferior cotton-cloth, worth not more than three pence. 
At this rate four persons can be well fed with animal and 
vegetable food at the mte of a penny a day. The chief vege 
table food is the manioc and lotsa meal. These contain 9. 

very large proportion of starch, and when eaten alone for 
any length of time produce a most distressing heartburn and 
a weakness of vision ; but when mixed with a proportion of 
ground-nuts, which contain a considerable quantity of oil, 
they produce no injurious effects. 

C'abango (lat. 9° 31'S., long. 20° 31' or 32' E.) is the dwell
ing-place of Muanz&nza, one of Matiamvo's subordinate chief:;. 
The village consists of about two hundred native huts, and 
ten or twelve sq11are houses, constructed of poles with grass 
interwoven, which are occupied by half-caste Portuguese 
from Ambaca, agents for the Cassange traders. - The cold in 
the mornings was now severe to the feelings, the thermometer 
in the open air mnging from 58° to 60° at 6 A.M., and rising to 
80° in the shade about midday. A person having died in the 
village, we could transact no business with the chief until the 
funeral obsequies, which occupied four days, were :finished. 
1'hese days I Rpent in writing up my journal in order to send 
it back to Loanda by a party of trade:rs. 

I picked up some information from native trad.ers relative 
to the country of Luba, which lies far to the north of thib, 
and the town of Mai, which is situated far down the Kasai. 
In going to Mai the traders cr9ssed only two large rivers, 
the Loajima and Chihombo. 'l'he Kasai flows a little to 
th(:: east of Mai, and near it there is a large waterfall, which 
puts a fltop to the navigation from the coast. They de~>cribed 
the Kasai as being there of very great size, and as bending 
round to the west from that point. . They also described the 
Kusai as reoeiving the Quango about thirty-five or forty 
miles to the westward of Mai, after which it assumes the 
name of Zaire or Zerezere. The Kasai. even previous to the 
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junction, is much larger tha:y the Quango; for, in addition 
to the branches we have already crossed, it receives the 
Chihombo at Cabango; the Kaunguesi fourteen miles east of 
the Kasai; then, forty-two miles further, the Lolua; besides 
numbers of little streams. It is evident, from all the infor
mation I could collect both here and elsewhere, that the 
drainage of Londa falls to the north and then runs westward. 
The countries of Luba and !Iai are evidently lower than this, 
and yet this is probably not much more than 3500 feet above 
the level of the sea. 

About thirty-four miles east of the Lolua, or a hundred 
and thirty-two miles E.N.E. of Cabar.go, stands the town of 
Matiamvo, the paramount chief of all the Balonda. The town 
of Mai is pointed out as to the N .N. W. of Cabango, and 
thirty-two days or two hundred and twenty-four mHes dis
tant, or about lat. S. 5° 45'. The town of Luba, another 
independent chief, is eight days farther in the same direction, 
or lat. S. 4° 50'. Judging from the appearance of the peopl~ 
who had come for the purposes of trade from Mai, those in 

' the north are quite as uncivilised as ~he Balonda. They 
were clad in a kind of cloth made of the inner bark of a tree, 
and they informed us that the chief of Luba discourages 
all improvements, and refuses to admit even guns into hi:s 
country. The weapons employed by his people in killing 
elephants are spears, poisoned arrows, and traps. The tusks 
are remarkably heavy, and are e~changed for shells and 
beads. 

I should have been glad to pay a VIsit to Matiamvo, and 
then descend the branch of· the Zambesi, which traverses 
the district to the eastward of his capital. But from all 
I could hear of Matiamvo, there was no chance of IDJ 
being allowed to proceed through his country to t~e south
ward, and, if I had gone merely to visit him, all my goods 
would have been expended by the time I returned to Cabango; 
I therefore reluctantly gave up the plan. 

The country of Matiamvo is said to be well peopled, but 
they have 1ittle or no trade. They receive calico, salt, gun
powder- coarse earthenware, and beads, in exchange for Ivory 
and slaves. They possess no cattle, Matiamvo alone havmg 
a single herd, which he keeps entirely for the sake of meat. 
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The pret:ient chi.ef is said to be mild in his governmen,t, an3 
will depose an under-chief for unjust c0nduct. But though 
he possesses absolute power, his name had less influence over 
his subjects with whom 1 came in contact than that of 
t:3ekeletu has over people living at a much greater distance 
from the capital. 

As we determined to strike away to the S.E. from Cabango 
to our old friend Katema, I asked a guide from .l\'luanzanza as 
soon as the funeral proceedings were over. He agreed to 
furnish one, and also accepted a smaller present from me 
than usual, on learning that I was not a trader. He seemed 
to regard these presents as his proper dues ; and· as a cargo of 
goods had come by Senhor Pascoal, he entered the house for 
the purpose of receiving his share, when he was gravely 
presented with the commonest earthenware ves8el, which he 
received with expressions of abundant gratitude. 

The Balonda in this quarter are much more agreeable
looking than any of the inhabitants nearer the coast. The 
women allow their teeth to remain in their white state, and 
would be comely, but for the custom of inserting pieces of 
reed into the ca1'tilage of the nose, by which the nostrils 
become expanded_ They seem generally to be in good spirits, 
and spend their time in gossip, funeral ceremonies, and mar
riages. This flow of animal spirits must be one reason why 
they are such an indestructible race. 

We were forced to prepay onr guide and his father too, and 
yet he went but one day with us, although he promised to go 
to Katema. He was not in the least ashamed at breaking his 
engagements, and probably no disgrace will be attached to 

· the deed by Muanzanza. My men would gladly have :stripped 
him of the wages, which he wore on his person, but, as we 
had always acted on the mildest principles, they let him move 
off with his unearned gains. The reason why .we needed a 
6ruide at all was to secure the convenience of a path, which, 
though generally no better than a sheep-walk, is much easier 
than going straight in one direction, through tangled forests 
and tropical vegetation. We knew the general direction we 
ought to follow, and also if any deviation occurred from om 
proper route ; but we could not without a guide avoid im
passable forests and bogs, or get to the proper fords of the rivers 
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After leavin~ Cabango on the 21st we crossed several little 
streams running into the Chihombo on our left, in one of 
which I saw _tree ferns ( Cyathea dregei) for the first time in 
Africa. We saw also grass-trees of two varieties, which in 
damp localities attained a height of forty feet. On crossing 
the Chihombo, about twelve miles above Cabango, we found 
it waist-deep and rapid, and we were delighted to see the 
evidences of buffaloes and hippopotami on its banks. As soon 
as we got away from the track of the slave-traders the more 
kindly spirit of the southern Balonda appeared, for an old man 
brought- a large present of food from one of the villages, and 
volunteered himself to go as our guide. The people, however, 
of the ·numerous villages through which we passed, always 
made efforts to detain us, that they might have a little trade 
in the way of furnishing our suppers. Sometimes large pots 
of beer were offered to us as a temptation. Occasionally the 
head-man would peremptorily order us to halt under a tree 
which he pointed out. At other times young men volunteered 
to guide us to the impassable part of the next bog. At one 
village, indeed, they would not show us the path at all, unless 
we remained at least a day with them. Having started by 
ourselves, we took a path in the right direction, but it led us 
into an inextricable thicket. Returning to the village, we 
tried another footpath in a similar direction, and with a 
similar result. We were thus forced to come back and remain 
until the following morning, when they put us in the proper 
path. Beyond this forest we found the village ofNyakalonga, 
a sister of the late Matiamvo, who treated us handsomely. 
She wished her· people to guide us to the next village, but 
\his they declined doing unless we traded with them. She 
-ben requested us to wait an hour or two till she could get 
ready a present of meal, manioc-roots, ground-nuts, and a 
fowl, and she sent her son to the next village without re
quiring payment. It was truly pleasant to meet with people 
poss~ssing some civility, after the hauteur we had experienced 
on the slave-path. The stream which ran past her village 
was quite impassable for a distance of about a mile both up 
and down stream, the bog being soft and about six feet deep. 

On the 2&th we reached the village of the chief Bango (lat. 
12° 22' 53" S., long. 20° 58' E.), who brought us a handsome! 
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pre:sent of meal, and the meat of an entire pallah. We here 
slaughtered the last of the cows we had brvnght with us, and 
we offered a leg of it to Bango; but he informed us that 
neither he nor his people ever partook of beef, as they looked 
uvon cattle as human, and living at home like men. Several. 
other tribes refuse to keep cattle, on the ground that oxen 
bring enemies and war; but this is the first instance I have 
met with in which they have been refused as food when 
offered by others. The fact of killing the pallahs for food 
shows that the objection does not extend to meat in general. 

The little streams in this part of the country do not flow in 
deep dells, nor were we troubled with the gigantic grasses 
which annoyed our eyes on the banks of the streams before 
we came to Cabango. The country here was quite fiat, and 
the people cultivated manioc very extensively. The villages 
were small and numerous, an arrangement which is highly 
popular among the Africans, inasmueh as the head-man of 
every village, whether great or small, fancies himself a chief. 
We had now entered again the country of the game; and we saw 
many chiefs coming from distant parts with the flesh of buffaloes 
and antelopes as the tribute claimed by Bango. The country 
was at this time covered with yellowish grass quite dry : 
some of the bushes and trees were green ; and others were 
shedding their leaves, the young buds pushing off the old 
foliage. Trees, which in the south stand bare during the 
winter months, have here but a short period of leaflessness. 
Occasionally, however, a cold south wind comes up even as 
far as Cabango. and spreads a wintry aspect on all the exposed 
vegetation, scorching the tender shoots of the evergreen trees 
on the south side, and killing the leaves of manioc, pumpkins, 
and other tender plants. All parts of the interior of South 
Africa ha.ve a distinct winter, varying in intensity with the 
latitude. In the central parts of the Cape colony the cold is 
often severe, and the ground covered with snow. At Kuru
man snow seldom falls, but the frost is keen. There is frost 
even as far as the Chobe, and a partial winter in the Barotse 
valley ; but north of the Orange river cold and damp are 
never combined: indeed, a shower of rain seldom falls during 
winter, and hence the healthiness of the Bechuaua climate. 
From the Barotse valley northwards, it is questionable if it . z . 
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ever freezes; but during the prevalence of the south wind 
the thermometer sinh as low as 42°, and conveys thP. im· 
pression of bitter.cold. 

Jfay 30th.-'Ve left Bango, and proceeded to the rivei 
Loembwe, which flows to the N.N.E., tlu:ough a valley about 
a quarter of a mile wide, remarkable for its picturesque, 
parkish scenery. Like all the African rivers in this quarter, 
it has morasses on each bank, and abounds in hippopotami. 
The villages are widely apart and difficult of access, the paths 
being so covered with tall grass that even an ox can sca1·ccly 
follow the tra.';k. 'l'he grass cut the feet of my men; yet we 
met a womaiJ with a little child, and a girl, wending thoii· 
way home with loads of manioc without appearing to suffeJ 
from this cause. The unexpected sight of a white man alway& 
infuses a tremor into their dark bosoms, and in every case of 
the kind they appeared immensely relieved when I had fairly 
passed. In the vmages the dogs run away with thei1· tail::, 
between their legs, as if they had seen a lion ; the women peer 
from behind the walL:; till he comes near them, and then hastily 
dash into the house; ~ittle children meeting" you in the street 
set up such a screaming that they seem to be on the point of 
going into fits. Among the Bechuanas I have been obliged 
to reprove the women for making a hobgoblin of the white 
man, and telling their children that they would send for him 
to bite them. 

Having passed the Loembwe, we entered a more opeu 
country, occasionally intersected by small valleys, .through 
which ran rills in the midst of bogs. These were alwayl:i 
difficult to pass, and, being nw;nerous, kept the lower part of • 
the person constantly wet. At different points in our com:se 
we came upon votive offerings to the Barimo, usually consist
ing of food; every deserted village still. contained its. idols and 
little sheds with pots of medicine in them. One afternoon we· 
passed a small frame-hou:se, with the head of an ox in it as an 
object of worship. 'l'he dreary uniformity of gloomy forests 
and open flats must have a depressing influence on the minds 
of the people. Some village~ appear more superstitiou:s than 
others, if we may judge from the greater number of idols 
thHy contain. 

Only on one occasion did we witness a specimen of quarrel 
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ling. An old woman, standing by our camp, continued fo:r 
houriS to belaLour a young man with her tongue. Irritated at 
la:st, he uttered ~;ome words ofimpatience, when another man 
sprang at him, exclaiming, " How dare you cur~;e my 'mama'?" 
They ca.ught each other, and a sort of wrestl~g-mateh ensued, 
which ended by one falling under the other. This trifling 
incident wa:s of interel:it to me, for during the whole period of 
my rel:iidence in the Bechuana country I never ~;aw unarmed 
men strike each other. Their disputes are usually conduc~ed 
with great volubility and noisy swearing, but generaHy 
terminate by both parties bursting into a laugh. 

Throughout this region the women are almost entirely 
naked, their gowns being a patch of cloth frightfuUy narrow, 
with no flouncet>; and nothing could exceed the eagerne:ss 
with which they offered to purchase strips of calico of an 
inferior deiScription. 'l'hey were delighted at getting piece:s 
about two feet long in exchange for a fowl and a basket of 
upwards of 20 lbs. of meal. l\Jany of the women, with true 
maternal feelings, held up their little naked babies, entreating 
us to sell only a little rag for them. Tl;le fire, they say, il:i 
their only clothing by night, and the little ones derive heat 
by clinging closely to their parents. Instead of a tskin or cloth 
to carry their babies in, the women plait a belt, about four 
inche:s broad, of the inner bark of a tree. and this, hung like a 
soldier's belt, enables them to :support the child by placing it 
on their side in a sitting position. 

On the evening of the 2nd of June we reached the village 
of Kawawa, consisting of forty or fifty huts, in the midst of a 
forest. Drums were beating over the body of a man who had 

• died the preceding day, and· some women were making a 
clamorous wail at the door of his hut, and addres:sing the 
deceased as if alive. A person fantastically dressed with a 
great number of feathers, who was inteuded to represent one of 
the Barimo,'left the people at the dance, and went away into 
the deep foreet in the morning, to return a~ain to the obsequies 
in the e\·ening. 

In the moming Kawawa visited us, and we ~;pent nearly the 
whole day in conversation with him and· his people. When 
we visited him in return we found him in his largo court
hou~;e, which, though of a beehi•e shape, was remarkably well 
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built. As I had shown him a number of curio~:~ities, he now 
produced a jug of English ware, shaped like an old man hold
ing a can of beer in. his hand, as the greatest curiosity he had 
to exhibit. In the ev"'nirig I exhibited the pictures of the 
magio-lantern, and all were delighted except Kawawa himself. 
He showed sympto:ns of dread, and several times started up 
as if to run away, but was prevented by the crowd behind. 

Nothing could exceed the civilities which had passed 
between Kawawa and ourselves ; but he had heard that the 
Chiboque had forced us to pay an ox, and now thought he 
might do the same. When therefore I sent next morning to 
let him know that we were ready to start, he replied in his 
figurative way, "If an ox came in the way of a man, ought he 
not to eat it?" I had given one to the Chiboque, and therefore 
he claimed the same, together with a gun, gunpowder, oo.d a 
black robe like one he had seen the day before ; if I refused an 
ox, I was told that I must give one of my men, and a book by 
which he might see the state of Matiamvo's heart towards 
him, and which would forewarn him, should Matiamvo ever 
resolve to cut off his head. Kawawa came in the coolest man
ner possible to our encampment after sending this message, 
and told me he ha.d seen all our goods, and must have all he 
asked, otherwise he would prevent us from passing the Kasai. 
I replied that I would never have it said that a white lllall had 
paid tribute to a black; and that I should cross the Kasai in 
spite of him. He ordered his people to arm themselvt::s, and, 
"when my men saw them rushing for their weapons, some of 
them became somewhat panic-stricken. I ordered them to move 
away, and took the lead, expecting them all to follow. Many 
however remained behind, upon which I jumped off the ox, 
a.nd mad a a. rush at them with the revolver in my hand. 
K.awawa ran away amongst his people, who also turned their 
backs. I shouted to my men to take up their luggage and 
march ; and then we all movedin to the forest, the people of 
Kawawa standing about a hundred yards off, gazing, but not 
firing a shot or an arrow. Kawawa was not to be balked of 
his supposed rights by the unceremonious way in which we 
had left him, for, when we reached the ford of the Kasai 
about ten miles distant, we found that he had sent four of his 
men with orders to the ftlnymen to re:fuBr us passage. The 
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uan•Jes were taken away before our eyes, and we were suprosed 
to be quite helpless without them, with a river before us a 
good hundred yards broad, and very deep. Pitsane stood on 
the bank, gazing with apparent indifference on the stream, but 
all the while making an accurate observation of the spot where 
the canoes were hidden among the reeds. After it was dark 
one of them was quietly abstracted from its hiding-place, and 
we were soon snng in our bivouac on the southern bankofthe 
Kasai. I left some beads, as payment for some meal which 
had been presented by the ferrymen ; and as the canoe was 
left on the north side of the river, Pitsane and his companions 
laughed uproariously at the idea of our enemies' perplexity as 
to who had paddled us across. As we were about to depart 
in the morning, Kawawa's people appeared on the opposite 
heights, and could scarcely believe their eyes when they saw 
us prepared to start away to the south. At last one of them 
called out, " Ah! ye are bad." To which Pitsane and his 
companions retorted, " Ah ! ye are good ; and we thank you 
for the loan of your canoe." (6ef 

CHAPTER XXIV. 

THE LoTEMBW A.-W ATERBHEDs.-PosiTION OF oocE:s.- RAIN SOUTll 

AND NORTH OF EQUATOR.-DILOLO.-THE LEEBA.-SOCIAL CON· 

DITION OF TRIBES.-RECEPTION AT LIBONTA, 

AFTER leaving the Kasai we entered upon the extensive level 
plains which we had formerly found flooded. The water on 
them was not yet dried up, but still remained in hollow spots. 
Vultures were seen floating in the air, showing that carrion 
was to be found; and, indeed, we saw several of the large 
game, but so exceedingly wild as to be unapproachable. 
Numbers of caterpillars mounted the stalks of grass, and 
dragonflies and butterflies made their appearance, though it 
was now winter. The presence of the ca.primulgus o:r goat
l!ucker, swifts, and different kinds of swallows, with a fiery-red 
bee-eater in flocks, showed that the lowest temperature here 
:loes not destroy the insects on which they feed. Jet-black 
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larks, with yellow shoulders, enlivened the mornings with 
their songs. We also saw the pretty white ardea flying over 
the spots not yet dried up, and wild ducks occasionally in 
sufficient numbNR to remind ns that we were approaching the 
Zambesi. 

While passing across these interminable plains the eye 
rested with pleasure on a small flower which exists in sTich 
numbers as to give its own hue to the ground. One broad 
band of yeJ luw stretched across our path, and, on examining 
~he flowers which formed this golden carpet, we saw every 
variety of tint, from the palest lemon to the richest orange 
Urossing a hundred yards of this, we came upon another broad 
band of the same flower, but now of a blue colour, and this 
too varied from the lightest tint to dark blue and even purple. 
I had before observed the same flower poss;essing different 
C• ,}ours in different parts of the country ; but never before 
did I see such a marked change, as from yellow to blue, exhi
bited repeatedly on the same plain. Another beautiful plant 
attracted my attention on these plains, which I found to my 
great delight to be an old home acquaintance, a species of 
Drosera, closely resembling our own sundew ( Drosera Anglica), 
the flower-stalk attained a height of two or three inches, and 
the leaves were covered with reddish hairs, each of which 
had a drop of clammy :fluid at its tip, making the whole appear 
as if spangled with small diamonds. At first I imagined the 
appearance was caused by the morning sun shining on drops 
of dew, but I afterwards found on investigation that the effect 
was produced by capsules of clear glutinous matter exuded 
from the tips of the hairs, and not liable to evaporation as 
dewdrops are. The clammy fluid is intended to entrap 
insects, which, dying on the leaf, probably yield nutriment to 
~~~ . 

During our second day on this extensive plain I suffered 
from my twenty-seventh attack of fever. at a spot where no 
surface water was to be found. We never thought it necessary 
to carry water with us in this region; and now, when I was 
quite unable to move on. my men soon found water tu allay 
my burning thirst by digging a few feet beneath the surface. 
We hatl thus an opportunity of observing the state of these 
remarkable plains at different ~easons of the year. Next day 
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we pnnmed mu way, and on the 8th of Jnne we f<jlrrled the 
I.otem bwa to the N. W. of Dilolo, and regained our former 
path. The Lotcmbwa here is about a mile wide, about three 
feet Jeep, and full of the lotus, papyrus, arum, mat-rushes, 
and other aquatic plants. I did not observe the course in 
which the water flowed, while crossing; but I supposed it to 
be simply a prolongation of :-he river which we had seen on 
onr previous progress running southwards from lake Dilolo. _ 
When. however, we came to the Southern Lotembwa, we 
were informed by Shakatwala that the rival' we had crossed 
flowed in an opposite direction,-not into Dilolo, but north
wards into the Kasai. This phenomenon of a river running 
in opposite directions struck even his mind as strange ; but I 
hn~ no doubt that his assertion was correct., and that the 
Diloio is actually the wateriihed between the river systems 
that flow to the east and west. I now for the first time ap
prehended the true form of the river systems and continent. 
I had learnt, partly from my own observation and partly frolil 
~nformation derived from others, that the rivers of this part of 
Africa took their rise in the same elevated region, and that all 
nnited in two main drains, the one fiowiri.g to the N. by the 
Congo, and the other to the S. by the Zambesi. I was now 
standing on the central ridge that divided these two systems, 
and I was surprised to find how slight its elevation was: 
im;tead of the lofty snow-clad mountains which _we might 
have expected, we found perfectly fiat plains not more than 
!000 feet above the level of the sea, and 1000 feet lower than 
the western ridge we had already passed. I was not then 
aware that any one else had discovered the elevated trough 
form of the centre of Africa. I had observed that the old 
schistose rocks on the sides dipped in towards the centre of 
the country, and that their strike nearly corre:,ponded with 
the major axis of the continent; and also that, where the later 
erupted trap-rocks had becn.spread out in tabular masses over 
the central plateau, they had b01 ne angular fragments of the 
older rocks in their substance. This latter feature was alwaJS. 
it puzzle to me, till favoured with Sir R1 derick Mun:hison's 
explanation* of the original form of the continent, for then 

* After dwelling upon the geological structure of the Cape Colony as developt>d 
~1 Mr. A. Bain, ~nd the elliistence in VP.l"V n•mote periods of lacustrin.P ..,,n.ditin11,1 
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I conld see clearly that these angular fragments formed the 
bottom of the original lacustrine basin, and that the traps, in 
bursting through, had. broken them off and preserved them. 
There are, besides, · ranges of hills in the central parts, com
pose~ of clay and sandstone schists, with the ripple-mark 
distinct, in which no fossils have been discovered ; but as they 
are usually tilted away from the masses of horizontal trap, it is 
probable that they too were a portion of the original bottom, 
and fossils may yet be found in them_ 

Th6 characteristics of the rainy season in this wonderfully 
humid region may accmmt in some measure for the periodical 
B.oods of the Zambesi. The rains seem to follow the course of 
the sun, for they fall in October and November, when the sun 
passes over this zone to the south. When the sun reaches the 
tropic of Capricorn in December, a dry season ensues, and 
injurious droughts are much dreaded in December and J ann.ary. 
As the sun returns again to the north, in February, 1\Iarch, 
and April, the great rains of the year fall ; and the plains, 
which in October and November had imbibed rain like 
sponges, now become supersaturated, and pour forth those 
B.oods of clear water which inundate the banks of the Zambesi. 
Somewhat the same ph~nomenon probably causes the periodical 
inundations of the Nile, and the difference in the period of 

in the central part of South Africa, as proved by freshwater and terrestrial fossils, 
Sir Roderick Murchison thus writes:-

"Such as South Africa is now, such have been her main features during count
less past ages, anterior to the creation of the human race. For the old rocks 
which form her outer fringe unquestionably circled round an interior marshy or 
.acustrine country, in which the Dicynodon flourished; at a time when not a 
single animal was 5imilar to any living thing which now inhabits the surface of 
our globe. The present central and meridian zone of waters, whether lakes or 
marshes, extending from lake Tchad to lake Ngami, with hippopotami on their 
banks, are therefore but the great modern residual geographical phenomena 
of those of a mesozoic age. The differences, however, between the geological 
past of Afiica and her present state are enormous. Since that primeval time 
the lands have been much elevated above the sea-level-eruptive rocks piercing 
in parts through them ; deep rents and defiles have been suddenly formed in the 
subtending ridges through which some rivers escape outwards. 

" Travellers will eventt1ally ascertain whether the basin-shaped structure, which 
is here announced as having been the great feature of the most ancient, as it is 
of the actual geography of South Africa (i.e. from primeval times to the present 
day), does, or &oes not, extend into Northern Africa. Looking at that much 
broader portion of the c:entinent, we have some reason to surmise that the highe1 
mountains also fOrm, in a general sense, its flanks only."...:..p. cxxiii. Pre3iden.t•• 
Addreas. ROlJ-al Geographical Societ¥, 1852. 
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flood possibly arises from· the more northerly position of the 
latter river. 

I was informed by some Arabs of Zanzibar that the region 
to the eaiSt of Londa resembles in its conformation the parts 
over which we have recently travelled. They report swampy 
steppes, some of which have no trees, where the inhabitants 
use grass and stalks of native corn for fuel. A large shallow 
lake is also pointed out in that direction, named Tanganyika, 
which requires three days for crossing in canoes. It is con
nected with another named Kalagwe (Garague ?), farther 
north, which may be the N yana. From the former is derived, 
by numerous small streams, the river Loapula, the eastern 
branch of the Zamhesi, which :Bows past the town of Uazembe. 
Probably this lake is the watershed between the Zambesi and 
the :K ile, as lake Dilolo is between the Leeba and the Kasai. 
But however this may be, the phenomena of the rainy season 
show that it is not necessary to assume the existence of high 
snowy mountains. 

Aftet· crossing the Northern Lotembwa we met a party of 
the people of Kangenke, who had treated us kindly on our 
way to the north ; we sent him a robe of striped calico, with 
an explanation of our reason for not returiiing through his 
village. We then went on to lake Dilolo. Though labouring 
under fever, the sight of the blue waters, and the waves 
lashing the shore, had a most soothing influence on my mind, 
after the monotony of the lifeless, flat, and gloomy forest. We 
found Moene Dilolo (Lord of the Lake) a fat jolly fellow, who 
lamented that he was always out of beer when strangers 
happened to arrive. He gave us'a handsome present of meal 
and putrid buffalo's flesh, which latter is used here in small 
quantities as a sauce to the tasteless manioc. His men were 
at this time hunting antelopes, in .order to send the skins as a 
tribute to Matiamvo. 

June 14th-We reached the collection of straggling villages 
over which Katema rules, and were thankful to see old famili'ar 
faces again. ln the absence of Katema, who was hunting 
skins for l\Iatiamvo, Shakatwala performed the part of a chief 
by bringing forth abundant supplies of food in his master's 
'lame. On the 15th Katema came home, having heard of our 
liTival. He desired me to rest myself and eat abundantly; 
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aml he took good care to give the means of doing so. All the 
people in these parts were extremely kind and liberal with 
their foo<l, and Kat.ema was not behindhand. When he visited 
our encampment I presented him, according to the promise I 
had made in going to Loanda, with a cloak of red baize, orna
mented with gold tinsel, which cost thirty shilling~, as well 
as a cotton robe, large and small beads, an iron ~pof•n, and 
a tin pannikin containing a qnatier of a pound of powcleL 
He seemed greatly pleased with the liherality :.-hown, aml 
asked if I could not mnke a dreRs for him like 1he <•ne I wore, 

so that he might appear as a white man when any stranger 
visited him. On departing he mounted on 1he ::-houillers of 
his spokesman, as the most dignified mode ()f retiring. The 
spokesman being a slender man, and the chief six fed hi~h 
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and stout in proportion, there would have heen a breakdown, 
had he not hcen accnstorned to it. On the morrow he pre
sented ns with a cow, to eat with the abundant supplies of 
meal he had given. HA then departed for the hunting-grmmd, 
after assuring me that the town and everything in it were 
mine, and that his factotum, Shakatwala, would remain and 
attend to every want, and also conduct ns to the Leeba. 

On a1tempting to slaughter the cow presented to us, we 
fonnd the herd as wild as buffaloes; at the sound of a gun 
they fled many miles into the forest, and were with great 
difficnlty brought hack: even the herdsman was afraid to go 
near them. . The majority of them were white, and they were 
all heautifnl animals. After h1mting our cow for two days it 
was at last despatched. 

Leaving Katema's town on the 19th, and proceeding fom 
miles to the eastward, we forded the southern branch of lake 
Dilolo, which was here a mile and a quarter broad. The ford 
was waist-deep, and much encumbered with masses of an1m 
and ntshes. Going to the eastward about three miles, we 
came to the Southern Lotembwa itself, wh.ich issues from the 
branch of the ·lake above referred to, and ntns in a valley two 
miles broad. It is here eighty or ninety yards wide, and 
contains numerous islands covered with a dense sylvan vege. 
tation. In the rainy season the valley is flooded, and, as the 
waters retire, great multitudes of fish are caught by means of 
weirs. A species of small fish, about the size of the minnow,. 
which is caught in great abundance, is dried in the sun, and 
ha.o.; a pungent aromatic flavour. On many of the paths whicl1 
had been flooded a nasty sort of slime of decayed vegetable 
matter is left behind, inducing much sickness. We did not 
find our friend 1\:Iozinkwa at his pleasant home on thA Lo
kaloeje; his wife was dead, and. he had removed elsewhere. 
He followed us some distance, but our reappearance seemed 
only to revive his sorrow. We found the pontoon at the 
village in which we left it. It had been carefully preserved; 
but a mouse had eaten a hole in it, and rendered it useless. 

We traversed the extended plain on the north bank of the 
Leeba, and crossed this river a little farther on at Kanyonke's 
village, about twenty miles west of our former ford. 'l;he first 
stage beyond the Leeba brought us to the village ofChebende. 
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nephew of Shinte ; and next day we met. C'hebende himself, 
returning from his father'e funeral, logking thin and haggard, 
probably from the .effect of the orgies in which he had been 
engaged. Pitsane and Mohorisi, having concocted the project 
of a Makololo village on the banks of the Leeba as an approach 
to the white man's market, spoke to Chebende on the subject, 
but he cautiously avoided expressing an opinion. 'fheir idea 
of forming an establishment somewhere near the confluence 
of the Leeba and Zambesi commended itself to my judgment 
as a point geographically suitable for civilization and com
merce. Tne right bank of the Leeba there is never flooded; 
and from that point there is communication by means of 
canoes to 1he country of the Kanyika, and also to Cazembe. 
There is no obstruction down to the Barotse valley; and there 
is probably canoe navigation down the Kafue or Bashukn
lompo river, which :flows through the fertile and well-peopled 
district of the Bamasasa. 

As it was now mid-winter, it may be mentioned that the 
temperature of the water in the morning was 47°, and that of 
the air 50°, which, being loaded with moisture, was very cold 
to the feelings. Yet the sun was very hot by day, the 
temperature in the shade ranging from 88° to 90°, and in the 
evenings from 76° to 78°. 

Before reaching the town of Shinte we passed through 
many large villages of the Balobale, who had fled from their 
chief, Kangenke. The Mambari from Bihe come constantly to 
. him for trade ; and as he se1ls his people, great numbers of 
them escape to Shinte and Katema, who refuse to give them 
up. We reached our friend Shinte, and received a hearty 
welcome from the old man, accompanied with abundance of 
provlSlons. As I had been desirous of introducing some of the 
fruit-trees of Angola, we had brought a pot containing_ cuttings 
of orange, cashew, custard-apple ( anona ), and fig-trees, with 
coffee, arac;as ( Ara9a pomifera ), and papaws (Carica papaya). 
Fearing that, if we took them further south, they might be 
killed by the cold, we planted them out in an enclosure of one 
of Shinte's principal men, and, at his request, promised to give 
Shinte a share when grown. My men had collected quantities 
of seeds in Angola, and now distributed them amongst their 
friends. Some even carried onions, garlic, and bircl's-eye 
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pepper, growmg in pannikins. The courts of the Balonda, 
planted with tobacco, sugar-cane, and plants used as relishes, 
led me to the belief that care would 1:-e taken of my little 
uun>ery. They know the value of fruits, but at present have 
unly wild ones. As a proof of this I may mention that Shinte 
eagerly accepted some of the seeds of the palm-oil tree ( Elois 
Gaineensis ), when told that this would produce oil in much 
greater quantity than their native tree, which is not a palm, 
but a wild tree, the fruit of which when boiled yields a 
considerable quantity of oil. 

On the 6th of July we parted on the be;st possible terms 
with our friend Shinte, and proceeded by our former path to 
the village of his sister N yamoana, who was now a widow. She 
received us with much apparent feeling, and said, " We had 
remoYed from our former abode to the place where you found 
us, and had no idea then tha;t it was the spot where my 
husband was to die." As they never remain in a place 
where death has once visited them, she had come to the river 
Lofuje. We borrowed five small canoes from her, to proceed 
dowo. the Leeba. My companions purchase~ also a number of 
small canoes from the Balonda. These are made quite thin 
and light, and as sharp as racing-skiffs, in order that they may 
be used in hunting animals in the water. The price paid was 
a string of beads equal to the length of the canoe. I thought 
the Leeba at least a third larger than the Coanza at 1\Iassan
gano, and upwards of tw~ hundred yards wide. It had risen 
above forty feet during the late flood, but this was probably 
more than usual. 

In descending the Leeba we saw many herds of wild 
animals, especially the tahetsi (Aigoceros eq'Uina), a magnificent 
antelope, the putokuane ( Antt?ope niger), and two fine lions. 
The Balobale, however; are getting well supplied with guns, 
and will soon thin out the large game. At one of the villages 
we were entreated to attack some buffaloes, which destroyed 
the manioc in the gardens every night. As we all longed to 
have a meal of meat, we followed the footprints of a number 
of old bulls. They showea a great amount of cunning, by 
selecting the densest parts of the forest as their haunt during 
the day. We came within six yards of them several times 
without knowing that they were so near, and were then only 
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madt: aware of thei1· :pre:sence by hearing them ru::;h awa_) 
~mung the crashing branches. It Wa.:! somewhat t:xciting to 
feel, a::; with stealtl;ly step::; we trod the dry leave::;, that we 
might next moment be charged by one of the mo::;t dangerous 
beasts of the forest. \Ve threaded out their doubling::; f01 
hours, but never got a shot. In passing &.long the Leeba 1 
was struck by the sight of a light-green toad about an inch 
long, which possessed the faculty of leaping on a blade of gra::;s 
with remarkable precision; even if the leaf were :perpendi
cular, it stuck to it like a fly. It was of the same ::;ize as the 
Brachymerus bi-jas_-:iat~M (Smith),* which I saw only once in 
the Bakwain country. Though small, it was hideous, being 
coloured jet-black, with vermilion spots .. The same faculty 
is. posse::;sed, though in a le:ss marked degree, by the ::;mall 
6reen frog ( Rana fa:;ciata, Boie), which is found in great 
numbers on the Zambe:si a111.l the Chobe. 

Before reaching the l\1akondo rivulet, in latitude 13° 23' 12" 
S., we cawe upon the tset::;e in such numbers that my poor ox 
was bitten in several place~; in spite of a man with a branch 
warding them off. Next morning the bites were marked by 
patches of hair, about half an inch broad, being wetted by 
exudation. Poor Sinbad had carried me from the Leeba to 
Golungo Alto, and 1Jack again, without losing any of his 
peculiarities, or ever becoming reconciled to his hard fate in 

* Tht! discovery of this last species is thus mentioned by that accom}Jlisht;J 
naturalist, Dr. Smith: "On the banks of the Limpopo liver, elo!ie to the tro1•ic of 
Capricorn, a ma.ssive tree was cut down to obtain wood to repair a waggon. The 
workman, while sawing the trunk longitudinally nearly along its centre, remarked, 
on reaching a certain point, ' It is hollow, and will not answer the pw·pose for 
which it is wanted.· He pen;evered, however, and when a division into equal 
halves was effected, it was discovered that the saw in ita course had crossed a 
large hole in which wc1e five speciiUens of the species just de:;cribed, each about 
an inch in length. E,·ery exertion was made to discover a means of commuu.ication 
between the e.xterual air and the ca\·ity, but without success. Every part of tht 
h1tter was probed with the utmost care, and water was kept in each half tor a con
side.rable time, without any passing into the wood. The inuer surface :Jf th~ 
cavity was black, as if charred, and so was likewise the adjoining wood fur half 
an inch from the cavity. The tree, at the prut where the latter existed, ovas 19 
inches in diameter, the length of th<· truuk was 18 !eet. The age, which was 
observeJ at the time, 1 regret to say Joe.> uot appear to be noted. "When the 
Batrachia above mentioned were discovered, they appeared inanimate, but the 
influence of a wann sun, to which they were subjected, soon imparted to them a 
moderate d !gree of vigour. In a few huw-s from the time they were liberated they 
were to erably active, and able to move fi·om place to place apparently with great 
ease." 
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being forced away each morning from the plea:sant pat~turage 
on which he had fed. I wi:shed to give the climax to his 
wsefulne:s:s by having him slaughtered at once, but my mel& 
had some compunction on this head, and therefore we carried 
him to end his days in peace at 1\ aliele. 

Having de:spatchell a me:ssage to our old friend 1\lanenko, 
we halted for a day opposite her village, which wa:s about 
fifteen miles from the river. She wa:s unable to come so far 
her:self, but her hu:sband was instantly despatched to meet us, 
with liberal prc::;ent:s of food. Sambanza gave u:s a detailed 
account of the political affairs of the country, and next morn
iug pedormcd the ceremony called "Kasendz.," for cementing 
our friend:ship. It is accompli:shed thus :-'l'he hand:s of the 
partie:s are joined, and small incisions are made on them, as 
well as on the pit of the stomach and on the right cheek and 
forehead of each. A small quantity of blood is taken off from 
thel:ie points by means of a stalk of gras:s, and that of each 
pei::;on i:s put into a separate pot of beer; each then drinkti 
the other's blood, and they are :supposed to become perpetual 
friends or relations. During the drinking of the beer some 
of the party beat the g1·ound with short dubs, and utter sen
tences by way of ratifying the treaty. The men belonging 
to each then finish the beer. The principals in the perform
ance of '' Ka::;endi •· are henceforth considered blood-relation:s, 
and are bound to disclo:se to each other any impendiug evil. 
In the pre:sent case Pitsane and Sambanza were the parties 
engaged : if then Sekeletu should resolve to attack the Balonda, 
Pitsane would be under an obligation to give Sambanza due 
warni!lg of it, and ·vice versa. '!'hey now pre:sented each 
other with the most valuable presents they had to Le::;tow. 
Sambanza walked off with Pitsane's suit of green-baize faced 
with red, which bad been mad-e in Loanda; and Pitsane, 
beside~:> abundant supplies of food, obtained two shell~:> :similar 
to the one I had received from Shinte. 

On one occasion 1 became blood-relation to a young woman· 
by accident. She wil:!hed me to 1·emove a tumour which had 
gi'Own between the bones of the fore-arm, and which had 
gradually enlarged until she became unable to work. While 
performing the operation:, one of the small arteries squirted 
some blood into my eye. As I wAA wiping the blood out of it 
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~he remarked,'' You were a friend Lefore, now you are·a bloode 
relation; whenever you pass this way, send me word, that I 
may cook food for you." In creating these friendships, my 
men had the full intention of returning; each one had his 
Molekane (friend) in every village of the friendly Balonda. 
.Mohorisi even married a wife in· the town of Katema, and 
Pitsane took another in the town of Shinte. These alliances 
were looked upon with great favour by the Balonda chiefs, as 
securing the goodwill of the 1\Iakololo. 

On leaving this place we were deserted by one of our party, 
Mboenga, an Ambonda man, who had accompanied us all the 
way to Loanda and back. His father was living with Masika, 
and it was natural for him to wish to join his own family 
again. He went off honestly, with the exception of taking a 
fine " tari " skin given me by N yamoana. I regretted parting 
with him thus, and sent notice to him that he need not have 
run away, and that, if he wished to come to &;keletu again, he 
would be welcomd. We subsequently met ~ large party of 
Barotse fleeing in t1J.e same direction, but, when I rep1·esented 
to them that there was a probability of their being sold as 
slaves in. Londa, they determined to return. They feel it 
a sore grievance to be obliged to live with Sekeletu at Lin
yanti, where there is neither fish, fowl, nor any other kind 
of food equal in quantity to what they enjoy in their own 
rich valley. 

A short distance below the confluence of the Leeba and 
Zambesi we met a number of hunters belonging to the tribe 
called Mambowe, who live under Masiko. · They stalk the 
animals disguised in headdres.ies made to represent the head 
either of a leche or a 01·ane. With these they crawl 
through the grass, and can easily raise their heads so far as to 
see their prey without being rec0gnised until they a1:e within 
bowshot. They presented me with three fine water-turtles, 
one of which- had upwards of forty eggs in: its body. The 
egg has a flexible shell, and is of the same size at both ends, 
like tne alligator's. The flesh, and especially the liver, is 
excellent. The 1\lambowe hunters joined our party, and on 
the· following day discovered a dead hippopotamus, which they 
had p1·eviously wounded. This was the first feast of flesh 
m;r men had enjoyed, for, though the game was wonderfully 
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abundant, I had quite got out of the way of shooting, and 
missed perpetually. Once I went with the determination of 
getting so close that I should not ·miss a zebra. We followed 
one of the ramifications of the river in a small canoe, and two 
men, stooping down as low as they could, paddled it slowly 
along to an open space near to a herd of zebras and pokus. 
Although I had been most careful to approach near enough, 1 
unfortunately only broke the hind leg of a zebra. My two 
men pursued it, but the loss of a hind leg does not prevent 
this animal from a gallop. As I walked slowly after the men 
on an extensive plain covered with a great crop of grass, 
which· was laid flat by its own weight, I observed a solitary 
buffalo coming at me at a full gallop. I glanced around, but 
the only tree on the plain was a hundred yards off, and there 
was no escape elsewhere. I therefore cocked my rifll;l, with 
the intention of giving him a steady shot in the forehead 
when he should come within three or four yards of me. The 
thought flashed across my mind, " What if my gun were to 
miss fire?" I placed it to my shoulder as he came thundering 
and lumbering along at a tremendous pace. A small bush 
fifteen yards off made him swerve a little, and exposed his 
shoulder. I just heard the ball crack there, as I fell flat on 
my face. The pain made him renounce his purpose, for be 
bounded close past me on to the water, where he was found 
dead. In expressing my thankfulness to God among my men, 
they expressed themselves as much vexed at not having been 
present to shield me from this danger. The tree near me was 
a camel-thorn, which reminded me that we had 1·et.urned from 
the land of evergreens to that ofthorns. 

July 27th.-We reached the town of Libonta., and were re
ceived with the most extravagant demonstrations .of joy. The 
women came forth to meet us wi.th curious gestures and loud 
lulliloos. Some carried a mat and stick, in imitation of a 
spear and shield. Others rushed forward to kiss the hands 
and cheeks of their friends, raising such a dust that it was 
quite a relief to get the men assembled with proper African 
decorum in the kotla. We were looked upon as men risen 
from the dead, for the most skilful of their diviners had pro
nounced us to have perished long ago. After many expressions 
of joy at meeting, I rose and explained the causes of our long 

2A 
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delay, leaving the detailed report to be made by their own 
countrymen. Pitsane then delivered a speech of upwards of 
an hour in length, giving a highly flattering picture of the 
whole journey, of' the kindness of the white men in general, 
and. of Mr. Gabriel in particular. He concluded by saying 
that I had done more for them than they expected ; that I had 
not only opened up a path for them to the other white men, 
but had conciliated all the chiefs along the route. The follow
ing day was observed as one. of thanksgiving to God for His 
goodness in restoring us in safety to our friends. My men 
decked themselves out in their best, and I found that, although 
their goods were finished, they had managed to save some 
suits of white European clothing, which, with their red caps, 
gave them rather a dashing appearance. They tried to walk 
like the soldiers they had seen in Loanda, and called themselves 
my ''braves" (batlabani). During the service they all sat 
with their guns over their shoulders, to the unbounded· admi
ration of the women and children. I addressed them all on 
the goodness of God in preserving us from all the various 
dangers of strange tribes and disease. 'l'he men gave us two 
fine oxen for :slaughter, and the women supplied us abundantly 
with milk, meal, and butter. On our apologizing for having 
nothing to present in return, the TJibontese answered grace
fully, " It does not matter; you have opened a path for 
us, and we shall have sleep." Strangers flocked in from a 
distance, generally bringing presents, which I distributed 
amongst my men. 

Our progress down the Barotse valley was quite an ovation; 
the people were wonderfully kind, and every village gave 
us an ox, and sometimes two. I felt most deeply grate
ful, and tried to benefit them in the only way I could, by 
imparting the knowledge of that Saviour who alone can 
comfort them in the-time of need, and of that good Spirit who 
alone can instruct them and lead them into his kingdom. In 
pa~sing them on our way to the north, their liberality might 
have been attributed to the hope of repayment on our return. 
for the white man's land is imagined to be the source of every 
ornament they prize most. But their present conduct proved 
that they had not been influenced by such an unworthy 
motive; for we received equal liberality now, though our OWIJ 
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guods were exhausted. They saw that I had been exerting 
my~:~elf for their benefit alone, and even my men remarked, 
"Though we return as poor as we went, we have not gone in 
vain." They began immediately to collect tu~:~ks of hippopo-
tami and other ivory for a second journey. (62) 

CHAPTER XXV. 

NALIELE.-GONYE.-LINYANTI.-'l'HE CHlEi' ::)EKELETU.-NOTICES OJ 

THE MAKOLOLO.-DISEASES, CLIMA'l'E, &c. 

0.-. the 31st of July we parted with our kind Libonta friend• 
We planted ~:~ome of our palm-tree seeds in different villages ot 
t.his valley, but unfortunately they were alway~:~ destroyed by 
the mice. At Chitlane's village we collected the young of a 
uoluny of the linkololo ( Anastomus lamalligerus ), a black long
legged bird of gregarious habits, somewhat larger tha11 a crow, 
which lives on shellfi~:~h ( .dmpullaria), and. breed~:~ among the 
reeds. Its haunts, being unchanged from year to year, are 
well known, and belong to the chiefs, who at particular times 
of tho year gather most of the young. The produce of this 
"harve:st,'' as they call it, which was presented to me, was a 
hundred and seventy-five unfledged birds. Double this 
<tmount would have been obtained if they had been gathered 
at an earlier period. The old one~:~ look lean and scraggy, 
but the young are very fat, and when roasted are esteemed 
one of the dainties of the Barotse valley. In pre:sents of this 
kind, it is customary for the person to whom they are pre
sented to entertain hi~:~ friends with them. We generally 
~:~laughtered each ox at the village where it was presented, 
and then our friends enjoyed themselves with us. 

The village of Chitlane is situated, like all others in the 
Barotse valley, on an eminence above the level of the floods ; 
this last year the water approached nearer to an entire 
submergence of the valley than on any previous occasion 
within the memory of man. Great numbers of people were 
now suffering from sickness, which always prevails during the 
subsidence of the waters ; and I found much demand for the 
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medicines I had brought from Loanda. The great variation 
of the temperature each day must have a trying effect upon 
the health. At this village there is a real Indian banian-tree, 
which has spread itself over a con:;iderable space by means of 
roofs from its branches; it has been termed in consequence 
"the tree with legs" (more oa maotu). It is curious that treet> 
of this family are looked upon with veneration, as they are 
supposed to have the faculty of averting mi:;fortnne from their 
neighbourhood. On reaching Naliele on the 1st of August 
we found Mpolvlo in great affliction on account ofthe death of 
his daughter, who had been murdered b:v one of the Makololo 
out of :spite to him. The murderer was detected, and both he 
and his wife were thrown into the river, the latter for not 
having revealed her husband's intentions. She declared she 
had dissuaded him from the crime, and, had any one interposed 
a word, she might have been spared. 

Mpololo exerted him:;elf in every way to supply u::; with 
canoes in lieu of Shinte's, which we left with him. My men 

. were exceedingly delighted with the cordial reception we met 
with everywhere; but they :suffered an unlooked-for annoy
ance in finJing in many case:s that their wives had become the 
property of othe1· husbands during our absence. Mashauana 
thus lost a wife who had borne him two children ; he affected 
not to feel it, saying, "Why, wives are as plentiful as grass, 
and I can get another: she may go:" but he would add, "If 
I had that fellow, I would open his ears for him." As most 
'Jf them had more wives than one, I tried to consoll\ them by 
saying that they had enough left; but they felt galled by the 
reflection that, while they were toiling, another had been 
devouring their corn. Some of their wive:s came back with 
very young infants in their arms, a circumstance which 
excited no discontent; in other cases the wives were restored 
by order of the chief. 

Sunday, August 5th.-A large audience listened most atten
tively to my morning address. Surely some who would never 
nave thought of our merciful Father, but for this visit, will 
rem~mber the ideas conveyed, and pray to Him. The inva
riably kind treatment I received from these and many other 
heathen tribes in this central country, has led me to the 
t>elief that, if a person were to exert himself for their good. he 
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will never be ill treated ; there may be op 
ioctrine, but none to himself. 

I left Naliele on the 13th of August. and while pr·~·~~~ 
Jown the river a female hippopotamus struck the canoe with 
her forehead, lifting one half of it quite out of the water, so as 
nearly to overturu it. The force of the butt she gave tilted 
l\Iashauana into the river: the re~;t of u:> swam to the shore, 
which was only about ten yards ofi'. Glancing Lack. I saw 
the animal come to the surface a short way off, and look at the 
canoe, as if to see if she had done mneh mist:bief. This occur- _ 
renee is so unusual when the precaution is taken to coast 
along the shore, that my men exclaimed, " Is the beast mad?': 
It turned out that her young one bad been speared the day 
before. There were eight of us in the canoe at the time, and 
the shake it received show::; the immense power of this animal 
in the water : no damage, however, was done beyond a wetting. 
On reaching Gonye, .l\lokwala the head-man having presented 
me with a tusk, I gave it to Pitsane, as he was eagerly col
lecting ivory for the Loanda market. 

August 22nd.-It was now the end of winter. The trees 
which lined the banks were beginning to bud and blm;som; 
and the old foliage had assumed an Ol"ange hue of such bril
liancy that I mistook it for masses of yellow blossom. The 
leaves exhibited eYery variety of shade,-yellow, purple, 
copper, liver-colour, and even inky black. From Gonye we 
proceeded down the river towards Sesheke, and were as much 
:struck as formerly with this noble stream. The scenery is 
lovely;though its appeuance was somewhat impaired by the 
peculiar murkiness of the atmosphere which prevails here as 
well as more to the smith during the winter, the cause of 
which 1 am unable to explain. 

The amount of orgauic life is perfectly astonishing. When 
the river begins to rise, the ibis religiosa comes down in flock!; 
of fifties, with prodigious numbers of other water-fowl. Some 
of the sandbanks appeared whitened during the day with flocb 
of pelicans, while others were brown with ducks ( Anas ltistri
onica); and the smface of the stream was covered with great 
numbers of gulls (Procellaria turtur, Smith). The vast quan
tity of small birds, which feed. on insects, show that the rive1 
teems with the more minute tormt~ of organic life. In walk 
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ing .tmong bushes on the bank:s we were occasionally stung 
by hornets, which hang their nests, in form like those of our 
-own wasp, on the- branches of trees. The ferocity of this 
in~ect in the breeding season is such that it will pursue any 
one who happens to brush too closely past its nest for twenty 
or thirty yards. Its sting is more like a discharge of elec
tricity from a powerful machine than anything else, and 
produces momentary insensibility, followed by the most 
pungent pain. Tsetse were numerous between N ameta and 
Sekhosi, and we observed an insect of prey, about an inch in 
length, long-legged and gaunt-looking, which ~Springs with the 
greatest ferocity upon tsetse and other flies, and, sucking out 
their blood, throws the bodies aside. 

Long before reaching Sesheke we had been informed that a 
patty of Matebele had brought some packages of goods for me 
from Mr. Moffat to the south bank of the river, near the 
Victoria Falls. The Makulolo imagined that the parcels were 
directed to me as a mere trick, whereby to place witchcraft
medicine into their hands. \Vhen therefore the Matebele on 
the south bank called to the Makololo on the north to come 
over in canoes and receive the goods sent by .Moffat to "N ake," 
the Makololo replied, '' Go along with you ; we know bett& 
than that ; bow could he tell Moffat to send his things here, he 
having gone away to the north?" 'fhe Matebele answered, 
" Here are the goods ; we place them before you ; and if they 
perish, the guilt will be yours." When they had departed, 
the Makololo, with fear and trembling, carried the packages 
carefully to an island in the middle of the stream, and b 1ilt 
a hut over them to protect them from the weather; and :.here 
I found them in September, 1855, after a year's interval, in 
perfect safety: I found the news was very old, and had lost 
much of its interest by keeping, but there were some good 
eatables from Mrs. Moffat. 

Having waited a few days at Sesheke for the horses which 
we had left at LiDyanti, we proceeded to that town, and foULd 
the wa.ggon and everything we had left in November 1853, 
perfectly safe. A grand meeting of all the people was con· 
vened to receive our report and the articles which h&.d been 
sent by. the governor and merchants of Loanda. I explained 
that none of these were my property, but that they were sent 
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to show the friendly feelings of the white men, 
eagerness to enter into commercial relations with the o-
lolo. I then requetJted my companions to give a true accoun 
of what they had seen. The wonderful things lo~t nothinb in 
the telling, the climax always being that they had finished the 
whole world, and had tmned only when there was no more 
land. One glib old gentleman asked-" Then you reached 
1\Ia Robert (1\Irs. L.) ?'' They were obliged to confess that 
she lived a little beyond the world! The presenttJ were 
received with expressions of great satisfaction and delight, 
and on Sunday, when Sekeletu made his appearance at church 
in his' uniform, he attracted more attention than the sermon; 
but the expressions they used towards myself were so very 
flattering that I felt inclined to shut my eyes to this peccadillo. 
Sekeletu immediately made arrangements to send a fresh party 
with a load of ivory to Loanda, while my companions remain
ed at home to rest themselves. This party arrived on the 
west coast, but the ivory had been disposed of to some Portu
guese merchants in the interior, and the men had been obliged 
to carry it down to Loanda. Mr. Gabriel, having learnt that 
they were in the city, went to them, and pronounced the 
names Pitsane, Mashauana, when all started up and erowded 
round him. He behaved to them in the same liberal manner 
as he had done to my companions, and they departed for their 
distant home after bidding him a formal and affectionate adieu. 

The 1\Iakololo expressed great satisfaction with the route 
we had opened up to the west, and soon after our arrival a 
" picho " watJ called, in order to discuss the question of re
moval ·to the Barotse valley, so that they might be nearer the 
market. Some of the older men objected to abandoning the 
line of defence aft'orded by the rivers Chobe and Zambesi 
agaim>t their southern enemies the 1\fatebele. The Makololo 
generally dislike the Barotse valley, on account of the fevers 
which are engendered in it by the subsidence of the waters. 
They prefer it only as a cattle station, for, though the herds 
are frequently thinned by an epidemic disease (peripneumonia ), 
they breed so fast that the losses are soon made good. Wher
ever else the 1\fakololo go, they always leave a portion ofthoir 
stock in the charge ofherdtJmen in that prolific valley. Some of 
the younger men objected to removal, because the rankness of 
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the grass at the Barotse did not allow of their nmning fast, 
and because there '' it never becomes cool." Sekeletu 1.t last 
stood up, and said, "1 am perfectly satisfied as to the great 
advahtages of the path which you have opened, and think 
that we ought to go to the Barotse, in order to shorten the 
way to Loanda; but with whom am I to live there? If you 
were coming with us, I would remove to-morrow, but now 
you are going to the white man's country to bring Ma Robert, 
and when you return you will find me near to the spot on 
which you wish :-o dwell." 

'l'he fever is certainly a drawback to this otherwise import
ant missionary field. The great humidity produced by heavy 
rains and inundations,- the exuberant vegetation caused by 
fervid heat in rich moist soil, the stagnation of the air caused 
by the numerous forests, and the prodigious amount of decay
ing vegetable matter annually exposed after the inundations 
to the rays of a torrid sun, eombine to render the climate far 
from salubrious. But fever is almost the only disease pre
valent in it. There is no consumption or scrofula, and but 
little insanity. Smallpox and measles visited the country 
some thirty years ago, but they have not again appeared, 
although the former has been almost constantly on some part 
of the coast. Singularly enough, the people used inoculation 
for this disease ; and in one village they seem to have chosen 
a malignant case from which to inoculate the rest, fot nearly 
the whole population was cut off. I have seen but one case 
of hydrocephalus, a few of epilepsy, and none of cholera or 
cancer, while many diseases common in England are quite 
unknown. It is true that I suffered severely from fever, but 
my experience camiot be taken as a fair criterion in the 
matter. Compelled to sleep on the damp ground month after 
month, exposed to drenching showers, and getting the lower 
extremities wetted two or three times every day, living on 
manioc-roots and meal, and exposed during many hours each 
day to ihe direct rays of the sun with the thermometer stand
ing above 96° in the shade-these constitute a more pitiful 
hygiene than any succeeding missionaries will ever havf>. to 
endure. 

I believe that the interior of this country presents a much 
more inviting field for the philanthropist than the west coast, 
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where missionaries of the Church Missionary, United Presby
terian, and other societies, have long laboured with most 
astonishing devotedness and never-flagging zeal. N" ot that 
any of the numerous tribes here are anxious for instruction ; 
but that there is no impediment in the way of instruction. 
Every head-man would be proud of a European visitor or 
resident in his territory, and there is perfect security for life 
and property all over the interior country. The great barriers 
which have kept Africa closed are-firstly, the unhealthiness of 
the coast; secondly, the exclusive, illiberal disposition of the 
border tribes; and thirdly, the absence of inlets and estuaries 
along the line of coast, whereby only a small fringe of its 
population ha.<~ come into contact with the rest of mankind. 

Having found it impracticable to open up a carriage-way 
to the west, it became a question as to which part of the east. 
coast we should direct our steps. Some Arabs, who had come 
from Zanzibar through a peaceful country, assured me that the 
powerful chiefs beyond the Cazembe on the 1\ .E. would have 
no objection to my passing through their country. They 
descrihed the population as located in small villages like the 
Balonda, and that no difficulty is experienced in travelling 
amongst them. This route then appeared to me to be the 
safest; but as my object was to obtain water rather than 
land carriage, it did not promise so much as that by the 
Zambesi. The i\Iakololo knew all the country eastwards as 
far as the Kafue, from having lived in former times near the 
confluence of that river with the Zambesi, and they all advised 
this path in preference to that by the way of Zanzibar. The 
only difficulty that they described arose from the falls of 
Victoria. Some recommended me to cross over from Sesheke in 
a N .E. direction to the Kafue, six days distant, and then descend 
that river to the Zambesi: others to follow the south bank 
of the Zambesi until I had passed the fall8, and th<3n proceed 
down the river in canoes. All spoke strongly of the difficul· 
ties of travelling on the north bank, on account of the exces
sively broken and rocky nature of the country near the river 
on that side. After much deliberation I decided on going 
down the Zambesi, and keeping on the north bank, under the 
impression that Tete, the farthest inland station of the Portu
guese, lay on that side. Being near the end of September, 
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the rains were expected daily ; the clouds were collecting, and 
the wind blew strongly from the east, but it was excessively 
hot. The l\hkololo urged me strongly to remain till the 
ground should. be cooled by the rains ; and as it was probable 
that . I should be laid up with fever if I commenced my jour
ney now, I resolved to wait. The district between the 17th 
and 18th parallels is a kind of debateable border-land between 
the dry and the humid regions, and partakes occasionally of 
the characteristics of each. Some idea may be formed of the 
heat in October by the fact that.the thermometer in the shade 
of my waggon, and protected from the wind, stood at 100° 
through the day. It rose to 110° when exposed to the wind : 
after bunset it showed 89°, at 10 o'clock P.M. 80°, and then 
gradually sank to 70° at sunrise, which is usually the period 
of greatest cold in the twenty-four hours in this region. 
During ·the period of grea.te~;t heat the natives keep in their 
hu~. which are always pleasantly cool by day, but close and 
suffocating by night Those who are able to afford it sit 
guzzling beer or boyaloa, and keep up a. continuous fire of 
bantering, raille1y, laughing, and swearing. In the evenings 
they set to work dancing, and keep it up in the moonlight till 
past midnight, the women clapping their hands continuously, 
and the old men applauding and pronouncing it to be " really 
very fine !" Crowds came to see me, and I employed much of 
my time in conversation, which is a good mode of conveying 
instruction. In the public meetings for worship the people 
listened very attentively, and behaved with more decorum 
than formerly. They really form a very inviting field for a 
missiOnary. Surely the oft-told tale of the goodne:ss and love 
of our Heavenly Father, in giving His own Son to die for us 
sinners, will, by the power of His Holy Spirit, beget lova in 
IOJDe of these heathen h~arts. 

I had an opportunity of witnessing a summary· mode of 
deciding between the claims of rival suitors. A. maidservant 
of Sekeletu, pronounced by the Makololo to be goodlooking, 
was sought in marriage ty no less than five young men. 
Sekeletu, happening to be at my waggon when one of these 
preferred his suit, very coolly ordered all five to stand in a row 
before the young womati, that she might make her choice. 
'l'his was an unusual proceeding. as the consent of the young 
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women is beldom asked. Two refused to stand, apparently 
because they could not brook the idea of a repulse : the_ 
remaining three stood forth, and she unhesitatingly selected 
the one who was best looking. It was amusing to see the 
mortification exhibited on the black faces of the unsuccessful 
candidates, while the spectators greeted them with a heal"ty 
laugh. 

During the whole of IPY stay with the Makololo, Sekeletu 
supplied my wants abundantly, and, when I proposed to de
part on the 20th of October, protested against my going off in 
1mch a hot sun. "Only wait," said he, "for the first shower, 
and then I will let you go." The heat had increased con
siderably during the last three weeks : the thermometer rose 
in the sun to 138°, and in the shade to 108°. There was 
much sickness in the town, caused by the stagnant water left 
by the inundation, which still formed a large pond in the 
centre. Even the plains between Linyanti and Sesheke had 
not yet been freed from the flocds, which had risen so much 
higher than usual, that canoes were able to pass from one 
place to another, for a distance of upwa1ds of 120 miles, in 
nearly a straight line. , Many pools of stagnant water, when 
disturbed, emitted a strong eflluvium of sulphuretted hydro
gen. Otheril exhibited an efllorescence of the nitrate of soda, 
and also contained abundance of lime, probably from decaying 
vegetable matter: these may have engendered the malaria 
which caused the present sickness. 

1 had plenty of employment, for, besides attending to the 
beverer cases, I had perpetual calls on my attention, as every 
one of the 7000 inhabitants in the town thought that he might 
come and at least look at me. My medical intercourse with 
them enabled me to ascertain their moral status better than a 
mere religious teacher could do. · They did not attempt to 
hide the evil from me, as men often do from a mere spiritual 
instructor ; but I have found it difficult to come to a conclusion 
on their character. They perForm actions sometimes remark
ably good, and sometimes equally the reverse ; and I have 
beer unable to ascertain the state of mind in which they did 
either the one or the other. On the whole, 1 think they exhi
bit just the same strange mixtme of good and evil as men do 
elsewhere. There is not among them that constant stream 
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Jf, benevolence flowing from the rich to the poor which we 
have in England, nor yet the unostentatious attentions which 
we have among· our own poor to each other. The rich ~-;how 
ki~dness to the poor only in expectation of services in return ; 
while a poor person who has no relatives will seldom be 
supplied even with water in illness, and when dead will he 
dragged out to be devollred by the hyrenas, instead of Leing 
buried. Relatives alone will condescend to touch a dead 
body. It would be easy to enumerate instances ofinhumanity 
which I have witnessed. An interesting-lookin;; girl came t.o 
my waggon one day, in a state of nudity, and almost a ske
leton. 8he was a captive from another tribe, and had bP.en 
neglected by her master on the ground that he had been un
successful in raising a crop of corn, and had no food to brive 
her. I volunteered to take her; but he said that after I had 
fed her up a bit he should take her a way. I was thus pro
eluded from attending to her wants, and in a day or two after 
she perished miserably, having gone out a little way from the 
town, and being too weak to return. Another day I saw a 
poor captive ho.v, apparently in a starving condition, going to 
the water to drink. This case I brought before the chief in 
council, and found that his emaciation was ascribed to disease 
and want combined. Sekeletu decided that the owner of this 
boy should give up his alleged right, rather than destroy the 
child. When I took him he was so far gone as to be in the 
cold stage of starvation, but was soon brought round by a 
little milk given three Oi' four times a. day. On leaving Lin
yanti I handed l.iim over to the charge of his chief Sekeletu, 
who feed~ his servants very well. . Having thus far noticed 
the dark side of the native character, I must not omit to add 
.hat I ha' e witnessed frequent acts of kindness and liberality. 
t have :-;een instances in which both men and women have 
taken up little orphans, and carefully reared them as their own 
children. It would nut be difficult therefore by a selection of 
c;ises of either kind to make these people appear either exces
sively good or excessively bad. 

1 still possessed some of the coffee which I had hrought 
from Angola, and some of the sugar which I had left in my 
waggon. So long as the sugar lasted, Sekc lctu favoured me 
with his company at meals : hut it soon came to an end. The 
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~lakololo \terc well acquainted with the sugar-cane, bui 
u~;ver knew that sugar could be got from it. When 1 explain
ed the proces" by which it was produced, Sekeletu gave me 
an order for a sugar-mill. He also ordered all the different 
varieties of clothing that he had ever seen, especially a mohaii 
coat, a good rifle, beads, brass-wire, &c. &c., and wound up by 
saying, '' and any other beautiful thiug you may see in your 
own country." As to the quantity of iYory required to 
execute the commission, I said I feared that a large amount 
would be necessary. Both he and his councillors replied, 
"The h·ory is all your own; if you leave any in the country 
it will be your own fault." He was also anxious for hor:-;es, as 
the two 1 had left with him when I went to Loanda had been 
of great use to him in hunting the giraffe and eland. The 
donkeys, which I had brought from Loanda, travelled very 
well until we reached the ZambeRi; but the amount of wat(' 
they were obliged subsequently to cross exham;ted thei! 
strength considerably, and we were at last obliged to leave 
them at Naliele. They excited the unbounded admiration of 
my men by their discrimination of different kinds of plants, 
which, as they remarked, " the animals had never before ~:;een 
in their own country;" and when they indulged ir. theu 
music they startled the inhabitant~:; more than if theJ had 
been lions. As they were not afl"eeted by the bite of th£ 
tsetse, there was every probability uf the experiment of theiJ 
introduction proving successful. 

27th October, 1855.-The first continuous rain of the seaiSon 
commenced during the night with the wind from the N.E., as 
at Kolobeng on similar occa:sions. The rainy season was 
thus begun, and I made 1·eady to go. The. mother of Sekeletu 
prepared a bag of ground-nuts, by frying them in cream with 
a little salt, as a sort of sandwich for my journey. This is 
considered food fit for a chief. Others ground the maize from 
my own garden into meal, and Sekeletu pointed out Sekwebu 
and Kanyata as the persons who should head the party 
intended to form my company. Sekwebu had been eaptured · 
by the Matebele when a little boy, and the tribe in which he 
was a captive had migrated to the country near Tete: he had 
travclled along both banks of the Zambesi several times, and 
was intimately acquaiuted with the dialects !>poken there. He 
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at once recommended our keeping well away from the river, 
both on account of the tsetse and the rocky country, and also 
because 1he Zambesi beyond the falls turns round to the 
N .N .E. Mamire, who had married the mother of Sekeletu, on 
coining to bid me farewell before starting, said, " You are now 
going among people who cannot be trusted because we have 
used them badly, but you go with a different message from 
any they ever heard before, and Jesus will be with you, and 
help you, though among enemies ; and if he carries you 
safely and brings you and Ma Robert back again, I shall say 
he has bestowed a great favour upon me. May we obtain a 
path whereby we may visit and be visited by other tribes, 
and by white men !" 

CHAPTER XXVI. 

DESCENT OF THE ZAHBESI.-VICTORIA FALLS.-THE LEx.oNE.

ANciENT LAKEs.-THE BATOJU.-TBE UNGUESI. 

ON the 3rd of November we bade adieu to our friends at 
Linyanti, and departed accompanied by Sekeletu and 200 fol
lowers, who were all fed at his expense. We encountered a 
fearful thunderstorm as we were passing by night through the 
district occupied by the tsetse between Linyanti and Sesheke. 
About ten o'clock it became so pitchy dark that both horses and 
men were completely blinded, and this darkness was soon in
tensified by flashes of the most vivid lightning, which momen
tarily lit up the whole country, ~preading over the sky in eight 
or ten branches at a time, in shape exactly like those of a tree. 
The horses trembled, snorted, and started, and. every new 
flash revealed the men taking different directions, laughing, 
and stumbling against each other. The thunder was of that 
tremendously loud kind peculiar to tropical countries, and 
which appears to be louder in Africa than in India. The 
pelting rain, which followed, completed our confusion. After 
the intense heat of the day we soon felt miserably cold, and 
turned aside to a fire which had been made by some travellers ; 
f'or this path is !'eldom w.it.hout num1ers of strangers passiDg 
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to and from the capital. My clothing having gone on with an 
advanced guard of om· party, I lay down on the cold ground, 
expecting to spend a miserable night, but Sekeletu kiLdly 
covered me with his own blanket, and lay uncovered himself. 
I was much affected by this little act of genuine kindness. If 
such men must perish by the advance of civilization, as certain 
races of animals do before others, it is a pity. God grant that 
tlre this time comes they may receive that gospel which is a 
solace for the soul in death ! 

At Sesheke, Sekeletu supplied me with twelve oxen-three 
of which were accustomed to being ridden upon, as well as 
with hoes, and beads to purchase a canoe, when we should 
strike the Zambesi beyond the falls. He likewise presented 
abundance of good fresh butter and honey, and did everything 
in his power to make me comfortable for the journey. 

On the 13th we left Sesheke, some sailing down the river 
to the confluence of the Chobe, while others drove the cattle 
along the banks. We spent one night at Mparia, the island 
at the confluence of the Chobe, which is composed of trap, 
containing crystals of quartz encrusted with green copper ore. 
Attempting to proceed down the river next day, we were 
detained some hours by a strong east wind, which raised 
waves so Jarge as to threaten to swamp the canoes. The 
river is here very large and deep, and contains two consider
able islands, which seem from either bank to be joined to 
the opposite shore. While waiting for the wind to moderate, 
my friends related the traditions of these islands: they were 
formerly occupied by the Batoka, who used to entice. wan
dering tribes to them, and there starved them: Sebituane on 
one occasion defeated this project with praiseworthy craft, 
by compelling the chiefs to remain by his side till all his 
cattle and people were ferried over, The Barotse believe that 
at certain parts of the river a tremendous monster lies hid, 
which lays hold of a canoe and keeps it motionless, in spite 
of the utmost exertions of the paddlers. Near Nameta they 
even objected to pass a spot supposed to be haunted, and 
proceeded along a branch instead of the main stream. 

Having descended about ten miles, we came to the island 
of Nampene, at the beginning of the rapids, where we were 
obliged to leave the canoes and proceed along the banh ·on 
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Coot. The next evening we slept opposite the island of 
Chondo, and, then crossing the l.1ek6ne or Lekwine, reached 

- early the following morning the island of Sek6te, called Kalai, 
which is surronnded by a rocky shore and deep channel:.;, 
•md is large enough to contain a considerable town. On the 
northern side I found the kotla of the elder Sekote, garnished 
with numbers of human skulls mounted on poles : a large heap 
of the crania of hippopotami, the tusks untouched except by 
time, stood on one side. Near it, under some trees, we saw 
the grave of Sekote, surrounded with an ornamental fence of 
seventy large elephants' tusks, planted with the points turned 
inwards; thirty more were placed over the resting-places of 
his relatives. l\Iost of these were decaying from the effects 
of the sun and weather; but a few, which had enjoyed the 
shade, were in a pretty good condition. I felt inclined to 
take a specimen of the tusks of the hippopotami, as they were 
the largest I had ever seen ; but I feared lest the people 
should look upon such an act as sacrilegious, and rshould 
regard any unfavourable event which might afterwards occur 
as a punishment for it. The Batoka believe that Sekote had 
a pot of :medicine buried here, which, when opened, would 
cause an epidemic in the country. These tyrants acted much 
on the fears of their people. 

As this was the point from which we intended to strike off 
to the north-east, I resolved on the following day to•visit the 
celebrated falls of the Zambesi. We had often heard of these 
since we came into the country: indeed one of the questions 
asked by Sebituane was, "Have you smoke that sounds in 
your country ?" The Makololo had not ventured near enough 
to examine them, but, viewing them with awe at a distance, 
said, in reference to the vapour and noise, "Mosi oa tunya," 
(smoke sounds there), and had hence given them the name of 
Mosiotunya. Previously to this they had been calle~ Shongwe, 
the meaning of which 1 conjecture to be " seething caldron ;"' 
but I am not certain of it. Being persuaded that Mr. Oswell 
arid myself were the very first Europeans who ever visited the,. 
Zambesi in the heart of the country, I decided to use the same 
liberty as the Makololo had done, and named them the " Falls 
of Victoria "-the only English name I have affixed to ar.y 
part of the country. 
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Sekeletu intended to accompany me, but, as only one canoe 
had come instead of the two he had ordered, he resigned it to 
me. After twenty minutes' sail from Kalai we came in sight 
or the columns of vapour, rising at a distance of five or six 
miles. There were five of them, their white bases j,;tanding 
out oistinctly against a dark background of wooded hill, 
while their summits seemed to mingle with the clouds, and, 
apparently becoming oarker as they ascended, made the re
semblance to smoke remarkably exact. The whole scene is 
extremely beautiful ; the banks and islands dotted over the 
river are adorned with sylvan vegetation of every variety of 
colour and form. and at the period of our visit several trees 
were t-pangled over with blossoms. Here, towering over all, 
stands the great burly baobab, each of whose enormous arms 
wuuld form the trunk of a large tree; there, beside it, are 
groups of graceful palms, with their feathery-shaped leaves 
depicted on the sky, reminding us by their foreign appearance 
that we are far away from home. In another spot the f'ilvery 
mohonono, which resembles the cedar of Lebanon, contrasts 
with the dark eolour of the motsouri, whose cypress-form was -
then dotted over with its pleasant scarlet fruit. Some trees, 
again, reseml,le the great spreading oak, while others assume 
the character of our elms and chesnuts. The falls are bounded 
un three sides by ridges 300 or 400 feet in height, covered with 
forest, with the red soil appearing here and there among the 
trees. When about half a mile from the falls I left the ca~oe 
by which I had come thus far, and embarked in a lighter one, 
manned by natives well acquainted with the rapids, who, 
availing themselves of the eddies and still pools ca1Ised by the 
jutting rocks, brought me to an island in the middle of the 
river, and on the very edge of the lip over which the water 
rolls. In coming hither there was danger of being swept 
down by the currents which rushed along on each side of the 
island; but the river was now low, otherwise it would have 
been impossible to reach the spot. From the end of the 
island where we first landed, though it was within a few 
yards of the falls, yet no one could perceive where the vast 
body of water went ; it seemed to lose itself in the earth, 
disappearing into a transverse fissur~ only 80 feet wide. 
Creeping "·ith awe to the extremity of the island, I peered 
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do~ into q, large rent which had been made from baM 
to bank of the broad Zambesi, and saw that a stream of a 
thousand yards broad leaped down a hundred feet, and then 
became suddenly compressed into a space of fifteen or twenty 
yards. The falls are Simply caused by a crack made in a hard 
basa:ltic ·rock from th(> right to the left bank of the Zambesi, 
and then prolonged from the left bank away through thirty or 
forty miles of hills. It is a.s though the Thames at London 
were. to plunge into a chasm running at right angles to its 
general course (in other words in the direction of the Tunnel), 
and were to be carried along some thirty miles in the same 
direction, seething and roaring between steep banks of black 
basaltic rock, only 100 feet apart from each other. In looking 
down into the fissure on the right of the island, nothing 
is visible but a dense white cloud, which, at the time we 
visited the spot, bad two bright rainbows on it. From this 
cloud a great jet of vapour exactly like steam mounted up to a 
height of 200 or aoo feet; and then condensing, changed its 
hue to that of dark smoke, and came back in a constant shower, 
which soou wetted us to the·skin . 
. From the left of the island the water at the bottom may be 

seen moving away in a white rolling mass to the prolungation 
of the fissure. A piece of rock has fallen off a spot on the left 
of the island, and juts out from the water below, and from it I 
judged the distance which the water falls to be about 100 feet. 
The walls of this gigantic crack are perpendicular, and composed 
of one homogeneous mass ofrock of a dark-brown colom: The 
edge of the side over which the water falls is worn off two 
or three feet, and pieces have fallen away, so as to give it a 
somewhat serrated appearance, The other edge is in a perfect 
state except at the left comer, where a piece seems inclined to 
fall off. On the left side of the island we had a good view of 
the mass ofwaterwhich throw§_ up one of the columns of vapour, 
as it leaps quite clear of the rock, and forms a thick ·unbroken 
snow-white fieeoo all the way to the bottom. In falling it 
breaks up into a number of separate masses of water,. each of 
which throws off several rays of foam. I can only compare 
the effect of these descending masses to the a-ppearance of 
myriads of small oorr.ets rushing on in one direction, each 
hawing :~.fler it a long tail of foam. Of the five columnF 
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which I mentioned above, two on the right and one on the 
left of the island were the largest, and the streams forming 
them seemed each to exceed in size the Clyde at Stonebyres, 
when that river is in flood. This was the period of low water 
in the Zambesi, but, as far as I could guess, it had a width of 
five or six hundred yards of water, and a depth, at the edge of 
the fall, of at least three feet. I estimated the total width 
of the river above the falls at a thousand yards, which is its 
ascertained width at Tete. 

The fissure is said by the Makololo to be very much deeper 
farther to the eastward; at one part the walls are so sloping 
that people can go down by descending in a sitting position. 
The 1\!akololo, on one occasion pursuing some fugitive Batoka, 
saw them, unable to stop the impetus of their flight at the 
edge, literally dashed to pieces at the bottom. They beheld 
the stream like a "white cord" at the bottom, and so far 
down (probably 300 feet) that they became giddy, and were 
glad to turn away. With regard to the width of the stream 
at the bottom I am unable to give any information; from the 
hardness of the rock it might almost be inferred that the 
fissure was no broader at bottom than at top, yet it is 
probable that, beyond the falls, the sides· of the fissure may 
have given way, and that the parts out of sight may be 
broader than the " white cord " on the surface. There may 
even be some ramifications of the fissure, which take a portion 
of the stream quite beneath the rocks; but this I did no1 
learn. (63) 

At three spots near these falls, one of them being the island 
on which we were standing, three Batoka chiefs offered up 
prayers and sacrifices to the Barimo. They chose their places 
of prayer within the sound of the roar of the cataract, and in 
sight of the bright bows in the cloud. They must have 
looked upon the scene with awe, enhanced by the character 
of mystedousness with which the whole river is invested. 
The words of the canoe-song are-

" The Leeambye! Nobody knowa 
Whence it comes and whither it goes." 

The prismatic colours displayed on the spray, which they had 
seen elsewhere only as the minbow. may have led th~m to 
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the idea that this was the abode of Deity. Some of the 
:\Iakololo who went with me near to Gonye looked upon the 
same sig11 with awe. When seen in the heavens it is named 
"motse oa barimo "-the pestle of the gods. Here they could 
approach the emblem, and see it stand steadily above the 
blustering uproar below-a type of Him who sits supreme
alone unchangeable, though ruling over all changing things. 
But not aware of Hi~ true character, they had no admiration 
of the beautiful and good in their bosomR. 

Having feal:!ted my eyes long on the beautiful sight, I 
retumed to my fliends at Kalai, and on the following day 
revisited the island in company with Sekeletu, with the 
double object of ascertaining its position and of planting on 
it the peach and apricot-stones and the coffee-seeds that I had 
brought with me from the west coast. I selected a spot-not 
too near the chasm, for there the constant deposition of 
moisture nourished numbers of polypi of a mushroom shape 
and fleshy consistence-but somewhat back, and there I planted 
the stones and seeds. I had attempted fruit-trees before, 
but, when left in charge of my 1\lakololo friends, they were 
always allowed to wither for want of moisture; here they 
would not ~>nffer from this cause, as the ground was kept 
perpetually moist from the spray of the falls. I bargained for 
a hedge with one of the 1\Iakololo, and. if he is faithful, I have 
great hopes of Mosioatunya's abilities as a nurseryman. 1\ly 
only source of fear is the hippopotami, whose footprints I 
saw on the island. When the garden was prepared I cut my 
initials on a tree, and the date 1855. This was the only 
inRtance in which I indulged in this piece of vanity. \Ve 
then went tlp to Kalai again, and, on passing up, we had a 
view of the )lut where my goods had lain so long in safety. 
It was under a group of palm-trees. and Sekeletu informed me 
that, so fully persuaded were most of the Makololo of the 
presence of dangerous charms in the packages, that, had I not 
returned to tell them the contrary, they never would have 
been touched. · 

20th November.-Sekeletu and his large party having con· 
veyed me thus fat·, and furnished me with a company of 114 men 

(b4)to carry the tusks to the coast, we bade adieu to the Mak:ololo, 
and t:~roceeded northwarit'~ to the river Lekone. The country 
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..tround is very beautiful, and was once. web peopled with 
Batoka, who posseiSsed enormous herds of cattle. They had 
been, however, displaced by the 1\iakololo, who made a foray 
among them unaar Sebituane, anu who obtained ISO man,y 
cattle that they could not take any note of the herds of sheep 
and goats. The tsetse has occasionally been brought by 
buffaloes into districts where formerly cattle abounded. This 
was the case here, and we were consequently obliged to travel 
the first few stages by night, and were 1•11.able to detect ihe 
nature of the country ; the path, however, !Seemed to lead 
·:~.long the high bank of what may have been the ancient bed 
of the Zambesi before the fissure was made. The Lekone 
now winds in it, flowing back towards the centre of the 
country, in an opposite direction to that of ihe main stream. 
It was plain, then, that we were ascending as we went east
ward, and I estimated the level of the lower portion of the 
Lekone to be about 200 feet above that of the Zambesi at the 
falliS, and considerably more than the altitude of Linyanti ; 
com;equently, when the river flowed along this ancient bed, 
instead of through the rent, the whole country between this 
and the ridge beyond Libebe in the west, and between 17c 
and 21 o S. latitude, was one vast fresh. water lake. There is 
abundant evidence of the existence of this lake ; the whole o1 
this space i::; paved with a bed of tufa, more or less !SOft, and, 
wherever anteaters make deep holes in this ancient bottom, 
fre!Sh-water shells are thrown out identical with those now 
exi:sting in the lake Ngami aud the Zambesi. The Barotse 
valley was another lake of a 1:1imilar nature; a thil·d existed 
beyond 1\iasi.ko ; and a fourth near the Orange river. The 
whole of these ·lakes were drained by means of fi::;sures made 
in their ~Sides by the upheaval of the country. The :fissure 
made at the Victoria Falls let out the water of this great 
valley, and left a ~Small patch, the present lake Ngami, in 
what was probably its deepest portion. 'rhe Falls of Gonye 
furnished an outlet to the lake of the Barotse valley, and so of , , 
the other great lakes of remote times. In the west the Congo 
and the Orange river :find their way to the sea through 
nanow fissures ; while in the east, rents, such a!> those at the 
Victoria Falls and to tha east of Tanganyenka, allow the 
central waters to escape in that dhent.ion. All the AfricaD 
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lakes hitherto discovered are shallow, in cvnseq~nce of being 
the mere residua of very much larger bodies of water. Ther6 
can be no doubt that this continent was, in former times, 
very much more. copiously supplied with w~ter than at 
present, but a natural process of dn~oinage has been going on 
for ages. 

In addition to the indications already noticed, the river
courses themselves bear testimony to the original lacustrine 
condition of this re~ion, for they bear a strong reseJDblance to 
the depressions left in the mud of a shallow pool of water 
which has been drained off.by an artificial duct. None of the 
rivers in the valley of the Zambesi have rslopes down to their 
beds. Indeed, many are much like the Thames at the lsle of 
Dogs, only that the Zambesi has to rise twenty or thirty feet 
before it overflows its meadows. The rivers have each two 
beds,-one of low water, a rsimple furrow cut sharply out of the 
calcareous tufa which lined the channel of the ancient lake ; 
and another of inundation. When the beds of inundation are 
filled, they assume the appearance of chains of lakes. .1\:[any 
of the rivers are very tortuous in their course, the Chobe and 
Simah particularly so; and if we may receive the testimony 
of the natives, they form a complicated network. For in· 
stance, they assure'l me that comm1mications exist between 
the upper courses of the Simah and the Chobe. and between 
the Simah and the Kama to the south of the Zambesi, and 
between tho Kafue and the Loangwa to the north of that 
river. And even th.,ugh the interlacing may not be quite to 
the extent believed by the natives, the country is so level 
and the rivers so tortuous that I see no improbability in the 
conclusion that there is a network of waters of a very peculiar 
nature in this region. The reason why I am disposed to 
place a certain amount of confidence in the native reports 
is this, that in 1851 Mr. Oswell and I, being unablo ~o ascend 
the Zambesi, employed the natives to draw a map embodying 
their ideas of that river. l\Ty own subsequent explorations 
of the river pruveJ the general correctness of this map, and 
therefore I think that their views of the courses uf ut.hor rivers 
are not unwortl1y of attention. 

24th.-At the village of .1\:[oyara we left the valley in which 
t.be Lekone flows. as it here trends away to the eastward. 
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while onr course i; more to the N .E. 'l'he country is mugn 
~nJ. rocky, the soil being red sand, which i:s covered witL 
beautiful green trees yielding an abundance of wild fruits. 
The father of l\Ioyara was a powerful chief, but the son now 
~>its among the ruins of the town, with four or :five wives and 
very few people. At his hamlet J counted :fifty-four human 
~;kulls hung on stakes. These were Matebele whom l\1 oyara's 
father had overpowered when they were suffering from sick
ness and famine. When looking at these skulls I remarked 
to l\loyaJ a that many of them were those of mere boys, and 
I asked why his father had killed boys. " 'l'o show his 
fierceness," was the answer. When I told him that this 
probably would ensure his own death if the Matebele came 
again, he replied, " When I hear of their coming I shall hide 
the bones." He was evidently proud of these trophies of his 
father's ferocity, and I was assured by other Batoka that few 
strangnrs ever returned from a visit to this quarter. 

When about to leave Moyara on the 25th he brought a wot 
which, when pounded and sprinkled over the oxen, is believed 
to keep off the tsetse. He promised to show me the plant if I 
would give him an ox; but as we were travelling, and could 
not afford the time required for the experiment, I deferred the 
investigation till I returned. It is probably but an evanescent 
remedy, and capable of rendering the cattle safe for only one 
night. 1\loyara, who is quite a dependant of the Makololo, 
was ()Ompelled by my party to carry a tusk for them. When 
i relieved him he poured forth a shower of thanks at being 
allowed to go back to sleep beneath his skuJ..ls. Next day we 
came to Namilanga, where there is a well beneath a very 
large fig-tree, the shade of which renders the water delight
fully cool. This well received its name, meaning "the Well 
of Joy," from the fact that in former times marauding parties; 
in returning with cattle, sat down here and were regaled with 
boyaloa, music, and the lullilooing of the women from th£• 
adjacent towns. 

All the surrounding country was formerly densely peopled, 
though now desolate and still. The old head-man of this 
place told us that when he was a child his father went to 
Bambala (meaning probably Dambarari, close to Zumbo), 
where white traders lived, and returned when he had booomt> 

! , 
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a boy of about tun years. He went again, and returned when 
it was time to knock out his son's teeth. As this takes place 
at the age of puberty, he must have spent at least five years 
in each journey. . He added that many who went there never 
returned, because they liked that country better than this 
Thl:s was the first intimation we had of intercourse with the 
whites. The Barotse, and all the other tribes in the central 
valley, have no such tradition as this; nor have either the one 
~r the other any account of a trader's visit to them in ancient 
times. 

All the Batoka tribes follow the curious custom of knock
ing out the upper front teeth at the age of puberty. This 
is done by both sexes, and, though the effect of it is that 
the under lip protrudes in a most unsightly way, no young 
woman thinks herself acccomplished until she has got rid of 
the upper incisors. This custom gives all the Batoka an 
uncouth, old-man like appear.mce, and renders their laugh 
hideous; yet they are so attached to it., that even Sebituane 
was unable to eradicate the practice. In spite of his orders 
that none of the children living under him should be subjected 
t.o the custom by their parents, they still appeared in the 
streets without. their incisors, and no one would confess to the 
deed. The only reason that the Batoka gave for this practice 
was that they wished to look like oxen, and not like zebras. 
Whether this was the tr"lle reason or not, it is difficult to say; 
but it is noticeable that the veneration for oxen which prevails 
in many tribes should here be associated with hatred to the 
zebra, a:s among the Bakwains, and that this operation should 
be performed at the same age that circumcision is in other 
tribes, and in countries where the latter ceremony is unknown. 
The custom is so universal that a person who has his teeth is 
considered ugly, and oooasionally, when the Batoka borrowed 
my looking-glass, the disparaging remark would .be made 
respecting boys or girls who still retained their teeth, "Look 
at the great teeth !" · 

The Batoka of t.ne Zambesi are generally very dark in 
colour, while those who live on the high lands are frequently 
of a lighter hue. They are very degraded in their appearance, 
and are not likely to improve, either physically or mentally, 
while so much addicted to smoking the mutokwane. ( Cannabil 
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sativa). This pernicious weed has a very strong narcotic effect, 
causing even a species of frenzy. It is extensively used by all 
the tribes of the interior, though the violent fit of coughing 
which follows a couple of puffs '"If smoke appears distressin~ 
to a spectator. They have a d·,;gusting practice of taking a 
mouthful of water, and squirting it out together with the smoke, 
and then uttering a string of half-incoherent sentences, usually 
in self-praise. I was unable to prevail on Sekeletu and the 
young Makololo to forego its use, although they cannot point 
to an old man in the tribe who has been addicted to this 
indulgence. Never having tried it, I cannot describe the 
pleasurable effects it is said to produce, but the hachshish in 
use among the Turks· is simply an extract of the same plant, 
and, like opium, produces different effects on different indi
viduals. To some everything appears as it would if viewed 
through a telescope, while to others things are wonderfully 
magp.ified, and in passing over a straw_they will lift up their 
feet as if about to cross the trunk of a tree. 

We had a large number of the Batoka of Mokwine in our 
party, sent by Sekeletu to carry his tusks, and we also had 
a small party of Bashuhia and Barotse under Tuba Mokoro, 
who had been furnished by Sekeletu on account of their 
ability to swim. They carried their paddles with them, and, 
as the Makololo suggested, were able to swim over the rivers 
by night and steal canoes, if the inhabitants should be so 
unreasonable as to refuse to lend them. The different parties 
who composed my escort assorted together in messes, and 
received their orders as well as their supplies of food through 
their head-man. Each party knew its own spot in the 
encampment: and as this always faced the west, being the 
direction opposite to that from whence the prevailing winds 
came, no time was lost in fixing the sheds of our encampment. 
They each took it in turn to pull grass to make my bed, so 
that I lay luxuriously. 

November 26th.-As the oxen could only move at night, in 
consequence of a fear of the tsetse, I usually performed the 
march by day on foot, while some of the men brought on the 
oxen by night. On coming to the villages under Marimba, an 
old man, we crossed t.hP. UngueRi, a rivulet which, like the 

zc 
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Lekone, runs westward, and falh; into the Zambesi a littlo 
above the commencement of the rapids. We passed the re
mains of a very large town, which must have been inhabited 
for a long peri<;>d; for thd millstones of gneiss, trap, and 
quartz were worn down two and a half inches perpendicu
larly. The region around is pretty well covered with forest: 
but there is abundance of open pasturage, and as we art 
a.•mending in altitude we find the grass short, and altogether 
unlike the tangled herbage of the Barotse valley. 

It is remarkable that we now meet with the same trees we 
saw in descending towards the west coast. A kind of sterculia, 
which is the most common tree at Loanda, and the baobab 

' flourish here ; as well as the tree called moshuka, which we 
found n~ar Tala Mungongo, yielding a fruit resembling small 
apples, but tasting like a pear. We found prodigious quanti
ties of this fruit as we went along, and my men almost lived 
upon it for many days : the tree attains the height of 15 
or 20 feet, and has hard, glossy leaves as large as a man's 
hand. We also obtained baskets of maneko, a curious fruit 
about the size of a walnut, with a homy rind, split into five 
pieces : it contains a fine glutinous matter, sweet as sugar. 
The seeds are covered with a yellow silky down, and are not 
eaten. We got also abundance of the motsouri and mamosho. 
We saw the Batoka eating the beans called nju, which are con
tained in a large square pod; also the pulp between the seeds 
of nux vomica, and the motsintsela. Other fruits become ripe 
at other seasons, as the motsikiri, which yields an oil-a 
magnificent tree, bearing masses of dark evergreen leaves. 
'Ve saw trees allowed to stand in gardens, and some of the 
Batoka even plant them-a practice seen nowhere else among 
natives. A species of leucodendron abounds, the young leaves 
of which were observed to twist themselves round during the 
heat of the day, so as to expose only the edge to the rays of 
the sun. The acacias in the same circumstances, and also the 
mopane ( Bauhinia ), fold their leaves together, presenting the 
SJ!lallest possible surface to the sun, after the manner of the 
eucalypti of Australia. In the adjacent country palms abound, 
but none of the species which yield the oil; there are numbers 
of flowers and bulbs just shooting up from the soil, and, though 
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the country is parched, it bas not that appearance, as many 
trees have put forth their fresh green leaves. Among the resf 
stands the mola, with its dark brownish-green colour an( 
spreading ~ak-like form. 

CHAPTER XXVII. 

NATURAL HisTORY AND GEOLOGY.-THE MozuMA.-THE BATOKA, AND 

THEIR CHIEF MONZE. 

November 27th.-STILL at Marimba's. The surface of the 
country is rough and broken into gullies, and in the distance 
there are ranges of low hills, of which we may notice one on 
the north called Kanjele, and one on the east named Kaonka. 
We have made a considerable detour to the north, from the 
double wish of avoiding the tsetse and visiting the people. 
As I was walking down to the forest to-day I observed many 
regiments of black soldier-ants returning from a marauding 
expedition. I have often noticed these in different parts of 
the country ; and as we bad even at Kolobeng an opportunity 
of observing their habits, I may give a short account of them 
here. They are black, with a slight tinge of grey, about half 
an inch in length, and march three or four abreast; when 
disturbed, they utter a distinct hissing or chirping sound. 
Th6y follow a few .eaders who never carry anything, and 
they seem to be guided by a scent left on the path by these 
leaders ; for happening once to throw some water on the 
ground, it lighted on the path by which a regiment had 
recently passed, and when they returned they were totally at 
fault, and, after hunting about for riea.rly half an hour, only 
rediscovered the path by one of them making a long circuit 
round the wetted spot. If a handful of earth is thrown on the 
path as a regiment is in the act of passing either on its way 
home or abroad, those behind will not cross it, though it be 
not a quarter of an inch high. They wheel round and regain 
their path again, but never think of retreating to the nest, or 
to the place where they have been stealing. After a quarter 
of an hour's confusion and hissing, one at length makes s 

', 
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circuit round the earth, and then all follow in that roundabout 
way. When they approach the abode of the white ants, the 
latter may be observed rushing about in a state of the greatest 
perturbation. The black leaders, distinguished from the rest 
by their greater. size, especially in the region of the sting, 
seize the white ants one by one, and inflict a sting which 
renders them insensible but not dead. As the leaders toss 
them on one side, the rank and file seize them and carry 
them off. --

One morning 1 saw a party going forth on what has been 
supposed to be a slave-hunting expedition. '!'hey came to a 
stick, which, being enclosed in a white-ant gallery, contained 
numbers of this insect ; but I was surprised to see the black 
soldiers passing without touching it. I lifted up the stick 
and laid it across the path in the middle of the black regiment, 
to the consternation of the white ants, who scampered about 
with great celerity, hiding themselves under the leaves. The 
black marauders at first paid little attention to them, untii 
one of the leaders caught them, and, applying his sting, laid 
them in an instant On One side in a state of coma ; the otherR 
then promptly carried them off. On first observing these 
marauding insects at Kolobeng, I had the idea, imbibed from 
a work of no less authority than Brougham's Paley, that they 
seized the white ants in order to make them slaves ; but the 
result of my own observation is that these black ruffians are a 

· grade lower than slave-masters, being actual cannibals. For, 
in the first place, I have watched black ants hard at work 
remo,·ing their eggs to a place of safety, and, though every 
ant in the colony, to the number of 1260, seemed to be 
employed in this laborious occupation, yet there was not a 
white slave-ant among them. And, in the second place, I 
have observed the cannibal propensities of the black ant; for, 
on one occasion, I met with a band of then. returning each 
with his captive, minus a leg which han been already 
devoured. In addition to this, if any one examine the orifice 
by which the black ant enters his barracks, he will always 
find a little heap _of. hard heads and legs of the white ants. 
Were it not for the black ant, the white ants would soon 
overrun the country, so prolific are they. The fluid iu the 
stings of this species has a.u intensely acid tasta. 
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I had 11ftcn before noticed the stupefaction produced by 
the injection of a fluid from the sting of certain insects. It 
is particularly observable in a hymenopterous insect called 
the" plasterer" ( Pelopceus Eckloni), which in its habits resembles 
somewhat the mason-bee. It is about an inch and a quarter 
in length, jet-black in colour, and may be observed coming 
into houses, carrying in its fore-legs a pellet of soft plaster 
about the size of a pea. When it has fixed upon a convenient 
spot it forms a cell about the same length as its body, plas
tering the walls so as to be quite thin and smooth -inside. 
When this is finished it brings seven or eight caterpillars or 
spiders, each of which is rendered insensible by the 1luid from 
its sting. These it deposits in the cell, together with one of 
its own larvoo, which, as it grows, finds fresh food ready for 
its use. The insects are in a state of coma, but the presence 
of vitality prevents putridity, or desiccation. By the time 
the young insect is full grown and its wings completely 
developed, the food is done. It then pierces the wall of its 
cell at the place last filled up by its parent, and begins life 
for itself. The plasterer is a most useful insect, as it checks 
the inordinate increase of caterpillars and spiders. It may 
often be seen dragging along a caterpillar· or even a cricket 
much larger that itself, but lying perfectly still after the 
injection of the poison. 'l'he fluid in each case is, I suppose, 
designed to cause insensibility and likewise act as an anti
septic, the death of the victims being without pain. 

The white ants pmform a most important part in the 
economy of nature. by burying decaying vegetable mattl'r 
quickly beneath the soil, just as the ferociout> red ant dues 
dead animal substances. The white ant keeps generally out 
of sight, and works under galleries constructed by night, to 
screen them from the observation of birds. At some given 
signal, however, though I never could ascertain what, they 
rush out by hundreds, and the ·sound of their mandibles 
cutting grass into lengths may be heard like a gentle wind 
murmuring through the leaves of the trees. They drag these 
pieces to the doors of their abodes, and after some hours' toil 
leave off work, leaving many of the bits of grass collected 
around the orifice. '!'hey continue out of sight for perhaP.S a 
month, but are never idle. On one occasion a good lmrid.le of 
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grass wa~ laid down for my bed vn a spot which was quite 
smooth and destitute of plants. 'l'he ants at once sounded the 
call to a good supply of grass. I heard them incest;antly nib
bling and carrying away all that night; and they continued 
all next day and night with unabated energy, and yet, after 
thirty-six hours of incessant toil, they seemed as fresh 88 

ever. In some ~:>ituations, if we remained a day, they de
voured the grass beneath my mat, and would have eaten the 
ma.t too, had we not laid down more grass. At some of their 
operations they beat time in a curious manner. Hundreds of 
them are engaged in building a large·tube, and at a signal 
they all give three or four energetic beats on the plaster in 
unison, in order to beat it smooth, producing a sound like the 
pattering of drops of rain off a bush when it is shaken. These 
insects are the chief agents employed in forming a fertile soil, 
and, were it not for their labours, the tropical forests, bad as 
they now are with fallen trees, would be a thousand times 
worse. '!'hey would be impassable on account of the heaps 
of dead vegetation lying on the surface, and emitting worse 
effluvia than the comparatively small unburied collections now 
do. When one looks at the wonderful adaptations through
out creation, and the varied operations carried on with such 
wisdom and skill, the idea of second causes looks clumsy. 
We feel that we are viewing the direct handiwork of Him 
who is the one and only Power in the universe ; wonderful 
in counsel; in whom we all livo and move and have our 
being. 

November 28th.-We proceeded to Kaonka's village, situated 
on the hill of the same n~me already referred to. According 
to Sekeletu's order, Kaonka gave us the tribute of maize-corn 
and ground-nuts, which would otherwise have gone to Linyanti. 
This had been done at every village, and we thereby saved 
the people the trouble of a journey to the capital. After 
leaving Kaonk:a we travelled over a gently undulating and 
beautiful district, forming the border territory between those 

, w~o accept, and those who reject, the sway of the Makololo. 
'fhere are no rivers, though water stands in pools in the 
hollows. The soil is dry, and suited both for cattle and com; 
there ru·e Jew trees, but fine large shady ones stand dotted 
here and there about the former sites of towns. One of ~ 
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fig family I found to be forty feet in circumference ; the heart 
had been burned out, and some one had made a lodging in it. 
The sight of t·he open country, with the increased altitude 
we were attaining, was most refreshing to the spirits. The 
country is now uninhabited, and hence game abounded. We 
saw in the distance buffaloes, elands, hartebeest, gnus, and 
elephants, all very tame, because undisturbed. Lions, which 
always accompany other large animals, roared about us in the 
moonlight, and one began to roar at me, even while it was still 
light. The temperature was pleasant, as the rains, though not 
univensal, had fallen in many places. The thermometer stood 
at 70° in the rooming, at 90° at noon, and at 84° in the even
ing. The different rocks to the westward of Kaonka's, talcose 
gneiss, and white mica schibt, generally dip towards the west, 
but at Kaonka's large rounded masses of granite, containing 
black mica, began to appear. The outer rind of it inclines to 
peel off, aud large crystals project from the exposed surface. 

After a good shower of rain the piercing notes of the cicadre 
are perfectly deafening; a. dralrcoloured cricket joins the 
chorus with a sharp sound which seems to make the ground 
over it thrill, and which has as little modulation as the drone 
of a. Scottish bagpipe. When cicadoo, crickets, and frogn 
unite, their music may be heard at the distance of a. quarter 
of a. mile. A tree attracted my attention as new, the leaves 
being like those of an acacia, but the ends of the branches 
from which they grew closely resembled oblong fir-cones. 
The corn poppy was abundant, and many of the trees, flower
ing bulbs, and plants, were identical with those in Pungo 
Andongo. A Hower, as white as the snowdrop, named by the 
natives, from its shape," Tlaku ea pitse" (hoof of zebra), spotn 
the sward with its beautiful pure white. A fresh crop appear:s 
every morning, and if the day is cloudy they do not expand 
till the afternoon, and in an ho~ or so droop and die. I 
carried several of the somewhat bulbous roots of this pretty 
flower to the l\Iauritius. 

On the 30th we crossed the liver Kalomo, here about 50 
yards broad, and the only stream that never dries up on this 
ridge. The current is rapid, and its course is towarlls the 
south, as it joins the Zambesi at some distance below the falls. 
The change in the direction of the streams, the Unguesi and 
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Lekone flowing westward, proved to us that we were now 
standing on the apex of the ridge, the height of which above ' 
the sea we found to be above 5000 feet. Here the granite 
crops out again in great rounded masses which change the dip 
of the gneiss and mica schist rocks from the west ward to the 
eastward. Both eastern and western ridges are known to be 
·comparatively salubrious, and in this respect, as well as in 
the general aspect of the country, they resemble that most 
healthy of climates, tue interior of South Africa a1ljacent to 
the Desert. -This ridge has neither fountain nor marsh upon 
it, and east of the Kalomo we look upon treeless undulating 
plains covered with short grass. It is continued in a S.E. 
direction across the Zambesi to a point about four days east of 
Matlokotloko, the present residence of Mosilikatse, where it 
assume~ the name of the }fashona tribe. 

The ridge on which we were now standing, and which 
forms the eastern limit of the great central basin of Africa, is 
distant from the western one about 600 geographical miles: 
I cannot hear of a hill on either ridge, and there are scarcely 
a.ny in the space enclosed- by them. The 1\Ionakadzo is the 
highest, but that is not more than a thousand feet above the 
flat valley. On account of this want of hills 1 have adopted 
the term ridges to describe the gradual elevations which I 
have been noticing. We shall yet see that the mountains 
which are met with outside these ridges are only a low 
fringe, many of which are not of much greater altitude than 
even the bottom of the great central valley. Leaving out of 
view the greater breadth of the central basin at other parts, 
we might say that its form in this region resembles a broad 
furrow in the middle, with an elevated ridge about 200 miles 
broad on either side, whence the land slopes on both sides to 
the sea. If I am right in believing the granite to be the 
cause of the elevation of this ridge, the direction in which 
the strike of the rocks trends to the N .N .E. may indicate that 
the same geological structure prevails farther north, and in 
this case the lakes which exist in that direction may be of 
exactly the same nature with lake Ngami, having been dimi
nished to their present size by the same kind of agency as 
that which formed the falls of Victoria. 

On the Kalomo we met an elephant which had no tusks, as 
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rare a sight in Africa as one with tu:sks is in Ceylon. Buffa. 
loes abound, and we see large herds of them fAeding in all 
directions by day. When munh disturbed they retire into 
the densest parts of the fore:st, and come out to feed only by 
night. We secured a fine large bull by crawling close to a 
herd ; when shot, he fell down, and the rest, not seeing theh 
enemy, gazed about, wondering where the danger lay. Most 
wild animals gore a wounded companion and expel him from 
the herd; even zebras bite and kick a diseased one. It is 
intended by this instinct that none but the perfect and 
heal thy ones t:>hould propagate the species. In this case they 
manife~ted the1r usual propensity to gore the wounded, but 
our appearance at that moment caused them to take flight. 
'!'he goring gave my men the impression that they were 
helping away their wounded companion with brotherly affec
tion. He was shot through both lungs; but though the ball 
was two ounces in weight, and had penetrated right thr9ugh 
his body, he ran off some distance, and was secured only 
by the people driving him into a pool of water and there 
despatching him with their spears. '!'he herd ran away in 
the direction of our camp, and then came bounding past us 
again. We took refuge on a large anthill ; and as they rushed 
by us at full gallop I observed that the leader of the herd 
was an old cow, carrying on her withers about twenty buffalo
birds (Textor erythr01·hynchus, Smith). This singular bird acts 
the part of guardian spirit to the buffalo : when the animal 
is quietly feeding, it may be seen hopping on the ground 
picking up food, or :sitting on the bufta1o's back ridding it of 
the insects with which its skin is sometimes infeskd. When 
danger approaches, the bird, having a much more acute 
sight than the buffalo, is soon alarmed, and flies off, upon 
which the buffalo instantly raises his head to discover the 
cause which has led to the :suddep. flight of his guardian. It 
sometimes accompanies the buffalo in its flight on the wing, 
and at other times sits as above described. Another African 
bird, called " kala" by the Bechuanas, the Bupllaga Africana of 
the naturalists, attends the rhinoceros for a similar purpose. 
It cannot be said to depend entirely on the insects on that 
animal, for its hard hairless skin is a protection against all 
except a few !Spotted ticks; but it seems to be attached to it, 
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.somewhat as the domestic dog is to man ; and while the 
buffalo is alarmed by the sudden flying up of its sentinel, the 
rhinoceros, having an acute ear, ia warned by the cry of its 
associate. The rp.inoceros feeds by night, and its sentinel is 
frequently heard in the morning uttering its well-known call 
as it searches for its bulky companion. One species of this 
bird possesses a bill of a peculiar forceps form, as if intended to 
tear off insects from the skin, and has claws as sharp as needles, 
enabling it to bang on to an animal's ear while performing a. 
useful service within it. Both the birds, however, that we 
have just described, partake of other food than the parasitical 
insects of the animals they are attached to, for we observed 
flocks of them roosting on reeds in spots where neither tame 
nor wild animals were to be found. 

The "leader" is generally the most wary animal in a herd. 
On one occasion I happened to shoot a young zebra mare, the 
leader of a herd, and it turned out that it had been at some 
previous time bitten on the hind leg by a carnivorous animal, 
and thereby made unusually wa1y. If wild animals see 
either one of their own herd or any other animal taking to 
flight, they invariably flee, and hence the most timid naturally 
lead::~ the rest. It is not any other peculiarity, but simply 
this provision, which is given them for the preservation of 
the race. The great increase of wariness which attends the 
season of parturition cau.Ses all the leaders at that time- to be 
females ; and perhaps the separation of sexes into ~istinct 
herds, which is annually obs&rved in many antelopes, arises 
from the simple fact that the greater caution of the females is 
felt only by the young males, and that the old males get left 
behind in their frequent flights. I am inclined to believe 
this, because the antelopes, as the pallahs, &c., are never seen 
in the act of expelling the males. There may be some other 
reason in the case of elephants ; but the males and females 
are never seen in one herd, the young males remafning with 
ilieir dams only until they are full grown. · So constantly is 
the- separation maintained, that any one familiar with them, 
on seeing a picture with the sexes mixed, would immediately . 
conclude that the artist baa drawn it from imagination, and 
not from sight. 

December 2, 1855.-We remained near a small hill, called 
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~laundo, where we were frequently invited by the honey
guide ( Uuculus indicator). Wishing to aticertain the truth oi 
the native assertion that this bird•is a deceiver, and some
times leads to a. wild beast, 1 inquired of my men the result 
of their experience. Only one of the 114 could say that he 
had been led to an elephant instead of a hive, and I am quite 
convinced that the report was a libel on the bird, and that the 
majority of people who commit themselves to its guidance are 
led to honey alone. 

On the 3rd we oroRSed the Mozuma, or river of Dila, having 
travelled through an undulating pastoral country. 'l'o the 
south, . and a little east of this, stands the hill named Taba 
Cheu, or "White Mountain," from a mass of white rock, 
probably dolomite, on its top. When I heard the height of 
this mountain described at Linyanti, I thought the glistening 
substance might be snow; but I had quite forgotten that I 
was sP.eaking with men who had been accustomed to plains, 
and knew nothing of high mountains. When I inquired what 
the white substance was, they at once replied it was a kind of 
rock. 'fhe distant views which we obtained from the high 
ground we were now traversing, and which ranged over some 
thirty miles, were especially refreshing to· me after travelling 
for months together amid the confined views of the flat forest; 
nor was the change from the tangled rank herbage of the great 
valley to the short grass of this district less agreeable. 

The Mozuma, or river of Dila, was the first watercourse 
which indicated that we were now on the slopes inclined 
towards the eastern coast. It contained no flowing water, but 
revealed in its banks, to my great .Satisfaction, pieces of 
lignite, possibly indicating the existence of coal, the want of 
which in the central country I had always deplored. Again 
and again we came to the ruins of large towns, containing the 
only indications of antiquity to .be seen in this country, viz. 
worn millstones, with the round ball of quartz with which the 
grinding was effected. Great numbers of these balls were 
lying about, showing that the depopulation had been the 
result of war, for in time of peace they would have taken the 
balls with them. At the river of Dila we saw the spot where 
Sebituane lived, and Sekwebu pr,inted out the heaps of bones 
of cattle which the 1\Iakololo had been obliged to slaughter, 
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after performing a ~!larch with· great herds captured from the 
Batoka, through a patch of the fatal tsetse. The country was 
at thai time exceedingly rich in cattle, and, being well 
watered from its position on the eastern ~:;ide of the range, it is 
adapted for the cUltivation of native produce. Sekwebu had 
been instructed to point out to me the advantages of this 
position for a settlement; I admired it myself, and the enjoy
ment of good health in fine open scenery had an exhilarating 
effect on my spirits. The great want was populatil)n, the 
Batoka having all taken refuge in the hills. 

As we were now in the vicinity of those whom the Makololo 
deem rebels, we felt some anxiety as to the style of our re
ception. On the 4th we reached their first village. Remaining 
at a distance of a quarter of a mile, we sent two men to inform 
them who we were, and that our purposes were peaceful. 
The head-man came and spoke civilly, but in the evening 
the people of another village behaved very differently. 'l'h.ey 
began by trying to spear a young man who had gone for 
water. They then approached us, and one came forward 
how ling at the top of his voice in the most hideous manner ; 
his eyes protruding, his lips covered with foam, and every 
muscle of his frame quivering. He came close up to me, 
brandishing a small battle-axe in his hand, much to the alarm 
of my men;. but they dared not disobey my orders by knocking 
him on the head. I also felt some alarm, but disguised it 
from the spectators, and kept a sharp look-out on the little 
battle-axe. It seemed to me a case of extacy or prophetic 
frenzy voluntarily produced. After my courage had been 
sufficiently tested I beckoned to the civil head-man to remove 
him, and he drew him aside. This man pretended not to 
know what he was doing. I should like to have felt his pulse, 
to ascertain whether the violent trembling were not feigned, 
but I had little inclination to approach the battle-axe again. 
There was however a flow of perspiration, and the excitement, 
after continuing fully half an hour, gradually subsided. This 
second batch of visitors took no pains to conceal their con
tempt fo1· our small party, saying to each other in a. tone of 
triumph, " They are quite a God-send ! " " They are lost 
among the tribes!" •• They have wandered in order to be 
destr·>yed, and what can they do without shields among so 
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many ?" As Sekeletn had ordered my men not to take their 
shields, as in the case of my firRt. company, we were regarded 
as unarmed, and consequently as an easy prey. We prepared 
against a night attack by discharging and reloading our 
guns which were exactly the same in number (five) as on 
the former occasion : we were not molested however. Some 
of the enemy tried to lead us towards the Bashukulompo, who 
are considered the fiercest race in this quarter ; but as we 
knew our direction to the confluence of the Kafue and Zambesi, 
we declined their guidance. When we resumed our march 
the civil head-man accompanied us, and did good service by 
explaining to the crowds of natives that hovered round us our 
character and intentions ; we thus escaped molestation. That 
night we slept by a little village under a low range of hills 
which are called Chizamena. The country here was more 
woody than on the high lands we had left, but the trees were 
in general of only m"derate size. Great numbers of them 
have been broken off by elephants a foot or two from tho 
~;round, in order that they may feed on the tender shoots at 
the tops : the trees thus seem pollarded from that point. In 
spite of this practice, the elephant never t'!eriously lessens the 
number of trees; indeed I have often been struck by the very 
little damage he does in a forest. His food consists for the 
most part of bulbs, tubers, roots, and branches : the natives in 
the interior believe that he never touches grass, and the only 
instance I saw of his having grazed was near Tete, when the 
grass was in seed, and when he might have been attracted by 
the farinaceous matter, which exists in such quantities in 
the seed that the natives collect it for their own food. The 
country abounded in ant-hills, which in the open parts are 
studded over the surface like haycocks, while in the woods 
they attain the size of haystacks,. 40 or 50 feet in diameter at 
the base, and at least 20 feet high. These spots are more 
fertile than the rest of the land, and are the chief garden
ground for maize, pumpkins, and tobacco. 

When we had passed the outskiiting villages, which alone 
consider themselveR in a state of war with the Makololo, we 
found the Batoka, or Batouga, as they call themselves, quite 
friendly. Great numbers of them came from all the sur
rounding villages with J.lresents of maize and masuka, ex-
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pressing great joy at the first appearance of a white man. 
The women clothe themselves better than the Balonda, but 
the men walk about m puris naturalibus without the smallest 
sense of shame. . They have even lost the tradition of the 
"figleaf." The further we advanced, the more the country 
swarmed with inhabitants. Great numbers came to see the 
novel spectacle of a white man, and brought presents of maize 
and masuka. Their mode of salutation is singular ; they 
throw themselves on their backs on the ground, and, rolling 
from side to side, slap their thighs, uttering the words, ·• Kina 
bomba." This was to me a very disagreeable sight, and 
I used to call out " Stop, stop ! I don't want that ; " but, 
imagining me to be dissatisfied, they only tumbled about more 
furiously and slapped their thighs with greater vigour. 

A large amount of ground in this quarter was covered with 
masuka-trees, and my men kept constantly eating the pleasant 
fruit as we marched along. We saw a smaller kind of the 
same tree named Molondo, the fruit of which is about the size 
of marbles, having a tender skin, and a slight acidity mingled 
with its sweetness. Another tree which is said to yield good 
fruit is named Sombo, but it was not ripe at this season. 

December 6th.-W e passed the night near a series of villages. 
The villagers supplied us abundantly with ground-nuts, 
maize, and com, and e-xpressed great satisfaction on hearing 
me speak of Him whose word is" Peace on earth and good 
will to men." They called out, " We are tired of flight; give 
us rest and sleep." They did not of course understand the 
full import of the message, but they eagerly seized the idea of 
peace. And no wonder; for their country· has been visited 
by successive scourges during the last half-century, and they 
are now'' a nation scattered and peeled." When Sebituane 
came the cattle were innumerable, and yet these were only 
the remnants which had been left by a chief called, Pingola, 
who came from the north-east, and, actuated by a simple love 
of conquest, swept across the whole territory~ devouring oxen, 
cows, and calves, without retaining a single head. After 
Pingola came Sebituane, and after him the Matebele of 
Moj;;ilikatse; and these successive inroads have reduced the 
Batoka to a state in which they naturally rejoice at the 
prospect of deliverance and peace 
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We spent Sunday the lOth at Monze's village, who is con
sidered the chief of all the Batoka we have seen. He lives 
near the hill Kisekise, whence we had a view of at least thirtJ 
miles of open undulating country, covered with short grass, 
and havillg but few trees. These open lawns would in any 
other land be. turned to good account as pasture, but the 
people have now only a few goats and fowls. They are located 
all over the country in small villages, and are said to have 
adopted this wide-spread mode of habitation in order to give 
alarm should anyenemy appear. In former times they lived 
in large towns. In the distance (S.E.) we see ranges of dark 
mountains along the banks of the Zambesi; and are told of 
the existence there of a rapid named Kansala, which is said 
to impede the navigation. The river is reported to be placid 
between that and the Victoria Falls up stream, and between 
that and Kebrabasa, twenty or thirty miles above Tete, down 
stream. On the north we have a distant range of mountains, 
said to be on the banks of the Kafue. 

The chief Monze came to us on Sunday morning, wrapped in 
a large cloth, and rolled himself about in the dust, screaming 
"Kina bomba." One of his wives accompanied him, and was 
much excited at her first sight of a white man; she would have 
been comely if her teeth had been spared ; she carried a little 
battle-axe in her hand, and helped her husband to scream. 
We rather liked Monze, for he soon became sociable, and 
kept up conversation during the greater part of the day. One 
head-man of a village after another arrived, each with a liberal 
supply of maize, ground-nuts, and corn. Monze gave us a 
goat and a fowl, and appeared highly satisfied with a present 
of some handkerchiefs of printed cotton: when I put a gaudy- · 
coloured one as a shawl about his child, he said that he would 
send for all his people to make a dance about it. When I 
told them that my object was to open up a path, whereby they 
might avoicl the guilt of selling their children, and asked 
;\ionze and his men if they would like a white man to live 
amongst them, they all expressed high satisfaction, and pro
mised tv protect both the white man and his property. It 
would be of great importance to have stations in this heo.lthy 
region, to serve as part of a chain of communication between 
the interior and the coast. Monze had never been visited hv 
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any white man, but had seen black native trader:;, who came for 
ivory, not for slaves. He had heard of white men passing far 
l:o the east of him to Cazembe, referring, no doubt, to Pereira, 
Lacerda, and others, who have visited that chief. 

The streams in this part are not perennial ; I did not 
observe one suitable for the purpose of irrigation. With the 
exception of large single trees, or small clumps of ever
greens, there is little wood; but the abundance of maize and 
ground-nuts shows that more rain fall11 here than in the 
Bechuana country, where they never attempt to raise maize 
except in damp hollows on the banks of rivers. My own men, 
who know the land thoroughly, declare that it is all adapted 
for garden-ground, and . that the more tender grains, which 
require richer soil than the native corn, thrive here. The 
pasturage is also very fine both for cattle and sheep. 

We were visited by a party of men who dressed their hair 
after the fashion of the Bashukulompo. A circle of hair at 
the top of the head, eight inches or more in diameter, is 
woven into a cone eight or ten inches high, bent in some 
cases a little forward, so as to bear the appea1·ance of a 
helmet. In some cases the cone is only four or five inchE.\a 
in diameter at the base. The hair of animals is said tn be 
added, and the sides of the cone are woven like basket-work. 
The head-man of the party, instead of having his brought to a 
point, had it prolonged into a wand, which extended a full 
yard from the crown of his head. 1'he operation of wea~ 
is painful, as the Rcalp is drawn tightly up; but they become 
used to it. Monze presented us on parting with a piece of a 
buffalo which had been killed the day before by lions. We 
crossed the rivulet 1\lakoe, which rons westward into the 
Kafue, and went northwards in order to visit Semalembue, 
an influential chief there. We slept at the village of 1\lonze's 
siste1·, who also passes by the same name. Both _he and his 
sister have a feminine appearance, but are disfigured by the 

.. foolish custom of knocking out the upper front teeth. 
-December 12th.-The morning presented the appearance of 

a continuous rain from the north, the first time we had seen 
it set in from that quarter in such a southern latitude. It 
cleared up, however, about midday, and Monze'R sister con
iucted w a mile or two upon the. road. On parting she 
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B.J, hu kulompC' mode of wea ring tbe bair 

said that she had forwarded orders to a distant village to send 
fuud to the point where we :-hould :,;]eep. Iu expressing her 
JOY at the prospect of living in peace, she remarked, " How 
pl ea>-ant it would be to sleep without dreaming of any one 
pun:ming them with~ spear!" 

2D 
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In our fiont we had ranges of hills called Chamai, covered 
with trees. We crossed the rivulet :Kakachinta, :flowing east
wards into the Zambesi, and then traversed some ridges of 
rocks of the same mica schist which we found so abundant 
in Golungo Alto: The dip, however, of these is not towards 
the centre of the continent as in Angola, but in an easoorly 
direction. The hills which :flank the Zambesi now appeared 
on our right as a high dark range, while those near the Kafue 
had the aspect of a low broken range. We crossed two 
perennial rivulets flowing into the Kafue. The country is 
very fertile, but vegetation is nowhere rank. We had now 
descended to a comparatively low elevation, and had left 
behind us the masuka-trees, and many others with which we 
had become familiar. We occasionally noticed a feature 
common in the forests of Angola and B(.'nguela, namely the 
presence of orchilla-weed and lichens on the trees, with 
mosses on the ground; but we never, on any part of the 
eastern slope, saw the abundant crops of ferns .. which are so 
universal in Angola. -.· 

As we passed along, the· people continued to 8upply us with 
food in great abundance. They had somehow learnt that 1 
carried medicine, and, much to the disgust of my men, who 
wished to keep it all to themselves, they brought their sick 
children, some of whom had hooping-cough, to be cured. In 
passing through the woods I heard for the first time th{ 
cry of the bird called Mokwa reza, or "Son-in-law of God" 
(Micropogon sulphuratus ?), which is supposed by the natives 
to say" Pula, pula" (rain, rain), predictive of heavy falls of 
rain. It may be a cuckoo, for it is said to throw out the eggs 
of the white-backed Senegal crow, and lay its own instead, 
and this, combined with the cry for rain, renders the bird a 
favourite. The crow, on the other hand, has a bad repute, 
!i.nd, when rain is withheld, its nests are destroyed, in order 
to dissolve the charm by which it is supposed to aeal up the 
Windows of heaven. 
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CHAPTER XXVIIL 

NoTICES oF THE ELEPHANT.-'fBE CHIEF REMALEMBUE.-Tmr K.Ar-x 

. -ALBINOS.-THE CHIEF MBURU~IA. 

13th.-THE country is becoming very beautiful, and furrowo0d 
by deep valleys; the underlying rocks. being igneous, yield a 
fertile soil. There is abundance of large game : the buffaloes 
select open spots, and often eminences, as their haunts through
out the. day \ \' e crossed the l\1bai, and found in its bed, as well 
as on the adjacent hills, rocks of fine marble. Violent show
erR occur frequently on the hills, and cause such sudden floods 
in the rivulets, that fi.ve of our men who had crossed so!:le for 
:firewood were obliged to swim back. The temperature of the 
air is considerably lowered by the daily rains, the thermo
meter having been as low as 68° at sunrise, and 74° at sunset. 
Generally, however. it stood at from 72° to 74° at sunrise, 
90° to 9t) 0 at midday, and 80° to 84° at sul'iSet .. 

14th.-We entered a most beautiful va~ley, abounding in 
large game. I went to secure a buffalo which I saw lying 
down. Three balls failed to kill him, and, as he turned rounli 
as if for a charge, we sought the shelter of some rocks, but, 
before gaining them, three elephants, probably attracted by 
the strange noise, threatened to cut off our retreat: they, 
however, turned short off, and allowed us to gain the rocks. 
We then saw that th·' buffalo was moving off quite briskly, 
and in despair I tried a long shot at the last of the elephants, 
and broke his foreleg. The young men soon brought him to 
a stand, and one shot in the brain despatched him. I was 
right glad to see the joy manifested at such an abundant 
supply of meat. 

On the following day. while my men were cutting up the 
elephant, great numbers of the villagers came to enjoy the 
feast: We were on the side of a fine green valley, studded 
here and there with trees, and furrowed with numerous 
rivulets. Having retired from the noise to take an obser
vation, I beheld an elephaut and her calf at the end of the 
valle~·. about two miles distant. The calf was rolling in the 
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mud, and the dam was standing fanning herself with her 
great ears. As 1 watched them through my glass I saw a 
long string of my men circumventing them, who, according 
to Sekwebu, had gone off, saying, ·• Our father will see to-day 
what sort of men he has got." I then went higher up the 
sid~ of the valley, in order to have a distinct view or their 
mode of hunting. The goodly bea~t, totally unconscious of the 
approach of an enemy, ~,;tood for HOme time suckling her young 
one, which seemed about two years old; they then went into 
a pond of mud, and smeared themselves all over with it, the 
little one frisking about his dam in elephantine fashion, while 
she kept flapping her ears and wagging her tail, as if in the 
height of enjoyment. Then began the piping of her enemies, 
which was performed by blowing into a tube, or between the 
closed hands. They call out to attract the animal's atten
tion-

"0 chief! chief! we have come to kill you. 
0 chief I chief I many more will die beside you, &c. 
The gods have said it." &c. &c. 

Both animals expanded their ea1·s and li::~tened, then left their 
bath as the crowd rushed towards them. The little one ran 
forward towards the end of the valley, bnt, seeing the men 
there, returned to his dam, w hu then placed herself on the 
danger side of her calf, and passed her proboscis over it again 
and again, as if to assure it of safety. The men, still shout
ing, llinging, and piping, kept about a hundred yards in her 
rear and on her flank::;, until she was obliged to cross a. rivulet. 
The time spent in descending and getting up the opposite 
hank allowed of their coming up to the edge, and discharging 
their spears at about twenty yards' distance. After the first 
discharge she appeared with her sides red with blood, and, 
beginning to flee for her own life, seemed to think no more of 
her calf, which soon took refuge in the water, and was killed. 
The pace of the dam gradually became slower, and at length, 
ttl!ning with a shriek of rage, she made a furious e~ge 
back among the men. 'fhey vanished sidoways, while sn., 
rar straight on through the whole party, ·without commg 
near any one except a man who wore a piece 0f cloth on his 
shoulders. She charged three or four times. and, except in 
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the first instance, never went farther than 100 yards. She 
often stood after she had crossed a rivulet, and faced the men, 
though she received fresh spears. It was by this process of 
spearing and loss of blood that she was killed, for at last, 
making a short charge, she reeled and sank down dead in 
a kneeling posture. I did not see the whole hunt, having 
been tempted away by both sun and moon appearing un
clouded. I turned from tho spectacle of the destruction of 
these noble ~.nimals, which might be made so usefUl in Africa, 
with a feeling of sickness, unrelieved by the recollection that 
the ivory was mine. 

The. furious charges of this elephant remind me of an 
adventure of one who haB had more narrow escapes than any 
man living, but whose modesty has always prevented him 
from publishing anything about himself. When we were on 
the banks of the Zouga in 1850 Mr. Oswell pursued one of 
these animals into the dense thorny bushes on the margin 
of the river ; !18 he followed through a narrow pathway, 
he saw the elephant, whose tail he had but got glimpses 
of before, now rmhing towards him. There was then no 
time to effect a passage; the hunter therefore tried to dis
mount, but in doing this he was thrown on the ground with 
his face upwards to the elephant, which, being in full chase, 
still went on. Mr. Oswell, seeing the huge fore foot of the 
animal about to descend on his legs, parted them, and drew 
in his breath as if to resist the pressure of the other foot, 
which he expected would next descend on his body. He 
saw the whole length of the enormous brute pass over him, 
and escaped unhmt. 

The first elephant killed by my men was a male, not full 
grown ; his height at the withers was 8 feet 4 inches, and the 
circumference of his fore foot 44 inches. The female, which 
was full grown, measured in .height R feet 8 inches, the 
circumference of the fore foot being 48 incheR. These details 
are given with the view of showing that the general rule, that 
twice the circumference of the fore foot equals the height of 
the animal, is not of universal application; for, in the first 
iwtance, double the circumference falls short of the height by 
t'Yelve inches, and in the second instance by eight inches. 
Subsequent observations, however, proved the general correct-
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neHF. of the rule with r0gard to full-grown animals. 'l'he 
greater -.;ize of the African elephant in the south would at 
onco di;;tinguish it from the Indian one; but here they 
approach more nearly to each other in bulk, a female being 
about as large as a common Indian male. But the ear of the 
Af:ricau i:s an external mark which no one will mistake even 
in a picture. That of the female now killed was 4 feet ~ 
inches in depth. and 4 feet in horizontal breadth, and I havo 
seen a native creep nuder one so as to be quite covered by it. 
The ear of the Indian variety is not more than a thi'fd of this 
:size. The representation of eleph,wts on ancient coins show& 
that this important characteristic was distinctly recogni~>ed ; 
indeed, Cuvier remarked that it was more familiar to AristotlE~ 
than to Buffon. 

Having been anxiou~> to learn whether the African elephant 
had ever been tamed. I a111 enabled to give the reader con
clusive eYidenr~e on tlti~> point. For in two medals represented 
in Admiral Smyth's 'Descriptive Catalogue of his Cabinet of 
Roman and Imperial large Brass Medals,' tame elephant~> are 

introduced. the ears of which mark them out as belonging 
to the true African \'ancty. One of the coins is of Faustin&. 
senior, the other of Septimius Severns. struck A.n. 191. Tht: 
attempt to tame this most nR"eful animal has never been made 
at the Cape. nor has a specimen ever been exhibHed i.n 
England. 

The abundance of food in this country, a:- compared with 
the south. would h~ad one to suppose that animals here must 
attain a much greater ~ize: but actual mea.surement no" 
IJonfirms fr.e imnression made on my mind by the mere sight 
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of the animrtls, that thu!Se in the district:s north of 20° are 
sm:tller than the same races existing :southward of that latitnde. 
The full-g1·own male elephants on the river Zouga seemed 
no larger than the females on the Limpopo, while here they 
are even !Smaller than on the Zouga. '!'here is, however, an 
increase i"n the size of the tusks as we approach the equator. 
The koodoos again were so much smaller than those we had 
been accustomed to in the south, that we doubtetl whether 
they were not a new kind of antelope ; and the leche is 
succeeded to the north of 20° by the poku, a !Smaller species 
of the same antelope. A similar difference in size prevails 
also among domestic animals; but the influence of locality un 
them is not ISO well marked. 'l'he cattle o1 the Batoka, fur 
instance, are much smaller than the aboriginal cattle in the 
south; but it mu:st be added that tho:se of the Barorse ,·alley, 
in the same latitude a:s the Batoka, are large .. The breed may 
have come from the west, as the cattle within the influence 
of the sea air, and along that coast, are very large. Tho:se found 
at lake N gami, with large horns and standing 6 feet high, 
probably come from the same quarter. The goats are also 
small, and domestic fowls very small, an~ so also are the 
nat.ive dogs. with the exception of the Barotse breed, which 
are large savage-looking auimal:s. It it! a little remarkable 
that a decrease in size should occur where food is the most 
abundant: but tropical climates !Seem unfavourable for the 
full development of either animals or man. In estimating the 
amount of food necessary for large animal:-~, sufficient attention 
has not been paid to the kinds chosen. The elephant, for 
instance, is a most dainty feeder, and particularly fond of 
certain sweet-tasted trees and fruits, such as the mohonooo, 
the mimosa, and other trees which contain much saccharine 
matter, mucilage, and gum. He may be seen putting his 
head to a lofty palmyra, and swaying it to and fro to shake oft 
the seeds; he then picks them up singly and eats them. Or 
he may be seen :standing by the masuka and other fruit trees, 
patiently pickin~ off the sweet fruits one by one. The 
selection of these kinds of food accounts for the fact that 
herds of elephants produce but small effect upon the vegeta
tion of a country-quality being more requisite to them "l:la1 
quantity. 
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After leaving the elephant valley we passed through a very 
beautiful but thinly inhabited country. The underlying rock 

·is trap, which is often seen tilted on its edge, or dipping 
a little either to the north or south. The strike is generally 
to the N.E., the. direction we are going. About Losito we 
fo~nd the trap had given place to hornblende schist, mica 
schist, and various schoi1y rocks. We had now come into the 
region in which the appearance of the rocks conveys the 
impression of great force having acted along the bed of the 
Zambesi. Indeed, from the manner in which the rocks lave 
been thrust away on both sides from its bed, I was led to the 
belief that the power which formed the crack of the falls had 
opened a bed for the river all the way from the falls to beyond 
the gorge of Lupata. 

Passing the rivulet Losito, we reached, on the 18th, the 
residence of Semalembue, situated at the bottom of the ranges 
through which the Kafue finds a passage, and close to the 
bank of that river. 'l'he Kafue is here upwards of 200 yards 
wide, and full of hippopotami, the young of which may be 
seen perched on the necks of their dams. At this point we 
had reached about the same level as Linyanti. 

Semalembue paid us a visit soon after our arrival, and said 
that he had often heard of me, and now that he had the 
pleasure of seeing me he fearud that I should sleep the first 
night at his village hungry. This was considered the band
some way of introducing a present, for he then banded five or 
six baskets of meal and maize, and an enormous one of ground
nuts. Next morning he gave about twenty baskets more of 
meal I could make but a poor return for his kindness, but 
he accepted my apologies politely, saying that he knew there 
were no goods in the country from which I had come. 1 
heard that Sema.lembue got a good deal of ivory from the sur
rounding tribes, which he transmitted to other chiefs on the 
Zambesi, receiving in return English cotton goods which came 

. from Mozambique by Babisa traders. l\Iy men here began to 
sell their beads and other ornaments for cotton cloth. Sema
lembue was accompanied by about forty people, all large men, 
with a fine crop of wool on their heads, which is either drawr. 
all together up to the crown, and tied there in a large tapering 
bunch, or else is twisted into little strings on one side, the 
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hair on the other side being allowed to hang above the ear. 
thus giving the appearance of a cap cocked jauntily on the 
side of the head. 

Their moJe of salutation is by clapping the hands. Various 
parties of women eame from the surrounding villages to see 
the white man, but all seemed much afraid, and, when ad
dressed, clapped their hands with increasing vigour. Sekwebu 
was the only one of the MakoloJo who knew this part of the 
country; and he pronounced it to be admirably adapted for 
the residence of a tribe. The natives generally have a good 
idea of the nature of the soil and pasbuage, and there is 
certainly abundance of room at present in the country for 
thousands and thousands more of population. There is a large 
fiat district of country tu the north, said to be peopled by the 
Bashukulompo and other tribes, who raise vast" quantities of 
grain, ground-nuts, sweet potatoes, &c., and also grow sugar
cane. lf they were certain of a market, I believe they would 
gladly cultivate cotton. They are all fond of trade, but 
hitherto have had no opportunities of prosecuting it in any 
articles beyond ivory and slaves. 

The Kafue enters a narrow gorge close by the village of (6S) 

Semalembue ; as the hill on the north is called Bolengwe, l 
apply that name to the gorge (lat. 15° 48' lfl" S., long. 28° 22 
E.). Semalem hue accompanied us to a pass about a mile south 
of his village, and on parting I put on him a shirt, with 
which he went away apparently much delighted. When we 
entered among the hills, we found the ford of the Kafue, 
which was at least 250 yards broad, but rocky and shallow. 
After crossing it in a canoe we went along the left bank, and 
were completely shut in by high hills. Every available spot 
between the river and the hills is under cultivation; the 
locality having been selected as a residence simply from its 
capabilities of defence, and not ~m general grounds of eligi
bility. Hippopotami abound, and the inhabitants are obliged 
to make pitfalls to protect the grain against them. As these 
animals had not been disturbed by guns, they were-remarkably 
tame, and took no notice of us. ·we saw numbers of young 
ones, not much larger than terrier dogs, sitting on the necks ot 
their dams, th.~ little saucy-looking heads cocking up between 
the old one's ears; as they become a little older they sit' on 

'I 
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the withers. As we were in want of meat, we ~<hot a full
grown cow, and found the flesh very much like pork. While 
detained cutting up the hippopotamu:s I ascended one of 
the highest hill~. called 1\labue asula (stones sme11 badly), 
which 1 found to be about 900 feet above the rher. These 
hil.ls seemed of prodigious altit11de to my men, who had been 
accustomed only to ant-hills. The mention of mountainlS that 
pierced the clouds made them draw in their breath and hold 
their hands to their mouths. 'l'he mountains certainly look 
high, from haviug abrupt sides. But 1 ascertained by experi
ment that they are of a considerably lower altitude than the 
top of the ridge we had left. They constitute in fact a sort of 
low fringe on the outside of the eastern ridge, exactly as the 
apparently hjgh mountains of Golungo Alto f01m an outer 
fringe to the western ridge. 

Semalembue intended that we should go a little to the 
north-east, and pass through the people called Bapimpe, ~orne 
of whom had invited us to come that way on account of its 
being smoother ; but feeling anxious to get back to the 
Zarnbesi again, we decided· to cross the hills toward:s its con
fluence with the Kafue. The distance, which in a straight 
line is but small, occupied three day~>, in consequence of the 
precipitous character of the hills. When we came to the top 
of the outer range of the hill~> we had a glorious view. At a 
~hort distance below us we saw the Kafue, wending its way 
over a forest-clad plain to the confluence, while in the hack
ground, on the_ other side· of the Zambesi, lay a long range of 
dark hills, with a line of fleecy clouds o·verha.nging the course 
of the river at their base. The plain below us, at the left of 
the Kafue, had more large game on it than anywhere ebe 1 
had seen in Africa. Hundreds of buffaloes and zebra:s grazed 
on the open spaces, and beneath the tl·ees stood lordly ele
phants feeding majestically. The number of a~imals was 
quite astonishing, and made me think that I could here realize 
an image of that time when Megatheria fed tm.distmbed in the 
primeval forests. I wished that I could have photographed 
a scene so seldom beheld, and which is destinc<l, as ~uns 
increase, to pass away from earth. When we descended we 
found all the animals remarkably tame, being seldom dit>
tmbed by the natives, who live in the hills and have no guns. 
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The elephants stood fanning themselves with their large ears, 
as if they did not see us, at 200 or :-300 yards distance. Great 
number:,; of red-coloured pigs ( Potamochoerus), gazed at us in 
wonder. 

Continuous rains kept us for some time on the banks of the 
( 'hiponga, where we were unfortunate enough to fall among 
the tsetse. \\'e tried to leave one morning, but the rain came 
on afresh, and after waiting an hour wet to the skin we were 
fain to retrace our tstcps to uur sheds. These rains were from 
the east, and the clouds might be seen on the hills like the 
"TaLl~-cloth" on Table l\lonntain. This was the first wetting 
we had. gut since we left Sesheke, for I had gained some · 
experience in travelling. In Londa I braved the rain, and 
was pretty constantly drenched ; but now, when a storm 
came, we invariably halted and lighted fires. The effect oi 
this care was that we had mneh less sickness thau on the 
journey to Luanda. I also learnt from expe1·ience to avoid an 
entire change of diet. In going to Loanda I took little or no 
European food, but trusted entin=~ly to what might be got b~· 
the gun, or by the liberality of the Balonda ; but on thi& 
journey I took flour and always baked my own bread in 
an oven extemporized out of an inverted· pot. With these 
precautions, aided, no doubt, by the greater healthiness of the 
district over ~hich we passed, I enjoyed perfect health. 

When we left tl1e Chiponga. on the 30th, we skirted a range 
of hills, composed of mica and clay-slate, on our left. At the 
bottom we found a forest of large petrified trees of the arau
carian type, all lying as if the elevation of the range had made 
them fall away from it in the direction of the river. An 
ordinary-sized tree, standing on end, measured 22 inches in 
diameter, and contained 12 laminm to the inch. 

As we approached nearer the Zambesi the country beeame 
covered with broad-leaved bushes,. pretty thickly planted, and 
we had several times to shout to elephants to get out. of our 
way. At an open space a herd ·of buffaloes came trotting up 
to look at our oxen, and it was only by shootmg one that I 
made them retreat. The only danger we encountered was 
from a female elephant, with three young ones of different 
sizes, who charged through the centre of our extended line, 
and caused the men to throw down their burdens in a great 
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hurry. I never saw an elephant with more than one calf 
before. We knew that we were approaehing the Zambesi by 
the numbers of wate1·-fowl we met. I killed four geese at 
two shots, and. had I followed the wishes of my men, could 
have secured a ineal of water-fowl for the whole party. 1 
never saw a river with so much animal life around and in it, 
and, as the Barotse say, ·'Its fish and fowl are always fat." 
\ Vhen our eyes were gladdened by a view of its goodly waters, 
we found it very much larger than above the falls. Its flow 
was more rapid than near Sesheke, being often four and a half 
miles an hom, and the water was of a deep brownish red. In 
the great valley, where thE;l adjacent country is all level, and 
the soil, being generally covered with dense herbage, is not 
abraded, the river never becomes of this colour: but on the 
eastern ridge, where the grass is short, and the soil is washed 
down by the streams, the discoloration which we now view 
ensues. The same thing occurs on the western ridge : no 
discoloration was observed till we reached the Quango; and 

·this obtains its matter from the western slope of the western 
ridge, just as the Zambesi here receives its soil from the 
eastern slope of the eastern ridge. \\'e struck upon the river 
about eight miles east of the confluence with the Kafue, and. 
pursuing our course down the left bank, came opposite to an 
island, lVlenye makaba, about a mile and a half long. and 
upwards of a quarter of a mile broad. This island snstains, 
in addition to its inhabitants, a herd of about sixty buffaloes, 
who are always prepared to show fight whenever an attempt 
is made to punish them for depredations committed on the 
gardens. The only time at which they can be attacked with 
success is when the island is partly flooded and the pursuers 
can assail them out of canoes. The comparatively small 
space to which they lll"e confined shows the luxuriance of the 
vegetation ; for were they in want of more pasture, they 
could easily swim aoross to the northern bank, which is not. 
much more than 200 yards distant. 

Ranges of hills now run parallel with the Zambesi, at a 
distance from each other of about fifteen miles, those on the 
north approaching nearest to the river. The inhabitants on 
that c;ide are the Batonga. those on the south bank are the 
Banyai. The hills abound in buffaloes and elephants, and 
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many of the latter are killed by the people in the folio'"' mg 
manner. They erect stages on high trees overhanging the 
paths by which the elephants ccme, and then strike the 
animal, as it passes beneath, with a large spear, four or five 
feet long, with a handle nearly as thick as a man's wrist, and 
a blade at least twenty inches long by two broad, which, 
sinking deeply into the animal's back, and being worked 
backwards and forwards by knocking against the trees, makes 
ftightfnl gashes within, and soon causes death. They kilJ 
them also by means of a spear inserted in a beam of wood, 
which is suspended by a cord passing over the branch of a 
tree and attached at its other extremity to a latch fastened 
in the path; the latch being struck by the animal'~' foot in 
passing leads to the fall of the beam, and the spear, being 
poisoned, causes death in a few hours. 

We were detained at this island by continuous rains for 
several days. \V e were ~;truck by the fact that the rains felt 
warm, the thermometer at sunrise standing at from 82~ to 86~; 
at midday, in the coolest shade, at 96" to 98°; ·and at sunset 
at 86°. This is different from anything we experienced in the 
interior, for there rain always brings down the mercury. to 
72° or even 68°. Considerable cloudiness prevailed, but the 
sun often burst through with scorching intensity .. All ex
claimed against it, "0 the sun I that is as bad as the rain." It 
wa.c;; worth noticing that. my companions never complained of 
the beat while on the highlands, bu't here, and also when we 
descended into the lowlands of Angola, they began to fret 
on acconnt of it. I myself felt an oppressive steaminess in 
the atmosphere, which I had not experienced on the higher 
lands. 

As soon as we could move, Tomba Nyama, the head-man 
of the island, volunteered the loan of a canoe to cross a small 
river called the Chongwe, whi~h we found to be about fifty 
or &ixty yards broad and flooded. Not many years since the 
inhabitants of this district possessed abundance of cattle, and 
there were no tsetse. The existence of the insect now shows 
that it may return in company with the larger game. The 
vegetation along the bank was exceedingly rank, and the 
bushes so tangled that it was difficult to get on. \\' e usually 
followed the footpaths of tbP wild animals, for the river i~ 

2E 
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here the highway of the people. Buffaloes, zebras, pallahs, 
a.nd waterbucks abounded, and there was also a great abun
dance of wild pigs, koodoos, and the black antelope. 

Januaru 6th, 18~6.-Each village that we passed furnished 
us with a couple of men to conduct us to the next, through 
the. parts lea::;t covered with jungle. Near the villages we 
sa.w men, women, ·and children employed iu weeding theh 
gardens. Their colour is the same admixture, from very 
dark to light olive, that we saw in Louda. Though all have 
thick lip::; and flat noses, only the mure degraded po::;sess 
the ugly negro physiognomy. They mark themselves by a 
line of little raised cicatrice::;, extending from the tip of the 
nose to the root of the hair on the forehead. 'l'he women are 
in the habit of piercing the upper lip, and gradually enlarging 

· the orifice until they can insert a shell The lip then appears 
dmwn out beyond the perpendicular of the nose, and gives 
them a most ungainly aspect. The same custom prevails 
tlu:oughuut the country of the Maravi, and no one could see 
it without confe::;sing that fashion bad never led women to a 
madder freak. 

A'l:1 the game was abundant and my party very large, I had 
still to ::;upply their wants with my gun. We slaughtered 
the oxen only when unsuccessful in hunting. We always 
entered into friendly relations with the head-men of the 
different villages, who presented grain and other food freely. 
The last of these friendly head-men was named Mobala.: 
having passed him in peace, we reached, after a few hours. 
the village of Selole, and found that he not only considered 
us as enemies, but had actually sent an express to raise 
the tribe of MburUm.a against us. All the women had fled, 

· and the few people we me·~. exhibited symptoms of terror. An 
armed party had come from Mburuma in obedience to the call, 
but the head-man of the company, suspecting that it was a 
hoax, came to our encampment, and, when we explained our 
objects, told us that Mburuma would, without doubt, receive 
us -well. The reason why Selole acted in this foolish manner 
we afterwards found to be this : an 1 talian, named Simoens, 
who had married the tJaughter of a chief called Sekokole, 
living north of Tete, had ascended the river in canoes, with 
w armed party of fifty slaves, and had attacked several 
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inhabited islands beyond l\Ieya makaba, ~Securing a larg(· 
number of prisoners and much ivory. On his return the 
different chief,.. united in an attack upon the party and killed 
Simoen:> while trying to etScape on foot. Selole imagined that 
I was another Italian. or, as he expressed it, "Siriatomba 
risen from the dead." 

Before we reached 1\lburuma my men, being much in 
need of meat, went to attack a troop of elephants, one of 
which fell into a hole, and before he could extricate himself 
an opportunity was afforded for the men, ~:;eventy or eighty 
in number, to discharge their spears at him. \\'hen he rose 
he was like a huge porcupine; and as they bad no more 
spears, they sent for me to finish him. I went within twenty 
yards of };lim, and, resting my gun upon an anthill, so as to 
take a steady aim, fired twelve 2-ounce bullets into .different 
parts of his body without killing him. As it was becoming 
dark, I advised my men to let him stand, being sure of 
finding him dead in the morning; but though we searched all 
the next day, we ne"er saw him again. As I had now ex
pended all my bullet~;, I received a hint from some of my 
men that I had better melt down my plate. I had two pewter 
plates and a piece of zinc, which I accordingly turned into 
bullets. I also xpent the remainder of my handkerchiefs 
in buying spears for them. l\Iy men frequently surrounded 
herds of buffaloes and killed numbers of the calves. I, too, 
exerted my~:;elf greatly; but as I was now obliged to shoot 
with the left arm, 1 was very unsuccessful. 

On reaching .1\Iburuma's village his brother came to meet 
us, and said, in reference to our ill success in hunting the day 
before, "The man at whose village you remained was in fault 
in allowing· you to want meat, for had he only run across to 
l\Iburuma he would have given him a little meal, and, having 
Rprinkled that on the ground a,s an offering to the gods, you 
would have found your elephant." The chiefs in these parts 
take upon themsehes an office somewhat like the priesthood, 
and the people imagine that they can propitiate the Deity 
through them. In illustration of their ideas it may be 
mentioned that, when we were among the tribes west of 
Semalembue, several of the people introduced themselves
one as a hunter of elephants, another as a hunter of hinpopo-
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tami, a third as a digger of pitfalls-apparently wishing me 
to give them medicine for 1-iUCcess in their avocations. ] 
thought they attributed su'pernatnral power to my drugs; 
but I took pains to let them know that they must trust to 
a higher power than mine for aid. We never saw Mburuma 
hi~self, though he gave us presents of meal, maize, and 
native corn. The conduct of his people indicated very strong 
suspiciont~, for they never came near us except in large bodies 
and fully armed. We had to order them to place their bows, 
arrows, and spears at a distance before entering our eneamp
ment. We did not, however, care much for a littl~ trDuble, 
in the hope that, ifwe passed this time, we might be able to 
return without meeting sour, suspicious looks. 

The soil, glancing everywhere with mica, is -very fertile, 
!lnd all the valleys are cultivated, the maize being now in ear 
and eatable. The ranges of hills, which run parallel to the 
banks of the river abovo this, here come close up to it, and 
form a narrow gorge, which, like all others of the same nature, 
is called 1\Ipata. There is a narrow pathway by the side of 
the river, but we preferred ·a more open one in a pass among 
the hills to the east, which rise to a height of 800 or 1000 
feet, and are covered with trees. The rocks were of various 
coloured mica schist; and parallel with the Zambesi lay a 
broad band of gneiss with garnets in it. 

The proceedings of Mburuma and his people were decidedly 
suspw10us. They first of all tried to separate our party by 
volunteering the loan of a canoe to convey Sekwebu and me, 
together with our luggage, by way of the river. They next 
attempted to detain us in the pass, the guides first alleging 
the chiefs orders to make a halt there, and. this ruse ba--ring 
failed. next stating that we were to wait for food ; we civilly 
declined, however. to place ourselves in their power in an 
unfavourable position. We afterwards heard that a party of 
Babisa traders, who came from the north-east, bringing Eng
lish goods from Mozambique,- had been plundered by this 
same people. Elephants were still abundant, but very shy. 
The country between Mburuma's and his mother's village, 
being hilly and difficult, prevented us from travelling more 
than ten miles a day. At the village of Ma l\lbnntma (mother 
of Mburuma) the guides who had conducted us gave a 
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tiwourable report, and the women nnd children did 110t flee. 
Here we found that tradt1rs, called Baznnga, whom I supposed 
to be half-caste Portuguese, had been in tho habit of coming 
in canoes, and that I was supposed to belong to them. That 

·we were looked upon with suspicion was evident from our 
guides: remarking to men in the gardens through which we 
passed, "'l'hey have words of peace-all very fine; but lies 
only,~ the Dazunga are great liars." They thought we did 
not understand them, but Sekwebu knew every word per
fectly, and, without paying any ostem:ible attention to these 
complimentary remarks, we ever afterwards took care to 
explain that we were not Bazunga, but Makoa (English). 
Ma Mburuma promised us canoes to cross the Loangwa in our 
front. It was pleasant to see great numbers of men, women, 
and boys come to look at the books, watch, looking-glass, 
revolver, &c. They are a strong, muscular race, and both men 
and women cultivate the ground. The deformed lips of the 
women make them look very ugly ; I never saw one smile. 
They generally eat their corn only after it has begun to 
sprout from steeping it in water. The village of Mburuma's 
mother was picturesquely situated among high, steep hills; 
and the valleys were occupied by gardens of native corn and 
maize, growing luxuriantly. We were obliged to hurry along 
on account of the tsetse, which had returned to this district 
after the destruction of the cattle by marauders. 

CHAPTER XXIX. 

<JB<.-t>SING THE LOANGWA,-ZUMBO.-DIFFICULTIES WITH MPENDE.

CBOSSING THE ZAMBESI.-GAME-J.AWS.-DISTRICT OF CBICOVA. 

14th.-WE reached the confluence of the Loangwa and the 
Zambesi, most thankful to God for His great mercies in 
helping us thus far. Mburuma's people had behaved so sus
piciously that we were by no means sure that we should not 
be attacked in crossing the Loangwa. We saw them collect
ing in large numbers, and, though professing friendship, they 
kept at H distance from our camp. They have no interc0urse 
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with Europeans, except through the Babisa. They told Ul' 

that this was formerly the residence of the Bazunga, wl•o had 
fled from it on the approach of a marauding tribe. As 1 
walked about I discovered the remains of a stone church, and 
a brokeu bell with the !etten~ I. H. S. and a cross, but no 
date. 

15th.-In the morning we proceeded to cross the river in 
the presence of a large concour~;e of armed natives. Only 
one canoe was lent to us, though we saw two others tied to 
the bank. The part we crossed was about a mile from the 
confluence, and, a~> it was now flooded, it seemed upwards of 
half a mile in breadth. We first passed all our goods on to an 
island in the middle, then the cattle and men. \\ hile thi"' 
was proceeding I amU~>ed the natives b~· showing them my 
watch, lens, and other things, and so kept them engaged until 
those only remained who were to enter the canoe with me; I 
then thanked them for their kinduess, and wished them peace. 
Mter all, they may have been influenced only by the intention 
to he reaay, in case I should play them some false trick. 
The guides came over to bid us adieu, and we sat under a 
mango-tree fifteen feet in circumference, and had a friendly 
conversation. I gave them some little presents for themselves, 
a handkerchief and a few beads, and a cloth of red baize for 
:\lburuma, with which they were highly pleased. We were 
thankful to part good friends. 

Next morning we passed along the bottom of the range 
called :\lazanzwe, and found the ruim; of eight or ten house~ 
rudely built of soft sandstone cemented together with mud 
They all faced the river, and were high enough up the flanh 
of the hill Mazanzwe to command a pleasant view of the 
broad Zambesi. These establishments had all been built on 
one plan-the house being placed on one side of a large court, 
surrounded by a wall. Some of the rafters and beams had 
fallen in, but were entire, and there were some trees in the 
middle of the houses ·as large as a man's body. On a height 
on_ the opposite or south bank of thP- Zambesi we saw the 
remains of a wall belonging probably to a fort, and the church 
stood at a central point, formed hy the right bank of the 
Loangwa and the left of the Zambesi. The situation of 
Zumbo, as the place was called by the Bazunga, was admir-
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ably elwflen afl the site of a commercial settlement. The 
merchants, as they sat beneath the verandahs in front of their 
houses, had a magnificent view of the two rivers at their 
confluence, the church at the angle, and the gardens which 
they had on both sides of the rivers. Towards the north 
and west the view is bounded by lofty and picturesque 
mountains, while towards the south-east the eye ranges over 
an open country. Water 'communication exists in three di
rections beyond-namely, by the Loangwa to the N.W., by 
the Kafue to the \V ., and by the Zam besi to the S. W. The 
attention of the merchants," however, was chiefly attracted to 
the N. or Londa ; and the principal articles of trade were 
ivo1y' and slaves. Private enterprise was always restrained, 
for the colonies of the Portuguese being strictly military, 
and the pay of the commandants very small, the officers have 
always been obliged to engage in trade; and had they not 
kept the private traders under their control, they would have 
had no trade themselves, as they were obliged always to 
remain at their posts. 

Several expeditions went northwards as far as Cazembe; 
Dr. I .acerda himself, Commandant of Tete, was unfortunately 
cut off while there, and his papers were lost to the world. 
He had a strong desire to open up communication with Angola, 
which would have been of importance then, as affording a 
speedier mode of communication with Portugal than by the 
way of the Cape; but since the opening of the overland 
passage to India a quicker transit is effected from Eastern 
Africa to Lisbon by way of the Red Sea. Peirara, who sub
sequently visited Oazembe, gave a glowing account of that 
chief's power, which none of my inquiries have confirmed. 
The people of Matiamvo stated to me that Cazembe was a 
vassal of their chief; and, from a.ll the native visitors whom 
I have seen, he appears to be exactly like Shinte and Katema, 
only a little more powerful. Tlie term ·• Emperor," which has 
been applied to him, seems totally inappropriate. The state
ment of Peirara that twenty negroes were sla~ughtered in a 
day was not confirmed by any one else, though numbers may 
have been killed on some particular occasion during the time 
of his visit, for we find throughout all the country north of 20° 
the CUIStom of slaughtering victims to accompany the departed 
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soul of a chief, and for other superstitions purposes. The last 
expedition.to Cazembe was somewhat of the same nature as 
the others, but it failed in establishing a commerce, because 
the people of Cazembe, who had come to Tete to invite the 
Portuguese to visit them, had not bfOlen allowed to trade freely 
w.ith whom they liked. Cazembe reciprocated this policy, and 
prohibited his people from furnishing the party with food 
except at his own price ; and the expedition, being half-starved 
in consequence, returned in a state of high dudgeon. 

When we left the Loangwa we thought we had got rid of 
the hills; but there are some behind 1\Iazanzwe, though five 
or six miles off from the river. Tsetse and the hills had 
destroyed two riding oxen, and when the little one that I now 
rode knocked up I was forced to march on foot. The bush 
being very dense c:tnd high, we were going along among the 
trees, when three buffaloes suddenly da:shed through our line. 
My ox set off at a gallop, and when I glanced back I saw one 
of the men up in the air about five feet above a buffalo which 
was tearing along with a stream of blood running down his 
flank. When I got back to the poor fellow I found that he 
had lighted on his face, and, though he had been carried on 
the horns of the buffalo about twenty yards before getting the 
final toss, the skin was not pierced nor was a bone broken. 
When the beasts appeared he had thrown down his load and 
stabbed one in the side. It turned suddenly upon him, and, 
before he could use a tree for defence, carried him off. We 
shampooed him well, and in about a week he was able to 
engage in the hunt again. 

At Zumbo we had entered upon old grey sandstone, with 
shingle in it, dipping generally towards the south, and form
ing the bed of the river. The Zambesi is very broad here, and 
contains many inhabited islands. We slept opposite one on 
tbb 16th, called Shibanga. The nights are warm, the tem
perature never falling below 80°; it was 91° even at sunset. 
On the morning of the I ith we were pleased to see a person 
coming from the island of Shibanga, with jacket and hat on, 
bufquite black. He had come from the P01iuguese settle
ment at Tete, and he informed us that that town was situated 
on the other bank of the river, and that the Portuguese had 
been fightinQ' with the natives for the last two years. u~ 
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adviHed us to cross the river at once, as Mpende 
side. Wishing to follow his advice, we prvpos to b~~"' 
his canoes ; but being afraid to offend the lords o ~~~ 
he declined, and we were consequently obliged fo re a; IJ 

the enemy's side. The next island belonged to a man named 
Zungo, a fine frank fellow, wh1. brought u~ at once a present 
of corn, bound in a peculiar way in grass. He freely accepted 
our apology for ha,·ing no pre~ent to give in return, and 
sent forward a recommendation to hi:s brother-in-law Pangola. 
ThA country adjacent to the river is novered with dense bush, 
thorny and tangled, and there is mucn rank grass, though not 
so high or rank as that of Angola. The maize, however, 
which is grown here is equal in size to that which the Ameri
..:aus :sell for seed at the t 'ape. There is usually a low beach 
adjacent to the river, studded with villages and gardens, and 
elsewhere covered with rank and reedy grass. A second tenace 
follows, on which trees and bushes abound; I also thought I 
could detect a third and higher steppe ; but I never could 
discover terraces on the adjacent country, such as in other 
countries show ancient sea-beaches. The path runs sometimes 
on the one and ::;ometimes on the other of these river tenaces. 
Canoes arc essential ; but I find that they here cost too much 
for my means, and higher up, where my hoes might have 
secured one, l was unwilling to be parted from my men while 
there was danger of their being attacked. 

18th.-Yesterday we rested under a broad-spreading fig
tree. Large mtmbers of buffaloes and water-antelopes were 
feeding quietly in the meadows, a sure indication that. the 
people have either no guns or no ammunition. Pangola 
visited us, and presented us with food. My men got pretty 
well supplied individually, for they went into the village:; 
and commenced dancing. The y<.nmg women were especially 
pleased with the steps they exhibited, though I suspect many 
of them were invented for tl·e occasion, and would say, 
"Dance for me, and 1 will grind corn for you." At every 
fresh instance of liberality Sekwebu said, "Did not I tell you 
that these people had hearts?" All agreed that the character 
he had given was true, and some remarked, "Look! although 
we have been so long away from home, not one of us haE 
~me lean." It was a fact that we bad been all well sup-
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plied either with meat by my gun and their own spears, or with 
other food from the ge11.erosity of the inhabitants. Pangula 
promised to ferry us across the Zambesi, but failed to fulfil 
his promise, probably from a fear of offending his neighbour 
Mpende by aidihg our escape. Although we were in doubt 
as to our reception by M:pende, I could not help admiring the 
beautiful country as we passed along. There is, indeed, only 
a small part under cultivation in this fertile valley, but my 
mind naturally turned to the comparison of it with Kolobeng, 
where we waited anxiously during months for rain, and then 
~nly got a mere thunder-shower. I shall neve1· forget tht: 
dry, hot east winds of that region; the yellowish, sultry, 
cloudless sky; the grass and all the plants drooping from 
drought, the cattle lean, the people dispirited, and our own 
hearts sick from hope deferred. There we often heard in the 
dead of the night the shrill whistle of the rain-doctor calling 
for rain that would not come, while here we listened to the 
rolling thunder by night and beheld the swelling valleys 
adorned with plenty by day. Rain falls almost daily, and 
everything is beautifully fresh and green. I felt somewhat 
as people do on coming ashore after a long voyage-inclined 
to look upon the landscape in the most favourable light. The 
hills are covered with forests, and often a long line of fleecy 
cloud floats about midway up their sides. Finding no one 
willing to aid us in crossing the river, we proceeded to the 
village of the chief 1\lpende. A fine conical, or rather double 
conical hill now appeared to the N.E.; and on the same side, 
but more to the E., anQther, which, from its similarity in shape 
to an axe, is called Motemwa. Beyond it, eastward, lies the 
country of Kaimbwa, a chief who has been engaged in actual, 
and, according to the version of things here, successful conflict 
with the Bazunga. When we came to Mpende's village he 
immediately sent to inquire who we were, and then, without 
sending us any message, ordered the guides who ·had come 
with us from the last village to go back for their masters. We 
had travelled very slowly up to this point, the tsetse-stricken 
)XEm being now unable to go two miles an hour. We were 
also delayed by being obliged to stop at every village; for if 
we had passed without taking any notice of them, they would 
h~ve considered it rude, and we should have appeared more 
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L'l enemieR than friends. I consoled myself for the loss o 
time by the thought that these conversations tentled f•' the 
opening of our future path. 

2Jrd.-This morning at sum·ise a party of 1\lpende's people 
came close to our encampment, uttering strange cries and 
waving some bright red ~mbstance towards us. They then 
lighted a fire with charms in it, and departed, uttering the 
same hideous screams as before. This was intended to render 
us powerless, and probably also to fdghten us. Ever since 
dawn parties of armed men had been seen collecting fwm all 
quarters, and numbers passed us while it was yet dark. They 
evidently intended to attack ua, for no friendly message was 
sent; I· therefore ordered an ox to be slaughtered, as a means 
of inspiring courage. I have no doubt that we should have 
been victorious; indeed, my men were rejoicing in the pros
peel of securing captiYes to carry the tusks for them, and 
broadly hinted to me that I ought to allow them to keep 
l\Ipende's wives. The roasting of meat went on fast and 
furious, and some of the young men said to me, "You have 
seen us with elephants, but you don't know yet what we can 
do with men." Mpende's whole tribe was assembled at about 
the distance of half a mile. As the country is covered with 
trees, we did not see them ; but every now and then a few 
came about us as spies. - Handing a leg of the ox to two of 
these, I desired them to take it to Mpende, who in due course 
of time sent two old men to inquire who I was. I replied, 
"I am a Lekoa" (an Englishman). They said, "We don't 
know that tribe. We suppose you are a l\1ozunga, the tribe 
with which we have been fighting." As I was not yet aware 
that the term Mozunga was applied to a Portuguese, and 
thought they meant half-castes, I showed them my hair and 
the skin of my bosom, and asked if the Bazunga bad hair and 
skin like mine. As the Portugue~e have the custom or'cutting 
the hair close, and are also somewhat darker than we are. hey 
answered, "Xo; we never saw skin so white as that;'' and 
added. " Ah ! you must be one of that tribe t-hat loves the 
black men." I, of course, gladly responded in the affirmative. 
They returned to the village, and we afterwards heard that 
there bad been a long discussion between Mpende and hie 
councillors, in which one of the men, named Sindese Oalea, 
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with whom "' a had conversed the day before, acted as our 
1dvocate, and persuaded Mpende to allow us a pa~:>sage. When 
we knew the favourable decision of the council I sent Sekwebu 
to purchase a canoe for the use of one of my ~en who had 
become very ill~ upon which 1\ipende remarked, "That white 
man is truly one of our friends. See, how he lets me know 
his afflictions!" Sekwebu adroitly took advantage of this 
turn in the conversation, and said, "Ah! if you only knew 
him as. well as we do, you would understand that he highly 
values your friendship and that of 1\Iburuma, and that he 
trusbi in you to direct him." Ile replied, " Well, he ought to 
cross to the other side of the river, for this bank is hilly and 
rough, and the way to Tete is longer on this than on the 
opposite bank." He did everything he could afterwards to 
aid us on our course, and our departure was widely different 
from our approach to his village. It gratified me to find the 
English name respected so far from the coast, and most 
thankful was l that no collision occurred to damage its 
influence. 

24t!t.-M pende sent two of his principal men to order the 
people of a large island below to ferry us across. The river 
is 1200 yards from bank to bank, and contains between 700 
and 800 of deep water, flowing at the rate of 3t miles per hour . 
Though my men were well acquainted with the management 
of canoes. we could not get over before dark ; we therefore 
first landed on an island, and next morning reached the 
opposite bank in safety. We observed as we came along the 
Zambesi that it. had fallen two feet, and that the water, though 
still muddy, was not nearly so red as it had been higher up. 
It was therefore not yet the period of the C€ntral Zambesi 
inundation, and the present height of the water was due to 
rains outside the eastern ridge. The people here seem abun
dantly supplied with English cotton goods. The Babisa are 
the medium of trade, for we were informed that the Bazunga, 
who formerly visited these parts, had been kept away by the war 
for the last two years. The region to the north of the ranges 
ofl-ills on our left is called Senga. frem being the country of 
th~ Basenga, who are said to be great workers in iron, and to 
possess abundance of fine iron· ore. Beyond Senga lies a range 
of mountains called l\la~:>hinga, to which t.he Portuguese in 
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former times went to wash for gold, and beyond that are 
great numbers of tribes which pass under the general name 
of 1\Iaravi. To the N .E. there are extensive plains destitute of 
trees, but covered with grass, and in some places with 
marshes. The whole of the country to the north of the 
Zambesi is asserted to surpass in fertility that to the south. 
The Maravi, for ins~ance, raise sweet potatoes of immense 
size, but on the sonthem bank these plants soon degenerate. 
Unfortunately, all the tribes on the north side of the country 
are at enmity with the Portuguese, and their practice of 
making night attacks renders travelling dangerou~< among them. 

29th.-I was most sincerely thankful to :find myself on the 
south bai:tk uf the Zambesi, and, having nothing else, I sent 
back one of my two spoons and a shirt as a thank-offet·ing to 
1\lpende. The different head-men along this river act very 
much in concert, and if one refuses passage they all do, 
uttering the sage remark, " If so-and-so did not lend his 
canoes, he must have had some good reason." At the next 
island, which lJelonged to a man named Mozinkwa, .we were 
detained so long that my tent again became quite rotten. One 
of the Batoka died here after a long sickness, the nature of 
which I did not understand; when he became unable to walk 
I had some difficulty in making his companions carry him; 
andwhen his case became hopeless they wished to leave him· 
to die. We met with persons who had visited Telo, which 
was 1eported to be ten days distant hence. One of these, a 
1\iashona man, who had some knowledge of the English, and 
of their hatred to the slave-trade, told Sekwebu that the 
" English were men,'e and I found that from these and similar 
encomiums I rose higher every day in the estimation of my 
people. Even the slaves gave a high character to the English; 
and when I was :first reported at 'l'ete, the servants of lfiY 
friend the Commandant said to hj.m in joke, " Ah ! thit~ is 
our brother who is coming; we shall all leave you and go 
with him." 

The women here haYe only a small puncture· in the upper 
lip, in which they insert a little button of tin. The perfo
ration is made by degrees, ~ring with an opening in it being 
attached to the lip, and the ends squeezed gradually together 
Children may be seen with the ring on the lip, lr t not yet 
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punctured. The tin is purchased from the Portuguese; and 
although silver is reported to haYe been formerly found in 
this district, no one could distingoi:-:h it from tin. Gold how
ever was known, and I heard for the first time the word 
"dalarna" (gold) in the native language. In conversing with 
different people I found the idea prevalent that those who had 
purchased slaves from them had done them an injury. "All 
the slaves of Tete," said one, " are our children ; the Bazunga 
have made a town at our expense." When I asked if they had 
not taken the prices offered them they at once ~dmitted it, 
but still thought tnat they had been injured by being so far 
tP-mpted.. 

February lst.-W e met some native traders, of whom J 
bought ·some American calico marked "Lawrence 1\Iills, 
Lowell," and distributed it amongst the most needy of my men 
many of whom were now utterly destitute of clothes. Afte1 
leaving Mozinkwa's we came to the Zingesi, a sand-rivulet in 
flood (lat. 15° 38' 34" S., long. ;no 1' E.). which was now 
sixty or seventy yards wide, and waist-deep. J,ike all these 
sand-rivers it is for the most part dry; but by digging down 
a few feet, water is found flowing along a bed formed by a 
stratum of clay, a phenomenon which is dignified by the name 
of "a river flowing underground." In attempting to ford 
this, the water, which percolates through the l'and at a very 
rapid pace, dug out the sand beneath our feet in a second or 
two, and we soon sank so deep that we were glad to relinquish 
the attempt before we got halfway over; the man who pre
ceded me was only thigh-deep, but the disturbance caused by 
his feet made it breast-deep for me. These sand-rivers remove 
vast masses of disintegrated rock before it is fine enough to 
form soil. The particles which struck against my legs as I 
was fording impressed me with ·an idea of the amount of 
matter removed by every freshet. In rivers where much 
attrition is going on, as for instance in the Vaal' river when 
that is slightly in :flood, a person diving to the bottom may 
hear thousands of stones knocking against each other. This 
process, being carried on for hundreds of miles in different 
rivers, must have an effect greater than if all the pestles and 
mortars and mills of the world were grinding and wearing 
away the rocks. 
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While oppm:;ite the village of a head-man called i\Iosusa 
two male elephants, and a third not full·grown, took refuge on 
an i:sland in the river. This was the fi.r:st in:stance I had e,·er 
:seen of a comparatively young one with the males, for they 
u:sually remain with the female herd till they are as large M 

their dams. The inhabitants were anxious that my men should 
attack them, as they do much damage in the gardens on the 
i:slaud:s. The men went, but the elephants ran to the opposite 
tmd of the island, and escaped to the mainland by swimming 
with their probosces erect in the air. I was not very desirous to 
have one of these animals killed, for we understood that, when 
we pas:sed 1\Ipende, we came into a country where the game
law:s a1·e strictly enforced. The lands of each chief are well 
defined, generally by Iivulets, and; if an elephant is wounded 
on one man's land and dies on that of another, the under halt 
of the carcase is claimed by the lord of the soil ; and ::;o 
e~tringent is the law, that the hunter may not cut up his own 
elephant without sending notice to the lord of the soil, and 
waiting until that personage sends his representative to see a 
fair partition made. The hind leg of a buffalo must also be 
giYen to the man on whose land the animal was grazing, and a 
:still larger quantity of the eland, which here and everywhere 
el:se in the country is esteemed right royal food. The only 
game-laws in the interior are, that the man who first wounds 
an animal, though he has inflicted but a mere scratch, is 
considered the killer of it, while the !'iecond is entitled to a 
hind-quarter, the third to a fore-leg, and the chief to a 
royalty, consisting in some parts of the breast, in other parts 
of the ribs and one fore:..leg. The knowledge that he who 
succeeds in reaching the wounded beast first is entitled to a 
:share ~Stimulates the whole party to greater exertions in de
~patching it. 

When near Mosusa's village we passed a rivulet called 
Chowe, now running with rain-water. The inhabitants ex
tract a little salt from the t>and when it is dry, and all thE' 
people of the adjacent country come to purchase it from them 
This was the first salt we had seen since leaving Angola, none 
being found in the countries of the Balonda or Barotse. We 
heard of salt-pans about a fortnight w~st of N aliele, and I got 
a sm~ll supply at that town. but this had long ::;inoo been 

2F 
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~nished, hnd I had now lived two months without suffering 
any incun venience from the want of it except an occasional 
longing for animal food Ol' milk. 

In marching along, the rich reddish-brown soil was so 
~lammy that it was difficult to walk. It is however extremely 
fertile, and yields amazing quantities of corn, maize, millet, 
ground nuhs, pumpkins, and cucumbers. The people build 
their huts on high stages as a protection against the spotted 
hyrena, and also against lions and elephants. The hyrena, 
though a very cowardly animal, frequently approaches persons 
lying asleep, and makes an ugly gash on the face. Mozinkwa 
had lost his upper lip in this way, and I have heard of men 
being killed, and children being carried off by them; for 
though the sound of the human voice will scare him, yet, 
when his teeth are once in the flesh, he holds on. This 
animal shews an amazing power of jaw : he crunches up with 
the greatest ease the leg-bones of oxen, from which the natives 
have extracted everything eatable. 

February 4th.-We were much detained by rains, which 
preventc~d us from advancing above a few miles each day. 
The wind up to this point had been always from the east, but 
now both rain and wind came so generally from the west, that 
we we1·e obliged to make our encampment face the east in 
order to have them in our backs. The country adjacent to 
the river abounds in large trees; but the population is so 
numerous that it is difficult to get dry firewood. There are 
numbers of tamarind-trees, and of another very similar tree, 
called 1\Iotondo, yielding a fruit as large as a small walnut, of 
which the elephants are very fond; its timber is excellent for 
building boats, as it does not soon rot. On the 6th we came 
to the village of Boroma, which is situated among a number 
of others, each surrounded by an extensive patch of cultivated 
ground. On the opposite side of the river rises a cluster of 
conical hiJls called Chorichori. Boroma did not make hjs 
appQarauce, but sent a substitute who acted civilly. In the 
morning we announced our intention of moving on; Boroma 
ai'a.in did not present himself, and his mother stated by way 
of apology that he had been seized that moruing by the 
Barimo, which probably_meant that his lordship was drunk: 
'J.t the same time she sent a present of some· corn and a fowl. 
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We marched along the river to a point opposite the hill 
Pinkwe (lat. 15° 39' 11" S .. long 31° 48' E.). The latt' 
abundant rainll had again flooded the Zambesi, and great quan
tities of wreck appeared upon the stream. It is probable that 
the frequent fre~>hets caused by the rains on the eastem side 
of the ridge have prevented the Portuguese from recognising 
the one peculiar flood of inundation observed in the interior. 
The t\ ile, not receiving these subsidiary waters, bas its inunda· 
tion clearly defined throughout its whole course. If the Zam· 
besi were diverted in its mid course southwards into the Capt' 
Colony, its flood would be identical with that of the 1\ile; 
for it would be uninfluenced by any streams in the Kalahari. 

This flood having :filled the river, we found the numerou~o 
rivulets which flow into it :filled also, and we l<>&t so much 
time in the search fur fords that I resolved to leave the river 
altogether and strike away to the S.E. We did so when 
opposite the hill Pinkwe, and came into a hard Mopane 
country. In a hole of one of the mopane-trees I noticed that 
a squirrel ( Sciurus cepapi) had covered itt. store of seed undeJ 
a heap of fresh leaves. It is not against the cold of winteJ 
that they thus lay up food, but as a provision against the hot 
season, when the trees have generally no seed A great many 
fo~;ISil treeiS occur in this part of the country, some of them 
broken off horizontally and standing upright, others. lying 
prone ~nd shattered into a. number of pieces. These trees lie 
upon soft grey sandstone containing banks of shingle, which 
forms the underlying rock of the country all the way from 
Zumbo to near Lupata. 

As we were now in the district of Chicova, I examined the 
geological structure of the country with interest, because it 
ha.-s been stated that silver-mines once existed here. The 
general rock is the grey soft sandstone I have mentioned, but 
at the rivulet Bangue occurs a dyke of basalt six yards wide, 
running north and south, and beyond this seYeral others, some 
of which run more to the eastward. The o;andstone is then 
found to have been disturbed, and at the rivulet called N ake 
we found it tilted up and exhibiting a section which was 
coarse sandstone above, sandstone-flag, shale, and lastly a 
thin seam of coal. I was much pleased in discovering thie 
'ml8ll specimen of such a precious mineral as coal. J saw n< 
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indication of silver, and, if it ever was worked by tile natives, 
they have entirely lost the knowledge of it. and cannot dis
tinguish between silver and tin. 

In leaving the river I was partly influenced by a wish to 
avoid several chiefs, who levy a heavy tribute on all pas
:sengers. Our path lay along the bed of the I\ ake for some 
diStance. the banks of which were covered with impene
trable thickets, and the surrounding country was hilly. 'l'he 
villages were not numerous, but we were treated kindly by 
the people, who here call themselves Bambiri, though the 
general name of the nation is Banyai. They have reclaimed 
their gcJ.rdens from the forest, and the soil is extremely fertile. 
The K ake is 50 or 60 yards wide, but during most of the yea1 
is dry, affording water only by digging in the sand. It was 
now ankle-deep, and its water more than lukewarm from the 
heat of the sun. We found in its bed masses of volcanic rock, 
identical with those which 1 subsequently saw at Aden. 

13th.-I sent my last fragment of cloth as a present to 
N' yam pungo, the head-man of these part.~, wit.l.\ a request. that 
we should be furnished with a guide to the next chief. After 
a long conference with his council the cloth wa.~ returned 
with a pr01nise of compliance, and a request for some beads 
only. This man is supposed to possess the charm for rain, 
and other tribes send to him to beg it, whence we may infer 
that less rain falls in this country than in Londa. N yam· 
pungo behaved ·in quite a gentlemanly manner, presenting 
me with some rice, and telling my people to go amongst the 
villages and beg for themselves. An old man, father-in-law 
of the chief, told me that he ha<i seen books before, but never 
knew what they meant. They pray to departed chiefs and 
relatives, but the idea of praying to God seemed new, and 
they heard it with reverence. Nyampungo is afflicted with 
a kind of disease called Sesenda, which I imagine to be a 
species of leprosy common in this quarter, though they are a 
cleanly people. He never had any cattle ; and when I asked 
h!m why he did_ not possess t.he:se useful animals, he said, 
" Who would give us the medicine to enable us to keep 
them ? " I afterwards found out the rea:son to be the preva
lence of tsetse, but of this he was ignorant, having supposed 
that he could not keep cattle because he had no medicine. 
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CHAPTER XXX. 

1\.NUULS.-THE Ux.-THE BANYAI.-0RDEAJ, MuAvi.-ARRJVAL AT 

TETE. 

14th.- \Vii: left Nyampungo this morning by a path which 
wound up the Molinge, another sand-river -yvhich flows into 
the N ake. When we got clear of the tangled jungle which 
covered the banks of this rivulet we entered the l\Iopane 
country, where we eould walk with comfort. When we had 
gone on a few bonn• my men espied an elephant., and, as they 
were in want of meat, having tasted nothing bnt grain fo.r 
several days, they soon killed him. The people of Nyampungo 
had never tseen such desperadoes before. I )ne rushed up. and 
with an axe hamstrung the beaHt while still standing. Some 
Banyai elephant-hunters happened to be present when my 
men were fighting with him. One of them took out his snuff
box, and poured out all its contents at the. root of a tree, as an 
offering to the Barimo for success. As soon as the animal fell 
the whole of my party engaged in a savage dance round the 
body, which quite frightened the Banyai, and he who made 
the offering said to me, "I see you are travelling with 
people who don't know how to pray : I therefore offered the 
only thing I had in their behalf, and the elephant soon fell." 
Another man ran a little forward, when an opening in the 
trees gave us a view of the chase, and itttered loud prayers 
for success in the combat. I admired the devout belief they 
all possessed in the existence of unseen beings, ar1d prayed 
that they might yet know that benignant One who \'iews us 
all as His own. My own people, who are rather a degraded 
lot, remarked to me as I came up, " God gave it to us. IT e 
said to the old beast, ' Go up there ; men are come who will 
kill and eat. you.'" These remarks are quotecl to give the 
reader an idea of the native mode of expression. 

Tn accordance with the custom of the country we sent b:wk 
to ~yampungo to give information of the slaughter of the 
Least to the agent of +he lord of the soil. who was himself 
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living near the Zambesi. The side upon which the elephant 
fell had a short broken tusk ; the upper one, which was ount, 
was large and thic~. The messengers returned with a basket 
of com, a fowl, a:nd a few strings of handsome beads, as a sort 
of thank-o.:ffering, and said that they had thanked the Barimo 
for. om success, concluding with the permission, " There it is; 
eat it and be glad." Had we begun to cut it up before we 
got this permission, we should have lost the whole. They 
had brought a large party to eat their half, which they 
divided with us in a friendly way. My men were delighted 
with the feast, though the carcase was pretty far gone in 
consequence of the delay. An astonishing number of hyrenas 
collected round, and kept up a loud laughter for twQ whole 
nights. I asked my men what they were laughing at; they 
replied that it was because we could not take the whole, and 
there would be plenty left for them. 

On coming to. the part where the elephant was slain we 
passed through grass so tall that it reminded me of that in the 
valley of Cassange. Insects are very numerous after the rains 
commence; while waiting ·by the elephant I observed a great 
number of them like grains of fine sand moving on my boxes. 
On examining them with a glass four species were apparent ; 
one of green and gold preening its wings, which glanced in 
the sun with metallic lustre, another clear as crystal, a third 
of a vermilion colour, and a fourth black. These insects 
consume the seeds of probably every plant that grows, each 
plant having its own peculiar insect. The rankest poisons, 
as the Kongwhane and Euphorbia, are soon devoured-the 
former by a scarlet insect ; even the fiery bird's-eye pepper is 
devoured by a maggot. I observed here great numbers of 
centipedes with light-reddish bodies and blue legs ; great 
myriapedes are seen crawling eve::.-ywhere, and excite a feeling 
of loathing. In the quietest parts of the forest there is heard 
a faint but distinct hum, which tells of insect joy.' One may 

. see many whiskh g about in the clear sunshine among the 
green glancing lt!lves; but there are invisible myriads, all 
brimful of enjoyment, working With never-tiring mandi"!>les 
on leaves, and t~talks, and beneath the soil. Indeed the 
universality of c,rganio life seems like a mantle of bappy 
exi~teuce encircling the world, ·and betokening the presencE: 
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of our benignant. Father's smile on all the works of Hil! 
hands. 

The birds of the tropics have been dese1·ibed as generally 
wanting in power of song-; but this was certainly not applic
able to many parts in Londa, though there birdf: are remark
ably scarce, while here the chorus, en body of song though. 
not so harmonious, was not much smaller in volume than it is 
in England. Some of the notes resemble tho!le of the lark, 
and indeed there are several of that family; two others :\re 
not unlike those of the thrush. One brought the chaffinch to 
my mind, and another the robin; but their songs are inwr
mixed with several curious abrupt notes unlike anything 
English. One utters deliberately "peek, pak, pok ;" another 
has a single note like a stroke on a violin-string. The mokwa 
reza gives forth a screaming set of notes like our blackbird 
when disturbed, then concludes with what the natives 8ay is 
"pula, pula" (rain, rain), but more like "weep, weep, weep." 
'!:hen there is the loud cry of francolins, the " pumpuru, · 
pumpuru '' of turtle-doves, and the " chiken, chiken, chik, 
churr, churr" of the honey-guide. Occasionally near villages 
we hear a kind of mocking- bird imitating the calls of domestic 
fowls. These African birds have not been wanting in ~;ong 

so much as in poets to sing their praises. In hot dry weather, 
or at midday when the sun is fierce, all are still: but with 
the first good shower all burst forth at once into merrJ' 
lays and loving courtship. The early mornings and the cool 
evenings are their favourite times for singing. The majority 
have decidedly a sober plumage, though collectors, having 
generally seleeted the gaudiest as the most valuable, have 
conveyed the idea that the birds of the tropics for the most 
part possess gorgeous plumage. 

I5th.-Several of my men have been bitten by spiders and 
other insects without any worse-result than pain. I particu
larly noticed a large caterpillar, called lezuntabuea, having a 
dark body covered with long grey hairs, resembling a porcu
pine in miniature. If it is touched the hairs run into the 
pores of the skin, inflicting sharp pricks. Some other~; have 
a similar m.eans of defence ; and when the hand comes in 
contact with them, as in passing a bush on which they happen 
to be, the effect resembles the stinging of nettles. From the 
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gree.t number of caterpillars a considerable variety of butter 
flies i>~ produced, none of them, however, being remarkable 
for the gaudiness of their colours. 

In passing alo'Q.g we crossed the hill Vungue or Mvungwe, 
which form:-; the watershed between those sand-rivulet<> which 
run t6 the N .E. and others which flow southward, as the 
Kapopo, Ue, and Due, which run into the Luia. We found 
that many elephants had been feeding on a black-coloured. 
plum called Mokoronga, having purple juice and a delicious 
flavour. It grows most abundantly throughout this part of 
the country, and the natives eagerly devour it, as it is said to 
be perfectly wholesome, or, as they express it, "pure fat." 
Though hardly larger than a cherry, we found that the 
elephants had stood picking them off patiently by the hour. 
We observed the foot-prints of a black rhinoceros (Rhinoceros 
bicornis, Linn.) and her calf, an animal which is 'remarkably 
scarce in all the country north of the ~ambesi. The white 
rhinoceros (Rhinoceros simus of Burchell), or Moh6hu of the 
Bechuanas, is qnite extinct here, and will soon become un
known in the count11· to the south. It feeds almost entirely 
on grasses, and, being of a timid unsuspecting disposition, falls 
an easy prey on the introd-uction of :fire-arms. The black 
possesses a more savage nature, and from its greater wariness 
keeps its ground better than its more timid neighbour. Four 
varieties of the rhinoceros are enumerated by naturalists, but 
my observation led me to conclude that there are but two; 
and that the other supposed species consist simply of differ, 
ences in size, age, and the direction of the horns, just as if we 
were to reckon the short-horned cattle a di tferent species 
from the Aldemeys or the Highland breed. I find, however, 
that Dr. Smith, the best judge in these matters, is quite 
decided as to the propriety of the subdivision into three or 
four species. The absence of both these rhinocero~es among 
the reticulated rivers in the central valley may be accounted 
for by the circumstance that they would be such an easy prey 
to the natives in their canoes at the periods of inundation ; 
but we cannot so readily explain the absence of the giraffe 
and the ostrich on the high open lands of the Batoka, north 
of the Zambesi, unless we give credence to the native repm1 
that another network of waters PXist~ still further no·,tb neaJ 
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Lake Shuia, which has prevented their progress southward~. 
'rhe Batoka have no name for the giraffe or the ostrich in 
their language; yet, as the f•1rmer exists in considerable 
numbers in the angle formed by the Zambesi and Chobe, they 
may have come from the north along the western ridge. 'rhe 
Chobe would seem to have been too narrow to act as an 
ob.-;tacle to the giraffe, supposing it to have come into that 
district frum the south; but the broad river into which tha": 
stream flows seems always to have presented an impassal-le 
barrier to both the giraffe and the ostrich, though they 
r.oound on its southern border, both in the Kalahari Desert 
aud the country of Mashona. 

1 V e passed through large tracts of Mopane country, and IDJ 

tUeu caught a great many of the birds called Korwe ( Tocltus 
erytltrorltynchus) in their breeding-places in holes in the mo
pane-trees. On the 19th we passed the nest of a korwe, just 
ready for the female to enter: the orifice was plastered on 
both sides, but a space was left exactly the size of the bird's 
body. The hole in the tree was in every case found to be 
prolonged some distance upwards above the opening. and 
thither the korwe always fled to escape ~ing caught. The 
first time that I saw this bird was at Kolobeng ; as I wa~' 
standing by a tree, a native exclaimed, " There is the nest of 
a korwe." I saw only a slit, about half an inch wirle and 
three or four inches long, in a slight hollow of the tree. 
Thinking the word korwe denoted some small animal, I 
waited with interest to see what he would extract; he broke 
the clay which surrounded the slit, put his arm into the hole, 
and brought out a Tockus, or red-beaked hornbill, which he killed. 
He informed me that when the famale enters her nest the 
male plasters up the entrance. leaving only a narrow slit by 
which to feed his mate, e"actly suiting the form of his beak. 
The female makes a nest of hor ·own feathers, I a)'s her eggs, 
hatches them, and remains with the young till they are fully 
fledged; during all wijiP-b time, stated to be two or three 
months, the male continues to .feed her and the young family. 
The prisoner generally becomes quite fat, while the poor 
slave of a hnsband gets so lean that on any sudden lowming 
of the temperature he is benumbed, falls down, and !lies 
This is the month in which the female enters th 3 ne~">t ; sh1 
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comes forth about the end of April, at the period when the 
corn is ripe ; indeed, her appearance abroad with her young 
is one · ef the signs for knowing when harvest ought to 
commence. She is said sometimes to hatch her eggs at inter 
vals, the second couple of young ones making their appearance 
just when the first are ready to leave the nest; in this case 
the female comes out with the first couple, the orifice is again 
plastered up, and both male and female attend to the wants 
of the young which are left. 

The honey-guides were very assiduous in their friendly 
offices, and enabled my men to get a large quantity of honey; 
but. though bees abound, the wax of these parts forms nc. 
article of trade, as it does in Londa. It is probable that the 
good market for wax afforded to Angola by the churches of 
Brazil led to the gradual development of that branch of 
commerce there. The reports brought by my other party 
from Loanda of the value of wax induced some of my present 
companions to bring small quantities of it to Tete, but, not 
being properly prepared, it was so dark coloured that no one 
would purchase it; I afterwards saw a little at Kilimane, 
which had been procured from the natives somewhere in this 
region. Though we were now approaching the Portuguese 
settlement, the country was still full of large game. Lions 
and bymnas abounded; the former are never destroyed, as the 
people believe that the souls of their chiefs enter into them, 
and that a chief may even metamorphose himself. into a lion, 
kill any one he chooses, and then return to the huma.Jl ferro ; 
whenever therefore they see one they commence the usual 
salutation of clapping their hands. As an evidence of the 
numbers of these animals I may mention that we saw little 
buts m:>.de in trees, indicating the places where some of the 
inhabitants have slept when benighted in the fields. .AP, my 
men frequently left the line of march in order to ca~ch korwes, 
or follow the honey-guides, they excited the astonishment of 
the guides, who were constantly warning them of the danger 
they thereby incurred from lions. I often kept considerably 
ahead of the main body of my men on this account. 

We crossed the rivulets Kapopo and Ue, now running, but 
usually dry. The latter B.ows between banks 12 feet high, 
10nsisting of 1iJ. crumbling alluvial sandstone. Great numberii 

'· 
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of wild vines ~ow in this quarter, and indeed everywhere 
a.long the banks of the &ambesi. One species, a black grape 
with large rough leaves yields a fruit of very good :flavour; 
but the common kinds-one with a round leaf and a greenish 
grape, and another with a leaf closely resembling that of the 
cultivated varieties, and with dark or purple fruit-have large 
seeds, which are strongly astringent and render it disagreeable. 
The natives eat all the varieties; and I tasted vinegar made 
f:;:om these grapes. Probably a country which yields the wild 
vines so very abundantly might be a fit one for the cultivated 
sp'3cies. At this part of the journey so many of the vines 
had crossed the footpath that we had to be constantly on the 
watch to a.void being tripped up. Although the rains were 
r;.ot quite over, great numbers of pools were drying up, and 
the ground was in many parts covered with small, green, 
cryptogamous plants, which gave it a. m~uldy appearance and 
a strong smell. As we sometimes pushed aside the masses of 
rank vegetation which hung over our path, we felt a sort of 
hot blast on our faces. In this region, too, we met with pot
holes, six feet deep and three or four in diameter. In some 
cases they form convenient wells; in oth~rs they are full of 
earth ; and in others still, the people have made them into 
graves for their chiefs. 

On the 20th we came to Monfna's village (close to the sand
river 'l'angwe, lat. 16° 13' 38" S., long. 32° 32' E.). This man 
is very popular among the tribes on account of his liberality. 
The local chiefs in this part of the country have formed a confe
deracy, similar to what we observed in Londa and elsewhere, 
under the supremacy of one called N yatewe, whose office it is 
to decide all disputes concerning land. The government of 
the Banyai is a- sort of feudal republicanism. The chief is not 
hereditary but elective, and they choose the nephew of the 
deceased chief in preference to his own son ; and sometimes 
even go to a distant tribe for a successor. As soon as the 
person selected has accepted the office, all the wives, goods, 
and children of his predecessor belong to him, and he takes 
nare to keep them in a dependent position. If any one o! 
them, becoming tired of this state of vassalage, sets up his 
own village, it is not unusual for the elected chief to send a 
number of his young men to vit:;dt the sflceder, and, if he does 
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not receive them with the usual amount. of clapping of hands 
and humility, they at once burn his village. The children of 
the chief have fewer privileges than common free men; for 
though they may not be sold, yet they are less eligible to the 
chieftainship than-even the most distant relationil of the chief. 
These free men form a distinct class who can never be sold ; 
and under them there is a class of slaves whose appearance 
as well at-: position is very degraded. The sons of free men 
leave their parents about the age of puberty, and live for a 
few years with such men as 1\lonina for the sake of in~-;truntion. 
While in this state they are kept under stringent regulations; 
they must salute a superior carefully, and. when any cooked 
food is brought, the young .men may not approach the dish, 
but ·an elder rli vides a portion to each. They remain un
married until a fresh set of youths is ready to occupy their 
place under the sa:me instruction. The parents send servants 
with their sons to cultivate gardens for them, and also tusks 
to 1\Ionina t.o purchase t."~:teir clothing. When the lads return 
to their native village, a case is submitted to them for adjudi
cation, and, if they speak ·well on the point, the parents are 
highly gratified. 

When we told Monina. that we had nothing to present but 
some hoes, he replied that ho was not in need of those articles, 
and. that, as he had absolute power over the country in front, 
he could, if he chose, prevent us from proceeding. Monina 
himself seemed ·to credit our assertion, but his councillors 
evidently thought that we had goods concealed about us, and 
af their suggestion a war.:dance was got up in the evening, 
about a hundred yards from our encampment, as if to frighten 
us out of presetJ1s. Some of Monina's young men had gnn~, 
but most were armed with large bows, arrows, and spears. 
They beat their drums furiously, and occasionally fired off a 
gnu. As this sort of dance is always the prelude to an attack, 
my men quietly prepared tbem!!elves to give them a warm 

, recertion. But an hour or two after dark the dance ceased, 
and, n~ we then saw no one approaching us, we we~t to sleep. 
During the night one of my head-men. Monahin, left the 
encampment, probably in a fit of temuorary insanity, bronght 
on by illness. Next morning not a trace of him could be 
found, and he may have fallen a prey to a lion. I sent in the 
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morn~ug to inform 1\Ionina of this sad event, and he at once 
ordered the gardens to be searched, and the wandere1:, iJ 
found, to be restored. He evidently sympathised with us in 
our !Sorrow, and aiSsured us that it was not the custom of his 
tribe to kidnap. I gave him credit for truthfulness, and he 
allowed us to move on without further molestation. 

As we were leaving his village a witch-doctor arrived, who 
had been ISent for, to subject the chief's wives to the ·• ruwwi," 
or urdeal, which iiS performed in the following manner. All 
the wives go forth into the field, and remain fasting till that 
person has made an infusion of the plant named •· goho," 
which all drink, each one holding up her hand to heaven in 
atte~;tafion of her innocency. '!'hose who vomit it are con
sidered innocent, while those whom it purges are pronounced 
guilty, and put to death by burning. The innocent return to 
their homes, and slaughter a cock as a thank-offering to their 
guardian spirits. This summary procedure excited my ~SUr
prise, for my intercourse with the natives here had led me 
to believe, that the women were held in too high estimation 
for it. But I was assured that the women themselveH, on the 
slightest imputation of their having used witchcraft, eagerly 
desire the test; conscious of their innocence, and having the 
fullest faith in the truthfulness of the "muavi," they go will
ingly, and even eagerly, to drink it .. 

After leaving his village we marched in the bed of a sand
river a quarter of a mile broad, called 'l'angwe, through a fla·, 
country covered with low trees, and with high hills in the 
dllitanee. This region is very much infested by lions, and men 
never go any d,istance into the woods alone. Having on one 
occasion turned aside at midday into gra~;s a. little taller than 
myself, an animal sprang away from me which was certainly 
not an antelope, but 1 could not distinguish whether it was a 
lion or a hyama. We saw footprints of many black rhinoce
roses, buifaloes, and zebras. After a few hours we reached 
the village of I\ yakoba. Two men, who accompanied UIS fi·om 
Monina to Nyakoba's, would not believe us when we said that 
we had no beads lt is very trying to have one's veracity 
lonbted, but, on opening the boxes, and showing them that 
all 1 had was perfectly usele:ss to them, they con:sented to 
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receive some beads off Sekwebu's waist, and 1 promised to 
:>end four yards of calico from Tete. 

The person whom N yakoba appointed to be our guide in
troduced himself to us and bargained that his services should 
be rewarded with a hoe. Having no objection to this proposal, 
r handed him the article,_ which he carried off in high delight 
to· show to his wife. He soon afterwards returned, and ~:>aid 
that, though he was perfectly willing to go, his wife would 
not let him. I said, " Then bring back the hoe ;" but he 
replied, " I want it." . "Well, go with us, and you shall have 
it." "But my wife won't let me." I remarked to my men, 
" Did you ever hear such a fool ? " They answered, " Oh, 
that is the custom of these parts ; the wives are the masters." 
Sekwebu- informed me that he had gone to this man's house, 
and heard him saying to his wife, " Do you think that I 
would ever leave you?" then, turning to Sekwebu, he asked, 
" Do you think I weuld leave this pretty woman ? Is she not 
pretty?" \V e questioned the guide whom we finally got from 
Nyakoba, an intelligent young ma.n, who had mueh of the 
Arab features, and we found the statement confirmed. When 
a young man takes a liking to a girl of another village, and 
the parents have no objection to the match, he is obliged t{, 
live at their village, and to perform certain services for tke 
mother-in-law, such as keeping her well supplied with firt:
wood. If he wishes to return to his own family he is obligGd 
to leave all his children behind-they belong to the wife. 
_This is only a more stringent enforcement of the law from 
which emanates the practice so prevalent in Africa, known to 
Europeans as " buying wives," though it does not. appear in 
that li,?;ht to· the adors. So many head of cattle or goats are 
given to the pa1·ents of the girl, "to give her up," as it is 
termed, i. e. to forego all claim on her offspring. and allow an 
entire transference of her and her seed into another family. 
If nothing is given, the family from which she has oome can 
claim the children, and I have no doubt that some prefer to 
have their daughters married in that way, as it leads to the 
increase of their own village. My men excited the admiration 
of the Bambiri, who took them for a superior breed on ac
count of their bravery in elephant-hun 'ing, and tried, though 
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unsuccessfully, to get tliem as sons-in-law on the conditio WI 

named. I saw several things to c"n:firm the impression of 
the higher position which women hold here; and, being 
a:nxious for a corroboration of my opinion, I afterwards in
quired of the Portuguese, and was told that they had noticed 
the :;arne thing ; and that., if they wished a man to perform 
any service for them, he would reply, " Well, I shall go and 
ask my wife." If she consented, he would go; but no amount 
of cooxing or bribery wo ld induce him to do it if she refused. 
The Portuguese praised the appearance of the Banyai, and 
they certainly are a :fine race. A great many of them are of 
a light coffee-and-milk colour, which is considered handsome 
throughout the whole country,-a fair complexion Leing as 
much a test of beauty with them as with us. They draw out 
'heir hair 1..1.to small cords a foot in length, around each of 
which they twine the inner bark of a certain tree, dyed a 
reddish colour. Generally they allow the mass of dressed 
hair to fall down to the shoulders, but, when they travel, they 
draw it up to a bunch, and tie it on the top of the head. 
They are cleanly in their habits. 

The birds here sing very sweetly, and I thought I heard 
the canary, as in Londa. We had a heavy shower of ~·ain, 
and I observed that the thermometer sank 14° in one hour 
afterwards. From the beginning of February we experienced 
a sen:;ible diminution of temperature. In January the lowest 
was 75°, and that at sunrise; the average at the same hour 
(sunrise) being 79°; at 3 P.M., 90° ; and at sunset, 82°. In 
February it fell as low as 70° in the course of the night, and 
the average height was 88°. Only once did it rise to 94°, 
jmt before a thunder-storm; yet the sensation of heat was 
greater now than it had been at much higher temperatures 
on more elevated lands. 

We continued a very winding course, in order to avoid the 
chief Katol6sa, who is said te levy large sums upon those 
who fall into his hands, and we passed several villages bv 
going J oundabout ways through the forest. The drums beat
ing all night in one village near which we slept showed that 
some person in it had :finished his course. On the occasion of 
the de.ath of a chief, a trader is liable to be robbed, for the 
people con&:der themselves not amenable to law until a new 
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one is elect~.!. Our guide~; were carrying dried buffalo's 
meat to the market at Tete as a. private t;peculation. 

As we avoided human habitations, I had an opportunity of 
.Jbserving the expedients my party resorted to in ord•.r to 
.supply their wants. They consumed various vegetable pro
ductions, such as large mushrooms which grew on the anthills, 
a.· tuber named "mokt1ri." and another about the size of a 
turnip named ·' l>onga." which has a ~ensible amount of salt 
in it. They also gathered a fJUit called " ndongo" by the 
.M:akololo, and ·' dongolo .,, by the Bambiri, resembling a. small 
plum, which becomes black when ripe, and is good food, as 
the seeds are small. The gravel and the sand. of w hic:h this 
iistrict is composed, drain away the water so effectually that 
the trees, being exposed to violent heat without moisture, 
:,~ften beeo:llle scrubby. The rivers are all of the sandy kind, 
.!nd we pass over large beds between this and Tete, which in 
the dry season contain no water. Close on our south the hills 
:>f Lok6le rise to a considerable height, beyond which flows 
the l\Iaz6e with its golden sands. The great numbers of pot
holes on the sides of sandstone ridges, when viewed in con
nection with the large bank:s of rolled shingle and washed 
sand which are met with on this side of the eastern ridge, may 
indicate that the sea in former times rolled its waves along it~; 
flanks. Many of the hills between the Kafue and Loangwa 
have their sides of the form seen in mud-banks left·by the 
tide. The pot-holes appear most abundant on low grey sand
JStone ridges here ; and as the !ihingle is composed of the same 
rocks as the hills west of Zumbo. it looks as if a current had 
dashed along from the south-east in the line in which the pot
holes now appear, and was thence deflected towards the Maravi 
country, north of Tete, where it may have hollowed out the 
rounded water-worn caverns in which these people store their 
corn and h.ide themselves from their enemies. In this case 
the form of this part of the continent ml!St onOe have re
sembled the curves or indentations seen on the southern 
extremity of the American continent. 
-We were tolerably successful in avoiding the villages, and 

slept one night on the flanks of the hill Zimika, where a. great 
number of deep pot-holes afforded an abundant eupply of good 
rain-water. Here, for the first time. we saw hills with bare, 
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smooth, rocky tops, and we crossed over broad dykes of gneis:; 
and syenitic porphyry running N. and S. As we wero now 
approaching Tete, we were beginning to congratulate our
selve:s on our successful progress, when we found ourselves 
pursued by a party who threatened to send information to 
Katol6sa, the chief of that district, that we were passing 
through his country without leave. We weTe obliged to give 
them two small tul'kR, for, had they told Katolosa, we should in 
all probability have lost the whole. We then went through a 
very rough ~>tony country without any path. On the evening 
of the 2nd of l\Iarch I halted about eight mile:s from Tete, 
feeling too fatigued to proceed, and sent forward to the Com
mandant the letters of recommendation with whroh I had been 
favomed in Angola by the bishop and others. About two 
o'clock in the morning of the 3rd we were aroused by two 
officers and a company of soldiers, who had been sent with 
the materials for a civilized breakfast and a "masheela" to 
bring me to Tete. l\ly companions called me in al:um, 
thinking that we were captured by the a1med men. \\hen J 
under:stood the errand on which ~hey had come, and had 
partaken of a good breakfast, all my fatigue vanished-, though 
I had just before been too tired to sleep: It ·was the most 
refreshing breakfast I ever partook of, and I walked the last 
eight mile& without the least feeling of weariness, although 
the path was so rough that one of the officers remarked to me, 
" This is enough to tear a man':s life out of him." 

CHAPTER XXXI. 

NoTICEs OF TETE AND ITS V{CINITY.-PaonucTIONs. 

I WAS mo:st kindly received by the Commandant, who did 
everything in his power to restore me from my emaciated 
condition, and invited me to remain with him until the follow
ing month, as this was the unhealthy period at Kilimane. He 
also generously presented my men with abundant provisions 
of millet; an! gave them lodgings in a house of his own, 

2G 
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until they could erect their own h11tf'1, whereby they escaped 
the bite of the tampans. or, as they were here named. Cara
patos. We had heard frightful accounts of this in;;ect whilf' 
among the Banyai, and :\Iajor Sicard assured me tl1at its bite 
is more especially dangerous to strangers, as it sometimes 
ca.uses fatal fever. The village of Tete is built on a long 
slope down to the river, with the fort on the water'R edge. 
The rock beneath is grey sandstone, and has the appearance of 
having been crushed away from the river, the strata thus 
assuming a crumpled form. The hollow between each crease 
is a street, the houses being built upon the projecting fold. 
The rocks at the top of the slope are much higher than the 
fort, and of course completely command it. The whole of the 
adjacent country is rocky and broken, but every available spot 
is under cultivation. The houses of the Europeans in Tete 
are built of stone, cemented with mud instead of lime, and 
thatched with reeds and grass; they have a rough untidy 
appearance in consequence of the cement having been washed 
out by the rains. There are about thirty of them ; the natiw: 
houses are built of wattle and daub. A wall about ten feet 
high encloses the village, but most of the native inhabitantfl 
prefer to lin outside it. There are about 1200 huts in all, 
which with European households would give a population of 
about 4500 souls. Generally there are not more than 2000 
people reRident, for the majority are engaged in agricultural 
operations in the adjacent country. The number of Portu
guese, exclusive of the military, was under twenty. There 
were 80 soldiers, who had -been removed hither from Senna, a 
station lower down the river, in consequence of the mortality 
that prevailed among them there. Here they enjoy much 
better health, though they indulge largely in spirits extracted 
from various plants, wild fmits, and grain, by the natives, who 
understand a method of distillation by means of gun-barrels, 
and a succession of earthen :rots filled with water to keep 
them cool. The general report of the fever here is that, while 
at Kilimane the fever is continuous, at Tete a man recovers in 
about three days. The mildest 1·emedies only are used at 
first, and, if that period be passed, then the more severe. 

The fort of Tete has been the salvation of the Portuguese 
power in this quarter. It is a small square building. with 
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a thatched apartment for the residence of the troops; and 
though there are but few guns, they are in a much better state 
than those of any fort in the interior of Angola. 'fhe decay 
of the Portuguese power in this region is entirely due to the 
slave-trade. In former times considerable quantities of grain 
-as wheat, millet, and maize-were exported, besides coffee, 
sugar, oil, indigo, gold-dust, and ivory. The cultivation of 
grain and the washing for gold-dust were carried on by means 
of slaves, of whom the Portuguese possessed a large number, 
and the natives of the interior, both chiefs and people, were 
friendly to the system, because they supplied the food for the 
sustenance of the slaves while engaged in gold-washings, and 
thus procured in return a quantity of European goods. 

But when the slave-trade began, many of the merchants 
commenced selling their slaves as a more speedy mode of 
becoming rich, and they continued this until they had no 
hands left either to labour or to fight for them. It was just 
the story of the goose and the golden egg. The coffee and 
sugar plantations and gold-washings were abandoned, because 
the labour had been exported to the Brazils. Many of the 
Portuguese then followed their slaves, an.d the Government 
was obliged to pass a law to prevent further emigration, 
which, had it gone on, would have depopulated the Portuguese 
possetssions altogether. 

Rebellion followed closely on the decrease of the Portuguese 
establishments. A man of Asiatic and Portuguese extraction, 
called N yaude, built a stockade at the con:fiuence of the Luenya 
and Zambesi ; the Commandant of Tete armed the whole body 
of slaTes and marched against this stockade, but, when they 
approached, N yaude despatched a strong party under his son 
up the left bank of the Zambesi, which attacked Tete, and 
plundered and burned the whole town except the house of 
the Commandant and a few other-s, with the church and fort. 
Having rendered 'fete a ruin, Bonga carried off all the cattle 
and plunder to his father. News of this having been brought 
to the army before the stockade, a sudden panic dispersed the 
whole; and as the fugitives took roundabout ways in their
flight, Katolosa, who had hitherto. pretended to be friendly 
with the Portuguese, sent out his men to capture as many of 
them as they could. Another half-caste, called Kisaka, on the 
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vppo::>ite bank of th~ 1iver, likewise rebelled. He imagined 
that his father had been bewitched by the Portuguese, and 
he therefore plundered all the plantations of the rich mer
chants of Tete on the north bank, which is the most fertile and . - ' 
on which the Portugue:se had their villas. When these were 
de.stroyed, the Tete people were completely impoverished. 
An attempt to punish this rebel proved unsuccessful, and he 
has lately been pardoned by the home Government. The 
Portuguese were thus placed between two enemies, Nyaude 
on the right bank and Kisaka on the left, the former of whom, 
having placed his stockade on the point of land on the right 
banks of both the Luenya and Zambesi, could prevent inter
courtse with the sea. The Luenya rushes with great force into 
the Zambesi when it is low, and in ascending the Zambesi 
boats must even go a little way up the former river, so as 
not to be carried away by its current, and dashed on the' 
rock which stands on the opposite shore of the Zambesi. ·In 
coming up to the Luenya for this purpose all boats and canoes 
that came close to the stockad~ were robbed. Nyaude kept 
the Portuguese shut up in their fort at Tete during two years, 
and they could only get goods sufficient to buy food by 
sending to Kilimane by an overland route along the north 
bank of the Zambesi. Commerce, which the slave-trade had 
rendered stagnant, was now completely obtstructed. The pre
sent Commandant of Tete, Major Sicard, having great influence 
among the natives, put a stop to the war more than once by 
hi::! mere presence on the spot. Had I . attempted to reach 
this coast instead of going to Loanda in 1853, 1 should pro
bably have been cut off, as the war was still raging. My 
present approach was just at the conclusion of the peace ; and 
when the Portuguese authorities he1·e were informed that I 
was expected to come this way, they all declared that no 
European could !lossibly pass through the tribes. Some 
natives at last came down the river to Tete, and; in allu:sion 
to the sextant and artificial horizon. said that "the Son of 
God had come," and that he was" able to take the sun down 
from the heavens and place it under his arm!" Major Sicard 
then felt sure that this was the man whom he expected. 

On mentioning to the Commandant that I had discovered a 
muill. seam of coal, he stated that the Portuguese were already 
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~ware of nine such seams, and that five of thetn were on the 
opposite bank of the river. As soon as l had recovered from 
my fatigue I went to examine them. We proceeded in a boat 
to the mouth of the Lofubu, about two miles below Tete, and 
on the opposite bank. Ascending this about four miles against 
a strong current of beautifully cleal' water, we landed near a 
small cataract, and walked about two miles through very 
fertile gardens to the seam, which we found to be in the 
perpendicular bank of one of the feeders of the Lofubu, called 
Muatize. On the right bank of the Lofubu there is another 
feeder entering that river, called the Morong6zi, in which 
there. is a still larger bed of coal exposed. Further up the 
Lofubu there are other seams in the rivulets Inyavu and 
Makare, while in the Maravi country the coal crops out in 
several places, having evidently been brought to the surface 
by volcanic action at a later period than the coal formation. 
I was also informed t'Rat there are seams in the independent 
native territory, and indeed I have no doubt but that the 
whole country between Zumbo and Lupata is a coal-field of 
at least 2!0 of latitude in breadth, having many faults, made 
during the time of the igneous action. 'fhere would not be 
much difficulty in working the coal or in bringing it to market. 
The wages of free labourers, when employed in such work, is 
1 bra~, that is two yards of unbleaehed calico, per day, or 
8 bra~ per month. English or American unbleached calico 
is the only currency used. The carriage of goods up the river 
to Tete adds about 10 per cent. to their cost, the usual con
veyance being by means of very large canoes and launches 
built at Senna. 

The gold-field, whence Tete draws its supply of the precious 
metal, lies outside the coal-field, extending in a segment of 
a circle from the N. E. to the S.E. In the former direction 
there are six well-known washing-places : proceeding to the 
N. W. we meet with the Mushinga range: then crossing to 
the S. of the Zambesi near Zumbo, we hear of a station, for
merly worked by the Portuguese, on the river Panyame, 
called Dambarari. Then follows the now unknown kingdom 
of Abutua, once famous for its gold. To the S.E. of this lie 
the gold-washings of the Mash6na, and still further E. those of 
Manica, where gold is found inuch more abundantly than in 

. ' 

,. 
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any other part, and which has been supposed by some to bE 
the Ophir of King Solomon. I saw the gold from this qnarter 
a.'i large as grains of wheat; while that found in the rivers 
which run into the coal-field was in very minute scales. The 
inhabitants are n'ot unfavourable to washing$, but at present 
th~y only wash when they are in . wallt of a little calico. 
They know the value of gold perfectly well, for they b1·ing it 
for sale in goose-quills. and demand twenty-four yards of 
calico for one penful. When the rivers in the district of 
Manica and other gold-washing places have- been flooded, they 
leave a coating of mud on the banks. The natives observe 
the spots which dry soonest, and commence digging there, in 
firm belief that gold lies beneath. They are said n-ot to dig 
deeper than their chins, fearing lest if they did so the ground 
should fall in and bury them. When they find a piece or flake 
of gold they bury it again, from the superstitious idea that 
this is the seed of the gold, and, though they know the value of 
it well, they prefer losing it rather than the whole future crop. 

Besides gold, there is iron in this district in abundance and 
of excellent quality. In some places it is obtainen from ~hat 
is called the ~-;pecular iron~ore, in others from black oxide. 
The latter has been well roasted in the operations of nature, 
and contains a large proportion of metal. It occurs generally 
in rounded lumps, and is but slightly magnetic. The natives 
become aware of its existence in the beds of rivers by the 
quantity of oxide on the surface, and they find no difficulty in 
digging it with pointed sticks. They consider English iron as -
"rotten;" and I have seen a jl\velin of their own iron curled 
up by a severe blow like the proboscis of a butterfly, and 
afterwards straightened while cold with two stones. So far as 
I could learn there is neither copper nor silver. Malachite is 
worked by the people of Cazembe, but, as I did not see it, nor 
any other metal, I can say nothing about it. A few precious 
stones are met with, and some part.s are quite covered with 
agates. The mineralogy of the district, however, has not been 
explored by any one competent to the task. 

The scenery of the country surrounding Tete is picturesque, 
being hilly and well wooded. The soil of the valleys is very 
fruitful and well cultivated. The plantations of coffee, how
ever, are now dE'Serted, and it ts difficult to find a single tree. 
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The indigo ( lndigofera argentea, the common wild indigo of 
Africa) is found growing everywhere, and large quantities of 
the senna-plant (Cassia acutifolia, the true senna of commerce) 
grow in the village of Tete and other parts ; but neither indigo 
nor· senna is colleated. Calumba.-l·qot, which is found in 
abundance in parts further down the river, is bought by the 
Americans, it is said, to tise as a dye-stuff. A kind of 
sarsaparilla, or a plant which is believed by the Portuguese 
to be such, is found frum Londa. to Senna, but has never been 
exported. All the cultivation is carried on with hoes in the 
native manner, and considerable quantities of Holcus sorghum, or 
maize_, Pennisetum typhoideum, or lotsa, millet, rice, and wheat, 
are raised, as also several kinds of beans, cucumbers, p1.1mpkins, 
and melons. The wheat is sown in low-lying places, which 
are annually flooded by the Zambesi. When the waters re
tire, the women drop a few grains in a hole made with a hoe, 
and push back the soil with the foot. One weeding alone is 
required before the grain comei to maturity. This simple 
process has all the effect of our subsoil-ploughing, liming, 
manuring, and harrowing, for in four months a good crop is 
ready for the sickle, and ha!! been known to yield a hundred
fold. N n irdgatiun is required, because ·gentle rains, almost 
like mist, known by the name of "wheat-showers," fall in 
winter. The rains at Tete come from the east, though the 
prevailing winds are from the S.S.E. The "seconds" make 
the whitest bread, and the boyaloa, or native beer, is used 
in~tead uf yeast, just as the toddy called "sura" is used at 
Kilimane, where the cocoa-nut palm abounds. 

'l'he independent natives cultivate a little cotton, but it is 
not at all equal, eithsr in quantity or quality, to what we 
found in Angola. The pile is short, and clings to the seed so 
much that they use an iron roller tB detach it. The natives 
have never been encouraged to cultivate it for sale, nor has 
any new variety been introduced. We saw no palm-oil trees, 
the oil which is occasionally exported being from the ground
nut. One of the merchants of Tete ha<l a mill of tho rudest 
construction, worked b~· donkeys, for grinding this nut. It 
was the only !Specimen of a machine I could exhibit to my 
men. A very superior kind of salad-oil is obtained from the 
seeds of cucumbers, and is mueh used in native cookery. 
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I saw here for the first 
time a specimen of plants 
named Conge and Bnaze. 
the fibres of which will 
probably provr to be a 
suitable subc:t i lute for flax. 
'l'he form'.:r is a species of 
alee; the latter is stated 
b,v the Portuguese to grow 
in large quantities in the 
.VJaravi country north of 
the Zambesi, but is not 
cultivated, and has only 
been used for making 

z threads on which the na
tives string their beads. 
A firm thread of it feels 
like catgut in the hand, 
and would cut the fingers 
before it would break. 

The price of provisions is 
The Bn&ze. low, but very much hi~her 

than previous to the commencement of the war. 'l'wo y.uds 
of calico are now demanded for six fowls, while before the war 
the same quantity was worth twenty-four fowls. The panja 
of wheat, weighing between 30 and 40 lbs., is worth a dollar, 
or 5s.; but the native grain may be obtained among the 
islands below Lupata, at the rate of three panjas for two 
yards of calico. The highest articles of consumption are tea 
and coffee -the former being often 15s. a pound. Food is 
cheaper down the river below Lupata, and, previous to the 
war, the islands which stud the Zambesi were inhabited, and 
grain and fowls could be got to any amount. The inhabitanu, 
disappeared before their enemies the Landeens, but are be
ginning to return since the peace. They have no catUe, the 
only place where we found no tsetse being the district of 
Tete itself; and the cattle in the possession of the Portuguese 
are a mere remnant of what they formerly owned. 

On the 1st of April I visited the site of a former establish
ment of the Jesuits, called Mioombo, about ten miles S.E. of 
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'l'ete, which, like all their settlements, exhibited both judg
ment a12d taste in the selection of the site. A little stream of 
mineral water had been collected in a tank and conducted to 
the house, before which was a garden for raising vegetables 
at times of the year when no rain falls. I was accompanied 
by Captain Nunes, whose great-grandfather, also a captain in 
the time of the l\Iarquis of Pombal, received orders to seize 
on a certain day all the Jesuits of this establishment, and 
march them as prisoners to the coast. The riches of the 
fratemity. which were immense, were taken possession of by 
the state. They were keen traders in ivory and gold-dust, and 
large quantities of gold had often been sent to their superiors 
at Goa, enclosed in images. The Jesuits here do not seem to 
have possessed the sympathies of the people as their brethren 
in Angola did. All praise their industry, and probably their 
·tmccessful labours in securing the chief part of the trade to 
themselves had excited the envy of the laity. None of the 
natives here can read; and though the Jesuits are said to 
have translated some of the prayers into the language of the 
country, I was unable to obtain a copy. The only religious 
teachers now in this part of the country are two gentlemen of 
colour, natives of Goa. There is but a smgle school in Tete, 
and it is attended only by the native Portuguese children, 
who are taught to read and write, the black population being 
totally uncared for. The European Portuguese value educa
tion highly, and send their children to Goa and elsewhere for 
instruction in the higher branches. The soldiers are marched 
every Dunday to hear mass, and but few others attend church. 
During the period of my stay a kind of theatrical represen
tation of our Saviour's passion and resurrection was performed. 
The images and other paraphernalia used were of great value, 
and the Commandant is obliged to lock up all the gold and 
r:>ilver in the fort for safety, but the present riches of the 

·church are nothing to what it once possessed. 
On the 2nd the Zambesi suddenly rose several feet in 

height. Three such floods are expected annually, but this 
year there were four. This last was accompanied by disco
loration, and must have been caused by another great fall of 
rain east of the ridge. We had observed a flood of discoloured 
water when we reacho:. the river at the Kafue; it then fell 
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liwo feet and from subsequent rains again rose so high, that 
we were obliged to leave it when opuosite the hill Pinkwe. 
A.bout the lOth of March the river- .ro:se several feet with 
comparatively clear water, and it continued to rise until the 
21st, with but a "very slight discoloration. This gradual rise 
w~s the greatest, and was probably caused by the water of 
inundation in the interior. · 

Having waited a month for the commencement of the 
healthy season at Kilimane, I should have started at the 
beginning of April, but that I wished the moon first to 
make her appearance, in order that I might take observations 
on my way down the river. A sudden change of temperature 
happening on the 4th, simultaneously with the appearance of 
the new moon, tb.e Commandant and myself, with nearly 
every person in the house, were laid up with· a severe attack 
of fever. I soon recovered by the U!';e of my wonted remedies, 
but Major Sicard and his little boy were confined much 
longer. There was a general fall of 4° of te:.:npera.ture since 
the middle of March, the thermometer standing at 84° at 
9 A.M. and 87° at 9 P.M. ; the greatest heat being 90° at mid
day, and the lowest 81° at sunrise. It afforded me pleasure 
to attend the invalids in their sickness, though I was unable 
to show a tithe of the gratitude I felt for the Commandant's 
increasing kindne:ss. My quinine and other remedies were 
nearly all expended, and no fresh supply was to be found 
here, there being no doctors at Tete, and only one apothecary 
with the troops, whose stock of medicine was also small. 
The Portuguese, however, informed me that they had the 
cincho.na bark in their country, in small quantities at Tete, 
in forests at Senna and near the delta of Kilimane. It seems 
quite a providential arrangement that the remedy for fever 
should be found in the greatest abundance where it is most 
needed. On seeing the leaves I discovered that it was not 
the Cinclwna long1jolia, from which the quinine of" commerce 
is extracted, but an apocyneous plant, nearly allied to the 
Mq,louetia Heu.dlotii of Senegam bia, and possessing strong febri
fuge qualities. The flowers of this plant, which is called in 
the native tongue Kumbanzo, are reported to .be white. The 
pods are in pairs, a foot or ~teen inches in length, and 
~ntain a groove on their inner sides. The thick wft bark of 
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The Kumbanzo leaves, pods. at•d seeds. 

the root is the part used by the natives, while the Portuguese 
use that of the tree itself. I immediately began to use a 
decoction of the bark of the root, and my men tound 1t so 
efficacious that they collected small quantities of it for them
selves, and kept it in lij.tle bags for fu tnre use. Some of 
them said that they had it in their own country, but I never 
happened to observe it. The decoction is given after the first 
paroxysm of the complaint is over. The Portuguese believe 
it to have the same effects as the quinin'9, and it may prove a 
substitute for that invaluable medicine. 

When my friend the Commandant was fairly recovered, and 
l myself felt strong again, I prepared to descend the Zambesi 
As it was necessary to leave most of my men behind me, he 
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gave them a portion of land on which to cultivate their own · 
food, generously supplying them with corn in the mean time. 
He also said that my young men might hunt elephants in 
company with his servants, and purchase goods with the ivory 
and dried meat, In order that. they might have something to 
take with them on their return to Sekeletu. The men were 
deiighted with his liberality, and soon sixty or seventy of 
them set off to engage in this enterprise ; the rest had estab
lished a brisk trade in firewood, as their countrymen did at 
Loanda. I chose sixteen of those who could manage canoes 
to convey me down the river. Many more would have come, 
but we were informed that there had been a failure of the 
crops at Kilimane from the rains not coming at the proper 
time, and that thousands had died of hunger. I did not heal 
of a single effort having been made to relieve the famishing by 
sending them food down the river. The mortality raged most 
violently among the natives inhabiting the delta, who, though 
in a state of slavery, are kept on farms and mildly treated. 

1\Iajor Sicard lent me a boat which had been built on the 
river, and sent Lieutenant Miranda to conduct me to the coast. 
He also provided -most abundantly for the journey, a:1d sent 
messages to his friends to treat me as they would himself, 
from every one of whom I am happy to acknowledge that l 
received most disinterested kindness. We were accompanieri 
by three large canoes which had lately come up with good~ 
from Senna. They are made so strong that they might strike 
with great force against a rock without being broken. 'I'he 
men sit at the stem when paddling, and there is usually a 
little shed made over a part of the canoe to shade the pasf.t-n· 
~rs frcm the mn. -
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CHAPTER XXXII. 

DEscENT oF THE ZAMBESI.-SENNA.-'l'HE QuiLIHANE AND ZAliBE8l 

-THE MUTU.-KILIMANE.-VOYAGE TO MAURITIUS, AND THENCE 

TO ENGLAND. 

WE left Tete at noon on tho 22nd, and in the afternoon ar
rived at the garden of Senhor A. Manoel de Gomes, son-in-law 
and nephew of Bonga, whom the Commandant had deputed 
to be my host. I found him extremely friendly, and able to 
converse in a very intelligent manner. He entertained us 
with great liberality, and next morning presented us with six 
fowls and three goats as provisions for the journey. When we 
parted from him we passed the stockade of Bonga, at the con
fluence of the Luenya, but did not approach it, as he is said to 
be very suspicious. The stockade itself is composed of living 
trees, and is thus in no danger of being burnt : there are ~:;ume 
good houses within the enclosure. It was strange to lSee a 
stoekade menacing the whole commerce of the river in a situ
ation where the guns of a vessel would have full play on it; 
it is a formidable affair however for those who have only 
muskets. On one occasion, when N yaude was attacked by 
Kisaka, they fought for weeks ; and though N yaude wa& 

. reduced to cutting up his copper anklets for balls, his enemies 
were not able to enter the stockade. 

On the 24th we sailed only about three hours and reached a 
small island at the western entrance of the gorge o:( Lupata. 
Respecting the range, to which the gorge has given a name, 
Portuguese writers have erroneously stated it to be so high 
that snow lies on it during the whole year. The western side, 
which is the most abrupt and ·gives the idea of the greatest 
height, rises up perpendicularly from the water six or seven 
hundred feet. The eastern side is much more sloping and i~ 
covered with trees. It extends a considerable way into the 
Maganja country in the north, and then bends round towardt
the river again, terminating in the lofty mountain Morumbaln, 
·1pposite Senna. On the other or southern side it is straigvh1r, 
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and i.s said to end in Gorongozo, a mountain west of the same 
point. We passed through the gorge in two hours, .and found 
it rather tortuous, between 200 and 300 yards wide, and ex
cessively deep; a steamer could apparently pass through it 
at full speed. At the eastern entrance of Lupata stand two 
conical hills, composed of porphyry, having large squarf! 
crystals therein ; they are called Moenda en Goma, which 
means a footprint of a wild beast. Another conical hill on 
fhe opposite bank is named Kasisi (priest), from having a bald 
top. We descended swiftly with the current, and found the 
river spreading out to more than two miles in breadth and 
full of islands, the breadth of water between the islands being 
quite sufficient for a sailing-vessel to tack and work her sails 
in. The Portuguese state that there is high water during five 
months of the year, and that. during the season of low water 
there is always a channel of deep water, which is, however, 
very tortuous and. shifting. The right bank below Lupata i~ 
low and flat : on the north the ranges of hills and dark lines 
below them are seen, but the shore itself is invisible from the 
boat, and I could only guess- the breadth of the river to be two 
miles. Next day we landed at Shiramba, once the rel'idence 
of a Portuguese brigadier, who spent large sums of money in 
embellishing his house and gardens : these we found in entire 
ruin, having been destroyed by his half-caste son, who had 
rebelled against the Portuguese. The southern shore has Leen 
ravaged by the Cafhes, here named Landeens, and the inhabit
ants generally acknowledge the authority of Bonga, and not 
of the Portuguese. While we were breakfasting the people 
of Shiramba commenced beating the drum of war, upon which 
Lieutenant Miranda immediately got· all the soldiers of our 
party under arms, and demanded of the natives why the dmm 
was beaten. They gave an evasive reply; and as they employ 
this means of colleeting their neighbours when they intend 
to rob canoes, our watchfulness may have prevented further 
proceedings. · 

\\=e spent the night of the 26th on the island called ~Jruesi. 
1•pposite a remarkable saddle-shaped mountain, and just on 
the 17th parallel of latitude. The sail down the river was 
very pleasant from the low state of the temperatme : but the 
shores beicg flat and distant, the scenery was uninteresting. 
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w~ breakfasted on the 27th at Pita, and found some half-caste 
l'ortuguel>e th.:n·e, who had fled from the opposit-e bank to 
escape the ravage of l\isaka's people. On the afternoon ofthe 
27th we arrived at Senna, which we found to be twenty-three 
and a half hours' !'ail from Tete with the current in our 
favour. We met ''arious parties towing their canoes lab:}l"i
ously up stream : they usually take- about twenty days to 
ascend the distance we had descended in about four. The 
wages paid to boatmen are considered high, and some of the 
men who had accompanied me gladly accepted employment 
from Lientcnant Miranda to take a load of goods in a oanoe 
fi·om 8e11na to Tete. 

I thought the state of Tete quite lamentable, but that of 
Senna was ten times worse. At Tete there i:s some life ; but 
here everything is in a state of stagnation and ruin. The 
villa~€' stands on the right bank of the Zambesi, with many 
reedy islands in front of it, and much bush in the adjacent 
country. The soil is fertile; but the village, having several 
pools of stagnant water, is very unhealthy. The fort, built of 
sun-dried bricks, has the grass growing 0\·er the walls, which 
have been patched in some places by paling. The Landeens 
visit the village periodically, and levy fii1es upon the inha
bi1ants, as they consider the Portuguese a conquered tribe. 
The half-castes appear to be in league with them, for, when 
any attempt is made by the I 'ortuguese to coerce the enemy 
or defend t.hemseh·es, information ili conveyed at o~1Ce to 
the Landeen camp, and, though the Commandant prohibits 
the payment of tribute to the Landeens, on their approach the 
half-castes eagerly pay it. Bcnhor Isidore, the Commandant, 
a man of considerable energy, had proposed to surround the 
whole village with palisades as a protection against them, 
aud the villagers were to btJgin this work the day aft-En· 1 left. 
The most pleasant sight I witn~ssed at Senna was the beat
building carried on by the negroes of Senhor Isidore, without 
any one to superintend their operations. They had been 
instructed by a European master, and now they can lay 
down the keel, fit in the ribs, and tum out veTy neat boatl 
and launches, valued at from 20l. to 100l. Senhor Isidore 
had some of them instructed also in carpentry at Rio Janeiro_ 
and they constructed for him the handsomes1 hou~:;o in Kilintane, 
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the woodwork being all of country trees, some of which take a 
fine polish ancl are very durable. 

There are. several conical hills in the neighbourhood of 
Senna, some of which command a fine view of the surrounding 
country. One standing about half a mile west of the village, 
called Baramuana, has another behind it ; hence the name, 
'vliich means "carry a child on the back." The prospect 
from it is very fine; below, on the eastward, lies the Zambesi, 
with the villago of Senna; and some twenty or thirty miles 
beyond stands the lofty mountain l\lorumbala, which is pro
bably :woo or -1000 feet high, and, from its form, is evidently 
igneous. On the northern end there is a hot sulphurous 
fountain, which my Portuguese friends refused to allow 
me to visit, because the mountain is well peopled, and the 
mountaineers are at present on bad terms with the Portu
guese. They have plenty of garden-ground and running 
waters on its summit. To the north of Morumbala we have 
a. fine view of the mountains of the Maganja, which here 
come close to the river and terminate in Morumbala. 'l'o 
the south-ea~:~t, the west, and the north, the country is flat 
and covered with forest, which gives it a sombre appearance; 
but just in the haze of the horizon, south-west by south, there 
rises a mountain range equal in height to Morumbala, and 
called N yam6nga. In a clear day another range beyond 
this may be seen, named Gorongozo, once a station of the 
Jesuits. It is famed for its clear cold waters and healthiness, 
and there are some inscriptions engraved on large square 
:;labs on the top of the mountain, which have probably been 
the work of the fathers. Manica lies three days north-west 
of Gorungozo, and is the best gold country known in Eastern 
Africa. 'l'he only evidence the Portuguese have of its 
identity with the ancient Ophir consists of some pie"es of 
wrought gold which have been dug up near the fort, and 
in the gardens of Sofala, its nearest port. They also repor1 
the existence of hewn stones in the neighbourhood, but thest
cannot have been abundant, for all the stones of the fort of 
Sofala are said to have been brought from Portugal. NatiYel) 
from Manica whom I met in the country of Sekeletu state 
that there are several caves in the country and walls of hewn 
stone. which they believe to have been made by their anc"':;-
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tors; aud there is, according to the Portugue~e, a small tribP 
of Arabs there, who have become completely like the other 
natives. Two rivers, the 1\lotirikwe and Sabia, or Sabe, rm;, 
through their country into the sea. 

On the 11th of May the whole of the inhabitants of Senna_ 
with the Commanlant, accompanied us to the boats. A vene
rable old man, son of a judge, said they were in much sorrow 
on account of the miserable state of decay into which they 
had sunk, and of the insolent conduct of the people of Kisaka, 
now in the village. We were abundantly supplied with pro
visions by the Commandant, and sailed pleasantly down the 
broad_ river. About thirty miles below Senna we passed the 
mouth of the river Zangwe on our right; and about five miles 
farther Oil our left the mouth of the Shire, which seemed to be 
about 200 yards broad. In passing it we observed great 
quantities of the plant Alfacinya, probably the Pi.stia stratiotee 
a gigantic "duck-weed," floating down into the Zambesi. Ii 
was mixed with quantities of another aquatic plant, probably 
a species of Trapa, which the Barotse named '' Njefu," con
taining in the petiole of the leaf a pleasant-tasted nut. This 
waH so esteemed by Sebituane that he made it part of his 
tribute from the subjected tribe~. The existence of these 
plants in ";uch abundance shows that the Shire flows from large 
collections of still water, as we found them growing in all the 
still branches and lagoons of the Leeambye in the far north. 
While at Tete I was informed that the Shire issues from the 
southern extremity of the lake N yanja, and that it flows 
through a low, flat, marshy region, occupied by a numerous 
and brave population. The accumulation of the Alfacinya is 
said to be so great as to obstruct navigation. The lake Nyanja 
was reported to be forty-five days N.W. of Tete, and to be 
surrounded by level grass-covered plains ; its width at a 
narrow part was estimated at about 70 miles. 

A few miles beyond the Shire we left the hills entirely, and 
sailed between extensive flats covered with trees. We slept 
on a large inhabited island, and then came to. the entrance of 
the river Mutu. 'l'he people who live on the north are called 
Bar6ro, and their country Bororo. The whole of the right 
bank is in subjectio11 to the Landeens, who generally levy a 
tribute upon passengers. I regret that we did not meet them, 

2H 

', 
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as I should like to have ascertained whether they are of the 
Zulu family of C'affres or of the Mashona, and. also to learn 
what they really think of white men. I understood from 
Sekwebu that they consider the whites as a conquered tribe. 

The Zambesi at Mazaro is a magnificent river, more than 
!.alf a mile wide and without islands. The opposite bank is 
covered with forests of fine timber; but the delta, which 
begins here, is only an immense flat covered with high coarse 
grass and reeds, with a few mango and cocoa-nut trees. I had 
a strong desire to follow the Zambesi further, a:ad ascertain 
where this enormous body of water found its way into the 
sea; but on hearing that Captain Parker had ascended to this 
point, I deemed it unnecessary for me to go over the same 
ground,* and resolved to continue my route direct to Kilimane 
by the course of the M.utu. At the point of its departure from 
the Zambesi this river was only 10 or 12 yards broad, and so 
filled with aquatic plants, and overhung with trees and reeds, 
that we were obliged to leave our canoes behind us at 1\lazaro. 
During most of the year this part of the l\lutu i:; dry, its bed 
lying 16 feet above the level of the Zambesi when it is low, 
and even now we were obliged to carry all our luggage by 
land for about fifteen miles. As Kilimane is called, in all the 
Portuguese documents, the capital of the rivers of Senna, it 
seemed strange to me that the capital should be built at a 
point where there was no direct water conveyance to the mag
nificent river whose name it bore ; but I was informed that in 
days of yore the whole of the Mutu was large, and admitted 
of the free passage of groat launches from Kilimane all the 
year round. 

After we had followed the right bank of the Mutu to the 
N.N.E. and E. for about fifteen miles we found that it became 
navigable in consequence of receiving a river from the north 
called the Pangazi. It is still further increased by the 
tributary waters of the Luare and the Likuare from the same 
quarter, and the river, thus enlarged and converted into a 
tidal stream, is thenceforth known as the Kilimane. The 
Mutu at Mazaro is simply a connecting link between the 
Kilimane and the Zambesi, and neith~r its fiow nor stoppagt 

_ • Extracts from Captain Parker's desr.ription of this part of the river are giv..n 
in the Appendi& to this v1lume. · · · 
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affect!; the river of Kilimane. At lnterra we met Senh01 
Asevedo, who, perceiving that I was suffering from a ver~ 
severe attack of fever, immediately placed at my disposal hi~; 
large sailing launch, which had a house in the stern. This 
was greatly in my favour, for it anchored in the middle of tho 
stream, and gave me some rest from the mosquitoes, which 
in the whole of the delta are something frightful. Sailing 
comfortably in this commodious launch along the river of 
Kilimane, we reached that village on the 20th of May, 1856, 
being very nearly four years since I started from Cape Town. 
Here I was received into the house of Colonel Nunes, one of 
the best men in the country. I had been three years without 
hearing from my family, the letters sent having, with one 
exception, all failed to reach me. 1 received, however, a 
letter from Admiral 1'rotter, conveying information of thei1 
welfare, and some newspapers, which were a treat indeed. 
Her Majesty's brig " Frolic " had called to inquire for me in 
the November previous, and Captain Nolloth of that ship had 
'Dost considerately left a case of wine, and his surgeon, Dr. 
Jas. Walsh, an ounce of quinine-both of them most accept
able presents. But my joy on reaching the east coast was 
sadly embittered by the news that Commander MacLune, of 
H. l\1. brigantine" Dart," on coming in to Kilimane to pick 
me up, had, with Lieutenant \\' oodruffe and five men, been 
lost on the bar. I never felt more poignant sorrow. It 
seemed as if it would have been easier for me to have died for 
them, than that they should all be cut off from the joys of life 
in generously attempting to render me a service. 

Eight of my men begged to be allowed to come as far as 
Kilimane, and, thinking that they would there see the ocean, 
I consented to their coming, though food was so scarce that 
they were compelled to suffer ISOme huuger. They would fain 
have come further; fur when Sekelet u parted with them, his 
or<!c,rs were that nt'lne of them sho11ld turn until they had 
brought l\la Robert back with them. On my explaining the 
difficulty of crossing the sea, he said, " Wherever you lead, 
they must follow.'' As I did L.lt well know how I should get 
home myself, I advised them to go back to Tete, where food 
was abundant, and there await my return. I bought a quantity 
:>f calico and brass wire with ten of the smaller tusks which 
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we had in our '-.harge, and sent the former back as clothing 
to those ~ho remained at Tete. As there were btill twenty 
tusks left, I deposited them with Colonel Nunes, that, in 
the event of anything happening to prevent my return, the 
impression might not be produced in the country that I had 
made away with Sekeletu':-; ivory, and I instructed him, in the 
event of my death, to sell the tusks and deliver the proceeds 
to my men. I explained this to the men, and they replied, 
"Nay, father, you will not die; you will return to take us 
back to Sekeletu." They promised to wait till I came back, 
~nd, on my part, I assured - them that nothing but death 
would prevent my return. 

The village of Kilimane stands on a mud bank, and is sur
rounded by extensive swamps and rice-grounds. The banks 
of the river are lined with mangrove-bushes, the roots of 
which, and the slimy ba.nk:s on which they grow, are exposed 
alternately to the tide and sun. The houses are well built of 
brick and lime ; the latter from Mozambique. Water is found 
anywhere at a depth of t'YO or three feet, and hence the walls 
gradually subside; pieces are sometimes sawn off the doors 
below, because the walls in which they are fixed have de
tscended into the ground, so as to leave the :floors higher than 
the bottom of the doors. It is almost needless to say that 
Kilimane is very unhealthy. A man of pleth01ic temperament 
is sure to get fever ; and a stout person is regarded as certain 
to go off before long. I had an opportunity of observing the· 
etrects of the fever in the ca.se of some German sailors whose 
v~ssel was lost near the bar shortly before we came down. 
At first they felt only " out of sorts," but gradually became 
pale, bloodless, and emaciated, then weaker and weaker, till 
at last they sank like oxan bitten by tsetse. The captain, a 
strong young man, remained in perfect health for about three 
months, but was at last knocked down suddenly, and made as 
helpless as a child, by this terrible disease. He bad imbibed 
a foolish prejudice against quinine, but he WaH saved by it 
without his knowledge, and I was thankful that the mode of 
treatment ~:>o efficacious among natives promised so fair among 
Europeans. · 

After waiting about six weeks at this unhealthy spot, in 
which, however, I partially recovered from my fever, H. M. 
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brig "FJ·ulic "arrived off Kiliman&. As the village is twelve 
miles from the bar, and the weather was rough, she was at 
anchor ten days before we knew of her presence, about seven 
miles from the entrance to the port. The Admiral at tht 
Cape kindly sent an offer of a passage to the l\lauritius, which 
I thankfully accepted. Sekwebn and one attendant alone 
remained with me now. The latter begged so hard to come 
on board Rhip, that I greatly regretted my inability to bring 
him to England. I said to him, "You will die if you go to 
such a cold country as mine." "That is nothing," he re
joined; "let me die at your feet." 

\\'h~n we parted from our friends at Kilimane the sea on 
the bar was frightful even to the seamen. The waves were so 
high that, when the cutter was in one trough, and the pinnace 
in another (for Captain Peyton had sent two boats in case of 
accident), even the mast of the one eoul1l not be seen from the 
other. Three breakers swept over us, giving the impression 
that the boat was going down. Poor Sekwebu, who had never 
Lefore seen the sea, looked at me when these terrible seas 
broke over, and said, "Is this the way you go? Is this the 
way you go?" I smiled, and said, "Yes; don't you see it 
is?" and tried to encourage him. He was well acquainterl 
with canoes, but never had seen aught like this. \\hen we 
reached the ship-a fine large brig of sixteen guns and a crew 
of one hundred and thirty-she was rolling so that we could 
see a part of her bottom. It was quite impossible for lands
men to catch the ropes and climb up, so a chair was sent 
down, and we were hoisted in as ladies usually are. As soon 
as I reached the deck I received so hearty an English welcome 
from Captain Peyton_ and all on board, that 1 at once felt myself 
at home. 

We left Kilimane on the 12th of J nly, and reached the 
Mauritius on the 12th of August. 1856. Sekwebu was pick
ing up English, and becoming a favourite with both men and 
officers. He seemed a little bewildered by the novelty of 
everything on board a man-of-:-war; and he remarked to me 
several times, " What a strange country this is !-all water 
together." When we reached the Mauritius a steamer came 
out to tow us into the harbour. The constant strain on h1s 
nntutored mind seemed now to reach a climax, for iJ uring the 
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night he became insane. I thought at first that he was 
intoxicated. ·He had descended into a b(•at, and, when I 
attempted to go down and bring him into the ship, he ran to 
the stem, and said, "No! no! it is enough that I die alone. 
You must not perish; if you come I shall throw myself into 
the water." Perceiving that his mind was affected, I said, 
···Now, Sekwebu, we are going to Ma Robert." This struck 
a chord in his bosom, and he said, " 0 yes ; where is she, and 
where is Robert? " and he became more composed. In the 
evening, however, a fresh accession of insanity occurred-he 
tried to spear one of the crew, then leaped overboard, an~ 
though he could swim well, pulled himself down hand under 
hand, by the chain cable. We never found the body of poor 
Sekwebu. 

At the' Mauritius I was most hospitably received by Major
General U. M. Hay, who generously constrained me to remain 
with him till, by the influence of the good climate and quiet 
English comfort, I got rid of an enlarged spleen from Africa11 
fever. In November I came up the Red Sea; escaped the 
danger of shipwreck through the admirable management of 
Captain Powell, of the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Com
pany's ship "Candia;" and on the ·12th of December was 
once more in dear old England. The Company most liberally 
refunded my passage-money. I have not mentioned half the 
favours bestowed, but 1 may just add that no one has cause 
for more abundant gratitude to his fellow-men and to his 
Maker than I have ; and may God grant that the effect on my 
mind be such that I may be more humbly devoted to the 
!!ervice of the Author of all our merciea! 
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APPENDIX. 

/!J"xtractlfrom the Journal of the late CAPT. HYDE PARKER, R.N., 
H.M. Brig'' Pantalwn." 

"THE Luabo is the main outlet of the Great Zambesi. In the rainy 
season-:-January and F'ebrnary principally-the whole country is over
dowed, and the water escapes by the different rivers as far up as Quilimaue; 
but in the dry season neither Quilimane nor Olinda communicates with 
it. The entrance to the Luabo river is about two miles broad, and is easily 
distinguishable, when abrea:5t of it, by a bluff (if I may so term it) of 
high straight trees, very close together, on the western side of the entrance. 
The bar may be said to be formed by two series of sandbanks,-that 
running from the eastern point runs diagonally across (opposite?) the 
entrance and nearly across it. Its western extremity is about two mileR 
outside the west point. 

"Within the points the river widens at first and then contracts again. 
The rise and fall of the tide at the entrance of the river being at springs 
twenty feet, any vessel can get in at that time, but, with all these con
veniences for traffic, there is none here at present. The water in the 
river is fresh down to the bar with the ebb-tide, and in the rainy season 
it is fresh at the surface quite outside. In the rainy season, at the full 
and change of the moon, the Zambesi frequently overflows ita banks, 
making the country for an immense distance one great lake, with only a 
few small eminences above the water. On the banks of the river the 
huts are built on piles, and at these times the communication is only in 
canoes; but the waters do not remain up more than three or four days at 
a time. The first village is about eight miles up the river, on the west
ern bank, and is opposite to another branch of the river called ' Muselo,' 
which discharges itself into the sea about five miles to the eastward. 

"The village is extensive, and abotit it there is a very large quantity 
of land in cultivation; calavances, or beans, of different sorts, rice, and 
pumpkins, are the principal things. I saw also about here some wild 
cotton, apparently of very good quality, but none is cultivated. The land 
is so fertile as to produce almost any (thing?) without much trouble. 

"At this village is a very large house, mud-built, with a courtyard. 
I believe it to have been used as a barracoon for slaves, several large 
cargoes having been exported from this river; I proceeded up the rivet 

,. 
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as far as its junctivn with the Quilimane river, called 'Boca do Rio,' b:y 
my computation between 70 and 80 miles from the entrance. The 
influence of the tides is felt about 25 or 30 miles up the river. Above 
that, the s_tream, in the dry season, runs fro.n lj to 2j miles an hour, 
but in the rains much stronger. The banb of the river, for the first 30 
mil•!S, are generally thickly clothed with trees, with occasional open 
glades. There are many huts and villages on both sides, and a great 
deal of cultivation. At one village, about 17 miles up on the eastern · 
bank, and distinguished by being surrounded by an immense number of 
bananas and plantain-trees, a great. quantity of excellent peas are cul
tivated, also cabbages, tomatos, onions, &c. Above this there are not 
many inhabitants on the left or west bank, although it is much the finest 
::ountry, being higher, and abounding in cocoa-nut p1lms; the eastern 
bank being sandy and barren. The reason is, that some years back the 
Landeens, or Caffres, ravaged all this country, killing the men and taking 
the women as slaves, but they have naver crosse<l the river; hence the 
natives are afraid to settle on the west bank, and the Portuguese owners 
:>f the different 'prasos' have virtually lost them. The banks of the river 
continue mostly sandy, with few trees, except some cocoa-nut palms, 
until the southern end of the large plantation of N yangu~ formed by the 
river about 20 miles from Maruru. Here the country is more populous 
and better cultivated, the natives a finer l"ll.ce, and the huts larger and 
better constructed. Maruru belongs to Selior Asevedo, of Quilimane, 
well known to all English officers on the east coast for his hospitality. 

" The elimate here is much cooler than nearer the sea, and Ascved• • 
has successfully cultivated most European as well as tropical vegetables. 
'l'he sugar~e thrives, as also coffee and cotton, and indigo is a weed. 
Cattle here are beautiful, and some of them might show with credit in 
England. 'l'he natives ru·e intelligent, and under n good government 
this fine country might become very valuable. Three miles from Maruru 
is Mesan, a very pretty village among palm and mango trees. There 
is here a good house belonging to a Senor Ferrao ; close by is the 
canal (Mutu) of communication between the Quilimane and Zambesi 
rivers, which in the rainy season is navigable(?). I visited it in the 
month of October. which is about the dryest time of the yrar ; it was 
then a dry canal, about 30 or 40 yards wide, overgrown with trees &!ld 
grass, and, at the bottom, at least 16 or 17 feet above the.level of the 
Zambesi, which was running beneath. In the rAins, by the marks l 
saw, the entnmce rise of the river must be very nearly 30 feet, and 
the volume of water discharged by it (the Zambesi) enormous. 

'' Above Maruru the country begins to become more hilly, and the 
mgh mouatains of Borun1 a-re in sight ; the first view of these is ob
tained below Nyangue, and they must be of considerable height, a!l from 
tms they are distant above 40 f'l.l.les. 'fhey are rcportei! to contain grut 
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mineral wealth ; gold and copper being found in the range, as als0 
coal (?). The natives (Landeens) are a bold, independent race, who do 
not acknowledge the Portuguese authority, and twen make them pay for 
leave to pass unmolested. 'l11ronghout the whole course of the river, 
hippopotami were very abundant, and at one village a chase by the 
natives was witnessed. They harpoon the animal with a barbed lance, 
to which is attached, by a cord 3 or 4: fathoms long, an inflated bladder. 
The natives follow in their canoes, and look out to fix more harpoons as 
the animal rises to blow, and, when exhausted, despatch him with their 
lances. It is, in fact, nearly similar to a whale-hunt. Elephants and 
lions are also abundant on the western 11ide ; the latter destroy many of 
the blacks annually, and are much feared by them. Alligators are said 
to be numerous, but I did not see any. 

" The voyage up to Maruru occupied seven days, as J did not work 
the men at the oar, but it might be rlone in four ; we returned to the 
bar in two and a half days. 

"There is another mouth of the Zambesi, seven miles to the west
ward of Luabo, which Wll.'l visited by the 'Castor' !I' pinn~ce; and I wae 
assured by Lieutenant Hoakilll! :hat the bar was better than the one I 
visited." 



NOTES 
BY FREDERICK STANLEY ARNOT. 

CHAPTER I. 

1. Pageg, I. 12.-Dr. Livingstone, following the example of Dr. Moffat, 
used the Dutch alphabet in writing down Sechuana words, so that Banoga 
is pronounced Banoka. · 

2. Page 10, I. 20.-Dr. Livingstone follows the custom here of calling 
the Zulus '' Caffres." When the Arabs first sailed down the East Coast of 
Africa they sought to impose their Mohammedan beliefs upon the natives. 
The Swahili tribes along the Zanzibar coast seemed to have been more 
amenable, but the Zulus resisted, so the Arabs called them '' Caffres" 
(infidels). We must not suppose that the Bechuanas, among whom Living
stone laboured, belonged to a different race. It is recognised now by all 
competent authorities that the negroes of Central and South Africa belong 
to one great family, which, by common consent, has been called the Bantu 
family. It is interesting to observe how these tribes lie pretty much 
north and south, suggesting that they all filtered down from the north 
in a natural sort of a way. The original mass would be divided in the 
migration southward by the great lakes and the upper tributaries of the 
Congo, and wars and jealousies as to the occupation of the country would 
keep these sections apart. 

3· Page 15, I. 23.-Polygamy is the most perplexing question the mis
sionary in Africa has to deal with. It ought not to be considered in a 
harsh and unsympathetic spirit. The more the native customs and ways 
are understood, the more difficult does the matter appear. ( 1) After the birth 
of a child, for instance, husband and wife are temporally divorced for 
three years. (2) In some tribes complimentary marriages between young 
men and old women are usual ; of course, in time the husband is supposed 
to marry his second and proper wife. (3) Chiefs depend upon their many 
wives, and the relationships thus formed, for protection against intrigue 
and the breakings out rJf revolt in distant parts of the country •. 

CHAPTER II. 
•. 

4-- Page 31, I. 1.-This custom may _have come from the command 
(Leviticus vii. 31) to give the breast of the peace-offering to the high 
priest and his sons, as an African chief is also priest. The practice of 
circumcision, common in Africa, may also be accounted for in the same 
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way. Seeing we have no difficulty in tracing religious practices found in 
Abyssinia to a Christian source, it is not unnatural to suppose that many 
African religious customs are Jewish. 

5 Page 35, I. 23.-The Bushmen, or Basaroa of the South African 
deserts, are not related to the negroes. They may be the descendants of 
runaway Hottentots of long years ago, as the Bakalahali are runaway 
Bechuana of to-day. The Hottentot and Bushmen belong to the red
skinned races, and their language is said to have something in common 
with the language of the Laplanders. 

6. Page 37, I. 28.-The Christian chief Khama has done much for these 
poor inhabitants of the desert, persuading them to dig the ground and 
build villages by offering presents of goats and cattle. 

CHAPTER III. 
7· Page 41, /. ro.-Sekomi was chief of the Bamangwato, and father 

of the present chief Khama. He was bitterly opposed to his son becoming 
a Christian, and in order to prevent his ever coming into power Sekomi 
abdicated in favour of a distant relative, Machang; but the tribe revolted, 
and in August, 1872, Khama was declared chief of the Bamangwato. 

8. Page 48, /. I.-Lechelatebe was succeeded by his son Moremi, the 
present chief of the Batauana. The late Mr. Hepburn was the first mis
sionary to follow up Dr. Livingstone's discovery of Lake Ngami. His 
success was remarkable, and in a short time the whole tribe seemed to be 
affected. They gave up their Bushman slaves; Dr. Moffat's translation of 
the Bible was carried into the country by the waggon-load. Repeated 
attacks from marauding bands of Matabele, however, soon tested the 
value of Moremi's conversion, and when Mr. Hepburn visited the country 
in 1886 he was met with shouts of " Beat him ! Kill him I" Still some 
stood fast. 

CHAPTER IV. 

9· Page sS, l. I6.-This is so; the Tsetse fly quickly disappears with 
the buffalo. The rinderpest that bas wrought such havoc in South Africa 
bas swept off hundreds of thousands of buffalo in the far interior, leaving 
the plains white with their bones; but in a remarkably short time it was 
found that the '' fly" had disappeared from large areas, and that cattle 
could be brought into the country. 

Io. Page 58, I. 35.-Mahale was a,live in 1883, and continued to take to 
himself a large share of the credit of bringing both the missionary and the 
trader into the country. 

I 1. Page 6 I, I. 3 I.-The Barotse account of their conquest, however, 
differs slightly. Upon the death of their chief Malunda, they say, two 
rivals to the chieftainship appeared; the wiser of the two appealed for help 
to Sebituane, the other fled with his followers up the K.abombo. 

12. Page 64, I. 27.-The name "Mambari" is given by the free natives 

I' 
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of Benguella to the slaves of the Portuguese. The natives of the Upper 
Zambesi have somehow got hold of this name, and apply it to all native 
traders from Bihe and Bailundu as well as to the slaves of the Portuguese. 

13. Page 64, I. 37.-VVhen pressed by hunger, or because of debt, 
parents have been known to sell their children. The law of "mother 
right" so prevails among some of the interior tribes that the children are at 
the qisposal of their maternal uncles, unless redeemed by their fathers from 
them. The uncle readily parts with the children w·hen the trader comes 
along with his guns and calico, and in this way, more than in any other, the 
slave markets are fed. 

CHAPTER V. 

14. Page 70, !. 7 -The old waggon route from Cape Town to Kuru man 
lay a little to the west of the railway track from Cape Town to Kimberley. 

15 · Pa(e 74, last line.-The Bantu tribes in the interior are better 
mechanics than those living in South Africa, who have not only wandered 
further away from their original home and starting-point, but have thrown 
away any little knowledge they may have had of the arts as so much 
unnecessary burden. 

CHAPTER VI. 

16. Page 85, last li1te.-In 1892 a missionary, Mr. Joseph Lynn. of 
London, died of hydrophobia in Bihe, West Central Africa. He and 
Dr. W. Fisher were bitten by the same dog; Dr. Fisher recovered, and 
Mr. Lynn died within two months. M. Coillard also writes about a regular 
epidemic of hydrophobia breaking out in the Barotse Valley about the 
same time. 

CHAPTER VII. 

17. Page 94, I. 15.-A few years ago a traveller near Lake Mweru came 
upon a cow elephant that had just 'been pulled down by six lions, all 
attacking together. The elephant's teeth were small for her size, and on 
this account she was not so well able to defend hersel£ 

18. Page 100, !. 2.-Leina means ''name." The names of African 
chiefs are usually sentences, the first word of which is used "for short." 
Mushide, the Garenganze chief, was known by the following names :-

MusH IDE wa vantu vonso =The soul of all men. 
SoKONTWE wa lamata vagene=The sticking weed that clings to the 

traveller. 
KANGUNGUALA kasala mitenge =The whirlwind that unroofs-the house. 
KASHIKA vomi =The hurler ofthe living. 
KAPUYA sava manso =The eye destroyer. 
Mt!ENDA pa vantu =He goeth among the people. 
KoMESIA wa vilolo =The strengthener of his dependencies. 
CITAVATAVA wa mena pe sanga =The sycamore tree that sprouted in 

the Sanga country (to give bark 
for the clothing of the people). 
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19. Page 100, !. 28.-Natives of the same tribe can very quickly deter
mine their relative ages, although they cannot tell how many years they 
each have lived. They associate the year of their birth with the event of 
that year, be it the death of the chief or the appearance of some plague, or 
an eclipse of the sun, or large comet seen. Missionaries going into a new 
district are often amused at the interest taken in their relative ages, and 
cannot quite understand it at first, seeing that the African does not keep 
any record of the number of years he may have lived. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

20. Page 107, I. 27.-It is well known that people living in open 
savannahs and prairies, as the Bechuana and Zulu tribes do, are less 
superstitious than the inhabitants of forest-clad countries. 

21. ·Page 110, !. 16.- The bark of the Mowana or Baobab tree is an 
important article of export from Ambriz and Ambrizette on the West 
Coast of Africa. It is used chiefly in the manufacture of paper. 

22. Page 1 11, I. 16.-Some of these edible caterpillars respond in a 
curious way to a half-whistling, half-cooing sound, by wagging their beads 
and setting every leaf of the tree infested by them in motion. 

CHAPTER IX. 

23. Page 123, l. 9.-The white man that Dr. Livingstone met at 
Linyanti was the well-known Portuguese trader Senbor Silva Porto, who 
began trading from Loanda in the year 1837. Slaves were then in great 
demand, and could be bought on the Kuanza river for four yards of calico 
a head. Little by little Senhor Porto worked his way inland; be 
employed his own slaves, as well as Bihe headmen, to do most of his 
trading; these native agents are called "Pumbeiros" by the Portuguese. 
A Pumbeiro of the name of Jao was the first to reach the Zambesi; 
returning, he informed Senhor Porto, who decided to visit the Makololo 
chief. Senhor Porto traded for ivory, rubber, and beeswax all over West 
Central Africa; his regular habits and just treatment or" all free-natives 
gave him great influence in the country. The Portuguese Government 
made him Capitiio Mor for Bihe, where during a sudden native revolt 
(18go) the old hero lost heart and blew himself up with gunpowder. 
His body was carried to Lisbon and buried with public honours. The 
Portuguese call him " The Livingstov.e of Portugal." 

24. Page 127, l. 25.--The African bead trade is divided into what 
might be called "currency bead'' and •'fashion bead" trades. Missionaries 
and explorers would do well to keep to currency beads. Traders can of 
course make more money out of the fashion bead, but it is much more risky. 

25. Page 128, l. 3.-In the year 1883-nearly thirty years after Dr. 
Livingstone's visit-I, when on my first missionary journey, met with 

old blind minstrel in the Barotse Valley, who, failing to interest 

,. 
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me with his songs and antics, changed his tune and began giving 
off a long discourse on the Last Judgment. When asked where he had 
heard these things, he explained that when a young man, and before 
losing his sight, he had travelled with Dr. Livingstone as cook, and that 
this was a sermon that he had often heard his old master preach. 

26. Page 130, /. 10.-Mr. George Westbeech was the pioneer of the 
Upper Zambesi ivory trade. He cut the first waggon road through the 
forest from Buluwayo to the Victoria Falls, and built the trading stations 
of Panda-ma-tenka and Leshuma. 

CHAPTER X. 

27. Page 135, !. 3.-0ne of the young Barotse princes that Sebituane 
brought up at his court-Sepopo by name-led the revolt that ended in 
the massacre of all the Makololo men ; the women were spared to be the 
head wives and queens of the country under the Barotse. 

28. 1 a . .,e 137, I. 23.-The ntore ambitious tribes in Africa have the habit 
of calling all neighbouring and inferior tribes by a name equal to 
"barbarian,'' so all interior tribes were called " Makalaka" by the 
Bechuana. . 

29 Page 138, I. 18.-Mosilikatse was the father of the chief Loben
gula who fought against the South African Chartered Company. His name 
means "bloody path," and the name he gave to his chief kraal-Bulu
wayo-means "killing-place." 

30. Page 138, /. 25.-Moshesb, the reputed half-brother of Sebituane, 
pulled the Basuto tribe together with great ability, and the two brothers 
must have been remarkable men. The story is told of Mo~hesh, how that 
after enforcing with great severity the death penalty on all found guilty 
of cannibalism he decided to relax the law somewhat, believing that the 
evil had been checked and would die out, when a man was brought to 
him whom his accusers declared guilty of having eaten the body of 
Moshesh's own grandfather, "Ought he not to die?" "No," replied 
the king naively, "let him live. Why should I disturb my grandfather's 
grave?" 

CHAPTER XL 

31. Page 141, /. 5.-The nakong is known in many Bantu dialects by 
the name Eshove, and this may account for the name " Chobe '' that 
Dr. Livingstone gave to the river that is better known by that of Linyanti 
in its lower reach, Mashe higher up, and Kuando nearer to its source. 

CHAPTER XII. 

32.-Page I so, I. 23.-" Monare " is the name usually given to 
missionaries in Bechuanaland, and is a corruption of the Dutch Myn Heer. 
The Makololo, not understanding the use of titles, called Dr. Livingstone 
" Monare " instead of Monare Livingstone. 
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33· Page 151, /. 10.-There can be no possible doubt that this 
l'ortuguL:,I! trader was Senhor Silva Porto. (See note, page 12J.) An 
Arab trad~:r from Zanzibar appeared on the scene at the same time 
(page 153). who was also a famous man in his way. That these three 
travellers should not only be the first to penetrate Africa, the one from the 
South, the other from the East, and the third from the West Coasts, 
but that they should all meet at such a remote part of the continent, is a 
remarkable coincidence. Dr. Livingstone continued his journey, crossing 
the continent to Loanda, travelling in a north-westerly direction. Senhor 
Silva Porto returned to Benguella after sending his two "Pumbeiros" 
across to the East Coast with letters to the Portuguese governor of 
Mozambique; and the Arab trader, accompanied Silva Porto to Bihe 
and Benguella, crossing Africa from east to west. The Arab, we know, 
was after no good ; his journey led to a great general advance among the 
Arab traders and raiders of Zanzibar into Central Africa ; but the bright 
and encouraging thought must suggest itself to us that Livingstone was 
raised up at the right time "to confound their knavish tricks" by bringing 
to the light of day-as he did so successfully years after-a faithful account· 
of their doings. 

34· Page 152, l. 32.-To-day, however, the natives call the Leeba the 
Zambesi along its whole course. M. Coillard, in 1895, ascended the 
Zambesi for some distance beyond the junction of the two rivers. He 
says: "We saw the confluence with the Zambesi of the Loeti, ... which 
comes from the west, . . . then, a little further op, that of the Kabombo 
on the left bank." (Threshold of Central Africa, page 602.) 

CHAPTER XIII. 

35· Page 158, /. 38.-The natives of the Upper Zambesi repeatedly 
told me that I could not do the things the '' Great Monare" had 
done. "He raised his dead relatives to life. We saw them," they in
sisted, " walking across the shadow of the sun " 

36. Page 161, l. 39.-The Makololo thought also that if the moon 
appeared perpendicular, thus (, they would have abundance of rain that 
month ; but if the moon appeared lying on her back, thus ...... , it bespo\e 
drought, for how could the water spill over? 

CHAPTER XIV. 

37· Page 175, l. 29. -One day a reed bock shot in 'the side 
by me fell down seemingly dead, and after having his tail hacked 
off and throat partly cut, sprang up and bound.-d off. The country 
was open all around and the grass had been burned off, only one 
clump remained; into this the wounded animal ran. My men sur
rounded the spot, and set fire to the grass; a hyrena ran out. Upon 
searching the ground the charred remains of a python were found, but no 
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.signs of the antelope. The men looked at one another, not a word was 
spoken ; but all immediately, and with one consent, fled to the camp, 
packed their bundles, and set off for the nearest village, in spite of rain 
and the moonless night that was just upon them. All believed that they 
had been met by a f<;>rmer chief come back to the world again, with power 
to change himself into a hyrena or antelope, and that had they slept there 
tha~ night, they would have been dead men in the morning. 

38. Page 1-77, I. 23.-The Loeti of Livingstone is known as the Lunge· 
bungo river, and rises in the Chibokwe country, at an interesting spot 
where, within a distance of four miles, water is seen flowing west to the 
Kuanza river, north to the Congo, and east to the Zambesi. 

CHAPTER XVI. 

39· Page 195, I. j8.-Like children's toys these idols have thtir interest 
for ethnologists. Mr. C1awford, a missionary in Lubaland, has taktn a 
photograph of one which is a good example of the gene1al run of forest 
idols that Dr. Livingstone met with in the Lunda country. This, which 
might be described as a lion-faced sphinx, falls into line with Dr. Living
stone's remarks on page 133 as to the Africans' connection with ancient 
Egypt. 

40. Page 2o6, I. 29.-The great Lunda empire, that at one time 
extended from the Luapula to· the Zambesi, had begun to dry up in 
Livingstone's day, and shortly after Shinte came under tribute to the 
Barotse; but iB 1887 the Lubale chief Kaiigom"be took advantage of 
troubles in the Barotse to raid Shinte and to practically destroy his 
country; many Balunda were carried off into slavery. One day, when 
travelling, I overtook the Lubale army with gangs of Shinte's people all 
tied together-a pitiable sight. 

CHAPTER XVII. 

41. Page 207, I. 33.-During the years 1895-96-97 a dreadful plague 
of locusts swept over the whole of Central Africa, and had it not been for 
the often despised Manioc root, the death-rate from starvation must have 
been very heavy. As soon as the natives found that the locust did not 
touch the Manioc plant, they cultivated larger quantities of it. The plant 
would be still more valuable to Africa were South American methods 
of cultivating and preparing the root introduced. 

42. Page 208, I. 22.-Muate-Yamvo, however, had several Kazembes 
or generals. The full name is "KAZEMBE ka suma vantu," which 
meaRs the stinging bush-fly that bites people. The Portuguese travellers, 
Pereira and Lacerda, visited the Kazembe of the eastern bank of the 
Luapula river, whose descendants still reign as independent monarchs. 
The town, the direction of which was pointed out to Livingstone, was 
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undouhtedly that of the A~aumbe of the \Vestern Lualaue, the branch 
that Livingstone afterwards called "Young's Lualaua" 

43· Fag~ 210, I. 35.-The Baluvale who live in these plains are fish 
catchers and curers on a large scale. They are now the predominating 
tribe a'ong the far Upper Zarnbesi. Kakenge, who has his capital at the 
junction of the Luena with the Zarnbesi, is their official and ceremonial 
head, but Kaiigornbe, who lives further west, is their leader in war. In 
1891 I assisted in planting a mission station among them a little 
to the north-east of Livingstone's route. Mr. Schindler, a Swiss, and 
Dr. Fisher, of London, assisted by seven other missionaries, are at work 
among both the Baluvale and Balunda. 

44· Page 2II, I. 15.-Subsequent explorations have shown, however, 
that the Chobe does not rise in the Lubale Plains, but in a country of 
great sand hills south-east of Bihe ; those sand hills are very porous, and 
rest on a layer of clay. The heavy rains are all absorbed by them 
as if by so many great sponges, and given out to the streams, months after 
when the water reaches the level of the clay. The Chobe and all her 
feeders begin to rise at the end of the rainy season, and keep increasing in 
volume as the rainy season advances. 

45· !'age 2II, I. 17.-The Loeti or Dunge-ungo and the Kassia rivers 
rise in a beautiful mountainous country well wooded and well drained 

46. Page 211, /. 31.-The law of "mother right" prevails so in the 
interior, however, and is hardly known among tlie South African tribes; 
this accounts for the attachment of the Balunda to their mothers ; legally 
the "Makalaka" boy is the property of his mother's elder brother, and 
the village that his mother carne from is his horne or "hai." 

47· Page 214, I. 38.-They have also the idea that drumming frightens 
the spirits away as birds are scared from the corn, but the noise has to be 
kept up night and day until the proper measures have been taken to lay 
the troubled spirits. This helps us to understand how the Africans insist 
on corning in bands and drumming all night around the traveller's tent; 
their ·action is prompted by the same kind thought that would lead one to 
fan a friend asleep or to dust the flies from another on a hot summer's day. 

48. l'a;e 215, I. 14.-A child was sacrificed as late as 1883 by the 
Darotse in order to sanctify some war 4rurns with the blood sprinkled from 
the: stumps of ten little bleeding fingers newly chopped off. The body was 
then thrown alive to the crocodiles to appease the great serpent that lies 
along the bed of the Zambesi. Stories are told of the Baiunda and Bulu
vale selecting an annual victim as a sacrifice to the spirits of the chiefs 
ancestors. In 1888 the Balunda had advanced as far as to abhor the 
killing of the victim, but in order to satisfy the spirits, and to procure the 
right parts of the human body for the king's medicine, a dead body was 
dug up from some new-made grave. 
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49· Page 216, I. 29.-Katema lived on in the same district" for thirty 
years after Livingstone visited him. From being ruler over the Balubale, 
he was reduced to being tributary to them. Then purely for the sake of 
carrying off his Lunda subjects as slaves, the Balubale drove out Kazembe 
and, it is reported," killed him as he fled to the Barotse for protection. 
I knew him well, and had many talks with him about Dr. Living
sto"ne, ''the first white man .. , 

50. Page 219, l. 17.-Commander Cameron discovered the Lulua, and 
found that it flowed north to the Kassai and Congo, and not south to the 
Zambesi as was n:ported to Dr. Livingstone. 

51. Page 222, l. 20 -The ant builds up th,e stalk of grass as the flood 
rises, which of course washes away the lower stories of the little towers of 
Babel, leaving the ant with a sort of a bird-nest house to live in. 

CHAPTER XVIII. 

52. Pag~ 228, l. 10.-The Bachibokwe, or Ba-chioko, are perhaps the 
most remarkable and most interesting tribe to be met with in the whole of 
\Vest Central Africa. They work cleverly in iron and wood, farm the 
bee, and procure large quantities of beeswax; they have discovered a 
root yielding rubber that now commands a higher price -than the tree 
rubber. At the same time, their capacity for giving trouble to passing 
traders and travellers is so well known that their name is a proverb. 

53· Pag<' 238, /. 39·-This year ( 1899) Mr. F. Schindler made a pro
longed excursion among the Bachibokwe, hoping to find an opening 
among them for mission work.· Were his diary to be put alongside of Dr. 
Livingstone's, written forty year;; before, it would be seen that these 
troublesome people have not altered one iota in their methods of worry 
and extortion. At last, however, Mr. Schindler seemed to find a friend 
among them ; a chief came forward to assist in tracking and punishing a 
thief who had stolen a few beads. The man was brought to book, and 
the beads restored after endless litigation more annoying than the theft 
itself; then, to crown all, Mr. Schindler had to pay his good friend the 
chief in cloth two or three times the value of the beads as his well-earned 
fees! 

CHAPTER XX. 

54· Page 267, I. 3.-The description here given of Loand:j. is of courst! 
only of value in so far as it is a description of how things were forty years 
ago. To-day Portuguese, English, French, and German steamers cal.l 
nearly every week at Loanda ; the town, too. has been largely rebuilt, the 
str~ets cleared of sand, and a water supply is abundant. The Portuguese 
fail as farmers and employers of free labour, but Loanda compares favour
ably with any other town between Gibraltar and Cape Town. 

55· Fage 273, l. 28.-The Dutcn occupied Loanda for a very short time. 
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The natives of Angola, seeing so many strange white men and not 
knowing their name, called them "Vafulu," meaning "they are many,'' 
and to-day all Dutch, English, and Germans are called "Vafulu '' to 
distinguish them from the Portuguese. 

CHAPTER XXI. 

56. Page 28o, J. 8.-To-day, however, the distilling of rum or "aJ[Uard
ente,'' as the Portuguese call it, is the chief source of income in all these 
districts ; thousands of natives labour on the rum factories, cultivating the 
cane, etc. ; they are brought from the interior by traders, who sell them to 
the planters, who take them to the district magistrate and register them as 
free labourers under a seven years' contract, which is generally renewed. 

57· Page 284, I. 14.-lt is more properly, however, the line of de
marcation between the provinces of Loanda and Benguella, both being in 
the Portuguese colony of Angola. 

CHAPTER XXII. 

58. Page 289, I. 23.-Elephants too have been killed by these fiery 
little creatures; they have been known to run up the animal's trunk when 
asleep, and so to irritate it that in desperation the elephant will beat his 
trunk against .a tree, causing it to swell, and the inflammation following 
kills the animal. 

SY· Page 299, I. 21.-This, however, is about the worst language the 
Portuguese indulges in, and it is not to be compared to that of the many 
Britishers in other parts of Africa. Nothing is more revolting than to 
hear from the raw native an unclean English oath, probably the only words 
he may have been able to pick up from his master, the miner, or trader. 

CHAPTER XXIII. 

6o Page 313, I. 19.-The West Coast trader is essentially a landsman; 
all the trading tribes are entirely at the mercy of the natives living along 
the large rivers ; as a rule they prefer making a long detour to hiring 
canoes. A glance at the map of this part of the African continent shows 
that between the bend of the Kassai, flowing east then north, and the 
bend of the Leeba, or Zambesi, flowing west then south, there lies a neck 
of land of great value to the native traders, who carry the produce of the 
far interior to the Loanda and Benguella markets. 

CHAPTER XXIV. 

61. Page 315, I. 11.-Shakatwala was wrong, however. The Lutemhwe 
is one river, and, rising in the plains near to the Kassai, it flows south to 
the Zambesi. 

62. Pare 327, I. 5.-This was Dr. Livingstone's last visit to the Barotse 
Valley. The second European to penetrate these parts from the.south was 
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Westbeech, the trader, in 1873; and the miSSionaries, travellers, and 
hunters who visited the Zambesi in the years following owed much of 
whatever footing they may have secured in the country to ·the late Mr. 
George West beech. M. Franc;ois Coillard has been the true successor of 
Livingstone in th~se parts from a missionary's point of view. His work 
began with his second visit to the Zambesi, in 1884. 

CHAPTER XXVI. 

63. Page 343, l. 27.-Dr. Livingstone, on his second visit to the falls, 
fastened a stone and a piece of paper to a long line, with which to measure 
the depth of the chasm. The Batoka have improved upon this, and now 
say that Livingstone himself flew down to the bottom like a bird ! 

64. Page 344, l. 39.-Dr. Livingstone returned to Linyanti in 186o, 
and found Sekeletu a leper and his empire rapidly going to pieces. 
The sick chief died shortly after Livingstone's visit, and his son and heir 
being too young to rule, two uncles fought over the regentship. While 
the Makololo were fighting the Barotse were arming, and led by Sepopo, 
one of the family of their former chiefs, they killed off all the Makololo 
men, even to the .little boys, leaving only the women and girls. The 
women, however, still received a great deal of the honour and respect 
formerly paid to the Makololo men, and as they were all married to the 
chiefs and headmen among the. Barotse they ruled in all domestic matters. 
The Sekololo language has prevailed, and has become more truly the 
language of the country since the massacre of the Makololo men than 
ever before. Sepopo was killed by his own men, and his nephew Nguana
wina succeeded him for one short year ; he also was disposed of in the 
same way. Then Loboshe or Liwanika was called to the kingship, and 
he, after many ups and downs, has become at last fairly well established. 
His capital has always been at Lea-luyi, in the Barotse Valley. Here it is 
interesting to observe that luyi, or lui, means river. The proper name 
for the Barotse is A-ruyi (literally, the river people); sing. : lJfo-ruyi. 
Se-ruyi is the name of their language ; Bo-ruyi, the abstract term used 
when their customs and laws are referred to; and Lea-luyi, as I have 
already said, is the name of their "place'' by the river, or capital. 

CHAPTER XXVIII. 

65. Page 373, l. 21.-The "full name for the Kafue is Kafaukue. The 
word means the digger or borer. Higher up it is called the Zzengue. 
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INDEX 

U'RIOA, Datura! divisi.onl of South, 66. 
Alligatma, 174; neat of, 181. 
Arnbaca, 258; natives of, 259, 295. 
Ambonda tribe, 284. 
Angola, want of roads, 261 ; 1111tive 

population of, 277 ; state of agri
culture, 285 ; climate, 293. 

Anklets, 185, 189. 
Anointing skin, 169, 185. 
Ant-eater, 114. 
Ant-hills, their size, 641 120, 139, 

361. 
Ants, black, 18, 90 ; red, 288 ; soldier, 

351 ; white, 353; sagacity of, 222. 
Arabs from Zanzibar, 153. 
Avoset, 172. 

&kalahari race, 36, 139. 
Baking, methods of, 29, 
Bakwain tribe, 12 ; mode of burial, 

86; religious ideas.. 107; treatment 
of, by the Boers, 80, 84. 

Balooda tribe, theh· appearance and 
customs, 1871 307 ; idolatry and 
superstition, 192, 310: hamlets, 
194, 198; pooctilionaness, 202, 
208. 

Bamangwato hills, 101 ; tnbe, 108. 
Banajoa tribe, 55. 
Banyai tribe, 376, 4-01, 405. 
Baobab tree, 110, 341. 
Bangala tribe, 24 7. 
Banian tree, 328. 
Barotse tribe, 170; valley, 148, 151. 
Bashinje tribe, 242. 
BaBOngo tribe, 256. 
Batoka tribe, 348. 
Batonga tribe, 377. 
Bechuana race, 137, 138. 
Bee-eater, 171. 
Beehives in forests, 194. 
Beer, native, 127, 205. 
Bees' -wax, 232. 
Beetle, the scavenger, 32. 

Beogo, the river, 263, 26{1. 
Boers of interior .Aftica, 23, 87. 
Boguera, native custom of, 99. 
Buaze plant, 414. 
Buffalo-hunting, 180, 821, 325. 
Buffalo-bird, 172, 357. 
Burial, modes of, 63, 86. 
Burial-places, ancient, 286. 
Bushmen, 35, 54, 112, 117. 

Cabango, 305. 
Cacusu fish, 272.. 
Canaries in Looda, 220. 
Carriers, native, in Angola, 257, 261 
Cassange, 249, 289. 
Caterpillar, effect of touching, 397. 
Cattle in Londa, 218. 
Cazembe, 208, 215; visited by EIUQ 

peana, 383~ 
Cazengo, district of, 271. 
Chiboque tribe, 229. 
Chieftainship, privileges of, 31 
Chobe, the -river, 58, 119, 159, 
Circumcision, practice of, 98. 
Coal near Tete, 411. 
Coanza, the river, 273, 284. 
Coffee, growing wild, .257; plautatiooa 

in Angola, 262, 271. · 
Complexi11n, cause of dark, 54, 229, 

. 256. 
Conge plant, 414. 
Cotton near lake Nganu, 49; ia 

Angola, 270, 280 ; at Tete, 413. 
Cow-eland, 145. 
Cumming, Gordon, veracity of, 102. 

Dance, native, 155. 
Desiccatio&, proofs of, in interior, 38, 

39, 46, '15. 
Dilolo, the lake, 222, 317. 
Diseases among natives, 85, 381; 

among wild beasts, 91. 
Distillation of water by insects, 210. 
Doctors, native, 87. 
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Egyptian customs paralleled, 131, 133, 
243, 270, 271. 

Eland, 40. 
Electricity in air, 83. 
Elephant, modes of huntiDg by Euro

peans, 52, 103; by natives, 11, 
::S68, 377 ; its food", 361, 371, 398; 
rule for ascertaining height, 369 ; 
fl8F of African variety, 370; tenacity 
of life, 379. 

~nglish, native ideas of the, 184; 
Mambari description of, 260. 

English manufactures prized, 209. 

Fascination, power of, in serpents, 97. 
Fish, migrations of, in flood time, 178 ; 

modes of catching, 213; species in 
the Zouga, 50. 

Fowl, peculiar kind of, 274. 
Frenzy artificially produced, 360. 
F~ an article of food, 31. 
F·anerals, mode of conducting, 214, 

278,311. 
Future life, native notions of, 150. 

ofLobale, 210, 217; valleys. 228 
237. 

Iron-ore in Londa, 207 ; in ::ieng• 
388; near Tete, 412. 

Jesuit mis.<rlonaries in Angola, 259 
271, 277; on eaat coaat, 415. 

Jinga, queen of the, 283. 

.Kafue, the river, 372. 
Kalahari desert, 34 ; cause of drought; 

66 ; salubrity of the adjacent dis
trict, 89. 

Kalomo, the river, 355. 
Kasai, the river, 225, 305. 
Kasendi, c;eremony of the, 323. 
Kilimane described, 426. 
Kingfishers, 171. 
Kololx>.ng destroyed by the Boers, 29. 
Korwe, nest of, 399. 
Kumbara plant, 416. 
Kuruman station, 7; founta!D at it, 

75. 

IA\kes, beds of ancient, 345. 
Game-laws in Africa, 391. Leches, 50; mode of hunting, 140. 
Geese, varieties of, 173. Leeambye, the river, 145. 8e11 Zam-
Geological notices. 67, 243, 268, 304, • besi. 

315, 345, 355, 356, 366, 372, 384, Leeba, the river, 152; ascent of it, 
~~40~ I~ 

Gold-field near Tete, 411. Lehututu, bird, 290. 
Golungo Alto, 260, 276. Lepelole, cave of, 83. 
Gonye falls, 147, 167. Libonta, 172. 
Griquas, their origin, dress, &c., 72. Lmkololo, bh·d, 327. 
Gun-medicine, 175. Linyanti, 121. 

Hair, peculiar modoiB ot' dt:essing, 214, 
247, 300, 364. 

Hippopotamus, notiC"eJ of the, 159, 
166, 329. 

Honey-guide, 232, 359, 400. 
Hopo or pitfall, 21. 
Hornet, sting of, 330. 
Horse-sickness in South Mrica,70. 
Human sacrifices, 215, 383. 
Hut of Makololo, 143. 
Hyama, 392. 
Hydrophobia un.lmown, 159. 

Idolatry ID Londa, 188, 196. 
Ignano, 166. 
Indigo plant. 413. 
Inundated plains about the Chobe. 118 ; 1 

Lion, its food, 92 ; habits, 93 ; roar, 
95, 153; Bushmen's mode of killing, 
115; conflict with, II. 

Livingstone, Dr., his early life, 3 ; 
qualifies as ·a physician, 6 ; emi
grate& to Southern Africa, 7 ; visits 
the Bakwains, 8 ; rat.urns to Kuru
man, 9; resides at Mabotsa, 10; 
moves to Kolobeng, 12; starta on 
his first expedition, ~8; discovers 
lake Ngami, 4G; starts on his second 
expedition, 51 ; tlh;coveiS the Za'll
besi, 63; returns to Cape Town, 
65 ; starts on his third expedition, 
65; crosses the Orange ri\"er, 72: 
leaves Kuruman, 81 ; reaches the 
junction of the Loeti and Zambesi1 
153; returns to Linyanti, 155 ! 
starta for Loanda, 159; read.es the 
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confiuenr~ of the Leeba, 178; Cl'08SeS 

the Quango, 247 ; arrivent Loanda, 
264; leaves Loanda, 269; reaches 
Linyasti, 330; visit. the Victoria 
falls, 341 ; arrives at Tete, 407; 
and at Kilimane, 427; retums to 
England, 428. 

Loanda, deACription of, 267. 
I.ocusts ss food,.31. 
Loeti, the river, 152. 
Londa, fertility or, 212. 
Lotembwa, the river, 215, 315, 819. 
Lotus, 113. 

- Lucalla, the nver, 272. 
Lopata, gorge of, 419. 

Mai, position of, 306. 
Makololo, 126 ; their origin, 134. 
Mambari, or native traders, noti.cea cf, 

64, 123, 150, 184, 820. 
Mamosho tree, 1631 177. 
Maneko tree, 350. 
Manenko, a female chief, 182. 
Manioc, 207. 
Maroro tree, 181. 
Marriage in Angola, 278. 
Massangano, 273. 
Matebele tribe, 60. 
Matiamvo, 306. 
Mice near Mashue, 95; an articl-. of 

food in Londa, 225, 303. 
Milo tree, 177. 
Mirage, 44. 
Missionary, routine or life, 30. 
Missions, observations on, 26, 79, 106, 

157. 
Mobola tree, 163. 
Mogametsa tree, l '17. 
Mohonono tree, 113, :341. 
Mokoko, the river, 44. 
Mokwa reza, bird, 866, 
Molekane, custom of', 215. 
Monato tree, 38, 
Money unknown in interior, 129, 224. 
Mopane tree, 111. 
Mopato, system of, 100, 140. 
Morala tree, 112. 
Mosheba, fuh, 166. 
Mo.'libe tree, 163. 
Mosbuka tree, 350. 
Motsikiri tree, 350. 
Motsintsela tree, 160. 
Motsouri tree, 160. 
Musicians, native, 199. 
Unto, the river, i24. 

Nakong, spec1es of antelope, 141 
Nalielc, 149. 
Nato caterpillar, 38. 
New moon, fest1va. of, 161. 
Ngami, discovery of lake, 46. 
Ngotuane plant, 77. 
Noga putsane serpent, 97. 
Nranja, the lake, 423. 

Olive-trees, wild, 76. 
Ophir, 412, 422. 
Ophthalmia, treatment of, 87. 
Orchilla weed, 180. 
Ordeal, practice of, 291, 403, 
Ostrich, notice of the, 104. 
Otters, 120. 

Peripneumonia, 71. 
Picho, or native assembly, 156, ttG. 
Piri hills, 209. 
Pitfalls, how constructed, 48. 
Plasterer insect, 353. 
Poison and its antidote, llb 
Polygamy iu Augola, 278. 
Portuguese native traders, 198. 
Prophets among the natives, 61. 
Portuguese merchants in Angola, 251. 

268. 
Pungo Andongo, rocks of, 282. 

Quango, valley of the. 243 ; ita fer· 
tility, 252; river, 246. 

Quisamas tribe, 274. 

Rain-doctors, 17. 
Rainy season, 316. 
Rhinoceros-bird, 357. 
Rive~ underground, 390. 
Rivers, network of, 346. 
Roofs of huts moveable, 186, 212. 

Salt, mode of procuring, 183. 
Salt-pans, 44, 53. 
Salutation,. modes of, 188, 196, 88tr 

373. 
_ Sandmartins, 171. 

Sanshureh, the river, 111!. 
Scissor-bill, 1 '12. 
Sebituane's history, &f:. 
Sechele, 14, 81. 
Sechu, 98. 
Senna, 421. 
Senza, the river, 263. 
Serotli, 39, 41. 
SefJIGilts, 96 ; an article ot food, 91. 
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:ihella highly pmed, 192, 206. 
Shire, the river, 423. 
Shittim wood, 77. 
Sichll811& language, 78. 
Skins, mode of preparing, 131. 
Slana, treatment of, 299. 
Slave-trade in the interior, 203. 
Smoking, effects of, 348. 
Son~ of birds, 397. 
Spiders, 220. 
Spinning in Angola, 270. 
Sponges, fresh-water, 171. 
Spring-bocks, 71. . 
Stupefaction produced by maectr., 352. 
Sugar manufactory, 269. 
Swifta, 83. 

Tala Mungongo, range of, 255. 
Tampan, bite of the, 259. 
Tapioca, preparation of, 286. 
Tattooing, 185. 
Tenacity of life in animals, 17 5, 
Tete and its productions, 408-413. 
Thermometrical observations, 18, 108, 

113, 169, 204, 262, 305, 320, 355, 
367, 377, 384, 405, 416. 

Thorns in South Africa. 233. 
Tianyane antelope, 1«. 

Toad, new species of, 32:& 
Tortoises, land, 90. 
Trogon, bird, 178. 
Teetae, 56, 57, 177, 228. 
Tsitla plant. 55. 
rurtieS, fresh-water. 324:. 

Unicorn caterpillar, 102. 

VictDria &lis, 341. 
Vinel, 114: ; wild, 401. 

W ateNDIIlons, 35, 81. 
Watershed of South African oontilleat 

315. 
Watenucken, female, 37, 104. 
Weaving in Angola, 271. 
Winter, signa of, 309. 
Wives, purchase of, 404:. 

Zambesi, discovery of the, 63 ; it. 
width at various points, 64, 34:3, 
388, 424; rise of its water, 316, 
388,393. 

Zebras, 184. 
Zouga, the river, 4:5, 48 
Zumbo, 382. 

IJCIENTIFIO NAMES OF PLANTS AND ANiliALS NOTICED 

IN THE FOREGOING WORK. 

1.-PL.uTB. 

Acacia atomiphylla, '16. 
- detinens, «, 76. 
- giraft"~e, 76, 139. 
- horrida, 76, 139 

. - nilotica, 77. 
Adaolonia digitata, 4:9. 
Alfacyna. 423. 
Amaryllis toxicaria, 76, 285. 
--- Brunswigia multiflora, 76. 
Anona, 320. 
.Araca 1JOmifera, 320. 
Arachis hypog&lll, 133. 
Bauhinia, 111, 350. 
Cannabis sativa, 135, 223, 348. 
Can12 papaya, 320. 

Cassia acutifolia, 413. 
Convolvulus batata, 151. 
Droaera, 314:. 
Eloia Guineensia, 272. 
Euphorbia arborescent, 116. 
Gladiolus, 285. 
Holcus sorghum, 135, 151, 4:13. 
Hymanthus, 285. 
lndigofera argenta, 413. · 
Jatropha manihot, 135, 151. 
-----curcas, 213. 
--- utilisaima, 151. 
Leuoodendron a.rgenteum, 194 . 
Malouetia Hendlotii, 416. 
Mesembryanthemum edule, 69. 
----- turbiniforme, 88 
Olea similia, 76. 
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Penaisetum typhoideum, 212,220, -'18. 
Pistia atratiotes, -'23. 
Salvia Afriama, 76. 
Sansniera Angolenaia, 51. 
Sterculia, 350. · 
TarchOillUlthua, '16. 
Trapa,42S. 
Uncaria procumbens, 233. 

11.-ANUUUI. 

.AJgooeros equina, 191, 321. 
Anas biatrionica, 329. 
Anaatomus lamelligeru.a, 1'12, S27. 
Anser leuoogaster, 1 '13. 
--:- melanoguter, 1 '13. 
Antilope oerulea, '10. 
- melampus, 41. 
-nigra, 321. 
- pygarga, 70. 
-- pbilantomba, 191. 
Bracbymerus bi-faaciatus, 822. 
Bubalu caama, 191. 
Bucepbalus capensia, 97. 
Buphaga Africaoa, 35'1. 
Catoblepas gnu, 40. 
Ceotropus Senegalensis, 210. 
Cepbalopu mergeos, 40. 
Charadrlua caruncnla, 1M. 
~lariaB capeuis, 178. 
Colob01 gnerua, 197. 
Cuculus indicator, 359. 
C'ypllelus apus, 83. 
Dasypeltis iooroatus, 97. 
J)icrurus Ludwigii, 30 •• 

Drymoica, 304. 
Equus montanus, 184. 
Euryotis unisulcatus, 96. 
Gazella euchore, 40, 71. 
Glanis siluris, :;o, 178, 212 
Glossina morsitans, 52. 
Ibis hagidash, 164. 
-- religiosa, 172. 
Lutra inunguis, 120. 

-Merops apiaster, 171. 
--- bullockoides, 1'11. 
Mi.cropogon sulphuratus, 3tM • 
Mugil.Africanus, SO, 178. 
Mus pumelio, 96. 
- lehocla, 96. 
Mygale, 221. 
Myrmeleon form1caleo, 115. 
Naia haje, 96. 
Oryx capensis, 40. 
Parra .Africana, 173. 
Pelopmus Eckloni, 353. 
Pluvianus armatus, 164. 
Potamocboorus, 378. 
ProcellaTia turtur, 329. 
Rana fasciata, 322. 
Rhinoceros bicoruis, 398. 
---- Oswellii, SO. 
---- simus, 398. 
Sciurus ~papi, 393. 
Sylviadm, 3(}4, 
Tantalus capellllis, 164. 
Textor erythrorbyncbus, 1 '12 
Tockus erythrorhynchus, 399. 
Trago(l&D Leadbeaterii, 290. 
Traguius l'Upestris, 40. 

I'D IJID. 
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